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SUBJECT INDEX
(CM (72) 1 s t - 5 4 t h Meetings)
A
AFGHANISTAN
Visit by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary

36 (2).

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING A N D HORTICULTURAL M A R K E T I N G : D R A F T GREEN
PAPER
CP 103.
AGRICULTURAL W O R K E R S
See PAY.
ANNUAL REVIEW AND D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF GUARANTEES 1972
CP 36.
ANTIGUA
Threat of breakdown in law and order; frigate standing by 34 (3), 40 (2).
Precautions against possibility of further disorder 48 (2).
A R M E D F O R C E S PAY REVIEW B O D Y
Acceptance of report CP 41, 20 (5).
ASIAN H O S I E R Y W O R K E R S
Strike in protest of alleged racial discrimination in promotion prospects

56 (3).

ASLEF
See

RAILWAYMEN.

ASSISTED AREAS
No immediate action on the proposal to up-grade the status of certain areas

C P 145, 57 (2).

AUSTRALIA
Visit by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary 36 (2).
Possible result of General Election and likely view of our immigration policy 54 (2).
Recently elected Labour Government adopt a less helpful attitude in their foreign policy

B
BAHAMAS
Result of Parliamentary elections
BANK RATE
Increased to 6 per cent

/

42 (2).

31 (6).

BANGLA D E S H
See also PAKISTAN.

Release of Sheikh Mujibur R h a m a n ; early recognition of Bangla Desh
Recognition 3 (2), 4 (2), 5 (2).
Visit by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary

33 (2), 36 (2).

1 (2).

56 (2).

BILLS
See

also

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME.

COMPETITION POLICY BILL:

Ministers to consider whether to include measures against restrictive practices in the supply
of professional services CP 9, CP 11, 4 (6), G E N 76 1st.
COUNTER-INFLATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) BILL:

Parliamentary timetable early introduction of second stage
Stages to be completed by 1 December 53 (2).

50 (2), 51 (1).

ELECTRICITY BILL:

Draft White Paper

CP 7.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES BILL:

Introduction CP 8, 3 (5).
Arrangements for debating the Bill 4 (1).
Arrangements for the second reading 5 (1).
Vote on second reading 7 (2).
Opposition Motion of Censure 11 (1).
Possibility of a Timetable Motion 22 (1).
Timetable Motion to be tabled 23 (1).
Consideration by House of Lords 34 (1).
House of Lords to reassemble early after Summer Adjournment to complete the final stages
of the Bill 36 (1).
Passed through House of Lords 42 (1).
HOUSING (FINANCE) BILL:

Timetable Motion to be tabled

14 (1).

INFLATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) BILL:

CP 115, CP 116, CP 117.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL:

Consideration by House of Lords

34 (2).

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE BILL:

Possibility of provisions for curtailment of certain rights of the Inner London Education
Authority 51 (4).
MONOPOLIES, MERGERS AND RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES BILL:

Not to be introduced in the current Session

10 (3).

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE REORGANISATION BILL:

Ministers to discuss the Government^ attitude to the amendment in the House of Lords
concerning charges for contraceptive supplies 59 (1).
NORTHERN IRELAND BILL:

Swift passage through Parliament

10 (1).

/

SOCIAL SECURITY BILL:

Draft White Paper

CP 112.

THIRD LONDON AIRPORT BILL:

Ministers to consider whether preliminary steps might be authorised

BOYLE
See

REPORT
TOP SALARIES REVIEW BODY.

52 (1).

BRITISH BROADCASTING C O R P O R A T I O N
See

BROADCASTING.

BRITISH E U R O P E A N AIRWAYS
See PAY.
BRITISH H O N D U R A S
Rumours of invasion 4 (2).
Reinforcement of garrison 14 (2).
Guatemalan reaction to the reinforced garrison and our future course of action

19 (2),

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS C O R P O R A T I O N
See PAY.
BRITISH STEEL C O R P O R A T I O N
See also PAY.
Long-term review—draft Parliamentary statement CP 42, 23 (6), 24 (6).
Redundancies in Scotland 31 (5).
Development strategy and the implications for manning and employment CP 152, C P 155,58 (11).
Development strategy approved subject to safeguards; Parliamentary Statement. Draft White
Paper to be prepared CP 156, 59 (2).
BROADCASTING
Second television service for Independent Television Authority not approved; n o
Ministerial control of broadcasting hours C P 1, 2 (3).
BROOKE C O M M I T T E E
Report of the Joint Committee on Delegated Authority
BUDGET
Proposals

further

CP 128.

17.

BUILDING INDUSTRY
See PAY.

c
C A M M E L L LAIRD L I M I T E D
See

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY.

CENTRAL P O L I C Y REVIEW STAFF
See

also

GOVERNMENT STRATEGY.
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.

Review of work and proposals for study in 1972-73.
importance C P 16, CP 18, 20 (6).
CENTRAL TREATY ORGANISATION
Report on the meeting of the Council of Ministers

Early Warning System on issues of major
/

29 (2).

CHINA
Visit of the President of the United States 10 (4).
Visit of the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary to Peking
CHRYSLER M O T O R C O R P O R A T I O N
See PAY.

C P 118, 50 (3).

CIVIL A V I A T I O N

AUTHORITY

Policy Guidance.

Draft White Paper

CIVIL E M E R G E N C I E S

CP 21.

ARRANGEMENTS

New arrangements to ensure greater efficiency in planning for and dealing with emergencies
CP 84, 39 (4).
CIVIL LIABILITY F O R P E R S O N A L

INJURY

Further consideration before announcing the appointment of a Royal Commission CP 123, 52 (4).
Ministers to consider composition and terms of reference of the Royal Commission CP 129*
53 (4).
Composition and terms of reference agreed; statement to be made C P 146, 58 (8).
CIVIL S E R V I C E

MANPOWER

Progress towards target reductions. Method of reduction and future policy CP 27, 16 (5).
Comprehensive effort to reduce numbers; Departmental Ministers to be given responsibility for
manpower saving CP 87, 40 (8).
Staffing requirements reduced CP 150, 58 (10).
CIVIL S E R V I C E

PAY

See PAY.
COAL
See

NATIONAL COAL BOARD.

COAL MINERS'

STRIKE

Ministers to receive daily reports; public presentational aspects; Emergencies Committees to make
regular assessments 1 (3).
PAYE refunds and supplementary benefits to strikers 2 (2).
Progress report; contingency planning; activities of pickets 3 (3).
Negotiations with National Union of Mineworkers. Proposed Emergency Regulations 4 (4),
5 (6).
Restrictions on the use of electricity. Illegal picketing. Court of Enquiry to be convened 6 (3).
Further restrictions on the use of electricity; statement to be made in the House 7 (7).
Report of the Court of Enquiry (Wilberforce Report), Prime Minister to see both parties in the
dispute 8.
Review following withdrawal of pickets, contingency planning on the assumption of a return to
work 10 (5).
COLDHARBOUR

Report on Fire

HOSPITAL

CP 153.

COMPETITION POLICY
See

BILL

BILLS.

CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH

INDUSTRY

See TRIPARTITE TALKS WITH THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY AND THE TRADES UNION
CONGRESS.
V

COUNCIL

HOUSES

Promotion of council house sales.

Availability of building land C P 46, 23 (5).

COUNTER-INFLATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS)
See

BILLS.

BILL

CORRUPTION

Liberal Motion on Allegations of Financial Corruption in Public Life—Government^ attitude
34 (2), 36 (7).
COVENT

GARDEN

Ministers to review the redevelopment in view of the decision on the Whitehall development
52 (5).
CYPRUS

Import of arms by President Makarios; tense situation

7 (5), 10 (4), 14 (2).

D
DEFENCE

Re-siting of defence facilities at Shoeburyness
DEFENCE

ESTIMATES

Draft White Paper approved
DELEGATED AUTHORITY,
See

CP 138, 56 (6).

CP 10, 4 (5).

REPORT

OF JOINT

COMMITTEE

BROOKE COMMITTEE.

D E V E L O P M E N T A N D C O M P E N S A T I O N : P U T T I N G P E O P L E FERST

Draft White Paper

CP 102.

DOCTORS' AND DENTISTS'

Halsbury report accepted
DOCKS-INDUSTRIAL

SALARIES

31 (1), CP 62.

ACTION

Industrial action by dockers stemming from the fear of unemployment through increased
container traffic. Report on a discussion between Ministers and Union Officials 24 (5).
Situation report—probable notice of strike action; " blacking " of containers; redundancy 26 (6).
Joint Committee of both sides to examine the problems of the industry. Parliamentary statement
. 28 (4), 29 (3).
Threat of arrest of three dockers for picketing in defiance of a ruling by the Industrial Relations
Court 30 (3).
Situation reports 31 (5), 34 (6).
Aldington/Jones Report; Government to provide financial backing to severance pay if strike
called off CP 81, 37 (7).
Threat of one-day national strike by members of Trades Union Congress in support of imprisoned
dockers. Situation report on release of the dockers 38 (4).
Situation reports on the strike; no Proclamation of Emergency 39 (4), 40 (3).
Situation report on latest industrial action 53 (3), 56 (3).
DOWNING

STREET

Stricter security measures in the area

5 (5).

/

E
EARLY WARNING
See

SYSTEM

CENTRAL POLICY REVIEW STAFF.

ECONOMIC

SITUATION

Exchange Rate Policy; fixed rate for sterling temporarily abandoned
Report by the Chancellor of the Exchequer 40 (4).

32 (5).

EDUCATION
Draft White Papers on policy in England and Wales and in Scotland C P 133, C P 136, 54 (4).
EGYPT
Withdrawal of Soviet military advisers. Future supplies of arms
44 (1).
ELECTRICITY BILL
See

37 (3), 38 (2), 39 (2), 42 (2),

BILLS.

ELECTRICITY S U P P L Y INDUSTRY
See PAY.
EUROPE
Ministerial Responsibility

CP 124. ,

EUROPEAN C O M M U N I T I E S BELL
See

BILLS.

EUROPEAN E C O N O M Y COMMUNITY (EEC)
See also under BILLS.
Final stage of negotiations 3 (4).
Parliamentary Procedures on Community matters CP S.
United Kingdom economic objectives after accession CP 15, 6 (4).
Discussion with Finance Ministers about our decision to abandon a fixed parity for sterling
32 (5).
European Free Trade Area (EFTA) and E E C - o u t s t a n d i n g issues 34 (4).
Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments CP 76, 36 (6).
Preparations for a Summit Meeting; EFTA non-candidate negotiations. International monetary
reform 37 (4).
Prime Ministers report on the Summit Meeting,., talks with Heads of Government 46 (2).
Attitude of the EEC to a possible ban on the export of lamb from the United Kingdom 54 (3).
Parliamentary Questions on the activities of the institutions of the E E C CP 131, 54 (5).
United Kingdom coal policy 56 (4).
European Coal and Steel Community to be informed of new coal policy statement 56 (5).
Arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments of the Community CP 140, 57 (4).
Designation of British members of the European Parliament—absence of Labour delegates
CP 139, 57 (5), 58 (1).
Departments to keep in close touch with current negotiations 58 (7).
Changes in assisted areas CP 145, 57 (2).
Heavy lorries-axle weight 53 (2), CP 151, 58 (7).
EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE
Effort to secure siting in the United Kingdom
European Patent Office CP 14.

CP 13, 6 (5).

EXPENDITURE C O M M I T T E E
See

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.

F
FRAMEWORK F O R G O V E R N M E N T RESEARCH AND D E V E L O P M E N T
See

RESEARCH COUNCILS.

FRANCE
Change of Prime Minister
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34 (3).
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G
GAS MANUAL

WORKERS

See PAY.
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC

REPUBLIC

Treaty with the Federal Republic of Germany initialled
GERMANY-FEDERAL

51 (2).

REPUBLIC

State election and possible effect on the Federal Government and its policies 22 (2).
Report by the Prime Minister on discussion with the Federal German Chancellor 23 (2).
Difficult Parliamentary position of the Chancellor and the consequential baulking of his foreign
policies 24 (3).
Lower House vote in favour of ratification of Eastern Treaties but Parliamentary position of
Chancellor still difficult 25 (3).
Treaty with the German Democratic Republic initialled 51 (2).
GHANA

Overthrow of Government; new regime may repudiate predecessors debts

3 (2).

GIBRALTAR
See

SPAIN.

GOAD-MR.

JAMES

Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers (AUEW) fined for non-appearance before the
National Industrial Relations Court (NIRC) in the case concerning the exclusion of Mr. Goad
from the union's affairs 51 (3).
Mr. Goad again refused entry to a union meeting. Likely to renew proceedings with the N I R C
56 (3).
A U E W members t o hold protest strikes against imposition of the fine by the N I R C 58 (3).
GOVAN SHIPBUILDERS
See

LIMITED

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY.

GOVERNMENT

STRATEGY

Outline programme for further work and discussion CP 17, 20 (6).
Review CP 49 ( G E N 61, lst-3rd), C P 126, G E N 61 (4th-6th).
Social Affairs—objectives and priorities CP 50 ( G E N 61, lst-3rd).
GOVERNMENT

/

POLICIES

Public support being eroded on counter-inflation measures and Northern Ireland

GOVERNMENT-THE

Message to the Home Secretary on his resignation
GUATEMALA
See

,

BRITISH HONDURAS.

H
HALSBURY
See

REPORT

DOCTORS' AND DENTISTS' SALARIES.

H O M E SECRETARY

Mr. Maudling's resignation

37 (1).

37 (1).

56 (1).

HOUSE O F C O M M O N S
Televising proceedings—see TELEVISION.
HOUSE O F L O R D S
Business and recess

34 (1).

HOUSING AND LAND
Secretary of State for the Environment to circularise councils, etc., to increase their sales of council
houses. Plans to increase land availability CP 46, 26 (5).

HOUSING FINANCE ACT
Publicity showing help to poorer tenants; default by authorities CP 68, 33 (5).
Impact of rent increases; recalcitrant authorities CP 78, CP 83, 39 (5).
Implementation of the legislation and steps to deal with recalcitrant authorities CP 92, CP 94,
CP 95, 43 (5); CP 110, CP 111, 46 (6).
Default orders served against some authorities in England and Wales; action taken in Scotland
52 (3); CP 130, CP 132, CP 134, 54 (7); CP 148, CP 154, 58 (9).
HUMAN RIGHTS
European Convention

CP 12.

I
ICELAND

Fisheries dispute. Proposal to extend fishing limit to 50 miles 28 (2), 30 (2).
Negotiations to be resumed on the 50-mile fisheries limit CP 63, 31 (3).
Report on negotiations with Icelandic Government 32 (4), 34 (3).
Talks broken off; application to the International Court of Justice for a ruling 36 (2).
Situation report; discussion with Federal German Republic 42 (2).
Resumed negotiations; question of naval protection for trawlers 44 (1), 45 (2).
Icelandic Government seek assurances before resumption of negotiations 46 (1).
Icelandic Government agree to further negotiations 48 (2).
Consideration to be given to protect trawlers 52 (2).
Negotiations end on deadlock 54 (2).

IMMIGRATION
See

POLICY

also PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS.

Policy as a result of Government defeat on Motions 53 (2).
Possible views of Australia and New Zealand 54 (1).
Problems of policy CP 143, 56 (5), 57 (1).

INDIA
See

PAKISTAN.

INDONESIA

Visit by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary
INDEPENDENT TELEVISION
See

BROADCASTING.

AUTHORITY

36 (2).

INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS
Talks with the Confederation of British Industry and Trades Union Congress-see under TRIPARTITE
TALKS.

Civil Emergencies planning

C P 84, 39 (4).

James G o a d - s e e NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COURT.

INDUSTRIAL AND REGIONAL D E V E L O P M E N T
CP 38.
INDUSTRIAL D I S P U T E S
See under DOCKS.
COAL MINERS.
PAY.
RAILWAYMEN.
ASIAN HOSIERY WORKERS.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT
Two further major unions decide not t o register

16 (4).

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
Future organisation of the training and employment services; consultations with Confederation
of British Industry and Trades Union Congress; report t o be made to Ministers 40 (6).
I N F L A T I O N - M E A S U R E S T O RESTRAIN
See also TRIPARTITE TALKS WITH THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY (CBI) AND THE
TRADES U N I O N CONGRESS (TUC).
COUNTER-INFLATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) BILL:

Parliamentary timetable 50 (2), 51 (1), 53 (2).
Provision for the modification of contracts dealing with prices

50 (2).

GENERAL:

Necessary t o review the structure of Ministerial and Official Committees concerned with
pay and prices 50 (2).
Effect of related Bills on the 1972-73 legislative programme 51 (1).
Ministerial and Official Committees t o be established to deal with counter-inflationary
measures 51 (3).
Negotiations during standstill 52 (2).
Maximum publicity to Governments counter-inflationary measures 53 (2).
Ministers t o consider advisability of issuing a directive t o nationalised industries deferring
pay negotiations until guidelines announced 57 (3).
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SERVICES:

Ministerial responsibility arrangements t o be made for dealing with inquiries and complaints
about price increases and commercial rents 50 (2).
SECOND STAGE—PREPARATIONS FOR:

Preparations for legislation t o take account of tripartite discussions ^with the CBI a n d the
T U C . Task force t o be constituted 50 (2).
Highest priority for work with the object of early introduction of related Bill 51 (1).
STANDSTILL—OPERATION OF THE:

Maximum pressure on manufacturers a n d retailers n o t t o raise prices. Delay in
implementation of pay awards t o agricultural workers 50 (2).
Publicity about the restraint of retail prices. Possible statement o n steel prices. Pay
" freeze "—no exceptions. Contingency plans against possible industrial action. Police
recruitment as effected by rates restraint 51 (3).
N o pay negotiations during the standstill in advance of the publication -of guidelines
52 (3).

INFLATION (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) BILL
See

BILLS.

INTERNATIONAL C O M P U T E R S LIMITED
Financial support C P 64, C P 65, 32 (3).
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION: CONVENTIONS AND R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
Draft White Paper CP 66.
IRAN
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary's meeting with the Shah in Iran 18 (2).
Concern by the Shah at the spread of Soviet influence in the area 20 (2).
Visit of the Shah to Britain 33 (2).
IRAQ
Nationalisation of the Iraq Petroleum Company
IRISH REPUBLIC
Attack on the British Embassy

29 (2), 30 (2).

5 (2).

ISRAEL
King of Jordan's proposal to establish a United Arab Kingdom 16 (3).
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary's talks with the Prime Minister of Irsael
ITALY
Prime Ministers visit

18 (2).

44 (2).

J
JAPAN
Report by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry on his visit. Ministers to consider
measures to protect British firms against Japanese commercial techniques 29 (2).
Change of Japanese Prime Minister 34 (3).
Prime Ministers visit 42 (2).
JORDAN
Proposal by the King of Jordan to establish a United A r a b Kingdom

16 (3).

K
KOREA
Meeting between the Governments of the North and South

34 (3).

L
LAMB
Consideration of ban on export to stablise home prices

54 (3)'.

LAND T E N U R E R E F O R M IN SCOTLAND
CP 77.
LAW AND O R D E R
Student disturbance during the visit of The Queen to Stirling University

45 (7).

LEAD P O I S O N I N G
Windeyer report on workers employed by Rio Tinto Zinc at Avonmouth 37 (6).
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LEGISLATIVE P R O G R A M M E
Probable delay to programme for 1971-72 Session to ensure the enactment of the European
Communities Bill 24 (1).
Recommendations for the 1972-73 Session CP 47, 24 (7), CP 89, 40 (7).
Programme of essential legislation before the Summer Adjournment CP 48, 26 (2).
Passage of the Local Government Bill 29 (1).
Northern Ireland legislation 34 (1), 50 (2).
Effect of the Counter-Inflationary Bills and Northern Ireland legislation on the 1972-73
programme 51 (1).
Examination of local Government finance provisions in connection with the Inner London
Education Authority 51( 4).
Consideration of a reduced 1972-73 programme 52 (1), CP 149, 58 (6).
LIBYA
Allegation of supplying arms to the Irish Republican Army; sale of automatic weapons to Libya
suspended 30 (2).
LOCAL ELECTIONS
Qualifying age for candidates to remain unchanged; consultation with the Opposition
1 (5).

CP 3,

L O C A L GOVERNMENT FINANCE BILL
See

BILLS.

LORRIES
See

TRANSPORT.

M
MAGISTRATES' COURTS
Central c o n t r o l - n o change

CP 19, CP 20, 10 (6).

MALTA
Arrangements for withdrawal; North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) talks; White Paper
to be considered by the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee CP 4, 1 (2).
Secretary of State for Defence to visit Rome for negotiations 4 (3).
Discussions with Mr. Mintoff and the Secretary-General of N A T O 5 (4), 6 (2).
Mr. Mintoff's request for talks with the Prime Minister 7 (6).
Report on Mr. MintofPs visit 39 (2).
M A R I T I M E CARGOES
Early warning on hazards on the loss of dangerous cargoes; international agreements
METRICATION
Draft White Paper

3 (6).

CP 2, 1 (4).

MONOPOLIES COMMISSION
Report on the proposed take-over of the Glaxo G r o u p by Beechams and Boots

36 (4).

M O N O P O L I E S , M E R G E R S AND RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES BILL
See

BILLS.

N
NATIONAL COAL BOARD
Finances; increase in coal prices 11 (3).
Government assistance for support of the coal industry CP 135, 55.
Parliamentary statement on coal policy. Ministers to consider scope for securing alternative
employment for redundant miners CP 144, 56 (4).

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
See also NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE REORGANISATION BILL under BILLS.

Draft White Papers on reorganisation in England and Wales

C P 79, C P 80, 37 (8).

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE ANCILLARY W O R K E R S
See PAY.
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE ELECTRICIANS
See PAY.
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS C O U R T (NIRC)
James G o a d - j u d g m e n t 51 (3).
Proceedings likely to be renewed 56 (3).
Strikes over N I R C fine 58 (3).
NEW ZEALAND
Final instalment of the imposition of a levy on imported lamb t o be postponed; timing of
announcement 10 (4).
Report by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary on his visit 36 (2).
Probable view of our immigration policy 54 (2).
Foreign policy attitude of the new Labour Government 56 (2).
NIMROD AIRCRAFT
Acceleration of Industrial Expenditure: Proposal to order Nimrod Aircraft

CP 6.

N O R T H ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANISATION
Meeting of the Council in Bonn 29 (2).
I
NORTHERN IRELAND
Situation to be kept under review 5 (3).
Governments position on the Parker Report: Special Powers Act (Northern Ireland Bill) 7 (3).
Special Powers Acts—further legislation 9, 10 (1).
Parker Report on interrogation CP 25, 11 (1).
Political initiative 11 (4), C P 26, 13, 14 (5), 15 (1).
Prime Minister of Northern Ireland t o visit London 16 (2).
Report on the meeting with Mr. Faulkner 18 (3).
Lord President^ visit t o Northern Ireland 19 (3).
Introduction of direct United Kingdom rule—situation report 20 (3).
Situation report—possible lifting of ban o n marches 22 (3).
Situation r e p o r t - b a n on marches t o be lifted 23 (3).
Situation report—Courtaulds Limited; continued assistance to Messrs. Harland and Wolff in
Belfast 24 (2).
Situation report—rising tide of Protestant feeling 26 (5).
Advisory Commission; statement in the House 28 (3).
Situation report-discussion with the R o m a n Catholic element—need to maintain the political
initiative C P 59, C P 60, 30 (4).
Situation r e p o r t - I R A " ceasefire " 31 (4), 33 (3), 34 (5).
/
Situation r e p o r t - p r o b a b l e breakdown of IRA ceasefire 36 (3).
Situation r e p o r t - s u p p o r t in Parliament 37 (5).
Latest IRA outrages; time for reoccupation of barricaded areas 38 (3).
Security Forces open u p barricaded areas 39 (3).
Situation r e p o r t - a u t h o r i t y for administrative tribunals 42 (3).
Situation r e p o r t - r e s u l t of Darlington Conference; Commission of Inquiry to consider methods of
containing terrorism 43 (2).
Draft Green Paper " The Future of Northern Ireland " ; situation report; violence by Protestant
extremist C P 108, 45 (6).

Deterioration in security situation—postponement of elections 46 (4).
Response to Green Paper; timing of a plebiscite 48 (3).
House of Commons statement on the date of Border plebiscite 58 (1).
Widgery Tribunal—Report
CP 44.
Financial Arrangements and Legislation: Draft White Paper CP 57.
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
Reorganisation—to be further considered by Ministers CP 69, CP 73, 35.
Draft Parliamentary statement; further consultations with interested bodies; further studies to
be made CP 90, 40 (5).

o
OFFICE P R O P E R T I E S
Proposals to deal with unoccupied office properties

31 (1).

OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT
Franks Report. Volume 1 and Summary of Main Conclusions

CP 98.

O L Y M P I C GAMES
Rhodesian participation 37 (3).
Terrorist outrage at Munich 42 (5).

P
PAKISTAN
See also BANGLADESH.

Withdrawal from the Commonwealth on United Kingdom recognition of Bangladesh; status of
Pakistan citizens in the United Kingdom 5 (2).
Visit of Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary; obstacles to discussions between the President
of Pakistan and the Prime Minister of India 10 (4), 14 (2), 18 (2).
Meeting between the principals of India and Pakistan 24 (3).
Status of citizens of Pakistan and people of Bangladesh. Legislation to be prepared CP 58
30 (5).
Meeting between the principals of India and Pakistan

34 (3).

PARKER R E P O R T
Report of the Committee of Privy Counsellors on interrogation
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS
See

also

CP 25, 11 (1).

HOUSING (FINANCE).
COUNTER INFLATION.
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME.
SELECT COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURE.

/

SELECT COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
TELEVISION.

European Economic Communities debate; Government amendment to Opposition Motion 2 (1).
Proposals for Northern Ireland Bill 9.
Easter Recess 16 (1).
Report of the Select Committee on Parliamentary Questions 28 (1).
House of Lords—Opposition amendment to Government Motion on Rhodesia 30 (1).
. Committee of the House of Commons to be established to examine Northern Ireland legislation.
House of Lords programme of business 34 (1).

House of Lords to reassemble early after Summer Adjournment to complete final stages of the
European Communities Bill 36 (1).
Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments of the European Community CP 76, 36 (6).
Summer Recess 38 (1), 39 (1).
Date of assembly for next Session 40 (1).
Handling of business in the House of Commons before Prorogation 45 (1).
Motion on Sanctions against Rhodesia 48 (1).
Motions relating to the immigration rules for control of entry and control after entry 52 (1).
Local Government Boundary Order 52 (1).
Thalidomide—Governments attitude in debate 53 (2).
Opposition Motion on axle weights and size of lorries 53 (2).
Guidelines for the treatment of Parliamentary Questions about the European Economic
Community 54 (5).
Christmas Recess 56 (1).
Arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments of the European Cornmunity
CP 140, 57 (4), 58 (1).
Ministers to consider the Government attitude to the Ten Minute Rule Bill—Retirement Pensioners
(Protection of Christmas Bonus) 58 (1).
Designation of British members of the European Parliament CP 139, 57 (5), 58 (1).
Parliamentary Procedures on European Community Matters
CP 5.
PARLIAMENTARY C O M M I S S I O N E R S INVESTIGATION
Area excluded: Observations by the Government
CP 137.

PARLIAMENTARY Q U E S T I O N S
Probable recommendation of the Select Committee 28 (1).
Guidelines for the treatment of Questions about the European Economic Community after the
United Kingdom becomes a member 54 (5).
Report of the Select Committee CP 127, 54 (6).
Questions on the activities of the Institutions in the European Economic Community C P 131,
54 (5).
PAY
See also TRIPARTITE TALKS WITH THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY AND THE TRADES
UNION CONGRESS.
AGRICULTURAL WORKERS:

Delay in implementation of pay awards

50 (2), 54 (3), 56 (3).

ARMED FORCES:

Report of the Review Body on Armed Forces Pay and Allowances

CP 4 1 , 20 (5).

BRITISH EUROPEAN AIRWAYS:

Pilots work-to-rule; subsequent dismissals. Settlement reached
negotiations above Government accepted level 23 (4).
Agreement reached with pilots on a basis for a settlement 31 (5).

in ground

staff

pay

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION:

Settlement reached in ground staff pay negotiations above Government accepted level 23 (4).
BRITISH STEEL CORPORATION:

Manual workers' pay negotiations

23 (4).

BUILDING INDUSTRY:

Settlement likely to be above the G o v e r n m e n t s target rate

31 (5).

CHRYSLER MOTOR CORPORATION:

Wage claims

3 (3).

CIVIL SERVICE:

Non-industrial central pay increase offer accepted 6 (6).
Rejection of offer by Civil Service Staff Side 4 (4).
Industrial Civil Service negotiations 33 (4), 34 (6), 37 (6), 40 (3), 42 (4).
Agreement on the professional and technical classes claim 36 (4).
Industrial pay claim to be referred to arbitration 43 (4).
Top Salaries Review B o d y - F i r s t Report CP 39, 26 (8).
COAL MINERS:
See

COAL MINERS' STRIKE.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY INDUSTRY:

Threat of industrial action in support of claim. Effect of tripartite discussions
Government approved offer to be made 48 (4).

46 (5).

GAS MANUAL WORKERS:

N o improved pay offer to be m a d e ; further consideration about issuing directions to
Nationalised Industries deferring negotiations 57 (3), 57 (4).
Consultation with Chairman of the Gas Council 58 (4).
GENERAL:

Effect on Government wage policy of settlements in the heating and ventilation and the
electrical contracting industries 3 (3).
Review of outstanding public sector pay claims in view of the Wilberforce Report CP 22,
10 (5).
Contingency planning in all cases of pay negotiations involving danger of industrial action.
Advisability of a direction to Nationalised Industries deferring pay negotiations 57 (3).
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE ANCILLARY WORKERS:

Industrial action in protest at suspension of negotiations

56 (3).

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE ELECTRICIANS:

Pay dispute; possibility of industrial action

37 (6).

RAILWAYMEN:

Tactics for forthcoming negotiations and contingency planning for threatened strike 11 (3),
CP 28, CP 29, CP 30, C P 31, C P 32, 12.
Situation report on negotiations, guidance for the Minister concerned; supplementary
benefits for strikers; Government policy 14 (3).
Situation reports 15 (2), 16 (4), 18 (4).
Latest course of negotiations. Assessments to be made of the effects of possible industrial
action 19 (4).
Rail Unions reject offer and order a national go-slow. Possible action by the Industrial Court
—cooling-off order or ballot. Developments to be kept under review by a group of
Ministers 20 (4).
Unions reject " J a r r a t t " award. Trades Union Council consulted.
"Cooling-off"
Order. Timing of an Emergency Proclamation. Group of officials under the Chairmanship
of the Lord Privy Seal to take charge of day-by-day decisions 21.
Situation report. " Cooling-off " Order granted by the Industrial Court 22 (5).
Normal railway service resumed; commencement of cooling-off period. Underground
workers' pay claim 23 (4).
No progress in re-opened discussions. Variations of offer as a basis for a settlement 24 (5).
Revised offer; application to the Industrial Court for a Ballot Order if offer not accepted
25 (2).
.

Ballot to be held; maximum publicity to be given to the British Railway Board's (BRB)
offer. 26 (6).
Discussion of tactics when the outcome of the ballot was known 28 (4).
Outcome of ballot: BRB to consult Minister of Transport Industries before making any
concessions 29 (3).
One-day strike by members of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
(ASLEF) over the experimental Advanced Passenger Train 53 (3).
Implications of industrial action by the Rail Unions CP 40.
PEARCE
See

COMMISSION
RHODESIA.

PENSIONERS

Protection of Christmas bonus—see PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS.
POLLUTION
See

MARITIME CARGOES.

POST-APOLLO

PROGRAMME

Consideration of participation with United States and Europe CP 23, CP 24, 14 (4), CP 34,
CP 35, 16 (6).
N o participation in the United States programme. Proposals for the European Space Conference
C P 70, CP 71, 34 (7).
POST

OFFICE

See

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT.

PRESCRIPTION

CHARGES

Impolitic to make an increase at present
P R O G R A M M E ANALYSIS A N D REVIEW

CP 56, 28 (5).
(PAR)

Decisions on published material based on PAR reports
PUBLIC

C P (71), 151, 2 (4).

EXPENDITURE

GENERAL:

Report of the Public Expenditure Survey Committee; review by Ministers to consider
additional expenditure CP 72, CP 75, 36 (5).
Proposals to curb growth of public expenditure; further re-examination; White Paper to be
published. Home Secretary to review need for mid-term census CP 121, CP 122,
52 (6).
Publication of White Paper approved CP 147, 58 (5).
Acceleration of Industrial Expenditure - proposal to order Nimrod Aircraft.
CP 6.
Reply to the Sixth report of the Expenditure Committee: Draft White Paper CP 157.
SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFIT:

Proposal to include winter heating payment 36 (5).
Proposed lump sum payment for heating CP 82, 38 (5).
. Winter heating payments
CP 96, CP 97.
^
PUBLIC TRUSTEE

OFFICE

CP 33.

Q
QATAR
N o formal act of recognition of the assumption of power by the former Deputy Ruler

10 (4).

QUEEN'S

SPEECHES

Draft speeches on the Prorogation and on the Opening of Parliament C P 106, C P 107, 45 (5).
Opening Speech: reference on control of inflation delayed pending Tripartite discussion 46 (3).
Prorogation Speech CP 109.
Opening Speech CP 113.
QUEEN,

THE

Warm appreciation of the Cabinefs Silver Wedding gift

53 (1).

R
RAILWAYMEN

See also PAY.
One-day strike by members of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
over the experimental Advanced Passenger train 53 (3).
Implications of Industrial Action by the Rail Unions CP 40.
RATES-REVALUATION

AND SUPPORT

GRANT

Implications of the 1973 revaluation CP 101, 44 (5).
Rating revaluation to proceed; implications with regard to measures of price restraint; consideration
of rate support grant; rating of the electricity industry CP 104, CP 105, 45 (4).
Level of rate support grant for 1973-74 CP 105, CP 114, 48 (6).
Grant to be negotiated with local authority associations CP 119, 51 (4).
Measures needed to allay public apprehension regarding revaluation 46 (1).
Rating revaluation—publicity campaign 56 (1).
RATE SUPPORT
See

GRANT

1973-74

RATES REVALUATION AND SUPPORT GRANT.

REGIONAL

POLICY

Changes in assisted areas
RESEARCH

CP 145, 58 (2).

COUNCILS

Future financing of the Research Councils CP 52, CP 53, 26 (7).
Reaction to the publication of the White Paper " Framework for Government Research and
Development" 37 (2).
Framework for Government Research and Development
CP 74.
RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES IN THE SUPPLY OF PROFESSIONAL
See

SERVICES

COMPETITION POLICY BILL.

REYROLLE PARSONS

GROUP

Form of Government financial support to prevent possible liquidation

48 (5).

RHODESIA
See

also OLYMPIC GAMES.

Progress of the Pearce Commission; MP's request to visit Rhodesia 3 (2).
Situation report 4 (2).
Settlement terms not acceptable; future policy 7 (4).
Pearce Commission return to the United Kingdom. Probable outcome" of the Report and
options open 16 (3).
Probable attitude of the Rhodesian leader in the event of an adverse report by the Pearce.
Commission 20 (2).
Probable conclusions of the Pearce Report 24 (4).
Pearce Report—future Government action 26 (4).
Parliamentary statement on the Pearce Report CP 55, 27.
Reactions to the Pearce Report 28 (2).
House of Lords—Opposition Amendment to Government Motion to be rejected 30 (1).
Motion on Sanctions against Rhodesia 48 (1).

RIO TINTO Z I N C
See

LEAD POISONING.

S
SECURITY-PUBLIC
Security in the Downing Street area 5 (5).
Precautions reviewed as a result of outrages by Arab extremists 42 (5).
All members of the Government to co-operate in necessary precautions 43 (3).
SELECT C O M M I T T E E O N PARLIAMENTARY Q U E S T I O N S
See

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS.

SELECT C O M M I T T E E O N P R O C E D U R E
Report on Matters Sub Judice 31 (2), CP 67, 32 (2).
SELECT C O M M I T T E E O N S C I E N C E AND T E C H N O L O G Y
Minister might be invited to give evidence on a White Paper before it had been discussed in
Parliament; point of principal involved 37 (2).
Observations on Second and Third Reports: Draft White Paper CP 141.
Observations on First and Fourth Reports CP 142.
SEYCHELLES
Civil unrest; after despatch of frigate the situation had improved
SHARJAH
Assassination of the Ruler

22 (2).

4 (2).

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY
Additional Government financial assistance to Govan Shipbuilders Ltd 10 (2).
Further examination by Ministers to avoid closure of Cammell Laird Ltd 22 (4).
SHOEBURYNESS
Re-site of defence facilities; further consideration by Ministers
SOCIAL SECURITY
1972 Review of Social Security Benefit

CP 138, 56 (6).

CP 43.

SOCIAL SECURITY BILL
See

BILLS.

SOUTH-EAST ASIA TREATY ORGANISATION
Council Meeting 33 (2).
SOVIET U N I O N
Report on the visit by the President of the United States 29 (2).
Approach to the Soviet Foreign Minister for the re-establishment of a more normal diplomatic
relationship 29 (2).
SPACE
See

POST-APOLLO PROGRAMME.

SPAIN
Report by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary on his visit; sovereignty of Gibraltar
10 (4), 11 (2).
Visit of the Spanish Foreign Minister; proposed Treaty; sovereignty of Gibraltar 38 (2).
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary's discussion with the Spanish Foreign Minister; issues
of Gibraltar deferred 54 (2).

STEEL INDUSTRY
See

BRITISH STEEL CORPORATION.

ST. VINCENT
Frigate sent as a precaution against possible civil disorder 20 (2).
Situation normal following the despatch of a frigate 22 (2).
S U P P L E M E N T A R Y BENEFIT DURING STRIKES
To be considered in a general review of the Governments industrial strategy

CP 37, 16 (7).

S U P P L E M E N T A R Y BENEFIT
PROVISION FOR HEATING.
See

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.

T
TAIN
Defence facilities

CP 138, 56 (6).

TANZANIA
Assassination of the Zanzibar leader

20 (2).

TAX-CREDIT S Y S T E M
Proposed Green Paper; draft to be examined by Ministers
Draft Green Paper CP 86.

CP 61, 32 (1).

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Post Office to import equipment. Consideration that public corporations should not invite
tenders from foreign suppliers CP 45, 23 (7).
TELEVISION
See also BROADCASTING.

Televising of proceedings in the House of Commons; Free vote

C P 100, 44 (4).

THALIDOMIDE
See

PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS.

THIRD LONDON AIRPORT
Choice of runway site agreed

C P 85, 40 (9).

T H I R D L O N D O N A I R P O R T BILL
See

BILLS.

T O P SALARIES REVIEW BODY
Report o n the pay of top public servants (Boyle Report)
Government acceptance of the Boyle Report 31 (1).
TRADE F I G U R E S
Effect of wage inflation on probable March return

C P 39, C P 51, 26 (8).

14 (3).

TRADES UNION CONGRESS
See TRIPARTITE TALKS WITH CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY AND THE TRADES U N I O N
CONGRESS.

TRANSPORT
Lorries—axle weights and size

53 (2), C P 151, 58 (7).

TRIPARTITE TALKS WITH T H E CONFEDERATION O F BRITISH INDUSTRY (CBI) AND
T H E TRADES U N I O N CONGRESS (TUC)
Prime Ministers report of his meeting with the General Council of the T U C and subsequent
meeting with the President of the CBI 34 (6).
Agreement by CBI and T U C to attend talks 36 (4).
Resumed discussions. Programme of work agreed 40 (3).
Report of meeting held on 14 September 42 (4).
Report of meeting held on 26 September; publicity for Government proposals CP 99, 43 (4).
Probable T U C counter-proposals; co-operation on control of inflation; pay of Scottish agricultural
workers 44 (3).
CBI and T U C reactions and counter-proposals 45 (3).
Result of talks; future action 46 (5).
Consideration of Bill for freeze on prices and wages if talks failed; further Ministerial discussion
on welfare payments and rents 47.
Progress of negotiations; preparation of Draft Bill and White Paper 48 (4).
Final meeting. Government proposals and legislation needed to institute the " freeze " CP 116,
49.
Prices and Incomes Policy: Discussions with CBI and TUC

CP 93.

TURKEY
Imprisonment of British subject Timothy Davey 11 (2).
Kidnapping of two British subjects by the Turkish Liberation Army

19 (2).

u
UGANDA
See

also IMMIGRATION POLICY.

President of Uganda (General Amin) to expel Asian holders of British passports.
Inter
departmental consideration to be given to planning 40 (2).
Arrangements to deal with United Kingdom passport holders ( U K P H ) ; diplomatic action;
Uganda Resettlement Board commissioned; long-term immigration policy CP 91, 41.
Aggravated situation by the invasion of dissident Ugandans from Tanzania; security of British
" belongers " ; diplomatic action to find alternative destinations for U K P H 42 (2).
Representation to the United Nations on expelled Asians who might become Stateless; possibility
of challenging the expulsions on grounds of international law 43 (1).
Progress at the United Nations and reaction of other African Governments; reinforcement of
resettlement centres in the United Kingdom" 44 (1).
Situation report 45 (2).
Situation report; proposal that a ruling might be obtained from the International Court of
Justice 48 (2).
Review following the Uganda expulsions 51 (2).
Expected statement by the President of Uganda on the future of the British community 58 (2).
UNEMPLOYMENT
January figures 3 (3).
February figures 10 (5).
Distortion caused by coal miners' strike 14 (3).
May figures 26 (6).
v
June figures 31 (5).
Steady fall 33 (4).
Expected July figures 36 (4).
July figures. F o r m of presentation for future figures 37 (6).
Report of the Working Party on unemployment statistics
CP 125.
/

U N I T E D NATIONS
Conference on Trade and Development in Santiago 23 (2), 28 (2).
Representations regarding the expulsion of Asian United Kingdom Passport Holders from
Uganda 43 (1), 44 (1).
United States contribution to the financing of the United Nations 54 (2).
U N I T E D STATES O F AMERICA
See also

CHINA.
VIETNAM.
SOVIET UNION.

Visit of the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary
Presidential Election 51 (2).
U N O C C U P I E D OFFICE P R O P E R T I E S
Proposals to deal with the problem to be considered

44 (1).

31 (1).

VALUE-ADDED TAX
Presentation of the Governments policy. Ministers to consider action t o ensure that the public
benefited from tax reductions 54 (3).
More effective measures needed to counter increasing opposition to the tax 56 (1).
VIETNAM
Situation reports on the armed conflict 20 (2), 22 (2), 23 (2).
South Vietnamese Army setbacks and the effect on United States/Soviet talks in Moscow 24 (3).
Situation report; effects of the mining of North Vietnamese ports 28 (2).
Situation report. Chinese refusal to allow the passage of Soviet arms 29 (2).
Situation report on cease-fire negotiations 46 (1).

w
WHITEHALL DEVELOPMENT
Decision to preserve certain buildings

CP 120, 52 (5).

WIDGERY TRIBUNAL
Report CP 44.
WBLBERFORCE R E P O R T
See

COAL MINERS' STRIKE.

WENDEYER R E P O R T
Report and legislation if necessary
WINTER HEATING PAYMENTS
See

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.
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CABINET
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10 Downing Street on Tuesday, 11 January, 1972,
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Affairs

Oversea
Affairs
Bangla Desh

SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
visit of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Bangla Desh leader, to London
following his release from imprisonment in West Pakistan had come
as a surprise. President Bhutto of Pakistan had been unwilling for
him to be flown by Pakistan aircraft to Dacca or Delhi and had
offered a number of alternative destinations in Asia; Sheikh Mujib
had himself preferred London to any of these and had subsequently
accepted the offer of transportation to Dacca by R A F aircraft in
preference to an Indian aircraft which was also on offer. The
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary judged that President Bhutto
was now reconciled to the loss of East Pakistan, but that this was
not yet wholly accepted by the public in West Pakistan. Sheikh
Mujib had indicated that there was no prospect of establishing any
formal links between Bangla Desh and Pakistan and that he would
welcome early British recognition of his State. This presented
problems for u s ; in particular it could not be said that our normal
criteria for recognition had been met so long as the Indian Army
remained in Bangla P e s h in force. Nevertheless, the presence of
the Indian Army was probably essential for the maintenance of
internal security, while to recognise Bangla Desh soon would usefully
strengthen the moderates there and would be likely to serve our
substantial commercial interests. He was consulting President
Bhutto and the United States Government and proposed to give
further consideration to the possibility of early recognition when he
had received their views.
The Prime Minister said he had been favourably impressed by
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Considering that he had been imprisoned
for months, much of the time in solitary confinement, he appeared
well informed and reasonable. He had made it clear that he intended
to be master within Bangla Desh; that he wanted the Indian Army
to withdraw just as soon as this could safely be arranged; and that
in international relations he would tend to steer Bangla Desh along
a non-aligned course, although he was anxious to establish close
relations with this country and with other members of the
Commonwealth. It had been explained to him that while we should
do our best to grant early recognition we considered it important that
this should not be rushed; it would be wise to wait at least until we
had seen more clearly how relations between the three States which
now existed in the sub-continent were likely to develop.
In a brief discussion it was noted that immediate arrangements
to resume the shipment of jute for the Dundee industry had already
been m a d e ; in the longer term the dependability of supplies would be
affected by the attitude of the Government of Bangla Desh and by
the arrangements which we were able to make with them.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it was
agreed that there were strong arguments for the early recognition of
Bangla Desh and that the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary
was authorised to arrange for this when he judged that the
141569-1

appropriate time had come; some of
older Commonwealth countries might
the same time as ourselves. Although
the United States Government should
obligation to them in the matter.

our European allies and the
be glad to recognise at about
it was right that the views of
be sought we were under no

The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.

Malta
Previous
Reference:
CM (71) 58th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that following
our decision to begin a withdrawal from Malta rather than accede
to the demand of the Prime Minister of Malta, Mr. Mintoff, that
we should make a further payment of £4-25 million by 31 December,
there had been further discussions with our allies in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), some of whose members
were showing signs of weakening in their attitude to Mr. Mintoffs
demands. The North Atlantic Council were meeting that day. It
was to be hoped that they would confirm that NATO's offer to
Malta for an annual payment remained at £9-5 million and would
accept that any further offers of bilateral assistance they might now
wish to put forward should be subject to the signature of a
satisfactory defence agreement.
The latest message from Mr.
Mintoff was unbalanced and intemperately worded, however, and it
remained very doubtful whether we had any real hope of doing more
than achieve an orderly withdrawal.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that the danger of a split
between ourselves and our allies on the handling of Mr. Mintoff now
appeared somewhat to have receded but the situation in Malta itself
was still dangerous. The withdrawal date which Mr. Mintoff had
now stipulated (15 January) might be the occasion for attempts to
harass our forces. All dependants would by then have left but it
would take a total of about three months to withdraw our forces and
their equipment, which totalled some 80,000 tons and was valued at
£20-25 million.
Even to withdraw the forces without their
equipment would take until the end of January. Supplies of CS
gas and rubber bullets had been despatched in order to deal with
possible riot situations which the Malta Government might seek to
engineer.
In discussion it was pointed out that, apart from its intrinsic
demerits, a situation in which large quantities of stores were left
behind in Malta could create some domestic political difficulty. It
was also noted that Archbishop Gonzi, during his brief visit to
London earlier that week', had expressed great anxiety about the
policies of the present Malta Government. His only suggestion,
however, had been that N A T O ' s offer should be increased to £15
million a year, on the basis that if Mr. Mintoff refused such an offer
public opinion would compel him to abandon office. Our position,
including our unwillingness to provide any more cash ourselves, had
been made clear to him.

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that we
had made all the dispositions necessary to complete an orderly
withdrawal. The next move would probably depend on the outcome
of the North Atlantic Council's discussion that day. The Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary would no doubt wish to put to his
colleagues on the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee in the
near future his proposals for dealing with the developing situation.
It should at that stage also be possible to take a decision on the
publication of a White Paper, a draft of which had been circulated
to the Cabinet by the Secretary of State under cover of his note
CP (72) 4.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Secretary of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs to proceed
accordingly.
CONFIDENTIAL
The Secretary of State for Employment
gave the Cabinet
account of developments leading to the breakdown of pay
negotiations between the National Coal Board (NCB) and the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and the national miners'
strike which had begun on 9 January. H e had invited both sides to
Reference:
t
Department of Employment on 7 January, in line with practice
CM (71) 63rd
adopted for previous disputes, so that he could be fully informed of
Conclusions,
their positions; but the N U M had refused the invitation. They had
Minute 3
also refused, as they were fully entitled to do under their agreements,
to invoke the industry's arbitration machinery. Although some
miners might have been ready to accept the NCB's last pay offer, all
were observing the official strike; in some militant areas the N U M ' s
advice that their members should undertake work necessary to
maintain safety in the mines was being disregarded and this was a
cause of some concern. The N U M ' s attempt td rally official support
from other unions for the strike had met with a poor response, but
they were likely to secure some backing unofficially or at local level,
for example in preventing the movement of imported coal from the
potts. The absence of financial help from other unions would not
embarras the N U M , since they would not be paying strike benefit
to their members, who would, however, be receiving any tax refunds
" to which they might be entitled, and Supplementary Benefit in
respect of their families subject to the more stringent rules recently
introduced as regards its assessment.
Industrial
Affairs
Goal Miners'
Strike
Previous

3.

a

n

n e

It must be expected that the strike would continue for at least
a month but, having regard to its importance for the battle against
inflation, the Government should resolve not to seek a settlement
at a price higher than the cost of the NCB's last pay offer. It
seemed unlikely that this objective could be achieved by resort to
arbitration or a court of inquiry. The Government would thus need
to be ready, at the appropriate time, to offer themselves to conciliate,
despite the risks involved in their becoming identified with the
Settlement, H e had considered but rejected use of the provision in
the Industrial Relations Act enabling him to apply for a restraint
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order to defer the strike, since it would have been difficult to meet
the " emergency effects t e s t " to justify such an application, or to
argue that the strike had been called without leaving adequate
opportunities for negotiation or that its deferment would be
conducive to a settlement. There might at a later stage be a case
for seeking from the National Industrial Relations Court a ballot
order to test support of the strike, particularly if a proposal
emerged from conciliation which the N U M were disinclined to put to
their membership themselves. His Department were accordingly
making contingency plans against the possible need to apply for a
ballot order at some future date, though he would have preferred
that the first use of this power should be made in a less important
dispute than the coal strike.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that a duty
room had been set u p in his Department to monitor developments
and to deal with day-to-day problems arising during the strike;
officials of all interested Departments would also be meeting
regularly. The strike should have no immediate effects on the
electricity or gas industries and stocks generally were good; sporadic
shortages would however arise and, in particular, steel production
was likely to be affected. H e agreed that it would be inappropriate
to invoke the Industrial Relations Act at present, but this would
need to be reconsidered should it become necessary to take
emergency powers.
In discussion, there was general agreement that sure handling
of the dispute would be of critical importance to the continued
success of the Government^ policies for reducing cost inflation and
the level of wage settlements.
A prolonged strike would
however cause growing difficulties with fuel supplies, and possibly
individual hardship, particularly if the weather were cold. The
miners still commanded a considerable degree of public sympathy,
with which the Opposition would seek to identify themselves, and
after Parliament resumed the Government could expect to be under
mounting political challenge over their handling of the dispute. The
Government should appear neither over anxious about the strike
nor indifferent to promoting a settlement. So far as possible they
should avoid becoming directly involved in a confrontation with the
miners and should leave the day-to-day handling of developments to
the NCB. But it must be their firm objective to secure that the
ultimate resumption of work would be on the basis of concessions
no greater than those on offer to the miners before the strike. When
the time came for conciliation or it became necessary to take
emergency powers, parallel consideration should be given to the use
of the ballot order provisions of the Industrial Relations Act.
Meanwhile the presentational handling of the dispute both by
Ministers and the N C B would be of great importance, and while it
would normally be desirable to leave the industry itself to play the
major part, the NCB's handling of publicity for their side of the
case had so far been uncertain.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Lord President of the Council and the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry should urgently give further consideration to public

presentational aspects of the dispute; the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry should also arrange for a daily progress report of
developments during the strike to be supplied to himself, the Home
Secretary, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Lord President and
the Secretaries of State for Defence, for Social Services, for
Employment, for Scotland, for the Environment and for Wales. The
Home Secretary should arrange for the Ministerial and Official
Committees on Emergencies to make regular assessments of the
situation as the strike proceeded.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Home Secretary
and the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to be
guided accordingly.
(2) Invited the Lord President of the Council, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, to
make appropriate arrangements for ensuring the public
presentation by the Government and the National Coal
Board was handled to best advantage.

Metrication

Draft White
Paper

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 2), to which was appended
a draft White Paper on Metrication.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that in
November 1970, and subsequently the Government had promised to
publish a White Paper setting out their policy on Metrication, and
had also indicated that Statutory Instruments on the subject would
not be made in the meantime. Evidence was now appearing in the
National Press of the mounting concern in industry about the delay
in publishing the White Paper; and delay would increase the cost of
metrication. There was also growing public and Parliamentary
interest in the directive which had been adopted by the European
Economic Community (EEC) on units of measurement. A White
Paper was the best means of explaining Government policy on the
subject, while any further delay would tend to give an impression
that the Government had something to hide and would thus play
into the hands of those Members of Parliament who opposed
United Kingdom entry to the EEC. The draft White Paper
appended to his memorandum took account of recent developments
in the E E C and of the views expressed on earlier drafts by the
Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy. The passage on the
E E C directive reflected the agreement reached with the Community
on 22 December under which all our units would remain lawful until
the end of 1979 and some might be retained beyond then: the
precise text of this passage might, however, need amendment in the
light of the terms in which this agreement was expressed in
the Treaty. A particular problem had arisen over the passage in the
White Paper dealing with the pricing of groceries sold in standard

size packets. It was important that the Government should be
seen to be taking firm action to ensure that food manufacturers and
retailers did not take the opportunity of metrication to increase their
profit margins. In his view, a statement in purely general terms
would be inadequate to reassure consumers on this point. The
draft White Paper therefore suggested the possibility of requiring
these goods to be marked with comparative prices in both metric and
imperial quantities, although it also indicated that this proposal
would be discussed with the industry and the consumer organisations,
and that the Government would be willing to consider any effective
alternative method of ensuring that the consumer would not be
exploited. If the Cabinet agreed, and subject to any necessary
drafting amendments to the passage dealing with the E E C directive,
he proposed that the White Paper should be published at the
earliest practicable date.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that he
fully agreed with the need to help the housewife to get value for
money during the period of metrication. This would however be
much more difficult than on the occasion of decimalisation. The
suggestion that the White Paper should mention comparative pricing
had been raised only recently, and such soundings as he had since
been able to make in the food industry indicated that even the most
efficient members of the retail trade would see serious difficulties in
its introduction. If the Government were to commit themselves to
this particular proposal now it would be more difficult to draw
back later, and the trade would be led to argue both that metrication
would be harmful to the consumer and that the Government were
responsible for additional costs which were being passed on in higher
prices. Full discussion was necessary with the trade before any
particular proposal was endorsed, and in the meantime it would be
preferable simply to say in general terms that the Government were
determined to protect the consumer and would be discussing with
the interested bodies how best to achieve this objective. H e also
did not agree with the judgment in Annex II of the draft White
Paper that the food industry would be gravely handicapped if it were
obliged to adhere to imperial-sized packets on the home market; and
he would prefer to see this Annex omitted altogether * on the ground
that its inclusion would exaggerate the importance of food problems
in the context of metrication.
In discussion it was argued that the Confederation of British
Industry was pressing for early publication of the White Paper, and
it would not seem practicable to defer publication until after
consultations with the food industry had taken place^. The inclusion
of the proposal for comparative pricing had been intended to allay
the fears of the housewife about the effect of metrication on food
prices, and consumer interests would criticise the White Paper if it
only Offered general reassurances on this issue. On the other hand,
it was suggested that manufacturing industry was anyway pressing
ahead with metrication as quickly as it thought desirable. There was
a real risk that metrication would be taken as an occasion by the
retail trade to increase prices unduly, and it would be unfortunate
if the trade were enabled to argue that this was due to Government

action. Retailers would in any case be concerned about the
additional work falling on them in connection with the value added
tax, and given the concern that would be felt by the public generally
on metrication, it might be better not to commit the Government at
this stage to particular controversial proposals.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet considered that the draft White Paper should seek to
reassure the consumer without committing the Government to any
specific method to protect him against unwarranted increases in the
price of foodstuffs. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
should consider, in consultation with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Lord President of the Council and the Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, how the draft White Paper could
best be modified accordingly. Subject to this and to any further
minor drafting amendments which might be necessary, the Secretary
of State should then arrange for publication on a date to be agreed
with the Lord President.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry to proceed accordingly.

CONFIDENTIAL
Local Elections
5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum (CP (72) 3)
Minimum Age by the Secretary of State for the Home Department on the minimum
for Candidates qualifying age for candidates for local elections.
The Home Secretary said that the Opposition had tabled an
amendment for the Committee Stage of the Local Government Bill
to reduce the minimum qualifying age for membership of a local
authority from 21 to 18. The Home and Social Affairs Committee
had considered the possibility of announcing before the amendment
was debated a decision to make the change for local elections or
alternatively of allowing a free vote upon the issue. It was, however,
thought that there would be misgivings, particularly among
Government supporters, and in any event either of those courses
would largely pre-empt a decision on whether a corresponding
change should be made for Parliamentary elections. The Committee
had, therefore, concluded that the best course would be to take the
initiative by announcing immediately that the question of a change
for Parliamentary elections would be referred to a Speakers
Conference later in the year; meanwhile the amendment would be
opposed on the ground that a decision in relation to local elections
should wait the outcome of the Conference.
The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that the
Opposition appeared to be firmly committed to reducing the
minimum age for membership of a local authority to 18 and that a
proposal to convene a Speakers Conference would not prevent them
from pressing amendment on the Committee Stage and possibly
further on Report. The Government^ opposition to it at each stage

would involve them in unpopularity which would be needless if
ultimately a Speakers Conference were to recommend the change,
and it was decided to reduce the age both for Parliamentary and
local elections. A person who was entitled to vote for local govern
ment elections at the age of 18 should logically be qualified to stand
in such elections.
In discussion serious doubt was expressed over the wisdom of
making the change immediately. The fact that the minimum age
for voting was 18 did not lead logically to the conclusion that the
minimum age for membership of Parliament or a local authority
should be correspondingly reduced. Exercising the responsibilities
of an elected representative was quite different from casting a vote.
A situation of particular concern might arise if a student of 18
was elected in a university town on the strength of the votes
of his fellow students, who could, under the law as it now stood,
be registered in that town. Moreover it would be incongruous if a
student of the age of 18 became a member of the local authority that
employed his own teachers, who themselves were debarred from
membership of that authority. But in any event a decision on local
authority qualifications should not be taken in advance of a decision
on the qualifications for membership of Parliament. There was some
danger even in a decision to convene a Speakers Conference, since
the balance of probability was that such a Conference would
recommend a reduction in the age; and there was a case for standing
firmly against the change and taking no further action. It was
argued on the other hand that the reduction of the qualifying age
for membership did not mean that any substantial numbers of
people under 21 would be elected; it was simply a question of
enlarging the choice available to the electorate, and allowing those
over 18 to offer themselves for election.
In further discussion the following points were made:
(a) For general purposes 18 was now the age of majority. If
the minimum age for membership of Parliament and of local
authorities was reduced, it would be hard to avoid making 18 the
minimum qualifying age also for jury service and this might be a
matter for greater concern.
(b) If a Speakers Conference were convened, to consider the
age qualification, it should be asked to consider also the studenfs
residential qualification for voting.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
general view of the Cabinet was that it would be unwise to make an
immediate change for local government purposes. A Speakers
Conference was the proper machinery for considering changes of
this kind in the qualification for membership of Parliament; and it
was generally agreed that a decision to alter that qualification ought
not to be prejudiced by ah earlier change in the qualification for
membership of a local authority.
The Opposition might be
persuaded to recognise this. The Lord President of the Council, in
consultation with the Home Secretary, should sound out the
Opposition Parties on their attitude to the proposal that a Speakers
Conference should be convened to consider the Parliamentary age
qualification (and also the studenfs residential qualification for

voting) and a decision on the local government qualification deferred.
The result of this consultation should be reported to him and he
would consider whether the matter should be further discussed in
Cabinet.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Lord President of
the Council to proceed accordingly.
Cabinet
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1. The Cabinet considered the arrangements for the debate in
the House of Commons on Thursday, 20 January, on the Opposition
Motion relating to the signature of the Treaty of Accession to the
European Communities. They approved the terms of the Government
Amendment to the Motion.

Industrial
Affairs

2. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the decision by
the Colliery Officials Staff Association (COSA) to join the miners'
strike, contrary to the advice of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM), implied that miners would not now be receiving the tax
refunds due to them under the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) system
during the strike. In consequence, the immediate supplementary
benefit payments to miners' families were likely to be correspondingly
increased, although unmarried miners would not in general be able
to recoup the loss in this way. When an employer was unable to
arrange the payment of P A Y E refunds, the Board of Inland Revenue
were under some duty to make arrangements to discharge this liability
by calling in the employees' tax records and making the refunds
direct. In present circumstances, however, the Board could not
assume this function without hiring premises for the establishment of
special offices in the mining areas and diverting some 400 staff, with
the probable result of jeopardising the fulfilment of the Governmenfs
plan for the repayment of Post-War Credits in the current year.
There appeared to be general public acceptance of the fact that the
colliery clerks' withdrawal of their labour would prevent the payment
of P A Y E refunds in the normal way; and a decision that the Board
of Inland Revenue should open special offices would be liable both
to revive public interest in the matter and to constitute an invitation
to other unions engaged in industrial disputes to seek support from
the staffs dealing with their members' pay in the hope that by delaying
PAYE refunds, they could increase their entitlement to social security
benefits. H e had therefore concluded that no special arrangements
should be made by the Inland Revenue.

Coal Miners'
Strike
Previous
Reference;
CM(72) 1st
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Secretary of State for Employment recalled that the N U M
had rejected his invitation to meet officials of the Department of
Employment shortly before the strike began in order that he might
be fully informed of the positions of both parties to the dispute.
The reaction of the President of the Union to recent Press inquiries
whether he would be willing for the dispute to be referred to
arbitration or to a court of inquiry indicated that the N U M would
not yet be ready to respond to any initiative which the Government
might take to institute conciliation. There had also been Press
reports, however, that the Trades U n i o n ' Congress (TUC) were
seeking to bring the parties together under T U C chairmanship. After
discussion with the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, he saw
no ground for seeking to deter the National Coal Board (NCB) from
accepting such an invitation, if it were made.
In discussion there was general agreement with the views
expressed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Secretary of
State for Employment. The Governmenfs attitude towards initiatives
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to promote a settlement of the dispute should not be unsympathetic;
but it would be inadvisable for the Government themselves to
intervene at present. It was still too early to judge on what terms
a settlement might ultimately be possible; and, while it might be
doubted whether a resumption of work could be secured without
some degree of concession to the miners, it would be very damaging
to the Governments policy of achieving a progressive reduction in
the level of pay settlements if any such concession appeared to have
been won too easily. The Government should therefore remain firm
in their present posture that there was as yet no evident scope for
invoking the Department of Employments conciliation services.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Board of Inland Revenue should not open
special offices or divert staff from other work in order to make PA Y E
refunds to the strikers. The Secretary of State for Social Services
should pursue with the Supplementary Benefits Commission the
possibility of making appropriate deductions from Supplementary
Benefit claimed by striking miners or their families when the striker
received or benefited from allowances paid by the N U M in respect
of his employment on picketing duties. In the Parliamentary Debate
on the strike that afternoon Ministers should seek to counter the
public impression, which the N U M had sought to foster, that the
pay of many miners was as little as £11 per week; and they should
emphasise both the importance of maintaining the effort to halt
inflation and the manner in which the strike could aggravate the
current problem of unemployment. While the Government should
not seek to discourage the NCB from attending any meeting arranged
by the T U C to bring together the parties to the dispute under T U C
chairmanship, the time was not yet opportune for the Secretary of
State for Employment to offer his Departments services of
conciliation.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned to
be guided accordingly.
CONFIDENTIAL
Broadcasting
3. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications (CP(72)1) about proposals by the
Independent
Independent Television Authority (ITA) for a second service of
Television and independent television, together with the question of Ministerial
Control over
control over the number of hours of broadcasting.
Broadcasting
Hours

The Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
said that the
I T A had asked him to approve a second service of independent
television for introduction in 1974. The Authority contended that
two complementary services would offer a wider choice to their
audiences; that the existing service did not fully employ the human
and material resources of the programme companies; and that it
was unfair that the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) should

be allowed to present two programmes while Independent Television
(ITV) could offer only one. The ITA proposal, however, was
opposed by the national Press, who claimed that they would be
seriously endangered by the resultant diversion of advertising
revenue; by the advertising industry themselves; by many of the
Government^ supporters, who favoured a competing, rather than a
complementary, second ITV service; and by the workers in
independent television.
The proposal would also impede the
development of the programme for extending the three existing
television services to less well served areas; and, by reducing the
profits of the independent television companies, it would generate
pressure for reduction of the levy. The British public already enjoyed
more television than any other Western European country; and there
was at present no great public demand for a second ITV service.
The Ministerial Committee on Broadcasting had accordingly agreed
that the ITA had not made out a case for immediate allocation of a
second ITV service and that it would be preferable to defer a decision
on the issue for the time being in order that there might be a
thorough study of the various options open to the Government
before they had to take decisions on the future of radio and television
broadcasting after 1976, when the BBC Charter and the Television
Act, 1964, would expire. It would be possible, however, to give
satisfaction to the ITA on their request that the present Ministerial
control over the hours of broadcasting should be removed. There
was a strong argument of principle against this kind of detailed
Government control. If the abolition of the control resulted in
breakfast-time television, there was admittedly a risk that this
would damage the national Press. But it seemed unlikely that either
the BBC or the ITA would in fact wish to introduce breakfast-time
television at this juncture; and they were, indeed, prepared to give
assurances to this effect. Provided that such assurances could be
obtained, the Ministerial Committee had agreed that, if the ITA
were not granted a second programme, the control of hours should
be removed. Subject to the agreement of the Cabinet, he proposed
to make an early announcement that the Government had decided
not to allocate frequency channels for the fourth television
programme with a view to its starting before 1976 and that Ministerial
control would no longer be exercised over the number of hours
of broadcasting.
In discussion it was suggested that the Cabinet should perhaps
be more sensitive to the needs of the consumer, who might prefer
television to newspapers. In any case the demand for a fourth
television programme would probably prevail eventually. On the
other hand the effect in the United States of permitting radio and
television broadcasting to exercise increasing competition with the
Press was not reassuring. Moreover, it was not clear that in this
country there was yet a real consumer demand for a fourth
programme. If it were to divert engineering resources from the
extension of the three existing programmes to outlying areas, it
would be strongly criticised in Scotland and Wales; and its use
for independent television would also be resented by the strong body
of opinion which wished to see it used for transmissions in the Welsh
language. If the Government were to authorise the introduction

of a second ITV service now, any failure of a major newspaper there
after would be attributed, rightly or wrongly, to this decision. There
would need to be overriding reasons to justify a step which would
cause serious alarm and resentment among the national Press; and
in the absence of strongly expressed consumer demand for a fourth
programme such overriding reasons did not seem to exist at present.
On the other hand there seemed to be a good case for the
removal of Ministerial control over broadcasting hours; and it was
questionable whether it was necessary to stipulate that the new
freedom should not be used to permit breakfast-time television.
Extension of television to breakfast time might be regarded as
distasteful in some quarters; and it might have an adverse effect on
the advertising revenues of the Press, particularly since commercial
radio would also be operating at breakfast-time. This, however,
did not seem to be sufficient justification for refusing to meet any
demand which there might be for breakfast-time television. There
might be a risk that the BBC would seek an increase in the licence
fee as a result; but it should be possible to resist this on the grounds
that the Corporation were already using their two channels t o
transmit television programmes for considerably more hours per
week than the ITA could accommodate within their single channel
and that they therefore did not need to increase their total
transmission hours in order to compete with independent television.
In further discussion it was noted that no decision had yet been
taken on the manner in which the review of the future of radio
and television broadcasting after 1976 should be carried out. There
were arguments against instituting another major inquiry, which
could cause disturbance in the industry out of all proportion to
the likely value of its findings. It might be desirable, however, at
an appropriate time to set in hand a study of the main criticisms
of the present system and the options for its development, as a basis
for the decisions which would need to be taken by the Government
in due course.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Government should not approve at the
present time the ITA proposal for a second independent television
service, although this ban need not be associated with any specific
time limit. The Cabinet also agreed that Ministerial control of
broadcasting hours should no longer be exercised, without necessarily
linking this relaxation with a ban on transmissions at breakfast-time.
The Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, in consultation with
the Lord President, should make an appropriate Parliamentary
announcement on the following day. Further consideration should
be given in due course to the steps which would need to be taken
in preparation for the review of the future of radio and television
broadcasting after 1976.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and invited the Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications to proceed accordingly.

CONFIDENTIAL
Publication of
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chief
Programme
Secretary, Treasury (CP(71)151), on publication of Programme
Analysis and
Analysis and Review (PAR) material.
Review
Material

Previous
Reference ;
CM(71) 19th
Conclusions,
Minute 8

The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the Cabinet had earlier
agreed that it would be undesirable to reveal publicly the fact that
any particular topic was being reviewed under the PAR system.
This decision was in accordance with the normal principle that the
methods by which Ministers were reviewing any particular subject
were not disclosed. But P A R had originally been announced as a
special type of analytical system; and, as the 1971 PAR reports
reached completion, it was appropriate to consider whether Ministers,
when announcing a policy decision or publishing analytical material,
should be free to say that the decision or material was based on a
P A R report. If a decision in this sense were taken, it might prove
more difficult to hold to the normal practice in other instances.
On the other hand, it should be possible, in public presentation of
a particular decision, to reveal that the relevant programme had been
reviewed by means of P A R before the decision was taken, without
being obliged, at the same time or subsequently, to reveal what topics
were being or had been reviewed by PAR. It might be easier to
maintain the distinction if P A R was not represented as being a
special and distinct process.
The Prime Minister, summing u p a short discussion, said that
the Governmenfs aim was to improve all the techniques for reviewing
policy as a basis for better decisions; and it would be preferable
that P A R should not be presented as having some special or unique
validity in this respect. On balance, therefore, the Cabinet agreed
that no indication should be given that any particular decision or
published material was specifically attributable to a P A R report.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.

Cabinet Office,
18 January,
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the start
of the work of the Pearce Commission, which had been appointed to
conduct the Test of Acceptability of the proposals for a constitutional
settlement in Rhodesia, had been accompanied by serious
disturbances on a scale which had not been foreseen by the Rhodesian
regime. The pattern of these disturbances recalled those of the
1960s; and their organisation was attributed by the Rhodesian
authorities to agitation by members of the African National Council
(ANC). There was no independent evidence of the involvement of
the A N C ; but on the face of it this appeared not improbable. The
disturbances had on the whole been confined to limited areas.
Unfortunately, the former Rhodesian Prime Minister, Mr. Garfield
Todd, whose sympathies were known to lie with the Africans, lived
in one of these areas; and the Rhodesian authorities had arrested
him and his daughter on grounds of security and the need to maintain
law and order. He had asked Mr. Smith, the Rhodesian leader, for
full information on the circumstances of these arrests; but he rather
doubted whether much evidence against Mr. Todd and his daughter
would be produced.
Provided that the disturbances could be
contained, he was reasonably hopeful that in other parts of the
country people would be able to respond to the Pearce Commission
freely and without intimidation; but it had to be accepted that some
degree of intimidation had already occurred and that many Africans
were afraid to express their views, even in private. Only the Pearce
Commission themselves could judge whether conditions were such
that they could carry out their task effectively; and he was in touch
with Lord Pearce on this issue. He had also sent the Head of
Rhodesia Political Department of the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office to Salisbury to report on the local situation. Meanwhile,
there had been requests that British Members of Parliament should
be allowed facilities to go to Rhodesia in order to observe the work
of the Commission.
H e had discussed the question with
Mr. Denis Healy, M P, the Opposition spokesman on foreign affairs,
and had agreed with him that the most suitable arrangement would
be that a five-member group should be established for this purpose
representing all parties. The Labour Party, however, were likely to
wish to send, in addition, a group of their own Members. If they
did so decide, it would be appropriate to transmit their request for
facilities to Mr. Smith, without any endorsement by the Government.
But it had to be recognised that we had no powers either to prevent
any Member of Parliament from going to Rhodesia if he wished or
to ensure that he was not denied entry or other facilities by the
Rhodesian authorities.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary reported that a
number of friendly Powers, including members of the Old Common
wealth and Western European States, were now nearly ready to
recognise Bangladesh. But it was important that formal recognition
SECRET
A2

should not take place until President Bhutto of West Pakistan had
been given a chance to come to terms with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman,
the Prime Minister of Bangladesh. President Bhutto had indicated
that he was working seriously to this end; and we should do nothing
which would enable him to claim that we had thwarted his efforts
to make peace. But it seemed likely that five or six substantial
Powers would be ready to join us in recognising Bangladesh in
about a week's time; and he hoped that, if we proceeded in that way,
the reaction in West Pakistan would not be unduly sharp.
Ghana

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the regime
of Dr. Busia had been overthrown by a group of young and
inexperienced military officers. N o opposition had been offered to
the coup; and the new regime appeared to be in effective control of
the country. We were doing what we could to establish satisfactory
relations with them; but it would be prudent to withhold formal
recognition for a little longer. Widespread dissatisfaction with the
way in which the Ghanaian economy had been managed by
Dr. Busia's Government seemed to be the cause of the revolt; and
there was a distinct risk that the new regime would repudiate the
debts incurred by their predecessors.
We stood to lose some
£120 million if the Ghanaian debt to us was repudiated.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Industrial
Affairs
Coal Miners'
Strike
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 2nd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Employment said that the meeting
between the National Coal Board (NCB) and the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM) proposed by Mr. Feather, the General
Secretary of the Trades Union Congress (TUC), had taken place on
the previous day. He understood that the N U M had adopted an
unyielding attitude, in the face of which the NCB had refused to
change their own position. Subsequently, he had agreed to meet
Mr. Feather, who had indicated that he was opposed to the
appointment of a Court of Inquiry, on the grounds that there was
unlikely to be a resumption of work whilst it sat and that there was
no guarantee that its recommendations would be accepted. At the
same time Mr. Feather had urged him to intervene quickly by
meeting both parties to the dispute; and, although it was unrealistic
to suppose that any progress would result, the Government would be
liable to incur criticism if he failed to make any response to
Mr. Feather's suggestion, which had been announced publicly. H e
therefore sought the Cabinefs agreement, on the understanding that
there would not be any weakening of the Governmenfs attitude, to
his holding an early meeting with both sides with the object of
exploring the position.
In discussion it was reported that there had been little change in
the situation as regards supplies of coal and that, although safety
precautions in the mines had suffered less than might have been

expected at this stage, a serious problem could soon emerge in
this respect. A shortage of lighting-up oil had developed at a large
power station in Scotland as a result of a refusal by tanker drivers
to cross picket lines. Although it might be possible to obtain
supplies from a different oil company, the South of Scotland
Electricity Board were also considering the possibility of taking
legal action against those concerned. Before any such action was
taken it was essential that there should be the fullest consideration
of the legal issues involved. Whereas peaceful picketing was
undoubtedly legal, it might be possible to obtain an interim
injunction if those involved could be identified and it could be
demonstrated that they had caused injury to the Board. It was also
possible that a threat to " black " the vehicles of a third party might
be held to constitute intimidation, extending beyond the right to
communicate information which was comprised within the concept of
peaceful picketing. The courts were now tending to take a more
restrictive view about the rights of those engaged in a trade dispute.
But it would only be possible to decide whether the chance of a civil
action succeeding had been improved by the provisions of the
Industrial Relations Act when there had been some opportunity to
test its operation in the courts.
In further discussion it was noted that the Service Departments
would need a week's notice of any requirement to use troops after
the introduction of Emergency Powers, which would themselves take
some days to bring into force. The employment of troops in a
miners' strike, however, would be liable seriously to exacerbate the
situation and should be avoided if possible. In particular, if troops
were used to move oil supplies, there would be a risk that tanker
drivers might withdraw their labour completely; and this could lead
to a shortage of petrol within a matter of days.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for Employment should
meet both parties to the dispute on the basis which he proposed.
A close watch should be kept on the activities of pickets; and the
Attorney-General and the Lord Advocate should be kept in touch
with developments. All necessary contingency planning should be
kept under constant review.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
Unemployment
Previous
Reference:

CM(71)56th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Secretary of State for Employment said that the January
return of unemployment would be published that day. If the
statistics for Northern Ireland were included, the total number of
unemployed would be seen to exceed 1 million. This would clearly
invite sharp criticism; but he had taken all possible measures to
ensure that the return would be presented in the context of the
Governments efforts to deal with the situation.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

Motor and
Heating and
Ventilation
Industries
Previous
Reference:
CM(71) 19th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the current
wage negotiations at the Chrysler Motor Corporation^ plant at
Linwood were important from the point of view of the control of
wage inflation. There was every indication that the Corporation^
ability to withstand the demands of the trade unions was impaired by
their overriding need to maintain an adequate cash flow by avoiding
any interruption of production. Many other undertakings in the
private sector were in the same position. In these circumstances the
Government could do little more than emphasise the importance of
resisting extravagent claims; and the Corporation had been made
fully aware of the danger of yielding on this occasion.
An exceptionally high pay award to employees in the heating
and ventilation industry, which had been announced on the previous
day and followed the settlement for the. electrical contracting
industry to which he had drawn the attention of the Cabinet on
1 April, 1971, was bound further to impair the Governments efforts
to control wage inflation.
The C a b i n e t 
(3) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

European
Economic
Community

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that
negotiations for British membership of the European Economic
Community had been finally concluded on Tuesday, 18 January, in
time for the text of the Treaty of Accession to be prepared for
signature on Saturday, 22 January. The two outstanding points of
disagreement had been the arrangements for Norway as regards fish
and the drafting of the protocol relating to New Zealand dairy
products.
On the former the Community had finally made
concessions to N o r w a y - l a r g e l y of a presentational nature—which
gave her, in substance, little more than the United Kingdom,
Denmark and the Irish Republic had obtained at the last Ministerial
meeting on 12 December. As regards the New Zealand protocol, we
had secured the agreement of the Community at the Ministerial
meeting in Luxembourg in the previous June, that there would be
: continuing special arrangements for New Zealand butter after 1977
but had accepted that the nature of these arrangements would have
to be the subject of unanimous agreement. In order to meet the
wishes of the New Zealand Government this agreement had been
recorded in the minutes of the Ministerial conference and not in a
published text, although he' had made the position clear to the House
of Commons at the time. Given that continuity after 1977 had been
built into the Treaty, the fact that the terms of the continuing
arrangements themselves were to be the subject of a unanimous
rather than a majority vote gave the United Kingdom as well as
other members the right of veto and would probably, therefore,

SECRET.
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CONFIDENTIAL
prove to be advantageous on balance t o . N e w Zealand's interests.
He had explained the position to Mr. Marshall, the Deputy Prime
Minister of New Zealand in correspondence.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

European
Communities
Bill
Previous
Reference:
CM(71) 58th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

statement

by

the

SECRET
*5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster (CP (72) 8) to which was annexed a draft
of the European Communities Bill.
The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that the draft
Bill made the legislative changes which were required before the
United Kingdom joined the European Communities. It had been
prepared in accordance with the principles approved by the Cabinet
at their meeting on 23 November; and it took account of the points
made at a meeting of the Legislation Committee in the previous
week. The draft dealt expressly but concisely with all matters which
had to be dealt with before our accession to the Communities or
shortly afterwards, including the amendment of existing Acts. He
had considered with the Lord President and the other Ministers
concerned whether the Bill could be shortened, for example by the
omission of the clause on films. But any omission would involve
abandoning the principle that the Bill made all the amendments of
existing Acts which were needed immediately. Moreover, new
clauses and other amendments would still be liable to be put down
on the Committee Stage to deal with a topic omitted from the Bill.
He therefore recommended the adoption of the present draft of the
Bill.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the draft Bill attached to CP(72) 8,
congratulated all those responsible for its preparation and drafting
and authorised its introduction in the House of Commons in the
following week. Careful attention should be given to the publicity
arrangements to accompany its publication. Meanwhile, its scope
and content should continue to be subject to stringent security; and
Ministers should take particular care to prevent any premature
disclosure of the Government^ intentions as regards the legislation
for our accession to the Communities.
The C a b i n e t -

/

(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing .
u p of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, in
consultation with the Lord President, to proceed
accordingly and to arrange for the introduction of the
Bill in the House of Commons during the following week.
*Previously circulated*Sfi a Confidential Annex

SECRET

Danger from
Maritime
Cargoes

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Secretary of State for the Environment informed the
Cabinet of the steps being taken to deal with dangerous substances
which had been washed ashore in containers on the South West
coast. Certain Press reports which had alleged a lack of co
ordination between Government Departments were founded on a
misunderstanding of the situation. In particular, it had been
reported that there had been a failure by the Department of Trade
and Industry to inform his own Department of the loss overboard
of part of a cargo of dangerous chemicals from the freighter
Atlantic Ocean. In fact the loss of the cargo had been notified
by the Coastguard to the local authorities likely to be concerned
in accordance with the standing procedure. It was well understood
that local authorities could call upon his Department for assistance
if they needed it. The accepted procedure did not involve his
Department in the collection of information and its dissemination
to local authorities, although the Department had immediately
informed the local authorities when they received news that
dangerous containers from the wreck of another vessel, the
Germania, were being washed ashore on the South West coast.
He was arranging for these misunderstandings to be arrested.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that there
was a clear need to improve the effectiveness of international
agreements on the notification of wrecks and cargo lost overboard;
and the necessary action would be taken in the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organisation. Once information was received
by the Coastguard of dangerous matter adrift, our domestic
procedure for giving warning of hazards on land appeared to serve
the needs of the case adequately. In most instances the local
authorities were able to deal competently with the situations which
arose; and to establish a central control agency for this purpose
might not necessarily be an improvement.
The Prime Minister, summing up a short discussion, said that
it was essential that there should be, and should be seen to be, effective
machinery to provide the earliest possible warning of hazards of
this kind and to enable the necessary resources for dealing with
them to be brought to bear as rapidly as possible. He would arrange
for the domestic procedures to be reviewed. Meanwhile, the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry should press forward
vigorously proposals for more effective international agreements on
notifying the loss of maritime cargoes.
'

The Cabinet—

v
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of the discussion, and invited the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry to be guided accordingly.

Cabinet Office,
20 January, 1972.
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SECRET
Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

European
Communities
Bill

They also considered the arrangements for debating the
European Communities Bill, which had been published on the
previous day.

Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 3rd
Conclusions,
Minute 5

SECRET
Oversea
Affairs
British
Honduras

2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary referred to
persistent rumours that the Government of Guatemala were
planning shortly to invade British Honduras. For many years they
had been pressing their claim to the territory of British Honduras;
and we had been trying to solve this problem within the context of
granting independence to the colony. Although we had no clear
confirmation of Guatemalan intentions, steps were being taken to
reinforce our troops in British Honduras as a precaution. It was
hoped that these moves, together with diplomatic action would
persuade the Government of Guatemala to refrain from provocative
action.

Rhodesia

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the debate
on Rhodesia in the House of Commons on 26 January had been not
unsatisfactory. The Government would continue to be embarrassed,
however, by the detention of the former Rhodesian Prime Minister,
Mr. Garfield Todd, by the Rhodesian authorities. It seemed
probable that Mr. Smith, the Rhodesian leader, had taken this action
because he believed Mr. Todd to be a focus for the type of disaffection
which had recently found expression during the Test of Acceptability
of the constitutional settlement. Despite the disturbances which had
attended the Test, however, the Chairman of the Commission
responsible for conducting it, Lord Pearce, had decided that the
situation had now been sufficiently brought under control to justify
the Commission in continuing with their task; and this was clearly
right.

Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 3rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
/

Bangla Desh
Previous
Reference:

C M (72) 3rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Government of Bangla Desh now fulfilled practically all our normal
criteria for recognitidn. In particular, the Indian Army had begun to
leave; and those elements which remained did so at the request of the
Prime Minister of Bangla Desh, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. President
Bhutto of Pakistan, however, was still trying to establish some
constitutional link between West Pakistan and Bangla Desh, despite

149569-4
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the fact that this proposal had been rejected by Sheikh Mujibur. He
h a d asked for further time to pursue this objective before Bangla
Desh was accorded recognition; and he had broken off diplomatic
relations with some Governments who had already taken this step.
It had to be accepted, therefore, that, if we now recognised Bangla
Desh, President Bhutto might sever diplomatic relations with us and,
perhaps, withdraw from the Commonwealth as well. In the hope of
establishing reasonable relations between West Pakistan and Bangla
Desh, we had suggested to Sheikh Mujibur that he should offer to
meet President Bhutto, possibly in London. But, whatever the
outcome, we could not delay recognition of Bangla Desh much
longer. Provided that we acted in concert with a reasonable number
of other Governments (which would probably include those of
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and some countries of Western
Europe, including France) we should be prepared to make the act of
recognition on or about 4 February.
In the course of a short discussion it was agreed that the United
Kingdom could not expect to exercise much influence with President
Bhutto through the provision cof aid; the German and Japanese
Governments were P a k i s t a n i main aid donors.
It would be
necessary to try to develop a European approach to the problems of
aid and reconstruction as regards Bangla Desh.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and approved his proposals on the
recognition of Bangla Desh.
Sharjah

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the Ruler
of Sharjah, Sheikh Khalid bin Mohammed, had been assassinated
as a result of a family feud. The reaction of the Union Defence Force
against the assassins had been swift and decisive; and Sheikh Khalid's
brother Sultan bin Mohammed, had succeeded to the throne.
The

Cabinet—

(3) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

SECRET
Malta
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 1st
Conclusions,
Minute 2

3. The Secretary of State for Defence said that he was shortly
visiting Rome for what he hoped would be the final ssession of
negotiations with the Maltese Prime Minister, Mr. Mintoff, about a
new Defence Agreement between the United Kingdom and Malta.
The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) appeared to be
adhering to their offer of £14 million for a financial settlement. We
were standing firm on the bilateral aspects of a new Agreement, of
which the most important Were that we should not be required to
guarantee the number of local personnel to be employed for the
whole duration of. the Agreement and that we should retain control
of L u q a Airport. If Mr. Mintoff accepted NATO's offer of
£14 million, while rejecting our bilateral conditions, we might come

under pressure from our N A T O allies to modify those conditions:
and, if so, it might be for consideration whether we should suggest
to N A T O that the Organisation should take over the responsibility
for negotiating a new Agreement, to which we would contribute no
more than our fair share on normal N A T O principles.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Secretary
of State for Defence.
SECRET
Industrial
Affairs
Coalminers'
Strike
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 3rd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

*4. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that he had
now held separate meetings with the National Coal Board (NCB)
and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), as agreed by the
Cabinet at their last meeting, in order to explore the possibility of
resolving the strike in the coalmining industry. Neither party to the
dispute, however, had shown any disposition to compromise. The
NCB had maintained a firm attitude towards the strike and were
in no mind to propose major concessions to the mineworkers. The
leaders of the N U M had said that neither a court of inquiry nor
any other independent means of settling the dispute would be
acceptable to them; that they would not be prepared to pledge
themselves to accept the findings of such an inquiry or to call off the
strike if one were appointed; and that they would not resume
negotiations without a prior assurance that an increased pay offer
would be made. This intransigent attitude on the part of the N U M
Executive reflected the strong feeling among many miners that they
had steadily lost ground by comparison with workers in other
occupations over many years; and it was, indeed, true that the ending
of piece-work in the industry had left the more highly paid face
workers with lower earnings today than they had enjoyed 10 years
previously. Some miners therefore argued that they would prefer
additional collieries to be closed and the industry to be further
contracted, but more highly paid, than to continue as at present.
The clear division within the N U M Executive between the militant
faction, led by the General Secretary, Mr. Daly, and the more
moderate faction, led by the President, Mr. Gormley, increased the
difficulty of promoting new negotiations; in particular, Mr. Gormley
would probably be concerned to avoid a further rebuff such as he had
suffered when his Executive rejected his advice that they should
accept the NCB's latest pay offer. Nevertheless, it was clear that in
the course of the next three to four weeks the effects of the strike
would become increasingly serious. An initiative to conciliate might
therefore have the best chance of succeeding if it was taken towards
the end of the following week, since by that juncture the miners might
be more disposed to contemplate moves to settle the dispute while the
more serious effects of the strike on supplies for industry and the
public should not yet have fully manifested themselves. Moreover, if
the pay negotiations in the electricity supply industry that day led to
a settlement on the lines of that which had been achieved earlier
* Previously circulated in a Confidential Annex.

in the week in the gas industry, the miners would be in a more
isolated position. Any solution to the dispute, however, would
depend largely on the ability of the NCB to make any new proposal
appear significantly different from the earlier offers; and considera
tion was already being given, therefore, to the form of a possible
new proposal which, though not exceeding in total value the latest
offer made by the NCB, might appear sufficiently attractive to induce
the N U M Executive to submit it to their membership. This might
entail conceding higher immediate cash benefits in return for a pay
agreement which would last for more than 12 months, an arrange
ment which would have the incidental advantage of changing the
normal autumn date of negotiations to the spring or summer, when
the N U M ' s bargaining position would normally be weaker.
In discussion the Cabinet were informed that it was now likely
that the first major impact of the strike would be felt at the power
stations. The picketing of coal-fired power stations in order to
impede the delivery of other materials essential to their operation,
such as lighting-up oil, had been effective; and total generating output
had been reduced. Although the scale and imminence of possible
load-shedding was difficult to assess, some power cuts might become
necessary within days; and their severity would increase in the
following week, particularly if a breakdown of the electricity pay
negotiations resulted in the overtime ban already threatened by the
electricity unions or a withdrawal of their co-operation. The Govern
ment might then be obliged to invoke emergency powers; and the
use of such powers to restrict electricity supplies would in any event
need to be further considered towards the end of the following week
if power station coal stocks were to be made to outlast a miners'
strike which might extend for several weeks beyond that. It would be
necessary, however, to consider carefully the timing of any
implementation of emergency powers. If they were invoked before
the Secretary of State for Employment had sought to conciliate in
the dispute, the miners might conclude that they were prevailing
against the Government and could afford to continue to be
intransigent. Were the attempt at conciliation to fail, however, the
use of emergency powers would then be both necessary and more
clearly justified; and it would be taken as a sign of the Governmenfs
determination to deal firmly with the threat of continued industrial
action.
In further discussion the following points were m a d e :
(a) The Trades Union Congress (TUC) had publicly argued the
miners' case for especially favourable pay treatment. If it were
decided, exceptionally, to offer a settlement providing greater cash
benefits than the latest offer by the NCB in return for a settlement
extending over a longer period than 12 months, the T U C might be
persuaded to accept thatvthis did not justify similar concessions to
other groups of workers. On the other hand, the Government would
then be seen to have changed the position which they had taken up
before the strike; and any proposal to increase the offer which Had
been made to the miners at that earlier stage or even to assure them
of the same percentage improvement for a period longer than 12

months would represent a departure from the Governments policy of
seeking a continuous reduction in the level of pay settlements. It
would therefore need very careful consideration.
(b) The Governments failure to invoke the Industrial Relations
Act in relation to the strike was not generally understood. But, as
the Cabinet had agreed earlier (CM (72) 1st Conclusions, Minute 3),
there had been no grounds justifying an application for a restraint
order to defer the strike; and, although consideration might in due
course need to be given to the question of applying to the National
Industrial Relations Court for a ballot order to test support of the
strike, particularly if a proposal emerged from conciliation which the
N U M were disinclined to put to their membership themselves, there
would be particular objection to invoking this provision of the Act for
the first time in the special circumstances of a mining dispute. It
would therefore be preferable that the N U M should be persuaded to
arrange a ballot themselves on any offer emerging from conciliation
which needed to be submitted to their members. The existence of the
power under the Act to apply for ballot orders, however, might be
helpful in obtaining their agreement.
(c) The provisions of the Industrial Relations Act which related to
secondary boycotts, to the " blacking " of supplies and to the induce
ment of other workers to take action resulting in the frustration of a
commercial contract, would not come into force until 28 February.
Under present law picketing to prevent the delivery of materials, for
example, to a power station, was immune from legal action even if it
frustrated a commercial contract, unless it could be established that
the inducement to break the contract was direct or that unlawful
means had been employed. Moreover, in the light of Lord Denning's
judgments in the Torquay Hotels case it was generally held that
inducing workers to break their contracts of employment—the form
of indirect inducement now being used to disrupt supplies to power
stations—did not constitute " unlawful" means.
There might
nevertheless be value in present circumstances in bringing a suitable
case before the courts; and early consideration should be given to the
desirability of so advising one of the generating Boards or some other
party who had suffered damage from the frustration of a contract
through the action of pickets.

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
suggestion at (c) above should be further examined by the
Ministerial Committee on Emergencies. The Committee should also
continue to maintain a close watch on developments in the strike,
particularly in relation to electricity supplies, in order to assess at
what stage the Cabinet might need to recommend the declaration of
an Emergency. The Secretary of State for Employment should
arrange for the Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations
to give early consideration to the terms which might be put forward
in negotiations with the N U M when he judged it timely to initiate
conciliation.

The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.
Non-Industrial
Civil Service:
Central Pay
Increase
Previous
Reference :
C M (71) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

The Lord Privy Seal said that the Civil Service National Staff
Side had rejected the central pay increase which the Ministerial
Sub-Committee on Pay Negotiations had felt to be the maximum
which they could authorise him to offer; and it was likely that the
Staff Side would decide on the following day to seek arbitration.
If so, that would be the first occasion since 1962 on which there
had been a failure to achieve an agreed settlement in negotiations for
a central pay increase. Ministers would be reviewing their decision
again in the light of the outcome of the pay negotiations in the
electricity supply industry that afternoon.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the statement by the Lord Privy Seal.
CONFIDENTIAL

Statement on
the Defence
Estimates, 1972

5. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Secretary of
state for Defence (CP (72) 10), to which was annexed the text of the
proposed Statement on the Defence Estimates, 1972.
The Cabinet—
Approved the text of the White Paper and invited the
Secretary of State for Defence to arrange for its publication
on 16 February.
CONFIDENTIAL

Restrictive
Practices in
the Supply of
Professional
Services

6. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Secretary
of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 9) and by the Lord
Chancellor (CP (72) 11) discussing the question whether the forth
coming Bill on Competition Policy should provide for the extension
of the restrictive trade practices legislation to include restrictive
practices in the supply of professional services.
The Prime Minister said that, since there was inadequate time
to consider this subject fully at the present meeting, he would discuss
it with the Home Secretary, the Lord Chancellor, the Lord President
and the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry in the hope that
it could be resolved without further reference to the Cabinet.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Prime
Minister.
*
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CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.
They also considered the arrangements for the Second Reading
of the European Communities Bill.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

CONFIDENTIAL
Oversea
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Affairs
Cabinet would have learned that the British Embassy in Dublin had
Irish Republic been attacked on the previous day by crowds demonstrating against
the G o v e r n m e n t s policy towards Northern Ireland and that the
building had been gutted. He proposed to make a Parliamentary
statement that day, in which he would seek to convey a warning to
the Government of the Irish Republic that, if such acts of violence
were repeated, this could lead to a serious deterioration in the
relations between the two countries. Immediate retaliatory measures,
on the other hand, would serve only to exacerbate an already difficult
situation; and he proposed to resist any suggestion that they should
be taken. Meanwhile, the Irish Foreign Minister, Dr. Hillery, had
embarked on a tour of countries where he hoped to stimulate support
for the attitude of his Government; and appropriate instructions
had been sent to our Ambassadors to enable them to take steps to
offset any publicity hostile to our interests which might result from
Dr. Hillery's tour.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary.
Bangladesh
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he proposed
that we should formally recognise Bangladesh on 4 February and
that he should make the appropriate Parliamentary statement on
that day. Although the Governments of France and Italy were now
unlikely to be ready to extend recognition quite so soon, a number
of Western countries had already taken this step or intended to do
so on the same day as ourselves. Conditions in Bangladesh were
still somewhat unsettled; and reports indicated that the new regime's
difficulties would be considerable. But he-judged that we ought to
delay recognition n o longer. Moreover, it would be desirable that
we should have completed this action before he set out on his
forthcoming visit to India lest the inference be drawn that we had
responded to Indian pressure. It seemed very unlikely that President
Bhutto of Pakistan, who had invited him to visit Islamabad on
19 February, intended to break diplomatic relations with us.
The Prime Minister, summing u p a brief discussion, said that the
withdrawal of Pakistan from the Commonwealth and the possible

request of Bangladesh to join it would carry implications for the
status in the United Kingdom of citizens of those two countries.
These implications should now be examined in detail. In general
our attitude should reflect the principle that the privileges which
accrued to a country and to its nationals through membership of the
Commonwealth should not normally be retained in the event of its
withdrawal.
The Cabinet—
2. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
3. Invited the H o m e Secretary to arrange for a study of the
status of nationals of Pakistan and Bangladesh in the
light of the points made in their discussion.

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Cabinet discussed the situation in Northern Ireland;
Northern Ireland
the conclusions reached were separately recorded and issued only to
Previous
Reference:
The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers who had to take
C M (71) 55th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

Malta
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

action.

The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Secretary of State for Defence informed the Cabinet that
he expected to resume on Monday, 7 February, his discussions with
the Prime Minister of Malta, the Italian Foreign Minister and the
Secretary-General of the N o r t h Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) on the terms on which a new defence agreement between
Britain and Malta might be concluded. In a minute dated 2 February
he had informed the Ministers immediately concerned of a number
of points on which he sought the agreement of his colleagues both to
refuse certain concessions and to offer certain others in the last resort,
should he judge it to be necessary. In his opinion these concessions
would be justified in order to finalise a defence agreement which
effectively met all our own objectives and those of our N A T O allies.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that,
although certain questions of allocation, between Departmental
Votes would require further consideration and some of the possible
concessions (particularly in respect of import duty) were unpalatable,
the Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State should have discretion
to conduct negotiations on the lines which he had proposed.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Security of
Downing Street

Industrial
Affairs
Coalminers'
Strike
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

5. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that in the
interests of security Treasury Passage would henceforward be closed
by day as well as by night. Ministers were being notified of alternative
arrangements to allow them ready access to the Cabinet Office.
Consideration was also being given to the need in present circum
stances to institute stricter security in the Downing Street area.
In the course of a brief discussion the Cabinet agreed on the
need for more stringent arrangements to improve the security of
Government premises and to insure the safety of Ministers and their
staffs.

*6.
strike.

SECRET
The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the coalminers'

The Secretary of State for Employment said that there had been
two developments which discouraged the hope of a satisfactory
early solution of the coalminers' dispute. First, the General Secretary
of the National Association of Colliery Overmen and Deputies,
which had been steadfast in maintaining safety standards in the
mines during the strike, had informed him of the likelihood that his
Executive would the following day decide to refuse to continue
working, in the face of the difficulties which their members were
encountering from pickets of the National Union of Mineworkers
( N U M ) . He had agreed to meet the Executive and would do all he
could to strengthen their resolve. Second, the Chrysler Motor
Corporation had increased their pay offer to the 6,500 car workers
who were on strike at the Linwood plant to 20 per cent over 18 months,
the equivalent of an annual rate of increase of about 14 per cent.
Meanwhile, there had been no sign that the N U M were prepared to
moderate their intransigent attitude; and the National Coal Board
(NCB) now considered that, unless an attempt were made during the
following week to end the deadlock, there would be a progressive
hardening of the attitude of the miners which would make it
increasingly difficult to achieve a settlement. H e hoped that by the
following Tuesday a settlement of the pay negotiations for the
manual workers in the electricity supply industry would have been
reached, on the terms approved by the Ministerial Committee on
Pay Negotiations, which would diminish the threat of an interruption
in the supply of electricity and would tend to isolate the miners.
But, even if such a settlement were not achieved in the negotiations
due to take place on the following Monday, the need for an early
initiative in the coal dispute would remain. This was accentuated by
the decision of the Opposition to debate the coal strike in the House
of Commons on the following Tuesday; and it was desirable that
he should by then already have taken the initiative rather than that
he should subsequently appear to yield to pressure by the Opposition.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) It was now apparent that the activity of pickets provided
little scope for effective action under the civil law, although action
could be taken by the police under the criminal law when the circum
stances warranted it. It was important, however, that the Central
* Previously recorded as a Confidential Annex.

SECRET

Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) should refrain from unguarded
statements about the effects of picketing, which gave encouragement
to the N U M .
(b) The arguments in relation to the early Proclamation of a
State of Emergency, in order to permit restrictions to be imposed on
the supply of electricity, seemed finely balanced. On the one hand
it was undesirable to take such action before it was essential. N o
power cuts had been necessary so far, in part because of milder
weather and in part because of co-operation by the general public in
reducing their demands for electricity. Public opinion might
therefore not see the justification for emergency powers at this stage.
On the other hand, if the Proclamation were delayed for another
week, the effect on the CEGB's coal stocks would be severe and their
ability to withstand a prolonged miners' strike by conserving stocks
would be seriously impaired. Generating capacity would be reduced
to one-third of the demand for electricity if the CEGB's coal stocks
were exhausted. Moreover, the Electricity Council did not consider
that a Proclamation before the following Monday would have any
significant effect on the course of their own pay negotiations. One
possibility would be to make the Proclamation in the middle of the
following week, although it would be preferable to avoid taking such
action while an attempt was being made to settle the miners' strike.
(c) It would be desirable that, during the forthcoming debate
in the House of Commons, the current rates of pay of miners and
the size of the increase offered by the N C B should be clearly stated.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it was
important that the Government should not seem to be weakening in
their resolution at this juncture. The Cabinet were inclined to the
view that the Proclamation of a State of Emergency should not be
made until it was clearly justified; but the effect of delaying t h e
Proclamation on the CEGB's ability to continue to meet the demand
for electricity needed further clarification. The Ministerial Committee
on Emergencies should meet again later that day in order to reconsider
this aspect of the situation and should report to him whether a
Proclamation was required on the following day.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
2. Invited the Ministerial Committee on Emergencies to
reconsider the need for the Proclamation of a State of Emergency
on the following day.
Non-industrial
Civil Service:
Central Pay
Increase
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Lord Privy Seal said that the National Staff Side of the Civil
Service had that morning decided to accept the final offer made to
them in relation to the Civil Service central pay increase. An
announcement would be made later that day.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Lord Privy Seal.
Cabinet Office,
3 February,
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

SECRET
2. The Secretary of State for Defence informed the Cabinet
that, as the result of the latest exchanges with the Prime Minister of
Malta, Mr. Mintoff, the Government of Malta should now be in no
doubt about the limit to which both the British Government and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation were prepared to go in extending
financial assistance to Malta in connection with the conclusion of
a new defence agreement between the British and Maltese Govern
ments. Mr. Mintoff and his colleagues were now considering the
terms of these latest offers; but their reaction was not yet known.
Meanwhile, it might be desirable to give further consideration to the
phasing of the rundown of our military presence in the island.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Defence.

SECRET
*3. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that he had
held separate meetings with the National Coal Board (NCB) and the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) on the preceding morning.
He had suggested to them that the deadlock in negotiations might
be broken by exploring the possibility of a settlement whereby higher
cash concessions would be made in return for an agreement extending
for a period of more than 12 months; and both parties had eventually
agreed to proceed on that basis. The N U M , however, had made it
clear that they would be interested only in a substantially increased
offer and that they remained unwilling to consider any form of
independent mediation. It had been agreed that a joint meeting
would be held in the evening; and, while it was in progress, the
Ministers most immediately concerned had met under the Prime
Ministers chairmanship to consider what should be the Governments
objective in the conciliation. It had been concluded that it was
important to secure the offer by the N C B of terms which were
demonstrably reasonable and to make these known as soon as
possible in order that, if they were rejected by the N U M , public
opinion would appreciate where the responsibility for the continuance
of the strike lay, particularly if at the same ^ime power cuts and the
general discomfort of the coal shortage were increasingly being felt.
The offer, of which details had been published in that morning's Press,
included a minimum earnings guarantee of £22 a week—£2 a week
higher than that which the Trades Union Congress (TUC) were
currently seeking to establish—and cash increase half as much
again as in the NCB's final offer, in return for an agreement extending
* Previously circulated Q& a Confidential Annex.

SECRET
5

A2

for 18 months. Although the N U M had declared this unacceptable,
on the grounds that it represented no improvement in percentage
terms over the offer which had been previously made, this would be
a helpful factor if they eventually agreed to a settlement of broadly
the same order of magnitude; and it should also be valuable in
relation to public opinion that further negotiations had now taken
place at the Governments instigation. Although it was probably
unlikely that the N U M Executive would agree to put the revised offer
to their membership, their President had indicated willingness to
continue negotiations that day, after the Executive had met. The
increasing difficulty of maintaining supplies of coal made it urgent
to secure a resumption of work as quickly as possible. But it was
doubtful if the Government could associate themselves with more
than a marginal improvement in the offer now tabled without
prejudicing their incomes policy as a whole. Failing a settlement
on that basis, therefore, he proposed, if his colleagues agreed, to
appoint a court of inquiry forthwith. It was for consideration
whether, in making this known to the N U M , he should suggest that
the miners should resume work on the basis of the new offer without
waiting for the outcome of the inquiry. It would be difficult for the
miners to reject such a suggestion without forfeiting a further degree
of public sympathy. At the same time it would inevitably create
some expectation that the court of inquiry would award more than
was now on offer.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, before
the Proclamation of a State of Emergency, the electricity generating
Boards had been prevented by their statutory supply obligations from
shedding load in order to conserve fuel stocks. It was now urgent
to introduce severe restrictions on the use of electricity because the
increased intensity of picketing had immobilised a significant part of
the power stations' remaining coal stocks and the supplies which were
still available might not suffice beyond the end of the following week,
although a rigorous cut-back in electricity consumption would allow
the stations to operate for some days more. Thereafter, and until
the normal supply of coal supplies could be restored—perhaps not
until some weeks after work in the mines was resumed—the output
capacity of the generating Boards would be reduced to as little as
25 per cent of the normal supply. It might then be impossible to
operate the grid at a level which would maintain supplies to con
tinuous process industry and other essential users; and the widespread
disconnections which would be inevitable would bring much of
industry to a standstill and cause large numbers of workers to be
laid off. If the activities of pickets were relaxed and coal presently
immobilised became available, this critical situation might not occur
until the end of February. If, on the other hand, the miners resumed
work quickly, we should still face a period of severely reduced
electricity output extending,into March, until the normal flow of coal
supplies was restored.
The Attorney General said that the provisions of the Industrial
Relations Act which related to secondary boycotts, " blacking " of
supplies and the inducement of other workers to take action resulting
in the frustration of-a commercial contract would not come into force

until 28 February. Except where there was a breach of the criminal
law it was not, for example, unlawful for pickets to seek to make coal
already held by third parties unavailable for use. Such picketing
was immune from legal action even if it frustrated a commercial
contract, unless the inducement to break the contract was direct.
There would in any event be little point in seeking injunctions against
pickets, since they would apply only to named individuals, not
organisations, and would not prevent others than those named from
continuing their activities. On the whole most of the picketing which
had taken place had been lawful. Where there was intimidation—
and it had been argued that in certain circumstances this would
depend on the mere number of pickets—picketing was unlawful. A
number of arrests had, in fact, been made and prosecutions had
been undertaken; but the activities of pickets confronted the police
with very difficult and sensitive decisions.
In discussion it was suggested that, in view of the severity of the
impending threat to electricity supplies and to employment, which
no action open to the Government could postpone by more than a
few days, the first objective should be to secure a resumption of work
and tactical considerations must be subordinated to this purpose.
The miners might be induced to return to work either by an
improved pay offer or by the increasing pressure to which they would
be subjected as they progressively lost the sympathy of public opinion
as a result of the impact of power shortages and the adverse publicity
which their intransigence would attract if they rejected the generous
offer now made to them. Every effort should therefore be exerted to
impress on public opinion that this offer would give the miners signi
ficantly more than the average industrial wage, together with a
minimum earnings guarantee which was higher than that sought by
the TUC. If any marked improvement in this offer were to emerge
from conciliation, however, the Government would be directly asso
ciated with it and there would be risk of serious damage to their
incomes policy. It would accordingly be preferable, if no settlement
were obtainable on the basis of this offer, to proceed by way of a court
of inquiry, despite the risk of further delay. In conveying the
decision to set up a court of inquiry to the N U M the Secretary of
State for Employment should nevertheless seek to persuade the union
to resume work while it was sitting, if necessary by agreeing to the
immediate payment of the new rates.
In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) The present law on picketing appeared to permit activities
extending well beyond what could be regarded as tolerable. But
careful legal examination had not revealed any effective remedies
which could be used against peaceful persuasion by miners' pickets
to induce other workers to take sympathetic action against stocks
or supplies which were not the property of the NCB. Where the
actions of large numbers of pickets and their sympathisers clearly
exceeded the lawful limits the police had clearly to use their discretion
in seeking to enforce the law. For example, the Home Secretary
had been informed since the Cabinefs meeting began that the Chief
Constable of Birmingham had that morning found it necessary to
request the closure of the West Midlands Gas Board's Saltley coke

depot because lorries were unable to reach it through a crowd of
some 7,000, despite the presence of some 500 police. The depot
supplied coal merchants, who had been requested by the Secretary
of State for Trade and Industry to supply priority consumers first
but were under no obligation not to supply others. Its enforced
closure therefore represented a victory for violence against the lawful
activities of the Gas Board and the coal merchants; and it would
therefore be desirable to ensure that the depot re-opened at an early
date. Since the crowd at the depot would have been reinforced by
engineering workers holding a 24-hours token strike, this might be
possible on the following day. This experience, nevertheless, provided
disturbing evidence of the ease with which, by assembling large
crowds, militants could flout the law with impunity because of the
risk that attempts to enforce it would provoke disorder on a large
scale.
(b) There was some evidence of intimidation not only by pickets
but by strikers applying for social security benefit to which they
were not properly entitled.
(c) It was now urgent to impose further restrictions on the use
of electricity both in order to conserve fuel against possible failure
to secure an early resumption of work and in order to impress on
public opinion the gravity of the situation. The Ministerial Com
mittee on Emergencies at their meeting that afternoon should con
sider, however, whether it was desirable to proceed with the proposed
Order restricting the use of electricity for domestic space heating,
which was not enforceable and depended for its effect on public
co-operation. It might be preferable to rely^ instead, on an appeal
to the general public to economise in the use of electricity in the home
and on the enforced saving which would result from the proposed
rota cuts which were to begin on the following day. The Cabinet
were reminded, however, that within the total expected load reduction
of 35 per cent from all the restrictions in contemplation, as much as
14 per cent would derive from the expected response to the Order
restricting domestic space heating. A statutory restriction was likely
to be more widely observed and would be seen and accepted as more
convincing evidence of the seriousness of the situation than a mere
appeal for economy. The Ministerial Committee on Emergencies
had also had reservations about the uneven impact of the proposed
restrictions on industry. Medium-sized consumers, for example,
would be prohibited from using electricity on three named days a
week as well as on Sunday and the largest consumers would be
required to reduce their maximum demand and total consumption
by 50 per cent, whereas small consumers would he subjected to rota
cuts on only two days a week. Little would be gained by discon
tinuing television transmissions; and it might be preferable to rely
on the rota cuts of electricity in this respect.
(d) For the future risks might be spread by encouraging self
generation of electricity by industry on a far wider basis than was
permitted under current policies. But this would make no substantial
difference to our vulnerability to an interruption in the public
electricity supply.

(e) It would be desirable to give further consideration to the
possibility of invoking the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act
if the N U M maintained their intransigent attitude, particularly if
they rejected the findings of a court of inquiry. Application might
then be made for a ballot order. But it might not be practicable
to conduct a ballot satisfactorily in less than two or three weeks; and
there were clear risks of its results being affected by intimidation.
(/) The offer of an 18-month agreement giving the miners a 50
per cent improvement in the offer previously made to them for 12
months might jeopardise forthcoming negotiations with other
important groups of workers, such as the railwaymen, unless it could
be clearly established that the miners constituted a special case.
From this standpoint the findings of a court of inquiry might be
helpful. But it was in any case arguable that the greater stability
deriving from a longer-term agreement and in the case of the miners
the advantage of postponing the annual round of negotiations from
November to May more than outweighed any loss in forgoing the
effects of pay de-escalation for an extra six months.
(g) In the electricity pay dispute of the previous year the Govern
ment had insisted that the terms of reference of the court of inquiry
should require it to have regard to the national interest. It was
for consideration whether this stipulation should be repeated in the
present instance, since the Government had subsequently made it
publicly clear that they expected all concerned with pay determina
tion to take the national interest into account. Moreover, a specific
reference on this occasion would increase the difficulty of persuading
the N U M to co-operate with the inquiry; and, even if they did so,
it would afford them opportunities to delay the inquiry by claiming
the right to present expert evidence on the issue. The Wilberforce
Inquiry in the previous year had taken a full month.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, unless the N U M indicated in the resumed
discussions at the Department of Employment that they were
prepared to settle the dispute on the basis of the offer already made
to them, perhaps with some comparatively marginal improvement
or concession such as its backdating to 1 November, the Secretary
of State for Employment should not pursue conciliation further but
should arrange to set up a court of inquiry. He should seek, how
ever, to persuade the N U M to procure a resumption of work while
the inquiry was sitting; and he was therefore authorised, if he found
it desirable, to suggest that the offer already made should be put
into payment immediately work was resumed. There might be
tactical advantage, however, in seeking to reach this point in two
stages. Initially, when it became clear that there was no prospect
of agreement on an offer of the present order of magnitude, the
Secretary of State might inform the union that he was unable to
take the process of conciliation further and urge them to withdraw
their opposition td arbitration or an independent inquiry. If they
maintained their refusal to countenance this procedure, he might then
take no further initiative until the following day, when he would
inform them of his decision to appoint a court of inquiry and suggest
an immediate return to work on the basis of the existing offer without
waiting for the inquiry's findings.

The Cabinet also agreed that the proposed court of inquiry
should consist of two independent members sitting under the
chairmanship of a High Court Judge. While the terms of reference
need not specifically require the inquiry to have regard to the national
interest, it should be made known, by reference to earlier Govern
mental statements charging all concerned with pay determination to
take the national interest into account, that this stipulation was
implicit in the decision to appoint a court of inquiry in the present
case. The Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Secretary of State
for Employment should consider whether it would on balance be
advantageous to submit Government evidence to the court on the
national interest.
The Ministerial Committee on Emergencies should give con
sideration at their meeting that afternoon to the urgent need to
restrict further the use of electricity, taking account of the points
made in discussion. The Home Secretary, in consultation with the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and the Attorney General,
should review the implications of the incident at the West Midlands
Gas Board's coke supply depot in Birmingham and should consider
what action was required to secure its early reopening and to prevent
further incidents of a similar nature there or elsewhere. The
Secretary of State for Employment, in consultation with the Attorney
General, should arrange for the law governing picketing to be
reviewed, with particular reference to the suggestion that peaceful
picketing should be lawful only at the workers' normal place of
employment. The Secretary of State for Social Services should
arrange to put in hand a further re-examination of the eligibility of
strikers for social security benefits on grounds of hardship or family
need.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.

United
Kingdom

Policies in
an Enlarged
European
Community

SECRET
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster (CP (72) 15) to which was annexed a
report by an interdepartmental group of officials following a review
f
faQmain economic policy objectives which the United Kingdom
0
should seek to pursue after accession to the European Communities.
The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster invited the Cabinet
to endorse the recommendations made in the report about the
objectives and priorities to be adopted in future work on our
European policies. There were five areas in which it would be of
critical importance to us to seek to influence the future development
of Community policies—regional and industrial policies, agriculture,
economic and monetary union, and external commercial policies. In
addition, the report emphasised that, in order to keep to a minimum
the burden which our contributions to the Community budget would

impose on our economy, it was essential that we should make
thorough and detailed preparations for obtaining the maximum
return from existing programmes of Community expenditure as soon
as our membership became effective. Finally, it was essential that
we should have high-quality staff ready to fill senior posts in the
European Commission early in 1973. The Civil Service Department
were considering how the terms and conditions attaching to these
posts could be made sufficiently attractive; and the Lord Privy Seal
would shortly be visiting Brussels in order to make direct contact
with the Commission.
The Prime Minister, summing up a short discussion," said that
the Cabinet endorsed the recommended objectives and priorities for
our European policies contained in the report. In particular they
endorsed the importance of ensuring that the senior posts available
to us in the Commission should be held by staff of high quality. The
majority of these posts would be filled by secondments from the
Home Civil Service; and it would be necessary to assure the staff
concerned that their career prospects would be enhanced by a period
of service with the Commission.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Site of the
European
Patent
Office

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (CP (72) 13) reporting that
fo
Ministerial Committee on Europe had been unable to reach
agreement on a proposal that we should seek to have the European
Patent Office (EPO) sited in this country; and a memorandum by
the Central Policy Review Staff (CP (72) 14) setting out reasons why
we should make a bid for a major European institution.
e

The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that, since the
Federal German Government had for some time been pressing to
have the E P O established in Munich, we could not afford to be too
optimistic about our chances of securing it for this country. But it
was essential that we should make a bid for its establishment on a
United Kingdom site, not only because this would bring considerable
advantages, both presentational and economic, to the United King
dom but also because, even if our bid failed, it would have
strengthened our bargaining position for the future when the location
of other European institutions, particularly the European Meteorolo
gical Centre, came to be decided.
In discussion there was considerable support for the view that we
,must seek to ensure that the United Kingdom secured henceforward
its fair share of international institutions. It was also agreed that,
although a provincial site would be cheaper than a site in London
and would have the additional advantage of engaging regional
interests in our new European connection, a London site was to be
preferred not merely because it was appropriate that international

institutions should be located in or near a capital city but also
because, in the present instance, it would clearly be advantageous to
locate the E P O in close proximity to the new Patent Library in
Bloomsbury.
The expenditure involved might be considerably
reduced if a commercial developer could be interested in constructing
a suitable building on the site eventually selected and so relieving
the Government of liability for the initial capital outlay. This
possibility should be further examined. It had to be accepted that,
in order to make our bid competitive with those of our European
rivals, we might eventually have to concede that the E P O and its
staff should be granted comprehensive fiscal privileges. But our
position on this issue could be reserved for the time being.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were clearly of the view that we should make a determined
effort to secure the E P O for this country.
The Cabinet—
Approved CP (72) 13, subject to the points which had
emerged during their discussion, and invited the Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster to proceed accordingly.
Cabinet

Office,

10 February,

1972.
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CABINET

of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at
CONCLUSIONS
10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday, 17 February, 1972
at 10.30 a.m.
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The Right Hon. EDWARD HEATH, M P, Prime Minister
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Department
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Subject
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITIES

European Communities Bill
NORTHERN IRELAND

T h e Parker Report
RHODESIA
OVERSEA AFFAIRS

Cyprus
MALTA
INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS

Coalminers' Pay Dispute

Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons the following week.
CONFIDENTIAL

European
Economic
Communities
European
Communities
Bill
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 5th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

*2. The Cabinet discussed the arrangements for the critical
vote on the Second Reading of the European Communities Bill that
evening.
The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that he had advised
Government supporters in the House of Commons who might be
disposed to vote against the Second Reading of the European
Communities Bill that evening that the policy exemplified by the
Bill had the support of the whole Cabinet and that the Government
would therefore regard the issue as one of confidence, on which they
could not sustain a defeat. The Government must stand or fall
together.
The Home Secretary said that the entire Cabinet would endorse
this view.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with
statement.

Northern
Ireland
The Parker
Report

approval,

of

the

Prime

Ministers

SECRET
3. The Cabinet discussed certain developments in relation to
the situation in Northern Ireland; the conclusions reached were
separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister
and those Ministers who had to take action.
T h e conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
f 4. The Cabinet considered the latest developments in relation
to Rhodesia.
The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the latest reports from Salisbury made it clear that there
was now virtually no prospect that the Pearce Commission would be
able to say that they were satisfied that the terms of the proposed
settlement were acceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a whole.
Lord Harlech, one of the Deputy Chairmen pf the Commission, who
had visited London briefly for private reasons, had confirmed this
impression. The Commission^ present intention was to continue
working in Rhodesia until about 15 March and then to return to
London to write their report. It was unlikely to be ready before late
in April. Meanwhile, it would be necessary to consider carefully
what out future policies should be.
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.
"1* Previously circulated as a Confidential Annex.

As regards the proposal that an all-Party group of Members of
Parliament should visit Rhodesia in order to observe the work of the
Commission, the latest reply from the regime in Salisbury to our
request that they should provide facilities for this purpose was
equivocal. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary h a d therefore
sent a further message inviting the regime to say clearly whether a
group with the membership proposed would be acceptable or not.
N o reply to this message had yet been received. Meanwhile,
Parliamentary interest in the matter had diminished; and it might be
possible to allow the proposal to be abandoned.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the proposal for a Parliamentary delegation
might well be allowed to lapse. It would be necessary, however, to
give urgent and serious consideration to the steps to be taken after
the presentation of the Pearce Commission^ report. Our legal
responsibilities towards the United Nations Organisation, as well as
domestic Parliamentary considerations, placed serious constraints
upon our freedom of action in the matter. But it was now clear
that, in refusing to accept the proposals for a settlement, many of the
Rhodesian Africans were casting a vote not against Britain but
against the regime in Salisbury; and this fact, together with the
evidence of an increasing understanding that we were in no position
effectively to exercise responsibility in Rhodesia, should b e given full
weight in working out our future policies.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the Prime Ministers summing u p of their
discussion.
SECRET
Oversea Affairs
5. The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs
Cyprus
said that a potentially dangerous situation was developing in Cyprus
Previous
following the importation by President Makarios of a large quantity
Reference:
of arms from Czechoslovakia and an intemperate demand by the
C M (71) 52nd Greek Government, who were probably seeking to end the Presidents
Conclusions,
rule, that these should be surrendered to the United Nations Force
Minute 2
in Cyprus. There was now an increasing risk t h a t President
Makarios would be drawn further to the left in his policies by this
ill-judged action on the part of the Greek Government. We were
doing all we could, as were the Government of the United States, to
reduce the tension; and so far the Turkish Government had adopted
a responsible and generally calm attitude. But the prospects of
success for the intercommunal discussions which we had been
encouraging in order to reduce the danger of hostilities breaking out
between Greek and Turkish Cypriots would inevitably have been
diminished by the current crisis. Meanwhile our main concern
must be for the security of the Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus; and
these should be physically able to defend themselves.

m

The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.

Malta
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 6th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

6. The Secretary of State for Defence said that messages had
been received from the Prime Minister of Malta, Mr. Mintoff, to the
effect that he would like to be invited to London for personal
discussion with the Prime Minister. By giving Mr. Mintoff the
opportunity to save his face a meeting of this kind might in the end
provide the only means of concluding a satisfactory Defence Agree
ment with the Government of Malta. But as a first step it would
be necessary to make sure, so far as possible, that Mr. Mintoff really
intended that any discussions with the Prime Minister should lead to
a final settlement; and this would need to be the subject of a careful
assessment which was currently in hand.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Defence.

Industrial
Affairs
Coahniners'
Pay Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 6th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
*7. The Cabinet considered developments in connection with
the present industrial situation.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that the Court of
Inquiry under Lord Wilberforce had now heard the evidence of the
National Coal Board (NCB) and the National Union of Mineworkers
( N U M ) and were considering their report. H e hoped that this
would be available late that evening and would be published early
the next morning. He had invited both parties to the dispute to
meet him as soon as the report was ready for publication. He did
not yet know what recommendations the Court of Inquiry were
likely to m a k e ; but he was not optimistic that the Executive of the
N U M would themselves decide to recommend acceptance to their
members. It was customary for the Executive to seek the view of
the membership as a whole; and it was likely that they would do so
on this occasion, probably without themselves making a recom
mendation. A full ballot of the members of the N U M normally
took 3 weeks; but this period could probably be reduced to 8-10 days
by accelerating the procedures. This, however, could only be done
if the N U M desired to co-operate. If a ballot were held, the earliest
likely date for a return to work would be 6 March. The alternative
would be for the Executive to put the matter to a branch vote, which
would take only 3 or 4 days. Although this might appear a valuable
saving of time, it involved the risk that the more extreme elements in
the N U M might be able to secure a rejection of the recommendations.
The prospect of securing a favourable decision by the miners could
thus be less under a branch vote than under a full ballot. It was
impossible, however, to form a view about the attitude which the
union would adopt until the Court's recommendations became
known.
*
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that there
had been n o significant change in the situation as regards the supply
of coal and electricity. There had, however, been an increase in the
* Previously circulated as a Confidential Annex.

SECRET

picketing of oil supplies to power stations by rail. It would pose a
serious threat to electricity supplies if the Transport and General
Workers Union followed the railwaymen's example and advised their
members not to deal with oil supplies by pipeline. If the general
situation continued as at present, the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) would, towards the end of the following week, have
to restrict supply to the 20-25 per cent of the normal demand
obtainable from nuclear and oil stations; and this would suffice only
for essential services. Such services in this context were those
needed to make the minimum provision for the life of the community,
including hospitals, fire services, sewerage, water supplies and some
transport services, including food distribution, but not food processing
or newspapers. Non-essential industry and the domestic user
would in general n o longer be supplied. If, as a result of the
recommendations of the Court of Inquiry, the picketing of oil and
coal supplies ceased, this situation might be postponed by 7-10 days;
but there would in any case be severe problems in moving the coal
which was at present made unavailable by picketing; and perhaps
only about J million tons a week could be moved at the outset.
In these circumstances it was essential to introduce further restrictions
on domestic and industrial electricity consumption as soon as possible;
and he was engaged in consultations with the major industrial
organisations and the largest industrial companies about the measures
which would need to be taken. He proposed to make a statement in
the House of Commons later that day about the need for these
further measures.
In discussion, concern was expressed about the length of time
which could be taken by a ballot, should the N U M decide to hold
one. A further delay of 8-10 days before the N U M decided whether
or not to resume work could not be tolerated; and some special
arrangements ought to be made to reduce the period, for example,
by arranging for the immediate holding of a simplified ballot once
the Court of Inquiry's recommendations were known. It should be
possible, with the help of the N C B , to conduct such a ballot in 2 or
3 days. On the other hand it would not be possible to hold a ballot
without the full co-operation of the N U M ; and it was in any case
doubtful whether an effective ballot could be carried out in 3 days.
In discussion of the measures which could be taken to secure the
movement of coal and oil supplies and the need for adequate advance
contingency planning in this respect the Cabinet were informed that
plans had been made for various contingencies, including the
arrangements which would be necessary if electricity supply had to
be reduced to 20-25 per cent of normal demand, the scope for using
Servicemen to move stocks of Coal and oil and the arrangements to
requisition or hire vehicles for this purpose. The use of troops,
however, was regarded as a measure to be taken only in the last
resort in view of the difficulty of escorting unarmed troops through
picket lines, the reactions which their use might provoke from other
unions and the possibility that the CEGB staff, in particular, would
refuse to make use of such supplies. On the other hand, the use of
volunteers might be a much more realistic method of assisting the
movement of stocks. It should involve less likelihood of the

" blacking " of the stocks by other unions, and it seemed likely that,
in view of the extent to which public opinion was moving against the
miners, there would be little difficulty in recruiting sufficient volunteers
to drive the available vehicles, and to help in other ways. It would
be necessary, however, to establish a large-scale central organisation
to co-ordinate their activities; and, it might be unrealistic to suppose
that volunteers could postpone, any more than Servicemen, the point
when supply would have to be confined to essential services by more
than a few days. The most helpful way of easing the present
difficulties would be to secure the withdrawal of the pickets or to
curb their ability to prevent supplies from reaching power stations.
Although Police action at Longannet had been successful in re
establishing access to the power station, the steps taken elsewhere had
been inadequate to prevent obstruction by pickets, which was
unlawful, whether conducted peacefully or not. The main reason for
the pickets' success, however, lay in the instructions which other
unions had given that their members should not cross picket lines.
Once the strike had ended it would be possible to supplement coal
supplies by imports; orders had already been placed overseas and
stocks were being accumulated at Rotterdam. A limiting factor was
likely to be the capacity of the docks in this country to deal with
the imports.
In further discussion it was urged that public opinion should be
fully informed of the extent to which the situation was deteriorating
and of the outlook, even if the strike ended quickly. Electricity
supplies both for industry and the home would have to be restricted
for some time. Without minimising the seriousness of the position,
however, it should not be implied that the prospect was hopeless, lest
the N U M should be further reinforced in their professed determin
ation to adhere to their demands. It was also important to make it
clear that the Government were taking all appropriate steps to deal
with the situation. If the miners did not accept the C o u r t s
recommendations, there might be advantage in a broadcast by the
Prime Minister for this purpose. There would be a further oppor
tunity for the Governments position to be made clear early in the
following week, if there were not by then a settlement of the strike,
since the Opposition were pressing for a debate on industrial affairs
to replace the business of the House of Commons already planned
for the following Monday. It should be to the Governments
advantage to have the issue debated as soon as possible after the
report of the Court of Inquiry was published.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion said that the
Cabinet agreed that further restrictions on electricity supply would
need to be imposed during the following week; and the Ministerial
Committee on Emergencies should consider forthwith the form which
these restrictions should take. The Committee should also consider
urgently the action which would be needed if and when electricity
supplies were confined to essential supplies only. The Committee
should prepare plans for the possible use of volunteers; but the
Cabinet agreed that neither volunteers nor Servicemen should be
employed to move coal or oil whilst the possibility of an early
settlement of the strike remained. There should be no public

reference to their possible use. The Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry should make his statement in the House of Commons that
afternoon, as he proposed; and the Lord President and the Chief
Whip should give further consideration to the timing of a debate on
industrial affairs in the following week. He would consider further
whether he should himself broadcast to the nation. In view of the
possible need to take important decisions at short notice he asked
that his colleagues should hold themselves ready to attend any
meeting which might be called over the ensuing weekend.
The C a b i n e t 
1. T o o k note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
2. Invited the Home Secretary to arrange for the Ministerial
Committee on Emergencies to consider the form and
extent of further restrictions on electricity supply, both in
the interim period and when supply might be confined to
essential services; and to consider the role which volun
teers might play in distributing coal and oil supplies.
3. Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
make a statement that day in the House of Commons, as
he proposed.
4. Invited the Lord President of the Council and the Chief
Whip to consider further the timing of a House of
Commons debate on industrial affairs.
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SECRET
The Cabinet considered the current industrial situation in the
light of the reactions of the National Coal Board and the National
Union of Mineworkers to the report, published that day, of the
Court of Inquiry into the coalminers' dispute.
*The Prime Minister said that the report of the Court of Inquiry
into the miners' pay dispute under the chairmanship of Lord
Wilberforce had been published that morning and copies had been
circulated to members of the Cabinet. The Secretary of State for
Employment had called both parties to the dispute to his Department
at 10 a.m.; and they had remained there, together with Mr. Feather,
the General Secretary of the Trades Union Congress (TUC), and
Mr. Campbell Adamson, the Director General of the Confederation
of British Industry (CBI), throughout the day.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that, after studying
the report, the Executive of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) had informed him that they wished to negotiate further
with the National Coal Board (NCB) on certain peripheral issues,
including the age at which the adult rate should be payable and the
pay increase for colliery clerks, which needed to be clarified before
the Executive could consider consulting the union's membership
about the reports recommendations. As a result the NCB had
undertaken t o consider the union's requests sympathetically. At
this stage the President of the union, Mr. Gormley, had indicated
that the prospects of a settlement were good and that he would
recommend his Executive to call for an end to picketing that night
and to consult their members by ballot about acceptance of the
C o u r t s recommendations. At the ensuing meeting of the full
Executive, however, it appeared that the militant members had
prevailed; and the Executive had voted by 14 to 11 to reject the
C o u r t s recommendations and to insist that their original claim
should be met in full. Mr. Gormley had then let it be known that
this decision might be reversed if the increases recommended by the
Wilberforce report for surface workers and underground workers
who were not employed at the coal face were further raised by £1
in each case. A full meeting of the National Coal Board had
considered this proposal and had unanimously concluded that,
although they remained willing to negotiate within the general
framework of the Wilberforce recommendations, they could neither
offer any improvement in the main cash increases which it envisaged
nor reduce the 16 month period for which they were to apply. In
the Board's view, the Wilberforce recommendations represented a
fair and impartial assessment of the pay increases which were
justified in the special case of the miners; and it would be indefensible
to make further concessions.
Mr. Feather had advised the N U M Executive that the rest of the
trade union movement would not regard their attitude as reasonable.
H e himself had then urged the Executive at least to agree to submit
the C o u r t s recommendations to their membership by ballot, even
* Previously circulated 4£ a Confidential Annex.

SECRET

if they felt unable to commend them. But they had refused to do
so. They had, however, readily accepted his suggestion that they
should discuss the issue with the Prime Minister, if he was prepared
to receive them.
The Prime Minister said that he would certainly be willing to
meet the Executive. But he wished first to ensure that the Cabinet
were in agreement about the attitude which he should adopt. His
first objective should presumably be to influence a sufficient number
of the Executive so to modify their views as to make it possible to
promote a ballot on the Courfs findings. But the tactics of the
meeting would need to take account also of the views of Mr. Feather,
Mr. Adamson and the representatives of the NCB, who would
accompany the N U M Executive to N o . 10.
In discussion it was suggested that it would be necessary to
seek to persuade the Executive that, if they maintained their
intransigent attitude, they would be in imminent danger of losing
both public sympathy and the support which they currently enjoyed
from other trade unions. This should become apparent to them as
their obduracy attracted increasingly hostile comment; and they
should therefore be prevented, so far as possible, from taking a final
decision until they had been subjected to the full force of public
opinion. If they were allowed to disperse that night, they could
not easily be reassembled at short notice and the more militant
and vocal members would be at liberty to foment further resistance
in the coalfields.
.
It might prove impracticable, however,, to keep the Executive
in play in this manner; and the Cabinet should accordingly consider
the position which the Prime Minister should be recommended to
adopt if he was unable to persuade them to modify their attitude
at least to the extent of agreeing to put the recommendations of the
Wilberforce report to a ballot of their members. To indicate that
the Government might apply to the National Industrial Relations
Court for a ballot order under the provisions of the Industrial
Relations Act would be liable further to alienate the moderate
members and would therefore be unwise at this stage. If the
Executive remained adamant, therefore, a choice might have to be
made between indicating that the Government were prepared to
contemplate the negotiation of concessions going beyond the
recommendations of the Wilberforce report or standing firm on those
recommendations themselves. The implications of the latter course
could ultimately be very severe indeed. For example, even if the full
weight of public opinion were mobilised against them, the miners
might remain intransigent; and, although Servicemen and volunteers
could in that event be used to gain access to such stocks of coal as
existed, this respite would be exhausted in a few weeks. Nor would
the import of coal substantially alleviate this position. But, if work
had not been resumed at the coal face within a short time, the
Government might find themselves unable to sustain the life of
the community unless they surrendered to the miners; and public
opinion would then censure them even more severely than if they were
to treat with the miners now. On the other hand, it was inconceivable
that, on the very day when the Court of Inquiry had reported, the

Government should acquiesce in concessions going substantially
beyond the Courfs recommendations. To do so would present the
militant leadership of the miners with so clear a victory that no
democratically constituted Government could hope to sustain their
authority for long without seeking a fresh mandate from a General
Election. To fight and to lose would be bad enough; not to fight
at all would be even worse. Every effort should therefore be made
to anticipate so drastic a dilemma; but, if matters reached this point,
the Cabinet as a whole would wish to be consulted again before any
final decision had to be made.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that he should receive both parties to the dispute that
night. H e would first discuss the situation with Mr. Adamson and
Mr. Feather, as the representatives of the two sides of industry.
Thereafter he would represent to the members of the Executive of
the N U M that it was in the national interest that they should at
once arrange for pickets to be withdrawn and should conduct a
ballot of their members on the basis of a recommendation that the
proposals made by the Wilberforce Inquiry should be accepted. It
was not possible to foresee how the matter would then develop; but,
in case immediate decisions were needed, Ministers should remain
in readiness for a further meeting.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
Cabinet
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The Cabinet considered forthcoming Parliamentary business
with particular reference to the appeal by the Member of the Northern
Ireland Parliament, Mr. John Hume.
The discussion and the conclusions reached were separately
recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and
those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.
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SECRET
1. The Prime Minister tendered the Cabinets congratulations
to the Ministers concerned with the Northern Ireland Bill on its
rapid passage through both Houses of Parliament in the previous
day's sitting.
The Cabinet would also wish to express their appreciation of the
skill and speed with which Parliamentary Counsel had drafted the
Bill.
The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.

SECRET
2. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that on
the previous day the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy
had agreed the steps which should be taken in order to maintain
activity in the three yards of Govan Shipbuilders Limited. The
necessary action had to be taken by the end of February because the
Scotstoun yard would otherwise run out of work by then. Under the
arrangements which had been agreed by the Committee Govan Ship
builders Limited would receive £35 million of Government finance,
of which £17 million was required to write off losses on the construc
tion of ships and the remainder to purchase, modernise and keep in
operation the three yards. £3 million of the £17 million for write-off
on ships, however, would be payable in due course in any event under
the general production grants scheme. £10 million of this total
Government provision could be saved by closing down the Scoutstoun
yard, but only at the cost of sacrificing 2,000 jobs. The prospect
revealed by the studies on the future viability of Govan Shipbuilders
Limited which had been made for the Government by Hill Samuel
and the Maynard Group was not very satisfactory. It indicated that,
while the company might move from deficit into surplus in about
three years' time, they could not be expected to reach full commercial
viability within the next five years. In the last fortnight, since it had
appeared that the bid for Clydebank Shipyard by a United States
company was being seriously pursued, considerable progress had been
made with the unions and shop stewards about methods of working
in Govan Shipbuilders Limited. Nevertheless, if the general level
of unemployment was lower and economic activity was reviving more
rapidly, he would not have felt it necessary to recommend financial
support for the three yards on the scale now envisaged. The Minis
terial Committee on Economic Policy had recognised that the case
for Government intervention was principally a social one; and it
would therefore be appropriate to make known the Governments
decision in the debate on unemployment in the following week.
In discussion it was pointed out that a decision to provide
Government finance on this scale for a company whose prospects
would remain dubious would not be likely to commend itself to the
Governments supporters. Moreover, unless the history of the affair
were made abundantly plain, the public would be left with the
impression that the Government had originally decided to abandon

Upper Clyde Shipbuilders Limited to its fate; that there had been
a " w o r k - i n " under the leadership of the shop stewards; and that
this had compelled the Government to change their mind and to
provide finance on a wholly exceptional scale. It would also be
necessary to be ready to rebut the argument advanced by the
Opposition at the time of the collapse of Upper Clyde Shipbuilders
Limited that the company could have been saved at that point by
the provision of assistance which was very modest by comparison
with the amount which would now be involved. Finally, it was
important to avoid any premature disclosure of the Governmenfs
decision until the debate on the following Monday, and particular
care should be taken by all concerned in this respect.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry and agreed that he should indicate
the Governmenfs intention to provide additional financial
assistance to Govan Shipbuilders Limited during the debate
on unemployment in the House of Commons in the follow
ing week.

Monopolies
Mergers and
Restrictive
Practices Bill

SECRET
3. The Lord President said that the Legislation Committee had
approved the terms of the Monopolies, Mergers and Restrictive
Practices Bill at their meeting on the previous Tuesday but had been
concerned both about the weight of this prospective addition to the
Governmenfs existing legislative commitments in the current Session
and about the extent of the controversy which was likely to be
provoked by the Bill. Without in any way underestimating its
importance he had regretfully come to the conclusion that, in view of
these considerations, he must recommend to the Cabinet that the
Bill should not be introduced. This would be preferable to the
alternative course of introducing the Bill in the expectation that it
might have to be abandoned before it reached the Statute Book.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, although
he recognised the force of the Lord President's arguments, the Bill
represented an important element in the Governmenfs economic
programme, which would transform competition policy in this
country and would be warmly welcomed by the Governmenfs
supporters as a major, constructive measure of reform.
In discussion, it was generally accepted that the Bill should
make a significant contribution to the reduction of inflation, the
provision of incentives and the stimulation of competition. On the
other hand it was lengthy and gave ample scope for controversy as
regards, for example, the breadth of the powers to be conferred on
the proposed Director General of Fair Trading and Competition,
the references to European Community obligations, the favourable
treatment t o be given to certain professional services and the
suggested reference of restrictive labour practices to the Monopolies
Commission. The issue of prices and incomes policy was also likely

to be involved, since the previous Administration^ Commission for
Industry and Manpower Bill, which had lapsed at the General Elec
tion, would have amalgamated the Monopolies Commission and the
National Board for Prices and Incomes.
The Bill could be introduced in the House of Lords, but with
little prospect that time could subsequently be found for it in the
House of Commons, a consideration which in itself would create
difficulties for the Governments supporters in the Upper House and
would cast doubt on the Governments ability to manage their
legislative programme.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were reluctant to set the Bill aside for a later Session. But
to attempt to enforce its passage would be liable to have a damaging
impact on the Governments other legislation and would adversely
affect a number of major Bills of critical importance. The Cabinet
therefore agreed that the Bill should not be introduced in the current
Session.
The C a b i n e t Agreed that the Monopolies, Mergers and Restrictive
Practices Bill should not be introduced in the current
Session.

Oversea
Affairs
Cyprus
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 7th
Conclusions,
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SECRET
4. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed, the
Cabinet that the recent importation of arms from Czechoslovakia
by the President of Cyprus, Archbishop Makarios, continued to cause
concern to both the Greek and Turkish Governments. The Greek
Government had pressed the Archbishop to surrender the arms to
the United Nations Force in Cyprus; but he had refused to do so.
Although the tension now appeared to be rather less, the Turkish
Government were still expressing misgivings.

Visit of the
President of
flie United
States to
China

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the visit
of the President of the United States to the PeoplCs Republic of
China appeared to be proceeding satisfactorily and would probably
be of considerable assistance to the President in his forthcoming
electoral campaign. A second consequence of the visit might be
increasing anxiety on the part of the Government of the Soviet
Union about Chinese intentions in the short term, particularly if it
seemed likely that United States policy towards the People's Republic
might become less hostile.

Spain

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he proposed
to visit Spain during the following week in response to an invitation
from the Spanish Foreign Minister that they should " think together "
about the future of Gibraltar. It might be to the general advantage
to try to direct these exploratory discussions towards an arrangement
similar to that which we had reached with the Argentine Govern
ment about the Falkland Islands, whereby the question of sovereignty
was set aside while efforts were made to develop co-operative
measures in such matters as trade. It was not clear, however, how
far this would be feasible in the case of Gibraltar.

Pakistan

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that, following
our recognition of Bangladesh, he considered it desirable to visit
Pakistan at an early date. H e had accordingly arranged to do so
immediately following a visit which he was due to pay to Israel in
some two weeks' time. He intended to do everything possible to
promote a reconciliation between the leaders of Pakistan and Bangla
desh; it was unfortunate that the Prime Minister of Bangladesh h a d
so far refused to meet the President of Pakistan until the Government
of Pakistan had recognised Bangladesh.

Qatar

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that on the basis
of present information he did not consider that any formal act of
recognition by the United Kingdom Government would be necessary
following the assumption of power in Qatar by the former Deputy
Ruler Sheik Khalifah.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

New Zealand

The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food informed the
Cabinet that the New Zealand Government had asked for the post
ponement of the last instalment, due to be implemented in July, 1972,
of the imposition of a levy on imported lamb. A similar request for
the postponement of the previous instalment from January, 1972, had
been rejected; but there were political arguments in favour of post
poning the final instalment until January, 1973, at a cost of some £ I f
million. There would be advantage in announcing this decision in the
context of a visit either by a United Kingdom Minister to New
Zealand or by a New Zealand Minister to the United Kingdom.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that the final instalment of the imposition of the
levy should be postponed until January, 1973, and that the New
Zealand Minister of Agriculture should be invited to London with a
view to the announcement of this decision in the context of his visit.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion,

SECRET
5. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the total
Industrial
of unemployed in Great Britain at the February count, including
Affairs
Unemployment those temporarily out of work, amounted to 1,571,000 or 6-9 per cent
of the insured work force. This very large figure had, of course, been
seriously inflated as a result of the impact of the coalminers' strike
on industry in general. The underlying trend of wholly unemployed,
seasonally adjusted, was more satisfactory. There had been a rise
of only 1,000 between January and February, compared with
increases of 10,000 and more a month for many months past. There
had been decreases in the number of wholly unemployed, unadjusted,
in both Scotland and Wales. Moreover, seasonally adjusted figures

of vacancies had increased slightly in February. On the other hand
there was evidence that in the circumstances of the past week or so
employers had reassessed their labour requirements more critically;
and, although the " labour shake-out" had seemed to be ending, the
coal strike appeared to have given many employers grounds for
prolonging it.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.
Coalminers'
Strike
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 8th
Conclusions

The Home Secretary said that the Ministerial Committee on
Emergencies had considered earlier that morning a report by the
Minister for Industry on the coal prospects following the withdrawal
of pickets by the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM). The
report was more hopeful than had seemed likely in the previous week.
The National Coal Board (NCB) had already managed to transport
f million tons; and on the assumption that there was a favourable
response in the ballot and a satisfactory return to work by the miners
on the following Monday, over 2 million tons of coal should be
made available from stocks and new output in the following week,
of which 1£ million tons would be coal for power stations. Shortly
thereafter deliveries of power station coal might approach the
weekly normal for the time of the year. On the basis of these figures
and an assurance from the British Railways Board (BRB) that they
should be well able to transport these amounts of domestic coal
together with prospective imports, the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) and the Electricity Council now believed that a
further significant easement of restrictions on electricity consumption
was possible with effect from the following Monday. They recom
mended that rota cuts should be retained on the present basis, that
the electricity consumption of large industrial firms should be
increased from 60 per cent to 85 per cent and that the medium-sized
firms should be allowed either four days' working a week, instead of
three, or unrestricted operation subject to the rota cuts on two
working days a week. The latter of these alternatives was preferable.
The restrictions applying to the domestic consumer would not be
relaxed at present. An announcement about the proposed relaxations
for industry was required that day. The estimates of coal and
electricity supply and the consequent relaxation of electricity
restrictions had been based on the retention of rota cuts for approxi
mately three weeks and therefore depended upon the continuance of
the State of Emergency for that period. The CEGB, however, would
still recommend the proposed relaxations even if the State of
Emergency were to be allowed to expire on 8 March. On the under
standing that the proposals would not in fact pre-empt the Cabinefs
decision about the renewal of the State of Emergency, the Committee
recommended that the proposed relaxations should be approved.
In discussion some concern was expressed about the possible
need for renewing the State of Emergency; it would be particularly
undesirable to have a further Parliamentary debate on the Emergency
Powers. On the other hand, given that the outcome of the ballot and
the consequent extent of the return to work were still uncertain and

that there must be a continuing risk of a period of cold weather, the
need to prolong Emergency Powers might well arise. It might be
possible to make the further proclamation on 8 March and then to
allow the Emergency Regulations to lapse after seven days without
debating them; and, although this might provoke the charge that the
Government had had n o intention of debating the extension, it might
be justified on the ground that it was customary to allow the use of
Emergency Regulations for up to seven days before they were
confirmed by Parliament. In the event of a rail strike Emergency
Powers might in any case be required; but the Government would
not be justified in renewing the existing Powers in order to conserve
coal stocks in anticipation of that contingency.
The Prime Minister, summing up this part of the discussion, said
that the Cabinet approved the proposed relaxation in the restrictions
on the industrial use of electricity from 28 February, on the under
standing that this did not pre-empt a decision whether to renew the
State of Emergency on 8 March. This question would need to be
considered further when the situation became clearer, following the
expected resumption of work by the miners. The relaxations should,
as proposed, be announced in the House of Commons that day, in
order that industry might have adequate notice. Meanwhile, he
had invited the Lord Privy Seal to co-ordinate action to ensure that
power supplies to industry and domestic consumers were re-estab
lished as rapidly as possible. The Ministerial Committee on
Emergencies should continue to supervise progress on the resumption
of coal supplies, including the problems created at the docks by the
importation of extra coal. H e had put in hand a review of the
organisation to deal with civil emergencies in order to provide
Ministers on future occasions with better and more up-to-date
information upon which to base decisions.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(3) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
arrange for the announcement of the proposed relaxation
of electricity restrictions.
Pay Policy
After the

The Cabinet considered a Note by the Secretary of State for
Employment (CP (72) 22) about pay claims which were at present

Wilberforce

outstanding.

Recommenda
t l o n s

The Secretary of State for Employment said tb.at his Note did
not attempt to review incomes policy in the longer term or to consider
what could be done to change the balance of industrial bargaining
power. He would be preparing further memoranda on these matters,
in which he would also review the law governing picketing and would
consider what could be done to require the unions to pay strike pay.
His present Note, which had been considered by the Ministerial
Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations on the previous evening,
listed the main public sector pay claims at present outstanding, not
all of which required early decisions. The first indications of union

attitudes in the aftermath of the report of the Wilberforce Court of
Inquiry were not altogether discouraging. The claim for nurses had
been settled at about 8 per cent; and there were signs that the Union
of Post Office Workers might reach agreement on their claim at
about the same level. His recommendations, which had been
approved by the Ministerial Committee, were that the Government
should still seek to achieve public sector pay settlements at 8 per cent
or less over the next few months; that the implications of possible
industrial action by the rail and steel workers should be urgently
examined; that it should be the objective to avoid further " wholly
exceptional" cases in the current pay round and to achieve settle
ments by negotiation or conciliation in preference to a court of
inquiry; that there should be further discussions with the Confedera
tion of British Industry (CBI) and the employers' organisations; and
that all possible steps should be taken to rebuild coal and other
fuel stocks as rapidly as possible, against the possibility of an early
rail strike. The meeting being held later that day between the BRB
and the three rail unions would provide some indication of the likeli
hood of this. It was the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers
and Firemen (ASLEF) who were most likely to prove militant on this
occasion. The objective, bearing in mind that the new railway pay
agreement would not come into force until 1 May, must be to defer
substantive negotiations as long as possible.
The Home Secretary said that the Ministerial Committee had
commissioned urgent assessments of the strength of the case for
increased pay which the railway unions could deploy; of the likeli
hood of a railway strike and the extent of the damage which it
could cause, taking into account the possibility of support from
other unions; and of the tactical options which might be open to
Ministers in dealing with the negotiations on railwaymen's pay.
In discussion of the threat posed by the railwaymen's pay claim,
it was noted that the basic rates paid to railwaymen were lower than
those paid to surface workers in the coal industry prior to the
Wilberforce recommendations. It was likely that the more militant
elements on the A S L E F Executive were in touch with similar
elements on the N U M Executive; and the ASLEF leaders were
involved in a struggle for power within the union which would
compel the moderate elements to try to preserve their own position
by adopting more intransigent tactics. It would be important for
the BRB to stand firm in the face of the Wilberforce report.
Perhaps the most important objective would be to defeat any
proposal that the effective date of the settlement should be advanced;
but it would also be desirable to ensure that/on this occasion the
levels of pay and conditions of service on which public discussion
was based were not those which the unions selected for presentation,
but the true figures. Steps should accordingly be taken to ensure
that the BRB had suitable material ready for publication.
In further discussion is was suggested that consideration should
now be given to the relationship between the Government and the
nationalised industries in public sector pay negotiations. It was
becoming increasingly difficult to maintain that these undertakings

were free agents in conducting pay negotiations; and it was doubtful
whether the Government could afford to stand apart from the public
defence of pay decisions which were likely to attract public criticism
unless they were adequately explained and might lead to industrial
action on a wide scale. In the case of the strike in the electricity
industry during the previous winter early intervention by the Govern
ment had contributed to a successful outcome of the dispute; and it
was for consideration whether any future Government intervention
should be at an early stage or as late as possible.
In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) It was now clear that the NCB would incur a serious
financial deficit as a result of the miners' dispute. The likely loss in
1971-72 was £143 million and in 1972-73 £150 million, after allow
ance was made for a 5 per cent price increase to yield £30 million.
It would be necessary to consider whether a larger price increase
would be justified, although this could be at variance with the
initiative on price restraint introduced by the CBI. If there were
to be an increase of more than 5 per cent, it should be made
quickly in order that it could be clearly identified as a result of
the coal strike. Proposals to deal with the anticipated deficit would
be put before the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy as
soon as possible.
(b) The examination of the arrangements for social security
benefits, which was due to be completed later in the year, could be
brought forward for early consideration.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet noted the situation in relation to outstanding pay negotia
tions. The Secretary of State for Employment should circulate as
soon as possible his further memoranda on the factors affecting the
current policy of de-escalation and the balance of industrial bargain
ing power. Further consideration would need to be given to the
Governments role in major pay disputes in the public sector; in
particular, it was debatable whether it was right to leave both the
negotiations and the publicity about the dispute to the nationalised
undertaking concerned, as had happened in the case of the coal strike.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry should arrange for the
urgent submission to the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy
of proposals for the treatment of the situation created by the expected
deficits of the NCB. The Secretary of State for Social Services
should arrange for the review of social security benefits to be brought
forward as suggested.
The Cabinet—
(4) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(5) Invited the Secretary of State for Employment to circulate
as soon as possible his proposals about de-escalation
policy and the balance of industrial bargaining power.
(6) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
circulate proposals about the financing of the N C B
deficit to the Economic Policy Committee as soon as
possible.
/

(7) Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services to circulate
his proposals in relation to social security benefits as
soon as possible.

Future
Administration
of Magistrates'
Courts

SECRET
6. The Cabinet considered memoranda on the future administration of magistrates' courts by the Lord Chancellor (CP (72) 19)
Secretary (CP (72) 20).
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The Lord Chancellor said that the Home and Social Affairs
Committee had been unable to agree about his proposal that the
administration of magistrates' courts should become the responsibility
of central Government. Now that the Government had assumed
responsibility for all the higher courts in England and Wales and
responsibility for the administration of the county courts was already
vested in himself, the reform of the administration of magistrates'
courts was the most important single measure of law reform at
the present time. The responsibility was at present divided between
four authorities: the Home Secretary, himself, the local authorities
and the local magistrates' courts committees. This division not only
resulted in inefficiency but also made effective control of the system
impossible. The different priorities which local authorities assigned
to the courts in their areas resulted in widely differing standards
of court administration and, therefore, in varying standards of justice.
Central control would enable court staffs to be deployed more
effectively and by providing a better career structure, would encour
age recruitment. It would also enable better training facilities to
be provided for the staff; and it would encourage more efficient
standards of accounting, which would for example, facilitate the
recovery of unpaid fines, which now amounted to £7 million. It
was a necessary prerequisite to many important law reforms which
he had in mind. Some adjustment of the present system had to be
made in order to take account of the forthcoming organisation of
local government; and the necessary provisions in the Local Govern
ment Bill would shortly be reached in Committee in the House of
Commons. There was already danger of a breakdown in the
administration of magistrates' courts in London; and central control
would have to be instituted sooner or later. If so, it should begin
in April, 1974, simultaneously with the new structure of local
government. Of the interests concerned with magistrates' courts
those who might be concerned to maintain the present position, the
Central Council of Magistrates' Courts Committees and the local
authority associations, were against change but the other interests,
including the Magistrates' Association and the Justices' Clerks'
Society, as well as the legal profession, favoured central control.
The Home Secretary said that it was possible to exaggerate the
advantages of central as against local administration. There was
bound to be a lack of uniformity, because the needs of different areas
varied. But this would not be remedied by central control, particu
larly since central control would not of itself ensure that additional

funds would be available to improve or rationalise standards. It
was true that the Magistrates' Association had favoured central
control; but this was probably because the magistrates were under
the erroneous impression that in a system of central control they
would continue to be able to appoint their own clerks. The
arguments for central control of the magistrates' courts could
logically be applied to a wide range of services which were at present
under local control; and they had, indeed, been used to advocate
the central control of the police. The assumption of central control
would involve complicated and contentious legislation in the next
Session of Parliament; it would alienate local government opinion;
and it would run contrary to the Governments policy of decentralisa
tion. It was important that local communities should feel that they
were involved in the maintenance of law and order; and it would
therefore be undesirable to make the proposed change. Moreover,
if the control of magistrates' courts were centralised, the present
administration of the probation and after-care service would become
an obvious anomaly; and it would be difficult to avoid transferring
responsibility for the service either to the local authorities or to
central Government. This was not an issue which should be faced
at the present time, when the urgent need was to secure the rapid
expansion of the service.
In discussion it was suggested that a decision at this juncture to
centralise the administration of magistrates' courts would be liable
to alienate the local authorities, particularly in relation to the Local
Government Bill now before Parliament. The local authorities were
in any event having to adjust themselves to considerable structural
change, not only in local government itself but also in relation to
social services, the National Health Service and the water industry.
It was not reasonable that they should have to accommodate them
selves to yet another change which they would probably regard as
unwelcome on its own merits. Moreover, if local authorities ceased to
have any part to play in the administration of magistrates' courts they
would be likely to be less willing in future to continue the arrange
ment under which many magistrates' courts met in council premises.
In this respect centralisation would lead to pressure for higher
expenditure. It was always possible to criticise the arrangements in
particular areas. But the magistrates' courts succeeded in dealing
with the great bulk of criminal cases without general criticism; and it
should not be assumed that central control would result in more
efficient administration than local control. There was always an
argument for the central control of local services on the ground of
efficiency and uniformity. But the Governments declared policy was
to decentralise rather than to centralise; and they were already in
danger of criticism for apparent breaches in that policy. A Bill to
give effect to the Lord Chancellor's proposals would undoubtedly be
contentious; and the Oppbsition in Parliament would be likely to
favour the continuance of the present arrangements.
On the other hand the central control of magistrates' courts,
particularly since all other courts in England and Wales were now
under central control, was the most logical system of administration;
and it was undesirable that local authorities should have any influence

in the administration of justice. The interests of justice should be the
sole criterion upon which the issue should be decided. The argument
for centralising the administration of magistrates' courts was essen
tially different in character from the arguments for centralising other
local services; and the main argument for not centralising police
administration, namely that it was undesirable that the central
Government should acquire excessive power in this respect, was not
relevant to the administration of magistrates' courts.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
general view of the Cabinet was that, although in principle the
centralisation of the administration of magistrates' courts had advan
tages, it would not be appropriate to make any change at the present
time. The possibility of change at some future date should not be
excluded; but in the meantime no indication should be given that
this possibility was under consideratoin.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Cabinet Office,
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CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
The Cabinet also discussed the Opposition Motion of Censure
about the form of the European Communities Bill. This Motion
would be debated on Monday, 6 March. It was possible that the
Opposition would agree to allot one of their Supply Days for the
purpose. The Cabinet agreed, however, that, if they pressed for
Government time, it would be prudent to concede it; but in that
event it might have to be made clear that repeated demands for the
allocation of Government time for Censure Motions constituted an
abuse of procedure which could not be allowed to continue
indefinitely.
The Prime Minister said that he proposed to make a statement
in the House of Commons that afternoon about the Report of the
Committee of Privy Counsellors on interrogation. Copies of his
proposed statement and of the Report itself, which would also be
published that afternoon, had been circulated to the Cabinet (CP (72)
25). He would state that the Government, having reviewed the whole
matter with great care and with particular reference to any future
operations, had decided that the techniques which the Committee
examined would not be used in future as an aid to interrogation;
and he would confirm that the Northern Ireland Government, who
were constitutionally responsible for the matter in the Six Counties,
would adopt the same policy. The Lord Chancellor would make a
corresponding statement in the House of Lords.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers statement.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that there
Oversea Affairs
were several difficult aspects of the case of Timothy Davey, the
Turkey:
14-year-old boy who had been convicted on the previous day by- a
Imprisonment
Turkish court on a charge of conspiring to traffic in drugs and had
of British
b
sentenced to imprisonment for more than six years. There
Subject
were grounds for believing that the offence in question had not been
slight; but, even so, the imposition of so severe a prison sentence on
a juvenile would be liable to be strongly condemned by public
opinion in this country. It would not be possible to contemplate
any active intervention while the case was under appeal. But he
had asked the Turkish Ambassador in London how far it might be
possible for the Turkish authorities to exercise a measure of clemency,
since it appeared that the President of Turkey might be able to
intervene after the appeal had been heard.
e e n

Spain
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 10th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, reporting on his
recent visit to Spain, informed the Cabinet that the Spanish Foreign
Minister, Senor Lopez Bravo, had indicated that the Spanish Govern
ment would be willing to conclude a new treaty of friendship and
co-operation with Britain and that, provided that it recognised
Spanish sovereignty over Gibraltar, they would be content that it

should include whatever conditions might be required to safeguard
the interests of the population of Gibraltar and to permit the United
Kingdom Government to continue to enjoy full use of defence
facilities at the base. These proposals would require very careful
consideration, not least because it must be very doubtful whether they
would be acceptable to opinion in Gibraltar itself. H e had suggested
to the Spanish Head of State, General Franco, that an accommodation
in relation to Gibraltar might be more easily achieved if the Spanish
Government were first to remove some of the restrictions which they
had sought to apply to the Colony. General Franco, however, had
appeared unwilling to contemplate any relaxation of restrictions in
the absence of simultaneous concessions by the British Government.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

SECRET
Industrial
3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that at the meeting of
Affairs
the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy on the previous day
National Goal the Committee had discussed proposals by the Secretary of State for
Board Finances Trade and Industry to meet the deficit which the National Coal
Board (NCB) now expected to incur in the current year, primarily as
a result of the coalminers' strike. The Committee had approved the
proposals to raise the £75 million statutory limit on the Board's
accumulated deficit to £100 million and the £900 million statutory
limit on the Board's borrowing powers to £950 million, both by
Affirmative Resolution. Since the Board's deficit would certainly
exceed £100 million, perhaps by £80 million or more, the Committee
had also approved the proposal to introduce a Spring Supplementary
Estimate providing the Board with an emergency grant of £80 million,
which would go as far as possible in keeping them within the law,
while not pre-empting future decisions on policy for the industry.
A rise in the price of coal was also necessary; but the Committee had
not reached a decision about its size. The N C B had proposed a
5 per cent increase, to take effect from 13 April for industrial and
general purpose coal and from 1 July for domestic coal. The
general view of the Committee, however, was that an increase of
1\ per cent might be justified in the exceptional circumstances
confronting the N C B , provided that a firm assurance could be
obtained from the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) that an
increase of this order would not be regarded as prejudicing the future
of their policy on price restraint. It was proposed that all these
measures should be announced later that day in a statement in the
House of Commons, a draft of which had been circulated to the
Cabinet. This would make it clear that they were all interim
measures pending legislation later in the Session on the further
financial arrangements to be made with the N C B .
/

In discussion it was questioned whether an increase in coal prices
as large as 1\ per cent might both create embarrassment in relation
to the CBFs policy of price restraint and inevitably pre-empt to some
extent decisions on the future role of the coal industry, with possible

implications for employment in the mines. On the other hand the
CBI had already said that they regarded the circumstances of the
case as exceptional and that an increase of 1\ per cent in the price
of coal would not, therefore, breach the general policy of price
restraint. It was already publicly known before the settlement of the
strike that a 5 per cent increase in price was intended; and the N C B
were now content to seek the agreement of the Coal Consumer
Councils to a 1\ per cent increase, which the coal trade would also
understand and accept. Even a 1\ per cent increase would still leave
the Board with a substantial deficit. Its public presentation, however,
required further consideration. The draft statement contained n o
reference to the possibility that the Government might now think it
right to encourage alternative fuels for the generation of electricity;
but many of the Governments supporters would feel that the coal
industry should henceforward be allowed to find its true economic
level in the energy market. Moreover, it would be important to
associate the increase in price with the cost of the pay settlement
arising from the Wilberforce Court of Inquiry, rather than with a
more imprecise estimate of the total cost of the strike. It might also
be preferable to express the increase in terms of cost per ton rather
than on a percentage basis.
In further discussion of the draft statement the following main
points were made—
(a) In view of the possibility of further industrial disturbance in
the near future it was open to question whether it was wise to empha
sise the exceptional measures being paid for by the Government in
order to reduce coal consumption and to rebuild stocks to normal
levels.
(b) Several price increases had already been announced that
week; and it would be preferable to defer the proposed statement to
the following Monday. Alternative arrangements should be made
as regards the Supplementary Estimate which was required.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
should take the action which he had proposed in order to meet the
National Coal Board's deficit, including an increase of 1\ per cent in
coal prices, on the understanding that this level of increase was
acceptable to the CBI. The proposed Parliamentary statement
should be made on the following Monday and should first be revised,
on the lines suggested in discussion, by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry in consultation with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Lord President.
/
The C a b i n e t 
1.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.

2.

Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, in
consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
the Lord President, to revise the draft statement
accordingly.

Railway Pay
Negotiations,

The Home Secretary said that a meeting of Ministers under his
chairmanship had considered the tactics for dealing with the forth
coming negotiations on railwaymen's pay in the light of an assessment
of the strength of the unions' case and the damage which a railway
strike would cause. The meeting had identified three options.
Adherence to a level of increase determined without regard to the
findings of the Wilberforce report o n the miners' pay claim would
be likely to provoke an immediate strike, in which the rail unions
could expect support from the National Union of Mineworkers.
This would be especially damaging at a time when coal stocks were
at a vulnerable level. Second, a settlement might be sought through
independent arbitration; but the outcome might be seriously
damaging to the Governments incomes policy, particularly since the
new chairman of the Railway Arbitration Tribunal was known to be
well disposed to the unions. Third, a settlement could be sought by
negotiation; and the meeting had concluded that, initially, this
course should be adopted. They accordingly recommended that the
Cabinet should authorise the Chairman of the British Railways
Board (BRB) in his discussions with the rail unions on 7/8 March to
reach a settlement, if possible, at a cost not exceeding 10 per cent of
the annual wage bill and, if this proved unacceptable, to seek to have
the negotiations adjourned, avoiding a breakdown and consulting
Ministers again urgently. If a breakdown could not be prevented
and the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
(ASLEF) called a national strike despite the fact that the present pay
agreement was not due to expire until the end of April, the Secretary
of State for Employment would wish to consider invoking his powers
under the Industrial Relations Act to apply to the National Industrial
Relations Court (NIRC) for a restraint order.
The Minister for Transport Industries said that many of the
arguments which had led the Wilberforce Court of Inquiry to
recommend exceptional treatment of the miners' pay claim could be
applied equally to railwaymen, a number of whom were lowly paid,
including a few whose take-home pay was as little as £14 a week.
The Chairman of BRB would accordingly face difficult negotiations,
which would be complicated by the fact that the objectives of the two
principal unions differed. The main purpose of the National Union
of Railwaymen ( N U R ) was to achieve a significant improvement in
base rates, whereas A S L E F were more concerned to restore their
members' former differentials over other railway workers. In these
circumstances the Government needed to assure the Chairman b o t h
that they would allow him reasonable discretion in the negotiations,
subject to appropriate guidelines, and that h e had Ministers'
confidence.
x

In discussion there was some support for the proposal that the
Chairman of BRB should be authorised to negotiate a settlement on
the basis of an increase not exceeding 10 per cent and should be given
reasonable tactical discretion within that limit. On the other h a n d
the importance of these negotiations was such that the Cabinet
should not settle the negotiating limits until they had been able to
make a more thorough assessment of the strength of the unions' case,
the risks attaching to industrial action and the measures which

might be taken to counter it. It was also necessary to decide whether,
in addition to prescribing the limit which BRB should not exceed in
their attempt to reach an agreed settlement, the Government should
determine the level of the Board's opening offer; and to consider the
attitude which the Government should adopt if it became clear that
even at 10 per cent a settlement was unobtainable. If BRB indicated
a readiness to offer 10 per cent and n o settlement were then reached,
that figure might become the minimum level of increase for purposes
of a reference to arbitration, which, in the circumstances of the
railways, could produce an award which would be unacceptable to
the Government.
In further discussion, the following main points were made—
(a) Although it must be the aim to avoid reference of the
dispute to arbitration, it was impossible for the Government, con
sistently with their general policy, publicly to discourage the rail
unions from adopting this course.
(b) In view of the vulnerability of coal and electricity supplies
following the miners' strike, it would be important to try to avoid a
breakdown in the negotiations on 7/8 March. Thereafter, the nation's
capacity to withstand a rail strike would progressively improve
as coal stocks were rebuilt. Accordingly, it was desirable to give
the Chairman of BRB a sufficient degree of negotiating flexibility,
subject to clear guidelines, to ensure that no early chance of a
reasonable settlement would be lost. The membership of A S L E F
was in a militant mood; and it was only by a bare majority that the
union Executive had decided to participate in the forthcoming
discussions. If they failed then to receive an offer which they
regarded as a reasonable basis for continuing negotiations, industrial
action was likely to follow very quickly.
(c) Before calling an official strike, ASLEF could be expected
to give a week's notice. Since the present pay agreement did not
expire until the end of April and an official rail strike would cause
serious economic damage, there would be strong grounds for an
application to N I R C for a restraint order under the Industrial
Relations Act. But there was a considerable risk of immediate
unofficial action if the negotiations on 7/8 March ended in a break
d o w n ; and the scope for using the Industrial Relations Act powers
successfully in that contingency would need further consideration.
(d) If steps were taken now to alert public opinion to the threat
of an imminent rail strike and its possible consequences, the reaction
against the prospect of renewed hardship and inconvenience might
give the unions pause.
/
(e) Now that the remaining provisions of the Industrial Relations
Act were in force, it was urgently necessary to ensure wider under
standing of their effect on the law governing picketing and to
emphasise, in particular, that mere numbers could constitute
intimidation and made massive picketing unlawful. The enforce
ment of the law on picketing, however, must remain a matter for
the police, Who must take account of what was practicable in a
given situation. Now that the unions were corporate bodies,

injunctions secured in the civil courts might be more effective as a
means of containing picketing than was judged to be the case before
the Industrial Relations Act was fully in force.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
successful management of the railwaymen's pay claim and the
threatened rail strike would be of cardinal importance to the Govern
ment and the country. Before deciding the strategy to be followed,
the Cabinet would need to have a full assessment of the strength and
weakness of the railwaymen's case, together with the industrial power
which the rail unions could mobilise and the damage which they
could cause, if they resorted to a strike. The Cabinet should also
consider the means by which public opinion might effectively be
engaged in order to deter or to defeat industrial action; the possible
use of the powers under the Industrial Relations Act to obtain a
restraint order; and the prospects of dealing more effectively with
illegal picketing under the law as it now stood, including the possi
bility of promoting applications in the civil courts for injunctions
against unions in their new capacity as corporate bodies. Memoranda
dealing with all these matters should be prepared urgently and
circulated to the Cabinet, which would meet to consider them on the
following Monday. At that point it would also be necessary to
determine the guidance which the Government should give to the
Chairman of the BRB in conducting negotiations with the rail unions.
The Cabinet—
3.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of this part of their discussion.

4.

Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment to
circulate memoranda describing the strength and weakness
of the railwaymen's pay claim and the implications of the
various ways in which it might be treated; and assessing
the likelihood, extent and effectiveness of industrial action
by the rail unions, taking account of possible support from
other unions.

5.

Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
circulate a memorandum on the impact of a rail strike
on fuel supplies and on industry generally.

6.

Invited the Secretary of State for Employment to circulate
a memorandum about the possible use of the powers
under the Industrial Relations Act to apply for a restraint
order in relation both to official and unofficial industrial
action.

7.

Invited the Attorney General, in consultation with the Home
Secretary and the Secretary of State for Employment, to
circulate a memorandum describing the practical effect
of the present law on picketing and assessing the prospects
of promoting criminal or civil action to restrain illegal
picketing and the inducement of breaches of commercial
contracts.

8.

Invited the Lord President of the Council to give further
consideration to means of mobilising public opinion to
deter or defeat industrial action by the rail unions.
SECRET
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4. The Cabinet considered the situation in Northern Ireland;
their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

Cabinet Office,
2 March, 1972.
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The Cabinet considered Notes by the Secretary of State for the
Environment (CP (72) 28 and 29) to which was attached memoranda
by the Minister for Transport Industries about the railwaymen's
pay claim and the effect of industrial action by the railway unions;
by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 30) about
the.effect of a possible rail strike on electricity supplies and its other
consequences; by the Secretary of State for Employment (CP (72) 31)
about the use of the powers in the Industrial Relations Act; and
by the Attorney General (CP (72) 32) about the law relating to
picketing in England and Wales.

The Minister for Transport Industries said that at a meeting
with the British Railways Board (BRB) on 24 February the railway
unions had not quantified their request for a substantial increase in
pay but had given the impression they were seeking an increase of
the order of 15 per cent. A clearer idea of the level of settlement
which might be practicable would be obtained from the negotiations
which were due to start the following day. If these broke down,
even though the unions could be expected to give at least seven
days' notice of a national strike, members of the Associated Society
of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF) would almost
certainly start unofficial action, which, if widespread, could cause
serious difficulties. The unions would be likely to use the report
of the Wilberforce Court of Inquiry to pursue two main but
conflicting objectives. The National Union of Railwaymen (NUR)
would seek to raise basic rates at the bottom of the scale, whereas
ASLEF would seek to restore lost differentials at the higher end.
The similarities with the miners.' case on which the unions would
draw were the major manpower reductions which had taken place
with union co-operation; the substantial proportion of workers who
were low paid; the loss of differentials for the skilled workers,
especially the drivers; and onerous working conditions and
inadequate rewards for improved productivity. The BRB would
start the negotiations at the lowest realistic figures and take them
as slowly as possible. But in their judgment a settlement was
unlikely to be negotiable at a cost below 10-11 per cent of the wage
bill. Paragraph 18 of the memorandum annexed to CP (72) 28
outlined the various possible guidelines which the Government
might give the Board. These took into account the immediate and
severe effects of an early national rail strike; and they reflected the
probability that, although public opinion might be opposed to
another strike so soon after the miners' dispute, hostility to the
railwaymen would not necessarily be accompanied by sympathy for
the Government. He. therefore supported the recommendation of
the meeting of Ministers on 1 March that the Chairman of the BRB
should be authorised to seek a settlement within a total cost of
10 per cent of the wage bill and that, if a settlement within this limit
did not prove possible in the current week, the negotiations should
be adjourned in order to enable the Chairman to consult the
Government further.

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that his
memorandum (CP (72) 30) set out the effects of a rail strike starting
on various possible alternative dates in March and April on the
alternative assumptions that supplies of coal and oil would, and
would not, be maintained by road during the strike. Any attempt
to transfer normal rail traffic to the roads would probably lead to
the " blacking " of that traffic. The conclusion of this review was
that, from 20 March onwards, the country should be capable of
managing for some weeks so far as electricity supplies were
concerned, provided that restrictions at the level in force on
14 February were introduced as soon as a rail strike began. The
limitations on supplies would involve the disruption of industry, a
loss of manufacturing output of about 15 to 20 per cent, a loss
of about 1\ million man-days of employment per week and wide
spread and continuous disturbances in commerce and private life.
The Secretary of State for Employment
said that under the
Industrial Relations Act he could apply to the Industrial Court for
either a cooling-off order or a ballot order; in either case the Court
would need to be satisfied that emergency conditions existed, as
defined in the Act. Since the majority of ASLEF members might
well favour industrial action, a ballot order was unlikely to be of
value. But a cooling-off order, restraining named organisations or
individuals from taking or threatening to take industrial action for a
maximum of 60 days, would buy valuable time in which to build up
stocks of coal in power stations. There would be political pressure
to use this procedure; and, despite the risk of deliberate defiance by
ASLEF or spontaneous unofficial action, he was inclined to
recommend that it should be invoked in the case of an official strike
once negotiations had finally broken down. He would need to be
able to demonstrate to the Court that the order would be conducive
to a settlement; but an application should be abundantly justifiable
if the unions broke off negotiations precipitately and called an early
strike.
The Attorney General said that his memorandum (CP (72) 32)
described the action which might be taken in both criminal and civil
proceedings in relation to picketing. In all cases the ability to bring
proceedings depended upon the supply of accurate information
sufficient to constitute evidence in a court. It was therefore
imperative that those wishing to institute proceedings, together with
the Governments advisers, should at once be informed of the
organising activities, orders and precise instructions of union officials
and pickets, which could be at variance with the unions' public
announcements. The Police, however, had n a duty to inform
prospective civil litigants of matters on which civil proceedings could
be founded. Moreover, it would not be for the Government to
decide whether to bring civil proceedings; and, as in the case of the
coal strike, those concerned would seek their own independent
advice. In the case of criminal proceedings the question of
prosecutions was one for the appropriate authority: the duty of the
Police was to enforce the law. It might be useful for the Police to
be informed of the advice about criminal proceedings contained in
CP (72) 32.
a

In discussion, it was suggested that, although there were
elements in the railwaymen's case which would attract public
sympathy, the statistics in CP (72) 28 indicated that railwaymen's
average earnings did not compare unfavourably with those of
workers in other industries. Moreover, since 1960 railwaymen's
average earnings had risen by 145 per cent, those of workers in
manufacturing industries by 107 per cent and those of miners before
the recent settlement by 94 per cent, while the retail price index had
risen by only 67 per cent. Only 5,000 out of 270,000 railway workers
earned less than £20 a week. It would not therefore be unreasonable
for the basic betterment increase to be limited to, say, 7-8 per cent,
which might be augmented by the cost, which should be modest, of
concessions to guarantee a reasonable minimum earnings level. Such
a settlement could be presented as conforming with incomes policy,
while providing especially generous treatment for those on low rates
of pay.
On the other hand, although average earnings on the railways
were not unreasonably out of line with those in other industries, the
hours of most railwaymen were both longer and more irregular. The
average working week was 49 hours, compared with 45-46 in other
industries; and much of the work was done at night and at weekends.
The railwayman^ minimum basic rate of £17-20 was now well below
that in most other public sector industries.
Moreover, the
differentials enjoyed by drivers, signalmen and others among the
higher paid railway workers, who had both responsible duties and
onerous working conditions, had been eroded in recent years. Over
rigid adherence to pre-determined norms for pay increases in cases
such as this would entail considerable risk and be difficult to defend
as being fair. Although it was important to maintain the momentum
to reduce the general level of pay settlements and might be necessary,
therefore, to stand up to the threat of industrial action, it would be
a mistake to fight on weak ground. If the railwaymen's claim were
countered by too low an offer, an immediate strike might develop;
and arbitration or a court of inquiry might become inescapable. As
in the case of the miners, the ultimate settlement might then well be
higher than could have been negotiated before the strike; and the
damage to incomes policy would be correspondingly greater. If,
through unreasonable inflexibility, the Government seemed to have
been responsible for precipitating a second major strike so soon
after the settlement of the miners' dispute, they would be liable to
be blamed as much as the employers or the unions. The Govern
m e n f s main concern must be to avoid either an early strike or a
strike from which major concessions were likely to be won in the end,
which would merely reinforce the conviction that industrial action
yielded advantageous results. It would therefore be important not
to allow negotiations to break down except on the basis of an offer
which was publicly defensible and did reasonable justice to the merits
of the railwaymen's claim. This should be mainly directed to
improving the position of the lower paid workers; but it would also
be desirable to offer some recognition of the claims of drivers and
signalmen, who could attract public sympathy on account of their
awkward hours of work and their special responsibilities. A possible
settlement might provide a new minimum basic rate of about £19 a
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week, line with minimum basic pay under the recent settlements in
the gas, electricity and water industries, augmented by a minimum
earnings guarantee of about £20 a week. This would raise the basic
rate by some 10 per cent; but the increase in the total wage bill
would be somewhat lower. Within a total settlement costing no
more than 10 per cent on the wage bill there might not be sufficient
room also to improve the gross pay differentials of the higher paid
workers; but it should still be possible to provide for some increase
in their net differentials. Alternatively, there might be scope to
compensate this group of workers by conceding some special
allowance in respect of the burdensome conditions and irregular
hours which were peculiar to the railways and were not reflected in
other industries. Consideration should also be given to the prospect
of persuading the unions to settle at a somewhat lower level than
they might otherwise be prepared to contemplate, by offering
generous compensation to those workers who became redundant and,
perhaps, by agreeing to limit the extent of redundancies. In principle,
however, it would be undesirable to allow any such arrangement to
prevent the necessary modernisation of the railway system. Because
of the industry's complex pay structure, the precise construction of
any settlement or offers would need to be left to the discretion of the
B R B ; and, subject to a total cost of 10 per cent on the wages bill and
to the other points which had been made in the discussion, the
Chairman should be given reasonable negotiating flexibility.
In discussion of the action to be taken if the negotiations broke
down it was noted that there would be difficulty in seeking a cooling
off injunction to deal with unofficial action. Even if such action
were sufficiently extensive as to constitute an emergency as defined
under the Act and it were possible to identify the individuals
responsible, it might continue " spontaneously " ; and making the
order might merely aggravate it. Never the less, there was reason
to believe that public opinion would support a cooling-off period and
would, indeed, be critical of the value of the Act if it were not invoked
in a rail strike, particularly if the unions acted precipitately. Failure
by ASLEF to comply with the order would tend to turn public
opinion against the railwaymen.
As regards picketing it would be desirable to draw the attention
of the Police to the advice given by the Attorney General on criminal
proceedings in the first part of CP (72) 32 and, perhaps, to supplement
this advice orally at the Chief Constables' conference later that week.
In Scotland it had been found that in practice the most successful
results against picketing had been obtained by preferring charges of
a breach of the peace or mobbing and rioting. It would also be
desirable to make clear to the general public what action was, and
was not, permissible in the context of picketing under the new Act.
Certain actions which the unions might take might be held not to be
in furtherance of a trade dispute, in which case they might be a tort,
in consequence of which damages might be payable. Alternatively,
even if they were held to be in furtherance of a trade dispute, they
might be found to constitute an unfair practice under Section 96 of
the new Act.

In discussion of the action which might be taken in order to
mobilise public opinion it was agreed that it would be important to
ensure that, on this occasion, the unions were not allowed to present
unchallenged the most unfavourable view of their members' wages
and conditions of service. The need for counter publicity might well
occur during the negotiations on 7-8 March. This would be a
matter primarily for the BRB, who were in close touch with the
Department of the Environment. It might be suggested to them
that they should, for example, make full use of the information about
average earnings set out in paragraph 8 of Annex 1 to CP (72) 28
and about the relationships between average increases in earnings
for railwaymen, miners and those engaged in manufacturing industry
generally. Moreover, it would be essential to explain the outcome
of the negotiations clearly to the public, whether in defence of the
terms of any settlement or in condemnation of a strike, if one took
place; and the necessary Government publicity should be
co-ordinated by the Lord President and the Minister for Transport
Industries.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it
might be unlikely that a settlement could be reached with the rail
unions within a total cost conforming to the Government^ current
objective of keeping public sector pay settlements below 8 per cent
but that, on balance, it was desirable to secure a negotiated settlement
if this were attainable at a defensible and reasonable level. The
Cabinet considered that the most important element in such a
settlement should be an increase in pay of the lowest paid railway
workers, perhaps to provide a new basic minimum of £19 a week,
with which there might be combined a minimum earnings guarantee
of, say, £20 a week. The burdensome and responsible nature of the
duties performed by the more highly paid railwaymen, for example
drivers and signalmen, whose past differentials had been substantially
eroded, might be recognised by providing some form of special
compensation for their adverse working conditions or, if that were
not practicable, by some more direct recognition of their higher
responsibilities. The BRB should also consider whether it would
promote the readier acceptance by the unions of a reasonable pay
"settlement if they were to offer simultaneously some arrangement,
the cost of which might be kept separate from the pay settlement
to alleviate the impact of forthcoming redundancies. The Cabinet
agreed that the Chairman of BRB might be advised to take as his
objective a negotiated settlement at a cost not exceeding 10 per cent
of the wage bill and that, if the opportunity of reaching such a
settlement were to occur during the negotiations on 7-8 March, he
should accept it. But, given the importance of gaining time in which
to rebuild coal stocks and to prepare in other ways against the
possibility of a rail strike, it should be the Board's aim to avoid, if
possible, any breakdown in the negotiations which might lead to
early industrial action. In the event either of a breakdown or of a
settlement, it would be essential that the offers made by the BRB
should be both publicly defensible and fair to the railwaymen.
While the precise construction of the Board's offers and the manage
ment of the negotiations must be left to the Chairman, it should be
made clear to him that the negotiating limit of 10 per cent on the

wage bill should accommodate both the basic increase and any
special recognition for arduous hours and special responsibilities
such as the Cabinet had discussed and that the Government would
think it undesirable for the basic element in the offer to approach
10 per cent, in order to reduce the risk of establishing too high a
figure at the opening of any subsequent arbitration or court of
inquiry. If it proved impossible to negotiate a settlement on the
basis now authorised, the Cabinet would wish to review the matter
again; but the Chairman of BRB should not be allowed to assume
that they would necessarily consider any higher level of settlement
acceptable.
It would be essential for the Secretary of State for Employment
to be kept closely in touch with the course of the negotiations, in
view of his responsibility for any conciliation action at a later stage.
H e should also be associated with any discussions between the
Minister of Transport Industries and the BRB. The Cabinet agreed
that, in the event of early official strike action by the rail unions, the
Secretary of State should seek a cooling-off order from the Industrial
Court. They noted the need for information about unfair industrial
practices in the event of a strike to be made available very quickly
both to those who might be in a position to bring proceedings and
to the Law Officers. T h e Lord Chancellor, the Attorney General
and the Lord Advocate should as soon as possible consider how the
public might best be instructed about the legal position as regards
picketing under the Industrial Relations Act. The Home Secretary
and the Secretary of State for Scotland should consider what further
advice could be given to the Police about picketing. The Minister for
Transport Industries should ensure that the Railways Board were
ready to counter immediately any adverse publicity about wage rates
or conditions of service put out by the unions during the course of
the negotiations. He should also discuss with the Lord President how
the outcome of the negotiations should be presented publicly,
whether that outcome was a settlement or a strike. The contingency
planning against a strike should continue as a matter of urgency; in
particular, the Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry might authorise the draft directives to industry for use
in controlling the consumption of electricity in the event of a strike to
be sent to the regional offices of the Department of Trade and
Industry for completion in detail.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.
,
(2) Invited the Minister for Transport Industries to authorise
the Chairman of the British Railways Board to conduct
the negotiations in accordance with the summing up and
to ensure that the Board were ready to present their case
publicly in the most favourable light.
(3) Invited the Lord President and the Minister for Transport
Industries to consider further the public presentation of
the outcome of the negotiations.

(4) Invited the Lord Chancellor, the Attorney General and the
Lord Advocate to consider ways and means of making
known publicly the legal position in regard to picketing.
(5) Invited the Home Secretary and the Secretary of State for
Scotland to consider what advice could be given to the
Police about picketing.
(6) Invited the Ministers concerned to proceed urgently with
contingency planning against a rail strike.

Cabinet Office,
6 March, 1972.
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The Cabinet gave further consideration to the situation in
Northern Ireland in the light of a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for the Home Department (CP (72) 26). Their discussion and
the conclusions reached were separately recorded and issued only to
The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers who had to take
action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.
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7 March, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs
Housing
(Finance) Bill

SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
The Cabinet agreed that, in view of the failure of the Opposition
to agree to reasonable suggestions for making progress with the
Housing (Finance) Bill, a Timetable Motion should be tabled in
respect of its remaining stages.

SECRET
Oversea Affairs
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that evidence
had been received within the past weeks that the Government of
British
Honduras
Guatemala, who claimed sovereignty over British Honduras and
were
opposed therefore to our plans for granting independence to
Previous
the territory, might be considering seizing it by force. It had become
Reference:
C M (72) 4th
necessary to reinforce the very small garrison in British Honduras
Conclusions,
in order to ensure that in case of need additional troops could be
Minute 2
flown in to defend it; and the garrison would have to be maintained
at this higher level for so long as the Guatemalan threat continued.
The Guatemalan Government, however, had reacted sharply to these
dispositions; and he had accordingly instructed the Minister of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs to take the opportunity
offered by his current visit to the area to meet the Guatemalan
Foreign Minister and to explain to him the limited character of our
reinforcement and the reasons for it. If the Minister of State could
secure a firm assurance from the Guatemalan authorities that they
had no designs on the territory, it would be possible to reduce the
garrison to its former strength. Since the United States Government
had also shown some concern about the situation, the Minister of
State would also make similar representations in Washington; and
he hoped to persuade the United States authorities to reinforce the
effectiveness of any Guatemalan assurances by endorsing them and
urging the Guatemalan Government to observe them in full.
Cyprus
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 10th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

Pakistan
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 10th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the situation
in Cyprus was becoming increasingly tense. The Greek Government
were exercising great pressure on President Makarios to realign his
policies and to reconstruct his Government; and the presence of
General Grivas in the island constituted an additional focus of
disaffection. The situation could quickly deteriorate further if
General Grivas was successful in securing popular support. The
Turkish Government had so far remained calm; but they could not
be expected to be indifferent if the Greek Government intervened
more blatantly. So far there had been no challenge from any of the
parties involved to our position in the Sovereign Base Areas; and our
right course would be to avoid, so far as possible, becoming involved
in the dispute.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he was
planning to pay a short visit to Islamabad immediately before his
forthcoming tour of Israel. H e hoped to establish a sound working
relationship with President Bhutto of Pakistan; and he proposed to
press him to improve relations with both India and Bangladesh.
Present indications suggested that Bangladesh would be accepted as

a member of the Commonwealth, although one or two of its Muslim
members were still hesitant about expressing their agreement.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Industrial
Affairs
Railwaymen's

Pay
Negotiations
Previous

Reference:
C M (72) 12th
Conclusions

SECRET
3. The Minister for Transport Industries said that the negotiations between the British Railways Board (BRB) and the railway
unions on 7 and 8 March had gone substantially according to plan.
The eventual offer made by the Board would cost 9 - 84 per cent on
the wage bill. The unions' reaction had not been quite as hostile
as had been expected; and there had been no breakdown in the
negotiations. The National Union of Railwaymen ( N U R ) had
withdrawn in order to prepare a case for a higher offer; and the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF),
who were demanding separate treatment for train crews, might seek
to resume discussions on the following day. The Chairman of BRB
now intended to suggest to the Board that they should be prepared to
increase their offer to a maximum of 11 per cent, which they could
present as eminently fair and as the maximum which they could
afford. If, as the Chairman considered probable, the unions rejected
such an offer, the Board would look to the Government to decide
whether they wished to accept a breakdown in the negotiations or
to pursue the possibility of a settlement at a higher level. The
Board feared that, if there were a breakdown, the militant elements
in the unions would thereafter prevail. There was also the risk that
A S L E F alone would strike, leaving the Board with little option under
the guaranteed week agreement but to pay for a minimum of 8 weeks
£29 million a month in wages to members of the other 2 unions who
would be unable to work because of the strike. The Chairman
would not feel that his authority had been prejudiced if the Govern
ment decided that they were unwilling to allow the negotiations to
break down. On the other hand it was relevant that the attitude
taken by the Press so far tended to be less sympathetic to the unions
than during the recent miners' strike; and it was also significant
that, whatever attitude the unions adopted publicly, they had not
so far broken off negotiations.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that his impression
after the first day's exchanges, was that the Board had managed the
negotiations well. The outcome so far was as favourable as could
have been expected. It was particularly important, however, that
no indication should be given to the unions that the Government
would be unwilling to face a strike, lest a settlement at any reason
able level should become impossible. Until he had more detailed
information about the composition of the offer and the atmosphere
when the negotiations were adjourned, he could not judge the Board's
chances of achieving a settlement within their proposed limit of
11 per cent. It might prove to be right to let the Board go to that
limit; but they should not be encouraged to raise it. If the nego

tiations broke down, it would be necessary to decide whether to seek
to conciliate or not. The Board were conducting separate dis
cussions with the unions about the problem of redundancy, which
was of particular concern to the N U R . They saw no prospect of
further deferring redundancies; but he had told them that if, by
concluding a separate agreement on compensation for redundancies,
they could reduce the level of the main pay settlement, the Government
would think that helpful. They were considering this possibility;
but they had indicated that any such settlement would be costly.
In discussion it was argued that, if the BRB were allowed to
increase their offer to 11 per cent and the unions still refused to settle
at that level, the offer was bound to become public and would then
constitute an unacceptably high minimum for subsequent conciliation
or arbitration. Another excessive settlement at this juncture might
put in jeopardy all the progress which the Government had made in
reducing the level of pay increases over the last 18 months. On the
other hand, a decision not to increase the offer might well precipitate
the breakdown of the negotiations, followed by industrial action at
a stage when coal stocks had got to recover after the miners' strike.
Unless the Government were ready to accept the potential conse
quences, they would be unwise to try to stop the Board from
continuing to negotiate up to the limit which the Chairman was
proposing. But, whatever was decided, the risk of an early break
down would remain; and it was essential before that risk materialised
that public opinion should be convinced of the merits of
the Board's offer and the unreasonableness of the unions' case for
resorting to industrial action. It was the failure to convince the
country at large that the miners were exaggerating their entitlement
which had contributed to the high settlement which had eventually
had to be conceded in that case. It was essential, therefore, to drive
it home that the offer already made to the rail unions would put
their minimum rates on a level with those of workers in the gas,
electricity and water industries and to bring out that over recent
years railwaymen had fared well by comparison with other industries.
While it could be argued that the Government ought to commit
themselves in support of the BRB's case at an early stage in the
negotiations and to demonstrate a determination to stand firm,
Government intervention before the negotiations had broken down
would risk playing into the hands of militant elements who were
anxious to see the Government defeated in a direct confrontation.
The Railways Board should themselves be pressed to distribute as
much information as possible to counter the claims which the unions
were likely to make about the inadequacy of the offer; and if, as
seemed inevitable, the unions sought an early appearance on tele
vision, the Chairman of the Board should be ready himself to appear
on television in order to explain the generosity of the Board's offer
while seeking to avoid prejudicing the course of further negotiations.
The recent Government statement on the financial implications of
the miners' settlement had been well received by the Press; and it
would be desirable to arrange for it to be followed u p in the context
. of the rail pay negotiations, by bringing out the consequences of the
claim and the offer for fares and freight charges. It would also be
helpful to secure favourable Press comment on the Board's present

offer before negotiations were resumed. This action could be
supplemented, in speeches by Ministers, by general references to
the dangers of inflation and the need to ensure that the level of wage
settlements was not allowed to rise again.
In further discussion, it was argued that, with the lessons of the
miners' strike and settlement in mind, the Cabinet ought also to
consider what the Government's policy should be if the rail unions
could not be brought to settle at a reasonable figure but sought to
insist that their claim should be conceded in full and initiated strike
action which, as in the case of the miners, could ultimately threaten
the life of the community. The Government's first response in those
circumstances might be to seek to obtain a "cooling-off" order from
the National Industrial Relations Court. But that would not relieve
them of the responsibility of deciding how far they should be prepared
to go in conciliation, whether before or after obtaining such an order,
in order to avert a major and potentially crippling strike. Whatever
the magnitude of any such threat to the life of the community, there
was a point beyond which no responsible Government could
contemplate concessions without surrendering their authority. In
the case of the railwaymen it would not have been defensible to set
that level lower than the offer which the BRB had already been
authorised to make. But it could be argued that it should not be
higher than the cost of conceding rates of pay which the Government
had satisfied themselves—and could convince public opinion—
constituted fair and reasonable remuneration in the circumstances;
and it was certainly not as high as the increase of 16 per cent demanded
by the rail unions. If it became evident that a union would not
modify an obviously unreasonable demand and intended to press it
at the risk of causing general disruption, the Government might
have to be prepared to test their credit with the country by inviting
Parliament to pass urgent legislation in order to reduce the indus
trial power of those who resorted to strike action. Such legislation
might, for example, circumscribe picketing and curtail the entitle
ment to social security benefits which enabled strikers to transfer to
the community at large their responsibilities for supporting their
families during a strike, however long it might last.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet noted that the BRB were not expected to propose a settlement
with the rail unions costing more than 11 per cent on the wage bill.
The Minister for Transport Industries should inform the Board that,
while the Government would not wish to object to their making
some improvement in their present offer of 9 - 84 per cent in order
to secure a settlement, they would be concerned if any increase raised
the offer much above 10 per cent; and he should impress on them at
the same time the potential consequences at any subsequent
arbitration or conciliation if negotiations broke down on the basis of
too high an offer. H e should avoid leaving the Board with any
impression that the Government were currently contemplating
intervention in order to persuade them to go further than they them
selves thought right in order to prevent a breakdown in the negotia
tions. The Cabinet also agreed that, since the negotiations were still at
an early stage, it would for the present be inappropriate for Ministers

to become involved by speaking in support of the Board's offer or
seeking to influence public opinion against the unions' claim. But
Ministerial speeches could properly emphasise in general terms the
paramount importance of curbing inflation and preventing the level
of wage settlements from rising again; and against the risk of an
early breakdown in negotiations it was important that public under
standing and support of the BRB's reasonable offer should be mobil
ised over the next few days. The Lord President should take
appropriate action to that end. The Minister for Transport
Industries should impress on the Chairman of BRB that it was his
responsibility to secure an effective public presentation of the Board's
case and to arrange publicity for the ways in which the Board's
present offer took account of the particular aspects of railwaymen's
pay which had been publicised as causes of grievance. If union
spokesmen were to appear on television, it would be desirable for the
Chairman to arrange to do so himself. He should also be asked to
make clear the likely consequences both of the Board's present offer
and of the unions' demands in terms of increased fares and freight
charges. In order to enable Ministers to take suitable opportunities
of supplementing these arrangements by the Lord President and the
Board, the Minister for Transport Industries should as soon as
possible circulate to members of the Cabinet a note setting out the
principal features of the Board's offer. The Ministerial meeting
under the Chairmanship of the Home Secretary on the following
morning should consider further the implications of the present
situation and should review the contingency planning against a rail
strike. The Cabinet would resume their discussion on Tuesday,
14 March. The Secretary of State for Social Services should seek
to advance the circulation of his proposed memorandum about
supplementary benefits for strikers in order that the Cabinet might
consider it at a later meeting in the following week.
The Cabinet—

Unemployment
a n d Trade
Figures

1.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for
Transport Industries to be guided accordingly.

2.

Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services to circulate
his proposed memorandum on supplementary benefits for
strikers in time for the Cabinet to consider it in the
following week.

The Secretary of State for Employment said that, although the
unemployment returns which were due to be published in the
following week would still be distorted by t h e effects of the coal
miners' strike, they were likely to show an increase in the total
number of unemployed and a decrease in the number of vacancies.
The Prime Minister, summing up a short discussion, said that it
would be necessary to emphasise that the number of unemployed had
been inflated not only by the coal miners' strike but also by the fact
that the strike had created a more general lack of confidence on the
part of employers which had discouraged them from re-engaging all

the labour which had been temporarily discharged during the dispute.
The forthcoming trade returns seemed likely to afford a further
demonstration of the extent to which wage inflation had eroded our
competitive position. But, while this was a point which could
usefully be made in private discussion with the Confederation of
British Industry and the Trades Union Congress, it might merely
serve to undermine industrial confidence still further to place undue
emphasis on it in public.
The Cabinet—
3.

Post-Apollo
Programme
Previous
Reference:
C M (70) 35th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 23) and the Chief Secretary,
Treasury, (CP (72) 24) about a proposal for United Kingdom partici
pation in a European programme of studies of the post-Apollo
programme of the United States.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, when
the Cabinet had previously considered proposals by the European
Space Conference (ESC) for joint studies of the post-Apollo pro
gramme, they had decided against United Kingdom participation on
the grounds that we could not support a programme in which
the costs and benefits were so ill-defined. The United States
Government, however, had recently invited European countries to
participate in a new post-Apollo development programme, which
was fundamentally different from, and more closely defined than,
its predecessor in 1970. Before deciding whether to accept this
invitation the ESC proposed to undertake further studies, of which
the United Kingdom share would amount to £240,000 out of a total
of £1-2 million. Other European countries did not regard them
selves as committed to the development programme merely by
taking part in the studies; and by participating ourselves we should
both enjoy a better opportunity for deciding what part, if any, we
wished to play and be helping our partners to formulate a European
response to the United States initiative. Hawker Siddeley Dynamics
had been promised the lead in one study if we took part; and other
British firms would receive valuable design work. But, if we declined,
recent efforts to organise the European space industry in inter
national consortia would be liable to be frustrated. /
The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said t h a t the proposed studies
were the prelude to further^ commitments to which we should be
invited to agree at the meetings of the ESC beginning in May. It
would be more difficult to withdraw later if we participate in the
studies now. There was no user requirement for the space trans
portation system; and there were n o known economic benefits to be
gained by joining the post-Apollo programme. The only beneficiary
would be the United Kingdom space industry at the expense of the

Government; and there was little doubt that the United States
Government regarded European participation mainly as a means
of sharing the high costs of the programme which they had under
taken in order to relieve unemployment in their own aerospace
industries.
In discussion it was argued that failure to take part in the studies
might deprive our aerospace industry of important future work.
The post-Apbllo programme could have a profound effect on the
technology of satellites; and, even if the user requirements were at
present unknown, it was important for our industry that all the
options should be kept open. Other European countries had
already decided to initiate a programme of studies, whether we
participated or n o t ; and it would damage our interests to stand
aside at this juncture. On the other hand decisions relating to
major technological developments should be taken against the
strategic background of the future plans for the industries concerned.
Seen in isolation, the lack of an adequate user requirement for the
post-Apollo system suggested that we should refuse to participate,
but it was not possible to reach a considered judgment in the
absence of any comprehensive policy for the aerospace industry. A n
interdepartmental Committee had been set up to consider the long
term basis of the industry; and it would be appropriate for the
post-Apollo programme to be discussed in the context of its
conclusions.
In further discussion the following additional points were made—
(a) A n initial contribution to a programme of studies would
inevitably imply a commitment to proceed to development, if the
studies proved successful.
(b) The post-Apollo programme could not easily be justified in
terms of keeping options open; no industry would be willing to
invest in so expensive an option.
(c) The produce of the post-Apollo programme was claimed to be
a cheaper way of putting satellites into orbit. An analysis should be
made of the comparative costs of purchasing our future launching
requirements independently of post-Apollo.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
United States Government had decided to spend £2,200 million
over six years on the development of a space transportation system
largely in order to avoid unemployment in the United States aero
space industry. N o applications had been suggested for more
than a fraction of the very large assumed volume of space traffic on
the basis of which the system had been planned; nor were there
scientific grounds for a development of that magnitude. We had
had previous experience of technological projects which had exceeded
early estimates of costs; and it was right to approach any new proposal
with some scepticism. On the other hand it was not easy to decide
in which advanced technologies we should invest; and options should
not be closed without proper consideration. Before we were asked
to take decisions in the ESC about a European response to the United
States' invitation it was essential that the post-Apollo programme

should be considered in the context of our plans for the future of
the aerospace industry. As regards the proposal to participate
in European studies of the post-Apollo programme, the Cabinet
were divided in their views; and the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry should provide further information before they resumed
their discussion in the following week.
The C a b i n e t 

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 13th
Conclusions

1.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

2.

Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
submit a memorandum setting out the arguments for
and against participation in the post-Apollo programme,
in the context of the long term strategy for the United
Kingdom's aerospace industry.

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the situation in
Northern Ireland. Their discussion and the conclusions reached
were separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime
Minister and those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

/

Cabinet Office,
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Pay
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Minute 3

1. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the situation
in Northern Ireland. Their discussion and the conclusions reached
were separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime
Minister and those Ministers who had to take action.
2. The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

SECRET
2. The Minister for Transport Industries said that further
negotiations between the British Railways Board (BRB) and the
railway unions had been arranged for the following Monday, 20
March. The attitude of the Associated Society of Locomotive
Engineers and Firemen seemed likely to be determined at a meeting
of their Executive to be held on 15 March. In the meantime, the
BRB were endeavouring to ascertain informally whether there was
any redistribution of the elements of the present offer of increases
costing 9-84 per cent on the wage bill which the unions might be
prepared to accept and, if not, whether there was a prospect of
achieving a negotiated settlement in some other way. The Board,
who understood clearly the G o v e r n m e n t s position, would not wish
to increase their present offer unless they were satisfied that to do so
would secure a settlement; and they were not in any event prepared
to offer more than an increase costing 11 per cent in total.
The Cabinet—
Took note of this statement by the Minister for Transport
Industries and agreed to resume their discussion on
Thursday, 16 March.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 15th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week. It was proposed that,
subject to the progress of business, both Houses should rise for the
Easter Adjournment on Thursday, 30 March and that the House of
Commons should resume on Monday, 10 April, and the House of
Lords on Tuesday, 18 April.
CONFIDENTIAL
2. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that the Prime
Minister of Northern Ireland, Mr. Faulkner, had accepted his
invitation to visit London on Wednesday, 22 March for a discussion
of the political situation in the Province. He had received from the
Leader of the Opposition some account of his recent visit to the Irish
Republic.
The Cabinet—
Took note of this statement by the Prime Minister.

Oversea
Affairs
Rhodesia
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 7th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

Jordan

SECRET
3. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that Lord
Pearce and the members of his Commission who had been conducting
the Test of Acceptability of the proposed Rhodesian settlement had
now returned to the United Kingdom and hoped to be able to
present their report on the result of the Test in the latter part of
April. It was a remarkable tribute to Lord Pearce and his colleagues
that they had carried out their very difficult task without incurring
hostile criticism from any quarter. The report might well conclude
that the proposals for a settlement were not acceptable to the people
of Rhodesia as a whole; but it would also give a full account of the
different currents of opinion in Rhodesia which the Commission had
identified. This could be valuable in so far as it might suggest that,
instead of having no alternative to accepting an adverse report, we
might find several intermediate courses of action open to us. The
most serious obstacle to a further attempt to resolve our dispute
with the Rhodesian regime was likely to be action by Mr. Ian Smith,
their leader, to reassert his authority by drastic security measures
immediately on publication of the Pearce Report. The evidence
produced by Lord Pearce would need careful examination; and
thereafter recommendations would be submitted to the Cabinet.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the Cabinet
would have learned of the King of Jordan's proposal to establish a
United Arab Kingdom under his sovereignty, composed of a
Federation of States based on the East and West banks of the Jordan,
the local administration of the West Bank, now under Israeli
occupation, being based in Jerusalem. King Hussein appeared to
have intended this plan as a statesmanlike contribution to peace and
stability in the area; but unfortunately it had already been rejected
both by the Palestinian leaders and by the Government of Israel.
It was not clear why the King had published his project at this
juncture. But he was probably anxious not only to assert his
position as the rightful champion of the Palestinians' cause but also

to persuade the Government of Kuwait, who had recently ceased
payment of a substantial subsidy, to restore their support. He was
probably no less anxious to counter Israeli efforts, which were
currently having some success, to enlist the cooperation of the Arab
inhabitants of the West Bank.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements
Commonwealth Secretary.

by

the

Foreign

and

SECRET
4. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the
decisions by the National Association of Local Government Officers
and the General and Municipal Workers Union not to register under
the Industrial Relations Act were disappointing. But the fact that so
many of the major unions had decided either not to register or to de
register would not affect the working of the Act; it would simply
deprive those unions and their members of the advantages, including
tax advantages, which the Act afforded to registered unions and
increase the likelihood of breakaway unions being formed. He
would consider how best to impress these points on trade unionists in
general.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.
The Minister for Transport Industries said that, at their meeting
on the previous day, the Executive of the Associated Society for
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF) had agreed by a
majority of one to participate in the further negotiations with the
British Railways Board (BRB) which were due to take place on the
afternoon of Monday, 20 March. They had also agreed that for the
present they would not fix any date for official industrial action in
default of a settlement or authorise a series of one-day stoppages.
Several union branches, however, were exerting considerable pressure
for militant action; and opinion on the Executive was finely
balanced. The BRB intended that the first afternoon of the resumed
negotiations should be devoted to a discussion of the fuller
submission which had been tabled by the National Union of
Railwaymen ( N U R ) ; and they considered that no advance in their
present pay offer would be needed until Tuesday, 21 March, when
the extent of the improvement to be made would depend on the
course which the discussions had taken. The Board would in no
circumstances offer more than 11 per cent; and they would raise
their offer to that level only if they judged that there were reasonable
prospects of securing a settlement. The advice which he had so far
given to the Chairman reflected the conclusions which the Cabinet
had reached at their meeting on 9 March. H e now sought the
Cabinefs agreement to his authorising the BRB to increase their
offer, if necessary, to 11 per cent, in order to achieve a settlement.
It would also be desirable to consider the presentation of such an
offer in terms of any distinction which it might be expedient to draw

between the general betterment increase and any special factors.
Although it now seemed unlikely that any breakdown in the
negotiations would lead to widespread industrial action before
Easter, the Cabinet might also wish to consider further what the
Governments attitude should be if a breakdown could not be avoided
and industrial action were threatened.
In discussion there was general agreement that a settlement at
11 per cent would, on balance, be preferable to a confrontation with
the rail unions, leading to a strike from which, in present
circumstances, there could be no certainty that the community would
emerge without serious damage and without ultimately conceding
a still higher settlement. It would be inadvisable for the Government
to tell the BRB that they should not negotiate up to the 11 per cent
limit which the Board themselves had resolved not to exceed and
thereby to assume responsibility for any breakdown in negotiations
below that level. It was not the Board's intention to raise their offer
to 11 per cent unless there were clear indications that this would
achieve a settlement; and it had been firmly impressed on them
that they should aim to settle well within 11 per cent if possible.
But, although both ASLEF and the N U R might now be ready to
accept an increase significantly less than the 16 per cent which they
had originally claimed, there could be no confidence that the Board
would succeed in negotiating a settlement at or below 11 per cent;
and it could be argued that, if the Board offered an 11 per cent
increase without securing a settlement, A S L E F might well treat the
offer as a base from which to extract further concessions through
negotiation or arbitration. 11 per cent should in any event be the
outside limit for a negotiated settlement. On the other hand it might
be a mistake for the Government to prescribe an absolute arithmetical
maximum, since calculation of the value of any offer in percentage
terms was in any case a complex product of a number of separate
elements. To restrict the Board's negotiating authority within a
decimal point would be to purport to invest the calculations and the
value of the offer with a spurious degree of accuracy. For the sake
of a decimal point the Government should not put themselves in the
position of requiring the BRB to break off negotiations and so to
risk the loss of a settlement which might otherwise have been within
reach. Moreover, the Board's task might already have been made
more difficult by the outcome of certain pay negotiations now in
progress in the private sector, where it seemed likely that the
provincial newspaper employers, who had already offered an increase
of 11 per cent, would shortly make further concessions and that the
building industry might settle for an increase as high as 12J per cent.
The Secretary of State for Employment /had sought, however, to
impress on the building trade employers the importance of dealing
with these negotiations as slowly as possible and avoiding precipitate
concessions. There might similarly be advantage to the BRB in
conducting the discussions in the following week more slowly than
they currently intended; and this should be brought to their notice.
In addition, the Board should again be reminded of the Governments
view that it would be helpful to try to identify particular elements of
a possible settlement which might be presented separately as peculiar
to the railways, for example any concession of special allowances

in respect of burdensome conditions and irregular hours of work;
and they should be similarly reminded of the Governments hope
that they might find it possible to persuade the unions to settle at a
somewhat lower level by offering generous compensation to those
workers who became redundant and, perhaps, by agreeing to limit
the extent of redundancies.
In further discussion it was agreed that the action which the
Government should take if negotiations broke down and industrial
action were threatened would depend on the nature of the threat. If
the unions called an official strike, it would probably be right for the
Secretary of State for Employment to apply to the Industrial Court
for a " cooling-off " Order. If ASLEF resorted to industrial action
without giving the proper notice, it might be right for the matter to
be brought before the Court as an unfair industrial practice which
would justify a restraining Order.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, if the BRB found it possible to conclude a
settlement with the railway unions within a cost of an 11 per. cent
increase on the wage bill, they should have authority to do so. The
Secretary of State for the Environment and the Minister for
Transport Industries should discuss with the Secretary of State for
Employment how any such settlement might be presented with least
damage to the Government^ continuing efforts to restrain the
general level of wage increases—for example, by distinguishing
elements peculiar to the conditions of work on the railways from the
general betterment increase, provided that the railway settlement was
not regarded as another " special case " analogous to the settlement
with the miners. While the detailed conduct of the following week's
negotiations must be left to the BRB, the Minister for Transport
Industries should suggest to the Chairman that there might be
advantage in not displaying undue haste to concede any significant
improvement in the Board's present offer and limiting any immediate
concessions to the minimum necessary in order to prevent the break
down of the negotiations. H e should also advise the BRB that they
should seek to avoid committing themselves to an offer of as much as
11 per "cent unless they were satisfied that it would achieve a
settlement in order that, if a breakdown proved unavoidable, it would
occur on the basis of an offer which would still leave some margin
within the 11 per cent limit which the Board and the Government
had set themselves. The Ministerial Committee on Emergencies
should continue to keep the preparations for dealing with any
industrial action under close review. In particular, they should
ensure that the rebuilding of coal and other essential stocks at power
stations was urgently pressed forward and that the risk of an
interruption in supplies of lighting-up oil was reduced to the fullest
extent practicable.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.

Civil Service
Non-Industrial
Manpower
Previous
Reference :
CM (71) 41st
Conclusions,
Minute 2

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord Privy
Seal (CP (72) 27) about Civil Service non-industrial manpower.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the Cabinet had decided against
a policy of controlling the number of non-industrial civil servants by
means of arbitrary reductions, which tended to be capricious in their
incidence and inimical to flexible management. It had therefore
proved impossible to reduce the number of non-industrial civil
servants below 500,000 on 1 April, 1972. He had approved an
estimated total of 516,000 on 1 April, 1973; and the forecast for
1 April, 1974 was 522,000. There were some possibilities of
reductions in numbers by transferring functions from the area of
Government; but these would yield an overall saving of only 12,000
posts at the maximum. It was therefore clear that, if the Govern
menfs policies were to be carried forward, the pledge in the Election
Manifesto to reduce the number of civil servants, and especially
non-industrial civil servants, could not be redeemed. The new
method of presentation described in CP (71) 105 would go some way
to help to deal with the consequent criticism; and emphasis would
continue to be placed both on the need for more staff to provide
better management and more effective services for the community
and on the Governmenfs determination to continue to promote the
economic use of manpower. But it was essential to keep the
necessary increases in staff under taut control; and this could be
achieved only if Ministers and senior officials made it their personal
responsibility to seek out economies and to check unnecessary
expansion. Manpower targets should be planned ahead for two
years; and every opportunity should be seized to transfer' from the
sphere of Government those activities which need not remain within
it. By these and other methods proposed in CP (72) 27 it should be
possible to reduce the total of non-industrial civil servants at 1 April,
1974, to 505,000.
In discussion it was recognised that the abandonment of
arbitrary staff reductions made it all the more important to control
the numbers of civil servants in other ways. Any increases in Civil
'* Service staffs would be heavily criticised and would have to be
explained and justified in detail. This would be easier to the extent
that increases in staff could be linked directly with the performance
of identifiable tasks arising from specific Government policies such
as increased selectivity in the social services and elsewhere. While
advance manpower planning was important, attempts to keep staff
numbers within an arbitrary maximum often ran counter to good
management. In particular, they could result in the employment of
unsuitable staff on inappropriate terms and in the adoption of
measures which could not be justified either on policy or on
management grounds. They were also difficult to justify in a
situation of high unemployment when the Government were seeking
to promote the expansion of the service industries. Transfers of
staff from the sphere of Government should be made only when the
transfer would enable the task to be carried out more effectively;
they should not be regarded as primarily a means of reducing Civil
Service numbers. Considerable increases in the efficient use of

manpower might be achieved if Departments were permitted a
greater degree of flexibility in the employment and use of staff; in
particular economies might accrue from employing fewer individuals
of higher quality.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it was essential to keep Civil Service numbers
to the minimum consistent with the main objectives of good
management and the efficient implementation of Government
policies. To this end the Cabinet endorsed in principle the proposals
in paragraphs 4-6 of CP (72) 27. The Public Expenditure Survey
Committee manpower forecasts should be used as a guide to
planning; but they should not be regarded as a maximum which
could never be exceeded, even if there were good management or
policy arguments for doing so, or as a pretext for extravagance where
changes in policy enabled savings to be made. Transfers of
functions from the area of Government should be pursued where
there were policy or management advantages to be gained. There
seemed to be no particular merit regarding five years as a standard
interval for management reviews of Departments; and the Lord
Privy Seal should therefore discuss with Departmental Ministers
what arrangements in this respect would be best adapted to their
individual circumstances. Several Ministers had maintained that
Departments could be more efficiently organised if they were given
greater management flexibility and independence from central
control. The Lord Privy Seal should consider further whether, and
under what conditions, this argument could be tested, perhaps on an
experimental basis.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers
summing up of their discussion and invited the Lord
Privy Seal to proceed accordingly.

Post-Apollo
Programme
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 14th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 34) and the Chief Secretary,
Treasury, (CP (72) 35) about the post-Appollo space transportation
system of the United States.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
United Kingdom's space activities consisted of separate programmes
directed towards different ends and managed by different
Departments. Many of these programmes would be affected by
the post-Apollo development, which would have a bearing on all
future enterprises in space. Our space policy was little more than
the aggregate of those elements of other policies which involved
space; and some central purpose was needed in order to ensure that
we retained an adequate national capability in space technology. It
was necessary to decide whether we should agree to take part in
European studies of the post-Apollo programme, even though they
would not be completed before July when we should have to reply
to the United States invitation to participate in the development
programme. Our reply, however, need only be conditional, since
other European countries had accepted our view that final

commitment to participate should depend on the outcome of studies.
United Kingdom industry would not secure a share of the work
contracted by the European Space Conference unless a decision on
the studies was taken immediately.
The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the post-Apollo
programme was not a worthwhile project on its own merits. Both
the National Space Technology programme and the post-Apollo
programme were intended to support the United Kingdom space
industry; but there was insufficient economic justification for both
of them. Any increase in expenditure on space would benefit the
guided weapons sector of the aerospace industry, which was not
now in need of extra work; and, if we embarked on the post-Apollo
programme, a serious imbalance in the industry could develop in a
few years' time, leaving inadequate resources for worthwhile new
work in the civil aircraft sector.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that there was no case
for the post-Apollo programme on scientific grounds. In particular,
there were no rational arguments for a manned space programme
when unmanned spacecraft could perform all the relevant functions
more economically. Nor was there likely to be much of scientific
or technological benefit to be gained from the project itself. But
the United States Government were likely to carry it through to a
conclusion; and in that event there would certainly be a great deal
of spare capacity in the volume of payload which the system was
designed to carry.
In discussion it was suggested that participation in the postApollo programme had little political significance. The French
Government, in particular, would appreciate our reasons if we
declined to take part on grounds of public expenditure or relative
priorities and based our refusal on the risk of a substantial escalation
in the cost, which was a common feature of many major technological
developments. If the main justification for participation was held
to be technological, particularly the evolutionary effect which the
space transportation system would have on all other developments
in the field, there nevertheless appeared to be a serious conflict of
- scientific advice, which was far from unanimous in support of the
post-Apollo programme as a whole. It would, admittedly, be
possible to take part in the study project while refusing to participate
in the development programme; and this was a possible compromise,
which might provide useful training for our scientists and enable us
to keep in touch with new space techniques.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that, if
we informed the United States Government that our willingness to
take part in the post-Apollo programme depended on the successful
outcome of the proposed programme of studies, we should in reality
have surrendered our freedom of choice. Moreover, a share in the
programme would be of no benefit to Europe if the United States
interests reserved the benefits of the new technology to themselves
and sub-contracted only those developments which involved
conventional techniques. Neither the economic nor the scientific
case, therefore, had been established convincingly. In particular,
the scientific advice was conflicting; and it would seem to follow that,

unless it could be demonstrated that there were good grounds for
participating in the main post-Apollo programme, we should refuse
to take part in any studies. He would arrange for the Ministers
concerned and their Scientific Advisers to give further consideration
to the issues involved and to seek to agree whether the United States
invitation to participate in the post-Apollo programme held any
tangible advantage for us.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Supplementary
Benefits
Payments in
Strikes
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 14th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
7. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for Social Services (CP (72) 37) about the payment of
supplementary benefit (SB) during strikes.
The Secretary of State for Social Services said that his
memorandum discussed the effect of the Social Security Act, 1971, on
the payment of SB during strikes, together with a range of possible
further measures which were available if the Cabinet concluded that
the Act had not made a sufficient contribution to the discouragement
of irresponsible industrial action. In considering whether any of
these measures should be adopted, the Cabinet should bear in mind
that the general public were increasingly aware of their rights in
terms of SB and that this growing consciousness of entitlement was
being deliberately fostered by the " claimants' unions " which had
recently come into being. These now numbered about 90; and some
of them pressed the claims of their individual clients with a degree of
militancy which involved gross intimidation of the SB office staffs.
The question whether any further measures should be taken to
modify entitlement to SB during a strike was essentially one of
industrial relations. But the 1971 Act had significantly diminished
the weekly income of families for whose benefit SB was paid in
strikes; and it was doubtful whether the availability of SB was in
fact an important consideration in the minds of workers when they
were debating whether to have recourse to industrial action. If,
however, it was judged that it was, the most realistic of the measures
examined in CP (72) 37 were: first, the abolition of entitlement to
SB during a strike; second, an arrangement whereby the amount of
SB would be abated by a notional amount of strike pay, whether it
was in fact paid or not; and thirdly, making SB recoverable after a
strike. If the first or second course were adopted, it would be
necessary to continue to pay SB in cases of special hardship: and
this situation would lend itself to exploitation by militant elements.
Moreover, in order to make the action effective, it would be necessary
to abrogate the discretionary powers of the Supplementary Benefit
Commission under Section 13 of the Ministry of Social Security Act,
1966; and this would be liable to turn public opinion sharply against
the Government. In any event measures as radical as these could
hardly be adopted without a long period of notice which would enable
the unions to assemble hardship funds; and they could probably
not be brought into force, therefore, until the beginning of 1976.
It was also doubtful whether the third course, of making SB paid

during a strike recoverable, would be effective in practice, not least
because it would merely constitute an additional incentive to strikers
to ensure that the final settlement included an additional element to
set off against their SB repayment liability no less than the other
debts which they had incurred during the strike.
In discussion it was accepted that the availability of SB probably
had some influence on individual decisions to strike. But it was the
effect of any change on the unions and their funds which mattered
rather than the impact on individual strikers and their families. It
was generally agreed, however, that the question was essentially
part of a wider complex of issues arising in connection with the
Governments relations with organised labour and that it would
therefore be impolitic to take action on SB in isolation. It would be
timely to review the Governments industrial strategy now that the
more unpalatable measures which were a necessary part of their
programme for the present Parliament had been taken; and this
review should include, in addition to SB payments during strikes,
such matters as picketing, secondary boycotts, the effect of
guaranteed week agreements, possible taxation of short-term
social service benefits and the conditions for the payment of
unemployment benefit. Further thought should also be given to
possible means of countering the growing tendency for industrial
disputes, and other occasions of public contention, to be unduly
influenced by elements which sought to exploit these occasions for
subversive political purposes.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it would not be right to decide on further
measures relating to SB payments during strikes in isolation from a
review of the Governments industrial strategy. H e would consider
how such a review might be most effectively conducted, bearing in
mind the points which had been made in discussion.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
Cabinet Office,
16 March, 1972.
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The Budget

SECRET
The Chancellor of the Exchequer communicated to the Cabinet
particulars of the proposals in the forthcoming Budget.
In accordance with precedent, details are not recorded in the
Cabinet conclusions.
Cabinet Office,
20 March, 197/
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Railwaymen's Pay Negotiations

Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

The Budget

The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet would wish to tender
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer their warmest congratulations on
the content and presentation of his Budget.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 17th
Conclusions

SECRET
Oversea Affairs
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that on his
Iran
way to visit Pakistan he had had a meeting with the Shah of Iran.
He had found that the Shah was broadly content with the arrange
ments made in the Gulf following the termination of our special
relationships there and that his main concern was with the signs of
increasing Soviet influence in the area. H e considered this particu
larly dangerous in Iraq, where the Soviet Government were exploiting
dissident Kurdish elements. In this situation the Shah was looking
increasingly to the West for support and assistance; and, as a result,
there were good prospects for the expansion of our trade. In
general our relations with Iran could be regarded as very satisfactory.
Pakistan
Previous

Reference:
C M (72): 14th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he had been
warmly welcomed during his visit to Pakistan. He had found that
President Bhutto had grown in stature following the Pakistani
defeat and the loss of the former East Wing. The President was
undoubtedly the only political leader with sufficient authority to
unite the country; but he would need to be given time to put it on its
feet again. Unfortunately, the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Gandhi,
was adding to his difficulties by her insistence that any discussions
about future relations between India and Pakistan should deal with
all outstanding issues, including the very sensitive question of
Kashmir. President Bhutto was prepared to go himself to visit
Mrs. Gandhi for discussions in which, although no agenda need be
agreed in advance, he would hope to deal first with immediate prob
lems such as the return of Pakistani prisoners of war. Mrs. G a n d h f s
insistence that such discussions could better be handled by a pleni
potentiary created further problems for President Bhutto, since he had
removed from office most of the senior officials of the former regime
and their replacements were insufficiently experienced to provide
adequate representation. The Foreign and Commonwealth See
retary recalled that he h a d sent a message to Mrs. Gandhi stressing
the importance of establishing peace in the sub-continent as quickly
as possible and urging her to adopt a more conciliatory attitude
towards President Bhutto. There were also difficulties in the way
of an early meeting between President Bhutto and Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman, the Prime Minister of Bangladesh;, here again, the attitude
of Mrs. Gandhi was crucial and, at the moment, unhelpful.

Israel
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 16th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that in the course
of a day of discussions with the Prime Minister of Israel, Mrs. Meir,
and the Foreign Minister, Mr. Eban, he had been impressed by the
hardness of their attitude towards the settlement of the Arab-Israel
dispute. They were still insisting that Egypt must learn the lessons
of military defeat and abandon her stipulation that negotiations
could only begin on the understanding that a settlement would
include a provision for the total withdrawal of Israeli forces. With
regard to the recent proposals of the King of Jordan for the creation
of a united A r a b Kingdom on a federal basis, the Israeli Ministers
regarded it as regrettable that the King had publicly staked a claim to
part of Jerusalem, thereby reducing the area of possible negotiation.
In these circumstances there appeared to be no unilateral action
which we could usefully take at this stage to bring together the parties
to the dispute. It was greatly to be hoped, however, that during the
forthcoming visit of the President of the United States to Moscow
the Governments of the United States and the Soviet Union might
agree on steps which could be taken towards a settlement.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 15th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

SECRET
3. The Cabinet gave further consideration to the situation in
Northern Ireland in the light of the talks the Prime Minister had
held on the previous day with the Prime Minister of Northern
Ireland. Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and
those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

Industrial
Affairs
Railwaymen's

Pay
Negotiations
Previous

Reference:
C M (72) 16th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

SECRET
4. The Minister for Transport Industries said that, in the course
of further negotiations with the rail unions, the British Railways
Board had improved their offer to just below 11 per cent increase in
the wage bill. Details of the offer were set out in the annex to his
minute of 22 March to the Prime Minister, copies of which had
been circulated to members of the Cabinet. The Board had also
tabled a draft agreement for future co-operation on the industry's
problems, including progress towards a salaried pay structure. AH
the three rail unions had rejected the revised offer, and said that
u l d not be prepared to continue discussions or to consider
the draft agreement without a promise of higher cash increases.
The Board's negotiator had undertaken to report their views to his
Board and to get in touch with the unions again when he had obtained
the Board's views. It was the Board's intention to take their time in
W O

arranging for discussions to be resumed, so that what they believed
to have been a generous offer should meanwhile make its impact on
the union leaders, the railwaymen themselves, and indeed on the
general public. Nevertheless, the Chairman judged it on balance to
be unlikely that the unions would settle on the basis of the revised
offer, and there remained scope for making only a marginal
improvement within the 11 per cent limit on which both the Board
and the Government were resolved. The Chairman had not yet
participated in the negotiations himself, although he was ready to do
so whenever it seemed advantageous; but he did not in any event
intend to agree to meet the unions until after the weekend. Should
the negotiations finally break down, the Board planned to mount a
substantial publicity campaign to explain their position and the
merits of the offer they had made. But it was now unlikely that the
unions would resort to industrial action before Easter.
In discussion the following were the main points made—
(a) The Cabinet were not in a position to judge the Board's
handling of the negotiations and could not dictate their tactics but
the fact that their offer had been raised to within £700,000 of the limit
before the Chairman himself had intervened in the negotiations
might have induced the unions to think that the Board had a good
deal more in hand. If the relatively marginal further improvement
that the Board could still make failed to persuade the unions to
settle, and a breakdown followed, responsibility for the next move
would inevitably fall to the Government themselves, and it might
be difficult to resolve the dispute without a further concession. On
the other hand, there was no indication that the unions had been
allowed to think that they could obtain any significant further
improvement in the offer, and the fact that the threat of industrial
action had so far been averted vindicated the Board's tactics. The
Chairman's decision to reserve his own intervention until the final
stage might be fully justified if, by doing so, he proposed to make it
clear to the unions that they must now make up their minds on the
basis of the offer already made to them.
(b) While the facts of the Board's offer might have been made
known t o the railwaymen generally, through their union branches,
they were not known to the general public and consideration might
be given to publicising them. However it would probably be unwise
to do this by means of a Ministerial speech since it would then appear
that the Government were seeking to intervene while negotiations
were in progress and thereby courting a direct confrontation with the
unions. The Board felt that even a public statement by themselves
in advance of a settlement or the breakdown of. negotiations would be
regarded as provocative. Despite the fact that Ministers would
not wish a settlement to be at a higher level than 11 per cent, an
agreed settlement remained their primary objective and it would be
impolitic to do anything which might jeopardise this.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
points made in the Cabinefs discussion could be considered further
by the Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations, which

should meet urgently to take stock of the position reached in the
railwaymen's pay negotiations and to consider the next steps.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime
u p of their discussion, and invited the
make arrangements accordingly for
Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay

Cabinet Office,
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the week following the Easter Recess.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that an
organisation calling itself the Turkish Liberation Army had kid
napped two British subjects and one Canadian national, who were
working with the Turkish Air Force under arrangements made through
the N o r t h Atlantic Treaty Organisation. The Turkish Government
were energetically trying to secure the release of these three men.
On former occasions of the same kind they had shown themselves
resolute in their refusal to yield to blackmail; and they had been
successful in securing the release of four members of the United
States Air Force who had been kidnapped. On the other hand they
had failed to rescue the Israeli Consul-General in Istanbul, who had
eventually been murdered by his captors. In the present case no
ransom had yet been demanded; but it could be assumed that the
organisation would seek to bargain the lives of the hostages against
the release of three of their own members who had been arrested by
the Turkish Government and condemned to be executed. The Prime
Minister had sent a message to the Turkish Prime Minister, Dr. Erim,
urging that all possible steps should be taken to secure the early
release of the captured men; and, in view of the known policy of
the Turkish Government towards blackmail, this message had been
so worded as to entail the least risk of causing misunderstanding.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary reported that he had
sent a message to the Foreign Minister of Guatemala, Dr. Herrera,
which was intended to allay his suspicions about the reasons for
the reinforcement of our garrison in British Honduras and to pave
the way for the resumption of negotiations about the future of the
territory. Dr. Herrera's reaction, however, had been to return an
uncompromising message, reasserting the Guatemalan claim to
British Honduras. It appeared virtually certain that the Guatemalan
Government would attempt to take over the territory as soon as it
was declared independent; and, since the Prime Minister, Mr. Price,
was committed to working for independence, the internal pressures on
him were likely to increase so long as independence was delayed. Our
best course in these circumstances would be to consult the United
States Government about the possibility of persuading the Organ
isation of American States to urge the Government of Guatemala to
respect the rights of the people of British Honduras to self-deter
mination and subsequent independence. But, on any realistic
assessment of future prospects, a British garrison might well be
required in the territory for a considerable time.
The Cabinet—
Took: note -of the statements iby tiae Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
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Minute 3
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Pay
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Previous
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C M (72) 18th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

3. The Cabinet considered the situation in Northern Ireland.
Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those
Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

SECRET
4. The Home Secretary said that a further meeting between the
British Railways Board (BRB) and the rail unions was taking place
that day. The Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations
had discussed the Board's proposed tactics, in the light of reports
by the Minister for Transport Industries of his discussions with the
Chairman, Mr. Marsh. Apart from a possible offer of some minor
improvements which could be contained within the limit of an
increase of 11 per cent on the wage bill on which the BRB were
resolved, the Board had no intention of further raising their offer;
and the Committee had agreed that they should not be encouraged
to do so. But there might be only a slight chance of a settlement at
11 per cent; and the Committee had been concerned that the Board
appeared to have given little thought to possible means of averting
a final breakdown in the negotiations which would oblige the
Government to intervene. In the Committee's view the worst
outcome of all, in both political and economic terms, would be a
confrontation which could only be resolved by direct Government
mediation or the appointment of a court of inquiry and another high
settlement. They had therefore asked the Minister to make clear
to the Chairman the importance of avoiding an irretrievable break
down at the end of negotiations; and it was now Mr. Marsh's
intention, if the unions threatened to break off negotiations that day,
to impress upon them the serious consequences for the railways of a
final breakdown and to invite them to adjourn in order to reconsider
the Board's offer carefully and thereafter to meet him again before
considering industrial action. If necessary, he would also under
take to represent their further arguments to his Board, although
without offering hope of any further improvement in the offer. If,
when the unions met the Chairman again, they were still unper
suaded to settle, the Committee felt that he should them urge then to
agree to arbitration under the industry's own standing procedures.
In discussion some criticism was expressed of the Board's tactics.
It appeared that the Chairman would intervene personally in the
negotiations only after the Board's final offer had been put to, and
rejected by, the unions and the Board had therefore lost all room
for manoeuvre. It was unlikely that the unions would believe that
Mr. Marsh was intervening only in order to confirm his negotiators'
assertion that the Board's last offer was indeed final; and they would
suppose that by applying further pressure to the Chairman in person
they might extract a further improvement of the Board's offer.

Moreover, since the Board had taken no steps to ensure that the
rank and file railwaymen were informed about the extent to which
the Board's final offer would benefit them, there was a considerable
risk that the more militant members of the unions' Executives would
secure the rejection of the offer unchallenged. When justifying their
final offer to the unions, it would be important that the Board should
rest upon its generous size rather than on their inability to afford any
larger increase, lest the unions should be led to think that they could
secure a higher offer by transferring their pressure from the Board
to the Government. Although arbitration could not be resisted if the
unions were to ask for it, it would not necessarily be right for the
Chairman to propose it himself. Indeed, if a reference to arbitration
had been in mind, it would have been preferable for the Board not to
have offered an increase as large as 11 per cent during the negotiations.
On the other hand the Cabinet could not reasonably seek to
dictate detailed negotiating tactics to the Board, who had in fact
played their hand skilfully and, by averting the threat of industrial
action for several weeks, had gained valuable time in which the
economy had been able to recover to some extent its capacity to
withstand the effects of industrial action. The Chairman's part in
pay negotiations varied by tradition from industry to industry: and
whereas it was normal in the coal industry for the Chairman to
participate personally, the opposite was true in the case of the rail
ways and the electricity supply industry. It was the Board's own
view that their offer was generous as well as being the most which
they could afford to pay; and they would make this clear to the
unions. If negotiations finally broke down, they would then launch
a substantial publicity campaign about the facts of the case and the
size of their offer. It was less for their negotiating tactics that the
Board should be criticised than for their apparent readiness to regard
a breakdown in the negotiations as terminating their own part in the
matter and transferring to the Government the responsibility of
finding a solution of the deadlock. If, however, when negotiations
broke down, it was hoped to deny the unions the support of public
opinion and so to avert the threat of industrial action, it would be
important to be able to maintain that they had been urged to accept
arbitration. In any event the use of some arbitral process would be
inevitable after a final breakdown; and resort to the Railways'
Arbitration Tribunal could be expected to have less damaging results
than direct Government mediation or the appointment of a court
of inquiry.
In discussion of the prospect of industrial action it was suggested
that the Government should not lightly conteniplate a confrontation
which they might find it impossible to carry through to a successful
outcome. A n official rail strike could cause as much economic
damage as the recent vminers' strike; and its repercussions might
accumulate even more rapidly. If, as was perhaps more likely at
the outset, the unions chose to adopt a work-to-rule rather than to
declare an official strike, the impact would be more delayed and it
should be possible to withstand the economic effects for considerably
longer without serious harm. Even a work-to-rule, however, could
quickly antagonise the travelling public and so help to bring pressure

on the railwaymen. It might be impracticable to invoke the "cooling
off" provisions of the Industrial Relations Act against action short
of a strike, since railwaymen would not be breaching their contracts
of employment by working to rule. Moreover, even if a "cooling
off" order were to be obtained, the Government could not remain
inactive once direct negotiations between the Board and the unions
had broken down but would be obliged to take steps to conciliate,
either directly or by appointing a court of inquiry. This emphasised
the desirability of averting a final breakdown in the negotiations.
But a rejection by the unions of the Board's offer, whether industrial
action were then threatened or not, would leave open the possibility
of using the ballot order provisions of the Act; and the Department
of Employment had the necessary contingency planning in hand.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that, if the
rail unions rejected the BRB's pay offer and a breakdown of
negotiations followed or was threatened, the next steps would be of
critical importance. The Cabinet might therefore need to meet
again on the following day. Meanwhile, the H o m e Secretary should
arrange for the Cabinet to be supplied with the latest assessment of
the effects of the various levels of industrial action which might be
taken in support of the railwaymen's pay claim, together with the
counter-measures open to the Government. Resistance to industrial
action, however, could succeed only if it had the support of the
general public. A concerted effort by the Government and the Board
to mobilise public opinion would therefore be essential when the
negotiations concluded; and the Secretary of State for the Environ
ment should ensure that full preparations were made accordingly.
More generally, the Governmenfs standing would be critically
dependent on their success in effecting a sufficient change in the
present balance of industrial power to ensure that irresponsible pay
claims could no longer be pursued with impunity and at grave risk to
the national economy by means which threatened the essentials of life
of the community or by resort to intimidation and subversion.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the H o m e Secretary and
the Secretary of State for the Environment to be guided
accordingly.

.V
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St. Vincent

SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary informed the
Cabinet that, following elections in St. Vincent which had left the
two main political Parties with equal representation after a contest
in which there had been suspicions of considerable corruption, the
Governor had asked for the presence of one of Her Majesty's ships
as a precaution against the possible outbreak of civil disorder. A
frigate, H M S Phoebe, had accordingly been despatched to St. Vincent
to provide any necessary protection for United Kingdom citizens;
but any request for assistance in the general maintenance of order
would be a matter for separate consideration.

Vietnam

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the recent
incursions by N o r t h Vietnamese regular formations into the Northern
part of the Republic of Vietnam constituted a military operation of
considerable magnitude, involving nearly 50,000 troops. The army
of the Republic now appeared to be restraining the invaders in the
North and to have mounted a counter-attack near the Cambodian
border. If they could continue to hold the position, they would gain
a substantial political as well as military success, which might induce
the N o r t h Vietnamese to participate once again in the negotiations
in Paris. It was still possible, however, that a further attack would
be launched in the Central Highlands; and this would represent a
potentially more serious threat than either of the incursions already
in progress.

Tanzania

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that, following
the recent murder of Sheikh Karume, the Zanzibar leader and First
Vice-President of Tanzania, we had confined ourselves to making it
clear that we condemned recourse to assassination as a political
weapon in any circumstances.

Rhodesia

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that Mr. Smith,
the Rhodesian leader, had originally indicated that, if the Pearce
Commission reported that the proposed constitutional settlement
was not acceptable to African opinion, he might seek to consolidate
the position of his regime by intensifying repressive measures against
the African population. M o r e recently, however, he had shown
some desire to adopt a more moderate position; and it might be
possible to verify whether this was so. It was not yet clear, for
example, whether he intended to break off discussions with the
British Government in the event of a verdict from the Pearce
Commission adverse to the proposed settlement or whether he would
be prepared at least to keep open the possibility that a settlement
acceptable to all the interests concerned might still be negotiated.
It was to be hoped that he would adopt the latter course; and it
would be especially helpful if Lord Pearce and his colleagues did

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 16th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

not confine themselves to a simple finding upon the acceptability
or otherwise of the proposed settlement but were able to indicate
possible fields for initiatives which might in their view promote the
possibility of an agreed settlement.
Iran

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the Shah of
Iran continued to show anxiety about the spread of Soviet influence
Previous
Reference:
in Afghanistan and Iraq. A particular cause for concern was the
C M (72) 18th treaty recently concluded between the Soviet Union and Iraq,
Conclusions,
Article 9 of which imposed a mutual obligation to co-operate in the
Minute 2
strengthening of the defence capabilities of the two countries. Such
a provision was unprecedented in a treaty of this kind between the
Soviet Union and a client state; and, if it implied that the Soviet
Government were likely to seek military facilities for their forces in
Iraq, it would be a serious additional development of their policy of
extending their military and political influence in the Middle East.
Whether or not the treaty was designed to facilitate such a step, it
underlined the desirability of maintaining our own political position
in the area of the Gulf, where it was satisfactory that the extent of
consultation between the local rulers and British representatives
appeared to be no less frequent than before the withdrawal of our
military garrisons.
In the course of a brief discussion it was agreed that these
developments increased the importance of taking all possible steps
to promote an early settlement of the Arab/Israeli dispute and
ensuring that our economy was not unduly dependent upon oil
from the Gulf States.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
SECRET
Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 19th
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Minute 3

3. The Cabinet considered the situation in Northern Ireland.
Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.
SECRET

4. The Secretary of State for the Environment said that o n
Tuesday, 11 April the British Railways Board (BRB) had informed
the rail unions that they were not prepared to improve their latest
Railwaymen's
pay
offer, which involved an increase of 11 per cent in the wage bill.
Pay
On the following day the rail unions had decided to reject this offer
Negotiations
and to order a national go-slow by their members from midnight on
Previous
Sunday, 16 April. In the light of these decisions the Secretary of
Reference:
C M (72) 19th State for Employment had asked representatives of the rail unions to
Conclusions,
discuss the situation with him that afternoon.
Industrial
Affairs

Minute 4

In discussion it was agreed that, when the Secretary of State for
Employment met the rail unions, he should press them strongly
to agree to arbitration under the railway industry's negotiating
procedures. Although arbitration might result in a settlement
at a higher level than might be achieved by direct conciliation by the
Department of Employment, a slightly higher settlement achieved
by arbitration was arguably preferable to a lower settlement which
nevertheless entailed the Government^ direct involvement in the
negotiations leading to an inflationary pay increase. Under the
railway industry's negotiating procedures, while either the manage
ment Or the unions could insist on arbitration, the findings were
binding on both parties only if both of them had agreed to arbitration.
The BRB had formally proposed arbitration at the meeting with the
unions on 11 April; but the unions had not then agreed to it, although
there were reports that at the union meetings on 12 April the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF)
had been in favour of arbitration. The unions were unlikely to agree
to arbitration when they saw the Secretary of State for Employment
that afternoon; but they should be asked to reflect further on the
proposal and to report back to him urgently.
It was suggested that the chances of settling the current dispute
with an increase of less than the 16 per cent claimed by the unions
would be seriously reduced once official industrial action had begun at
midnight on the following Sunday. From that point militancy was
likely to increase and attitudes to harden. It would in any event
be difficult to defend refusing to concede the National Union of
Railwaymen's claim for a basic wage of £20 per week instead of the
£19*50 per week offered by the BRB so far, especially since the
additional cost was likely to be no more than £100,000. If the
rail unions did not agree to arbitration when they saw the Secretary
of State for Employment that afternoon, officials might therefore
seek to ascertain from the union representatives the terms on which
they might be prepared to reach a settlement, including the hypothesis
that the railwaymen's basic wage might be increased to £20 a week
but without any consequential adjustment in differentials. On the
other hand it was suggested that a go-slow following a refusal of
arbitration by the unions would expose the railwaymen to consider
able public criticism and might not be maintained. There was
considerable public support for arbitration; and it was therefore
important to avoid creating any impression at this stage that, without
arbitration, the Government were prepared to contemplate some
improvement in the BRB's generous 11 per cent offer, which already
provided railwaymen with a minimum earnings guarantee of £20 * 50
per week. Moreover, ASLEF in particular would be concerned to
ensure that differentials above the basic wage would in fact he
preserved; and it was unlikely, therefore, that an agreed settlement
with all the unions could be secured simply by increasing the basic
wage to £20 per week without maintaining differentials.
In further discussion the following main points were niade—
(a) Under the Industrial Relations Act the Industrial Relations
Court could order a "cooling-off" period only if there was actual or
threatened breach of contracts of employment. It was not clear
whether the industrial action now proposed by the rail unions would

in itself involve such a breach; but it seemed likely that, if this action
was at all effective, contracts of employment would be breached in
practice once the action began. The purpose of a "cooling-off"
period, however, was to allow time for a dispute to be settled and not
merely to postpone the effects of industrial action. It would there
fore be permissible to apply for a "cooling-off" period only if it were
envisaged as providing an opportunity to promote some form of
conciliation; it would not be appropriate if it was proposed simply to
stand firm on the BRB's 11 per cent offer. Moreover, if a " cooling
off" order was obtained and the unions withdrew their instructions
provoking breaches of contract, the railwaymen might nevertheless
persist unofficially with damaging industrial action. Even so, the
possibility of securing a " cooling-off" period in the face of the unions'
latest decisions should be considered urgently.
(b) A ballot could be called for under the Industrial Relations
Act even if contracts of employment were not breached. A postal
ballot of railwaymen, however, would be difficult to organise because
the BRB had no central record of the names and addresses of their
employees; and the results of a ballot at workplaces was unlikely to
favour acceptance of the BRB offer. It might be possible, however,
to organise a ballot on the question whether the dispute should be
taken to arbitration; and such a ballot might be more likely to result
in arbitration, especially in the light of Press publicity in favour of
this course. Contingency arrangements for a ballot, if possible by
post, should therefore be pursued urgently with the BRB.
(c) It was essential that the fairness of the BRB 11 per cent offer
should be made clear to public opinion, together with the fact that
under the railway industry's negotiating procedures the three-man
arbitration tribunal would include two individuals, including the
Chairman, who had been nominated by the rail unions. It was the
responsibility of the BRB to justify to public opinion the details of
their offer; but, given the latest developments and the insufficient
effort made by the BRB so far to secure favourable publicity for their
case, the Government would need to ensure that satisfactory
arrangements were made to present it more effectively. It would be
helpful if the Chancellor of the Exchequer took occasion in a public
speech that evening to relate the dispute to the G o v e r n m e n t s general
policies to contain inflation, to emphasise the fair and generous
nature of the offers already made to the rail unions and to remind the
public of the available arbitration procedures.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that at his meeting with the rail unions that afternoon
the Secretary of State for Employment should press them strongly to
agree that the dispute should be resolved under the industry's standing
arbitration arrangements. In any ensuing discussions Department
of Employment officials should explore the unions' intentions about
a conciliated settlement without arbitration by seeking to ascertain
why they had rejected the Board's obviously generous offer rather
than by exploring the acceptability of possible improvements in its
terms. In order to reinforce the Secretary of State for E m p l o y m e n t s
intervention the Government and the BRB should henceforward bring
maximum pressure to bear on the rail unions, both directly and

through the force of public opinion, to induce them to call off the
threatened industrial action before it took effect at midnight on
Sunday, 16 April. The Secretary of State for the Environment
should ensure that the BRB now launched a vigorous campaign to
publicise the facts of their offer and its benefits for railwaymen,
stressing in particular the minimum earnings guarantee of £20*50
for all adult railwaymen. While the detailed exposition of the offer
must remain the responsibility of the BRB, the Secretary of State for
the Environment should now also arrange for the salient facts about
railwaymen's pay to be made available to Conservative Members of
Parliament and Conservative Parliamentery candidates. The Chan
cellor of the Exchequer should make a public speech that evening,
in which he would bring out these salient facts and put them in the
context of the national interest by re-emphasising the dangers of
continuing inflation. The Secretary of State for the Environment, in
consultation with the Secretary of State for Employment and the
Solicitor General, should obtain from the BRB full details of the
industry's procedural agreements on arbitration, the terms of rail
waymen's contracts of employment and the industry's working rules;
and, in the light of the Board's advice about the likely scope and
effects of the threatened industrial action, the Solicitor General
should assess whether it would be justifiable to make application to
the Industrial Court for a cooling-off order or, alternatively, for a
ballot order under which members of the unions would be balloted
on their willingness to accept reference of the dispute to arbitration.
In order to keep developments under review and to adjust the
G o v e r n m e n t s response accordingly he would establish a small group
of Ministers under his own chairmanship.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion, and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.

Report of
the Review
Body on
Armed Forces
Pay and
Allowances

SECRET
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for Defence (CP (72) 41), to which was attached the report of
the Review Body on Armed Forces Pay and Allowances.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that the Armed Forces
Pay Review Body had been set up in September 1971 to advise the
Prime Minister on the pay and allowances of-Servicemen u p to the
rank of Brigadier and had been asked to relate its first review to
1 April 1972. Its report, based on detailed j o b evaluation and
comparison with civilian analogues, recommended increases averaging
about 18J per cent from the level of 1 April 1970 when Service pay
was last reviewed by the National Board for Prices and Incomes.
This average represented about 9 per cent a year compound over the
two-year period; but, since the Armed Forces had received a flat rate
interim increase of 7 per cent in August 1971, the average increase
remaining due from 1 April 1972 was between 10 and 11 per cent,

although individual increases ranged more widely. The report also
recommended increased charges for food and accommodation; and, if
these were taken into account, the average net increase in pay would
be rather less than 9 per cent a year. The Government had under
taken to accept reports of Pay Review Bodies unless there were clear
and compelling reasons for not doing so. The recommendations
in the present instance were modest; and the Ministerial Steering
Committee on Pay Negotiations had agreed that they should be
accepted and that the report, together with the Governmenfs
acceptance of it, should be made public on 20 April. He would
agree the terms of his announcement with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Secretary of State for Employment and the Lord
Privy Seal.
In the course of a brief discussion it was agreed that the recom
mendations of the report should be accepted. Provided that it
was made sufficiently clear that the average net increase in pay would
be below 9 per cent, the Governmenfs endorsement of the proposals
should not constitute any embarrassment in relation to the current
dispute about the pay of railwaymen and might, indeed, be helpful
in that context.
The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet agreed that the report,
together with the Governmenfs acceptance of it, should be made
public on 20 April and need not await announcement of the Govern
m e n f s decisions on the report of the Top Salaries Review Body,
which would have to be separately considered by the Cabinet at a
later meeting.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministefs summing
up of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State for
Defence to proceed accordingly.

Government
Strategy,
the Work of
the Central
Policy Review
Staff and
the Early
Warning
System

SECRET
6. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Central Policy
Review Staff (CPRS) about Government strategy (CP (72) 17); a
review of the first y e a f s work of the CPRS and their proposals for
1972-73 (CP (72) 18); and the Early Warning System (CP (72) 16).
The Prime Minister said that the Ministerial Committee on the
Central Capability had generally endorsed the outline programme for
further work and discussion set out in paragraphs 4 - 6 of CP (72) 17.
The next discussion of the Governmenfs general strategy might
appropriately take place in mid-May, by which time it would be
possible to take account of the initial impact of the Budget. The
purpose of the review would be to provide the impetus for work on
outstanding areas of difficulty to be pressed forward during the
summer in time for proposals for necessary action to be embodied in
The Queen's Speech at the opening of the next Parliamentary Session.
In addition to considering the Governmenfs broad programme of
action for the remaining years of the present Parliament in relation

to their strategic objectives Ministers would need to give particular
attention to the question of resource allocation.
The C P R S ' programme of work and proposals for extramural
study for 1972-73, as indicated in Annexes B and C of CP (72) 18, had
also been generally endorsed by the Committee, subject to prior
discussion of the individual items with the Departments concerned.
Items 2 and 5 of Annex C, dealing with measures to protect the
losers from inflation and marginal rates of taxation at low income
levels, had already been dealt with by discussion with the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. In CP (72) 16 the CPRS had developed the Early
Warning System along the lines agreed by the Cabinet at their
meeting on 21 September 1971; and the Committee had approved
the proposals in principle.
In discussion it was suggested that it was in principle undesirable
to establish ad hoc Ministerial groups to consider matters which
were within the competence of established Committees and that the
discussion of some of the specific aspects of Government strategy
proposed in the latter part of CP (72) 17 might more suitably be
undertaken by the appropriate Standing Committees. It was
recognised, however, that the work of these Committees might
usefully be supplemented, on occasion, by more free-ranging
discussions of the kind envisaged.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet endorsed the broad conclusions of the Ministerial Com
mittee on the Central Capability on CP (72) 17, C P (72) 18 and
CP (72) 16, subject to the point made in discussion.
Notwithstanding the general discussion of the G o v e r n m e n t s
strategy which it was proposed to arrange in mid-May, current
work on the legislative programme for 1972-73 should be pressed
forward without delay.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
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SECRET
The Secretary of State for Employment
said that since the
Cabinets discussion on 13 April he had held a series of meetings
with the rail unions and with the British Railways Board (BRB)
about their pay dispute. He had sought first to persuade the unions
to agree that the dispute should be referred to arbitration under the
industry's pay procedures. The unions had rejected this proposal.
He had then asked them to adopt the suggestion, which had been
presented to them as originating from the BRB, that the parties
should have further discussions under a chairman appointed jointly
by them, who would consider their respective arguments, seek to
determine the outstanding issues by agreement and, if necessary,
make an award on his own responsibility. The unions had eventually
accepted this procedure and had agreed with the Board that Mr.
A. A. Jarratt, Managing Director of the International Publishing
Corporation, should act as Chairman. On Sunday, 16 April, the
two sides had met under Mr. Jarratfs chairmanship. In the course
of the discussion the BRB had offered to increase the railwaymen's
basic rate to £20 a week from 1 January, 1973, and to maintain the
consequential differentials. The unions had rejected this offer. At
the end of the discussions Mr. Jarratt had awarded, in addition to the
BRB's concession on the basic wage, an increase of about 1 per cent
in the Board's previous 11 per cent offer, to operate from 1 May,
1972. In total, therefore, Mr. Jarratfs award would have involved
an increase of about 12i per cent in the BRB's wage bill in the 12
months from 1 May, 1972. The unions, however, had rejected this
award and had adhered inflexibly to the claim for a 14 per cent
increase. Their members had now begun a national " go slow ". He
had therefore met Mr. Feather, the General Secretary of the Trades
Union Congress (TUC), and members of the T U C General Council
that afternoon and had asked them for constructive suggestions for
resolving the situation which did not involve further concessions to
the rail unions. H e had also invited them to use their good offices in
helping to persuade the rail unions voluntarily to ballot their
members on Mr. Jarratfs award. The T U C representatives, while
offering no positive suggestions, had seemed anxious to appear
helpful and had pressed upon him the importance of avoiding
precipitate action. They had said that they could not themselves
make any proposals without first consulting the T U C Finance and
General Purposes Committee, which could not meet before the
afternoon of Tuesday 18 April. In reply he had pointed out that the
Government could not allow the procedures of the T U C to inhibit
necessary action; and he had asked Mr. Feather to meet him again
that evening. As he had informed the T U C representatives, he had
also invited the rail unions to meet him at 8,30 a.m. the following
morning in order that he might urge them to ballot their members.
The Minister for Transport Industries said that the " go slow "
had led to widespread disruption of passenger services, although
there had as yet been no sympathetic action on the London Under
ground.
The BRB wished to have 24 hours' experience of
developments before attempting to provide a considered assessment
of its effect on freight services. AH oil refineries and all but 20
collieries had been serviced that day, although in some cases at a
lower level than usual. But henceforward the disruption was likely
to be cumulative. The BRB considered that the unions, led by the

National Union of Railwaymen, were intent on a confrontation with
the Government but that, if so, this was an approach which their
rank and file members might not be so ready to support.
In discussion it was suggested that the T U C were concerned to
undermine the Industrial Relations Act rather than to help the
Government and that the Government would therefore attract
criticism if they remained inactive for 24 hours While waiting on the
T U C s Finance and General Purposes Committee. Moreover, if
that committee then put forward proposals which were not
demonstrably unacceptable, there could be further delay while these
were explored in turn. The present dispute probably provided a
better test case for the Industrial Relations Act than was likely to
recur for some time; and if, in these circumstances, the Government
failed to invoke the Acfs provisions, its credibility would be seriously
undermined and the Government would suffer a significant political
reverse. But, although it would be politically essential to invoke the
Industrial Relations Act if other approaches failed, the Government
should be seen to have exhausted all other reasonable means of
securing the union's voluntary co-operation before seeking
compulsory Orders under the Act; and, having asked for the T U C s
help, they would find it difficult to justify not allowing them the
24 hours which they had requested in which to consider their
response. It could be made clear that the Government were not
taking other action meanwhile because the T U C had asked for time
in which to suggest ways in which to resolve the situation; and the
T U C could be given a deadline for producing a constructive solution,
failing which the Government would apply to the Industrial Court.
A " cooling-off" Order, however, would not necessarily improve
the situation on the railways and a compulsory ballot under the
Industrial Relations Act might well produce a result which did not
resolve the dispute. A State of Emergency should therefore be
proclaimed in good time. This would reduce the risk that the
Government might be compelled to introduce severe emergency
restrictions abruptly: and, by affording powers e.g. to conserve
stocks of essential materials, it might in practice do more to defeat
the railwaymen's industrial action than Orders obtained under the
Industrial Relations Act.
In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) The purpose of a " cooling-off " period was to allow time
for a dispute to be settled; but in applying for the necessary Order it
was not necessary to specify the way in which the period would be
used. Thus, although in the current dispute a " cooling-off " period
seemed likely to be useful only in allowing time fpr the unions to
reconsider their rejection of Mr. Jarratfs award or to enable a
ballot to be organised, it would not be essential, in applying to the
Court, to indicate which of these courses was to be adopted. The
Court could, if necessary, be asked at a later date to order a ballot.
In making the application to the Court, however, the Secretary of
State for Employment would need to declare himself satisfied that
breaches of contracts of employment were occurring or threatened
and that the industrial action involved was, or was likely to be,
gravely injurious to the national economy. A reasonable argument
could be presented on both points, although the Governments case
on the second would be weakened if the effects of the railwaymen's

go-slow proved to be less serious in fact than was at present
envisaged.
(b) The Industrial Court would wish to give the unions 6 hours'
notice of the hearing of an application by the Government. If the
application were delayed until the morning of Wednesday, 19 April,
a hearing could probably not be arranged until that evening. If a
, " cooling-off " period was then granted and the unions did not defy it
officially, it would be at least 24 hours before its effectiveness could be
judged. To defer the Proclamation of an Emergency until after a
" cooling-off" Order had been obtained and its effectiveness had
been assessed might therefore make it impossible to invoke
Emergency Powers before the weekend. To advise a Proclamation
sooner, however, would imply that the Government expected the
" cooling-off" Order to be ineffective. Even so, it might prove
necessary to obtain Emergency Powers before applying for a
" cooling-off" Order if industrial action seriously threatened
essential supplies. If an Order was then obtained and proved
effective, the Regulations made under the Emergency Powers could
be allowed to lapse.
(c) Directions under Emergency Regulations to conserve
supplies of fuel oil to the industry in the Midlands might be needed
at a very early stage. Normal stocks at rail-fed terminals were
generally equivalent to only about one week's consumption; but
these could be husbanded to maintain supplies to essential users for
3 to 4 weeks if Regulations were made prohibiting supply to non
essential users. The oil companies had already been asked to limit
movements from such terminals to the level of replacement supplies.
(d) The Commission on Industrial Relations had advised that a
postal ballot of railwaymen would take some 23 days to yield
results. A ballot at work places might produce results more quickly;
but it would be more vulnerable to the effects of any boycott. The
ballot would need to ask railwaymen to decide between accepting
Mr. Jarratfs award and continuing industrial action. The chances
that the result would be in favour of accepting the award were not
high, although they might improve if voting took place when
- railwaymen had been exposed to the pressure of public opinion for
a further period.
(e) Before the rail unions were asked to ballot their members it
should be confirmed that none of them were bound by rules which
would imply that a ballot would take an inordinate length of time.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it would be politic to afford the T U C the
necessary minimum of time to consult their Finance and General
Purposes Committee in order that they might have a reasonable
opportunity of making a constructive response to the Secretary of
State for Employment^ request. In discussion with Mr. Victor
Feather and his colleagues later that evening, the Secretary of State
should impress on them, however, that he would need to know the
T U C s intentions by 5 p.m. on the following day, in order that the
Government might have time to initiate other steps that evening
should that be necessary.
He should also arrange to meet
representatives of the three rail unions early on the following day,
as he had arranged; and, provided that he was satisfied that they

were not precluded, for example by union rules, from carrying out
a ballot in a speedy and proper manner, he should urge them to
submit the arbitrator^ award to their members by this means. The
Cabinet further agreed that, in the absence of a satisfactory response
from the rail unions or the T U C by the following evening, application
should then be made to the Industrial Court for a " cooling-off "
Order for a period which initially would be used to bring further
pressure to bear on the rail unions to ballot their members
voluntarily. The Solicitor General should arrange for the Court to
be notified informally of this contingency in order that the Court
might be considering arrangements to determine the application in
the course of Wednesday, 19 April. In addition, it should be
intimated publicly that the Government had it in mind to make an
early application to the Court, but had agreed first to give the T U C
a reasonable opportunity of responding constructively to the
Secretary of State's request for their help in seeking means of
resolving the dispute by a voluntary procedure. The Cabinet also
agreed that, failing a solution on this basis, it would be necessary to
consider making a further application to the Industrial Court to
order a compulsory ballot of members of the three rail unions
employed by the BRB on the question whether they favoured
accepting the arbitrator^ award and ending their industrial action.
Although it might take some three weeks for the Commission on
Industrial Relations to organise and conduct such a ballot, its
outcome might be favourable since railwaymen might by that time
be more ready to bow to the pressure of public opinion.
Consideration might need to be given later in the week to advising
the Proclamation of a State of Emergency if it became clear that
the railwaymen's action was threatening the maintenance of essential
supplies, for example by interfering with the flow of oil to the rail
fed terminals supplying industry in the Midlands. An Emergency
Proclamation before the weekend would also be desirable and
justified if, following the grant of a " cooling-off" Order by the
Industrial Court, the unions declined to withdraw their instructions
to their members to go slow or if unofficial action sufficient to cause
disruption on a wide scale continued after the unions had complied
with the Order.
The Group of Ministers (GEN 94) under his chairmanship who
were keeping developments in the rail dispute under review, would
continue to meet frequently. Some reinforcement of the existing
interdepartmental machinery for dealing with emergencies might be
required; and in order to expedite the flow of information to the
group from the Departmental emergency units established in the
Departments of the Environment and Trade and Industry and to
co-ordinate the presentation of the issues requiring decision day by
day he had invited the Lord Privy Seal to take charge of a small
group of officials from these and other Departments principally
concerned.
%
/

The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.
Cabinet Office,
18 April, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.

European
Communities
Bill

*The Lord President of the Council said that, in consultation
with the Chief Whip and after discussion with the Leader of the
Liberal Party, he had come to the conclusion that it would not be
possible to avoid tabling a Timetable Motion in respect of the
remainder of the Committee Stage of the European Communities
Bill. The Opposition had rejected generous suggestions about the
amount of time which should be allowed for this purpose; and it was
now beyond doubt that progress with the Bill would continue to be
deliberately impeded, with the result that, if a Timetable Motion
were much longer deferred, it would not be possible to provide
adequate time in which to discuss all the parts of the Bill which
would still remain. It was for consideration, however, whether
the Motion should be tabled at the beginning of the following week
or deferred for another week thereafter. The former course would
make it easier for the Government to ensure a realistic allocation of
time to each of the main parts of the Bill; and for this reason it was
likely to obtain the support of the Liberal Party, which would be
important in securing the passage of the Motion. Those members
of the Opposition who were in favour of British accession to the
Communities might prefer a further week's deferment of a Timetable
Motion. But it was unlikely that their difference with their
colleagues would be as marked on an issue of Parliamentary
procedure as on the substance of British accession; and they could
not therefore be relied on to abstain in the vote on the proposed
Motion.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 7th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

In discussion there was general agreement that a Timetable
Motion would be necessary if unacceptable disruption of other
essential Parliamentary business was to be averted. On balance,
there might be advantage in deferring the announcement of the
Timetable Motion until at least two further days had been devoted
to the Committee Stage in the normal manner. This period should
be used to make it clear, both in Parliament and among informed
public opinion, that the dilatory and obstructive tactics of the
Opposition had made the Motion unavoidable and, indeed, desirable
in order to ensure that reasonable time was available to consider each
of the remaining parts of the Bill. It might be desirable to allocate
three days to the Bill in the forthcoming week and to sit on at least one
of these occasions for the maximum practicable time. On the other
hand, there was pressure for other business to be taken in the
following week; and to provide two more days should be adequate
to achieve the desired purpose.
/

The Prime,Minister,
summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, in view of the failure of the Opposition to accept
the generous suggestions put to them for the allocation of time to the
European Communities Bill, a Timetable Motion should be tabled.
This step should not be taken, however, until two further days h a d
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.

been devoted to a further effort to make reasonable progress with the
Bill in the normal manner. I n the meantime all practicable steps
should be taken to ensure that the necessity for the Motion was
widely understood.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Lord President of the
Council and the other Ministers concerned to be guided
accordingly.

Oversea
Affairs
Germany

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the land
election in the State of Baden-Wurttemberg to be held during the
coming weekend could have a critical impact on the ability of the
Government of the Federal Republic of Germany to secure rati
fication of the Eastern Treaties. The indications were that the
election would be very close r u n ; and the leaders of the Parties in
opposition to Herr Brandfs Coalition Government had expressed
their confidence of success. A serious defeat for the Government
Parties would result in a weakening of their position in the Federal
Upper House and could lead to the fall of the Government. It
would in any event become more difficult for them to pursue their
Ostpolitik; and this in turn could well give rise to a sharp reaction
from the Soviet Union.

Vietnam
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 20th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that there was
little change in the military situation in Vietnam, on which he had
reported to the Cabinet in the previous week.

St. Vincent

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the situation
in St. Vincent had now returned to normal following the despatch of
a frigate to the Caribbean.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 20th
Conclusions,
Minute 2
Seychelles

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the situation
in the Seychelles had recently given cause for anxiety as a consequence
of strike action by the local trade unions. A t the G o v e r n o r s
request a frigate had been sent to stand by at a few hours' notice. But
the situation appeared to have improved; and it was unlikely that
any intervention by British forces would now be required.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Foreign and C o m m o n 
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 20th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

3. The Cabinet considered the situation in Northern Ireland.
Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
management of Cammell Laird Ltd. had proposed in January that
the Government should provide funds of about £13 million to the
company and that orders should also be placed for two additional
Previous
destroyers costing about £40 million. The Ministerial Committee on
Reference:
Economic Policy had agreed that it would be desirable to avoid
C M (72) 10th closure of the yard, which employed about 5,500 people. In sub
Conclusions,
sequent discussion, however, the Ministry of Defence had indicated
Minute 2
that they did not wish to see Cammell Laird retained as a naval
shipyard and that they did not wish to place orders for the two
additional destroyers. On being informed that they should not
regard themselves as having a long-term future as a naval yard, the
management had put forward revised proposals for a more rapid
conversion to merchant shipbuilding, at a total cost of £25 million,
of which £3 million would consist of the existing standby facility and
£5 million would come from the new shipbuilding production grants.
These revised proposals had been accepted by the Committee.
Shipbuilding
Industry
Cammell
Laird Ltd.

Sound management was essential to the company's future; and
he had full confidence in the recently appointed Chairman, Sir David
Barritt, and Managing Director, Mr. Day. They were coming under
increasing pressure from the trades unions, however, to show that they
were able to obtain from the Government the financial assistance
necessary to maintain the yard as a viable enterprise. There would be
a further meeting between the management and the trades unions on
the following Monday. If the management did not receive assurances
about assistance for the yard before that meeting, they would
probably resign and it would not then be possible to replace them
with individuals of the necessary calibre. H e had considered
whether there was any other way in which the company could be
maintained until the Government were ready to announce their
policy for the shipbuilding industry as a whole. But the ordering of
naval ships alone, without any public announcement of assistance
towards the conversion of the yard, did hot seem now to be sufficient,
since the management had already been informed that their future
did not lie in naval shipbuilding. Although Government supporters
would be dismayed by the announcement of further measures of
a d hoc financial assistance to a company in the private sector, the
proposals put forward by the management appeared to be inevitable.
If so, an announcement should be made to Parliament without delay
in the terms of the draft which he had already circulated to the
Prime Minister and other members of the Cabinet.

The Secretary of State for Defence said that the Governments
supporters had already been very disconcerted by the assistance
given to Upper Clyde Shipbuilders Ltd. and would be still further
disturbed by the announcement of Exchequer support for another
shipbuilding company. The fact that the Cammell Laird yard was
not seen as a naval shipyard in the long term need not preclude its
use in this capacity from time to time if this were judged desirable
in the circumstances. An order for two additional destroyers did
not have sufficient priority in defence terms to justify an allocation of
funds from the defence budget. But, if it were judged desirable in
principle to afford financial assistance to the company, it would be
more acceptable to the Governmenfs supporters if this took the form
of an order for naval ships, which would at least ensure that the
Government would acquire a tangible asset in return for their outlay.
In discussion it was suggested that in view of its geographical
advantages the Cammell Laird yard was likely to find a place in any
new shipbuilding policy and that, given good management, it should
be viable in the long term. If public expenditure was to be kept
under control, however, the expenditure of an additional £40 million
on naval ships would require compensating savings; and it was
questionable whether it was right to reduce other public expenditure
programmes if the ships did not enjoy sufficient priority to justify
some contribution from the defence budget. Moreover, it seemed
doubtful whether the Cammell Laird management would accept the
naval orders as an adequate interim solution when they had been
told that the yard did not have a future as a naval shipyard. The
ordering of the two ships would only postpone the need for substantial
assistance towards the modernisation of the yard and its conversion
to merchant shipbuilding; and some early financial support would be
necessary in any event in order to meet losses on orders already
accepted. In view of the risk of industrial action by the trades
unions, it was not practicable to defer an announcement until the
Government were ready to announce a new policy on shipbuilding,
which could take some months; and it would in any case be very
undesirable to defer an announcement to a point when it would seem
to be extracted from the Government by the threat of industrial
action. If the present proposals of the management were accepted
now, the announcement need not make explicit at this stage the
likelihood that this would give the Government a controlling interest
in the company.
On the other hand the Governmenfs supporters would find it
extremely difficult to accept the case for giving ad hoc assistance to
another shipyard after Upper Clyde Shipbuilders Ltd. It could not
yet be assumed that the new management would be successful in
ensuring the company's viability; and, if Exchequer assistance of
£25 million was provided and announced, it would not be possible in
practice to disguise the fact that the ultimate effect would be to give the
Government a controlling interest in the company. The placing
of orders for two naval ships might at least enable the company
to remain in operation for a further period; and any subsequent
financial contribution towards the conversion and modernisation of
the yard could then be placed in the context of a more general policy

for the future of British shipbuilding. For these reasons it might be
desirable to make a further effort to persuade the management that
this would be a preferable course before they met the trades unions
on the following Monday.
In further discussion it was pointed out that an announcement
would be needed in the near future of substantial financial assistance
for Harland and Wolff Ltd. in Belfast. This, however, was a
commitment inherited from the Northern Ireland Government; and,
because of the special importance of the company to the Northern
Ireland economy, it should be more acceptable to the Governments
supporters than the proposed assistance to Cammell Laird Ltd.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that steps should be taken to avoid the closure of
Cammell Laird Ltd. but that further consideration was necessary
before a decision could be taken on the method to be adopted.
Acceptance of the revised proposals put forward by the company
would cause considerable concern among the G o v e r n m e n t s sup
porters; and the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry should
therefore arrange for representatives of the company to come to
London for further urgent discussions in order to explore possible
alternative courses of action. He would arrange for these to be
examined further by the Ministers directly concerned.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing u p of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

SECRET
Industrial
5. The Secretary of State for Employment said that, in the
Affairs
absence of a satisfactory response from the Trades Union Congress
Railwaymen's
(TUC) or from the rail unions to his requests of 17th April, application
Pay
had been made to the Industrial Court on the previous afternoon for
Negotiations
a " cooling-off " Order. Later that evening the Court had granted an
Previous
Order which provided for a " cooling-off" period of 14 days, to run
Reference:
from the moment when normal railway service was restored, coupled
C M (72) 21st with a requirement that the unions were forthwith to procure the withConclusions
drawal of any instructions for industrial action and to take all such
other steps as were reasonably necessary to secure the discontinuance
of industrial action while the Order remained in force. The Court
had emphasised that the Order applied to all officers, servants and
agents of the unions and that, if any local officer ignored the
instructions of his union leaders to comply with it, the unions should
deprive him of his authority. The Court had also indicated that the
purpose of the "cooling-off" period was to enable further negotiations
to take place against the background of normal railway working.
This decision should put great pressure on the unions to stop
their members' industrial action. Until normal working was resumed
the British Railways Board (BRB) need not resume negotiations; and
the Court had placed the primary responsibility upon him, as Secretary
of State for Employment, to certify the point at which normal working

had been resumed. It was not yet clear whether the rail unions
would comply with the C o u r t s Order. If they had not done so by
midnight, it might well be necessary to make a further application
to the Court on the following day. In the meanwhile Mr. Feather,
the General Secretary of the T U C , was apparently trying to promote
further discussions with the BRB about the rail unions' claim before
the point at which the unions would have to decide whether or not to
comply with the C o u r t s Order. Since the BRB were under n o
compulsion to resume negotiations until normal working was resumed
and, indeed, felt under some obligation not to do so, they were
responding cautiously to Mr. Feathefs approaches. Moreover,
when they did resume negotiations, it would be open to them to work
for a settlement below the award of the arbitrator, Mr. Jarratt, since
they had never formally accepted it and had not themselves offered
more than an 11 per cent increase from 1st May, 1972, coupled with an
undertaking to increase the railwaymen's basic rate to £20 per week
from 1st January, 1973 with a consequential adjustment of differentials.
The BRB also wished soon to inform the rail unions that they would
need to begin to lay off men who were without work as a result of
industrial action; but they were prepared to wait until the Government
had considered this in the context of a possible declaration of a
State of Emergency in the light of the unions' response to the
"cooling-off" Order. The Board had also decided to withhold until
the following day the issue of instructions to their management about
the application of normal disciplinary measures in the case of any
gross breaches of discipline.
The Lord Privy Seal said that rail freight services continued to
deteriorate. The movement of oil supplies was a particular cause
for concern. Stocks at rail-fed oil terminals were the equivalent of
two weeks' supplies of light and heavy oils for priority users, who
would also hold some stocks themselves. But stocks at the terminals
would meet only about three to four days' supplies for non-priority
users, whose own stocks probably averaged the equivalent of seven to
ten days' oil usage. Road tanker drivers were not co-operating in
the movement of extra supplies of oil by road to the Midlands, which
was the most seriously affected area. The congestion in marshalling
yards was also becoming more serious.
In discussion it was suggested that the rail unions might seek to
reach an early agreement with the BRB at a level in the region of
Mr. J a r r a t f s award. On the other hand their members might still
reject a settlement on this basis and continue industrial action.
Even if they accepted it, militant railwaymen might force the unions
within two or three months to press the BRB to negotiate a further
pay increase, backing their demand by a renewed threat of industrial
action. In these circumstances the BRB should not enter into
further negotiations with the rail unions until the C o u r t s Order
had been fully complied with. Otherwise, both the Board and the
Government would forfeit a strong public position; and the unions
would use the opportunity to confuse the issues involved, and might
be enabled to avoid having to decide whether to comply with the
C o u r t s Order.
SECRET

On the other hand, if the rail unions showed themselves ready
to reach an immediate and firm agreement at, or even below, the
total increase awarded by Mr. Jarratt, it would not be easy to defend
to public opinion a refusal by the BRB to consider such a settlement,
even though the unions had not yet decided whether to comply with
the C o u r f s Order. It would be essential, however, that any such
agreement, even though it might not be legally enforceable, should
provide for the agreed increase in railwaymen's pay to be conditional
on a return to normal working; that it should operate for at least
12 months from 1st May, 1972; and that the unions should be publicly
committed to these conditions. Such an agreement would be seen
to be the result of the Governmenfs use of the Industrial Relations
Act; and it would be evidence of a clear victory for the Governmenfs
policies. If a satisfactory agreement were reached with the rail
unions and the men returned to normal working, application could
then be made to the Court for the "cooling-off" Order to be dis
charged. Although there was always a risk that such an agreement
might subsequently be repudiated, the rail unions would be in a weak
public position; and, once the railwaymen had returned to normal
working, the unions or unofficial militants should for some time find
it difficult to induce them to resume industrial action.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, following the Order granted by the Industrial
Court on the previous day, the BRB would be entitled to refuse to
negotiate further with the rail unions under the duress of continuing
industrial action and that, in the light of their experience of previous
dealings with the unions, they would need to be circumspect in their
reaction to any initiative which the unions might take during the
course of the day to conclude a settlement before they reached the
point at which they would have to decide whether to recognise or to
defy the C o u r f s authority. The Board would need to be on their
guard against being drawn once again into negotiations which proved
to be merely inconclusive. But on balance the Cabinet judged that,
if opportunity arose, the Board should be ready to consider concluding
with the rail unions an agreement which, although not legally binding,
would be conditional upon a full resumption of work, would be
publicly accepted by all the unions concerned as valid for not less
than 12 months and would provide for pay increases within the
maximum earlier determined by the arbitrator, Mr. Jarratt. Min
isters would need to examine a proposal of this kind with care. But
a public commitment by the unions on these lines would give the BRB
some safeguard against pressure to reopen the agreement in a few
months' time on pain of a renewed threat of industrial action, since
any such move would forfeit the railwaymen all public sympathy.
Moreover if, because of continuing unofficial action, the unions were
unable to honour such an agreement, it would not come into effect;
and the unions and their officials would still be subject to the Order,
which would remain enforceable for 14 days from the resumption of
normal rail services. The Cabinet recognised that the Secretary of
State for Employment might need to apply again to the Court either
for enforcement of the Order if the unions failed to comply with it
expeditiously or for its discharge if a settlement had been concluded

and normal rail services were then resumed. They noted that, until
it became clear on the following day whether the rail unions would
comply with the Order, the BRB would refrain from dismissing
employees guilty of indiscipline and that they would also refrain from
laying off employees for whom, as a result of industrial action,
there was n o work, until the Government had considered these issues
further in the context of a possible Proclamation of an Emergency.
The Cabinet agreed that the group of Ministers under his chairman
ship ( G E N 94) which had been charged to deal with day-to-day
developments in the rail dispute should have discretion to advise
such a Proclamation if and when that became necessary. The
Cabinet tendered their congratulations to the Solicitor General on
his effective presentation of the application to the Industrial Court
for a "cooling-off" Order.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Minister for Transport Industries to be
guided accordingly.
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken
in the House of Commons in the following week.
The Cabinet gave further consideration to progress on the
European Communities Bill. They agreed that a Timetable Motion
should now be tabled, for debate on the following Tuesday.

SECRET
Oversea
2. The Prime Minister said that the visit to London of the
Affairs
Federal German Chancellor, Herr Brandt, had been very successful
Germany
and had afforded a useful opportunity to discuss a wide range of
subjects of interest to the two Governments. In particular, it had
Previous
become evident that the Federal Chancellor agreed substantially
Reference:
C M (72) 22nd with our own views both on the manner of preparation for the
Conclusions,
meeting of Heads of Government of the European Economic
Minute 2
Community which was planned for the autumn and also on the
results which we might expect from that meeting.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that Herr
Brandt was that day facing a critical debate in the Federal German
Parliament on a Motion described as " a constructive vote of no
confidence ". If the Opposition Parties secured a majority for this
Motion, as was not impossible, Herr Brandt would probably be
replaced as Chancellor by Herr Barzel. The Soviet Government
might be expected to react adversely to such a change. But the
policies of Herr Barzel's party, the Christian Democratic Union,
were generally friendly towards ourselves; and we should be able
to continue to count on Federal German support as regards our
accession to the European Economic Community.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister and the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary.
Vietnam
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 22nd
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The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
North Vietnamese, as expected, had launched a major attack in the
Central Highlands area of South Vietnam. So far the Army of the
Republic of Vietnam appeared to be holding their ground fairly well,
although the scale of the attack was very formidable and the weather
was impeding United States air operations in support of the South
Vietnamese. It was too early to say with certainty that the South
Vietnamese would be able to hold the invasion indefinitely; but the
danger of military defeat was perhaps smaller than the risk of a
political collapse by the South Vietnamese Government.
7

United Nations
Conference on
Trade and
Development

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary drew the attention
of the Cabinet to the rather critical line which had been taken by
the Press in reporting on our interventions at the Third United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development now meeting in

Santiago. He was taking action in an effort to improve reporting
of the British role; and he would consider further whether there
were any practical steps which we might take, e.g. by remission or
rescheduling of debt, to improve the effectiveness of our aid to the
developing countries.
The Cabinet—
2. Took note of the statements
Commonwealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
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Industrial
Affairs
British
European
Airways
Pilots' Pay
Negotiations

Airline
Corporation^
Ground Staff
Pay
Negotiations

by

the

Foreign

and

SECRET
3. The Cabinet considered the situation in Northern Ireland.
Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately
recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and
those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Secretary of State for Employment said that, following
the failure of British European Airways (BEA) and the British Air
Line Pilots' Association to reach agreement on a pay increase for
BEA pilots, the latter had been working to rule. BEA had now
dismissed certain pilots, acting on legal advice that their refusal to
fly a new aircraft was a breach of their contracts of employment.
These dismissals might harden attitudes in the pay dispute. H e
would continue, however, to keep in touch with both sides.
The Secretary of State for Employment
said that British
European Airways and the British Overseas Airways Corporation
had reached a pay settlement with their ground staff which
apparently involved an average increase of 8-3 per cent per annum
for the three years 1 January, 1971, to 31 December, 1973. The
details of the settlement needed further examination; but the agreed
increase appeared to exceed the level which Ministers had asked
the Corporations to observe as the maximum.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment.
/

The Minister for Transport Industries said that, following the
restoration of normal railway services and the beginning of the
" cooling-off " period in the railwaymen's pay dispute, the British
Previous
Railways Board (BRB) had arranged to discuss with the rail
Reference:
unions on the following day the resumption of negotiations.
C M (72) 22nd The Board expected that a settlement would not be attainable until
Conclusions,
the very end of the " cooling-off " period; and they were accordingly
Minute 5
not attempting to force the pace with the rail unions. There was
Railwaymen's
Pay
Negotiations

as yet little sign that the latter would be prepared to accept less than
their 14 per cent claim; and, while BRB for their part intended to
resume negotiations on the basis of their offer of an 11 per cent
increase from 1 May, 1972, the railwaymen's basic rate being
increased to £20 per week on 1 January, 1973, and the differentials
above the basic rate being maintained, they doubted whether they
would be able to avoid eventually conceding as much as the
arbitrator, Mr. Jarratt, had awarded. Meanwhile, the London
Transport Executive had informed the rail unions, in response to
their claim for Underground workers, that they would be prepared
to apply from 1 M a y whatever basic rates were agreed between the
unions and BRB. There had been some pressure among Under
ground workers for industrial action; but the unions had so far done
no more than threaten that such action would begin on the
Underground if their claim was not met in full by Monday, 8 May.
The Cabinet—
2. Took note of the statement by the Minister for Transport
Industries.
British Steel
Corporation
Manual
Workers' Pay
Negotiations

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, as
agreed by the Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations,
the British Steel Corporation (BSC) had been asked not to offer in
their negotiations about the pay of manual workers in the steel
industry an increase of more than 9 per cent and to concede this only
in return for an agreed settlement. In negotiations on Wednesday,
26 April, with the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation (ISTC),
however, BSC had in fact tabled an offer for an increase of some
9 per cent and had failed to secure a settlement. The union had
stood firm on their claim for an increase of some 13 per cent. BSC
were likely to resume negotiations with ISTC in about a fortnight
and in the meantime would be meeting the other unions concerned.
The Cabinet—
3. Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry.

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
Promotion of
f State for the Environment (CP (72) 46) on the promotion of
Council House
Sales and Land council house sales. They also had before them a draft Parliamen
y statement on land availability and house prices,
Availability
0

t a r

and House
P r i c e s

The Secretary of State for the Environment said that since the
Government had taken office and had lifted restrictions on the sale
of council houses sales had increased from 6,000 in 1970 to nearly
17,000 in 1971. It was expected that in the light of the rent increases
which would result from the Housing Finance Bill more tenants
would wish to purchase their houses. Nevertheless, a number of
councils refused to sell houses. Further action was now needed
to encourage more sales; and this action would also help to bring
the supply of houses for sale more quickly into line with demand.

Increased sales of council houses might be achieved by legislation,
which might take one of three possible forms. It could confer on
council tenants the right to buy their houses; or it could require local
authorities to submit schemes for the sale of a proportion of council
houses; or it could place on local authorities a duty to review
continuously the use of their existing powers to sell houses. As an
alternative to legislation, however, a strongly worded circular might
be issued, exhorting local authorities to sell council houses to those
of their tenants who wished to buy them. This circular might be
accompanied by a threat of legislation in one of the three forms
mentioned if the response was unsatisfactory. Measures to compel
local authorities to sell houses would be very controversial and
would arouse considerable resentment. Legislation requiring local
authorities to review the use of their existing powers would be open
to the same objection if it included sanctions; and, if it did not do
so, it would be likely to be no more effective than exhortation. On
balance, therefore, the best course would be the issue of a strong
circular.
The demand for housing at present greatly exceeded the supply;
and, especially in the South East and the Midlands, there was an
acute shortage of building land. The rapid increase in house prices
was largely accounted for by this shortage, which had forced up the
price of the available land. The decline in house building which had
persisted for two years before the Government took office had been
reversed as a result of a combination of measures which had made
finance for house purchase more freely available and had restored
the confidence of developers. This trend had also been assisted by
the general rise in incomes. The supply of houses was now
improving rapidly; but because builders had hesitated to increase
their purchases of land until the previous year, the sudden increase
in the current level of demand for the relatively small amount of
land which was suitable for building and was immediately available
had led to a sharp increase in prices. It was important to persuade
developers to have confidence in the Governments intention to
adhere to their policy of positive planning as exemplified in the
South East planning strategy, under which the most suitable areas
to meet the needs of housing and economic development had been
designated. The Government should not respond to pressures to
release more land for building by permitting incursions into Green
Belt land; and developers must also be persuaded of the Govern
ment's resolution on this matter. Full use of the available planning
procedures should be encouraged in order both to minimise delays
and to ensure a positive approach by planning authorities. A
number of technical problems, however, had to be overcome in
order to release more land for building; and specific measures to
deal with these would be required. He proposed that local
authorities should be empowered to borrow an additional
£80 million to spend on assembling land for early private housing
development and should also be allowed to capitalise interest
charges on land acquired for this purpose for up to five years.
Loan sanctions for sewerage should be readily granted; and local
authorities should, where necessary, be supported in compulsory
purchase applications for land assembly. He also proposed the
/

expansion by private development of some of the older New Towns
in the London region. No legislation would be required; and it
would not be necessary to divert further mobile industry to these
areas. H e also proposed to encourage the earlier use of land
already within these towns; and he intended to arrange for parts
of the dockland areas in London at present being comprehensively
examined by consultants to be planned for housing without awaiting
plans for the whole area. He proposed to announce these measures
in the course of the Supply Debate on rising land and house prices
later that day.
In discussion there was general agreement with the measures
proposed for increasing the availability of building land. It was
suggested, however, that, since these measures would not in general
be quick to take effect and problems other than availability of land
would remain to be dealt with, they should not be presented as a
final solution to the imbalance between supply and demand for
houses. On the other hand full weight should be given during the
debate to the Governments achievements in increasing the supply
of houses for sale and to the various measures, including the recent
concession on Stamp Duties, which had been taken in order to
mitigate price increases. Difficulties in providing sewerage for
building land had frequently given rise to criticism; and the proposal
to ease loan sanctions for such work should be emphasised.
Mention might also be made of measures to ensure that surplus
building land held by public authorities would be released as quickly
as possible.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for the Environment
should issue a strongly worded circular to local authorities with a
view to increasing sales of council houses. N o mention should be
made at this stage, however, of the possibility of legislation if the
response to the circular proved to be unsatisfactory. It was
important to establish a climate of opinion in which developers
would be encouraged to release their stocks of building land. This
might be achieved if it were generally accepted that effective measures
would be taken to ensure that a continuing supply of building land
would be made available, with the result that the present rate of
increase in land prices would not be maintained. The Cabinet agreed
the measures proposed by the Secretary of State for the Environment
for increasing the supply of building land. In announcing these
measures he should bear in mind the points which had been
mentioned in discussion. Close attention should be paid to means
of increasing the supply of houses for sale.
These various measures would be liable to create a new range
of problems, particularly as regards the mobilisation of manpower
and materials which would be required if the Government were to
be seen to be dealing effectively with the housing problem; and the
Home and Social Affairs Committee should consider these issues as
a matter of urgency on the basis of proposals circulated by the
Secretary of State for the Environment. The Committee should
also review the number of appeals against refusal of planning
permission which were still awaiting decision.

The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State
for the Environment to be guided accordingly.

Steel
Industry
British Steel
Corporation:
Long-Term
Review
Previous
Reference:
C M (71) 21st
Conclusions,
Minute 8

6. The
Secretary of
review of the
was annexed

CONFIDENTIAL
Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
State for Trade and Industry about the long-term
British Steel Corporation (BSC) (CP (72) 42), to which
the draft of a proposed Parliamentary statement.

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
review by a joint steering group of the long-term financial position
and development plans of the BSC had now been completed. The
work of this group had shown that the target productive capacity
proposed in the B S C s development plan of February 1971, namely,
43 million ingot tons by 1980, was excessive in relation to the
probable size of the market. This conclusion was supported by the
results of a study by independent consultants of the prospects for
the world market for steel. It was now recommended that the
Corporation should aim at a productive capacity in 1980 within the
range 28-36 million ingot tons. This recommendation allowed for
a growth in the home market at 3 \ per cent a year up to 1980; and
it also took account of the less favourable world demand for steel,
which had caused steel industries in other countries similarly to
modify their development plans. The BSC still favoured the upper
end of the capacity range as a basis for further planning. But the
consultants inclined towards the lower end and had advised that, if
maximum profitability were the only consideration, a capacity even
lower than the recommended range might be desirable.
The
prospects of profitability within the range were not good; and this
would present problems for us as a member of the European
Communities since, if the Corporation regularly incurred losses,
other member countries might feel that this was tantamount to a
subsidy.
The BSC were now carrying out a detailed reassessment of their
development plans in the light of the revised capacity range; and
this would not be completed until later in the year. But the
conclusion of the present review would undoubtedly cause disap
pointment because the earlier BSC production target had given
grounds for hope that major new developments might be in prospect.
On the other hand the position would have been even more difficult
if the Government had accepted the previous BSC proposals in
1971. T h e new capacity range did not represent a reduction in the
present size of the industry. Investment was recommended at
£200-£280 million a year throughout the remainder of the decade;
and this was higher than the level of investment in any previous
period.
A draft Parliamentary statement, announcing the outcome of
the review, was annexed to C P (72) 42. This made it clear that

substantive decisions on the long-term prospects of the industry
and the case for a major new development could not be taken until
later in the year. It was not practicable, however, to delay making
a statement now. The decision to undertake the review had been
announced in Parliament; there was considerable public interest
in it; and the Select Committee on Nationalised Industries was now
starting an investigation of the BSC. He therefore invited the
Cabinet to agree that the Minister for Industry should make a
statement on the lines proposed at an early date.
In discussion it was suggested that it was difficult to see why
total British steel capacity should be restricted to a range of
28-36 million ingot tons when Japanese productive capacity would
have increased by amounts of this order over five years. This
comparison indicated a weakness in our whole industrial structure.
Moreover, the proposed statement would not appear consistent with
the Governments declared purpose of supporting economic
expansion; and the assumed 3^ per cent rate of growth would be
compared unfavourably with the rate of economic expansion which
the Government in fact hoped to achieve over the next few years.
The statement would be particularly disappointing to those parts of
the country, such as Hunterston, which had been looking for
major new steel developments; and it would also be criticised as
being based on a pessimistic view of our competitive ability.
On the other hand the growth of the Japanese steel industry
was based on a sustained rate of economic growth substantially
higher than our own; and its expansion over the next few years
would be the result of investment decisions already taken. Even
so, the Japanese industry was already under-used and would
continue to be so for a considerable time. Although its plant was
more modern than our own, it had shown a loss in the past year.
The excess capacity in Japan was putting severe pressure on world
steel prices and, therefore, on the profitability of the steel industries
of other countries, including our own; and it was also having a
severe effect on the raw material and freight markets. The earlier
BSC investment plans would have required very large amounts
of additional public expenditure. There seemed no realistic likeli
hood that the required capacity in the United Kingdom would
exceed the upper end of the range now recommended; and the risks
involved in installing excess capacity probably outweighed those of
under-provision. In any public statement it would be important to
stress that the revised capacity range did not imply a reduction in
the size of the industry but reflected a more accurate forecast of
the likely rate at which requirements would grow. It would also
be prudent to arrange for the Corporation^ development plans to
be re-examined each year in order that they might be kept in line
with the latest estimates of demand.
In further discussion, the following points were made—
(a) The comment in paragraph 7 of the draft statement that
considerable progress was being made by the BSC towards greater
efficiency might be over-optimistic, particularly having regard to
the difficulty which the Corporation were experiencing in finding

a new Board member for finance. The extent to which the
Corporation constantly changed their forecasts of profits, investment
and manpower requirements was disturbing. On the other hand
account should also be taken of the new arrangements which they
were introducing to improve forward planning and to institute a
more efficient system for the control and monitoring of performance.
(b) The Corporation had given assurances that the long-term
programme would be ready by the summer. It might nevertheless
be prudent to avoid too definite a commitment on that point in the
statement.
(c) The statement should in any case be deferred until after the
Parliamentary debate in the following week on the Timetable Motion
for the European Communities Bill. But in order to anticipate
further pressure it would be preferable to give a firm undertaking that
it would be made during the week immediately thereafter. The
announcement by the BSC of the pattern of " basing points " which
they proposed to adopt for steel prices after entry into the European
Communities would also need to be deferred until after the Timetable
debate, even though, since the BSC were already consulting steel
users, there was a risk that their intentions would become publicly
known before then.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet was being asked to take a major decision about the future
productive capacity of the BSC which would be liable, in the form
proposed, to attract considerable public interest and criticism.
Since the statement could not be made for a few days, the Cabinet
would wish further consideration to be given to the issues involved,
in the light of which they could resume their discussion at a meeting
during the following week.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and agreed to resume their
discussion at a later meeting.

International
Telephone
Exchange

Equipment

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Minister of
Posts and Telecommunications (CP (72) 45) about a proposal by the
p t Office, following international tendering, to import equipment
f
international telephone exchange.
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The Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
said that the
Post Office were anxious to meet criticisms of the inadequacy of
international telephone communications, particularly with the
countries of the European' Economic Community, and had invited
international tenders for equipment for a new international exchange.
They had received two tenders, one from L. M. Ericsson of Sweden,
and one from Plessey, the only United Kingdom supplier of the
equipment concerned. Plessey's tender had been £8 million higher
than Ericsson's and had also been subject to a cost-escalation

provision. In addition the Plessey equipment would entail higher
running costs. The Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy had
recognised the arguments in favour of accepting the British tender in
terms of the employment which it would provide; but they had felt
that these were outweighed by the commercial advantages of the
Swedish tender. Plessey had subsequently agreed to reconsider their
tender. But their revised offer was still considerably higher than
Ericsson's; and the other advantages of the Ericsson tender remained.
The Post Office Board would not, therefore, readily be persuaded to
prefer the Plessey tender or to accept public responsibility, without
compensation for doing so. Rejection of the Ericsson tender would
also give rise to serious international difficulties, particularly in
relation to the European Free Trade Area (EFTA). Moreover,
Plessey had probably exaggerated the employment advantages of
awarding the contract to a British manufacturer; and the Post Office
were in any event prepared to commit themselves to placing
another large order for international exchange equipment, worth
£12-£13 million, with Plessey. It was undesirable that the Post Office
should be tied wholly to the single United Kingdom supplier of this
kind of equipment; and it would accordingly be in the interests of
efficiency to allow them to place the present order with Ericsson's.
In discussion, it was suggested that the orthodox principle that
public purchases should be made in the cheapest market by open
tender needed to be tempered by closer attention to the best use of
our national resources and to the needs of United Kingdom industry,
especially at a time of high unemployment and under-used capacity.
There were already signs that the coming phase of economic
expansion would be liable to entail increased imports which would
put the balance of payments under renewed strain. Instead of
contemplating the award of a £15 million contract to a foreign
company a British public corporation should have been concerned
to seek an acceptable arrangement with their British suppliers by
discussion and negotiation. Now that Plessey had agreed to reduce
their tender the extra cost of awarding the contract to them instead
of to Ericsson appeared to be less than the cost of the unemployment
benefit which would be involved if the work were done in Sweden.
Nor was there reason for being unduly sensitive about the impact
on Swedish opinion if the order were placed in this country; Sweden
had not hesitated to adopt gratuitously critical attitudes towards
other British domestic policies with which they had no direct concern.
For the future it would be desirable for the public corporations and
other major customers of British industry, if they had complaints
about the performance of their supplier firms, to seek remedies other
than the threat of placing orders abroad with consequent damage to
the British economy, even if this involved in some cases abandonment
of open tendering in favour of negotiated contracts.
On the other hand, since the contract in question had been
opened to international tender, the Post Office must surely abide by
the results. The present was a particularly difficult time to act in
contravention of E F T A agreements; and failure to award the contract
to the winning Swedish tenderer could damage the wider prospects
for our exports to Sweden. Ericsson's had promised to spend

45 per cent of the contract price in the United Kingdom, whereas
Plessey's had now said that, if they were awarded the contract, some
of the work would have to be sub-contracted to a subsidiary
enterprise in Brazil or Portugal. Plessey's behaviour in relation to
.. the present order had been indefensible; and their previous record
of performance on Post Office contracts was poor. It would be
wrong to require the Post Office to forgo the lower price, the cheaper
maintenance costs and the greater expectations of timely delivery
and reliability of the equipment which were offered by Ericsson's,
especially since they were ready to negotiate a further contract with
Plessey of a broadly similar value.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet reluctantly agreed that, for the reasons brought out in their
discussion, the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications should not
seek to dissuade the Post Office from accepting the tender by
L. M. Ericsson. The Chancellor of the Exchequer should arrange,
however, for further consideration to be given to means of avoiding
similar embarrassment in relation to future public procurement
contracts; and where there was risk that important orders might
be lost to British industry, it might be necessary to stipulate that
public corporations should not invite tenders from foreign suppliers.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Minister of Posts and Telecommunica
tions to be guided accordingly.

Cabinet Office
27 April, 1972,
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LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME 1 9 7 2 - 7 3 SESSION

SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

Parliamentary
Affairs
T h e Legislative
Programme
1971-72 Session

t

The Cabinet reviewed the current Session's legislative Programme. There was general agreement on the need to regulate
h progress of Bills in the light of the obstacles still to be overcome
in ensuring the enactment of the European Communities Bill. It
was recognised that, as a result, other legislation might be delayed
to some extent; and particular concern was expressed about the
difficulties which were likely to be encountered in the House of Lords
in view of the late arrival of Bills from the House of Commons.
e

The Cabinet—
Invited the Lord President of the Council to circulate, for
the information of the Cabinet, the programme of legislative
business for the remainder of the Session as foreseen at the
present time.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference :
CM (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
2. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet that in the last few days there had been a reduction in the
level of violence in the Province; but it must still be feared that the
" Provisional" wing of the Irish Republican Army would seek to
provoke some fresh major incident in the hope of frustrating the
movement towards reconciliation which was gradually gaining
strength. The efforts of the terrorists were likely to take the form
principally of shooting at members of the security forces and causing
explosions in industrial premises. It was the more satisfactory, there
fore, that prompt action had been taken to ensure that the recent
explosion at a Courtaulds factory would not lead to any loss of
employment and that it had now been agreed that we should provide
a substantial measure of continuing assistance to Messrs. Harland
and Wolff in Belfast.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland.

Oversea
Affairs
Vietnam
Previous

Reference:
CM (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
3. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
military situation in Vietnam continued to deteriorate. It was still
possible that, although the South Vietnamese Army had suffered a
serious setback in the northern part of the territory and had been
obliged to give ground to the Communists, it would be able to avoid
a complete defeat. But these developments in Vietnam would be
bound to have an adverse effect on the atmosphere for the forthcoming discussions in Moscow between the President of the United
States, Mr. Nixon, and the Soviet leaders. The United States
Secretary of State, Mr. Rogers, whom he had met that day, had
indicated that President Nixon nevertheless intended to carry out
the programme for his visit as planned and remained hopeful of
making progress on certain aspects of United States/Soviet relations.

India/Pakistan
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 18th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
emissaries of the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Gandhi, and of
President Bhutto of Pakistan appeared to have been successful in
reaching agreement that their principals should meet, probably on
26 May, on the basis that the immediate issues of the return of the
Pakistani prisoners of war and of the frontier between the States
would take priority over long-standing contentious issues such as
sovereignty over Kashmir. In this event, some progress might be
made at the discussions, although the insistence of the Government
of Bangladesh on bringing alleged war criminals to trial might yet
make impossible the early establishment of reasonable relations
between the three countries of the subcontinent.

Germany
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the Federal
German Chancellor, Herr Brandt, was in a difficult Parliamentary
position following the narrow margin by which he had avoided
defeat on a " constructive motion of no confidence " and his own
failure to secure a majority in the Lower House for the Federal
budget. Discussions between Herr Brandt and the leader of the
Christian Democratic Union, Herr Barzel, had been arranged in the
hope that agreement could be reached on a joint declaration about
the future of the Federal Governmenfs Ostpolitik. But, although
the Ostpolitik enjoyed a wide measure of support in Germany, these
discussions had proved abortive; and it was by no means certain that
Herr Brandt would be able to sustain his Administration. In this
event the ratification of the Eastern Treaties, the signature of the final
Quadripartite Protocol on Berlin and the prospects for a Conference
on Security and Co-operation in Europe would all be jeopardised.
It would be unrealistic to expect that the Soviet and Polish Govern
ments would be prepared to entertain any proposal for renegotiation
of the Treaties.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 20th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
*4. The Cabinet considered the probable conclusions of Lord
Pearce's report on the outcome of the Test of Acceptability of the
proposed constitutional settlement in Rhodesia.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary informed the Cabinet
that he expected to receive that day Lord Pearce's report on the out
come of the Test of Acceptability of the proposed constitutional
settlement in Rhodesia. The report would probably find that the
terms were not acceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a whole; but
this conclusion would be qualified in such a way. as to indicate that
the settlement, or one broadly similar to it, might become acceptable
at a later stage. In that event he proposed to take all possible steps
to dissuade Mr. Ian Smith, the Rhodesian leader, from any action
which would make a later settlement impossible. Mr. Smith, how
ever, might well not be prepared to wait any longer; and his reaction
might be very intransigent.
* Previously circulated in a Confidential Annex.

The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that there could be no question of imposing a
settlement in the immediate aftermath of a negative report from
Lord Pearce, however much its findings might be qualified. The
report would need very serious consideration by the Government;
and the policy options which it presented would have to be examined
closely. Meanwhile, great care should be taken to prevent the
premature disclosure of its terms. At the same time arrangements
should be made for an adequate number of copies to be available
for distribution in Rhodesia at the appropriate point, in order to
ensure widespread understanding of its contents.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Industrial
Affairs
Railwaymen's
Pay
Negotiations
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 4

Industrial
Action in
the Docks

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Minister for Transport Industries said that in the
continuing negotiations between the British Railways Board (BRB)
and the rail unions neither side had yet moved from the positions
which they had adopted before the award of the arbitrator,
Mr. Jarratt. But at a further meeting which was taking place that
morning the BRB intended, after emphasising that their own earlier
offer of an 11 per cent increase from 1 May, 1972, represented the
most which they considered that they were justified in offering, to
indicate that they were now prepared to reach a settlement in
accordance with Mr. Jarratt's award, although they could not go
further. If, however, the unions maintained that they could not settle
on that basis, the Board would offer to consider any variation of the
award which did not increase its cost or the corresponding percentage
increase in the wage bill during the year beginning 1 May, 1972. It
would be for the unions to make proposals accordingly; and the
Board would expect them to undertake that any agreement then
reached would be commended by them for the acceptance of their
members. BRB thereby hoped to avoid tabling any further proposals
which would not finally secure a settlement. As a result of informal
soundings, they believed that a settlement might be possible on the
basis of deferring any pay increase for 4-5 weeks after 1 May and
then implementing both stages of Mr. Jarratfs award from 29 May
or 5 June. Over the 12-month period from 1 May, 1972, the cost of
such an adjustment would be broadly similar to that of the original
award. BRB's proposal had been approved by the group of Ministers
under the Prime Minister^ chairmanship which had been considering
the railway pay dispute. He had subsequently ,made it clear to the
Chairman of BRB that it was essential that the formal initiative for
a settlement on this basis should come from the unions and not from
the Board.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that, together with
the Minister for Transport Industries, he had had a preliminary
discussion on the previous evening with Mr. Jack Jones, the General
Secretary of the Transport and General Workers Union (TGWU),
and Mr. 0'Leary, the union's National Docks Officer, about employ

ment problems in the docks stemming from the world-wide trend
towards shipment of goods ready-packed in conta ners. The union
leaders had apparently felt that an urgent approach to Ministers
would help them to placate their members and to counter the pressure
on the union to call a national dock strike. H e had told the union
leaders that he would now arrange to discuss the matter further with
the port employers and would then meet them again. It was the
present campaign by dockworkers at Liverpool and other ports to
" black " container deliveries by certain road hauliers and warehouse
companies which had led to the recent cases before the Industrial
Court, as a result of which the Court had imposed substantial fines
on the T G W U . The campaign was directed to preventing the loading
and unloading of goods into and from containers being undertaken by
workers other than registered dockworkers; and it reflected the wide
spread fear among dockworkers of losing a traditional field of work.
;

The Minister for Transport Industries said that the union leaders
had made two suggestions. First, that a levy should be imposed on
container traffic. This, however, would not prevent the greater use
of containers but would merely increase costs. Second, that those
ports now excluded from the National Dock Labour Scheme should
be brought within it. In reply, he had pointed out that this could
only be achieved by Order of Parliament, which would need to be
preceded by a full review of the Scheme. Such a review would be
likely to show that some dockworkers to whom the Scheme now
applied would prefer to be excluded from it; and it was therefore
unlikely to be welcome to the T G W U . Moreover, adoption of the
T G W U ' s suggestions would be liable to have effects opposite to those
which the union favoured, since it would place the major British ports
at a competitive disadvantage and would direct bulk traffic to
European ports, whence the containers would be trans-shipped in
smaller vessels for unloading at minor British coastal ports and
esturial terminals. Instead, a solution should be sought through a
co-operative understanding between the employers and the unions
concerned; and it was this which he would now be working to
promote. Both sides of the port industry bore a share of responsi
bility for the present difficulties; but the problems faced by
dockworkers were more likely to win the sympathy of the public.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Minister for Transport Industries.

Steel
Industry
British Steel
Corporation:
Long-Term
Review
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 6

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of,,a memorandum by
the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 42) about the
long-term review of the British Steel Corporation (BSC).
The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that at their previous
meeting the Cabinet had deferred a decision on the proposal in
CP (72) 42 that a Parliamentary statement should be made accepting
the finding of the Joint Steering G r o u p that the BSC should aim to
establish a productive capacity in 1980 within the range of 28-36
million ingot tons. The Cabinet had been concerned in particular
about the adequacy of the recommended capacity target in relation

to the increase in the rate of economic expansion which the Govern
ment hoped to achieve in the future; and they had also been
exercised by the comparison with the rate at which the steel industries
of other countries would be expanding. A group of the Ministers
primarily concerned, under his chairmanship, had therefore examined
these questions further.. They were satisfied that the adoption of the
proposed target capacity range would be consistent with the achieve
ment of a sustained rapid rate of economic expansion, given the
scope for deferring the closure of plant which would otherwise be
retired over the period to 1980 and for bringing forward new capacity
within that period, which together provided a large measure of
flexibility in addition to the target capacity range. Moreover, the
adoption of a higher target capacity would involve a large additional
public expenditure commitment. An objective of 28-36 million tons
capacity by 1980 should therefore be accepted. The Minister for
Industry had been invited to prepare a revised version of the
proposed Parliamentary statement in the light of this conclusion and
to consider further both the best means of dealing with supple
mentary questions about the compatibility of the steel capacity
target and the Governments recent statements on future economic
growth and about the relationship between the proposed rate of
expansion of the steel industry in this country and the correspond
ing rate in the countries of the European Coal and Steel Communities
(ECSC). It appeared that the Government could appropriately claim
that the assumptions underlying the proposed capacity target were
consistent in the medium term with an increase in gross domestic
product (gdp) of 5 per cent per annum, as had been foreshadowed in
the Budget speech; and it could also be maintained that in the longer
term they were consistent with a rate of growth in gdp substantially
higher than that achieved at any time since 1945.
The Minister for Industry said that, for the reasons mentioned
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, together with the flexibility in
the assumed range of export sales, the adoption of the planning target
of 28-36 million tons would allow the retention of sufficient steel
making capacity to supply the foreseen demand even if a 5 per cent
annual rate of economic growth were sustained throughout the
period to 1980. Published information about the expected expan
sion of steelmaking in ECSC countries related only to the period
1970-74, during which capacity, which had recently fallen behind
the growth of steel demand in those countries, was forecast to rise
by 6 -1 per cent per annum. A revised version of his proposed
Parliamentary statement, taking account of these considerations, had
been circulated to members of the Cabinet under cover of his minute
of 3 May to the Prime Minister.
/
The Prime Minister, summing up a short discussion, said that
the Cabinet endorsed *the conclusions reached by the group of
Ministers under the chairmanship of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
and agreed that the Minister for Industry should make a Parliamen
tary statement on the lines which he proposed on 8 May.
The
statement should indicate, however, that the BSC, like the Govern
ment, agreed with the capacity target of 28-36 million tons

recommended by the Joint Steering Group, rather than that they
merely accepted it.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for Industry
to proceed accordingly.

Legislative
Programme
1972-73
Session

Q

SECRET
7. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by Lord President
f the Council (CP (72) 47) on the legislative programme for the
1972-73 Session.

The Lord President said that the Ministerial Committee on
Future Legislation had concluded that it was desirable to plan for a
significantly lighter programme in the following Session. Recent
Sessions had been exceedingly heavy; the present Session might
finish later than usual with the result that the 1972-73 Session would
be correspondingly curtailed; and there were several Bills in the
present Sessioms programme which might have to be carried over.
Nevertheless, the proposed programme was by no means a light one.
There were eight major Bills of 50 clauses or m o r e ; and the
programme would place a heavy burden on the draftsmen. It had
not been possible to find a place for a number of important Bills. He
particularly regretted that the Bill on Insurance did not have a place.
In discussion it was suggested that the management of the
programme could be eased by introducing more Bills in the House
of Lords. The aim should be to introduce one major Bill in the
House of Lords at the beginning of the Session and a second soon
after Christmas. Other less important Bills might also be launched
in the House of Lords; and it would be desirable to identify all
the Bills which might be dealt with in this way as soon as possible.
The list might include the Bills on National Insurance and Occupa
tional Pensions, National Health Service Reorganisation and Atomic
Energy Authority (Weapons Group).
In further discussion there was general acceptance of the
proposals. The following main points were made—
(a) The case for including the Bill on Insurance in the main
programme was becoming increasingly compelling. It might be
possible to reduce the size of the Bill on Consumer Credit to com
pensate for this addition.
/
(b) Further consideration should be given to the possibility of
finding a place for the Cinematograph Acts (Amendment) Bill.
(c) A place might be found in the Scottish programme for the
Lord High Commissioner (Church of Scotland) Bill. The need for
the Bill was to be discussed at the forthcoming meeting of the Home
and Social Affairs Committee.
(d) It was likely that the Salary and Allowances of the Governor
of Northern Ireland Bill would not now be needed.

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet accepted the proposals in CP (72) 47, subject to the points
which had been made. The burden on the legislative capacity of
Parliament in the current and the preceding Sessions had been very
great; and the Cabinet agreed that a significantly lighter programme
was desirable in the 1972-73 Session. Further consideration should
be given to the practicability of making provision for the Bill on
Insurance if the Bill on Consumer Credit could be considerably
reduced in size. It would be advantageous if at least two of the
major Bills and a number of other Bills were introduced in the
House of Lords; and early consideration should be given to the
necessary decisions on this point. It was important that policy
decisions and drafting instructions should be completed in good
time. The convention that the Governmenfs legislative intentions
should not be announced in advance of The Queen's Speech should
be observed; and the Lord President should be consulted if it were
felt necessary to depart from this convention in any particular case.
The Cabinet—
(1) Approved the proposals in CP (72) 47, subject to the points
made in discussion.
(2) Invited the Lord President of the Council, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, to
consider whether provision could be made for the incor
poration of a Bill on Insurance in the programme if the
Bill on Consumer Credit were considerably reduced in
size.
(3) Invited the Lord President of the Council in consultation
with the Lord Privy Seal and the Ministers concerned, to
prepare a list of the Bills which might be introduced in
the House of Lords.
(4) Invited the Ministers concerned to keep the Lord President
of the Council informed of the progress made in
preparation of Bills and to acquaint him with any difficul
ties encountered which might delay their introduction.
(5) Invited Ministers to consult the Lord President of the
Council if they considered it necessary to announce any
of the Governmenfs legislative intentions in advance of
The Queen's Speech.
Cabinet Office,
4 May, 1972.
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SECRET
I. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken
in the House of Commons in the following week.
SECRET
2. The Secretary of State for Employment said that he had
called representatives of the British Railways Board (BRB) and the
three railway unions to a joint meeting under his chairmanship on
the previous evening. The objectives agreed in advance by Ministers
had been, first, to ascertain whether there was any variation of the
award made by the arbitrator, Mr. Jarratt, within the same overall
cost of 12-1 P
wage bill which the unions might accept
and, in particular, to explore a proposal that payment of a £20
minimum rate to those railwaymen whose rates of pay were less
than £20 should begin on 1 May while pay increases for other
railwaymen should take effect from 5 June; and, second, to establish,
if the unions continued to insist that their demands must be met
in full from 1 May, that they would not in fact have reduced their
14 per cent claim to 12^ per cent, as they had publicly claimed. The
unions, however, had shown little readiness to discuss any proposal
which would not increase the total cost of the arbitrator^ award.
In particular, Mr. Buckton, the General Secretary of the Associated
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF), had made
it clear that, contrary to the impression which he had given in a
broadcast that morning, his union was not prepared to accept an
increase of less than 14 per cent. Sir Sidney Greene, the General
Secretary of the National Union of Railwaymen (NUR), had
maintained that the " cooling off " period had been wasted by the
Government and the BRB, who had failed to negotiate during the
breathing space which it had provided; and in subsequent discussion
he had appeared aggrieved that he had been given insufficient credit
for achieving agreement between the N U R and ASLEF on a more
moderate claim than the more militant elements of ASLEF had
been advocating.
e r

c e n t

o

n

t n e

After the unions had rejected outright the proposal to pay the
£20 basic minimum to the lower-paid men from 1 May and the full
increases to other railwaymen from 5 June he had suggested that
the minimum earnings guarantee should also be raised to £20-50
from 1 May. The Chairman of the BRB, however, had said that
the unions had already rejected these proposals, which the Board
themselves regarded as practicable only if the co-operation of the
unions was assured; and Sir Sidney Greene had not only maintained
that the proposals were unrealistic and unacceptable to the N U R
but had also argued that, since the most militant action had been
urged by the higher-paid railwaymen, the Governments main task
must be to satisfy these men.
As a result of these exchanges it was now clear that the total
extent of compromise by the unions had been a reduction in their
demand for an increased basic rate from £20-05 to £20 and that
they had had no intention of accepting 5 June as the effective date
of the increases. The alternatives now facing the Government,
therefore, were to acquiesce in the BRB's meeting the unions'

demands in full; to apply to the Industrial Court for a ballot Order;
or to take no further action and to face the ensuing industrial
action. If it were now decided to apply for a ballot Order,
it would be necessary to set out fairly the positions of both sides
and to formulate a question to the railwaymen which the Court
might consider adopting as a basis for the ballot. The question
itself should ask whether railwaymen favoured accepting the latest
offer or renewing industrial action in support of the unions' claim;
but it should be supplemented by footnotes indicating the precise
form of the BRB offer and the details of the unions' claim, bringing
out the difference between the parties about the operative date and,
possibly, giving examples of the proposed increases for selected
grades from the alternative dates of 1 May or 5 June. Before making
application for a ballot Order he would have to discharge his statutory
obligation to consult the employers and the one registered union
concerned, the Transport Salaried Staffs Association.
In discussion some doubt was expressed about the wisdom of
applying for a ballot Order under the Industrial Relations Act.
The BRB's area managers had formed the view that railwaymen
were more likely to vote in support of their union leaders than on
the merits of the proposal put to them. But if, as a result, the
response to the ballot was unfavourable, this might not only
discredit the Act but also make it difficult for the Government and
the BRB to continue resisting the concession of the unions' demands
in full. On the other hand the vote could not now be taken until
about 5 June; and the Secretary of State for Employments proposal
envisaged that railwaymen should be invited to vote on an offer
which, whilst benefiting only the lower-paid men from 1 May,
would give other railwaymen the full benefit from 5 June of the
rates which, under the arbitrator^ award, would only have been
payable from 1 January 1973. Even if railwaymen were persuaded
to vote in favour of resumed industrial action rather than acceptance
of this offer, the BRB might then announce that on 5 June they
would begin to pay the new rates, on the ground that these were
rates which the unions had said that they would accept and t h a t l t was
no longer reasonable to withhold the increases. The unions might
then find it difficult to reinstate industrial action on no better grounds
than that their members wished to stand out for back pay from 1
May. Moreover, since it was clear that there was no willingness by
the unions to compromise and that at this juncture it would be
wrong to concede their demands in full, the only alternative to a
ballot would be to refrain from any further intervention and to face
the threatened industrial action.
But that course could rapidly result in a dislocation of the
railways system, which would inflict severe damage on the economy
without offering any final solution. The Government could not
easily defend either inaction or a failure to apply for a ballot Order
unless the Secretary of State judged that the requirements prescribed
by the Act as the conditions of an application could not be satisfied.
Moreover, failure to apply would be taken as a sign that the
Government were afraid to invoke the Act since they feared that
the result of the ballot would be adverse. Although the economy
was now stronger than at t h e time of the earlier wbrk-to-rule, there
SECRET

could be little doubt that the Court would find that a resumption
of industrial action would constitute a threat to the life of the nation;
and the Secretary of State for Employment was satisfied that he
had adequate reason for concluding that there was doubt, in terms
of section 141 (1) (c) of the Act, whether railwaymen fully supported
the renewal of industrial action and whether they had had an
adequate opportunity to express their views. On balance, therefore,
the application for a ballot Order should be made and should
preferably be lodged before the industrial action started that night.
It should not necessarily be assumed that the outcome of the ballot
was a foregone conclusion; and if, as was possible, the Court ordered
that members of each of the three unions should be balloted
separately, this might improve the chances that the result on balance
would be favourable. But the more specifically the question could
be framed, the better would be the prospect of a favourable answer;
and in this respect there were two difficulties about the Secretary
of State's proposal. It was not based on any offer which the BRB
had put formally to the unions but merely reflected a suggestion
which had emerged in the course of his final attempt on the previous
day to conciliate between the parties. And it would arguably be
simpler and more straightforward, as well as better calculated to
provide the Government with surer ground on which to stand, to
invite railwaymen to vote on the arbitrator^ original award which,
although accepted by the BRB, had been rejected out of hand by the
unions, rather than on any of the variations discussed subsequently
which were less clearly defined. On the other hand this proposal
by itself might both attract less public support and be less likely
to secure the favourable vote of railwaymen; and it would also
foreclose the option of arranging for the BRB to pay the full rates
from 5 June in the hope of forestalling renewed industrial action
if the result of the ballot were adverse. It would accordingly be
preferable to arrange for the BRB forthwith to make to the unions,
in writing, a formal offer on the basis of the discussion between the
Secretary of State for Employment and the two parties on the
previous evening "—namely to increase the minimum basic rate
"for railwaymen to £20 from 1 May without consequential increases
in differentials or to implement a minimum earnings guarantee of
£20-50 from the same date; and to pay the rest of the arbitrator^
award in full from 5 June." This offer would need to be made before
the Government applied to the Industrial Court for a ballot Order.
It must be accepted that, if the unions then claimed time in which to
consider it, it might not be possible to lodge the application that day.
When the application was made, however^ the Court should be
recommended to order that the question on which the railwaymen
should be balloted should be whether they favoured acceptance of
the BRB's revised offer or the renewal of industrial action. The
Court would be concerned to ensure not only that the question
should be framed objectively but also that the ballot should be
secretly and properly conducted, free of interference or constraint;
and it might therefore be helpful to seek the Courfs guidance about
the forms of publicity and advocacy which it would consider fair
in the presentation of the issues to railwaymen and to the public
in general.

In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) The BRB intended to take disciplinary action against the
staff concerned as soon as there was any evidence that the unions'
work-to-rule instruction was being abused in order to increase the
disruption of services. The Board would proceed carefully in this
matter, taking account of the lessons of the earlier work-to-rule; but
there was no doubt that disruption might become severe very rapidly.
The BRB had been surprised at the speed with which major difficulties
had arisen on the last occasion; and services were likely to be reduced
to a minimum within a few days.
(b) It would not have been possible for the Board easily to have
avoided the disruptive effects of working to rule. The BRB's rules
had been agreed in negotiation with the unions; and it was not simply
a question of their paying the unions to agree to abandon the rule
book. There were many procedures outside the rule book which
could be applied in such a way to cause disruption by those minded
to do so.
(c) The unions were still taking the attitude that there should
be no compulsory redundancies; but they were also arguing that
the Board could afford to increase their pay offer because redun
dancies would reduce the cost. The BRB, however, claimed that
allowance had already been made for such savings in their
calculations. Although the Board had always been mindful of the
employment implications of their policies, from their viewpoint
necessary redundancies had been postponed for too long. The
apparent paradox of excessive overtime working and a simultaneous
shortage of staff was confined to particular grades, such as signalmen,
and to the lowest-paid workers, who were not always available in
the places where they were needed.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for Employment should
now invite the Chairman of the BRB to make to the unions formally,
in writing, a revised offer on the lines which had been discussed at
his meeting with the two parties on the previous day; and that,
failing acceptance of this offer by the unions, he should apply to the
Industrial Court for a ballot Order. It was for the Court to determine
the question on which the ballot would be held; but the advice to
be tendered to the Court on behalf of the Government should be
that the question should pose railwaymen the choice between
accepting the BRB's latest revised offer or renewing industrial action.
The C a b i n e t /
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of the discussion and invited the Secretary of State for
Employment to be guided accordingly.
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
jjjg jjouse of Commons in the following week.

The
Legislative
Programme
1971-72 Session

SECRET
*2. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord Presi
dent of the Council (CP (72) 48) on the Programme of Legislative
Business 1971-1972.

Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

The Lord President said that in the period 15 May to 4 August
there would be 55 sitting days, after allowing for a week's break at
Whitsun. He estimated that 52 of these days would be needed for
essential legislation and other business which could not be deferred
until after the Summer Adjournment. There would inevitably be
more demands than could be met for the use of the few remaining
days.
Because of the difficulties likely to be encountered by the
House of Lords, he would arrange for Bills to be completed in the
House of Commons and sent to the House of Lords as quickly as
was practicable. The main problems arose over the European
Communities Bill and the Local Government Bill. There were
compelling reasons why the European Communities Bill should be
enacted by mid-September; and it was highly desirable that the
Local Government Bill should be enacted by the end of September.
Neither Bill, therefore, could be held over and taken after the
Summer Adjournment, at the end of the Session. It was not realistic
to allocate more than two days a week to the Committee stage of the
European Communities Bill. H e hoped to be able to send the Bill
to the House of Lords by mid-July; and he intended to arrange for
the Local Government Bill to reach the House of Lords in advance
of the European Communities Bill. While Government supporters
in the House of Lords would be prepared to forgo their holidays in
order to ensure the passage of the European Communities Bill they
could not be expected to support the Local Government Bill in that
way once the European Communities Bill had been completed.
In discussion the following main points were m a d e :
(a) It was very desirable that the European Communities Bill
should become law before the Common Market referenda in
Norway and Denmark took place towards the end of September.
(b) Departments considered that ideally a number of amend
ments should be made to that Bill; a particularly important one
concerned the provisions in Clause 6, relating^o the common agricul
tural policy. Any amendments would, however, gravely affect the
programme for the Bill. If they were made in the House of Com
mons a Report stage which could otherwise have been avoided
would be required; this would inevitably occupy much valuable time
and delay the Bill. If, on the other hand, amendments were made
in the House of Lords then it would be necessary to recall the House
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.

of Commons during the Summer Recess to deal with those amend
ments; and such a course could not be contemplated.
(c) While it was highly desirable t o enact the Local Government
Bill by the end of September, it would not be possible, in the case
of that Bill, to avoid amendments in the House of Lords; indeed
some Government amendments were contemplated. There would
b e obvious difficulties, therefore, if Lords amendments had not been
considered by the House of Commons before the Summer Adjourn
ment.
(d) If the Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill were not
enacted by mid-July it would not be possible to bring the new rent
arrangements into effect on 1 October, the date to which the Govern
ment were committed, unless an amendment were introduced to
enable the Secretary of State for Scotland to make a commencement
order in respect of the relevant provisions. In this way he could
reduce the period of one month between enactment and commence
ment if this should prove to be necessary. The inevitable contro
versy over this amendment was preferable to risking a failure to
introduce the new scheme on the planned date and thereby enabling
the Opposition to claim success for their tactics.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet accepted the general lines of the programme as at present
foreseen by the Lord President of the Council. They warmly con
gratulated the Lord President and the Chief Whip on their handling
of the Session's heavy legislative programme. The consequences of
any amendments to the European Economic Communities Bill were
so serious that it was essential that none was made. Departments
should be so instructed. The Cabinet agreed to the amendment to
the Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill proposed in
discussion.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.

Oversea
Affairs
Vietnam
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
3. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that the military situation in Vietnam was more stable in
that the Army of the Republic of Vietnam, following its recent
setbacks and the subsequent changes in command, was now main
taining its ground more firmly. It was uncertain, however, whether
the air attacks mounted by the United States Air Force were yet
having a significant effect upon the supply lines supporting the
North Vietnamese Army in South Vietnam; and it was possible that
a renewed attack on H u e might be under preparation. There was
so far no evidence of any operations to sweep the mines which
United States forces had laid off North Vietnamese ports.
Preparations were still going forward for the forthcoming meeting in
v

Moscow between the President of the United States, Mr. Nixon,
and the leaders of the Soviet Government; but the President^
position in these discussions would be liable to become very difficult
if the military situation in Vietnam deteriorated further. We would
continue to press the Soviet Government to agree that the Geneva
Conference should be reconvened under British and Soviet co-chair
manship. Nevertheless, there seemed little likelihood of Soviet
agreement to this course; and a resumption of the discussions in
Paris between representatives of the United States and North Viet
namese Governments might afford a better prospect of progress
towards a settlement.
Germany
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the Cab
inet that after various complex political manoeuvres in the Federal
German Republic, the Lower House had voted (though not by an
absolute majority) in favour of the ratification of the Treaties con
cluded by the Federal Government with the Soviet Union and with
Poland. It seemed probable that the Upper House would also vote in
favour of ratification and that the need for the Federal Government
to achieve an absolute majority in the Lower House would therefore
not arise. Nevertheless, it was still uncertain how long the Federal
Chancellor, Herr Brandt, would be able to retain sufficient Parlia
mentary support for his Administration; there were several issues,
apart from the Eastern Treaties, upon which he might be defeated.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

SECRET
*4. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that Lord
Pearce's Report on the Test of Acceptability concluded that the
terms of the proposed constitutional settlement were not acceptable
to the great majority of Rhodesian Africans. It would not be possible
to override this finding and to proceed with the implementation of
the proposals, since to do so would suggest that we were prepared
to abandon the Fifth Principle. The reaction of Mr. Ian Smith, the
Rhodesian leader, to whom a copy of the Report had been conveyed
in confidence on the previous day by Sir Denis Greenhill, the Perm
anent Under-Secretary of State, was not yet known; but, if it was
extreme, further progress towards an eventual settlement would
become extremely difficult. In these circumstances, there would be
great advantage in an interval for reflection by those concerned;
and it was to be hoped that Mr. Smith would concur. If he did,
we could maintain, for purposes of public discussion, that it was
impossible in the light of the findings of the Pearce Commission to
proceed immediately to a settlement but that we should endeavour
to keep all options open and should meanwhile maintain our
relations with Rhodesia on the present basis. It would help to create
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.

the most propitious climate for further examination of the options
if it could be made clear at once that, in the absence of a settlement,
sanctions would have to be retained. The Law Officers had advised
that the unilateral abrogation of sanctions would not be acceptable
in international law.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that we should now work to secure agreement
on an interval in which all parties could reflect upon possible new
approaches to the negotiation of a settlement; but much would
depend upon the reaction of Mr. Smith's regime to the Pearce Report.
The Report would be published on 23 M a y ; and it would be neces
sary for the Cabinet to give further consideration on 22 May, in the
light of Sir Denis Greenhilfs report of his exchanges with Mr. Smith,
to the content of the Parliamentary Statement to be made by the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary simultaneously with its
publication.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the Prime Ministers summing up of their
discussion.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet of the latest situation in the Province. His statement was
separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime
Minister and those Ministers who had to take action. The statement
is recorded separately in the standard file held by the Secretary of
the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Secretary of State for Employment
informed the
Cabinet of the monthly unemployment statistics to be published
Unemployment that day, which showed, for the first time for many months, a
Statistics
substantial decrease in the number of unemployed. Between the
Previous
April and M a y counts, total unemployment in Great Britain and
Reference:
Northern Ireland had fallen from over 1 million to 902,000. There
C M (72) 14th
was also a sizeable increase in the number of unfilled vacancies
Conclusions,
notified. An analysis of the factors, such as the temporary registra
Minute 3
tion of students, which affected the basic unemployment statistics
would be completed shortly.
Industrial
Affairs

Industrial
Action in
the Docks
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

The Secretary of State for Employment said that it now seemed
likely that, on the expiry of the 28 days' notice of dispute already
given by the Transport and General Workers Union, the union
would give the port employers 14 days' notice of strike action. H e
had seen both sides in the dispute, in which a number of issues were
involved. The union officials did not seem to desire a strike, but

there was some risk that militant elements might prevail. In the
dispute over the loading and unloading of containers the union's
objective was unclear, but there was doubt whether the remedy lay
wholly within the employers' competence. H e had made it clear
that the union must itself find a solution to the problem of " black
ing " of containers. The negotiations over the guaranteed minimum
wage were continuing. The other main issue was the redundancy
amongst dockers and tally clerks caused by the transfer of container
handling to premises where labour other than dock labour could be
used. Only about 5 per cent of the total number of containers being
handled in the docks was involved and he was hopeful that it might
be possible to find a short-term solution which would bridge the gap
until the continuing rundown of dock employees had reduced their
total number to the level of the work available. He would be seeing
those concerned again later in the week. He proposed, in conjunc
tion with the Minister for Transport Industries, to circulate to his
colleagues shortly a paper setting out ideas for a solution based on
improving the efficiency of the existing arrangements rather than
making major organisational changes.
The Cabinet—
1.

Railwaymen's
Pay
Negotiations
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 25th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

The Secretary of State for Employment said that, partly as a
result of delaying tactics by the rail unions, the Court of Appeal.
would not now be in a position to give its decision on the unions'
appeals against the Industrial C o u r t s ballot Order as early as had
been expected. It would therefore be necessary for the Government
and the British Railways Board (BRB) to be ready to act quickly
once the C o u r t s decision was announced. Since the Industrial
Court had not granted the unions a stay of execution, the Commis
sion for Industrial Relations (CIR) intended to proceed with the
ballot on the following Saturday unless the Court of Appeal gave
instructions to the contrary. The BRB would then need immediately
to mount a comprehensive campaign urging railwaymen to vote in
favour of accepting the Board's offer.
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that the BRB
had already made arrangements for Press advertising. In addition
they would place into every railwayman^ pay packet details of the
pay he would receive from 1 June if the BoarcTs offer were accepted,
by comparison with his current pay; they would be publishing a
special free edition of Rail News giving the history of the negoti
ations and full details of the offer for every grade; and they would
also publish the latter information in poster form for management
to display.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) Whilst it would be inadvisable for the Government to
campaign directly for the acceptance of the BRB offer, much could
be done through other channels to support the Board's campaign.
However it might be desirable to find means of emphasising the

generosity of the settlement now on offer to railwaymen, the BRB's
resolve not to seek Government help in increasing their 12^ per cent
offer, and the fact that there would be no Government pressure on
the Board to do so. It would be important to stress that any further
industrial action now would be solely directed to securing back pay
for the period 1 May to 1 June and could well cost those taking it
more than the amount at issue.
(b) An adverse vote would not place the Board under any moral
commitment to meet the unions' claim, since the ballot was about
the resumption of industrial action, not about the level of the pro
posed settlement.
(c) The CIR's proposed film giving guidance on the ballot
arrangements did not seem particularly helpful, and would be shown
on television only if the Secretary of State for Employment gave
written instructions to the British Broadcasting Corporation and the
Independent Television Authority. Since the ballot had been
ordered by the Industrial Court and not by him, he had been
strongly advised against doing so.
(d) It would be necessary to consider how the Government
should act if the Court of Appeal upheld the unions' appeal, or if
the outcome of a ballot indicated support for further industrial
action.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that, if a
ballot took place, it would be important to take all possible steps to
arrange for the case for acceptance of the BRB's offer to be con
vincingly put before railwaymen and the public. H e would arrange
for the Ministers most concerned to consider further what action
the Government should take if the unions' appeal were upheld or if
the outcome of the ballot favoured a renewal of industrial action.
The C a b i n e t 
2.

Allocation
of Funds to
the Research
Councils

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Lord Privy Seal
(CP (72) 52) and the Secretary of State for Education and Science
(CP (72) 53) about the future financing of the Research Councils in
the light of the recommendations in the report by Lord Rothschild
attached to the Green Paper, A Framework for Government
Research and Development, Cmnd. 4814.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the Government were committed
both to implement the customer/contractor principle in respect of
the applied research and development (R and D) of the Research
Councils and to preserve the Councils themselves, in a viable form,
under the sponsorship of the Department of Education and Science.
Lord Rothschikfs report transfers to " c u s t o m e r " Departments of
about 25 per cent of the funds of the Medical Research Council

(MRC), 50 per cent of those of the Natural Environment Research
Council (NERC) and 75 per cent of those of the Agricultural
Research Council (ARC), making about £28 million in all (for
1971-72 at 1971 prices). At a recent meeting of the Ministerial
Committee on Science and Technology the customer Departments
had maintained that the proposed transfers should be endorsed and
implemented in full in 1972-73. The Secretary of State for Edu
cation and Science, however, had argued for a smaller transfer; and
the Committee had been unable to resolve this difference. A decision
on the issue was now needed urgently, in order that the drafting of
the White Paper on Government R and D , publication of which
had been promised in June, might be completed. In his view the
right balance between the respective needs of the customer Depart
ments to acquire additional support for their main activities, and
of the Councils t o discharge the functions with which they were
invested by their Charters would best be achieved by transferring
£10 million in 1973-74 rising to £20 million in 1975-76, provided
that the safeguards indicated at Annex to C P (72) 52 were accepted.
These sums were expressed in terms of 1971-72 prices and excluded
any provision for the Nature Conservancy, the Institute of Hydrol
ogy and the Soil Survey, which were under separate discussion.
The Secretary of State for Education and Science said that
neither she herself nor the Councils opposed the customer/contractor
principle; all concerned wished to make the Councils more respon
sive to the needs of the executive Departments. But the scale and
timing of the proposed transfers needed careful consideration. The
demands of the customer Departments on the science Vote raised
grave issues for the Research Council system. If these demands
were met but the science budget was not increased, the A R C and
N E R C would be left with insufficient funds to support their Charter
functions; and the Governments pledge to preserve their viability
would be seen to be broken. The Councils had offered transfers
amounting to £7 million. She proposed that £10 million should be
transferred in 1973-74, rising to £17 million in 1977-78; and, if
allowance was made for the expected growth of the science budget,
this would leave an adequate base of £50 million for the Charter
work of the three Councils. Taking account of the proposal to
strengthen Departmental membership of the Councils, this should
enable a new system of partnership to be established between
Councils and Departments.
In discussion there was general agreement that substantial
transfers should be made from Research Councils to customer
Departments if the Governments announced acceptance of the
customer/contractor principle, and the change of policy which this
implied, were to be taken seriously. In terms of the requirements
of the customer Departments, these transfers should amount to 25 per
cent of the M R C s funds in the case of the Department of Health
and Social Security, the Department of Employment and the Scot
tish and Welsh Offices, and to 75 per cent of the A R C s budget in
the case of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. At the
same time it was accepted that the Councils must remain viable.

It was suggested that this would be the case even if transfers were
effected at the level recommended by the customer Departments,
since most of the funds involved would still represent work to be
carried out by the Councils; and neither they nor the universities,
therefore, would suffer. On the other hand it was held that in order
to remain viable the Councils needed to retain complete control over
substantial funds and that only the M R C would be viable if transfers
on the scale now envisaged were implemented.
Moreover, the scientific community, who had been fully con
suited, were generally opposed to transfers of this magnitude; and,
although the Government were not obliged to endorse this view, to
ignore it completely would be unnecessarily to alienate responsible
scientific opinion. There was general agreement, however, that
the advice of the Select Committee on Science and Technology, that
further studies should precede any transfer at all, should be rejected,
since this would merely entail further delay.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that funds should be transferred from the Research
Councils to customer. Departments on the general basis recom
mended by the Lord Privy Seal in paragraph 6, option iii, of
CP (72) 52 and that work carried out by the Councils for customer
Departments should be on the basis of commissions for specific
programmes and not grants-in-aid. The transfers, of specific sums,
should be made within a three-year timetable. This would allow
time for the required scientific organisations to be established in all
the customer Departments and for Research Council programmes
to be modified in an orderly manner; but the process would not be
as protracted as to provide opportunity for further dispute between
Councils and Departments which might damage their basic relation
ships. The Cabinet considered that the extent of the transfers in
specific years and the allocations to individual customer Depart
ments should be further examined; and he would arrange for the
issues involved to be discussed by the Ministers concerned.
T h e Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

SECRET
First Report
*8. T h e Cabinet considered memoranda by the Lord Privy
on Top Public
Seal (CP (72) 39 and 51) about the first report of the Top Salaries
Servants by
Review
Body (the Boyle Report) on the pay of top public servants.
the Top
Salaries
Review Body

The Lord Privy Seal said "that the Boyle Report had been sub
mitted on 17 March 1972. It recommended increases in the pay
of the higher Civil Service, senior Armed Service officers, the higher
judiciary and Board members of nationalised industries to take

effect from 1 January, 1972, and ranging from £1,000 to £2,500 per
annum. Since the recommendations were the outcome of the first
substantive review of the pay of these groups since mid-1969, the
percentage increases ranged from 3 - 9 per cent at the top to 8 - 4 per
cent at the bottom, and represented 6-8 per cent overall, when
expressed at an annual compound rate. The Ministerial Steering
Committee on Pay Negotiations had agreed that the recommen
dations were acceptable in substance. But they had so far felt that,
while the Report and the Governments acceptance of it should be
announced as soon as possible, it would not be sensible to do this
while the situation over the railwaymen's pay remained delicate.
However, the staff representatives were exerting growing pressure
for an early announcement and were themselves in increasing diffi
culty with their members. If they were forced into a public campaign
over the delay in dealing with the Boyle Report, the Government
could be considerably embarrassed. Delay also meant that most
of the higher judiciary would lose part of the recommended pay
increase because the legislative arrangements required to implement
it did not allow for backdating.
He believed that the best course
now would be to announce the Governments acceptance of the
Report during the period of preparation for the railwaymen's ballot,
while the rail dispute itself was quiescent. If that opportunity were
not taken, an announcement might have to be delayed for several
more weeks and there would be a growing risk that, in addition to
the awkward pressures for the Report to be published, its recom
mendations would leak and be presented in a manner calculated to
embarrass the Government. If his colleagues agreed, the announce
ment might most suitably be made by the Prime Minister in response
to an oral Parliamentary Question. Alternatively, he would wish
to give the staff representatives an early assurance, in confidence,
that the continuing delay in publishing the Report did not mean
that the recommended pay increases were at risk; and that they
would be implemented in full and from the due date. In order that
such assurances should be effective in reducing the pressure on the
Staff Side for some public militant action, they would need to be
passed on to a few key people and it was therefore possible that the
assurances would leak. But this would be much less damaging than
a public campaign against the delay in publishing the Report.
In discussion there was general agreement that the Government
should implement the recommendations in the Boyle R e p o r t : they
had undertaken to accept the reports of Pay Review Bodies in the
absence of clear and compelling reasons for not doing so. It was
arguable that, as there was rarely a wholly propitious time for pub
lishing and announcing the Governments acceptance of such
reports, it was normally best for this to be done as soon as possible
after they were submitted, so that the Government should not be
open to the charge of delaying publication for political reasons. On
this argument the Governments acceptance of the Boyle Report
should now be announced without further delay. It was argued,
on the other hand, that, as publication had already been postponed
since March, it would not be sensible to release the Report now
until after the completion of the railwaymen's ballot. The Report

was concerned with the pay of senior people from whom the
Government were entitled to expect an understanding and respon
sible attitude. It should not therefore be necessary for the Lord
Privy Seal to convey to their representatives an assurance on the
lines he h a d proposed. If such an assurance were given, this fact was
bound ultimately to become known and it would then be clear that
the Report had been withheld to avoid its influencing the outcome
of the railway dispute. Moreover, it was not clear how the staff
representatives would be helped by having an assurance if, as would
be essential, it were given to them in confidence and they were
thereby precluded from passing it on to their members.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said the Cab
inet agreed that the Government should accept the Boyle Report
but that this should not be announced before completion of the
railwaymen's ballot. Meantime, whilst no assurances could be given
to the staff representatives, the Lord Privy Seal should press them
to continue to behave responsibly and to hold their members to a
similarly responsible attitude.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Lord Privy Seal to
be guided accordingly.
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the Report had been withheld to avoid its influencing the outcome
of the railway dispute. Moreover, it was not clear how the staff
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be essential, it were given to them in confidence and they were
thereby precluded from passing it on to their members.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said the Cab
inet agreed that the Government should accept the Boyle Report
but that this should not be announced before completion of the
railwaymen's ballot. Meantime, whilst no assurances could be given
to the staff representatives, the Lord Privy Seal should press them
to continue to behave responsibly and to hold their members to a
similarly responsible attitude.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Lord Privy Seal to
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Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

*The Cabinet had before them a Note by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary (CP (72) 55), to which was appended the
draft of a Parliamentary Statement on the Pearce Report about the
outcome of the Test of Acceptability of the proposed constitutional
settlement in Rhodesia.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that there were
two possible policies which his statement could propound. H e could
make it clear that, in the view of the British Government, time would
be required for the Pearce Report to be studied and discussed both
in the United Kingdom and in Rhodesia and that meanwhile our
relations with the regime in Salisbury would remain unchanged, with
the consequence that sanctions would have to be maintained.
Alternatively, he could indicate that we had done our best to achieve
a settlement which was in conformity with the Five Principles but
that, since this had proved impossible, we were proposing to renounce
our responsibilities in Rhodesia and to make no further proposals for
political progress in that country. He favoured the former course,
which accordingly formed the basis of the draft appended to
CP (72) 55. It was necessary, however, to decide whether or not
explicit reference should be made in the Parliamentary Statement to
the fact that maintenance of the status quo would involve the
renewal in the following November of the Order imposing sanctions
unless a new situation had arisen before then.
Sir Denis Greenhill, the Permanent Under-Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, had reported that the first
reactions of the Rhodesian leader, Mr. Ian Smith, to the Pearce
Report had been relatively restrained. Mr. Smith had not dismissed
our suggestion that he might gradually bring the African community
to adopt a more constructive view of our proposals; and, if this could
be achieved, the situation in Rhodesia might develop in such a way
that at a later stage we might be able to conclude that a settlement
based broadly upon those proposals could be made. But the chances
of such a development were small; and our wisest course for the time
being would be to leave all options open.
In discussion it was agreed that sanctions formed an integral
part of the status quo and that, so long as no new situation had
arisen, they would have to be maintained. Nevertheless, it was to
be expected that their continuation would be criticised, particularly
since the United States Government had acquiesced in a breach of
the policy of international sanctions by perrnitting the import of
Rhodesian chrome. If necessary, it could be announced that we
were prepared to consider some relaxation of sanctions on purely
humanitarian grounds. It was recognised that, despite Mr. Smith's
relatively moderate initial reactions to the Pearce Report, he might
feel obliged, under pressure from his more extreme supporters, to
reassert his authority by taking measures against the African
community which would be regarded by international opinion as
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.

SECRET

discriminatory and repressive. Time would therefore be required if
we were to be able to gauge how the situation developed and to what
extent the Africans, many of whom appeared not yet to have
understood the full import of the proposals, came to believe that a
settlement would be in their interest.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary should
make a statement indicating that we accepted the finding of the
Pearce Commission that a settlement based on the proposals agreed
with Mr. Smith would not be acceptable to the people of Rhodesia
as a whole; that in our view the Pearce Report nevertheless merited
detailed study; and that an interval should now be permitted for
further reflection by all sections of the Rhodesian population.
Meanwhile, unless a new situation arose our relations with the
Rhodesian regime would remain on their existing basis, which would
naturally involve the continuation of sanctions. The Parliamentary
Statement need not specify at this stage, however, that the Order
imposing sanctions would necessarily be renewed in the following
November; nor need it commit the Government about the course
of action which they might find it expedient to adopt if our efforts
to achieve an acceptable settlement ended in failure.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Secretary of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs to be guided
accordingly.
Cabinet Office,
22 May, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken
in the House of Commons in the week following the Whitsun Recess.

Parliamentary
Questions

The Cabinet gave further
Parliamentary Questions.

Previous
Reference:
C M (71) 63rd
Conclusions,
Minute 1

*The Lord President of the Council said that the Select
Committee on Parliamentary Questions were likely to include in
their report a recommendation that it was not the role of the
Government machine to seek to redress the Party balance of
questioning and that civil servants should not be asked to prepare
Questions which had this object. The Committee might also express
the view that, if a system of Written Statements were introduced
to replace " inspired" Questions, civil servants should no longer
be asked to prepare Questions for Members at all. While such a
conclusion would not be entirely satisfactory from the Governmenfs
point of view, it would perhaps represent an acceptable compromise.
H e had only recently become the Committee's Chairman and it
would not be easy for him to try to amend the agreement on this
matter which had earlier been reached within the Committee.
Indeed, to do so would risk reopening the whole issue to the
disadvantage of the Government.

consideration to the subject of

In discussion it was suggested that an important point of
principle was involved, the implications of which the Committee
did not appear to have appreciated. The Head of the Civil Service, in
his evidence, had made it clear that the traditional political neutrality
of civil servants did not connote impartiality as between the
Government of the day and the Opposition. It was not for the
Select Committee to purport to prescribe the scope of activity by
civil servants which might be regarded as proper in this context.
Moreover, it was important not to accept any restriction on the
functions of civil servants which might provoke further pressure
that they should not be freely at the disposal of the Government for
other Parliamentary purposes, such as the provision of assistance
with certain Private Members' Bills. The statement made by the
Secretary of State for the Environment on 13 December, 1971, had
been based on the advice that the Government were entitled to
expect the public service to give unreserved assistance to Ministers
in the prosecution of the Governmenfs policies; and it would be
unfortunate if the propriety of the practice as regards Parliamentary
Questions which had been defended by the Government at that
time were now to appear to be called in question, as it would be
if the Committee expressed the views which they were thought to
have in mind.
/
In further discussion it was suggested that it would also be
undesirable for the Committee to suggest that, if a system of Written
Statements were introduced, civil servants should no longer be asked
to prepare Questions for Members at all. There would continue
to be occasions upon which Ministers wished to inspire a Question
on a matter which was not appropriate to a Statement; and there

would be no impropriety if civil servants continued to assist them
on such a matter. The preparation of a " bank " of Questions had
been of very limited extent; and it would be helpful if this could be
made clear in the Committee's Report.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that, even
though the Government need not accept the recommendation made
by the Committee, it would be desirable if some modification of their
probable findings could be arranged in order to take account of the
points made in the discussion.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Lord President of the
Council to be guided accordingly.

Oversea
Affairs
Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 27th
Conclusions

Vietnam
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

Iceland

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that reports
received from Her Majesty's Diplomatic Missions indicated that
first reactions to the publication of the Pearce Report and to the
Parliamentary Statement which he had made on 23 May, were on
the whole reasonable and showed a welcome understanding of our
attitude. As we had foreseen, Mr. Ian Smith, the Rhodesian leader,
was maintaining that the Pearce Commission had totally misjudged
the situation. In general, however, criticism had centred mainly
upon the question of sanctions; and there were likely to be increasing
pressures for their stricter application. In reply it would be
reasonable to point out that we had been scrupulous in taking the
action required of us by the United Nations; and that, if the record
of others was less satisfactory in this respect, it was open to the
United Nations to urge them to comply more strictly with the
relevant Resolutions. In Rhodesia itself the situation appeared so
far to be calm.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the South
Vietnamese Army had started to counter-attack the North
Vietnamese and, although still under some pressure from North
Vietnamese forces in the southern part of the territory, had had a
measure of success. This should have been helpful to the President
f t
United States, Mr. Nixon, in his discussions in Moscow with
the Soviet leaders. N o movement of ships in and out of the N o r t h
Vietnamese ports which had been mined by the United States forces
had been detected; and it was reported that the Chinese Government
had refused permission for Soviet vessels containing supplies for
North Vietnam to use Chinese ports instead.

0

n e

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that our
relations with the Government of Iceland were developing in such a
way that there was a risk that we should find ourselves in a situation

similar to that of the fisheries dispute in 1962. A complicating
factor, resulting from the fact that the Icelandic Government was a
coalition of very different Parties, was that, although the Foreign
Minister, Mr. Agustsson, was well disposed towards us, the Fisheries
Minister, Mr. Joseffson, a Communist, was determined to oppose
the interests of the Western Powers and in particular to work for
the removal of the United States base at Keflavik. It was therefore
important that we should do everything possible to support the
endeavours of the former, while frustrating those of the latter. The
Icelandic Ministers now in London had brought proposals for
interim arrangements for our fishing following their unilateral
proclamation of a 50 mile extent of their territorial waters, which
would take effect on 1 September next and against which we had
lodged an appeal with the International Court of Justice. To accept
the present proposals would be to impose an intolerable restraint on
our catches off Iceland; and we should therefore reject them, while
indicating to the Icelandic Government that we remained ready to
try to negotiate some form of compromise. There were grounds for
thinking that it might be possible to make a tolerable agreement;
but, if we failed to do so, we should be obliged to consider what
measures of protection for our trawlers in waters claimed by Iceland
it would be possible to provide. Together with the Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, he would shortly submit to the
Cabinet proposals for dealing with these problems.

UNCTAD
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 23rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the Third
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development had now
completed its meeting at Santiago. The results were not very
significant; and it was unfortunate that it had been necessary for us,
in the legitimate interests of the developed countries, to resist firmly
a number of proposals for action for which the developing countries
were pressing. The intervention during the Conference by the
Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Lady
Tweedsmuir, had helped to correct the rather negative impression
of our contribution to the Conference which had earlier been current.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements
Commonwealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

by

the

Foreign

and

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet that, although the operational significance of the barricades
erected by Protestant extremists in Belfast during the previous
week-end had been exaggerated, the Army had had to employ a
judicious mixture of force and negotiation in order to ensure that
they were dismantled. The incident had reinforced the fears of
moderate Protestants that a violent Protestant reaction could not
much longer be contained; at the same time it had encouraged certain

less responsible elements, including some Ministers of the former
Northern Ireland Government to hope that the threat of this reaction
could be used as a political weapon. It was expected that further
barricades would be erected by the Protestant faction during the
coming week-end. Provided that these were clearly temporary and
did not cause serious obstruction to traffic in major thoroughfares,
the security forces would act with discretion and would seek to secure
their removal with the minimum use of force. The Protestant rally
planned to be held in Londonderry on Saturday, 3 June, was viewed
with greater enthusiasm by the local Unionist leaders in that city
than by the Ulster Vanguard leader, Mr. Craig, who seemed to
regard as an embarrassing political necessity the prominent part
which he was due to play in the demonstration. It might prove
necessary to prohibit the rally from crossing to the west bank of the
River Foyle. In the Roman Catholic community, emotions had
been aroused by the accidental shooting by the Army of a youth
in Londonderry; but the far greater revulsion caused by two
murders by the Irish Republican Army (IRA), one of a soldier, the
other of a civilian, had led to a number of significant moves on the
part of those within the Roman Catholic community who sincerely
desired an end to violence. The visit which five women from
Londonderry had paid to him on the previous day could be expected
to improve the atmosphere, although it would be unwise to encourage
premature hopes of rapid progress. The women from Londonderry
had told him that they had asked the IRA to desist from violence
and had assured him that, if the military presence was withdrawn
from the Bogside and Creggan areas, the " Provisional" wing of
the I R A would lay down their arms in those areas within 24 hours.
H e had replied that he must have tangible evidence of the good faith
of the " Provisional" wing but that, if they were to lay down their
arms, he would within 24 hours authorise the withdrawal of the
military posts in the two areas. The women had not disputed that
it was reasonable for the Army to return fire against any person who
fired at them; subject to this proviso, however, he had agreed with
the General Officer Commanding, Northern Ireland, that the
security forces would play as inconspicuous a role as possible in
Londonderry until the results of his meeting with the women could
be further assessed. These developments appeared to offer a
prospect of some improvement in the tense situation within the
Province; but the IRA remained liable at any moment to intensify
their campaign of terrorism in the hope of provoking a violent
Protestant reaction.
H e would frame his statement in the House of Commons that
afternoon in as restrained terms as possible; and he would seek to
gain the maximum of advantage from his announcement of the
formation of an Advisory Commission of seven Protestants and
four Roman Catholics, all of whom were prominent and responsible
members of the community.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland.

SECRET
4. The Minister for Transport Industries said that the result of
the railwaymen's ballot was likely to be declared on 30, or possibly
31 May. He had had a preliminary discussion with the Chairman
and Deputy Chairman of the British Railways Board (BRB) about
the likely outcome and the manner in which the Board might react
to it. They believed that railwaymen would vote in support of their
union leaders rather than on the merits of the pay offer and that the
union's campaign had hardened railwaymen's attitudes.
The
sensitivity currently being shown by railwaymen in ordinary work
ing relationships was further evidence of this. The Board did not
think that a low poll or a small majority for resuming industrial
action would significantly affect the union's decision; and they
expected that, unless they took steps to re-open negotiations
immediately after the declaration of the ballot, they would face
renewed industrial action, perhaps in the form of one-day strikes or
a ban on weekend working. In the interests of good discipline, the
railway management would then be obliged to send home those men
who refused to work properly; and the BRB recognised that this
might provoke a full strike. Their main anxiety about facing further
industrial action was the risk of permanently losing freight traffic.
In these circumstances they were disposed to think that they should
seek at an early stage to renew contact with the unions and should be
ready to make some concession on the effective date for implement
ing the new rates of pay. Initially, they might propose advancing
the date by one week (although they might ultimately be prepared
to go further) and seek, in return, union agreement to improve
working practices which would have an equivalent cash value. He
had warned the BRB that Ministers would not readily be persuaded
that they should make further concessions which appeared to be
designed to save the face of the rail unions. H e had also discussed
with them the suggestion that the BRB might implement unilaterally
from 1 June the new rates of pay; and, while they saw no objection
in principle to this course, they had said that there might be some
administrative difficulty in paying the new rates to signalmen in
view of the proposals, separate from the pay negotiations, to
reorganise their grading structure. This difficulty could perhaps
be overcome by paying the money in their case into a suspense
account, pending final allocation of signalmen to their new grades.
In discussion, the following main points were made—
(a) If the BRB made any early move after an adverse ballot to
re-open negotiations with the unions, they were likely to be led
ultimately to concede the full claim. This would be repugnant to
the Governments supporters and, probably, to the general public,
especially since it was not certain that any attempt to reinstitute
industrial action would prove wholly successful.
(b) A majority vote of those concerned in a pay claim in favour
of pressing it by industrial action did not itself demonstrate that it
was right to concede the claim, any more than did industrial action
without a ballot; and any tendency by Press commentators to argue
the contrary should be countered accordingly.

(c) There might be merit in the BRB's paying the new rates
from 1 June irrespective of the outcome of the ballot; and, despite
the particular difficulty of establishing the appropriate rates for
regraded signalmen, this should be practicable. On the other hand,
immediate payment of the increased rates would largely offset the
railwaymen's loss of earnings from any reimposition of the ban on
overtime; and it might therefore be better not to implement new
rates while the threat of renewed industrial action remained.
(d) It was not clear why, in response to resumed industrial action
of a limited kind which might be no more than a general incon
venience, the BRB should be contemplating disciplinary action on a
scale likely to provoke a full strike and widespread disruption; and
they might be better advised to act more cautiously.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
tactics to be adopted when the outcome of the ballot was known
could not be decided in advance. Nevertheless, the Minister for
Transport Industries should make it clear to the BRB that Ministers
would not wish them to make any move to re-open negotiations with
the rail unions following the declaration of the result of the poll until
Ministers had had an opportunity to consider the position. A
meeting of the group of Ministers most closely concerned, under
his chairmanship, would probably need to be arranged for this
purpose in the middle of the following week.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for Trans
port Industries to be guided accordingly.

Industrial
Action in the
Docks
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that discussions
with the port employers earlier that morning had made it clear that
it was not now very likely that a strike in the docks could be avoided.
At the meeting of the National Joint Council (NJC) for the Port
Transport Industry on the previous afternoon the Chairman of the
National Association of Port Employers had put forward proposals
drawn up by the Chairman of the three major port authorities for
a Joint Committee of the two sides of the industry to examine the
problems of the industry. The Committee would give particular
attention to the extension of the loading and unloading of containers
in port areas by dock labour; the provision of additional ware
housing, cold storage and distribution points within port areas; the
possible reduction—if not elimination of the Temporarily Unattached
Register (TUR); and co-ordinated assessment by port authorities
of the labour requirements within their areas. While the objective
would be to seek a long-term solution, the Committee, which would
be jointly chaired by the Chairman of the Port of London Authority,
Lord Aldington, and the General Secretary of the Transport and
General Workers' Union (TGWU), Mr. Jack Jones, would seek to
produce an interim report within six weeks. T h e employers had
assured the union that they would use their best endeavours to secure

opportunities for new jobs for redundant dock workers with com
panies associated with the port employers and shipowners; and they
had offered a substantial but so far unspecified increase in fall-back
pay, to take the form of a " terminal notice " payment for men on
the T U R who elected to leave the industry after three months. They
had also offered staged increases in leave, on a scale which would
ensure that by 1974 the T G W U ' s claim for an extra week's holiday
would be met. They had not, however, increased their present offer
of £22 fall-back pay, which took account of the increase in the cost
of living; nor had they proposed that the Joint Committee should
study voluntary severance, including the possibility of contributions
to finance it. The T G W U representatives had agreed to consider
the employers' proposals; and the meeting had been adjourned until
the following Tuesday afternoon. But the union had been unwilling
to reconvene their Delegate Conference on the basis of the proposals
so far put forward. Mr. Jones appeared to accept that the employers'
offer constituted a major improvement and a genuine attempt to deal
with the problems in the docks. But it seemed unlikely that even
if he wished to avoid strike action, he would be able to do so in the
face of militant action within the T G W U at local level, which would
exacerbate the conflict between the dock and the road haulage mem
bers of the union, and of the problems arising from the T G W U ' s
relationships with the National Amalgamated Stevedores and Dockers
Union. It was also arguable that strike action might be not un
welcome to Mr. Jones, since it would help to solve his problems in
securing compliance with the Orders made by the Industrial Court
against those T G W U members engaged in " blacking " containers.
The union might, however, postpone strike action for a few days
with the object of first extracting further concessions from the
employers and, perhaps, from the Government.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) It was unfortunate that the employers in the dock industry
were among the weakest and most badly organised groups of
management. They had the tradition of mishandling their industrial
relations, as exemplified in the present case by the action of Southern
, Stevedores Limited, who had in fact offered their redundant
employees generous terms, while creating the impression of treating
them harshly.
(b) Attention should be given urgently to the public relations
aspect of the docks dispute. The public were inadequately informed
of the likelihood of, and the reasons for, a strike; and there was
a risk that a dock strike would be adduced in the campaign to
demonstrate that the Industrial Relations Apt had led to more, rather
than less, industrial action. The T G W U were now concentrating
on securing a high rate of fall-back pay and a solution to the con
tainer handling problem; it would be important to emphasise the
unreasonableness of the claim that fall-back pay should be equivalent
to average earnings, which were around £40 a week. In addition,
there would be advantage in the Secretary of State for Employments
making a Parliamentary statement describing the situation in the
dispute, on the following day.

(c) Although a dock strike might appear to provide a suitable
basis for an application by the Government to the Industrial Court
for a " cooling-off" Order, there were several objections to this
course. In particular, such an Order might be flouted: the T G W U
had been unable to secure the compliance of their members with the
Orders which the Court had already made in relation to the " black
ing " of containers.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it
would be necessary to give further consideration to the role which
the Government might play in the docks dispute when the outcome
of the resumed meeting of the N J C was known. In the meantime
the Secretary of State for Employment, in consultation with the Lord
President, should make a statement on the dispute in the House of
Commons on the following day.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State
for Employment to be guided accordingly.

Prescription
Charges
Previous
Reference:
C M (71) 53rd
Conclusions,
Minute 5

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for Social Services and the Secretary of State for Wales
(CP (72) 56) on prescription charges.
The Secretary of State for Social Services said that in 1970 the
Government had announced in the White Paper " New Policies for
Public Spending " (Cmnd. 4515) that prescription charges should be
related more closely to a proportion of the cost of the individual
prescription. In 1971 they had decided to abandon the proposal to
introduce a system of graduated charges. The announcement, how
ever, had been so framed as not to exclude the possibility of a future
change in the system by which the level of the flat-rate charge was
settled. H e had been invited to bring the matter before the Cabinet
again in the spring of 1972. The two questions which must now be
considered were—
(a) Whether prescription charges should be increased in the
near future under existing powers; and, if so, by how much and at
at what point.
(b) Whether the Government should introduce new legislation
which would enable the Secretary of State to/ establish a fixed
relationship between the flat-rate prescription charge and the average
cost of a prescription and to make consequential alterations in the
charge annually by administrative action. By this means the policy
announced in Cmnd. 4515 would be put into effect, at least partially.
The existing charge of 20p per item had been introduced on
1 April, 1971. It could be increased by Regulations, which would
be subject to the Negative Resolution procedure. If an increase
were to be made but were to be kept in line with the Confederation

of British Industries' price initiative and thus not exceed 5 per cent a
year, a new charge of 22p might be introduced from 1 October, 1972.
T h e yield would be small—about £2£ million in a full year; and
the increase would arouse a great deal of political controversy.
The purpose of establishing a fixed relationship between the
fiat-rate prescription charge and the average cost of a prescription
would be to secure greater buoyancy in the yield of prescription
charges; and the relatively small annual adjustments which would
be necessary should cause less political and presentational difficulty
than larger increases made at longer intervals and based on no clear
rationale. The legislation needed for this purpose could also include
other new powers to vary the amounts and methods of assessment of
charges to patients; the categories of individuals entitled to exemp
tion or refunds; and the description of those appliances for which
charges were not to be made. These new powers could be used to
implement the intention, announced in Cmnd. 4515, to reduce the
age of exemption from dental treatment charges from 21 to 18 and
also to make desirable adjustments in optical charges.
These
proposals would be unpopular and politically controversial. On the
other hand the new powers were all likely to be needed at some
time or other; and it would be useful to establish the principle of a
fixed relationship between the prescription charge and the average
cost of a chargeable prescription. There would not be time for the
necessary legislation in the present Session; and, since there would
clearly be difficulties in introducing it in the 1972-73 Session, neither
he nor the Secretary of State for Wales wished to press for a Bill in
that Session. The Bill reorganising the administrative structure of
the National Health Service in England and Wales would come
before Parliament during that Session. But Royal Assent would be
required by Easter, 1973; and the controversy which would be
aroused if the additional charging provisions were included would
seriously delay its passage.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that it would be impolitic to increase the prescrip
tion charge on 1 October and that no convenient opportunity to
introduce legislation to provide the powers needed to make the other
changes could at present be foreseen.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and invited the Secretary
of State for Social Services and the Secretary of State for
Wales to be guided accordingly.
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Parliamentary
Affairs
The Legislative
Programme,
1971-72 Session
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in'the following week.
The Cabinet considered progress on the Local Government Bill.
*The Lord President of the Council said that some amendments
to the Local Government Bill in the House of Lords were probably
unavoidable; and on this assumption a Report Stage would be
required. The Lords' consideration of the Bill was therefore unlikely
to be completed until after the House of Commons had adjourned
for the Summer Recess. If the aim of securing Royal Assent to the
Bill before the end of September was to be achieved, it would then
be necessary to recall the House of Commons during the course of
September to consider the Lords' Amendments. There would be
obvious difficulties in such a course; in particular, a full attendance
of Government supporters would be required, since the Governments
majorities on the Bill had at times been quite small. He did not at
this stage invite the Cabinet to come to a decision; but it would be
desirable for the matter to be further considered when the Secretary
of State for the Environment returned from his official engagement
abroad.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Lord President of the
Council and agreed to review progress on the Local
Government Bill at an early meeting.

Oversea
ASairs
Iraq

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
nationalisation of the Iraq Petroleum Company by the Government
of Iraq marked the culmination of the latter's long-standing dispute
with the company. But, although they were probably within their
legal rights in taking this step, it was regrettable that they had acted
with such abruptness; their decision to do so was possibly connected
with the recent signature of a Soviet/Iraq treaty. It was for
consideration what action we should take to protect British interests.
It might not be to our advantage to " black " Iraqi oil (by analogy
with our treatment of Libyan oil following the nationalisation of the
interests of British Petroleum (BP) by the Libyan Government), since
this might well provoke other Arab oil-producing States such as
Kuwait and Abu Dhabi to take action against Western-owned
companies. Meanwhile, in order to co-ordinate Western reactions,
he had arranged for an early meeting in Paris with representatives of
the Governments of France, the United States and the Netherlands,
whose companies were part owners with Shell and BP of the Iraq
Petroleum Company. The Iraqi Government had indicated that they
might be prepared to consider some separate arrangement with the
French Government; and the possibility of such a development,

together with its consequences for ourselves and our allies, would be
explored at the Paris meeting. The loss of Iraqi oil would not be
immediately damaging to u s ; we derived only 3£ per cent of our
annual requirement from that source, although it produced 9 per
cent of the requirements of Europe as a whole.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that he would
be meeting representatives of the two British oil companies later that
day and would then give further consideration to the effects of the
action of the Iraqi Government on our long-term interests.
Experience suggested that the Iraqi Government would not be
prepared to make a satisfactory settlement with the company; and,
although the loss of Iraqi oil would not be critical for us, the effect of
nationalisation on our reserves in the longer term could be significant.
H e was examining the situation urgently and would circulate a
memorandum on his findings to the Cabinet.

Visit of the
United States
President
to the Soviet
Union

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the visit of
the President of the United States, Mr. Nixon, to Moscow had
been completed to the general satisfaction of both the United States
and the Soviet Governments. The former were entitled to claim
credit for the conclusion of the agreement on strategic arms limita
tion, in which they had had due regard to our interests; while the
Soviet Government, for their part, were gratified by the attention
paid to them by the President, which they regarded as confirming
their own estimation of themselves as no less influential a world
Power than the United States. It was unlikely that any significant
changes in the foreign policies of the two Governments would result
from the meeting, although the Soviet Government appeared to be
more inclined to regard the war in Vietnam as a relatively minor
obstacle to the development of better relations with the United
States.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that he had
been told by Mr. Flanigan, Assistant to President Nixon for
International Economic Affairs, that no progress had been made
towards the development of increased commercial exchanges between
the two countries.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry.

Vietnam
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, Mr. Royle, and other recent visitors to China had been
impressed by the intensity of Chinese hostility to the Soviet Union.
The Chinese Government had refused to allow the passage of Soviet
arms to North Vietnam; and it seemed that as a result of that action
and of the American mining of the port of Haiphong the military

situation in Vietnam was now more favourable to the forces of the
Government of South Vietnam. Events had shown that President
Nixon's assessment of Soviet reactions was right; and this would no
doubt be helpful to him in the forthcoming Presidential election.
Soviet Union
Previous
Reference:
CM (71) 49th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

North Atlantic
Treaty
Organisation
Previous
Reference:
CM (71) 63rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2
Central
Treaty
Organisation
Previous
Reference:
C M (71) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that at the
recent meeting for signature of the Berlin Agreement he had had an
opportunity to represent to the Soviet Foreign Minister,
Mr. Gromyko, that the time had come to re-establish diplomatic
relations between the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union on a
more normal basis, despite the stress to which they had been
subjected in recent months by our action in expelling certain Soviet
intelligence officers. The moment might be the more opportune in
that it now appeared to be the intention of the Soviet Government
to work for stabilisation of the situation in Europe while continuing
to exploit any opportunity for expansion in the Middle East and
Indian Ocean.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the meeting
of the North Atlantic Council in Bonn on 30-31 May had been
satisfactory and that the way was now open for preparation for a
conference on European security and co-operation in the following
spring.
Formal multilateral preparations were likely to start
immediately following the Presidential election in the United States
in the autumn of 1972.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
19th Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Central Treaty
Organisation (CENTO) in London had been dominated by the
evident intention of the Government of Pakistan to try to turn the
Organisation into an instrument for prosecuting their quarrel with
India. This had raised the question whether our interests were best
served by keeping the Organisation in being. On balance, however,
it was probably in our interest to continue to support CENTO, the
more so since the Governments of Turkey and Iran evidently found it
useful.
T h e Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Japan
Previous
Reference:
C M (71) 49th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that he had
paid a useful visit to Japan. His object had been to add to the
representations already made on behalf of Dther Governments that
the Japanese Government should work actively to ensure more stable
trade conditions and that the possibility of expansion of trade
between us should not be undermined by uncontrolled marketing of
Japanese exports in narrow sectors of production. He had arranged
with Japanese Ministers that officials would report in September on
the progress achieved in implementing decisions taken to these ends.
His approach had been opportune since it appeared that the Japanese
Government were currently developing new economic policies which
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should have the effect of increasing the spending capacity of the
Japanese population and permitting the improvement of social
conditions, changes which should prove incompatible with the
aggressive commercial enterprise which at present characterised the
country.
In the course of a brief discussion it was recognised that the
Japanese export trade was based upon a highly efficient industry
which had benefited from a very high rate of capital investment and
reflected a very high level of productivity. Moreover, although
Japanese exporters enjoyed in consequence considerable advantages
in international trade, their success was attributable also to their
great determination in seeking out and exploiting relatively easy
markets. The British markets for fibres and ball bearings were cases
in point; markets in other European countries were also being
subjected to similar attacks.
Unless the Japanese Government
indicated very soon that they intended to moderate their export
policies, it would be necessary to take firm action ourselves.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it was necessary to consider ways and means of
protecting British firms from the damaging effects of Japanese
commercial techniques. The Economic Policy Committee should
consider the matter urgently and make recommendations.
The C a b i n e t 
(3) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of their discussion.

Industrial
Affairs
Industrial
Action in
the Docks
Previous
Reference:

C M (72) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the Joint
Committee of the two sides of the port industry, which was being
set up to examine the problems of the industry under the joint
chairmanship of the Chairman of the Port of London Authority
and the General Secretary of the Transport and General Workers
Union (TGWU), would be holding its first meeting that evening.
Although union officials had succeeded in preventing the proposed
strike of tally clerks, militant elements within the T G W U were
pressing for a one-day strike of dockers to coincide with the
reconvening of the Delegate Conference. The Joint Committee must
now aim to make sufficient progress to secure a further postponement
of official strike action, in order to have time to complete its review
free of the pressures which a strike would impose.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the railwaymen's
pay negotiations.
*The Minister for Transport Industries said that the British
Railways Board (BRB), in the person of the Board Member
responsible for industrial relations, proposed to meet the three rail
unions that morning in preparation for a further exchange of views
between the BRB Chairman and the unions. The unions appeared
to be in no mood to contemplate a compromise settlement of their
pay dispute; indeed, officials of the Associated Society of Locomotive
Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF) were under considerable pressure
from militant elements for the immediate resumption of industrial
action. Since this situation left the BRB with little scope for a new
initiative, the prospects of avoiding further industrial action seemed
slight. The most likely date for its resumption was the following
Friday. The senior management of BRB were now very concerned
about the increasing decline in morale among the management at
lower level and the lack of discipline among the rank and file; and
they were becoming anxious about the risk of accidents in any further
period of industrial action.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the latest review of contingency
planning had shown that the maintenance of supplies for power
stations during a rail strike would be unlikely to present a serious
problem provided that supplies by road were not interrupted.
Endurance at the power stations in a full rail strike was estimated
to be 10 to 12 weeks without the introduction of restrictions on
electricity consumption and to be indefinite if restrictions equivalent
to those imposed at the worst period of the miners' strike were
introduced. If, however, deliveries by road were interrupted by
picketing or sympathetic action such as had occurred during the
miners' strike, endurance would be three to four weeks without
electricity restrictions and six to eight weeks with restrictions as
during the coal strike. As regards oil priority consumers should
have a minimum of six weeks' endurance in all circumstances. In
the event of a railway " go-slow " similar to those which had already
occurred, non-priority consumers in the most vulnerable area, the
Midlands, would have about four weeks' endurance at normal levels
of consumption, provided that about half the oil usually delivered by
rail reached them. If the oil companies were also able to use road
tankers to supplement supplies, endurance would be increased to
about five weeks. In a full rail strike oil supplies for non-priority
consumers would be liable to fail during the third week. The effect
on employment was hard to assess. But, in broad terms, if there
were a work-to-rule on the pattern adopted previously by the rail
unions, about 100,000 individuals in the Midlands and a similar
number in Yorkshire might be laid off or put on short time after
five weeks, or four weeks if it proved impossible to supplement rail
delivery by road on this occasion. If there were a full rail strike,
involving the interruption of the carriage of oil by rail, and if no
additional road movements were possible, the number of workers
* Previously circulated as a Confidential Annex.

SECRET

affected might be about 400,000 by the fourth week, rising perhaps
to 1 million thereafter. Plans existed for the use of troops to supple
ment the supply of oil by road, if necessary. It seemed unlikely that
the coincidence of a dock strike with a rail strike would add
significantly to the problems of securing the continuance of essential
services.
In discussion, it was suggested that, following the result of the
railwaymen's ballot, the rail unions had made it clear that they were
in no mood to compromise on their claim for payment of the new
rates of pay from 1 May, involving a 14 per cent increase, and that
their intransigent attitude throughout the negotiations showed that
they were determined to prosecute this claim by every means open
to them, regardless of the interests and views of the general public.
It would be mistaken, therefore, to suppose that the unions would
settle at present on any basis other than the full concession of a
14 per cent increase. Nevertheless, the consequences of conceding
their demands in full would be very serious both for the nation and
for the Government. If the Government were now seen to lack the
political will to resist the railwaymen's attack on their incomes policy,
its credibility would be destroyed since, unless the Government
remained firm in their treatment of pay claims in the public sector,
private employers would certainly not withstand excessive claims
and the Government would then find themselves with no means of
countering an unacceptable rate of inflation other than a statutory
prices and incomes policy. Moreover, even if the Governmenfs
supporters in Parliament could be brought to endorse such a policy,
it would not relieve the Government of the need to continue resisting
unreasonable and inflationary demands. It was therefore essential
that the Government should now stand firm in the face of the threat
of renewed industrial action on the railways, even though the rail
unions might be determined to press their demands to the point of
outright confrontation. It should not necessarily be assumed that
the unions would persuade their members to sustain industrial action
over a long period, since railwaymen would quickly lose more in
take-home pay than they stood to gain from winning their demand
for the backdating of the new rates of pay by one month. But, if
the Government were to resist the unions' demand successfully, it
was essential to counter the present tendency of public opinion to
assume that only a minor difference with regard to the effective date,
involving a comparatively small sum of money, remained in dispute
and that some reasonable compromise should therefore be possible.
The general public must be convinced that the question was one of
resisting industrial blackmail, in which rail users and the country in
general were being held to ransom for a further increase in an already
generous pay offer. Given that fuel stocks were near their maximum
at the start of the summer and that the balance of payments was in
considerable surplus, there was unlikely to be a more favourable time
than the present to meet the union challenge on this issue of principle.
/

On the other hand, despite the apparent strength of the Govern
m e n f s present position, the outcome of a confrontation with the rail
unions could not be predicted; and it would be disastrous to embark

on a confrontation if victory could not be assured.
Although
industrial action on the railways might initially be limited, the
disciplinary measures which it would force the BRB to take would
be liable to provoke a full-scale strike which would subject the public
to very serious inconvenience, would cause widespread industrial
disruption and might lead to a serious increase in unemployment
within a few weeks. The overwhelming vote in the recent ballot in
favour of resumed industrial action, however, indicated that it was
unlikely that even in these circumstances the railwaymen would be
deterred from continuing the strike; and public opinion would not
easily be persuaded that the cost of continuing to resist their demands
was worth while. Ultimately, the Government would probably be
forced to yield to these pressures and to meet the railwaymen's
demands in full. If so, however, it would be better for the concession
to be made now. Previous experience showed that major strikes,
once started, could only be ended at a price; but a concession made
now need not represent a defeat for the Government, since they had
already compelled the rail unions to observe the procedures prescribed
by law under the Industrial Relations Act. In doing so they had
admittedly put the unions in baulk, since the result of the railway
men^ ballot made it virtually impossible for them now to accept the
12^ per cent settlement which was on offer if payment of the new
rates was made from 1 June. The ballot need not, however, prevent
them from reaching a settlement below their full 14 per cent demand.
Nor did it oblige the BRB at this stage to take the initiative in
proposing some specific compromise settlement. But in order to
enlist the support of public opinion it was very desirable that the
Government and the BRB should be in the posture of having shown
their readiness in principle to reach a reasonable compromise if the
unions were also willing to do so. It was in fact BRB's purpose
in their discussions with the rail unions that morning to explore the
unions' willingness to compromise; and, if the exchanges broke down,
it would be important to make it publicly known that the Board had
expressed a readiness to reach a compromise settlement and had
invited the unions' suggestions. If the unions refused to settle for less
than their full claim, public opinion should then be readier to support
the Board and the Government in any ensuing confrontation.
In further discussion, however, it was pointed out that this
course, while having certain presentational advantages, was unlikely
to produce an agreed settlement and that the Cabinet had still to
decide whether, when the unions had finally refused to compromise,
the Government could face a confrontation with the confidence that
they would be able to carry it to a conclusion without being forced
into ultimate concession of the unions' full demand. They could
hope to do so only if public opinion could be persuaded that,
despite the willingness of the Government and the Board to reach a
compromise settlement^ the unions had insisted on pressing a wholly
unreasonable demand at the cost of holding the nation to ransom
and deliberately challenging the Governments authority; and they
would need to be prepared, if necessary, to put to the test their
view that a major question of principle was involved and that in these
circumstances it was in the public interest to resist the unions'

demand. It would not be easy, however, to establish clearly that
these were the issues at stake; and there was the danger that, by
demonstrating their willingness to compromise on either the effective
date or the percentage of the present offer, the Government and
the Board would so narrow the remaining area of difference with
the unions that the task of convincing public opinion of the need
to resist concession of the union's full demand would become even
more difficult. It would therefore be helpful to explore further the
possibility of finding some alternative way of modifying the offer,
for example, by extending the period for which the settlement would
apply, which would meet both the unions' case for backdating and
the Governmenfs desire to limit the cost of the settlement to 12\ per
cent.
In further discussion the following main points were m a d e :
(a) It would be desirable that the BRB should be ready,
immediately after a settlement of the railway pay dispute, to announce
any increase in fares and freight charges which they had it in mind
to make as a result, in order that the connection between wage and
price increases might be brought home to the public. It would be
necessary, however, to consider carefully the justification for any
proposed price increases which were in excess of the criteria laid
down by the Confederation of British Industry.
(b) If there were no progress in the discussions between the
BRB and the unions, it might be desirable for the Secretary of State
for Employment to invite both parties to meet him in order to
ascertain whether there was any scope for compromise.
(c) The present dispute was delaying the negotiations on the
reorganisation of the railways, which had the objective of reducing
the BRB staff by 6,000. But it would probably be undesirable to raise
the matter during the pay negotiations, lest the unions insisted on
an undertaking that there would be no redundancy.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
attitude of the unions would be critical in determining the course of
action which the BRB should follow. The Cabinet agreed that the
Board must have reasonable flexibility of tactical manoeuvre. The
Chairman had already been informed that he might concede imple
mentation of the pay offer as from 22 May provided that this would
result in a prompt and final settlement but that, if the Board desired
to make any further concession, he should first consult the Minister
for Transport Industries. The Minister should now seek to persuade
him that the Board's best course was to induce the unions themselves
to propose a compromise settlement.
/
The C a b i n e t Took note, witlrapproval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for Transport
Industries to be guided accordingly.
Cabinet Office,
6 June, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Prime Minister expressed the Cabinefs congratulations
to the Leader of the House and the Chief Whip on their success in
ensuring a Government majority in the critical division on Clause 2
of the European Communities Bill in the House of Commons on the
previous evening.
The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.

Rhodesia
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

Oversea
Affairs
Libya
Previous
Reference :
CM (71) 62nd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Cabinet agreed that an amendment tabled by the Opposition
to the Government Motion on Rhodesia which was to be considered
on 21 June in the House of Lords was unacceptable, particularly in
view of its reference to the need to make sanctions more effective, and
that it should therefore be rejected.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Cabinet would have seen reports of the anti-British remarks made by
the Prime Minister of Libya, Colonel Qadhafi, in a recent speech,
including the allegation that Libya was supporting and supplying
arms to the Irish Republican Army. There was no evidence to con
firm this statement; and it was clear that Colonel Qadhafi was
becoming increasingly unbalanced. Nevertheless, a formal protest
had been made to the Libyan Ambassador by the Minister of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Mr. Godber; and arrange
ments previously made for the sale of a number of automatic weapons
to Libya had been suspended lest they should find their way to
Ireland. It would be unwise, by taking stronger measures, to put at
risk the considerable volume of other business which we were now
doing with the Libyan Government.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Iceland
Previous
Reference :
CM (72) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Government of Iceland had announced that they intended, with effect
from 1 September, 1972, to extend their fishing rights to the whole
area of sea within 50 miles of their coasts. This would be a unilateral
act which would be in breach of the agreement with us and in
anticipation of the projected international conference on the Law of
the Sea. They had indicated that they were prepared to make an
interim agreement with us governing fishing in the period until the
international conference had laid down revised general rules; but
the proposals which they had submitted were unacceptable. Never
theless, it would be very desirable, from our point of view, that some
form of interim arrangement should be reached. The Icelandic
Government included certain Communist Ministers who were
committed to working for the removal of the United States base
which was of prime importance to the Alantic Alliance. It was
relevant, therefore, that a surrender on the point of fishing rights
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would increase the authority of the Communist Minister of Fisheries.
Moreover, there was a real risk that, in the absence of an interim
agreement, Iceland would take hostile action against our trawlers.
It would be far more difficult, given the greater sea area involved,
to provide naval protection than at the time of our earlier dispute;
and, even in the unlikely event of our being able to provide as many
as eight frigates for protection duties, there could be no certainty that
the size of catches would be more than about 40 per cent of their
present level. We had submitted our case to the International Court
of Justice. But the outcome could not be foreseen; and it was by no
means certain that the Court would be prepared to prescribe interim
arrangements which we should find acceptable. We had therefore
embarked on direct discussions with the Icelandic Government; and
their representatives were expected to visit London again in the
following week. At an earlier meeting they had rejected an offer to
reduce the British catch by 10 per cent of the recent average; and it
was proposed now to urge them to accept, instead, a reduction of
effort in the form of a restriction on the number of trawlers operating
in the area.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that he
fully accepted the arguments in favour of trying to reach an interim
agreement with Iceland. Nevertheless, it would be politically difficult
to make any more substantial concessions at this stage. The fishing
industry had so far been co-operative and had been prepared to
accept an imposed reduction of 10 per cent in their catch. But it was
not certain whether they could accept a further 10 per cent reduction,
since this would cause serious problems for them. It would be partic
ularly important to resist any Icelandic pressure for discriminatory
arrangements which would exclude our ships from areas in which
their own ships were free to fish. To accept such arrangements would
constitute a breach of principle which would have far-reaching
results.
In discussion it was recognised that each time an extension of
rights was accepted in one part of the world it was followed by claims
in others. The law of the sea Was currently very confused; and it was
hoped that the forthcoming conference on this subject would deal
with the sea bed as well as with matters such as territorial waters
and fishing rights. Our own strong interest in preserving the freedom
of the seas would best be served by adhering firmly to the principle
that no unilateral changes should be recognised before the inter
national conference had met. We should expect the Government
of Iceland, no less than other Governments, to accept and to conform
to the decisions of the conference. If our dispute with Iceland, a
fellow member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, threatened
to lead to actual hostilities, Iceland might well leave the Alliance
and so create a strategic gap which it would be very difficult to fill.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it was important to make an interim agreement
with the Government of Iceland. It would be appropriate to go to
considerable lengths in an attempt to find an acceptable basis for

such an agreement; but it would be necessary to take account both
of the need not to compromise fundamental principles relating to the
freedom of the sea and of the damage to the fishing industry which
would be caused by acceptance of too rigorous Icelandic restrictions.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.
.......
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
French Government seemed to be upholding the interests of the
Western companies in their contacts with the Government of Iraq
following the nationalisation of the Iraq Petroleum Company. It
was not yet possible to forecast the outcome of these contacts.
The Cabinet—
(3) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry.

SECRET
3. The Home Secretary said that the Government might face
a potential serious situation if the three dockers who were picketing
a container terminal in East London implemented their threat to defy
a ruling, given on the previous day by the Industrial Relations Court,
that, if they did not refrain from further picketing, warrants would
be signed for their arrest. The men had been granted until 2 p.m.
on the following day in which to appeal to the Court of Appeal;
but, if they persisted in their intransigence, industrial action in the
docks might develop rapidly and on a wide scale. It might be
desirable that preliminary preparations for dealing with an emergency
of this kind should be put in hand forthwith. In discussion there was
general agreement with this view. It was essential that the rule of
law should be upheld; but it was important that, with due regard
to the fact that the case would be sub judice until the following
afternoon, it should be made clear to public opinion that the matter
in dispute was essentially between two groups of workers who were
members of the same union, the Transport and General Workers
Union, and that it did not in itself involve either the Government
or the employers.

SECRET
4. The Cabinet considered, in the light of the present situation
in Northern Ireland, other proposals made by the Secretary of State
for Northern Ireland in his memoranda CP (72) 59 and 60. Their
discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

Pakistan
and
Bangladesh
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 5th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
Secretaries of State for the Home Department and for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs (CP (72) 58) on the status of citizens of
Pakistan and people belonging to Bangladesh.
The Home Secretary said that the Commonwealth citizenship
of Pakistani citizens was currently governed by the British Nationality
Act, 1948. Those individuals who belonged to Bangladesh (which
was now a member of the Commonwealth but had as yet no domestic
nationality law) were Commonwealth citizens only by virtue of their
previous Pakistani citizenship; and, since legislation in Pakistan
would no doubt be enacted sooner or later to deprive them of that
citizenship, they would lose their Commonwealth citizenship also.
In order to protect them against this risk it was desirable now to
prepare a short Bill to confer Commonwealth citizenship on indi
viduals belonging to Bangladesh. In the longer term it would be
necessary also to prepare legislation to take account of the decision
of Pakistan, assuming that it proved definitive, to leave the
Commonwealth. This would be a very complex measure; and its
preparation might be left to the following Parliamentary Session.
In discussion there was general agreement that the presentation
of a Bill to deal with the consequences of the withdrawal of Pakistan
from the Commonwealth should not be hurried. It would be difficult
to accommodate such a Bill in the present Session in view of the
heavy programme of work to which Parliament was already commit
ted; and over-hasty action to deprive Pakistani citizens of privileges
which they had hitherto enjoyed as Commonwealth citizens would
be unpopular in many quarters and would be liable to provoke an
unwelcome revival of public discussion of immigration policy.
Although Pakistani recognition of Bangladesh would probably have
the effect of withdrawing Pakistani citizenship from those who
belonged to Bangladesh, there were currently no indications that
the Government of Pakistan intended to introduce legislation for this
purpose at an early date.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that legislation should now be prepared for introduc
tion if the Government of Pakistan withdrew Pakistani citizenship
from indivduals who belonged to Bangladesh but that, unless
developments made earlier action essential, this Bill should not be
presented to Parliament in the current Session. The Cabinet also
agreed that legislation to deal with the consequences of P a k i s t a n i
withdrawal from the Commonwealth would not be required during
the current Session.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Home Secretary to arrange for the preparation
of legislation accordingly.
Cabinet Office
15 June, 1972.
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Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

Unoccupied
Office
Properties

The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that during
the debate on the following Monday on the Piccadilly, Covent
Garden and other Central London developments, the Government
would be criticised for having allowed large office properties, such
as Centre Point, to remain empty for long periods. Planning
permission for these properties had been obtained by the developers
in areas v/here such permission was difficult to obtain; but they
had found it financially more attractive to leave the properties
vacant while the level of rents increased, with a resultant large
increase in market value and potential capital profit. There had
been much adverse comment on this situation; and he had been
considering proposals for imposing some form of financial penalty
if large office properties were left vacant for long periods in such
circumstances; this penalty might be associated with a threat to
use compulsory purchase powers if the properties were not let
within a specified period. While these possibilities would require
further examination, it might be expedient that he should indicate
during the forthcoming debate that the Government were con
templating the introduction of legislation on the matter.

:

The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that proposals to deal with this problem must be
considered urgently. It involved several difficult questions which
it would be necessary to examine thoroughly before any statement
of policy, including any decision to introduce legislation, could be
made. The Secretary of State for the Environment should circulate
proposals forthwith to the Ministers concerned, including the Lord
Chancellor, and should describe the form of the statement which he
might make in the forthcoming debate.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State
for the Environment to proceed accordingly.
Reports of
Salary Review
Bodies
Previous
Reference: :
CM (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 8

The Cabinet reviewed the arrangements for announcing the
Governmenfs acceptance of the Boyle Report on Top Salaries and
the Halsbury Report on the Salaries of Doctors and Dentists and
confirmed that this announcement should be made by Written
Parliamentary Answer on Friday, 23 June. Some of the increases,
however, although not excessive on a percentage basis, involved
substantial sums in absolute terms. This was partly the result of
the lengthy interval between Reports. The Government did not
control the procedures of the Review Bodies; but it was neverthe
less for consideration whether it would be helpful presentationally
if they reported more often and, in order to minimise the number
of separate announcements, at broadly the same time.

Select
Committee
on
Procedure
Report on
Matters
Sub Judice

2. The Lord President of the Council said that the Select Com
mittee on Procedure had recently published a report on Matters
Sub Judice, in which they had recommended that, subject always
to the discretion of the Chair and the right of the House to legislate,
the existing sub judice rule should continue to apply in the House
of Commons to matters before the criminal courts, courts martial
and judicial bodies such as Tribunals under the Tribunals of Enquiry
(Evidence) Act 1921 and to proceedings for defamation in civil
courts. They had proposed, however, that matters awaiting or
under adjudication in all civil courts, except actions for defamation,
might in future be referred to in Questions, Motions or debate unless
it appeared to the Chair that this would involve a real and substan
tial danger of prejudice to the legal proceedings in question. They
had indicated certain considerations which in their view should
influence the Chair in exercising discretion whether to restrict com
ment in the House in a case in which a Minister had made an
application to a court or had initiated proceedings on a matter of
national importance; these included the consideration that comment
on the precise issues on which the court had to decide should not
be permitted. The Select Committee had also considered how the
change of approach which they had recommended in relation to
civil courts should apply to particular issues arising under the
Emergency Procedures of the Industrial Relations Act. They had
recommended that, subject to the discretion of the Chair, which
should be exercised with due regard to the considerations set out
in their report, there should normally be no bar to the discussion
of " unassailable" Ministerial views expressed to the Industrial
Relations Court under paragraphs (1) (a) and (c) of Sections 138 and
141 of the Industrial Relations Act, being views which could only be
challenged in the Court on grounds of bad faith, etc.; or to the
discussion of the considerations of the national economy and of
danger to persons or livelihoods set out in sub-section (2) of those
Sections. As regards issues under sub-section (2) of Sections 139
and 142, such as the specification of the areas of employment to be
covered and the individuals to be bound by " cooling off " orders,
the length of the " cooling off " period and the form of the question
on which a ballot was to be taken, the Select Committee had recom
mended that the Speaker should be influenced by a consideration of
the impropriety of allowing Questions, Motions or debate on the
precise details which the Court were required to specify
The Ministerial Committee on Parliamentary Procedure at their
meeting on the previous afternoon had considered these recom
mendations. They had recognised the importance of avoiding
prejudice to proceedings before the civil courts and of maintaining
the independence of the judiciary. They had also been mindful of
the substantial additional burden which implementation of the Select
Committee's proposals would impose on the Chair. They had
concluded, however, that the recommendations were broadly
acceptable and that it would be difficult for the Government to put
forward proposals which fell short of them. T h e Opposition had
informally indicated that they would be prepared to accept the
Select Committee's Report and that, if the Government also agreed,

they would be content with a debate of no more than two hours on
the following Monday after 10 o'clock.
The Lord Chancellor said that he viewed with considerable
concern the proposal to alter the sub judice rule in relation to
matters awaiting or under adjudication in all civil courts, a proposal
which raised a major constitutional issue. The Select Committee
appeared to have disregarded the damage which could be done by
debate and comment in Parliament. The judges themselves would
not be influenced; but the Select Committee had not given sufficient
weight to the risk of prejudicing the evidence given by witnesses
and the conduct of the parties in the proceedings. If the change
recommended by the Select Committee was made, it was unlikely
that the Chair would in fact be able to afford the necessary degree
of protection against these dangers. Moreover, if Members of
Parliament were allowed to discuss the attitude and disposition of
individual judges, the basic principle of the independence of the
judiciary would be placed in jeopardy. For these reasons he was
opposed to the recommendations of the Select Committee in relation
to matters before the civil courts generally; and, although he was
prepared to accept their specific proposals in relation to the Indus
trial Relations Court, he considered that the Cabinet should not
come to a decision on the wider issue, which was not of the same
urgency, until he had been able to consult the judiciary on the
important issues involved.
In discussion there was general recognition of the importance
of the constitutional principle at stake. On the other hand the
observance of the sub judice convention by Parliament represented
a voluntary act of self-denial by the Legislature in order to avoid
prejudicing proceedings in the courts; and it was traditionally
subject to the discretion of the Chair. Moreover, the Select Com
mittee had accepted that prejudice was most likely to occur in
relation to issues tried by jury, such as criminal cases and defamation
proceedings; but in view of the evidence given by Mr. Speaker, they
had considered that there would be no significant departure from
the present practice, as instanced in the Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board case in 1970, if Mr. Speaker were to be entrusted with the
responsibility for exercising his discretion to exclude matters where
there was a real and substantial danger of prejudice. In addition,
n o alteration would be made by the Select Committee's recom
mendations in the rule that a judge could be criticised only by
means of a substantive Motion. So far as the specific recommenda
tions relating to the Industrial Relations Court were concerned, the
Government would be open to criticism if they sought to maintain
that Ministers were not accountable to Parliament even on the issues
on which they could not be assailed in the Court. On the question
of damage to the national' economy and the other general issues on
which the Court were required to be satisfied, there might admittedly
be some risk of simultaneous discussion in Parliament and the Court.
But a Parliamentary debate on such general matters could not in
any event be avoided if the Government found it necessary to seek
Emergency Powers during the period when the Court action was
proceeding.
Moreover, it would be undesirable to treat the

Industrial Relations Court differently from the civil courts, since
this would be regarded as an admission that there was substance
in the Opposition^ claim that the Court was different in character
from other Courts and was not acting judicially in the normally
accepted sense.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that decisions on the recommendations made by the
Select Committee could not be taken immediately. While it was
essential that there should be no unreasonable restriction on
discussion in Parliament, the sub judice rule was of long standing
and had been applied satisfactorily in the past in relation to matters
before the civil, as well as the criminal, courts. It would be unwise
for the Government to agree to a major change in respect of matters
awaiting or under adjudication in the civil courts before the Lord
Chancellor had consulted the judiciary on the extent to which the
integrity of the judicial procedure might be affected. The alterna
tive course of accepting that changes should be made in the sub
judice rule solely in respect of matters before the Industrial Relations
Court would be undesirable, since it would appear to endorse the
Opposition^ contention that that Court did not have the same status
and character as other courts; and it would encourage them in
their attempts to secure public support for the repeal of the whole
of the Industrial Relations Act, including the abolition of the
Industrial Relations Court itself. In view of the Opposition^
pressure for an early debate on the Select Committee's Report, the
Lord President should inform the House of Commons during the
course of his Business Statement that afternoon that the Govern
ment realised the importance of the matters dealt with in the Report,
including the major recommendation affecting proceedings in civil
courts generally, and that they were considering the recommenda
tions urgently with a view to making a substantive announcement
as soon as possible. The Cabinet would resume their discussion of
the matter at an early meeting. For this purpose the Lord President
of the Council, in consultation with the Attorney General, should
circulate a memorandum setting out the issues more fully for the
Cabinefs consideration; and the Lord Chancellor should be
prepared to report the result of his discussions with the judiciary.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
: to proceed accordingly.

Oversea
Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
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Reference:
C M (72) 30th
Conclusions,
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SECRET
3. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Secretary of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (CP (72) 63) on the
position reached in the negotiations consequent upon the declared
intention of the Government of Iceland to extend their fisheries
limits to a distance of 50 miles from their coast
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he did not
rate highly the prospects either that the International Court would

grant a standstill order restraining the Icelandic Government from
extending their fisheries limits before the hearing of the case which
he had submitted to the Court or that that case would eventually
be upheld by the Court. It was therefore desirable that we should
seek to secure an agreement with the Icelandic Government which
was acceptable to both Governments and would not prejudice
discussion of fisheries limits at the Law of the Sea Conference in
1973. The Icelandic Government would probably try to insist upon
exclusion of foreign fishing vessels from at any rate some areas
within the 50-mile limit. This could perhaps be accepted provided
that they were prepared to place a limit (either in terms of size of
fish or extent of catch) upon fishing in the areas from which foreign
vessels would be excluded and that this agreement was presented
as based primarily on principles of conservation rather than national
discrimination. The Icelandic Foreign Minister, who was better
disposed towards us than was the Fisheries Minister, who was a
Communist, was examining the possibility of postponing from
1 July to 15 July the promulgation of fisheries regulations establish
ing new limits. The Minister of State for Foreign and Common
wealth Affairs, Lady Tweedsmuir, should therefore visit Reykjavik
within the next two weeks and attempt to secure agreement on the
lines which he had indicated. If no agreement could be reached,
we should have to seek ail interim order from the International
Court; but there could be no certainty either that the Court would
grant the order or that, even if it did, the Icelandic Government
would observe it. We Should then have little alternative to estab
lishing a scheme of naval protection for our fishing vessels, which
would inevitably lead to a series of acrimonious incidents.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that it was
especially important that we should not make any concession which
could be construed as admitting the principle of discrimination on
national grounds. Any such suggestion would be extremely difficult
for the fisheries industry to accept; and there were substantial
reasons, in terms of employment, food supplies and conservation
within our own fishing grounds, for resisting our exclusion from our
traditional fishing grounds in Icelandic waters. Moreover, if the
Icelandic Government established a discriminatory precedent, there
might well be unfortunate repercussions in Norway, where the
Norwegian Government would be seriously embarrassed in rebutting
arguments by the opponents of Norway's adherence to the European
Communities that Norway should follow Iceland's example and
should not put herself in the position of being bound by Community
fisheries regulations. Nevertheless, he agreed with the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary upon the desirability pf reaching an agree
ment with the Icelandic Government, if possible, on the basis of the
proposal that we should seek arrangements based essentially on
criteria of conservation, even though they might have the effect of
excluding our fishing vessels (which were in general larger than
Icelandic vessels) from certain areas. Before the Minister of State
entered into fresh negotiations, however, it would be essential to
establish clearly which areas and what criteria we could regard as
acceptable. In view of the sensitivity of this question, both within
the fishing industry and in Parliament, it was essential that we should
adopt a robust public posture towards the Icelandic claims.

In discussion it was suggested that on legal grounds there was a
reasonable chance that we should be able to obtain from the Inter
national Court an interim judgment restraining the Icelandic
Government; but we could not be confident that the Court would
not be influenced by political considerations. If this proved to be the
case, or if the Icelandic Government took a unilateral decision, the
force of international law governing fisheries limits would be further
eroded and our position at the Law of the Sea Conference would be
prejudiced in advance. These arguments in favour of seeking
agreement with the Icelandic Government were reinforced by the
dangers, first, that the provision of naval protection to our fishing
vessels (which had not in the past proved of great assistance in terms
of safeguarding the size of our catch) would be liable to result in a
serious deterioration of relations with Iceland and, second, that the
Icelandic Government might be provoked to denounce the agreement
whereby they provided at Keflavik a strategically important base for
N A T O maritime surveillance. If an agreement based on conserva
tion criteria was to be sought, this would be better expressed in terms
of amount of catch than of size of fish, since Iceland was already
bound by certain limitations on size of fish prescribed by the North
East Atlantic Fisheries Commission.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary should
be authorised to resume negotiations with the Icelandic Government
with a view to securing an agreement which, although it might have
the effect of excluding British fishing vessels from certain areas
between 12 and 50 miles from the coast of Iceland, could neverthe
less be represented as based primarily on criteria of conservation and
would also impose certain restrictions upon the activities of Icelandic
fishing vessels. The negotiations would be conducted by the Minister
of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Lady Tweedsmuir,
who might wish to be accompanied by a Minister from the Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. The restrictions which we could
accept, and the criteria which we should wish to establish, should be
carefully formulated in advance of the negotiations. All possible
steps should be taken to enlist support from our allies, particularly
from the Federal German Government, whose fishing industry would
also be affected by the extension of fisheries limits proposed by the
Icelandic Government.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs and the Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food to be guided accordingly.
SECRET
4. The Secretary of State For Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet of the latest developments in Northern Ireland. Their
discussion and the conclusions reached were separately recorded a n d
issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
Industrial
5. The Secretary of State for Employment
informed the
Affairs
Cabinet of the monthly unemployment returns to be published that
Unemployment day. Between the May and June counts total unemployment in
Statistics
Great Britain and Ireland had fallen from 902,000 to 833,000; and
there
had been a significant increase in the number of unfilled
Previous
vacancies.
Reference:
CM (72) 26th
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Reference:
CM (72) 30th
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The Secretary of State for Employment said that the Industrial
Court had postponed further action in the case of the dockers who
were picketing the container terminal at Chobham Farm, pending
the provision of further information and legal opinion about certain
aspects of the matter. An application by the Transport and General
Workers Union (TGWU) to the London Dock Labour Board, claim
ing that the work was dock work, was still sub judice under National
Dock Labour Board procedures. The employer concerned was
meeting the unions that day in order to try to find a basis for a
settlement. In the meantime it appeared that the National Amalga
mated Stevedores and Dockers (NASD) union would be opposed to
any compromise and that " blacking " of containers by militants was
becoming more extensive. The Joint Committee reviewing the future
of the dock industry were continuing their work; but Mr. Jones,
the General Secretary of the T G W U , was adopting an intransigent
attitude and, in particular, was continuing to insist on the abolition
of the Temporarily Unattached Register. It was not yet clear how
far the employers would need to make concessions in order to secure
agreed recommendations. H e proposed, in conjunction with the
Minister for Transport Industries, to circulate to the Ministerial
Committee on Economic Policy a memorandum which would discuss
the implications of the issues being studied by the Joint Committee
and their likely recommendations.

Pay
Settlements

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that, following a
meeting of the National Joint Council for Civil Air Transport on
the previous day, agreement had been reached between British
European Airways and the British Air Line Pilots' Association on a
basis for settlement of the pilots' pay dispute and withdrawal of the
strike notice due to take effect on the following day. Building
industry employers were that day meeting union leaders about the
threat of strike action in the industry; and there were disturbing
reports that a settlement of the dispute was likely on the basis of
increases in pay which would be well above the Governments present
target rate. There appeared to be little scope, nowever, for bringing
pressure to bear on the employers.
The C a b i n e t 
1. Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

Redundancies
in the Steel
Industry

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, follow
ing the announcement by the British Steel Corporation (BSC) that
between 6,500 and 7,500 jobs would end in Scotland over the next
five years as the result of the phasing out of open-hearth furnaces,
the Corporation proposed to announce that day further redundancies

at Irlam. It was a matter for concern that they had given virtually
no advance warning of these announcements, which would have
allowed the Government an opportunity to consider their most
appropriate timing. Nevertheless, it had hitherto been accepted that
closures of plant and the resultant redundancies were matters for the
Corporation itself to determine and announce. H e had considered
whether a Government statement on the matter should be made; but
he had concluded that this would create an undesirable precedent,
given the number of further closures expected in, for example, the
coal and steel industries during the next few years.
In discussion considerable concern was expressed about the
B S C s failure to consult the Government on the timing of the
announcements in question. The unions had been antagonised by
the Corporation^ failure to consult them in advance over the
implications of the closures; the Governments defence of the changes
in the Iron and Steel Act necessitated by our entry into the European
Economic Communities, which were to be debated in Parliament in
the following week, had been made more difficult; and some of the
Members of Parliament on both sides of the House of Commons who
supported our entry into the EEC would also be put in a difficult
position in their constituencies. Adverse comparisons would be
made between the treatment of Scottish steelworkers and the support
provided by the Government to preserve jobs at Upper Clyde
Shipbuilders; and it was unfortunate that the redundancies in
Scotland should have been announced before the BSC had discussed
them with the Scottish Trades Union Congress, and in advance of
the corresponding redundancies at steelworks using the open-hearth
process in other parts of the country, which had still to be announced.
It was important that the Government should not appear
indifferent to the social problems created by technological change.
For these reasons it might be desirable for a statement to be made
in the House of Commons that day indicating that the redundancies
from these closures, the need for which was generally understood,
would be phased over five years and that the Secretary of State would
be arranging to discuss their implications, together with possible
means of alleviating their social consequences, with all the interested
parties.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry should consider urgently
with the Lord President of the Council what might be said in the
House of Commons that afternoon to minimise the adverse effect of
the B S C s announcements. He should also impress on the Corpora
tion the embarrassment caused by the manner and timing of their
announcements of impending redundancies at Scottish steelworks
and at Irlam; and he should emphasise the need for the Corporation
in future to recognise the Governments concern with these matters
and to agree the timing of similar announcements with Ministers
well in advance.
The C a b i n e t 
2. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Lord President of
the Council and the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry to proceed accordingly..

Economic
Policy

SECRET
6. The Cabinet were informed that Bank Rate was being
increased at noon that day to 6 per cent.
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SECRET
l. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer and the Secretary of State for Social Services
(CP (72) 61), to which was annexed a draft Green Paper on the
proposed tax-credit system.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that in his Budget speech
he had put forward proposals for a new tax-credit scheme, which
would combine for the first time the systems of personal taxation
and social security in this country. He had also undertaken that the
Government would publish a Green Paper setting out the details of
the new arrangements and would refer them for consideration by a
Parliamentary Select Committee. The tax-credit scheme represented
a new approach to the integration of tax and social security which
had hitherto not been attempted in any country. It would provide,
without means-testing, a substantial and comprehensive benefit to
many retirement pensioners, an improved system of family support
for lower-paid workers and a greatly simplified tax system for most
of the population. It should also make for more efficient administra
tion and save between 10,000 and 15,000 civil servants. It raised,
however, three important issues, which would need to be judged in
the light of public reaction. On the treatment of married women's
earnings the Green Paper favoured maintaining the wives' special
earned income relief as a tax allowance within the new scheme. On
the sensitive question of the parent to whom child credits should
normally be paid it argued for payment normally to the father but
reserved the final decision to be taken in the light of the Select
Committee's views and public comment generally. On the coverage
of the scheme the Green Paper explained why it was proposed that
the self-employed and those outside the field of employment should
be excluded, at least initially. Final decisions on these points,
however, could not be taken until after the Select Committee h a d
reported.
While the Government could not be committed at this stage to
any specific level of tax-credits, the scheme was bound to be expen
sive. Its cost was estimated in the Green Paper as being in the region
of £1,000 million in relation to present circumstances and on the
basis of the levels of tax-credit used for illustrative purposes. It
seemed more likely, however, to approach £1,250 million in fact.
It was proposed that the Green Paper should be published by the
end of June in order to enable the Select Committee to be appointed
in sufficient time to commission evidence before the Summer Recess
and to make an early start on their work when Parliament
reassembled. This was necessary if they were to report in time to
enable the Government to introduce legislation in the following year
in order that the scheme might be brought into operation in April
1977.
, .
"
"
The Secretary of State for Social Services said that the proposals
would make it possible for the Government to help, without means
testing, the large group of hard-pressed individuals, particularly
retirement pensioners, who did not qualify for supplementary benefit
although their income was below the tax threshold. The scheme

would also substantially reduce the number of people who needed to
draw supplementary benefit; and it would have the advantage of
making short-term social security benefits liable to tax.
The
remission of charges for medical prescriptions and school meals,
however, would need to remain as separate means-tested benefits, at
least for the time being, in view of the difficulty of integrating them
into the new scheme.
In discussion it was generally agreed that the scheme would
make a constructive and imaginative contribution to the Govern
menfs social policy and would help to reduce the gap, which would
become apparent when we joined the European Economic Com
munity (EEC), between our social benefits and those of the present
E E C countries. On the other hand the cost of the scheme would be
very substantial and could involve considerable problems of economic
management. If the introduction of the scheme happened to coincide
with a period when the economic situation would in any event have
called for tax reductions, there might not be too much difficulty in
accommodating the cost; but, if not, it would be necessary either to
devise means of absorbing the additional public expenditure or to
find alternative sources of taxation. If the scheme had to be financed
mainly by raising the level of indirect taxation, this would greatly
reduce its presentational impact. Moreover, against the current
economic background, the publication of a Green Paper indicating
that the Government intended to inject an extra £1,000 million or
more of spending power into the economy would inevitably be open
to misunderstanding. The only Government commitment on the
timing of publication was an undertaking that the Green Paper would
be presented before the end of the year. Deferment of publication
until the autumn would admittedly delay the report by the Select
Committee and, therefore, the timetable for legislation; but such
delays might well have arisen in any event.
In further discussion it was suggested that the presentation
of the scheme in the draft Green Paper needed to be improved,
particularly in chapters 5 and 6. The social impact of the scheme
was not sufficiently indicated by ranges of mere examples of income
support; and the cost estimate was not itemised in such a way as
to show the manner in which different categories of individual would
benefit. The arrangements for publicity also needed to be carefully
examined. Consideration should be given to distributing copies
free to organisations concerned with social welfare; and the possi
bility of producing a popular version of the Green Paper should be
examined.
In subsequent discussion the following points were made—
(a) The draft Green Paper did not indicate the implications of
the scheme for the financial position of strikers. The practical effect
would be that those on strike would be eligible to receive tax-credits
but would no longer receive the existing family allowances or Pay
As You Earn refunds. In total, therefore, their position would not
be greatly affected; but it would be necessary to be prepared for
critical questions on this point.

(b) The Green Paper left open for further study the treatment of
dependants abroad. Existing family allowances, unlike income tax
child allowances, were granted only in respect of children in this
country. Because of the amount of abuse of the present tax allow
ances, the administrative arguments favoured the exclusion of
dependants abroad from the new scheme, except possibly to the
extent that there might be a commitment to pay them under E E C
arrangements. This, however, would imply that those at present
legally receiving income tax child allowances would be worse off;
and the point would need further consideration.
(c) There was likely to be considerable public support for the
contention that the child credits should be paid to the mother, as
were the existing family allowances. Since this point might well
have to be conceded before legislation was introduced, it might be
preferable to modify the Green Paper in this respect forthwith, in
order to anticipate the risk that argument about the mother's entitle
ment might obscure the real advantages which the scheme would offer
to families as a whole.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet recognised the social advantages of the proposed tax-credit
scheme but considered that further study should be given to the issues
raised in discussion and to the arrangements for public presentation.
In any case, publication of the Green Paper at the present time could
lead to misunderstanding. Publication should therefore be deferred
until the autumn; and in the meantime a group of Ministers under
the chairmanship of the Home Secretary should examine the draft
Green Paper in the light of the points made in discussion and should
consider the publicity arrangements in greater detail.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

Select
Committee
on Procedure
Report on
Matters
Sub Judice
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 31st
Conclusions,
Minute 2

CONFIDENTIAL
2. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the Select
Committee on Procedure^ Report on matters sub judice on the basis
of a memorandum by the Lord President of the Council (CP (72) 67).
The Lord President said that three possible courses of action
were open to the Government. First, they could reject the Com
mittee's recommendations and leave the existing sub judice rule as
it stood. Second, they could accept the Committee's proposals in
full. This would imply relaxing the rule in relation to proceedings
(other than for defamation) in civil courts generally, including
proceedings before the Industrial Relations Court, subject to the
safeguard that the Chair would exercise its discretion to prevent any
real and substantial danger of prejudice to the proceedings. Third,
they could accept the Committee's proposals in relation to proceed
ings before the Industrial Relations Court but could reject, or possibly
defer for further consideration, any relaxation of the rule with regard
to proceedings in other civil courts. To take the first course would
mean rejecting the unanimous recommendations of an all-Party

Select Committee. It would be strongly argued in the House that an
urgent reconsideration of the existing sub judice rule was required
in view of the increasing involvement of Ministers as parties to court
proceedings on financial and economic matters, particularly as
regards actions before the Industrial Relations Court, and that the
retention of the rule in its present form seriously inhibited the House
in debating matters of current national importance. It would be
difficult to refute these contentions, particularly if the effect was to
prevent discussion in Parliament of matters of wide public concern
which were already the subject of general public discussion and
comment in the Press. It would be particularly difficult to seek to
maintain that Ministers were not accountable to Parliament even on
issues on which they could not be " assailed " in the Industrial
Relations Court. Moreover, the present rule did not in fact prevent
Members who were determined to find means of doing so from
making comments about matters before the courts under the guise,
for example, of points of order; and it was frequently only the refuta
tion of such observations which Mr. Speaker was able to prevent.
The principal issue in considering whether to accept the Committee's
recommendations in full was whether the proposed relaxation of
the rule and the proposed degree of discretion on the part of the
Chair to refuse questions and to prevent debate on matters before
the civil courts where there was a real and substantial danger of
prejudice to the proceedings would incorporate sufficient safeguards
to ensure that the integrity of the judicial procedure was not affected.
The extent and possible effect of any such risk, however, would need
to be weighed against the countervailing consideration that, except
for the most powerful and overriding reasons, Parliament should not
be inhibited from discussing matters of national importance. The
remaining course was to accept the recommendations in relation to
the Industrial Relations Court alone. But this would imply treating
that Court in such a way as virtually to concede the claim of the
Opposition that it was outside the normal judicial process and was
in some special sense a political court. This would entail a con
siderable risk of undermining its authority. For these reasons, the
least disadvantageous course, on balance, would be to accept the
Select Committee's recommendations in full.
The Lord Chancellor said that, in accordance with the suggestion
made by the Cabinet at their earlier discussion, he had consulted
senior members of the judiciary about the Select Committee's
recommendations. They were unanimous in their view that no case
had been made out by the Select Committee for a modification of the
sub judice rule over the whole range of civil proceedings; and they
considered that it would be desirable to postpone/ a final decision
on this matter until the Phillimore Committee on the law of contempt
had reported, since it would be only then that it would be possible to
take a rational decision on the extent to which public discussion and
comment could properly be allowed without prejudicing such
proceedings. The judiciary saw n o objection, however, to a relaxa
tion of the sub judice rule in relation to matters brought before the
Industrial Relations Court; and they considered that the risk of
appearing to give exceptional treatment to proceedings in that
Court could be averted if there were to be a general relaxation of

the sub judice rule in relation to any matters which were brought
before the civil courts on the application of Ministers or involved
issues of national importance, such as damage to the national
economy or national security. The proposed exclusion of defamation
proceedings from the relaxation of the sub judice rule seemed to
be based on the assumption that all these cases were tried by juries;
but in fact some such cases were tried by judges alone.
In discussion there was general agreement that an acceptance of
the Select Committee's recommendations in so far as they related to
certain cases before the civil courts which either derived from
applications by Ministers or involved issues of public importance
would be desirable. While there might be strong feeling in the House
of Commons that the present sub judice rule was too restrictive
and that the Select Committee had proposed safeguards which should
prevent any real danger of prejudice to proceedings in the civil courts,
it could be made clear in the course of debate on the Report that the
Government had not rejected these recommendations but considered
it desirable to await the Phillimore Committee's Report. That
Report would examine the question of possible prejudice to proceed
ings arising out of public discussion and comment; and it would
therefore be preferable to defer consideration of the relaxations which
might be made in the House of Commons' sub judice rule until the
general recommendations of the Phillimore Committee were avail
able. The risk of difficulties occurring in relation to proceedings in
the Industrial Relations Court, particularly as respects the position of
trade unions who were not prepared to appear before the Court,
might be avoided if the Speaker were to refuse to allow an emergency
debate under Standing Order 9 to take place between the time of
the application to the Court and the date of the hearing.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet considered that to implement the recommendation made by
the Select Committee on Procedure in relation to matters awaiting
or under adjudication in all civil courts might involve some risk of
prejudicing proceedings in those courts. The risk of prejudice
to proceedings arising from public discussion and comment
outside Parliament was being considered by the Phillimore Com
mittee on the law of contempt as a whole; and, since similar
considerations would be relevant to the question of prejudice arising
as a result of discussion and comment within Parliament, it would
be preferable for a decision to be deferred on this recommendation,
in so far as it would apply to proceedings in civil courts generally,
in order that the question could be considered in the light of the
recommendations made by the Phillimore Committee. As regards
the application of the recommendation to certain proceedings which
were brought before the civil courts on the application of a Minister
or raised questions of national importance, such as damage to the
national economy or national security, it would be advantageous for
the recommendation to be accepted and for the decision to be
announced immediately. On this basis it would then be possible
for these matters to be referred to in Questions, Motions or debate
in the House of Commons unless it appeared to the Chair that there
was a real and substantial danger of prejudice to the proceedings.
This course would have the advantage that the Industrial Relations

Court would not be treated exceptionally as regards the relaxation
of the sub judice rule; and the recommendations made by the Select
Committee on the specific matters which might be brought before
the Industrial Relations Court could be accepted in full. While the
recommendation made by the Select Committee that the sub judice
rule should continue to apply to matters before criminal courts,
courts martial and judicial bodies such as tribunals under the
Tribunals of Enquiry (Evidence) Act, 1.921, was acceptable, it might
be desirable to consider, in due course, whether defamation proceed
ings should be divided into two categories, namely those which were
tried by juries and those which were not.
The Opposition had informally indicated that, subject to the
Governmenfs accepting the Select Committee's Report, they would
agree to a short debate on the matter in the House of Commons on
the following day after 11 o'clock. It might still be possible to
secure their agreement to this course on the basis of the decisions
now reached by the Cabinet. The Lord President should consult
urgently with the Lord Chancellor, the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Attorney General about the terms of the
Motion which should be tabled for the purposes of the debate.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned to
be guided accordingly.

Financial
Support for
International
Computers
Lismited

SECRET
3. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 64), to which was
annexed a memorandum by the Minister for Industrial Development
about support for International Computers Limited (ICL); and a
Note by the Central Policy Review Staff (CPRS) (CP (72) 65) on the
same subject.
The Minister for Industrial Development said that the Ministerial
Committee on Economic Policy, at their meeting on 20 June, had
considered three possible options for the future of ICL. First, the
company might accept a merger with Burroughs, with the result that
it would not be possible to maintain effective United Kingdom
control of the merged company's operations in this country. Second,
the Government might announce their readiness to support ICL
for a five-year period, with a view to the company's establishing
partnership arrangements with computer firms in Europe. Third,
the Government might confine their immediate commitment to
supporting the company for a more limited period, while they
explored the possibility of forming an early partnership with a
United States, European, or Japanese firm which would obviate the
need for longer term Government financial support. A majority of
the Committee had favoured the third of these options, on the
ground that ICL could not survive indefinitely except in a partnership
which would provide them with larger resources and a wider market.
But the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and he himself
had doubted whether there would be any prospect of retaining a real

measure of United Kingdom control in any merger with a substantial
United States or Japanese company; and, by adopting the third
option, therefore, we should merely defer an ultimate choice between
the other two courses of action. Since CP (72) 64 had been circulated,
however, the Managing Director of Univac in the United Kingdom
had said that his firm would be prepared to accept a minority
holding in two United Kingdom companies, one a marketing and one
a manufacturing company, in which ICL could retain majority
holdings; and this arrangement should enable us to retain in this
country a substantial computer manufacturing and research and
development capability under United Kingdom control.
The
discussions with Univac had so far been in general terms; and it
would be necessary both to confirm that the Managing Directors
statement had been made with full authority and to obtain fuller
details of the firm's intentions before forming a final judgment on
their acceptability. Nevertheless, since it now appeared that there
might be some possibility of promoting an acceptable international
partnership more quickly than had earlier seemed likely, it would
be more reasonable that the Government should make only an
interim promise of financial support for ICL, which might be in the
terms of the draft Parliamentary statement annexed to the letter of
26 June from the Department of Trade and Industry to the Prime
Minister^ Office, a copy of which had been circulated to members of
the Cabinet.
This provided for Exchequer support of £14-2 million for ICL
in the period to September 1973, in the form of a grant for the
company's research and development programme, in return for which
royalties would eventually become payable to the Government out
of the proceeds of sales or profits. When this statement was made
the company would be informed that the Government wished to see
all possibilities for partnership fully explored before entering into
any further commitment; but there should be no public intimation
to this effect, since this would risk undermining the company's
position. It would also be necessary to ensure that negotiations with
Univac or any other potential partner did not reach the point of a
public announcement until the prospective discussions v/ith the
French and German Governments had taken place. Whether or
not those Governments were interested in working for closer
association between ICL and the computer interests in their own
countries, it would be desirable from the standpoint of our wider
European policies that we should be seen to have discussed the
possibilities with them; and, meanwhile, ICL should not become
publicly committed to a United States company.
In discussion the following main points were m a d e :
(a) It was important that the Governments general objectives
of fostering European collaboration in high-technology industries and
of taking a major initiative on industrial policy at the forthcoming
European Summit should not be jeopardised. F r o m this point of
view it might be preferable that any negotiations between Univac
or any other prospective partners with ICL should be postponed
until after the forthcoming discussions with the French and German
Governments. These discussions, however, were to be preceded by

exchanges between officials in which it should be possible to take
the first steps in persuading the French and German Governments
that our purpose in seeking other partners for ICL was to promote
a stronger unit which could become in due course a member of
the wider European grouping which we wished to promote. A weak
European group would have little chance of withstanding the
competition of International Business Machines.
ib) The reference in the draft Parliamentary statement to the
finance required " if a substantial indigenous capability" which
already existed in ICL was to be maintained might be taken to imply
a commitment to United Kingdom ownership. The essential require
ment was that the capability should be not necessarily United
Kingdom owned but United Kingdom based. The wording should be
amended to make this clear.
(c) Even so, our hope of successfully promoting a European
computer industry would depend on retaining United Kingdom
control over a merged company; and it would not be acceptable that
negotiations with Univac or other prospective partners for ICL should
proceed on any other basis.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the Government should provide interim support
for ICL in the form of a research and development grant of
£14-2 million during the period to September 1973 and that a
Parliamentary statement should be made on the lines of the draft
annexed to the Department of Trade and Industry's letter of 26 June,
amended as necessary in the light of the Cabinefs discussion. The
Cabinet further agreed that ICL's viability in the longer term
depended on their finding suitable international partners and that the
Minister, in making this clear privately to the company, should
arrange for the possibilities in this respect to be urgently explored.
In particular, the proposal by the Managing Director of Univac in
the United Kingdom should now be more fully discussed; but an
essential condition of any merger arrangement between ICL and this
or any other United States or Japanese company was that it should
provide for a substantial computer manufacturing and research and
development capability in this country which would be under United
Kingdom control. A merger on that basis should enhance ICL's
attraction as a potential partner in a wider European computer
industry; and our objective in this respect should be made clear both
to Univac and t o the French and German Governments. It was
important, however, that the negotiations with Univac or other
potential foreign partners should not become publicly known and
that no final commitment should be made in advance of the Minister^
discussions with his French and German colleagues. The Minister
should arrange for the Civil Service Department and the CPRS to be
associated with the negotiations and should also consider obtaining
professional financial advice for this purpose.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for Industrial
Development to be guided accordingly.

Oversea
Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 31st
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
4. The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that,
since the Cabinet had authorised the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary to make a further attempt to secure an agreement with
the Icelandic Government about interim fishing arrangements for
British vessels in Icelandic waters after 1 September, the Icelandic
Fisheries Minister had revealed certain details of the interGovernmental discussions on 19-20 June. As a result, the Press
had formed the impression that the British Government were ready
to accept the area limitation which the Icelandic Government had
proposed. In fact, we had rejected this suggestion; but the British
fishing industry were now understandably alarmed and in this
situation the further round of discussions contemplated on 1 and
3 July could not take place without damaging the Governments
credibility with the industry. Before renewed discussions could
begin, therefore, it would be necessary to reach an accommodation
with the industry on area limitations and to convince them that the
negotiating position endorsed by the Cabinet was the least damaging
which could be devised. Moreover, there now seemed a serious risk
that on 1 July the Icelandic Fisheries Minister would promulgate
fishing regulations establishing new limits. In these circumstances
we should inform the Government of Iceland that the Fisheries
Ministers action made it necessary for us to reconsider our position.
The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that, given goodwill on both sides, a satisfactory interim
arrangement should be feasible. But the Icelandic Fisheries Minister
appeared ready to obstruct any agreement which was acceptable to
British interests; and, if he persisted in promulgating regulations
purporting to establish Icelandic jurisdiction within new limits, it
would be difficult to see what further negotiations might achieve. If
the discussions ended in deadlock, however, it was important that the
responsibility should be seen to attach to the Icelandic Government
and not to ourselves.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
action by the Icelandic Fisheries Minister had created a new situation
in which it might be even harder to obtain a satisfactory interim
agreement. We might need to defer the next round of interGovernmental discussions for a time. But we should take care to
avoid any action which would make an agreement more difficult; and
the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food should explain the
Governments position to the industry and seek their agreement to
proceed on the lines approved earlier.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and
the Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
to proceed accordingly.

Economic
Situation
Exchange
Rate Policy

SECRET
5. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, in the light of
the decision at the end of the previous week to abandon a fixed
parity for sterling for a temporary period, he had discussed the
situation on the previous day with the Finance Ministers of the Six
member countries of the European Economic Community (EEC) in
Luxembourg. He had initially encountered some criticism on the
part of the French Government that we had not conducted any
prior consultation with the Community before abandoning the fixed
parity. But this had disappeared when he had explained why, in the
circumstances, we should have found it impossible to enter into any
realistic discussion about an appropriate new parity for sterling and
had therefore had no effective alternative to allowing the exchange
rate to " float" for a time; and, for the rest, the Finance Ministers
of the Six had been prepared to accept our action without complaint.
They themselves intended both to maintain the parities and margins
which had been agreed with the United States Government in the
" Smithsonian A g r e e m e n t " and to continue to observe the system
of even narrower margins within the Community itself. Special
measures of assistance, however, might be required in order to
enable the Italian Government to conform to this policy. Of the
countries contemplating accession to the E E C Norway would face
no problems; Denmark apparently intended to observe the
Smithsonian margins but not the narrower margins within the
Community; while Eire would follow the course which we ourselves
had adopted. In general, the attitude of the meeting had been
co-operative; and the discussion had revealed a substantial degree of
understanding and acceptance of the action which we had judged it
wise to take.
Cabinet Office,
27 June, 1972.
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Conclusions,
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SECRET
T h e Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.
1.

SECRET
2. The Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth
Affairs said that the visit of the Shah of Iran to Britain from 21 to 25
June had contributed notably to the improvement of our relations
with that country. The Shah, on leaving, had expressed his deep
satisfaction with the frank and friendly manner in which he had been
received.

The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary had attended the
17th Meeting of the Council of the South East Asia Treaty Organis
ation in Canberra from 27 to 28 June. The meeting had dealt
satisfactorily with matters of concern to the Alliance; and no partic
ular problems had arisen.
The Cabinet
1. Took note of the statements by the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.
The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary had paid a
successful visit to Bangladesh from 23 to 24 June. He had been
impressed by the degree of goodwill manifested towards this country.
Among matters which were causing the new State serious concern
were the problem of rehabilitation, the proposal to bring Pakistani
war criminals to trial and the question of the status of Bangladesh in
relation of Pakistan. The critical meeting between President Bhutto
of Pakistan and Mrs. Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India, was
taking place that day; and its outcome could not yet be foreseen.
But it seemed unlikely that stability in the sub-continent could be
achieved until the Government of Pakistan were prepared to
recognise Bangladesh. Meanwhile, the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary had informed Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Prime Minister
of Bangladesh, that we were prepared to contribute the further sum
of £3 million towards rehabilitation.
The Prime Minister said that steps should be taken to ensure
that there was more general recognition that our contribution to
relief and rehabilitation in Bangladesh had been very substantial
indeed; in all some £32.5 million had been provided for this purpose
during the past year.
The Cabinet
2. Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister and the
Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 31st
Conclusions,
Minute 4

3. The Cabinet were informed of the latest developments in
Northern Ireland. Their discussion and the conclusions reached were
separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime
Minister and those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Secretary of State for Employment said that the latest
special confidential weekly count of the unemployed showed that
Unemployment unemployment was continuing to fall at a steady rate.

Industrial
Affairs
Statistics

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 31st
Conclusions,
Minute 5

Pay of the
Industrial
Civil Service

The Lord Privy Seal said that the latest discussions with the
unions about the pay of the Industrial Civil Service had failed to
achieve a settlement. Although a further meeting had been arranged
for the following week, the negotiations were now approaching
deadlock. The Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations
would consider the position further before the discussions were
resumed.
The Cabinet
Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Lord Privy Seal.

Housing
Finance Bill

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for the Environment and the Secretary of State for Wales
(CP (72) 68) about default on the Housing Finance Bill.
The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that the
Government might encounter opposition to the implemention of
the Housing Finance Bill from two quarters. First, when the Bill
came into force—which it was hoped would be not later than
8 August—certain local authorities might refuse to increase the rents
of their dwellings on 1 October as they were required to d o ; might
refuse to assess fair rents for their dwellings; and might refuse to
apply the national rebate scheme to their tenants from 1 October.
Second, where an authority did make the prescribed rent increases on
1 October and apply the rebate scheme from that date, some of their
tenants might refuse to pay the increased rents. If the Government
were to persuade individual authorities not to commit themselves to
defaulting on their obligations, it would be essential to make it

clear that the implementation of the Bill and of the rent increases
which it required would not be postponed as a result of pressure
from the Opposition or elsewhere. It would also be very important
to ensure that the general public appreciated that the purpose of the
Bill was to deal effectively with the nation's housing problems while
assisting lower paid workers through the scheme of rent rebates and
allowances. Once the Bill became law it would be necessary to
launch an intensive publicity campaign for this purpose.
The Minister for Housing and Construction said that some
tenants in a number of areas might refuse to pay increased rents.
But, if the authorities concerned were given reasonable latitude, they
would probably be able to bring this type of situation under control
themselves by a combination of firmness and patience—as had been
demonstrated by the Greater London Council in dealing with an
extensive rent strike following an increase in rents in 1968. If,
however, an authority failed or was unwilling to proceed on this
basis, the Government could in the last resort appoint a Housing
Commissioner under the Bill. It would become clear that local
authorities intended to refuse to increase rents if they did not
prepare the notices of the rent increases required on 1 October
which by law should be issued at least four weeks before the increase
was due. When it became evident that an authority would not send
out such notices it was proposed to take the initial step leading to a
default order which was prescribed in the Bill, namely the despatch
to the authority of a notice informing them that the Secretary of
State was considering making a default order against them. The
authority then had one month in which to make representations.
This period would not in practice expire until about 25 October. If,
after it expired, the authority persisted in their default, the appro
priate Secretary of State would, after consultation with the Cabinet,
propose to make a default order under the Bill, requiring them to
take specified steps within a specified period to remedy default. If a
default order was made and the defaulting authority did not remedy
the default, the following options were open: to make an order
appointing a Housing Commissioner to remedy the default; to reduce,
to withhold or to discontinue housing subsidies after giving the
authority time to make representations; or to direct that an extraord
inary audit should be held, which would enable the District Auditor t o
make more quickly any surcharge on the councillors responsible for
the default to which they might have rendered themselves liable.
Other remedies, such as mandamus, were likely in practice to be too
slow or uncertain in their ultimate outcome to be suitable. If an
authority did not themselves remedy the default, the Government
were in effect committed to taking at least one of these three
measures; but the choice and the timing of action could be decided
in the circumstances of each case.
It should be possible to influence the attitude of potential
defaulting authorities in the interval before the Bill came into force.
Leaders of the Labour groups of some 90 local authorities, including
the major Labour-controlled county boroughs, had met on 10 June
at Sheffield and had decided that the implementation of the Bill
would be contrary to Labour Party principles. They had accordingly

agreed, after more detailed study, to discuss the issue further at a
conference on 8 July. Informal inquiries, however, suggested that
a number of the major authorities concerned, including Manchester
and, possibly, Birmingham, would in the event implement the Bill,
whatever the outcome of the conference on 8 July, particularly since
they would probably be advised to do so by the Labour Party
Parliamentary spokesman on housing. Steps had also been taken
to ensure as far as possible that the full legal implications of default
were brought home to the participants in the conference. It was
therefore essential, in order that potential defaulting authorities might
be subjected to maximum pressures, that the Government should
make it clear that there was no question of postponing or modifying
the Bill.
In discussion the Cabinet were informed that the Housing
(Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Bill had been the subject of similar
misrepresentation; and it was agreed that action comparable to that
envisaged for England and Wales would be needed to put the
purposes of the legislation in correct perspective and to provide
against possible defiance by local authorities and tenants. The
remedies in Scotland to deal with defaulting authorities, however,
were somewhat different from those available in England and Wales.
In particular, there was no provision for the appointment of a
Housing Commissioner; and a default order could only be made after
a public enquiry. In Wales three authorities had given formal
notification that they would not implement the Bill; and another 22
were still undecided. It was relevant that the National Association
of Local Government Officers had passed a resolution purporting to
support any member of the staff of a local authority who regarded his
loyalty to his authority as overriding his duty to a Housing Com
missioner. In these circumstances the Government should make
their own policy unmistakably clear.
In further discussion some concern was expressed that, in the
present situation, when measures to curb inflation and to stabilise
prices were of critical importance, a large number of tenants would
be required to pay rent increases as large as £1 per week. In some
cases, however, the increases would be smaller, e.g. in those areas
where increases had already been made in the previous autumn; and
in localities where an increase of 50p had been made in April no
further increase would be needed until April 1973. Smaller increases
were also expected in those areas, such as Birmingham and
Newcastle, where the local authority might be able to show that
their existing levels of rents approximated to the probable fair rents.
Once the Bill had been enacted, however, further legislation would
be required if any changes were considered necessary.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it was
essential to emphasise the "Governments determination to proceed
with the two Bills and to remove the misrepresentations to which
they had been subjected. It was particularly important to emphasise
the help which would be given to lower paid workers. The Secre
taries of State for the Environment, for Scotland and for Wales
should arrange urgently, in consultation with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, the Lord President, the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food and the Secretary of State for Employment, for the most
effective publicity t o be given, as soon as the Bill became law, to
its purposes and the reliefs which it would provide. The Secretary
of State for the Environment should also circulate the best assess
ment which could be provided of the impact of the increases, in terms
of the number of tenants who would be required to pay the full
increase, the number who would be required to pay lesser
increases and the number who would be entitled to receive
rent rebates and allowances. N o preliminary notices informing local
authorities that default orders were being considered should be
issued until further consideration had been given to the matter by
the Cabinet. In any event the position should be reviewed again in
a month's time.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and invited the Ministers
concerned to proceed accordingly.

Cabinet Office
29 June, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

SECRET
1. The Prime Minister expressed the Cabinefs congratulations
to the Leader of the House, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster,
the Chief Whip and the Solicitor-General on the successful
completion of the Committee Stage of the European Communities
Bill without amendment in the House of Commons on the previous
evening.
The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in the
House of Commons in the following week.

Northern
Ireland
Legislation

The Lord President of the Council said that, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, he proposed to
arrange for a Committee of the House of Commons to be established
to examine Northern Ireland legislation. The Committee would
be concerned with future Orders in Council on new matters initiated
by the Secretary of State; Orders which dealt with currently urgent
matters or with the implementation of proposals inherited from the
suspended Government of Northern Ireland at Stormont would have
to be disposed of under the normal Affirmative Resolution
procedure. H e proposed, however, to provide a whole day for
debate on the Order on Electoral Law, which would include provision
for proportional representation. These proposals should meet with
the approval both of the official Opposition and of Government back
benchers generally, except for the Ulster Unionists.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Lord
President of the Council.

Business in the
House of Lords

Allegations
of Financial
Corruption in
Public Life

The Lord Privy Seal informed the Cabinet of the arrangements
proposed for consideration of the European Communities Bill and
the Local Government Bill in the House of Lords. The House of
Lords would probably not rise for the Summer Adjournment until
11 August at the earliest; and they would probably have to return
for at least one week in September in order to complete the Local
Government Bill. It would be helpful in countering possible criticism
of these arrangements if he could give an assurance that more Bills
would be started in the House of Lords at the beginning of the next
Session.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the Lord Privy SeaFs statement and agreed
that he should give the assurance which he had proposed.
SECRET
*2. The Cabinet considered the attitude which the Government
should adopt towards a Parliamentary Motion on Allegations of
Financial Corruption in Public Life which had been tabled by the
Liberal Party in the following terms:
" T h a t this House, gravely concerned at the allegations made
by Mr. John Poulson in bankruptcy court proceedings that he

had paid substantial sums of money to two backbench Members
of Parliament, another substantial payment to a body at the
request of a Privy Counsellor, further payments to a senior civil
servant and to two other persons holding prominent positions
in public life, and mindful of the deserved reputation of this
country for probity in public life, calls on Her Majesty's
Government to order an immediate inquiry into the matter with
a view to reporting to this House on the the truth or otherwise of
these allegations; and further believes that the fact that such
allegations can be made has shown the lack of wisdom of
successive Governments in rejecting the evidence given by the
Liberal Parliamentary Party to the Select Committee on
Members' Interests (Declaration) 1969 and the draft recom
mendations of the Liberal Member on that Committee."
In discussion it was generally agreed that, although the Government
would need to give an early indication of their intentions as regards
the questions which were the subject of this Motion, it was difficult
to decide what attitude they should adopt until more information
was available and the issues involved had been more fully considered.
In particular:
(a) The bankruptcy proceedings in question had been interrupted
by the illness of Mr. Poulson and might not be resumed until the
following month. Since they were directed only to ascertaining the
precise disposition of certain sums of money, it could not necessarily
be argued that any separate inquiry into the allegations of corruption
to which they had given rise should not be put in hand on the grounds
that the issue in question was sub judice. Even so, it might be
prudent, before deciding whether any inquiry should be instituted, to
wait at least until evidence in the bankruptcy proceedings had been
completed.
(b) It would be important to define carefully the precise scope
and purpose of any inquiry which might be authorised. If for
example, it was alleged that a Member of Parliament had committed
acts which, if they were substantiated, would constitute criminal
offences, that would presumably be a matter for the criminal courts,
not for a Parliamentary inquiry. The only allegation into which
Parliament could properly inquire was a charge that a Member of
Parliament had in some way abused his position as a Member; and
in this context it would be essential not to compromise the established
practice whereby Members of Parliament pursued many different
types of activity outside the House of Commons, often in return for
remuneration which involved no impropriety of any4cind.
(c) In so far as an inquiry into the conduct of certain Members
of Parliament might prove desirable, i t would be for consideration
whether this should be entrusted to a Select Committee or, perhaps
preferably, to the Committee on Privileges. But it would not be
e a s y . t o find any form of inquiry, short of a tribunal under the
Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act 1921 which could appropriately
comprehend all the different categories of individual whose conduct
was called in question by the Motion. The senior civil servant

involved would best be dealt with by the normal disciplinary
procedures of the public service; but it would be important to
anticipate any criticism that the Government were acting more strictly
or more rapidly in the case of,a civil servant than in the case of
Members of Parliament and other individuals in public life.
(d) At the same time it would be undesirable to allow speculation
to develop to a point at which it passed out of control. It would be
wiser to act promptly, at least to the extent of indicating forthwith
that the Government had taken careful note of the allegations in
question and would give urgent consideration to the desirability of
some form of further inquiry as soon as they were in possession of all
the relevant facts.
(e) It might also be desirable to indicate that the Government
would be favourably disposed in principle to reconsider the possibility
of requiring Members of Parliament to register their private interests
on the lines proposed by the Liberal Party to the Select Committee
on Members' Interests in 1969.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that he
would give further consideration, in consultation with the Lord
President and the Attorney-General, to the attitude which the Lord
President should adopt if the issues raised by the Liberal Party's
Motion were pressed during the discussion on the Business Statement
in the House of Commons that afternoon.

Oversea
Affairs
France

India/Pakistan
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
3. The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the Cabinet would have learnt of the resignation of the Prime
Minister of France, M . Chaban Delmas, and of his replacement by
M . Messmer, a former Minister of Defence and a prominent supporter
of the policies of the late President de Gaulle. N o indications that
other Ministerial changes were impending had so far been received
from Paris.
The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the meeting between President Bhutto of Pakistan and
Mrs. Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India, at Simla in the previous
week had resulted in a significant measure of progress towards the
normalisation of relations between the two States. But the problems
of agreeing on conditions for the return of Pakistani prisoners of war
and of Pakistani recognition of Bangladesh remained intractable.

Korea

The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the authorities in South and North Korea had announced
the successful outcome of discussions held recently in Pyongyang and
Seoul on the improvement of relations between the two Governments
and the reunification of the country. This development was to be
welcomed.
. .

Antigua

The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that reports received from Antgua indicated that domestic

political disputes might lead to a breakdown in law and order. He
hoped that British intervention would not be necessary. But frigates
were available in the Caribbean should the need arise; and the
situation would be kept under close review.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) T o o k note of the statements by the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs:
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 32nd
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that British Ministers would visit Reykjavik in the following week
in order to resume the attempt to reach an interim agreement about
fisheries limits with the Government of Iceland. In view of the
intransigent attitude of the Icelandic Fisheries Minister, however, it
might well prove impossible to reach an agreement unless we were
prepared to accept a measure of discrimination in the new Icelandic
fishing regulations.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, recalling the
earlier decisions taken by the Cabinet on the posture to be adopted
in the negotiations, said that he had succeeded in persuading the
fishing industry that it would be reasonable for us to accept a new
formula whereby the catch would be reduced by some 30 per cent
of the previous year's quantity or by 20 per cent of the average over
the past 10 years. But their agreement to this course was subject to
the condition that there would be no explicit discrimination against
British trawlers. It would be unfortunate if, as a result of being
excluded from Icelandic waters, our distant water fleet were pressed
into competition with our inshore boats. But, despite the risk of a
breakdown in negotiations, he believed that it would be harmful to
our longer-term interests if we were to accept discriminatory measures,
since this would encourage other coastal States to discriminate against
us o n similar lines and would also invalidate our case if we had to
pursue the matter at the International Court of Justice.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, while a catch reduction scheme would be
acceptable in principle, we ought not to accept without further con
sideration any arrangements which involved discrimination against
British trawlers. In the forthcoming negotiations, therefore, our
representatives should adhere to the conclusions of the Cabinet at
their meetings on 22 and 27 June, referring back for further guidance
if they judged that n o agreement could be made on that basis.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Japan
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 29th
Conclusions,
Mnute 2

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
said that
Mr. Kakuei Tanaka, the former Minister of Trade and Industry, had
become Prime Minister of Japan. He was a realist, with useful
experience of the conduct of trade relations; and we could look
forward confidently to establishing a satisfactory relationship with
him.

The Cabinet- 
(3) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry.

European
Economic
Community
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 6th
Conclusions,
Minute 4
Paper

SECRET
4. The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that it
appeared likely that there would be an early meeting of the Interim
Committee of the European Economic Community to finalise the
mandate for the European Free Trade Area non-candidate negotia
tions. There were serious unresolved difficulties about paper; but it
was hoped to settle these bilaterally with Finland and Sweden with
the prior approval of the Community. N o concession could be
made on the common tariff; but it might be possible to offer some
easement on sensitive products. It should not be impossible to reach
agreement in a manner which would take due account of our
interests; and a prompt settlement might be helpful in the context of
the referenda on accession to the Community which would shortly
be held in Denmark and Norway.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it would be helpful if agreement on these issues
could now be reached. On the other hand in joining the Community
we were shouldering new burdens and we looked for corresponding
benefits. We had maintained this position in our own negotiation
with the Community; and it was relevant also to any further bilateral
negotiations which still remained.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

SECRET
Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 33rd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

Industrial
Affairs
Meeting with
T U C General
Council

5. The Cabinet were informed of the latest developments in
Northern Ireland; the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers
who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Prime Minister
said that, at his meeting with the
General Council of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) earlier in the
week, the T U C representatives had elaborated their case for the
repeal or suspension of the Industrial Relations Act, purporting to
base their argument on considerations of the national economy
rather than on the interests of the unions. They had expressed

considerable concern about the implementation of the Act,
emphasising that in their view the use of the provisions for a
"cooling-off" period and a ballot had been counter-productive in
the case of the railways dispute and objecting to the manner in which
the Industrial Court had operated. They had maintained that the
objectionable features of the Act outweighed such benefits as the
established trade unions might obtain from its other provisions; and,
although they had denied that they refused to discuss industrial
relations at all so long as the Act remained in force, they had insisted
that useful discussions would be difficult in these circumstances. In
reply he had been concerned to emphasise the seriousness of the
economic situation and the general public expectation that the
Government, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the
T U C should together find some solution to the problems of inflation.
The T U C representatives had been unable to respond immediately to
his invitation to discuss the possible measures which might be taken
to reduce wage inflation; and he had therefore proposed that there
should be further examination of these questions in a smaller group.
It would be necessary to ensure that the T U C were kept under
pressure to respond to this suggestion. He had subsequently discussed
the position with the President of the CBI; and he would shortly
meet the Confederation^ negotiating group in order to rehearse the
same arguments. The CBI would probably be able to persuade their
members to agree to an extension of their present initiative on price
restraint for a further period of at least three months, subject to some
changes; and there were grounds for hoping that the CBI and the
T U C would be able to reach agreement on the introduction of some
form of independent conciliation machinery.
In discussion it was suggested that the prospect of securing the
agreement of the T U C to some new voluntary system of wage
negotiation which took account of the national interest would be
improved if Ministers intensified their efforts to impress on public
opinion the gravity of the damage caused by inflation, of which the
increases in house prices and rents were particular examples.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Prime Minister.
Industrial
Action in
the Docks
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 31st
Conclusions,
Minute 5

The Secretary of State for Employment said that he hoped shortly
to receive a report on the progress being made by the Joint Committee
reviewing the future of the dock industry. In the meantime a com
plex situation had developed as a result of the picketing by dockers
of the East London depot of Midland Cold Storage Ltd. This
company had decided to take a firm stand against the dockers' action,
even to the extent of closing down the business, if necessary. The
firm had instituted proceedings against the men concerned in both the
Industrial Court and the High Court; One of the applications to the
Industrial Court; alleged unfair industrial practice and the other
sought a reference by the Court to the Commission on Industrial
Relations, under Section 45 of the Industrial Relations Act, for the
purpose of determining sole bargaining rights at the depot. The
company had given him formal notice of their intention to seek such

rights; and he was now statutorily obliged to offer such advice and
assistance to the parties as he might consider appropriate. H e would
give further consideration to the action which he might take for this
purpose. Consideration of the evidence and of the legal issues
involved would probably occupy the Industrial Court for some days.
It was unlikely that the firm would proceed with their applications
for writs and injunctions in the Chancery Division of the High Court
unless their applications to the Industrial Court failed.
The Lord Privy Seal said that, when negotiations with the
industrial Civil Service had been resumed on the previous day, the
unions had been offered arbitration on their pay claim on the basis
approved by the Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations.
Since they had been unwilling to abate their claim, the Government
had offered no improvement on the existing proposal for an increase
of £1 - 50 a week for all grades. The unions now regarded the normal
negotiating machinery as being exhausted and intended to report back
to their Executive Committees in order to seek guidance on the
proposal for arbitration, about which they had seemed unenthusiastic.
In the meantime a measure of industrial action on a local and sporadic
basis seemed inevitable; but a national strike seemed unlikely at this
stage.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Lord Privy Seal.

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet considered a Note by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry (CP (72) 71) to which was annexed a memoran
dum by the Minister for Aerospace about the meeting of the
Ministerial European Space Conference on 11 July, 1972, and a
memorandum by the Chief Secretary, Treasury (CP (72) 70), about
the United Kingdom's policy of non-participation in the development
of European space launchers.
The Minister for Aerospace said that he proposed to attend a
meeting of the European Space Conference in Brussels during the
following week if recent changes in the French Government did not
cause it to be postponed. If the Conference took place, he would
have to indicate the United Kingdom Governments decision on the
question whether to accept the offer of participation in the postApollo programme which had been made by the United States
Government. The latter would welcome European participation in
principle; but the,collaboration which they were currently offering
was much less attractive than had been originally envisaged. The
only possibilities remaining were about £40 million of subcontracting
work on the orbiter, under United States direction, on which there
would be no return to the United Kingdom; or the development of a
space module to be carried by the orbiter. Neither project would
provide us with significant access to United States technical expertise;
:

and participation would not confer any preference in access to the
space transportation system for the launching of European satellites.
We should therefore decline to participate in the development of the
post-Apollo system. A new initiative was needed, however, because
European space technology, which was only one-tenth of the size of
the United States effort, was badly fragmented. The European Space
Conference would provide an opportunity to propose a reconstitution
of European space organisations and to explore the possibilities of
integrating national space programmes with the satellite development
programmes of the European Space Research Organisation (ESRO).
There would remain the problem of launchers, because the French
Government would probably refuse to contemplate any wider discus
sion unless the future of the European launcher Europa was included.
He had already approached the relevant French and German
Ministers informally in order to ascertain their initial reactions; and,
if the Cabinet agreed, he would seek to carry the discussion a stage
further at the European Space Conference.
In discussion there was general agreement that the post-Apollo
programme no longer offered attractive prospects for European
participation, although there was a likelihood that the system, when
fully developed, would have spare capacity for European applications,
which we should be prepared to exploit. The forthcoming European
Space Conference was an appropriate occasion to promote wider
discussion of European space policy, although it might be advan
tageous not to go beyond seeking postponement of the Conference
while a preliminary exploration of the issues was made. In any free
ranging discussion of space policy, however, it would be important not
to enter into any commitment which might imply a reversal of United
Kingdom policy of non-participation in launcher development. The
present estimate of the cost of completing the development of the
Europa II and Europa III launchers was £270 million; and, even if
completed successfully, they would be out of date by 1980 when the
American space shuttle would be available. Space technology was
extremely expensive; and there was a danger that discussion of new
programmes might be taken to imply a willingness to participate in
them at a time when there were other demands on public expenditure
which might command higher priority.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that studies
of the post-Apollo programme had shown that the incentives
previously thought to be offered by the United States were no longer
available and that the benefits of European participation were not
commensurate with the costs involved. The United Kingdom
Government had approached the question without' bias; and other
European countries would expect us to give a realistic statement of
our assessment in order that a considered reply might be made to the
United States.
The Minister for Aerospace should therefore
announce our decision not to take part in the post-Apollo programme
at the European Space Conference in the following week. At the
same time he might propose exploratory discussion of a possible
rationalisation of European space programmes, which were currently
fragmented between national programmes and those of the inter
national organisations European Launcher Development Organisation

and ESRO. But any proposal for reorganisation to make better use
of total European space technology resources would inevitably
raise the problem of the development of an independent European
launcher. This was primarily a political question, which the Minister
for Aerospace should be prepared to discuss with European Ministers,
if necessary, but without making any commitment which might imply
that the United Kingdom Government were prepared to alter their
policy of non-participation in European launcher development.
The Cabinet—
(1) Agreed that the United Kindom should not participate in
the post-Apollo programme of the United States.
(2) Invited the Minister for Aerospace, in leading the United
Kingdom delegation to the European Space Conference
on 11 July, 1972, to propose discussion of rationalising
European space programmes and institutions, subject to
the reservations contained in the Prime Ministers
summing up of their discussion.
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INDUSTRY

SMCRET
Reorganisation
of the Nuclear
Industry

3

SECRET
The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 69) about the reorganisation
of the nuclear industry. They also had before them a Note by the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 73), to which
was annexed a report on the same subject by an interdepartmental
group of officials and a note summarising the main views which had
been expressed by industry and by other interested bodies.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that,
although the current examination of energy policy had not yet been
completed, it already indicated clearly the need to develop the use
of nuclear power to the maximum extent. While the United
Kingdom had led the world in the introduction of nuclear power in
the 1950s and our scientific and technological achievements in this
field were still of a high order, our nuclear construction projects had
met severe technical problems and we had been relatively
unsuccessful in export markets. Some of the difficulties must be
attributed to the present structure of the industry, as a result of which
nuclear reactors were, developed by a statutory body, the Atomic
Energy Authority (AEA), but were subsequently designed and
constructed for industrial use by private enterprise in the form of
two consortia, whose members tended to be influenced more by their
respective commercial interests than by the need to create a strong
competitive position for the British nuclear industry as a whole.
The two consortia were inherently unwieldy in form and hesitant in
decision; and they were competing against each other in a market
which was too small to maintain more than one. Moreover, the
fabrication of nuclear fuel had also been transferred from the AEA
to a wholly owned subsidiary company, British N u c l e a r Fuels
Limited (BNFL).
There were, broadly, two Ways in which the industry might be
reorganised. One, following the course adopted in France, would
add a capability for design and construction to the existing
technological capability of the AEA. But French experience
suggested that this form of organisation was unsatisfactory in
several respects. The alternative, modelled on the practice in the
United States and Germany, would build the new organisation on
the foundation of a commercial company which would inject strong
and effective management into the structure. The only British
company which at present appeared able to provide the necessary
resources and managerial ability for this purpose Was the General
Electric Company (GEC). The M i n i s t e r i a l Committee on Economic
Strategy had concluded that, on balance, the advantages of a
commercially-oriented organisation outweighed the risks of
entrusting a further vital industry to the control of GEC, provided
that this did riot jeopardise our technological pre-eminence in the
field of nuclear energy.v The Committee had therefore agreed, subject
to endorsement by the Cabinet, that we should seek to establish a
new form of organisation in which the existing consortia would be
replaced by a single strong company which would be under effective
and unified management provided by G E C as a majority shareholder
and would be encouraged to forge close links with corresponding
enterprises in Europe. Under this proposal there would also be a
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reallocation of responsibility between the industry, the A E A and
the Government, whereby the new company would have the
responsibility for initiating proposals for the development of reactors
and their fuel and a Nuclear Power Board would be created to
improve co-ordination between the bodies concerned and to provide
concerted advice to the Government on those major issues which
would need to be kept under Government control. Some link would
be needed between the new company and BNFL, probably in the
form of a minority shareholding for the latter. Adequate safeguards
would be required to secure proper control of the public money
which would still have to be provided to support nuclear research
and development and to ensure that the Government was able to
determine the nuclear systems to be adopted. It would also be
necessary to arrange that G E C and the other shareholders in the new
company should not be given any preferential position in the
placing of its contracts.
In discussion considerable concern was expressed about the
extent to which G E C was already gaining control in a number of
essential industries involving advanced technology. The present
proposal would create a commercial monopoly involving an
additional industry of this kind. This might be avoided if the
industry could continue to be organised on the basis of two consortia
or the monopoly took the form of a public enterprise drawing on
the experience of private companies with expertise in this field. Our
nuclear strength was based largely o n our research capability, which
was centred in the A E A ; and we still had a significant technical
lead, notably in the development of the fast breeder reactor. It
might yet be possible to eliminate the faults of the present generation
of advanced gas-cooled reactors; and the British-developed steam
generating heavy water reactor might still prove preferable, for
reasons of safety, to the American-developed light water reactor.
If the present proposals were implemented, however, there was a risk
that G E C , which had not had great experience of nuclear develop
ment, would prefer to draw on the technology of other countries and
to manufacture light water reactors under licence, thus weakening the
British industrial base. A proposal to place the industry in the hands
of a single private company, while much of the research and
development was still subsidised from public funds, might also be
open to the criticism that it would confer an uncovenanted benefit
on the shareholders concerned, including individual Ministers, who
declared their interest in this respect during the discussion, and
others among the Governmenfs supporters. The result might be to
provoke a demand that the industry should be nationalised.
On the other hand, there were only two major companies in this
field even in the United States; and the British economy, by analogy,
could not accommodate more than one industrial organisation of
this kind. G E C should also be better able than a public corporation
to form effective links with the corresponding European industries.
The Government should be able to retain control of the choice of
reactor systems by means of their financial support for research and
development. It might be desirable, however, to supplement the
managerial capacity of G E C in the new organisation by recruiting
individuals with particular experience in nuclear matters and
mobilising the expertise of other companies through minority
shareholdings.

In further discussion it was suggested that the full benefit would
not be obtained from a commercially-oriented organisation if it was
constrained by Government instructions on the choice of reactor
systems and by the intervention of the proposed Nuclear Power
Board. The proposal under consideration might therefore prove to
be an unsatisfactory compromise between letting the new company
operate in a fully commercial manner and adopting a solution based
on some form of public ownership. But it would in any case be
necessary to impose some control on the large sums of public money
which would continue to be needed to support research and develop
ment; and this would be provided by the Nuclear Power Board,
which would also ensure co-ordination of the various interested
bodies, particularly the electricity generating Boards, whose
unsatisfactory ordering policy had been one of the principal reasons
for our relative lack of success in our domestic nuclear reactor
programme.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Ministerial Committee on Economic Strategy would now need to
consider the matter further in the light of the views which had been
expressed by the Cabinet. The Committee should also give thought
to the choice of nuclear reactor systems, the action to be taken to
meet the requirements of the electricity generating Boards in the
short term and the timing and content of any necessary public
statement.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
Cabinet
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

Parliamentary
Affairs
Business in
the House
of Lords
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

The Lord Privy Seal said that, following discussions with the
Opposition in the House of Lords, it was clear that it would not be
practicable to complete the European Communities Bill in that
House before the Summer Adjournment. The House would there
fore reassemble for the remaining stages of the Bill in the week
beginning 11 September; and on this basis it should be possible to
complete the final stages not later than 20 September.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Lord Privy Seal.

Oversea
Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Ministerial discussions with the Icelandic Government at Reykjavik
had been broken off on the previous day because it had proved
impossible to reach agreement on an interim arrangement for regu
lating fishing off Iceland. The Icelandic Government intended to
issue on 14 July new regulations prohibiting from 1 September all
foreign fishing within 50 miles of their coastline. We should remain
in touch with them in the hope of finding a solution of the problem;
but it was very unlikely that any accommodation would in fact prove
possible. Meanwhile, we were applying to the International Court
of Justice for a ruling on interim arrangements.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that the
Icelandic Government would probably refuse to accept the juris
diction of the International Court. It would now be necessary,
therefore, to make preparations to defend our boats operating in the
area off Iceland. This might be done in the long run by using
converted trawlers; but in the shorter term there was no alternative
to asking the Royal Navy to give such assistance as they might be
able to provide.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and the Minister of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food.

Australia/
New Zealand

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary gave the Cabinet
brief account of his recent visit to the F a r East. In Australia and
N e w Zealand he had heard no further criticism of our decision to
join the European Economic Community. On the contrary, it was
evident that the Governments of both countries were now actively
considering how best to take advantage of the new Opportunities
which our entry would give them. It seemed likely that there would
be a change of Government in Australia following the elections due
in the autumn; but his discussions with Mr. Whitlam, the leader of

a

the Australian Labour Party, suggested that Australia^ position
within the Five Power defence arrangements could probably be
maintained if the Labour Party came into power.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that he had
been favourably impressed during his visit to Indonesia by recent
developments there. President Suharto was a dominant personality
and, in general, a good influence. Relations with neighbouring
countries were developing satisfactorily; and it was salutary that
Dutch interests were returning to Indonesia and that the Australian
Government had undertaken to provide training facilities for the
Indonesian Armed Forces. For our part we were contributing to
the economic development of the country by means of a modest
loan, for which the Indonesian Government had expressed their
gratitude.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that he had
found conditions in Bangladesh very depressing. There was virtually
no central administration of the country; and the task of rehabili
tation was beyond the capacity of the Prime Minister Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, and his colleagues. The International Red Cross
were doing all that they could to help; and we h a d ourselves made
very substantial financial contributions. Nevertheless, it was doubt
ful whether the country could expect to rise above a mere subsis
tence level for the next 10 years or so. He had found Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman obsessed by the need to bring the so-called war criminals
to trial. He had argued strongly in favour of restricting the number
of trials; and the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi, was now
giving similar advice to Sheikh Mujibur. If he did not accept it,
there would be a further serious deterioration of Bangladesh
relations with Pakistan and continuing unrest in the sub-continent.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that his visit
to Afghanistan had been encouraging. He h a d found that the
influence of the Soviet Government was not as dominant as was
sometimes supposed; and he had been impressed by the calibre of
the King and the Foreign Minister, who had both made it clear
to him that their policy was to work for stability in the area and, in
particular, to avoid any action which might create difficulties for
Pakistan. He believed that this attitude would be found encouraging
by the Shah of Iran; and he had left with the King of Afghanistan
the suggestion that he might seek to establish closer relations with the
Shah.
The C a b i n e t '
2. Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

Industrial
Affairs
Meetings with
the
Confederation
of British
Industry and
the Trades
Union
Congress
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 6
Unemployment
Statistics
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 33rd
Conclusions,
Minute 4

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Cabinet gave further consideration to the situation in
Northern Ireland; the conclusions reached were separately recorded
and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those
Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Prime Minister said that his meeting with the represen
tatives of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) earlier in the
week had provided the occasion for a useful review of current
economic problems. The Economic Committee of the Trades
Union Congress (TUC) had rejected our proposal that a small group
should be established to examine the measures which might be taken
to reduce wage inflation; but they had agreed that these problems
should be further discussed in the National Economic Development
Council. It had subsequently emerged, however, that the T U C
representatives were in fact ready to take part in early tripartite
discussions with the Government and the CBI; and he had therefore
invited both organisations to a meeting on the following Tuesday.

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that there were
signs that the total number of wholly unemployed was now starting
to rise again, probably as a result of the addition of school leavers
to the register. The published total in July, however, would be the
first to be calculated on the basis of the new provisional arrange
ments under which adult students seeking vacation employment, as
well as school leavers, would be separately identified. The published
figure would therefore suggest not that unemployment was rising
again but rather that the rate at which it had been falling was now
becoming less rapid.
In discussion it was suggested that it was important to present
the statistics in as favourable a light as possible and to ensure that
those registered as unemployed were not in fact engaged in full or
part-time employment in, for example, the building trade.

Civil Service
Pay

The Lord Privy Seal said that agreement had been reached on
the increase in pay based on the biennial pay research unit findings
for the professional and technical classes of the Civil Service.

Monopolies
Commission
Report

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
report of the Monopolies Commission on the proposals by Beechams
and Boots to take over the Glaxo G r o u p would be published later
that day. In recommending against any form of merger between
these three groups the Commission had adopted a more restrictive
attitude than might have been expected when the proposals had
been referred to them.

The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister, the
Secretary of State for Employment, the Lord Privy Seal
and the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry.

Public
Expenditure
to 1976-77

SECRET
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
f the Exchequer (CP (72) 72) to which was annexed the report of the
interdepartmental Public Expenditure Survey Committee (PESC)
on public expenditure to 1976-77. They also had before them a
memorandum by the Central Policy Review Staff (CP (72) 75) on the
same subject.

0

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the average annual
percentage increase in public expenditure in prospect when the
Government took office in June, 1970, had been 3-3 per cent. The
result of the first review in the autumn of 1970 had been to reduce
the annual rate of increase to 2-6 per cent; and at the end of the
regular annual review in 1971 it had become 2-7 per cent. The
current report of the interdepartmental PESC indicated that, if
account was taken of developments of policy since the last annual
review, the average annual rate of increase was now 3-4 per cent.
In terms of demand on output the average annual increase
in the resources absorbed by public expenditure was 3-8 per
cent. The report also indicated additions proposed by Departments,
mostly for new policies, which would increase total expenditure by
more than £500 million a year by 1976-77. Moreover, other proposals
might still emerge from Programme Analysis and Reviews or similar
studies, and allowance must also be made for the prospective cost
of the tax-credit scheme in the later 70s. If all the additions
proposed by the Departments were approved, the real cost to the
economy of public expenditure programmes would rise at an average
annual rate of over 4 per cent. Although public expenditure and
the gross domestic product were currently rising relatively rapidly
as a result of the measures taken to reduce unemployment, the
growth of resources when the slack had been taken up would be
in line with the underlying productivity of the economy. In these
circumstances it would be imprudent to commit, in advance,
resources which were not in definite prospect.
The Government had so far succeeded in making good their
claim to be a tax-reducing Administration. In order to avoid a
reversal of that policy, they must now seek to ensure that from
1973 onwards tax rates could be adjusted sufficiently to offset the
" fiscal d r a g " which was the automatic effect of inflation. The
report of the interdepartmental committee indicated that an average
annual increase in public sector demand of 3-8 per cent could
perhaps be just reconciled with this objective, but the prospective
balance of resources and demand was so finely poised that such a
course was by n o means free from the risk of overloading the
economy. Privately-financed consumption would have to grow by

no more than 3 per cent a year, significantly less rapidly than public
expenditure; and for this purpose taxation could barely be reduced
to the extent needed to offset the net effects of inflation. If public
expenditure was allowed to increase more rapidly than the total
shown in the PESC report, there was therefore a real danger either
that taxation policy would need to be reversed or that public expend
iture programmes would need to be cut back. The Governments
supporters were also known to be increasingly concerned, on political
grounds, about the growth in public expenditure programmes. He
therefore proposed that, as an objective of policy, the resources
absorbed by public expenditure should not be allowed to increase
more rapidly between 1971-72 and 1976-77 than the average annual
rate of 3-8 per cent implied by the existing PESC programmes.
This would permit a total of public expenditure in 1976-77 of
£30,300 million at 1972-73 outturn prices; and the annual rate of
increase would still be about \ per cent higher than the corresponding
rate in the 1971 White Paper. If the Cabinet endorsed this policy,
he proposed, with the Chief Secretary, Treasury, to examine with
the Ministers concerned the problems of priorities entailed in Depart
mental proposals for additional expenditure and to make a further
report to the Cabinet in September.
In discussion there was general agreement with this approach.
The restriction of public expenditure programmes to their existing
level, however, would involve considerable political and practical
difficulties. For example, the provision for social security made no
allowance for any increase in the purchasing power of retirement
pensions after the current year. Pensions would therefore come to
represent a declining proportion of earnings; and this would be
difficult to defend, particularly since they were largely financed from
contributions. Once we became members of the European Economic
Communities (EEC), the British standard of social security
provision would increasingly be criticised as comparing unfavour
ably with the general level attained in most other E E C countries.
The Government were also under pressure to improve supplementary
benefits by making an additional payment towards winter heating
costs; and a decision on this question would need to be taken
before the Summer Recess if there was to be time to prepare and to
introduce the necessary legislation in order to make payments at
Christmas. As regards defence, the 1971 public expenditure White
Paper had included a round sum for 1975-76, on the basis that the
provision for expenditure in that year would need to be further
considered in relation to the planned defence programme. There
would be considerable objection, therefore, to including a figure in
the next public expenditure White Paper which could not be
defended in relation to likely future needs. In the case of the
programme for trade, industry and employment, the additional sums
which would probably be needed to implement existing policy, e.g.
to enable nationalised industries to restrain price increases, seemed
likely to exceed the net sum provided in the PESC report for contin
gencies and shortfall.
1

On the other hand the general case for limiting the total of
public expenditure to the extent proposed seemed compelling. In the

context of the Governmenfs general taxation policy it was important
at least to be able to offset the effect of " fiscal drag ". The present
growth of the economy was made possible by bringing spare capacity
into use. Improvements in productivity took longer to achieve; and
it would be imprudent to assume that a substantial improvement in
this respect would have been achieved by the point at v/hich the
slack had been taken up and the growth in resources was again
related to the underlying growth of productive potential. If at a
later stage it appeared that more resources would be available, it
would then still be possible to consider increasing the total of public
expenditure.
In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) The interdepartmental report had been prepared as a basis
for internal discussion; and for this purpose it was convenient
to compare the estimates with corresponding estimates in previous
surveys. F o r the purpose of public presentation, however, it would
be appropriate to place more emphasis on the share of available
resources taken by public expenditure. The present programmes
were higher than those in previous years partly because of the cost
of entering the EEC. In presenting this cost, it was important to
ensure that receipts from the Communities were brought fully into
the reckoning.
(b) The extent to which public expenditure was being devoted to
the support of enterprises, both in the public and in the private
sector, which were at present non-profit-making must be a matter
for concern as a potential misdirection of resources. On the other
hand some of these enterprises were basic industries or made an
important contribution to the balance of payments. It was not
possible to move effectively towards a free market economy without
taking full account of the problems of transition which were neces
sarily involved in ensuring the regeneration of British industry as a
whole.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the policy of tax reduction must not be reversed
and that it was therefore important to ensure that tax rates could
be adjusted sufficiently to offset the increase in the real weight of
taxation Which was the inevitable result of inflation. For this
purpose the growth in public expenditure must be related to that of
the underlying capacity of the economy; and the Government should
not at this stage court the risk that public expenditure might sub
sequently have to be cut back. If additional resources proved in
due course to be available, it would at that point be permissible
to consider further increases of public expenditure in the total.
The Cabinet agreed, therefore, with the proposed objective of policy
that the growth of public expenditure, in terms of use of resources,
should be n o greater tham the average annual rate of 3 - 8 per cent
between 1971-72 and 1976-77 which was assumed in the existing
PESC programmes. They also agreed that the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Chief Secretary, Treasury, should examine with
the Ministers concerned the problems of priorities entailed in the
various proposals for additional expenditure and should report the
outcome to the Cabinet, if possible by the middle of September.

The Cabinet—
1.
2.

3.

European
Communities
Parliamentary
Scrutiny
of Draft
Instruments

Took note, with approval of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
Approved the proposals in CP (72) 72 and invited the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to report the outcome of
his further discussions with departmental Ministers to
the Cabinet, if possible by mid-September.
Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services to circulate
a memorandum on his proposal to include in the supple
mentary benefit scheme a special additional payment
towards winter heating costs.

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
President of the Council (CP (72) 76) about the arrangements for
Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments of the European
Community.

The Lord President said that the Opposition would probably
agree to the establishment of a Parliamentary Committee to consider
the arrangements for this purpose. In considering the attitude to be
adopted by the Government in giving evidence to the Committee, the
Ministerial Committee on Parliamentary Procedure had reviewed
four possible approaches. The first was to rest on present Parlia
mentary procedures and to make no special arrangements for
Parliamentary examination of Community proposals. But a Com
munity instrument, once made, could not be overturned by Parlia
m e n t ; and Members needed the assurance of adequate opportunities
to influence decisions taken in the Council of Ministers. The
Ministerial Committee did not, therefore, recommend this course.
Equally, they did not consider that a preliminary " sifting " Com
mittee would be adequate by itself, since its selection of those drafts
requiring the attention of Parliament would inevitably create pressure
for debates on the floor of the House which could not be satisfied.
The third possibility was a Standing Committee, in whose proceedings
any Member would be able to take part. Its procedures would not
be inquisitorial; and it would therefore be less likely to embarrass
the Government in the subsequent negotiations with other members
of the Community. Fourth, a Select Committee could be established,
with the usual inquisitorial powers. But a Committee of this kind
could cause serious embarrassment to the Government by its
questions and reports on proposals on which Ministers would later
have to negotiate in Brussels. It would also tend to confine interest
in Community matters to a small and relatively exclusive body of
Members; and this would entail a significant risk that Community
issues would come to be considered separately from general
Government policy. A majority of the Ministerial Committee were

accordingly in favour, on balance, of the appointment of a Standing
Committee, combined with a preliminary " sifting " Committee.
In discussion it was suggested that the special nature of the
Community made it desirable that Parliament should have the
maximum opportunity to examine the draft instruments in question
and that this pointed to the establishment of a Select Committee for
the purpose. A Committee of this kind might adopt a more
constructive attitude than a Standing Committee; it would be likely
to make less demands on Ministerial time; and it might establish
an acceptable convention about the confidential status of Govern
ment evidence.
A Select Committee could also be a Joint
Committee of both Houses and would therefore be able to make full
use of those peers who would be delegates to the European
Assembly, whereas there was no precedent for a Joint
Standing Committee. On the other hand a Select Committee was
apt to be exacting in its demands for both written and oral evidence
and would therefore impose a considerable burden on the Depart
mental officials concerned with the draft instruments. Moreover,
there seemed little doubt that its investigations would in fact
embarrass the Government in their subsequent negotiations with
the Community. Even if a Standing Committee could not be a
Joint Committee of both Houses, there seemed no reason why the
" sifting " Committee should not be a Joint Committee.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet accepted the recommendation in CP (72) 76. Ministers
should therefore seek to steer the Parliamentary Committee towards
a recommendation in favour of a Standing Committee to debate
draft Community instruments after a preliminary appraisal by a
" sifting " Committee. In proceedings on the European Communities
Bill, however, the Governments spokesmen should continue to main
tain that the arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny were a matter
for consideration by the special Parliamentary Committee which had
been proposed and should not concede any openings for amend
ments on this issue.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Ministers concerned
to be guided accordingly.

Allegations of
Financial
Corruption in
Public Life
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
*7. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the allegations of
corruption in public life which formed the subject of a Motion tabled
in the House of Commons by the Liberal Party. The H o m e Secretary
withdrew from the Cabinet at this point; and the Attorney General
joined the discussion.
The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet faced a difficult and
delicate problem. It would be correct that, before reaching their

political decision on the course which they should adopt, they should
be advised by the Attorney General about the legal aspects of the
matter.
The Attorney General said that the public examination in bank
ruptcy of Mr. John Poulson, although recently suspended by reason
of Mr. Poulson's illness, had already brought to light certain facts
which appeared to provide grounds for further investigation by the
police. In addition to various actions by Mr. Poulson and his
immediate associates which might well form the subject of criminal
proceedings for fraud, there were grounds for supposing that other
individuals, including 2 Members of Parliament, several civil servants
and various individuals in public life in the north of England, had
been parties to transactions in connection with Mr. Poulson's interests
which could expose them to charges of corruption, particularly in so
far as some of them appeared to have received considerable sums of
money in circumstances which suggested that these might have rep
resented payment for past or current services. The Home Secretary
was also involved in Mr. Poulson's affairs in so far as in 1966 he had
promoted a company, International Technical and Constructional
Services Ltd. (ITCS), whose purpose was to obtain foreign contracts for
architectural and construction work of the kind in which Mr. Poulson
was interested; and various members of his family had been associ
ated with this company in one capacity or another. When it first
appeared in 1969 that Mr. Poulson might be insolvent, the Home
Secretary himself had insisted that reputable accountants, in the
person of Cooper Brothers, should investigate the situation; and
when they had confirmed Mr. Poulson's insolvency the Home
Secretary had resigned in November, 1969. During the three years in
question, he had received no payment himself from Mr. Poulson; but
a sum of £22,000 had been paid at his request to the trust fund of a
theatre in which he was interested.
There seemed to be little doubt from the private statement
which Mr. Poulson had made during the bankruptcy proceedings
that one of his main purposes now was to defame the Home Secretary
and to involve him, if possible, in his own disgrace. H e had made
various disreputable allegations about the Home Secretary's personal
conduct, which might well prove to be wholly false. In particular,
he had alleged that during a visit to the Middle East he had opened
certain letters which he had been asked by the Home Secretary to
convey and had ascertained that they appeared to be designed to
promote the interests of a United States company, the Real Estate
Company of America, which had subsequently become the subject
of legal proceedings in the United States. The Home Secretary had
been involved in this company; and Mr. Poulson's allegation was
clearly designed to aggravate the recent speculation about his
association with its activities. Nevertheless, there was so far no evi
dence in the bankruptcy proceedings that the H o m e Secretary had been
guilty of any impropriety in his dealings with Mr. Poulson, although
it might be necessary both to give further consideration to his
position in the latter half of 1969, when he had remained a director of
ITCS at a time when he might be expected to have known that Mr.

Poulson was insolvent, and to inquire further into the taxation
aspects of the payments which had been made on his behalf to the
theatre trust. For the rest, there could be little doubt that when the
Official Receivers report on the bankruptcy proceedings became
available in a few days' time it would indicate that there were grounds
for further inquiry into the conduct of many of the other individuals
concerned. He himself, together with the Lord Advocate, had
already reached this conclusion; and they had agreed that, since the
alleged offences had occurred in several parts of the United Kingdom,
the necessary inquiries should be entrusted to the Metropolitan
Police. They would necessarily take a considerable time to complete;
and, although it was possible that in the result only relatively minor
prosecutions might be instituted, it seemed more likely that in some
cases serious criminal charges would be preferred. Nevertheless, it
was essential that the law should be allowed to take its normal
course; and the only reason for which he would be entitled to take
any different view on grounds of the public interest would be a
decision by the Cabinet that the issues involved were of such a
character as to require investigation by a Tribunal appointed under
the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act, 1921. This course, however,
would involve a deliberate departure from the normal process of
law; and, although it might not necessarily preclude a subsequent
inquiry under the Companies Acts, it would carry the implication
that all those involved would have to be granted immunity from
further criminal proceedings. It would only be in extreme circum
stances, therefore, that this could be justified.
At this point the Attorney General withdrew.
The Prime Minister said that in the circumstances described by
the Attorney General only two courses were open to the Cabinet—
either to let the law take the course which it would naturally adopt at
this point or to promote an inquiry under the 1921 Act, which
appeared to provide the only means of bringing under comprehensive
examination the activities of various groups of individuals who,
although normally entitled to be judged by rather different criteria
of behaviour, were in this instance implicated in the same offences
and must therefore be dealt with on the same basis. Both courses
were open to the objection that they would take, a long time, during
which those involved would inevitably be subjected to considerable
embarrassment. The Government should certainly not frustrate the
normalprocess of law; and it was particularly distasteful to contem
plate granting immunity from criminal proceedings to individuals
who were almost certainly guilty of criminal offences. On the other
hand public opinion might not be satisfied by a normal criminal
prosecution; and the pressure for some form of more general inquiry
might persist. Moreover, there were certain aspects of the situation,
particularly as regards the conduct of the Members of Parliament
involved, which did not fall within the purview of legal process and
might be examined more appropriately by a different form of inquiry.
The situation was further complicated by the fact that the Home
Secretary was the Minister who was responsible both for the adminis

tration of the Metropolitan Police and for the constitution of any
Tribunal established under the 1921 Act.
Finally, it would clearly be necessary to give further consider
ation to the desirability of reopening Parliamentary discussion of
the issues examined by a Select Committee on Members' Interests
in 1969.
In discussion there was general agreement that the law should
be allowed to take its normal course. This would admittedly involve
suspending one or more civil servants for possibly a long period
during which they might be entitled to continue to draw full pay; and
it would also entail the risk that the Government might be accused of
refusing to appoint a Tribunal of Inquiry under the 1921 Act because
certain Members of Parliament were involved. On the other hand,
the objections to such Tribunals were formidable and were well
known; and whenever this procedure had been adopted, it had always
provoked public protest against the distress and embarrassment
which were inevitably inflicted on many individuals who were only
marginally involved and were often wholly innocent. It would be
necessary, however, to ensure that, if the Government finally
preferred criminal prosecution to a Tribunal of Inquiry, their motives
were not misunderstood; and it would be important to emphasise
that in those cases in which the evidence was insufficient to justify
criminal proceedings it would remain open to the authorities profes
sionally responsible in each instance to institute their own inquiries
into the conduct of the various groups of individuals concerned.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were unanimous in deciding that the law should be allowed
to take its normal course and that, if the report of the Official
Receiver indicated that there were grounds for police inquiries as a
preliminary to criminal prosecution, those inquiries should be put in
hand forthwith. For the moment it should suffice if he indicated in
the House of Commons that afternoon that the Attorney General and
the Lord Advocate were considering the evidence given at Mr.
Poulson's public examination and were awaiting the preliminary
report of the Official Receiver and that he hoped to make a further
statement in the following week.

Cabinet Office,
14 July, 1972.
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The
Government

SECRET
1. The Prime Minister, referring to the resignation of the
Home Secretary on 18 July, said that this was the first time for
many years that his colleagues, whether in Government or in
Opposition, had met without having the benefit of Mr. Maudling's
wisdom and experience. The Cabinet would wish him to send
Mr. Maudling, on their behalf, a message of sympathy and good
wishes.
The Cabinet—
Warmly endorsed the Prime Ministers proposal.

Parliamentary
Affairs
Framework for
Government
Research and
Development
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 7

SECRET
2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
The Cabinet were informed that the White Paper " Framework
for Government Research and Development", which had been
published the previous day, had been given a reasonably favourable
reception by the Research Councils, although the reactions of the
Press had been mixed. The Chairman of the Select Committee on
Science and Technology had, however, adopted a severely critical
attitude; and the Lord Privy Seal would probably receive an invita
tion from the Committee to give evidence on the White Paper in the
following week. On balance, it would probably be unwise for such
an invitation to be declined, but a point of principle appeared to be
involved, namely, whether a Select Committee ought to examine a
Government Minister on a White Paper before the House of
Commons itself had considered it.
The Cabinet—
Invited the Lord President of the Council to consider the
point of principle which had been raised; and to discuss with
the Chairman of the Select Committee on Science and
Technology how the matter might best be handled.

Oversea
Affairs

Egypt

SECRET
3. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Cabinet would have read reports to the effect that President Sadat of
Egypt had requested the Soviet Government to withdraw the Soviet
military advisers from that country. Neither the exact extent of
this withdrawal nor the reasons for it had yet become clear. But it
was known that Egyptian efforts to persuade the Soviet Government
to supply weapons which would give them an offensive capability
against Israel had not succeeded and that President Sadat had for
some time been under pressure from his Army Commanders to.
remove their Soviet advisers. Moreover he probably judged that
the Soviet Government were content to allow the existing stalemate
in the Arab-Israel dispute to continue indefinitely, an attitude which,

for internal political reasons, the Egyptian Government could not
afford to accept. He had also come under increasing pressure from
other Arab States, particularly Libya and Saudi Arabia, to reduce the
degree of his reliance upon Soviet support. His speech to the Arab.
Socialist Union on 18 July seemed to imply that the Egyptian
authorities would take over bases established by the Soviet military
teams for their own purposes, unconnected with the Arab-Israel
dispute; and, if this proved to be so, it would constitute a very serious
rebuff indeed for the Soviet Government. It seemed likely, however,
that the Soviet personnel who were operating aircraft and the SAM 3
missile sites would remain in Egypt.
President Sadafs move, which the Soviet Government had tried
unsuccessfully to prevent, had been greeted with popular acclaim in
Egypt. But, unless he could obtain from other sources the offensive
weapons which Soviet policy had denied him, his position would
inevitably become weaker; and this might lead the public to turn
against him. There was little which we ourselves could do to
influence the situation. There could be no question of our supplying
offensive weapons, although we had already sold Egypt certain
military supplies and this trade could possibly be increased. It had
been the policy of the French Government since the Arab-Israel war
of 1967 to refuse to supply arms to the disputants; and, although it
was possible that President Sadat would be able to secure from
France the arms which he needed, it was unlikely that he would be
able to do so.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
Olympic
Games

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that there had
been an unfortunate Press disclosure in the Federal German Republic
on the subject of Rhodesian participation in the Olympic Games
which were to be held in Munich. The Federal Government had
privately asked us whether, if they allowed a Rhodesian team to take
part in the Games, this would constitute a breach of the sanctions
against Rhodesia; We had replied in confidence that in our view
it would. News of this exchange had now been made public in such
a way as to suggest that we had taken the initiative in an attempt
to frustrate Rhodesian participation. We were taking steps to
correct this misrepresentation; and, meanwhile, the International
Olympic Committee had announced that decisions on participation
lay solely with them.
The Prime Minister,, summing up a brief discussion, said that,
in so far as we claimed that we retained jurisdiction over Rhodesia,
we should be careful not to allow ourselves to be manoeuvred into
a position in which we might appear to be denying British status to
Rhodesian athletes. But the Cabinet agreed that the matter was
not one with which Governments needed to concern themselves; if
the Rhodesians wished to send a team to the Olympic Games, it

would be for the organisers of the Games to decide upon its
acceptability and to stipulate conditions for its participation.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the Prime Minister^ summing up of their
discussion.

European
Economic
Community
The Summit

E F T A NonCandidates
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

International
Monetary
Reform

SECRET
4. The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that a
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers had been held on the
previous day to review the preparations for the European Summit.
The French Foreign Minister, M. Schumann, had again emphasised
that a reasonable consensus was necessary about a relatively few
items on which specific decisions could be taken if the Summit were
to be successful and had emphasised the French Governments
concern with monetary union: without such a consensus France did
not believe it would be profitable to hold a Summit. The general
attitude of Foreign Ministers was however that such a consensus
could be reached and planning continued on the basis that the
Summit would take place on its original date. The ad hoc Group
of the Permanent Representatives of the Six and the Ambassadors of
the Acceding countries would be meeting again at the beginning of
September to continue preparations, and there would be meetings
of the Finance Ministers in Luxembourg and the Foreign Ministers
in Rome on 11 September. The suggestion had been made that both
meetings should be held in Rome and might be followed by a com
bined meeting of Foreign and Finance Ministers on 12 September
which could review preparations for the Summit as a whole.
The negotiations over the European Free Trade Area NonCandidates had now almost been concluded. Agreement had been
reached with Portugal over tomato puree and with the European
Economic Community (EEC) on the terms of an agreement with
Iceland which preserved our position in the fisheries dispute. A
further meeting with representatives of the Finnish, Swedish and
Austrian Governments was to be held later that day in London on
paper and it was hoped that as a result final agreement would be
reached on this also.
Signature would then take place on
Saturday although the fall of the Finnish Government, which was
not connected with the negotiations over paper, might mean that
Finland would for the time being initial but not sign the Agreement.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the meeting of
European Finance Ministers in London had been successful. This
was the first time that a group of countries had agreed on their
objectives over international monetary reform and was also the first
time that the Finance Ministers of the enlarged E E C had met outside
the territory of the Six. A number of foreign representatives had
made to him the point that the balance of influence was changing in
a desirable way. The Finance Ministers were also generally well
disposed to the idea of a joint meeting in September between Finance
and Foreign Ministers.

The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster and the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 36th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
5. The Cabinet reviewed the situation in Northern Ireland.
Their discussion and the conclusions reached were separately
recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those
Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
Industrial
6. The Secretary of State for Employment informed the Cabinet
Affairs
of the monthly unemployment returns to be published that day.
Unemployment Between the June and July counts total unemployment in Great
Statistics
Britain and Northern Ireland had increased from 834,000 to 868,000;
excluding school leavers and adult students the number had fallen
Previous
Reference:
by 1,000. The number of unfilled vacancies had decreased slightly.
C M (72) 36th
Although the trend varied between regions, it appeared that the
Conclusions,
falling trend of totally unemployed had now slowed down.
Minute 4

In discussion renewed concern was expressed about the form
of public presentation of the monthly unemployment figures. Even
though adult students were now excluded from the totals there
were other categories registered as unemployed who were not in
fact seeking full-time employment on a permanent basis, for example
men who were over 60 and retired, and whom it was therefore mis
leading to show as unemployed. It might also be possible at the
same time to show separately those who had been wholly unemployed
for less than four weeks. On the other hand, it was not possible to
change the total number on the Register without also making changes
in the National Insurance Register. The importance of improved
presentation was, however, increased by the risk that the number of
students registering as unemployed might rise substantially once it
became generally realised that students were able to register on a
temporary basis.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
present emphasis on the total numbers wholly unemployed created
a misleading impression and every effort must be made to improve
the public presentation of the monthly count. It would be desirable
that the basic figure published should show those who were genuinely
seeking permanent employment, that attention should be concen
trated on this to the maximum lextent possible and that other
categories should be shown separately. The Lord President and the
Secretary of State for Employment should consider ways in which this
might be done, starting with the August count.
v

The Secretary of State for Employment said that the Ministerial
Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations would, later that day, be
considering the dispute over the pay of National Health Service
(NHS) electricians, who had refused earlier that week to co-operate
in a court of inquiry unless the Government was first prepared to
meet their current pay claim in full. The electricians had given notice
of strike action to start from 26 July. There were, however, indica
tions that the union concerned, the Electrical and Electronic Trade
Union (EETU) would accept a court of inquiry if the present link
with rates in the electrical contracting industry generally were main
tained for one further year. This merited serious consideration
since the E E T U were led by one of the more moderate union leaders,
whose support in the tripartite discussions with the Confederation of
British Industry and the Trades Union Congress on the control of
wage inflation would be valuable. On the other hand, maintaining
the link would involve an increase of £2-60 a week, which would
have serious repercussions for the negotiations for other public sector
employees, the industrial Civil Service being most immediately
affected. In the event of a strike it should be possible to keep
electrical services at hospitals running at a tolerable level for 6 to
8 weeks, unless other N H S workers or the supervisory staff took
sympathetic action.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the unions representing the
industrial Civil Service would be meeting later that day to consider
the Governmenfs offer of arbitration, which they would probably
formally reject. H e would know the outcome the following week
and it was not impossible that, despite their rejection, they might be
willing in the last resort to consider some form of arbitration or
inquiry. In the meantime it was unlikely that there would be more
than sporadic and local industrial action.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that in answering
an arranged Question in the House of Commons on the Windeyer
Report on lead poisoning amongst workers employed by Rio Tinto
Zinc at Avonmouth, which would be published on 26 July, he would
bring out the fact that no case of such poisoning had been discovered
which would constitute a lasting danger to health. Any legislation
which became necessary as a consequence of the report could no
doubt be subsumed in the legislation needed to give effect to the
recommendations of the Committee on Safety and Health at Work
under Lord Robens.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Lord Privy Seal.

The Docks
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet had before them a note (CP (72) 81) by the
Secretary of State for Employment covering a memorandum on the
docks dispute which he and the Minister for Transport Industries
had circulated to the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Ministerial Com
mittee on Economic Policy (EPC) had that morning discussed the
recommendations likely to be made in the interim report of the
Committee under the chairmanship of Lord Aldington and Mr. Jack
Jones which was considering the problems of container work, the
temporarily unattached register (TUR) and other related matters.
The Joint Chairmen had indicated that they would be recommending
measures to eliminate the T U R by improved severance pay, coupled
with some temporary work sharing which they believed necessary
to avert a national dock strike. On work sharing the Aldington/
Jones Committee envisaged that the reallocated dockers would be
paid full wages subject to some form of wage sharing: this might
cost from £2-6 million to £5 million for six months. Any conse
quential increase in the levy payable by employers to the National
Dock Labour Board (NDLB) would in the Committee's view be too
much for the industry to bear, and they sought Government help.
On severance pay, the Committee proposed that for a limited period,
say until the end of the year, the maximum entitlement of dockers
who were not fully fit or who were over 55 should be increased from
£2,300 to £3,800, and that the minimum severance entitlement for
all dockers should be raised to £1,500. They thought that some
2,500 dockers might take advantage of these terms, at a total cost of
about £4^ million. The Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy
accepted that some temporary work sharing was a necessary (though
regrettable) step, but agreed that the Government could not give it
overt financial support. The Governments aim should be to find a
lasting solution by running down the industry's labour force; and
the Governments financial contribution should be directed to a
once-for-all attempt to increase the number of unfit and older men
leaving the industry. They should not finance increases in the
minimum severance pay for fit dockers. EPC agreed with the
Secretary of State for Employments proposal that, in order to give
the severance offer the greatest impact and avoid increasing the levy,
he should be given discretion to offer that the Government would,
for a period of six months, finance the total cost of severance pay to
unfit dockers and those over 55, and that the maximum payment for
men in each category should be £4,000. This offer would be con
ditional on no official, or widespread unofficial, strike action taking
place. There were no specific powers under which the Government
could make a grant for this purpose to the N D L B ; but as the proposal
was for an emergency scheme for a limited period, it would be
possible to proceed by way of a vote Estimate. A continuing scheme
would need legislation. The cost and extent of this assistance would
depend partly on the number of men who took advantage of the
scheme, and partly on the amount needed to avoid increasing the
levy; it might be as much as £10 million. The Joint Committee were

due to publish their report on the afternoon of 24 July, and on the
following day the Secretary of State for Employment proposed to
announce to Parliament details of the Governmenfs
financial
contribution.
The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the London
Docks that morning were nearly at a standstill through unofficial
action both by lorry drivers against the docks and by the dockers
against container depots. If this were to continue much longer, the
future of some firms would be at risk. Against this background, he
considered that there was added merit in the proposal to do away
with the T U R : the removal of a pool of surplus labour would lessen
the demand to extend the area of docks work and remove pressure
from the dockers' side in the container dispute.
In discussion it was agreed that the financial contribution
proposed would be a valuable step towards ending the dock labour
scheme and bringing about the prospect of permanent employment
for dock workers. It was moreover the only prospect of averting
a national dock strike; and if after all a strike were called, the
generosity of this offer should create a climate of opinion favourable
to the Government. The increases to the Joint Committee's recom
mended maximum payments that were now proposed would offset the
requests for financial assistance in work sharing and severance for
fit v/orkers, which the Government were not prepared to concede.
On the other hand, it was important that the Governmenfs help
should not be presented in a way which might seem a precedent for
other industries, particularly the mining industry and the railways,
which were also running down their work force. It must be repre
sented that the dockers were a special case, because they were outside
the national redundancy scheme, and because the rate of rundown
had been exceptionally severe; and care should be taken when
emphasising the generosity of this offer in order to encourage a good
response from dockers affected to avoid stimulating demands from
other industries for comparable treatment.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet approved the proposal that the Secretary of State for
Employment should have discretion to offer a financial contribution
from the Government covering the total cost of severance pay to
unfit dockers and to those aged over 55, on condition that the
national dock strike was called off. H e should consult the Lord
President and other Ministers concerned about the statement he
would be making to Parliament and should do everything possible
to see that the Governmenfs offer was presented in a way which
would minimise the risk of its being used as a precedent for other
industries.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note with approval of the summing up of their discus
sion by the Prime Minister.

(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Employment, in consulta
tion with the Lord President of the Council, to announce
to Parliament the terms of the Governments financial
contribution to the National Dock Labour Board.

Reorganisation
of the National
Health Service
Previous
Reference:
CM (71) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

SECRET
8. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Secretary of
State for Social Services (CP (72) 79) about Reorganisation of the
National Health Service in England and by the Secretary of State for
Wales (CP (72) 80) about Reorganisation of the National Health
Service in Wales.
The Secretary of State for Social Services said that in the light
of comments on the Consultative Document on National Health
Service (NHS) Reorganisation in England which he had issued in
May 1971 he was now ready to publish a White Paper announcing
the Governments decisions. The administrative pattern described
in the Consultative Document would, in general, be reaffirmed.
Long negotiations, which were continuing, had been held with the
Teaching Hospitals Association in order to allay the anxiety they
felt about the loss of the teaching hospitals' independence and he had
in mind a number of safeguards which he proposed to suggest in his
further negotiations.
He proposed that the number of local authority members on each
Area Health Authority (AHA) should be four. The primary purpose
was to include on the A H A some members active in and knowledge
able about the management of closely related local Government
services. Four members would be sufficient to allow for the inclusion
of members with knowledge of the personal social services, education
and other relevant services and of the local authority's general
policies. These members would not be on the A H A to represent the
views of the public; that would be the function of the representatives
of the district councils and voluntary organisations who would sit
on the community health councils. The local government interests
might argue that four members was not enough. Any increase
would, however, overweigh the local authority's influence on the
AHA's financial and other decisions; would destroy a proper balance
in the composition of the AHA, unless the total number of members
were increased to an undesirable extent; and would be strongly
resisted by many individuals working in and associated with the
N H S who were hostile to local authority party politics exercising too
great an influence over the operation and development of the N H S .
He proposed to make a number of textual amendments to the draft
White Paper in order to demonstrate that the Government had had
the interests of patients very fully in mind in reaching decisions on
the new administrative structure; and this would be a point which
would be stressed in presenting the proposals. He sought agreement
to the publication of the White Paper on Tuseday, 1 August,
subject to final confirmation of this date with the Lord President of
the Council nearer the time.

The Secretary of State for Wales said that his draft White Paper
reaffirmed the proposals of the Consultative Document on NHS
Reorganisation in Wales issued in June 1971 and were complementary
to that in respect of England. The administrative pattern would be
essentially the same, after allowing for the smaller scale which made
it unnecessary to interpose a Regional Health Authority between
the eight AHAs and the Welsh Office; but there would be an agency,
the Welsh Health Technical Services Organisation, which would be
responsible for certain specialist functions although not for general
oversight. The proposal in the Consultative Document to set up
a new advisory Welsh Health Council had been dropped in favour
of continuing to rely as necessary on the existing Welsh Council, but
it might be necessary to review this arrangement when the Commis
sion on the Constitution reported. He strongly supported the pro
posal made by the Secretary of State for Social Services that the
number of members appointed by local authorities to the AHAs
should not exceed four. H e proposed to arrange for the White Paper
to be published on Thursday, 3 August.
In discussion it was argued that the local authorities would be
strongly opposed to the number of their appointees on the AHAs
being confined to four. This was less than the number proposed by
the previous Administration and fell far short of the degree of local
authority participation advocated by the Conservative Party when
in Opposition. It would be undesirable if the sincerity of the
Governmenfs declared intention to devolve more responsibility to
local authorities were put in question and the goodwill of local
authorities forfeited because we insisted on a rigid restriction on the
number of members they would be entitled to appoint. Such a
restriction would by no means guarantee that the A H A would be any
more competent and efficient; would cause resentment dispropor
tionate to the likely benefits; and would be seriously embarrassing.
T h e minimum number of members likely to be acceptable to the
local authorities was five.
On the other hand, it was argued that, although the number of
local authority members had not been proposed in the Consultative
Documents, the local authorities were already aware that the views
expressed by the Conservative Party in Opposition had been modified
by the Government and if a further change were now made the
Government would be accused of vacillation.
The medical
profession, which was somewhat dissatisfied with the proposed
reorganisation, would probably not press their arguments for an
increased number of doctors and nurses on the AHAs if the local
authority members did not exceed four. But if this number were
increased there would be strong pressure for wider changes to be
made. The result might well be the destruction of the prospects
which now existed for the formation of a board consisting of members
whose direct allegiance would be to the AHA. A cohesive and loyal
board was of considerable importance to the N H S organisation,
particularly since it was entirely financed from central Government
funds. Any concession made to the claims of the local authorities
would be against the general interests of the N H S .

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet approved the draft White Papers on National Health Service
Reorganisation. The question of an increase in the local authority
representation on the Area Health Authorities could then be recon
sidered in the light of the representations which were bound to be
m a d e : if concessions proved to be necessary, they might have to be
made both to the local authorities and to the medical profession. In
the presentation of the proposals the benefits of the new organisation
for patients should be emphasised.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Approved the draft White Papers on National Health
Service Reorganisation attached to CP (72) 79 and
CP (72) 80, subject to the textual amendments to which
reference was made in the discussion.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services and the
Secretary of State for Wales to arrange for publication of
the respective White Papers on 1 August and 3 August,
subject to final confirmation of these dates with the Lord
President of the Council nearer the time.

Cabinet Office,
20 July, 1972.
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38th Conclusions
CABINET
of a Meeting of the Cabinet held at
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10 Downing Street, S.W.1, on Thursday 27 July, 1972,
at 11.00 am.
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1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week. It was proposed that
the House should rise on Wednesday 9 August and should reassemble
in the week beginning 16 October. The House of Lords would not
rise until at least Friday 11 August; and it was proposed that they
should return on Monday 11 September for a period of not more than
two weeks before adjourning again until 16 October.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said it was too
early to assess how far the Soviet military withdrawal from Egypt
would be taken. It appeared that Soviet personnel manning SAM-3
missile sites and instructors engaged in M i G training were still there.

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that Senor
Lopez Bravo, the Spanish Foreign Minister, had brought with him
on his recent visit to London a paper proposing a treaty between
our two countries. This would involve transferring sovereignty
over Gibraltar to Spain, but would at the same time provide for an
autonomous regime in Gibraltar preserving all Gibraltar's existing
legal, administrative and customary forms. Such a proposal would
not be acceptable to the Gibraltarians—it would, for instance, involve
the appointment of a Spanish Commissioner of Police. Senor
Lopez Bravo had been persuaded not to deliver the proposals in
written form and had agreed with reluctance to take the paper away
for further consideration. It was our aim to keep the dialogue with
Spain going—the next meeting with Senor Lopez Bravo was due
to take place in October—and Sir Joshua Hassan, Chief Minister of
Gibraltar, had expressed satisfaction that the process of " thinking
together " was continuing. Unfortunately the Spanish, in the absence
of agreement over Gibraltar, would not commit themselves to placing
large orders in this country for re-equipping their navy.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements
Commonwealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 37th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

by

the

Foreign

and

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Cabinet were informed of the latest developments in
Northern Ireland. Their discussions and the conclusions reached
were separately recorded and issued only to The Queen, the Prime
Minister and those Ministers who had to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file held
by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

CONFIDENTIAL
Industrial
4. The Secretary of State for Employment said that the decision
Affairs
by the General Council of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) the
Docks Dispute previous day to call a one-day national strike on the following
Previous
Monday unless the five dockers in prison were by then released had
Reference:
been taken by 18 votes to 7, with 6 abstentions. The T U C would
C M (72) 37th
t again later that day to review their decision in the light of the
Conclusions,
men's release; and, although they might be expected to call off the
Minute 7
strike, there would be strong pressures within the T U C for a strike
still to be held as a demonstration of the strength of feeling against
the Industrial Relations Act. The outcome was by no means certain.
It seemed likly that, even if the T U C called off the official strike a
number of unions, including the National Graphical Association,
would hold one-day protest strikes on Monday on this basis.
Mr. Jack Jones, the General Secretary of the Transport and General
Workers Union (TGWU), had also called for a one-day protest
strike, but this appeared to be bound up with tactics to secure the
acceptance by the dockers' Delegate Conference taking place that day
of the recommendations in the Interim Report of the Joint Special
Committee on the future of the dock industry. It would be important,
in the context of other expected confrontations with individual
unions, later in the year, to render the impact of any strike as
innocuous as possible by seeking to minimise publicly the incon
venience which had been caused. There was also a risk that, despite
the release of the five dockers, blacking of container depots would
be resumed. If these circumstances arose it would be inevitable that
action should be taken against the union concerned, if the Industrial
Relations Act were not to lose credibility. It would be desirable
for him to see Mr. Jones to make this clear; it might then be possible
to obtain some co-operation from the T G W U in preventing such
blacking.
m e e

The Lord Privy Seal said that a review of the situation that
morning had shown that there had been a fairly widespread return
to work as a result of the release of the dockers. Some ports
employing non-registered dockers were now operating again, as
were coalmines in South Wales. The T U C had agreed that, if the
national strike on the following Monday took place, essential services
such as medical supplies ambulances, fire services, telephones,
water, gas and electricity should be kept in operation. There would,
however, be no public transport and little movement at docks and
airports. The Customs and Excise and Immigration services were
likely to be severely curtailed and there might be some delay in the
payment of social security benefits. The Milk- Marketing Board
might have difficulty in distributing milk and in disposing of the
unused milk, the cost of which, amounting to about £1 million, might
eventually fall on the Exchequer. Departments responsible for the
nationalised industries were already discussing with them the
problems which might arise in the maintenance of essential services.
Since there would be no newspapers it was important to endeavour
to ensure that radio and television news services were still broadcast.
Although the absence of public transport would undoubtedly lead
to traffic congestion in the major cities, there appeared to be

insufficient justification in the case of a one-day strike for introducing
special arrangements other than the traffic control and parking
arrangements which the Metropolitan Police were accustomed to
implementing in such circumstances. The need to distribute essential
supplies held at the docks was not at present sufficient to justify
the declaration of a State of Emergency, but it should be noted that,
if it were desired to do this urgently on political grounds, there were
problems, such as the printing of the Emergency Regulations in the
event of a national strike, which meant that a decision would be
desirable by that afternoon if the Regulations were to come into
effect before the following Wednesday.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Lord Privy Seal.

Further
Provision for
Heating in the
Supplementary
Benefits
Scheme
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 36th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Social Services (CP (72) 82) about further provision for
heating in the Supplementary Benefits Scheme.
The Secretary of State for Social Services said that there was
mounting public and Parliamentary criticism that significant numbers
of supplementary pensioners were cold in winter and suffered much
misery because they could not afford to heat themselves adequately.
The Opposition would certainly focus attention on this criticism
and attribute the blame to a mean and indifferent Government;
there were already indications of concern amongst the Governmenfs
own supporters; and in the coming winter the criticism would grow
as disturbing cases were brought to light as a result of campaigns to
draw attention to the plight of the old and cold. Even with the
increases in supplementary benefits to be made next October, the
present provision would not be substantial enough to rest on next
winter. The next all-round increase in benefits was not due until
November 1973; and it would be claimed that price increases after
next October discredited the Governmenfs promise to protect the
most vulnerable next year. In preparation for the coming winter
he was arranging for local authorities and voluntary bodies to help
identify old people with heating needs in order that the Supplemen
tary Benefits Commission could consider helping in cash under their
discretionary powers and that local authorities could consider
improving living conditions. The new local authority social service
departments were, however, still finding their feet and it was clear
that next winter at least there would still be many people at risk who
might be entitled to special help with heating costs under the
supplementary benefit scheme but who would not receive it because
they could not be identified. H e proposed, therefore, that the general
supplementary benefit provision for heating should be increased by
an extra provision consisting of a lump sum payment intended as a
general contribution towards winter heating costs. A lump sum
would be preferable to the alternative of an additional weekly

payment for a defined number of weeks. To meet the need the
lump sum could not be much less than £10, but it could not be much
more without upsetting the relativities within the supplementary
benefits scheme. Broadly, it would be made to all recipients of
supplementary benefit who received the long-term addition, namely,
supplementary pensioners (about 1,900,000) and those under pension
age who had been in receipt of benefit for at least two years (about
300,000). Supplementary pensioners in residential accommodation
would be excluded since they did not have to meet heating costs.
The cost would be some £22 million. He could offer no savings
from the social security programme to offset this extra cost and
indeed he believed that the programme already made insufficient
provision for improvement in the level of benefits and in other
respects. A short Bill of two clauses would need to be enacted very
speedily at the beginning of the new Parliamentary Session. If
payments were to start towards the end of November it would be
necessary to make a decision now, so that the necessary administrative
preparations could be put in hand. In future there would be
progressive improvement in the identification of people at risk but
once there was a power to make lump sum payments it would be
difficult to avoid repeating the payments at least in any year in
which there was not a general uprating' in relation to price
movements. Indeed the possibility of making a lump sum supple
mentary benefit payment for heating would be one of the factors to
be taken into account in the uprating policy. The Home and Social
Affairs Committee had considered the proposals and were attracted
by the general arguments in favour of them although they considered
that it would be preferable to present them as an extra winter
allowance rather than as provision specifically for heating. From
the political point of view he believed that his proposals commanded
a high degree of priority. Action must be taken now if it was to be
taken at all; it would be too late when the criticisms were made.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that while he recognised
the nature of the problem, he must advise the Cabinet not to accept
the proposals. The extra cost of £22 million could not be met unless
compensating savings were made in other directions. Moreover,
once these payments had been made, it would not be possible to
avoid similar payments in future years. Although the increases in
benefits already announced might be criticised as inadequate, there
had been two increases in real terms in the past three years; more
over, we had also announced our intention to review the benefits
annually in future. The proposal offended against the principle
of providing extra financial assistance on a selective basis. Even
those already receiving a supplementary allowance' for heating would
receive the lump sum payment now proposed.
In discussion it was argued that the proposal had merit because of
the difficulties caused to old people as a result of inflation and because
of the present inability to identify all those in need. A lump sum
payment not only would make more impact than a weekly payment,
but also would meet a need at a time when substantial expenditure
had to be incurred. On the other hand concern was expressed that
a payment on the basis proposed would have to be repeated in

future years in one form or another. Moreover, if the policy of
providing selective assistance, to which the Government had in the
past attached importance were breached in this way, there would
be severe criticism from those who had supported such a policy. It
would also become increasingly difficult to resist other claims for
assistance on a similar basis.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
consensus was not in favour of accepting the proposal in CP (72) 82.
It would be preferable to deal with the problem by seeking out those
in real need. The most effective publicity should be given to the help
which people could obtain from the Supplementary Benefits
Commission towards their heating costs. In addition, a major effort
should be made to identify those in need; the number of domiciliary
visits should be increased so far as practicable, and urgent
consideration should be given to ways of recruiting more volunteers
for this work. It was for consideration whether in the long-term it
might be possible to recast the supplementary benefit scheme to
provide for lump sum payments at particular times of the year;
further thought should be given to this possibility.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
2. Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services—
(i) to make arrangements, in consultation with the
Chancellor of Exchequer and the Home Secretary
and Lord President of the Council, for an effective
campaign of publicity to be undertaken;
(ii) to arrange for efforts to identify those in need to be
intensified,
as indicated in the Prime Minister^ summing up.
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Egypt
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the period remaining before the House
adjourned for the Summer Recess on 9 August. Unless an earlier
recall became necessary, the House would reassemble on Tuesday
17 October.
SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that the Prime Minister of Malta, Mr. D o m Mintoff, had
visited London on 27 and 28 July for discussions with himself and
other Ministers. The general atmosphere of the meetings had been
friendly; and, although Mr. Mintoff had laid great stress upon the
difficulties which Malta was facing as a result of our decision to
allow the pound to float, he had been given no undertaking that we
were prepared to accept liability to make good such losses as the
Maltese Government might sustain. It had been agreed, however,
that British officials should pay an early visit to Malta to discuss
exchange control and related financial matters.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the latest
assessment of the extent of the Soviet withdrawal from Egypt
suggested that this might be on a larger scale than had at first
seemed probable. The situation was being kept under review; in
particular we were considering how far we might be able to take this
opportunity to establish a position of greater influence in Egypt
without inheriting the responsibility of the Soviet Government as her
principal supplier of arms. He would shortly be presenting proposals
to his colleagues.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 38th
Conclusions
Minute 3

SECRET
3. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that, following
their decision at their previous meeting that a military operation
should be mounted on Monday 31 July, to reoccupy those areas in
Northern Ireland from which extremists sought to exclude the
security forces, he had agreed, after discussion with the Ministers
most directly concerned, that the Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland should broadcast on Friday 28 July, a statement of the
Governmenfs determination to restore the protection of the security
forces to all sections of the community, coupled with an appeal for
the removal of barricades. It had also been agreed that the Secretary
of State should issue a warning on the evening of Sunday 30 July,
that military operations were imminent and that innocent persons
should, for their own safety, remain indoors. Thereafter, the
operation had been launched at 4.00 a.m. on Monday 31 July, and
had rapidly achieved a complete reoccupation of the areas
concerned. There had been very few casualties, either to the
security forces or t o civilians; but a single bomb explosion had
occurred at Claudy, near Londonderry, which had resulted in six

deaths and a number of injuries. It had already proved possible to
reintroduce patrolling by the Royal Ulster Constabulary in some of
the areas previously dominated by extremists. The " Provisional "
wing of the Irish Republican Army had offered very little resistance
to the operation; but it must be expected that they would continue
to mount guerilla attacks. Heads of friendly Governments, including
the Prime Minister of the Irish Republic, Mr. Lynch, had shown a
satisfactory understanding of the reasons which had led the Govern
ment to decide upon this military operation. The Cabinet would
wish to congratulate the General Officer Commanding, Northern
Ireland, and the forces under his command upon the successful
execution of the operation with so few casualties.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statement by the Prime Minister.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Defence to convey to
General Officer Commanding, Northern Ireland, and
forces under his command their congratulations upon
successful execution of the operations conducted
Monday 31 July.

the
the
the
on

SECRET
4. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that he had
circulated a Note (CP (72) 84) describing new arrangements to ensure
greater efficiency in planning for, and dealing with, civil emergencies
whether they were occasioned by industrial action or were the result
of major accidents or national disasters. These arrangements
included a comprehensive review of the long-term contingency
planning which Departments already had in train and the further
steps which might usefully be taken to counter other foreseeable
civil emergencies. A Committee of Ministers under his chairmanship
would be established to consider major issues of industrial policy
which were liable to develop in an emergency; and a group of senior
officials of the Departments principally concerned, under the chair
manship of the Lord Privy Seal, would be responsible for co-ordin
ating the action required to ensure an effective response to specific
emergencies.
The Secretary of State, for Employment said that Lord Aldington,
the Chairman of the Port of London Authority, and Mr. Jack Jones,
the General Secretary of the Transport and General Workers Union,
whom he would be meeting again later that day, were continuing
their efforts to promote acceptance of the recommendations in the
Interim Report of their Joint Special Committee on the ports industry.
Lord Aldington had made it clear that the employers were ready to
proceed with both the recommendations in the Interim Report and
the review of job opportunities for dock workers and the other tasks
planned for the second "phase of the Committee's work. Lord
Aldington would be likely to raise with him the question of the
position of the non-Scheme ports in the present situation in the
industry, although it was unlikely that he would be seeking any
Government commitment on the matter at this stage. It was too
soon to forecast when Mr. Jones might judge the time opportune

to reconvene the Docks Delegate Conference, since he would wish
to be reasonably certain in advance that on this occasion he would
be able to secure acceptance of the Joint Committee's report.
Although this might be possible after about ten days, it would be
wise to plan on the assumption that the dock strike might last
for another three weeks. One of the main problems in the meantime
would be to try to ensure that the task of the Joint Committee
would not be made more difficult by the bankruptcy of further
port employers, particularly at London and Liverpool. The Joint
Committee had accepted that cross-subsidisation between companies
within the industry was an essential part of their proposals; and it
might become difficult for the Government to avoid becoming
involved in this plan if the numbers of unemployed dockers to
be reallocated to the remaining firms increased sharply.

The Lord Privy Seal said that a review of the situation on the
previous day had shown that there was not, as yet, any substantive
need for the Proclamation of a State of Emergency that week,
although the supply of animal foodstuffs was giving some cause
for concern. Emergency Powers would admittedly enable the
Port Emergency Committees to be set up in readiness. But there
was little in the way of practical measures which could be done
in advance of the introduction of troops to distribute essential
supplies; and the need to conserve food stocks was not
likely to warrant action of this kind before the following week.
On the other hand, public opinion now expected the Government
to take early action in relation to the dock strike, especially since
Emergency Powers had been taken after only three days during
the 1970 strike. Moreover, such Powers would need to be confirmed
by Affirmative Resolutions of both Houses of Parliament within
seven days of the laying of the Regulations, if they were to continue
in force thereafter. If, therefore, the Powers were not taken during
the current week, Parliament might have to be recalled in order to
pass the Resolutions. The Proclamation of a State of Emergency
might not, in itself, be regarded by the dockers as provocative;
but there was some risk that, if the Proclamation were made
just before the resumed Docks Delegate Conference, militant
elements would seize the opportunity to inflame feeling against
acceptance of the report of the Joint Committee. Lord Aldington
was particularly concerned that the Government should avoid
creating the impression that they had given up hope of securing
acceptance of the Joint Committee's recommendations. On balance,
therefore, it seemed desirable to recommend the Proclamation of
a State of Emergency either on the following day or later that
week, and in either case as far in advance as possible of the Docks
Delegate Conference. Provisional arrangements had been made for
a Privy Council accordingly.
The contingency plans for the
employment of Servicemen to unload and distribute essential supplies
required seven days' notice before the troops could be fully deployed;
but a proportion could be made available after three days. If
Servicemen were used, however, the attitude of the dockers might
harden; a n d there was a risk of sympathetic action by lorry drivers
and others.

In discussion it was agreed that it would be important to avoid
any action which might make it more difficult for the Joint Com
mittee to secure acceptance of their proposals by the dockers. On
the other hand, a shortage of animal feeding stuffs was beginning
to develop and might become acute in some areas by the weekend.
The situation in this respect was more serious on this occasion than
during the 1970 dock strike, partly because this year's harvest was
late and partly because the smaller ports, through which stocks had
been imported on the earlier occasion, had now been closed by intimi
dation from dockers at the major ports.
In further discussion considerable concern was expressed about
the opening of 13 additional offices in dock areas for the payment of
social security benefit to dockers' families. This had already given
rise to adverse comment on the grounds that strikers should
not be entitled to special facilities of this kind. On the other hand
the Government were under a statutory obligation to provide staff
to enable the Supplementary Benefits Commission to discharge their
duties in such circumstances; and the additional offices were
required primarily in order to ensure that the existing offices remained
able to cater for the needs of the normal recipients of supplementary
benefit, especially the elderly and the infirm. Twelve further offices
would therefore need to be opened in due course.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed to defer a decision on the Proclamation of a State
of Emergency until they knew the outcome of Lord Aldington^
forthcoming meeting with the port employers. The Ministers
concerned should therefore consider the position again on the
following day, when the Minister of Agriculture should report
further on the shortage of animal feeding stuffs.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Housing
Finance Act
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 33rd
Conclusions
Minute 5

SECRET
5. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the steps which
should be taken if some local authorities failed to implement the
housing finance legislation. They had before them memoranda by the
Secretary of State for the Environment and the Secretary of State
for Wales, reviewing the present position in England and Wales
(CP (72) 83) and providing an assessment of the impact of the rent
increases (CP (72) 78).
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that, while the
situation was still uncertain, there were signs that the measures
taken to present the Governments policy effectively were beginning
to have the desired effect. The representatives of Labour groups in
local authorities who had met at Transport House on 8 July, had
refrained from resolving to refuse to implement the legislation. A
number of local authorities would probably be satisfied to obtain
his agreement to their making increases of an average of less than
£1 a week in October under Section 62(4) of the Act. Most of the

local authorities who had been contemplating defying the Act would
probably not finally make up their minds immediately. A few
smaller authorities, however, might have committed themselves so
far that a substantial measure of defiance on their part might be
inevitable. The Government should therefore continue to present
their policy on the lines agreed by the Cabinet on 29 June. Plans
had now been made for a national Press and television campaign,
starting in September, in order to publicise the rebates and allow
ances which would become available to tenants for the first time. H e
expected to be in a position to identify towards the end of August
those authorities who would probably refuse to implement the Act;
and he would then bring before the Cabinet proposals for dealing
with the situation.
The Cabinet were informed that a broadly similar situation
existed in Scotland in relation to the Housing (Financial Provisions)
(Scotland) Act. The relevant provisions of that Act would come
into force on 3 August; and the reaction of the local authorities in
the course of the month of August would be closely watched. In
Wales the number of authorities who had given formal notice that
they would not implement the Act had risen from three to four,
leaving 21 still undecided.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that the effective presentation of the Govern
menfs policy in relation to the two Acts must be sustained. The
Secretaries of State for Scotland, for the Environment and for
Wales should report to the Cabinet early in September on the
arrangements being made by local authorities for the implemention
of these Acts and on the steps which might be considered for
dealing with any authorities who remained recalcitrant.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing u p of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and invited the
Secretaries of State for Scotland, for the Environment and
for Wales to be guided accordingly.
Cabinet
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SECRET
The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons on its return after the Summer Recess on
Tuesday, 17 October, and in the remainder of that week. If, as now
seemed possible, the Local Government Bill were not completed
in the House of Lords in the period of two weeks beginning on
11 September, it would be necessary for that House to sit into the
following week. It was proposed that Parliament should assemble
for the next session on Tuesday, 31 October.
l.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
President of Uganda, General Amin, had announced that all Asian
holders of British passports in Uganda would be required to leave
the country within three months and that he looked to us thereafter
to assume responsibility for them. Details of this decision were
not yet available; nor could we be certain about its motivation.
But General Amin's political standing in Uganda had recently
declined as a result of tribal disputes; and it seemed probable that
he had taken this action in an attempt to regain popular support.
The number of individuals involved could not be assessed with
accuracy; but preliminary estimates suggested that there might
be about 57,000 British passport holders in Uganda. Moreover,
there were some 55,000 and 20,000 others in Kenya and Tanzania
respectively, where the Governments were known to resent their
presence and might now follow the example of President Amin by
having them removed. The British High Commissioner in Kampala
had been instructed to seek an urgent interview with President
Amin in order to emphasise to him the inhumanity of his intended
action, the damage which it would inflict on the U g a n d a n economy and
the international condemnation which it was likely to attract. It would'
help the High Commissioner if he were able to reinforce his repre
sentations with a personal message from the Prime Minister. But,
since it seemed unlikely that President Amin would modify his
decision, an interdepartmental body had been established in order
to consider, on the advice of the Law Officers, the various courses
of action open to us. In the last resort we could not disclaim
responsibility for British passport holders, even if we so wished;
nor would public opinion in the countries most closely involved
accept an attempt to do so. Nevertheless, it might be necessary
to adopt a more restrictive attitude towards the entry of British 
passport holders into the United Kingdom, even if we left unim
paired the right of dependants to join heads of households, which
we had always respected. For example, although entry vouchers
were currently limited to 3,500 a year, some 14,000 individuals
were in fact admitted to this country.
The Home Secretary said that he had already put in hand
contingency planning against the risk that we might be required
to admit large additional numbers of Asian British passport holders
at short notice. The Ministerial Committee on Immigration and
Community relations would consider the problem on the following
day. We should not suppose that a reduction in the number of
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entry vouchers would suffice to solve the problem, since it would
have only, a marginal effect on the total number of Asian immigrants
but would arouse disproportionate concern in some of the Old
Commonwealth countries whose citizens would be disadvantaged.
F r o m the presentational point of view it was important that we
should be seen to be doing all we could to persuade President Amin
to adopt a more reasonable attitude.
In the course of a brief discussion it was accepted that we could
not disclaim responsibility for British passport holders. But we
must seek to ensure that world opinion was fully seized of the
problem if a mass movement of population in a state of panic was
to be avoided. A Commonwealth or international conference
might not provide a wholly appropriate forum for. this
purpose. But the Commonwealth Secretary General, Mr. Arnold
Smith, might be moved to urge Commonwealth Governments to
consider whether they could contribute to the relocation of the
Asians who were to be removed from East Africa; and a suitable
resolution by the United Nations might be helpful.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that urgent interdepartmental consideration should
be given to the situation and that the outcome should be referred to
the Cabinet. Since many Ministers would be on holiday in the
immediate future, the Cabinet agreed that he should have discretion,
in consultation with the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and
the Home Secretary, to take any action which might be required
urgently.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2)

Invited the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary to
inquire whether the Commonwealth Secretary General
would b e prepared to ask Commonwealth Governments
for their assistance in dealing with the problem of relocat
ing British passport holders who were removed from
East Africa.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that the internal
situation in Antigua was again giving cause for concern. We had no
Reference:
obligation to intervene in support of the local Government; but a
C M (72) 34th f i g t e was in the area and would be available in case of need.
Antigua
Previous
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Affairs
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Strike
Previous
Reference :
C M (72) 39th
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Cabinet

Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Employment said that there was
still a possibility that Lord Aldington, the Chairman of the Port of
London Authority, and Mr. Jack Jones, the General Secretary of
the Transport and General Workers Union, might be able to produce
acceptable proposals for a settlement of the docks dispute, although

this was beginning to appear rather less likely. If proposals of this
kind could not be devised, the alternatives would be a long strike
or a surrender to militancy. It would therefore be desirable to
give Lord Aldington and Mr. Jones another day or two in which
to continue their attempts to promote an agreement, the more so
since the dispute was now confined to a very narrow range of issues.
All parties agreed that small wharves using unregistered labour
should not handle foreign cargoes. Similarly, there was no disagree
ment on the subject of whole-load containers packed by, or consigned
to, manufacturers. The argument now centred on the part-load
containers (20 per cent of the total), some of which were not being
dealt with by dockers. The number of jobs involved was small;
but, especially with regard to one or two container firms, the
emotional issues involved had come to transcend the intrinsic merits
of the case. The dockers would not be content with an assurance
that negotiations could proceed on the question after they had
returned to work; they were seeking a firm guarantee that dockers
would be given the jobs involved. The Aldington/Jones discussions
might have made enough progress to make it realistic for Mr. Jones
to convene a Docks Delegate Conference later in the week without
risking a second rebuff. But he had thought it right to warn Mr.
Jones that, if no summons to such a Conference had been issued by
Thursday or if a Conference were summoned but did not meet
until the following week, the Government would have to take a
decision on Friday about other measures to clear the docks.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the position in the docks was
generally unchanged. A few small ports were still working; but all
the main docks were now at a standstill. Stocks of animal feeding
stuffs were falling rapidly; and in some of the Scottish islands,
including Orkney and Shetland, the shortage of food was causing
anxiety. Attempts were being made through unofficial channels
to persuade dockers to volunteer to unload animal feed; but so
far they had not succeeded. Since it would take the Services a week
from the issue of the deployment order to become fully effective,
a decision on the use of troops to move cargoes would probably
be required by the end of the week. Its public presentation would
be very important; if the introduction of troops provoked sympa
thetic action by the road transport workers in support of the dockers,
a critical situation could develop.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) Although the effect of a combined dock and road haulage
strike would certainly be serious, Mr. Jones would wish to avoid
it if possible.
(b) There were some signs of more violent picketing by dockers.
But this would not enlist public opinion in their favour; and arrange
ments for police action to deal with situations of this kind were
now more satisfactorily co-ordinated on a national basis.
(c) It would be important to give effective publicity to the
danger to livestock and to the initial industrial effects of the strike,
including the laying-off of over 2,000 workers by International
Harvesters Ltd.
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(d) There had been confusing reports about the eligibility for
for Supplementary Benefit of dockers who volunteered for work
and subsequently gave their earnings to charity. In the circumstances
in question Supplementary Benefit could not be paid.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that it
must be made clear to Mr. Jones that, in default of a Docks Delegate
Conference later in the week or of an offer by dockers to unload
animal feedingstuffs, the Government would have to introduce
Servicemen into the docks. The Ministers concerned in the debate on
the Emergency Order-in-Council later that day should consult the
Secretary of State for Social Services about the best means of dealing
with the question of payment of Supplementary Benefit to dockers
who worked voluntarily during the strike.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the summing u p of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
(2)

Invited the Secretary of State for Employment to warn
Mr. Jones of the circumstances in which the Government
might be compelled to introduce Servicemen into the
docks.

Meetings with
The Prime Minister said that the resumed discussion with
the Confeder representatives of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and
ation of
the Trades Union Congress (TUC) on the previous evening had had
British
a satisfactory outcome; and a further programme of work had been
Industry and
agreed with a view to another meeting on 14 September. The T U C
the Trades
representatives were not willing to enter into any agreement before
Union
their annual conference had taken place earlier that month; but their
Congress
attitude on the question of the Industrial Relations Act appeared to
Previous
be
becoming more reasonable.
Reference:
CM (72) 36th
Conclusions,
Minute 4
Pay of the
Industrial
Civil Service
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 37th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

Economic
Situation

The Lord Privy Seal said that he had had a further meeting with
representatives of the Industrial Civil Service. While they remained
strongly opposed to arbitration in the present dispute, they were
anxious to resume negotiations. H e proposed to continue informal
discussions.
The C a b i n e t 
(3) Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister and the
Lord Privy Seal.
SECRET
4. The Chancellor of the Exchequer informed the Cabinet
that, on the basis of the latest economic forecasts, output was continu
ing to rise at a rate approximating to 5 per cent per annum, while
industrial output per head was provisionally judged to be no less
than 8^ per cent higher than a year earlier. Exports had suffered
less disruption than imports from recent industrial unrest and
remained buoyant. The latest forecast of industrial investment was

more optimistic; the rate of increase in the retail price index was
considerably less than a year before; and the standard of living had
improved more in the last two years than at any time in the previous
six. There was also a reasonable expectation of a moderate current
account surplus on the balance of payments.
All these favourable indications, however, could be nullified
if the problem of cost inflation were not solved. The situation in
this respect was aggravated by several factors which would tend to
encourage retail prices to rise again. These included an increase in
import prices resulting from the depreciation of sterling; the intro
duction of fair rents as a result of recent legislation; the levies which
would become payable when we became a member of the European
Economic Community; and the introduction of Value Added Tax.
There were various means by which the Government could moderate
the impact of these forces if they saw fit to do so. But in each
case the effect would be to increase the level of demand, which
was now broadly in line with the basic assumption adopted in the
last Budget, and to create considerable problems of financing which
would aggravate the difficulty of curbing public expenditure. If
the Government were to retain their freedom of action to take such
steps as might be appropriate to limit the rise in prices, it was
essential that they should not relax their efforts to limit public
expenditure and that, in the forthcoming round of wage negotiations,
they should do all in their power to confine wage increases to the
minimum. They should not allow themselves either to be deflected
from this purpose by the excessive increases which had had to be
conceded during the coalmining and railway disputes or to be unduly
influenced by the more co-operative attitude which the trade unions
appeared to be adopting in the current tripartite discussions between
the Government, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the
Trades Union Congress.
In discussion there was general agreement with these views.
An increase of nearly 8£ per cent in productivity should considerably
reduce the need for significant increases in retail prices; and this
consideration should be put forcefully to the CBI in relation to the
limited renewal of the period of price restraint which they had now
accepted. It was also agreed that the Government should be
careful not to build too much, in terms of public expectation, on
short term forecasts, which were necessarily based on a projection
of current tendencies without regard to changes of policy which
might be found necessary or desirable from time to time. Even so,
it might be salutary to ensure that the public were reminded of the
more favourable aspects of the economic situation, which in many
respects was developing in accordance with the basic policies which
had provided the foundation for the last Budget.

The Future
of the
Nuclear
Industry
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 35th
Conclusions

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a Note by the Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 90), to which was annexed a draft
Parliamentary statement on nuclear reactor policy and the future
of the nuclear industry.
SECRET

The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
draft statement, which he hoped to make that afternoon, had been
prepared in the light of prolonged discussion in the Ministerial
Committee on Economic Strategy. It emphasised the Governmenfs
intention to press ahead rapidly with the development of the fast
breeder reactor (FBR) in the hope of placing the first full scale
order for it in the late 1970s and of using it thereafter for the
major part of nuclear generating plant orders from the mid-1980s
onwards. As regards the choice of nuclear reactor in the medium
term until the F B R came into full scale operation the draft statement
referred to the continuing work on the steam-generating heavy
water reactor (SGHWR) and the advanced gas-cooling reactor (AGR)
and, more briefly, to the Governmenfs intention to engage in inter
national collaborative work on the development of the high temper
ature reactor (HTR) and on the safety aspects of the light water
reactor (LWR). Although the draft statement mentioned further
work to establish the safety of the S G H W R , this might be misleading,
since there was no reason to suppose that the safety of the SGHWR,
as distinct from the LWR, might be in doubt. The reference could
therefore be deleted. For the rest the statement sought to strike
the right balance by indicating the potentialities of the SGHWR
without committing the Government to a definite decision in its
favour at this stage; and it made it clear that this choice would
depend on the result of the evaluation studies to be carried out over
the next 18 months. The statement stressed the need for a single
strong industrial nuclear design and construction unit, closely involved
with the Atomic Energy Authority (AEA) and British Nuclear Fuels
Limited (BNFL) and capable of playing a leading role in inter
national collaboration. But the decision on its structure was left
open until discussions with all interested parties had been completed.
It also included an announcement of the establishment of a Nuclear
Power Board, containing representatives of all the interested bodies,
to advise the Government on all aspects of civil nuclear power
policy.
In discussion it was pointed out that the North of Scotland
Hydro-electric Board intended to make a simultaneous announce
ment that afternoon of the decision to build an oil and gas-fired
power station, to be commissioned in 1978. In order to avoid
apparent discrepancy between the two announcements, the Parlia
mentary statement on the nuclear industry should make it clear that
the main need of the generating Boards for nuclear power stations
would arise after 1980 rather than from the late 1970s as the draft
implied.
,
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that it was important that the Governmenfs options
on the choice of reactor and on the structure of the nuclear design
and construction industry should be left open for the present. They
accordingly approved the proposed Parliamentary statement subject
to the amendments suggested in discussion. The Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry should now initiate further consultations,
without commitment, with all the interested parties on the future

structure of the nuclear industry, and should report the outcome of
these consultations to the Ministerial Committee on Economic
Strategy. He himself would arrange for a further study of the
alternative concept that the nuclear industry might be reorganised
on the basis of public enterprise, rather than a commercial company,
possibly by a reconstitution of the Atomic Energy Authority. The
Ministerial Committee on Economic Strategy would then need to
consider the options further in the light of the outcome of that study
and of the consultations with commercial interests.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

Industrial
Training

(2)

Approved the proposed Parliamentary statement attached
to C P (72) 90, subject to the amendments agreed in
discussion, and invited the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry to make it that afternoon.

(3)

Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to
report to the Ministerial Committee on Economic
Strategy the outcome of his further consultations with
interested bodies on the future structure of the nuclear
industry.

(4)

Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for a
study of an alternative concept of the nuclear industry,
based on public enterprise.

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the
Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy (EPC) had reviewed
the proposals contained in the consultative document " Training in
the F u t u r e " in the light of the comments received during the
consultations. There had since been further discussion among
the Ministers mainly concerned, the outcome of which was reflected
in a draft Parliamentary statement which he had circulated to
members of the Cabinet. This recorded that the Training Oppor
tunities Scheme proposed in the consultative document had been
widely welcomed and that the development of the scheme was in
hand. The other main proposals in the consultative document
concerned the establishment of a National Training Agency and the
future of the levy/grant scheme. As regards the former many of
those consulted, including the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and
the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), had expressed concern
about the proposed separation of the agency responsible for training
from the Employment Services Agency which had been set u p
within the Department of Employment. H e intended to discuss the
matter further with the T U C and the CBI before reaching conclusions
on the eventual form of organisation; but for the time being h e pro
posed to reorganise the training services as an Agency within his
Department, matching the management structure of the Employment
Services Agency. This Training Services Agency would carry out

the broad range of activities previously proposed for the proposed
National Training Agency.
As regards the future of the levy/grant system, much responsible
opinion was convinced that its complete abolition would lead to a
decline in the amount and quality of training in important industries
and that some continuing financial incentive to the provision of
effective training was necessary. He therefore proposed that smaller
firms should b e wholly exempt from levies, present levels of exemp
tion should be raised, and Industrial Training Boards should be
required to exempt from levy any firm which they were satisfied
was carrying out such training as was reasonable to meet its own
needs. Firms which did not qualify for exemption, however, might
be required to pay a levy not exceeding 1 per cent of the pay roll; and
the money would be used by the Boards to encourage better training
in the industries with which they were concerned. Adequate appeal
machinery would be instituted.
In discussion it was suggested that, although the present pro
posals might prove unwelcome to some of the Governments
supporters, any proposals in this field were likely to provoke
controversy. The Government would need to demonstrate that the
appeal procedure for the levy/grant system would be independent
of the Industrial Training Boards and that it would be operated
with the aim of maintaining a reasonable standard of training in
relation to the actual needs of the industries concerned. It would
also be necessary to reach early decisions about the future organis
ation of the training and employment services. The proposals to
establish a training agency outside the Department of Employment
and, possibly, to move towards the establishment of a National
Manpower Commission which would include the Employment
Services had major implications both for the organisation of Govern
ment Departments and for the large amount of public funds involved;
and these would need to be carefully studied before a decision was
taken. If it was decided to establish such a Commission, this might
need to be held in reserve as a bargaining factor in the current
discussions with the T U C and the CBI.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the levy /grant system should continue in the
modified form proposed by the Secretary of State for Employment.
The future organisation of the training and employment services
required careful consideration; and the Secretary of State for
Employment should discuss his proposals further with the Ministers
most closely concerned. H e should also consult the T U C and CBI
on the matter, but without entering into any commitment to a par
ticular form of organisation. In the light of these consultations a full
report on all the available options should be circulated to the
Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy for consideration. In the
meantime, the Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State should
make a statement to Parliament on the lines which he h a d indicated.

The C a b i n e t 
(1)

Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

(2)

Invited the Secretary of State for Employment—
(i) in consultation with the Home Secretary and Lord
President of the Council, to make a Parliamentary
statement on the lines agreed in their discussion;
(ii) to consult further with the Confederation of British
Industry and the Trades Union Congress, without
commitment, about the future organisation of the
training and employment services;
(iii) to discuss with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
the Lord Privy Seal and the Secretary of State for
Social Services the implications of his proposals
regarding the future organisation of the training
and employment services;
(iv) to circulate a further report to the Ministerial
Committee on Economic Policy in the light of
these consultations.

SECRET
Legislative
7. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
Programme
state for the Home Department and Lord President of the Council
1972-73 Session
( ) g9) on the Legislative Programme for the 1972-73 Session.
(

Previous
Reference :
CM (72) 24th
Conclusions,
Minute 7
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The Home Secretary and Lord President said that the Cabinet
had decided in principle that a significantly lighter programme was
desirable in the following Session. But since the programme had been
approved in May several essential additional Bills, listed in Part A
of the Annex to CP (72) 89, had been brought forward; and, although
none of these was individually of great weight, in the aggregate they
would add significantly to the demand on legislative resources. I n
addition it was necessary to allow for possible measures on Industrial
Policy, on Northern Ireland and on Compensation
to Nationalised
Industries for Price Restraint.
If such measures proved to b e
necessary, as seemed probable, they would be liable to be both
controversial and expensive in terms of Parliamentary time. There
would also be demands for more time on the Floor of the House for
Northern Ireland Orders in Council. The situation would be
aggravated by the fact that the Governmenfs supporters might be
divided on some of the major Bills in the programme, particularly
on Water Reorganisation and On Local Government Finance and
Miscellaneous Provisions.
Moreover, the preparation of a number
of major Bills, including those dealing with Water
Reorganisation,
Local Government Finance and Miscellaneous Provisions,
Consumer
Credit and Training and Employment,
had been delayed pending
decisions on policy; and it would be correspondingly difficult to
accommodate them in the programme.

In this situation he was prepared to defer his Bill on Criminal
Evidence, especially since this would satisfy those who argued that
the Government should not adopt this measure precipitately and
without proper consideration of its implications. The deferment
should be accepted by the Governmenfs supporters provided that the
Governmenfs intention to enact a Bill on this subject during the
lifetime of the present Parliament remained clear. The Secretary
of State for Trade and Industry had agreed that the Bill on Consumer
Credit should be deferred, on the basis that its preparation would
proceed, as drafting resources permitted, in order that it might be
ready for introduction in the 1973-74 Session or in the 1972-73
Session if, unexpectedly, an opportunity arose for it. In its place
a Bill on Insurance should be added to the programme, provided that
policy issues and drafting instructions could be settled urgently and
that the Bill would be ready for introduction immediately after the
Christmas recess. The Bills dealing with Water Reorganisation and
Local Government Finance and Miscellaneous Provisions would be
late, difficult and controversial among the Governmenfs own
supporters, who had already been severely tested by the pressure of
local loyalties aroused by the reform of local government. While
it would ideally be desirable for both Bills to be passed during the
next Session in order that they might take effect at the same time as
the reorganisation of local government in April, 1974, they could
only be accommodated at the expense of other measures. The
Secretary of State for the Environment, however, felt strongly that
the Bill on Water Reorganisation should not be deferred, although
he was prepared to exclude certain pollution provisions from it. The
Secretary of State was also prepared to defer the Bill on Road Traffic,
which would have incorporated the Keeper Liability proposals, and
to reduce the number of provisions in the Local Government
Finance
and Miscellaneous Provisions Bill; but he would then propose a
separate Bill (perhaps in the 1973-74 Session) to provide for a local
government
ombudsman.
In these circumstances it might be
expedient to allow the Bill on Water Reorganisation to proceed in
the 1972-73 Session, provided that agreement could be reached on
the treatment of land drainage. But the Bills on Local
Government
Finance and Miscellaneous Provisions and Road Traffic I Keeper
Liability should be deferred until 1973-74. The possibility of finding
a place for a short Bill on a local government ombudsman in the
1972-73 Session should be kept open; and the preparation of the Bill
on Road Traffic I Keeper Liability should proceed, as drafting
resources permitted, on the same basis as the Bill on Consumer
Credit.
The Secretary of State's proposal to include Bills on
Nature Conservancy and Night Assemblies was/ unrealistic, since
these Bills could be accommodated only at the expense of other
measures; but the Bill on Urban Motorways I Land
Compensation
might be enlarged.
k

On this basis the Cabinet might agree that
made in the 1972-73 Session for the additional
Annex to C P (72) 89 and that the Bills on
Consumer Credit, Local Government Finance
Provisions and Road Traffic I Keeper Liability

provision should be
Bills set out in the
Criminal
Evidence,
and
Miscellaneous
should be deferred

until 1973-74. Even so, the programme would completely pre-empt
the amount of legislative time which, on average, was available on the
Floor of the House; and any further additions would inevitably
aggravate the burden to be borne by the Governmenfs supporters.
In discussion the Cabinet were informed that there was a strong
case for a Bill in the 1972-73 Session to make certain changes in the
Electoral Law. The Speakefs Conference to consider these and
other possible changes, however, would not begin its task until the
a u t u m n ; and, while the Speaker had been invited to make an interim
report, this might not be received in time for legislation to be
introduced in the 1972-73 Session. A decision, therefore, could not
be taken at this stage.
In further discussion there was general agreement that a number
of Bills would have to be deferred. While the measures on Criminal
Evidence,
Consumer
Credit and Road Traffic I Keeper
Liability
would incorporate a number of desirable features, it was accepted
that provision could not be made for them until the 1973-74 Session.
The proposed Bill on Local Government Finance and Miscellaneous
Provisions could be substantially reduced in order to incorporate
only those provisions which would be welcomed by the Governmenfs
supporters. In the main, drafting instructions had already been
prepared for the provisions which would be incorporated i n . t h i s
shorter Bill. Nevertheless, there would be considerable pressure
for a comprehensive Bill; and it would be wrong to defer the whole
Bill, since this would involve a disproportionate reduction in the
Department of the Environment's programme. On the other hand
Ministers had not yet reached decisions even on some of the
provisions which it was desired to include in the shorter Bill; and
these might well be controversial. Moreover, although a reduction
in the number of provisions would lighten the burden on the
draftsman, it would not necessarily save time on the Floor of the
House of Commons or in Committee; and the proposed curtailment
of the Department of the Environment's Bills was not out of balance
when the size of their programme and the deferments accepted by
other Departments in the present Session were considered.
The Bill on Water Reorganisation was urgently needed in order
to safeguard the nation's water supplies and to avert industrial and
economic damage. The proposals had received strong support in
the Press and from interests concerned with water supply and the
environment. If the Bill were not introduced, the Government
would be strongly criticised; and, if it were not enacted in the
1972-73 Session, the functions of the 1,200 existing drainage and
sewerage authorities would pass to the 300 new district authorities
in April 1974, thus necessitating a subsequent reorganisation which
would be even more controversial and keenly contested. Provided
that a satisfactory agreement could be reached on the treatment of
land drainage, Government backbenchers would be in favour of the
Bill; and the waterways interests would probably accept the
proposals.
A Bill to constitute a new Nature Conservancy Council was
required in order to give effect to the proposals in the White Paper on
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Government Research and Development. But, although there would
be difficulties if the Bill were not introduced in the 1972-73 Session,
the White Paper did not commit the Government to the introduction
of the necessary legislation at any particular time.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed to the proposals in C P (72) 89, with the exception of
the proposal to defer the measure on Local Government Finance and
Miscellaneous Provisions. He would discuss with the Home Secretary
and the Secretary of State for the Environment the case for including
a short Bill on Local Government in the programme for the 1972-73
Session. F o r the rest the legislative programme should be kept under
close review; and, if further additions became essential or major
measures to deal with Northern Ireland or Industrial Policy had
to be introduced, it would be necessary to consider compensating
reductions in the programme. The outstanding drafting instructions
for Main Programme Bills should be completed urgently.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Agreed that provision should be made in the 1972-73 Session
for the Bills listed in Part A of the Annex to CP (72) 89.
(3) Took note that additional measures might be required on
Northern Ireland, Industrial Policy, Compensation
to
Nationalised Industries for Price Restraint and Electoral
Registration; and agreed that, if these measures were
brought forward, compensating reductions in the pro
gramme should be considered.
(4) Agreed that the proposed Bills on Criminal
Evidence,
Consumer Credit and Road Traffic I Keeper
Liability
should be deferred until the 1973-74 Session.
(5) Took note that the Prime Minister would discuss with the
Home Secretary and the Secretary of State for the
Environment the case for introducing a short Bill on
Local Government in the 1972-73 Session.
(6) Invited the Ministers concerned to arrange for outstanding
drafting instructions on Main Programme Bills for the
ensuing Session to be completed forthwith.

Civil Service
Manpower
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 16th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

CONFIDENTIAL
8. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord Privy
Seal (CP (72) 87) on Civil Service manpower.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the latest public expenditure
forecasts showed an increase in the non-industrial Civil Service of
30,000 over the next two years; and the cost of the Civil Service as
a proportion of the Gross National Product was rising. There were
three basic obstacles to efforts to contain this increase: the
introduction of new policies which were politically important but

required additional manpower; unwillingness to discard old and
continuing functions; and the fact that the numbers required
depended on subjective judgments by line management who had n o
real incentive to reduce staff. Pressure must therefore be renewed
in the last two areas, by means of a comprehensive efficiency
campaign in each Department. The objective should be a reduction
of 1 per cent per annum in the total forecast staff requirement over
the next three years, beginning with 1972-73. While it might be too
late for some Departments to achieve a reduction of 1 per cent by
April, 1973, every effort should be made to achieve the full cumulative
reduction of 2 per cent by April 1974. For this purpose a Minister
in each Department should be designated to subject the manpower
requirement to severe scrutiny in consultation with the Parliamentary
Secretary, Civil Service Department.
In discussion it was objected that many Departments would find
serious difficulty in achieving a reduction of the order suggested,
either because the introduction of new policies was already being
jeopardised by staff shortages or because the workload was largely
dependent on the extent to which the service was used or because an
actual reduction in staff numbers would be involved. Moreover,
a reduction based on public expenditure forecasts would tend to
penalise those Departments who had already sought and obtained
staff savings through greater productivity; and, although a sustained
effort should certainly be made to achieve higher efficiency, an
arbitrary numerical objective could not be applied uniformly to all
Departments. On the other hand the public expenditure forecasts
to which the staff reductions should be related already made
allowance for changes attributable to the forecast expansion or
contraction of work. Moreover, the proposed reduction would
involve only 21,000 staff over a period when 108,000 new staff would
be recruited; and it was difficult to believe that it would be
impossible to realise productivity gains yielding an overall staff
saving of 1 per cent each year.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that there should be a comprehensive effort to
achieve greater efficiency and productivity with the objective of
reducing numbers to the extent suggested by the Lord Privy Seal.
But they also recognised that, although some quantitative criterion
was required for this purpose, some Departments would have
difficulty in achieving a reduction of the order proposed. A Minister
in each Department should therefore be given the special responsi
bility of searching for manpower savings, in consultation with the
Parliamentary Secretary, Civil Service Department.
While the
main emphasis should be placed on increasing productivity,
opportunities for saving staff by eliminating unnecessary work should
not be overlooked.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
(2) Invited all Ministers in charge of Departments to arrange
for a Minister to be charged, in consultation with the

Parliamentary Secretary, Civil Service Department, with
responsibility for seeking staff savings on the lines
indicated by the Prime Minister in his summing u p of
their discussion.

Runway Sites
9. The Cabinet
for the Third Secretary (CP (72) 85)
London Airport London Airport.

CONFIDENTIAL
considered a memorandum by the H o m e
on the choice of runway sites for the Third

The Home Secretary said that the Ministerial Committee on
Regional Policy and the Environment (RE) had considered the choice
of sites for the runway at Maplin Airport and the implications for
the consequent withdrawal of the Ministry of Defence Proof and
Experimental Establishment from Shoeburyness.
Of the four
possible sites published in April as a basis for consultation two
had been eliminated from further consideration. Site B had no
outstanding advantage; and Site D, although the most remote and
hence preferred on environmental grounds, was the most expensive.
The effective choice, therefore, lay between Site A (the Roskill site)
and Site C. Site A was preferred by the Secretary of State for
Defence because it was compatible with their programme for the
removal of the Shoeburyness Establishment; and considerations of
expenditure were also in its favour, since reclamation costs for
Site C would be some £5 million higher. But the best estimate of
the capital costs of access which was currently available suggested
that there was little to choose between the two sites; and the other
resource and time costs which would fall on those who used the
airport were less favourable to Site A than previously estimated.
Moreover, in environmental terms the choice of Site C rather than
Site A would remove 900 houses outside the 35 noise and number
index (NNI) contour; and night noise disturbance would also be less.
The Secretary of State for the Environment accordingly favoured
Site C on the grounds that the choice of Site A would forfeit the
co-operation of Essex County Council and that their opposition,
together with that of amenity interests, could lead to protracted
delay in completing the airport. A decision in favour of Site C,
however, would advance the date by which the Shoeburyness
Establishment would have to be moved; and the Secretary of State
for Defence considered that, if Site C were chosen, it would be
impossible, on present plans, for the airport to be opened in 1980
without unacceptable disruption to the defence programme.
The Committee had decided, on balance to recommend Site C on
environmental grounds; had agreed that the cost might be higher,
but not significantly so; and had concluded that, although the
development of Site C might take rather longer than the development
of Site A, the difference need not necessarily be significant since a
decision in favour of Site C would enlist the goodwill of the local
authorities and environmental interests. Once the alternative sites
for the Shoeburyness Establishment had been secured its recon
struction could be accelerated, albeit at a cost. The Government
could not now be sure of completing the airport by 1980 at either
site; but the choice of Site C was less likely to lead to unmanageable

delay and would not involve the Government in the difficulty of
justifying, after they had decided to locate the new airport at Maplin
on environmental grounds, the choice of the least environmentally
attractive site in that area. A decision on the site was needed in
order to enable detailed planning for reclamation to proceed and the
legislation establishing the Maplin Development Authority to be
introduced early in the next Session. On a balance of all the
considerations involved Site C seemed to entail the least disadvantage,
although the date for opening the airport must inevitably depend
on the time within which the defence facilities could be withdrawn
from Shoeburyness without unacceptable disruption.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that the choice of
site for the runways affected the length of time for which the
Proof and Experimental Establishment would be able to continue to
use the facilities at Shoeburyness. On present plans the choice of
Site A would allow the Establishment to maintain its programme of
work at Shoeburyness on a basis which was tolerable; but the choice
of Site C would curtail this period by two years. The Establishment
played a major part in the development of armaments and the
proving of ammunition; and the interruption of its work would have
serious consequences both for the equipment of our own Forces and
for our exports of arms. It had proved impracticable to find a
single site capable of re-accommodating the facilities displaced from
Shoeburyness; and it might now be necessary to disperse these
facilities between four sites—Tain in Scotland, Spadeadam in
Cumberland, Ty Croes in Anglesey and Eskmeals in the Lake District
National Park. Resistance on environmental grounds could be
expected to the choice of Eskmeals; and there was liable to be
particularly strong local opposition on both political and environ
mental grounds to the use of Tain. It did not appear practicable
to transfer facilities from Shoeburyness to the Outer Hebrides,
despite the increased employment which would result, because the
local weather conditions were unsuitable for proof work and the
use of the existing rocket range would be adversely affected.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed in principle that Site C should be preferred. They
recognised the problems involved in moving the defence facilities
from Shoeburyness in the light of the inevitable public opposition
to any proposals to enlarge defence establishments. But there
would also be increasing pressure from the general public for an
early opening of the Third London Airport. T h e Secretaries of State
for Scotland, for the Environment and for Wales should therefore
give the Secretary of State for Defence every assistance in relocating
the Shoeburyness facilities and in avoiding disruption to essential
defence work.
The C a b i n e t -

v

(1) Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
(2) Approved in principle the proposals in CP (72) 85, on the
understanding that the Ministers concerned would give

the maximum assistance to the Secretary of State for
Defence in achieving a suitable relocation of the Proof
and Experimental Establishment at Shoeburyness.
Cabinet Office,
9 August, 1972.
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SECRET
The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for the Home Department and Lord President of the
Council (CP (72) 91) on questions which had arisen from the decision
of the President of Uganda, General Amin, to expel from Uganda
Asian holders of United Kingdom passports (UKPH) within a
period of 90 days expiring early in November.
The Prime Minister said that, while the Governmenfs ultimate
obligation to admit to the United Kingdom U K P H who were
expelled from their place of residence and had n o other place of
refuge was not in question, the prospect of a large and early influx
of Asians posed a number of serious social and political problems.
There were strong arguments for diverting as many as possible to
third countries and for seeking to phase the arrival of any consider
able numbers in the United Kingdom. But there was increasing
evidence of President Amin's irrational and unpredictable tempefa
ment; and it was impossible to exclude the possibility that the
situation might develop in such a way as a create a real threat to
the lives not only of Asian U K P H but also of the 7,000 individuals
with a close personal or ancestral link with the United Kingdom
(" belongers ").
The Attorney General informed the Cabinet that the individuals
whom the Ugandan Government proposed to expel were citizens
of the United Kingdom and Colonies. The grant of a passport by
the United Kingdom Government did not in itself confer citizenship;
but it was evidence that the Government accepted the holder as
one of its citizens. Under international law a State had a duty to
other States to accept within its territory those of its nationals who
were expelled from their country of residence and were not admitted
to any. other country. This international obligation applied not
withstanding the controls imposed by our domestic immigration
laws upon the entry of citizens of the United Kingdom and Colonies
who had no direct personal or ancestral link with the United
Kingdom. The Commonwealth Immigration Act, 1968, had for the
first time subjected to those controls Asians in East Africa holding
passports issued by the United Kingdom Government; but the
Labour Home Secretary at the time, Mr. James Callaghan, had
publicly acknowledged an obligation to receive such individuals if
they were expelled with no prospect of any alternative refuge.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note of the statement by the Attorney General.
The Cabinet then considered the memorandum by the H o m e
Secretary and Lord President of the Council under the following
headings:
Diplomatic Action (paragraphs 4-14)
Resettlement Outside the United Kingdom
15-26)
Direct Pressure on Uganda (paragraphs 27-31)

1

(paragraphs

A2

The Domestic Problem—
Air Transport (paragraphs 34-41)
Reception and Resettlement (paragraphs 44-51)
Local Authorities (paragraphs 52-57)
The Employment Voucher Scheme (paragraphs 58-60)
The Longer-Term Implications for Immigration Policy
(paragraphs 62-69).
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that our initial diplomatic efforts had been directed towards
persuading President Amin to moderate his decision.
The
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster had visited Uganda but had
been unable to establish rational communication with the President.
We had taken early steps to suspend action on a projected loan of
£10 million for capital development; but it had not been prudent
either to make this decision public or to take further direct action
against Uganda while we still hoped to influence President Amin.
In addition, the Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, Mr. Godber, had discussed the problem with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, Dr. Waldheim, who had sent his
personal emissary, Mr. Gardiner, to Uganda. Mr. Gardiner had
formed the impression that President Amin's instability might result
in a breakdown in Uganda comparable to the situation which had
developed in the Congo in 1960; and it was possible that Dr. Wald
heim would decide to visit Uganda himself. If so, it would be
better to defer raising the Ugandan situation in the United Nations
Economic and Social Council, which was due to meet on 12 Sep
tember, until we could assess the results of Dr. Waldheim's
representations. But thereafter it might well be desirable to promote
a debate in the General Assembly on 27 September and to move a
Resolution calling for an extension of the time limit of 90 days
imposed by President Amin and for proper arrangements to safe
guard their assets. We had also obtained expressions of sympathy
f r o m many Commonwealth and foreign countries, together with
offers of help from a number, of whom Canada and Malawi were
the chief; but the majority were concerned to avoid any publicity
for these efforts.
A Commonwealth conference offered little
prospect of advantage; and any pressure for such a conference would
best be met by pointing out , that bilateral negotiations with
individual Commonwealth countries were more in accordance with
their wishes and were therefore more likely to be effective.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that there
would be advantage in arranging for as many as possible of the
Asian U K P H to go to India, where many of them had family
connections and might prefer to settle rather than to move on to
the United Kingdom. Our High Commissioner in New Delhi would
be discussing these and associated questions with the Indian Foreign
Minister during the following week; but the Indian Government
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The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that our initial diplomatic efforts had been directed towards
persuading President Amin to moderate his decision.
The
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster had visited Uganda but had
been unable to establish rational communication with the President.
We had taken early steps to suspend action on a projected loan of
£10 million for capital development; but it had not been prudent
either to make this decision public or to take further direct action
against Uganda while we still hoped to influence President Amin.
In addition, the Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, Mr. Godber, had discussed the problem with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, Dr. Waldheim, who had sent his
personal emissary, Mr. Gardiner, to Uganda. Mr. Gardiner had
formed the impression that President Amin's instability might result
in a breakdown in Uganda comparable to the situation which had
developed in the Congo in 1960; and it was possible that Dr. Wald
heim would decide to visit Uganda himself. If so, it would be
better to defer raising the Ugandan situation in the United Nations
Economic and Social Council, which was due to meet on 12 Sep
tember, until we could assess the results of Dr. Waldheim's
representations. But thereafter it might well be desirable to promote
a debate in the General Assembly on 27 September and to move a
Resolution calling for an extension of the time limit of 90 days
imposed by President Amin and for proper arrangements to safe
guard their assets. We had also obtained expressions of sympathy
from many Commonwealth and foreign countries, together with
offers of help from a number, of whom Canada and Malawi were
the chief; but the majority were concerned to avoid any publicity
for these efforts.
A Commonwealth conference offered little
prospect of advantage; and any pressure for such a conference would
best be met by pointing out that bilateral negotiations with
individual Commonwealth countries were more in accordance with
their wishes and were therefore more likely to be effective.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) T o o k note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that there
would be advantage in arranging for as many as possible of the
Asian U K P H to go to India, where many of them had family
connections and might prefer to settle rather than to move on to
the United Kingdom. Our High Commissioner in New Delhi would
be discussing these and associated questions with the Indian Foreign
Minister during the following week; but the Indian Government

already faced a considerable problem in absorbing Indian citizens
expelled from Uganda. They were approaching discussions with us
with some caution and were anxious to avoid publicity. Neverthe
less, we must hope that their evident sympathy would lead them to
provide practical assistance.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion of this
section of the memorandum, said that the Cabinet agreed that the
United Kingdom should be prepared, within the limit of £750 per
family imposed under existing emigration arrangements, to pay the
travel expenses from the United Kingdom of U K P H arriving here
but willing to settle in third countries. They did not favour the
suggestion that grants should be paid to individual U K P H in
consideration of their settling in third countries and renouncing
United Kingdom nationality. We should be ready, however, to
make arrangements with host Governments as appropriate to
contribute towards the cost of programmes of resettlement for
U K P H from Uganda. It would be important to include provision
for the payment of resettlement grants by host Governments to
families in need of them; but to suggest that renunciation of United
Kingdom citizenship and assumption of citizenship of the host
country should be a condition for a resettlement grant might not be
palatable to host countries and might frustrate the object of diverting
as many U K P H as possible from the United Kingdom. We should
also explore further the possibility of using the services of the Inter
governmental Committee for European Migration to devise and
operate a programme for resettlement bf U K P H in certain countries
of Latin America; and there was no reason why our intention in
this regard should not be disclosed publicly.
The C a b i n e t 
(3) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of this part of their discussion and invited the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Home Secretary and Lord President
of the Council to be guided accordingly.
Direct
Pressure
on Uganda

In a brief discussion of this section of the memorandum it was
suggested that, now that it seemed clear that President Amin was
impervious to rational persuasion, the sole, though weighty, counter
vailing factor to the domestic political pressures in favour of strong
action against Uganda lay in the risk of provoking him to permit
or to initiate violent counter-action by the ill-disciplined Ugandan
Army against Asian U K P H or against United Kingdom
" belongers", whom we should find it difficult, for geographical
reasons, to protect adequately.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed to freeze the uncommitted balance (£300,000) of past
aid loans; t o continue not to recruit any new technical assistance
personnel for service in Uganda; to offer no further places in the
United Kingdom for civilian or military trainees from U g a n d a ; to
stop deliveries of armoured vehicles for the Ugandan Army; and

to advise tourist agencies that British tourists should be discouraged
from visiting Uganda, provided that this could be arranged with the
minimum of damage to Kenya and Tanzania in the case of
" package tours " of East Africa. They did not, however, think it
wise to stop payment of money committed from earlier loans but
not yet spent. Nor would it be appropriate at the moment to with
draw supplementation of the salaries of technical assistance
personnel on contract to the Ugandan Government, to freeze
Uganda's sterling balances or to withdraw the British Army training
team from Uganda. Further consideration might need to be given
to the three latter measures in due course; but President Amin
should be given no indication of this. For purposes of public
presentation it would be reasonable to recall the recently announced
suspension of the projected £10 million development loan and to
point to the incongruity in present circumstances of negotiating new
aid programmes or encouraging British tourism in Uganda but to
indicate, at the same time, the undesirability of taking any steps
which might adversely affect British exporters or expose British
firms or individuals to liability for breach of contract.
The Cabinet—
(4) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of this part of their discussion and invited the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Secretary of State for Defence, the H o m e
Secretary and Lord President of the Council and the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to be guided
accordingly.
The Cabinet then considered the problems of transport,
accommodation, resettlement, etc., which would arise in relation t o
such Asians as we had to admit to the United Kingdom when we
had exhausted all possible means of limiting the numbers.
Transport

The Cabinet were informed that the discussion of transport
arrangements had so far been confined to those families, originally
assumed to number 3,000, whose applications for admission to the
United Kingdom had been processed by the United Kingdom High
Commission in Kampala before the present crisis developed. There
appeared to be little scope for the use of sea transport. As regards
air services President Amin had initially sought to attach to the
arrangements which we had contemplated for the movement of the
families the condition that the traffic should be reserved to East
African Airways; and the company themselves were unwilling to
permit any concessionary fares.
More recently, however, the
President was reported to have modified his attitude to the extent of
accepting that the traffic might be shared with the British Overseas
Airways Corporation and British Caledonian Airways; and there
was now a prospect that the fares charged might be reduced below
the level of those normally prescribed by the International Air
Travel Association. There was still no indication, however, that
President Amin would be prepared to allow our own airlines to
convert into other currencies the proceeds from tickets sold in

Uganda for East African shillings. At an earlier stage we had
offered the airlines an informal undertaking that we would help
them to secure the repatriation of their profits; and, if the traffic
was in fact dealt with on the tripartite basis now envisaged, we
should have to honour this obligation.
In these circumstances it was necessary to decide whether we
should now let events take their course, in the sense of confining
ourselves to providing such air transport as was required in order
to accommodate the number of individuals whose departure was
made possible by the dilatory Ugandan administrative formalities;
or whether we should positively exert ourselves to ensure that, by
one means or another, all those concerned were safely brought to the
United Kingdom before the time limit of 90 days expired. We must
also decide whether the arrangements finally adopted in relation to
the initial 3,000 families should extend also to the balance, estimated
at some 35,000 individuals at the maximum, as regards whom we
were not as yet committed.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion of this section
of the memorandum, said that it would in fact be possible to ensure
the removal of all the individuals concerned by November if the
scheduled services were supplemented by five additional flights a
day. This would represent a maximum effort on our part, designed
to safeguard the Asians against the consequences which might befall
them if they had not left Uganda by the prescribed time limit. But
it would correspondingly concentrate their arrival in this country,
and even though our control over the licensing of aircraft landings
would enable us to regulate to some extent the flow of immigrants,
a marked increase in the number of flights would be liable to
provoke a considerable degree of public criticism. The only realistic
course, therefore, would be to proceed on the assumption that, in
the light of the administrative procrastination of the Ugandan
Government, the scheduled services should suffice for the immediate
future; to let our own airlines understand that they could to some
extent relax their efforts to organise additional services; and to keep
the position under close review in order to be ready to modify these
arrangements if necessary. We should also try to ensure that those
Asians whose destinations lay elsewhere than in this country should
travel direct from Uganda; and we should emphasise that our own
arrangements were necessarily determined to a large extent by the
pace at which the Ugandan Government were able to complete their
own administrative formalities. We must recognise, however, that
in the final outcome an unpredictable number of Asians might still
remain in Uganda at the terminal d a t e / a n d , in so far as it was
possible to organise a contingency plan for their rapid evacuation
at the final stage, we should do so. The responsibility for the
situation which might then develop would rest clearly with President
Amin, not with ourselves.
The C a b i n e t 
(5) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of this part of their discussion and invited the
Ministers concerned to be guided accordingly.

Reception and
Resettlement

In the course of a discussion of the arrangements to be made
for reception and resettlement in this country the Cabinet were
informed that the Uganda Resettlement Board had now been corn
missioned and would be ready to receive the immigrants from the
beginning of the following week. It remained to be decided, how
ever, whether those Asians who arrived without property and were
assigned to unfurnished accommodation should look to the
Supplementary Benefits Commission for assistance or should be
helped in some other way. The Commission were concerned that
the numbers involved might make it impossible for them to main
tain the stringent standards which they normally applied to members
of the indigenous population in the same circumstances; and in
view of the danger of provoking critical and invidious comment if
these standards were relaxed in favour of immigrants, it would be
preferable that the Asians concerned should be assisted by charitable
funds, to which the Asian community in the United Kingdom might
be expected to make a generous contribution. This possibility
should be pursued further.

Local
Authorities

It was agreed that it would also be necessary to reassure the
local authorities about the financial assistance which they might
expect from the Government towards the additional expenditure
which they would incur as a result of the arrival of the immigrants.
The rate support grant could be adjusted as necessary; but it might
be desirable, in addition, to make specific grants to the local
authorities concerned, on the basis of a limited scheme which could
be discontinued when the immigrants had been integrated into the
economic life of the country. The grants might be at the rate of
75 per cent of expenditure incurred on special projects such as the
provision of temporary classrooms, school transport, health centres,
etc.; and the local authorities would be required to submit these
projects for endorsement by the Uganda Resettlement Board. In
this way the scheme would automatically be terminated as soon as
the Board had completed their task. In accordance with normal
practice the Board would themselves be subject Jo a limit in respect
of the expenditure which they might approve on any one project
without the prior authority of the Secretary of State; but it was not
possible at this stage to estimate the total cost of the scheme. It
was also for consideration whether the special grants should be
limited to 75 per cent of approved expenditure or might, at least
in some cases, be at the rate of 100 per cent; and this matter should
be further considered by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in con
sultation with the H o m e Secretary and the Secretary of State for
the Environment. It would in any event be desirable to arrange
that the Secretary of State for the Environment should be more
closely associated with the work of the Board in order to ensure
that the political implications of the Board's relations with local
authorities were taken fully into account.

The Employ
ment Voucher
Scheme

The Cabinet then considered whether the employment voucher
scheme, which currently provided for the issue of 2,250 vouchers
a year, should be suspended in order to offset to some extent the
additional influx of Asian immigrants. It was agreed that no action

should be taken in this respect at the present juncture, partly because
suspension would be offensive to the Old Commonwealth; partly
because it might involve a review of policy in regard to aliens as
well as Commonwealth citizens, which might affect our relations
with the other members of the European Economic Community on
the question of freedom of movement for our coloured citizens
within the Community; but mainly because it would certainly be
unwelcome to India and Pakistan and would therefore prejudice
our efforts to persuade the Governments of those countries to admit
the maximum number of Asians to be expelled from Uganda. It
would be preferable to avoid any public comment on this subject
if possible.
The C a b i n e t 
(6) Invited the Home Secretary to ensure that the points which
had emerged during their discussion of this part of the
memorandum were pursued in consultation with the
Ministers concerned.
Immigration
Policy in the
Longer Term

Finally, the Cabinet considered the longer-term implications of
the present situation for our immigration policy. It was agreed
that we should now undertake a fresh study, with which the Law
Officers should be closely associated, of the questions which would
arise if we decided to deprive certain U K P H of their citizenship or
to limit the entry of dependants of Commonwealth citizens. This
study should be completed as rapidly as possible; and, in view of
the political delicacy of the issues involved, it was essential to avoid
any premature disclosure of its procedures and conclusions.
The Prime Minister^ summing up the discussion as a whole,
said that the Home Secretary, in consultation with other Ministers
as appropriate, should now ensure that the various issues which had
arisen during the Cabinefs consideration of CP (72) 91 were further
examined as a matter of urgency and that our preparations for
dealing with the situation were carried forward on the basis which
the Cabinet had now agreed, with full regard to the importance of
maintaining secrecy about any modification of our immigration
policy in the longer term. In so far as certain of the Cabinet's other
decisions could now be made public there would be advantage in
arranging for this to be done before the week-end by means of a
comprehensive statement which would reassure public opinion about
the Governmenfs policies for dealing with the situation and their
determination to ensure, so far as it lay in their power, that the
necessary arrangements would be made in a firm and orderly
manner. The text of this statement should be agreed with the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and himself.
The C a b i n e t 
(7) Took note,v with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Home Secretary,
in consultation with other Ministers as appropriate, to
proceed accordingly.
Cabinet Office
8 September,
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Japan
Previous

Reference:
C M (72) 34th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

1. The Cabinet tendered warm congratulations to the Lord
Privy Seal on the completion, without amendment, of the last stages
of the European Communities Bill in the House of Lords. The
Bill now awaited Royal Assent; and its enactment would represent
a signal success for the Governmenfs European policies.

SECRET
2. The Prime Minister said that, following the visits of the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and of officials earlier
in the year, he had himself visited Japan from 16-19 September.
H e had been impressed by the size and strength of the Japanese
economy, which now placed Japan effectively at the centre of
international monetary and commercial affairs. At the same time,
Japan was assuming a more important political role in the Pacific
area. It was clear that the Government recently formed by
Mr. Tanaka would work to develop closer relations with China and
would gradually reduce Japanese links with Taiwan. With proper
encouragement Japan could be helpful to us both economically and
politically. Despite the natural concern of the Japanese authorities
that the economic benefits of hard work and sound management
should not be lost, there were signs of a willingness to develop more
reasonable export policies. The Japanese Government hoped to
maintain their recent high rate of growth of 10-11 per cent per
annum. But they were interested in acquiring advanced technology;
and they were ready to co-operate more closely with us in establish
ing new marketing systems. There was great potential for a major
effort to increase our trade with Japan. The going might at first
be hard in the light of language difficulties and differences of
techniques; but an urgent and careful study of the means of over
coming such obstacles should now be put in hand. The rewards
could be very important indeed.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statement by the Prime Minister.

Uganda
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 4 l s t
Conclusions

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
problem caused by the demand of the President of Uganda, General
Amin, that all United Kingdom passport holders (UKPH) should
leave the country within 90 days had been aggravated by the reported
invasion of Ugandan territory by some 500-1,000 dissident
Ugandans from Tanzania and by the attempt, so far frustrated by
the Sudanese Government, of the President of Libya to send forces
to Uganda in support of General Amin's regime. The insurgents
had apparently now returned to Tanzania. But it was still possible
that some Libyan troops would succeed in reaching U g a n d a ; and,
although they would not amount to a significant military force, their
presence would undoubtedly aggravate an already tense situation.
T h e release and return to this country of the representatives of the
British Press who had been arrested in Uganda would lead to the

publication of reports which would be bound to increase anxiety for
the safety of the remaining British " belongers" in Uganda. These
numbered some 7,000; and it was difficult to judge what advice they
should be given. The United Kingdom High Commissioner, sup
ported by such responsible Ugandan opinion as was available, had
so far taken the view that to urge them to leave would be regarded
by General Amin as a provocative action and would therefore
heighten the dangers to which they were exposed. Moreover, it
would be difficult in both physical and political terms to arrange
for the early evacuation of the United Kingdom community. Any
overt preparations to move them, even by civil transport, could
easily provoke the regime to take action against them; and it would
create an unfortunate impression if they were given priority in
transportation over the Asian U K P H . The United States authorities
were known to be concerned for their citizens in Uganda; and it was
to be hoped that some joint arrangement could be made for both
United Kingdom expatriate and United States citizens to be
evacuated in case of need. In preparation for this eventuality it
might be desirable that the Prime Minister should send a personal
message to General Amin, informing him that in view of the sensitive
conditions in the area we intended to advise those of our
" belongers " who could leave to do so. But it would be essential
to emphasise that this action was not a preliminary to some military
operation against General Amin of the kind which he was accusing
us of preparing. In order that the best possible assessment of the
local situation should be available in London it might be advisable
to send a senior Foreign and Commonwealth Office official to
Kampala for a few days; and this would also provide an opportunity
to ensure that the United Kingdom High Commissioner was fully
aware of the current views of Ministers.
As regards the prospects of finding alternative destinations for
the Asian U K P H the result of recent diplomatic action was encour
aging. Several countries, both within the Commonwealth and
outside it, had agreed to accept numbers of these individuals. In
particular, the Government of India had agreed to admit 10,000
15,000 on the understanding that we would remain ready to accept
them in the United Kingdom if this subsequently proved to be their
wish; but a large proportion would probably prefer to remain in
India indefinitely.
The Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council said
that this measure of international support had significantly eased the
problems of reception and resettlement of the Asian U K P H in this
country. It now seemed probable that no more than 20,000-30,000
would be involved in the first instance. The Resettlement Board
which had been created to deal with this problem seemed to be
working satisfactorily; local authorities had responded favourably
to the Governmenfs willingness to provide them with additional
financial assistance where necessary; and the public now seemed
disposed to accept the Asian U K P H as genuine refugees. Their
movement from Uganda had so far been relatively slow, partly
because it had been thought best not to encourage them to leave

until it became possible to offer them a range of options on the
destinations open to them; but they would now be urged to travel
as soon as their formalities were completed in order to anticipate
congestion at the last moment.
In discussion it was agreed that the likely effect of a message
from the Prime Minister to General Amin about the safety of
United Kingdom " belongers" needed careful consideration, since
in the present tense situation these British subjects, who were widely
dispersed throughout Uganda, could easily become targets for
hostile action. If it were decided to attempt to evacuate them, this
should be arranged without the use of force, if possible. The
measure of international assistance which h a d been mobilised by
diplomatic action was encouraging; and it would be advisable that
the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary should propose, in his
speech to the General Assembly of the United Nations in the follow
ing week, a resolution calling upon the Government of Uganda to
extend the time limit for the departure of the Asian U K P H on
humanitarian grounds and to facilitate the transfer of their assets.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the statements by the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary and the Home Secretary
and Lord President of the Council.
Iceland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 36th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that no reports
of the harassment of our trawlers by Icelandic vessels had been
received within the past week. But it remained important that we
should do everything we could to reach an interim agreement with
the Government of Iceland for the period until the United Nations
Conference on the L a w of the Sea took place in 1973, since, even
if it proved possible to afford naval protection for our trawlers, their
catch could not be expected to amount to more than some 40 per
cent of the current rate. H e had accordingly attempted, with the
full co-operation of the Government of the Federal German
Republic, whose problems were comparable to ours, to arrange for
tripartite discussions to be held in Bonn. The Icelandic Government,
however, had refused an invitation to participate, preferring that
the discussions should continue on a bilateral basis. The German
authorities, for their part, would not be in a position to continue
their own bilateral exchanges for some weeks; meanwhile, it would
probably be possible t o arrange for further Anglo-Icelandic discus
sions at the official level. The prospects for the conclusion of a
satisfactory agreement, however, remained slight; and we might well
be obliged to provide naval protection despite the known difficulties
and disadvantages of such a course.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that the difficulty of
providing naval protection at an early date would be aggravated
by the industrial action in the Royal Dockyards, which was resulting
in a progressive reduction in the number of frigates available for
duty at sea.
SECRET

The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that the
leaders of the trawler industry had adopted an understanding
attitude towards the Governmenfs difficulties, the more so since
they were in fact landing very satisfactory quantities of fish.
The Cabinet—
(3) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary, the Secretary of State for Defence and
the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
Bahamas

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Parliamentary Elections in the Bahamas had been won easily by the
Progressive Liberal Party led by Mr. Pindling. This victory appeared
to have removed possible causes of disturbance in the islands.

Middle East

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that various
Arab leaders had made it clear during recent visits to London that
they would like to see us play a more active part in the Arab world.
In particular, the new Egyptian Foreign Minister, Dr. Zayyat, had
said that his Government intended that the withdrawal of the Soviet
personnel from Egypt should be complete and that he hoped that
the Western Europeans would take their place. In so far as these
developments were relevant to the supply of arms he had told
D r . Zayyat that we were not prepared to sell offensive weapons
which might significantly disturb the balance of military power in
the area. But the Egyptian Government were interested in acquiring
other arms also; and it ought to be possible for us to derive
considerable advantage from this business.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 39th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Cabinet—
(4) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 39th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet that, although casualties among our own troops remained
regrettably high, our various measures to erode the strength of the
Irish Republican Army (IRA) were continuing to meet with signifi
cant success. But we continued to face a formidable problem as
regards those individuals whom we still held in internment or in
detention. In terms of security we could afford to release only some
of these; but it was becoming increasingly questionable whether we
could detain individuals indefinitely without bringing them to trial
in some sense. We faced an equally serious problem as regards
those members of the I R A who were still at large, since, although
w e were morally certain in many cases that they were guilty of
perpetrating or organising outrages against our troops, it would
often be impossible to disclose in any normal court of law the
evidence which we obtained through intelligence sources to justify
our contention. In these circumstances only three courses of action
were open to us. We could simply accept the situation and take no
further steps to apprehend these individuals. But, if we adopted

this attitude, it would be clear that we had given up hope of defeating
the I R A ; and the impact on the morale of the security forces in
Northern Ireland would be disastrous. Alternatively, we could
revert to a policy of internment. If so, however, our action would
be regarded as a retrograde step; it would probably cost us the
bipartisan support for our policies on which we had hitherto relied
in the Parliament at Westminster; and it would represent a severe
setback, both in Northern Ireland itself and in the wider inter
national context, to our hopes of making further progress towards
an ultimate political solution. The Ministers immediately concerned,
after reviewing the situation under the Prime Ministers chairman
ship, had therefore concluded that we must adopt the only remain
ing course of action by instituting in Northern Ireland some kind
of quasi-judicial procedure by means of which the individuals whom
we detained might be examined in conditions approximating to
those of a trial, even though much of the hearings would have to
be conducted in camera and it would not be possible in many cases
to reveal the sources of evidence. The least objectionable form of
such a procedure appeared to be an administrative tribunal, some
of whose members should be drawn from the legal profession if
possible; and, in defending this procedure, we should emphasise
that it represented only an interim measure, pending a thorough
review of the extent to which the law dealing with emergencies in
Northern Ireland might be amended in such a way as to remove
its more objectionable features for the future. A review of this
kind should help to anticipate the inevitable criticism that admin
istrative tribunals of the kind proposed would differ little in
reality from internment; and it might also be helpful in persuading
the Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) to modify the
decision, which they had hitherto consistently maintained, that they
would not attend the constitutional discussions to be held in the
following week unless the British Government brought internment
to an end. There could be no assurance, however, that the SDLP
would in fact change their attitude; and it appeared certain that the
Protestant faction, led by Mr. Paisley, M P , would maintain their
refusal to attend the discussions on the ground that the British
Government had rejected an inquiry into the circumstances in which
certain Protestants had been shot during a recent incident in Belfast.
There was therefore little prospect that the discussions would
produce any positive result.
The decision to refuse the inquiry for which Mr. Paisley had
pressed had clearly been right; and it had been necessary to adopt
an equally firm attitude towards the threat by the extremist
Protestant group, the Loyalist Association of Workers, to interrupt
power supplies unless the British Government withdrew the para
troops. As a result the threat of industrial action in the power
stations had subsided.
But renewed outbreaks of Protestant
extremism might be expected when some of the Protestants recently
apprehended by the security forces were brought before the courts;
and we could not exclude the possibility that it might become
necessary to legislate in order to enable judges to sit without juries
in certain cases.

The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland and authorised him to announce the
establishment of administrative tribunals on the basis which
he had proposed.

Industrial
Affairs
Meetings
with the
Confederation
of British
Industry and
the Trades
Union
Congress
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 40th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

Pay of
Industrial
Civil Service
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 40th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Prime Minister said that the tripartite meeting with
representatives of the Confederation of British Industry and the
Trades Union Congress (TUC) on 14 September had been conducted
in a more cordial and co-operative spirit than some of the earlier
exchanges; and some progress had been made. In particular, the
T U C representatives had not referred to the possibility of repealing
or amending the Industrial Relations Act; and it had been agreed
that further work should now be concentrated on methods by which
the pay of low-paid workers could be improved without entailing
proportional increases to other workers. The T U C representatives
had also pressed for a corresponding improvement in the position
of pensions. The next tripartite meeting on 26 September would be
devoted to more detailed consideration of these problems within the
framework of proposals that assistance to the low-paid should be
based on a uniform fiat-rate cash pay increase for all workers during
the coming year. The most difficult problem would be to ensure
that the amount of this increase would not be beyond the capacity
of the economy to sustain.
The Lord Privy Seal said that the most recent efforts to persuade
the industrial Civil Service unions to agree that their pay claim
should be submitted to arbitration had so far been unsuccessful in
the face of opposition by the Amalgamated Union of Engineering
Workers and the Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunication
Union, despite the agreement in principle of the other unions
concerned. Although industrial action in general remained local
and sporadic, there was increasing concern about its impact on
important defence services. It might be desirable, in the light of
the outcome of further meetings to be held shortly, to review the
Governmenfs position in relation to the negotiations.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister and the
Lord Privy Seal.

Public
Security

SECRET
5. The Cabinet had a brief discussion of the state of public
security in the light of the terrorist outrage during the Olympic
Games at Munich, the recent attempts on the lives of members of
the Israeli Embassy in London by Arab extremists and the growing
concern which was being expressed as a result by members of
foreign Missions in the metropolis.

The Home Secretary said that, in consultation with the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary, he had recently reviewed the state of
our precautions against activities of this kind and would be sub
mitting certain proposals to the Prime Minister.
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SECRET
1. The Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth
Affairs said that the President of Zaire, General Mobutu, intended
to visit Kampala in the next few days in order to urge the President
of Uganda, General Amin, to extend the time limit for the expulsion
of United Kingdom Passport Holders (UKPH) from Uganda.
President Mobutu had asked that in the meantime we should not
press our representations in the General Assembly of the United
Nations; and the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, who was
attending the General Assembly, had judged it expedient to comply
with this request for the moment on the understanding that President
Mobutu would also seek to persuade General Amin to withdraw
his ruling that U K P H should not be allowed to take their assets with
them. Meanwhile, a few more countries had come forward with
offers to admit Asian U K P H ; in particular, the Government of Brazil
might accept about 2,000.
The Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council said
that, while the transport arrangements from Uganda to the United
Kingdom were now reasonably satisfactory, he was concerned that
there should be sufficient assurance of transport facilities from
Uganda to India to induce those U K P H who elected to go to India
to proceed there direct rather than via the United Kingdom. At
present only about 8,000 places of this kind were available; and
this figure might need to be doubled. The arrangements for
receiving U K P H in the reception centres in this country should now
be adequate; but a greater effort was needed to persuade individuals
and families to move from the centres to more permanent accom
modation. This problem was being examined urgently.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
further consideration should be given to the possibility that General
/Amin's actions could be condemned not only on humanitarian
grounds but also because mass expulsion and expropriation without
compensation were contrary to international law. It would not
necessarily be in our interest to pursue this argument in public, since
the matter might then have to be regarded as sub judice at a time
when we might wish to promote further political action at the United
Nations. But the strength of our legal case should be examined, as a
precaution, by the Law Officers in consultation with the legal advisers
of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
The problem of
individuals who found themselves stateless as a result of General
Amin's policy also demanded early iaction, especially since the
number involved might be as high as 15,000. Although the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees had admitted his responsi
bility in this context, he appeared to have taken little, if any, action
as yet. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary should therefore
be invited to bring the matter urgently to the attention of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations Dr. Waldheim. Finally,
domestic opinion was now showing a more sympathetic under
standing of the Governments policy as regards the acceptance of
Asian U K P H in this country; but it would be advisable for the
v

Cabinet to give further consideration, before the forthcoming Party
Conference, to some of the wider issues involved.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Solicitor-General to give further consideration to
the possibility of challenging the expulsion of Asian
U K P H from Uganda on grounds of international law.
(3) Invited the Minister of State for Foreign and Common
wealth Affairs to suggest to the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary at the General Assembly of the United
Nations that he should make urgent representations to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations about those
individuals who might become stateless as a result of the
expulsion of Asian U K P H from Uganda.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 42nd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

SECRET
2. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland said that the
Conference of various political parties in Northern Ireland, which
had been held at Darlington earlier in the week, had not been wholly
unproductive in spite of the absence of the Social Democratic and
Labour Party. In particular, the representatives of the Alliance Party
and the Northern Ireland Labour Party had presented their respective
proposals effectively; and the Conference had provided them with
useful publicity which they were not always able to obtain in
Northern Ireland itself. The Unionist Party, on the other hand, had
neither learned nor forgotten anything; their only purpose was to
restore their own political ascendancy at Stormont. But, although
their attitude on this issue had been uncompromising during the
Conference, it remained to be seen whether they would maintain
it when the time came for us to announce our own intentions about
the future of Northern Ireland. Meanwhile, work was going forward
on the preparation of the Green Paper which would represent the
first stage in the progressive disclosure of our policy; and it would
shortly be necessary for Ministers to consider how specific this
initial statement should be. It might be necessary to avoid some
issues at this stage or to give only a broad outline of our proposals;
but, where we could give a clear lead, we should do so.
Progress had also been made in establishing the Commission of
Inquiry which was to consider how the methods of countering
terrorism in Northern Ireland in the future might be brought into
closer conformity with the normal processes of law. L o r d Diplock
had agreed to be the chairman; and it would be helpful if this
appointment, together with the Commission^ terms of reference,
which had been agreed with Lord Diplock, could be announced later
that day. T h e Order in Council establishing the special tribunal to
deal with cases which could not be heard in open court had now
been drafted; and the selection of suitable individuals for appoint
ment to the tribunal was being urgently pursued.

As regards the situation in Northern Ireland, there must neces
sarily be some anxiety about a Loyalist rally to be held at Stormont
on the following day, which would be addressed by Mr. Craig, Lord
Brookeborough and others. The necessary security precautions were
being taken.
In discussion the following main points were m a d e 
fa) It was for consideration whether, when the projected
referendum was held, its scope should not be confined to the issue of
the Border but should extend to testing public opinion, in addition,
on the acceptability of such new constitutional proposals as we
put forward. If so, however, the reaction might be adverse; and the
Government would then find themselves in a position of great
difficulty and embarrassment. On balance, therefore, it would be
preferable to confine the referendum to the specific issue of the
Border.
(b) Problems of violence and intimidation were not peculiar to
Northern Ireland but were beginning to arise in other parts of the
United Kingdom. Although it would be inexpedient to expect the
Commission of Inquiry to extend their investigations beyond the
Six Counties, their findings might be relevant in the wider context
of Great Britain.
(c) The Attorney GeneraFs defence of our security procedures
before the Human Rights Commission in Strasbourg had not
attracted great attention in Northern Ireland, although his criticisms
of the lax attitude of the Government of the Republic of Ireland
towards terrorists had been resented by the Irish Delegation. T h e
Commission were expected to rule on the admissibility of the item
within the next few days. Meanwhile, renewed allegations of
brutality were being made against the security forces; and our
relations with the Government of the Republic might come under
fresh strain on this account.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that Lord
Diplock's appointment and the terms of reference of the Commission
of Inquiry should now be announced. There should be no suggestion
that the Commission were concerned with the United Kingdom apart
from Northern Ireland; but the Home Secretary should arrange for
appropriate consideration to be given to the wider problem of
violence and intimidation in Great Britain.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of their discussion.
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3. The Prime Minister said that for the past two years we h a d
been intensifying our measures of public security, initially against
the " hijacking " of aircraft and more recently in a wider context of
violence and terrorism. It was important that all members of the

Government should co-operate fully in ensuring the observance of
the necessary precautions.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the Prime Ministers statement.
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CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Prime Minister said that the tripartite meeting between
representatives of the Government, the Confederation of British
Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) on
26 September had made significant progress in developing a
voluntary prices and incomes policy on the basis of the Governmenfs
proposals as outlined in the annex to CP (72) 99. Several of the
T U C representatives had clearly been in favour of these proposals;
and, although it was regrettable that the T U C Council had subse
quently rejected them, it was encouraging that they had at least
invited their Economic Committee to prepare alternative proposals.
The generally favourable response of public opinion to the proposals
should strengthen the Governmenfs hand in the ensuing discussions
and should make the T U C more reluctant to attract public criticism
by refusing to co-operate in a voluntary tripartite agreement.
In discussion there was general agreement that all possible
steps should now be taken to consolidate the position which the
Government had established, largely as a result of the Prime
Ministefs forceful presentation of their case in his recent speeches.
Consideration should also be given to the possibility of helping the
general public to see the Governmenfs proposals in better perspective
by publishing information designed to show, e.g. the relatively small
share of the gross national product attributable to rents and dividends
and the impact of taxation at various levels of income. It should
also be made clear that, although the share to be devoted to wages
and salaries under the Governmenfs proposals had been stated to
be 61 per cent, the proportion rose to about 70 per cent if income
from self-employment was included.

Pay of the
Industrial
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The Lord Privy Seal said that the trade unions representing the
Industrial Civil Service (ICS) had agreed on the previous day that
their pay claim should be referred to arbitration; and substantial
progress had already been made in agreeing the terms of the
reference. T h e unions had asked whether, in the light of the pro
posals which had emerged from the recent tripartite meeting on
prices and incomes policy, the Government would still adhere to
their earlier undertaking to accept the award made by the arbitral
body and they had been informed that the Government would do so.
There remained the question whether the terms of reference should
take specific account of the national interest; and it was intended
that at the resumed negotiations that morning officials should make
it Clear that the attention of the arbitrator would be drawn, in the
submission of the Governmenfs case, to the proposals for a tripartite
agreement and, in particular, to the statement that the Government
expected all those concerned with pay and price determination not

to take any action inconsistent with the Governmenfs proposals,
including the proposal that pay increases should be limited to a
maximum of £2 a week. It was possible, but unlikely, that the
unions might now withdraw from arbitration. If, however, arbitra
tion took place, there was admittedly some risk of an embarrassingly
high award, which might subsequently be invoked to frustrate the
Governmenfs new policy to counter inflation. Nevertheless, it would
be right that this risk should be accepted; and any repercussions
should be resisted on the grounds that the Governmenfs offer of
arbitration had been made some time before the new policy was put
forward.
In discussion some concern was expressed about the possibility
that the Government, after pressing the ICS unions to go to arbitra
tion and undertaking to implement the ensuing award, might subse
quently propose to reject the award of the arbitrator if it exceeded the
terms of the proposals which had been made during the tripartite
meeting. The Government now had a moral commitment to the
ICS unions, which they were bound to honour; and it would be
less damaging to withdraw from arbitration now and to substitute
an offer within the maximum increase of £2 a week than to reject an
arbitrator^ award at a later stage. In any event the arbitration
proceedings would not be likely to take place before further tripartite
discussions had been held.
On the other hand, an award which exceeded the equivalent of
an increase of £2 would have grave implications for the success of
the Governmenfs new policy. There were other pay negotiations in
the public sector where varying degrees of commitment existed, in the
form of undertakings to implement, or of offers of, pay increases
which would be greater than the Governmenfs new proposals would
permit. These were already under urgent examination;; and this
might suggest that in those cases where firm commitments existed or
implementation had been delayed, e.g. Probation Officers, the rele
vant increases should be permitted but in those cases where
negotiations were still in train, e.g. the Police, the Government would
need to be firm in maintaining the limits prescribed by their new
policy. In any event it would be very important to ensure that no
further decisions would be taken without prior consideration of all
the implications.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Ministers concerned should give urgent consideration both to the
position in relation to the ICS negotiations and to the impact of the
other current pay negotiations on the Governmenfs proposals. N o
opportunity should be given to the more militant unions to under
mine those proposals; and all possible steps should be taken to
avoid action whiph would be inconsistent with them.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
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5. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the arrange
ments being made by local authorities for the implementation of the
housing finance legislation and the steps which might be taken to deal
with any authorities who maintained their refusal to give effect
to its provisions. They had before them memoranda by the Secre
tary of State for Scotland (CP (72) 92), the Secretary of State for
the Environment (CP (72) 94) and the Secretary of State for Wales
(CP (72) 95), reviewing the present position in Scotland, England
and Wales respectively.
The Cabinet were informed that in England fourteen authorities
were still refusing to implement the legislation; but the intentions of
a small number of others, including Birmingham, were not yet finally
clear. It would therefore be preferable to defer action until the
Birmingham authority had made their decision on 3 October; but
from 5 October onwards it would probably be necessary to notify
each of the fourteen authorities that consideration was being given to
the making of a default order against them under the Act. Once this
notice had been sent, and provided that the attitude and actions of
the authority seemed likely to justify surcharge by the district auditor,
it would be necessary to direct that an extraordinary audit should
be held.
In Wales only five authorities, including Merthyr, remained
recalcitrant. It was proposed that corresponding notices should be
sent to these authorities on 2 October.
In Scotland some 50 authorities, including Glasgow, were bound
to come in default of the requirements of the legislation; and it would
be necessary to consider instituting default proceedings against most
of them. It was therefore proposed to approach all the Scottish
authorities who were defying the Act on 2 October, requiring them
to supply specific information on the basis of which a prima facie
case of default could be submitted to the local inquiry which it would
be necessary to hold in Scotland before a decision could be made
whether a default had in fact occurred. Initially, some 25 authorities
would be approached on this basis on 2 October; and others would
be similarly dealt with thereafter.
In due course it would be necessary in all three countries to
decide whether to make default orders in particular cases and, if the
authority refused to comply with an order, to decide what course of
action should then be adopted.
In discussion there was general agreement that it would be
necessary to set in train the initial procedures under the legislation.
It would be desirable, however, that this action should be
simultaneous in all three countries; and it would be politically
advantageous to defer it until 5 October. Experience, e.g. in relation
to the similar controversy about school milk had shown that it
would be necessary for the Cabinet t o keep the situation under close
review and to refrain from taking decisions about subsequent action
until the reactions of the local authorities had been ascertained.
In particular, it would be undesirable for any extraordinary audits
to be instituted at this stage.

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that n o steps should be taken until 5 October. On
that date, however, the Secretaries of State concerned should set
in train the initial procedures which were appropriate in each
country, as indicated in the memoranda before the Cabinet. The
Cabinet would need to consider the situation again in a month's time;
and in the interim no further formal steps should be taken. When
the Cabinet resumed their discussion it would be necessary to decide
whether to make default orders and also to consider which of the
subsequent courses of action should be adopted if the authorities did
not comply with the orders.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Secretaries of State for Scotland, for the Environ
ment and for Wales to put in hand the initial procedures
as indicated in the Prime Ministers summing up of their
discussion and to make a further report to the Cabinet
on the situation towards the end of October.
(3) Invited the Secretaries of State for Scotland, for the
Environment and for Wales, in consultation with the
Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council, to
arrange for suitable arrangements to be made for the
public presentation of the Governments decision to take
these initial steps.

Cabinet Office,
29 September,
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1. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that it had
been clear during his visit to the United Nations General Assembly
in the previous week that many of the African Governments were
embarrassed by the behaviour of the President of Uganda, General
Amin. The announcement of our intention to seek inscription of an
item on Uganda had prompted them to take a more active role in
seeking to moderate Ugandan policy; and in the light of the offer of
President Mobutu of Zaire to intervene it had seemed right to delay
our action in the General Assembly to promote inscription. After
his visit to Kampala President Mobutu claimed to have received
assurances from General Amin that he would extend the time limit
for the expulsion of the Asian holders of United Kingdom passports
(UKPH); would relax the prohibition on the transfer of their assets;
and would withdraw the threat to imprison any who remained after
the time limit had expired. It seemed likely that General Amin
would in fact extend the time limit, although in view of Uganda's
critical financial position it was unlikely that he would allow U K P H
to remove their assets. Nevertheless, he had disputed President
Mobutu's understanding of their agreement. We had therefore
asked the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Dr. Waldheim,
to try to resolve the uncertainty. If he was not able to do so to our
satisfaction we would probably table a resolution in the Third
Committee of the United Nations. In presenting it we would bear
in mind the legal as well as the humanitarian arguments. It now
seemed that we might be successful in evacuating all the Asian
U K P H by the original time limit.
The future of stateless persons, however, continued to give
grounds for anxiety. We have made little headway with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, who had so far done little
to establish camps in other countries to receive these individuals.
We might have to decide to refer to this in any resolution which we
table in the Third Committee. O n this issue African opinion in the
United Nations might be more helpful than on the other aspects of
our complaint.
The Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council said
that the latest estimates suggested that not more than 25,000 Asian
U K P H would be coming to the United Kingdom. This was lower
than earlier estimates. Even so, the administration of our resettle
ment centres needed to be reinforced, particularly by senior
administrative personnel; and, together with the Lord Privy Seal,
he would be approaching Departments on this account in the very
near future. As regards stateless persons, it had been agreed that
we could not technically admit them into this country but that, since
we could not reject them immediately, we would place them in a
resettlement centre on an interim basis, making it clear to them
that, if they left the centre, they would be liable to arrest and
deportation.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and the Home Secretary and Lord
President of the Council.
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The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that as a result
of the agreement which he had reached in New York with the
Icelandic Foreign Minister resumed negotiations were now taking
place in Reykjavik. There were indications that the Icelandic
Government might offer to allow us to take up 150,000 tons of fish
a year, as against the figure of 170,000 tons awarded by the Inter
national Court. Iceland had stopped harassment of our trawlers
while the negotiations were o n ; but, if harassment were resumed,
urgent decisions might need to be taken about the provision of Naval
protection for our trawlers.
The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that the
industry would probably be content with a catch limited to 150,000
tons a year. It would be preferable, however, to avoid mentioning
a specific quantity and to rely on the boundaries of the permitted
areas being so drawn as to ensure that this level of catch would in
fact be achieved. The fishing industry were well satisfied with the
way in which the Government had been dealing with the matter.
T h e Cabinet—
(2) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and the Minister of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food.
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The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he had been
particularly impressed by two things during his recent meeting with
the President of the United States, Mr. Nixon, and the United States
Secretary of State, Mr. Rogers: first, the importance which the
United States Government attached to promoting discussions on
commercial policy between Japan, Europe and the United States;
and, second, the emphasis which the President had placed on his
refusal to contemplate the withdrawal of United States troops in
Europe without some corresponding reduction in the Soviet military
presence.
The C a b i n e t 
(3) Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
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The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that he did not
expect the most recent exchanges between President Sadat of Egypt
and the Soviet Government to lead to the resumption of Soviet
military support for Egypt. It was more likely that any assistance
would be in the economic field. The Soviet Services were still using
Egyptian ports to some extent; but they might be thinking of moving
elsewhere, e.g. to Syria. There had been discussion about arms
supplies when the Egyptian Foreign Minister, Dr. Zayyat, had visited
London. H e had been told that we would like to help the Egyptian
Government but that we could do so only in terms of defensive
weapons. H e had appeared to understand our position.
The Secretary of State for Defence said that the Foreign
Minister of Saudi Arabia, Mr. Saqqaf, had told him that the Saudi
Government would like to buy Jaguar aircraft but that they would

not accept conditions which would prevent these from being trans
ferred to other countries. There seemed little doubt that Saudi
Arabia had it in mind to ensure that the aircraft eventually reached
Egypt.
The C a b i n e t 
(4) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary and the Secretary of State for Defence.

Prime
Ministers
Visit to
Italy

CONFIDENTIAL
2.
The Prime Minister said that the Italian Government had
taken great pains to make his visit to Rome from 2 to 5 October
enjoyable and successful. He had reviewed a wide range of questions
with the Italian Prime Minister; and there were no bilateral problems
at issue. So far as the forthcoming European Summit Meeting was
concerned, he had stressed the importance which we attached to the
development of a regional policy which would take account of our
needs and would be financed by the Community's own resources;
and we were assured of the support of Italy on this question. The
Italian Government also fully accepted that progress on economic
union must proceed in step with progress towards monetary union.
They had shown signs, however, of thinking that the French
President, President Pompidou, had created domestic political
embarrassment for himself because he had purported to prescribe
conditions for a Summit Meeting which he had been unable to
obtain; and they had felt that it might now be necessary to help him
to reinsure his position with French public opinion. It had therefore
been necessary to emphasise to the Italian Government that this
should not result in our making concessions at the Summit which
we were unwilling to make in order to ensure that the Meeting took
place.
He had also been very impressed by the trouble taken by the
Vatican authorities to secure the success of his visit and by the
warmth and friendliness of his discussions there. In addition to a
long private Audience with the Pope he had met the Cardinal
Secretary of State and the two Archbishops with most influence on
Vatican policy. Normally, the Pope did not make a public statement
after private Audiences; but on this occasion he had wished to do so
and had also departed from precedent in discussing the draft with
the British Minister in advance. The statement had been satisfactory,
particularly in relation to the problem of Northern Ireland in so far
as it had condemned violence without the usual qualifications. H e
had emphasised to the Pope that the most helpful action which he
could now take would be to persuade the representatives of the
Roman Catholic community to take part in the discussions about
constitutional reform.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ statement.

CONFIDENTIAL
Industrial
3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, although no firm
Affairs
information was available, it seemed likely that the Press reports of
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of British
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C M (72) 43rd
about the efficacy of the machinery for monitoring both retail prices
Conclusions,
and the incomes of individuals who were self-employed. Further
Minute 4
work on all these matters was in hand. It would be desirable to
avoid public comment on reports about the T U C s proposals in
advance of the tripartite meeting on 16 October, although further
efforts should be made to impress on public opinion the substance
and the fairness of the Governments proposals and to emphasise, in
particular, the basic fact that the higher the increase in pay the larger
the increase in prices and the less the chance of curbing inflation
would be. The Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations
had agreed guidelines for dealing with pay negotiations during
October against the background of the proposals put to the Con
federation of British Industry (CBI) and the TUC. The Committee
had also agreed that officials should review all outstanding pay
claims and should refer those which did not conform to the guidelines
for a decision by Ministers. They had agreed that it would be
helpful to try to ensure that, in those cases where an offer had been
outstanding when the Governments proposals were published, a
settlement would be reached before the next tripartite discussions,
provided that the unions themselves sought a settlement on the basis
of the existing offer and that the latter was not increased. It would
be made clear at any meetings with the unions on such cases that
the offer would lapse if it had not been accepted by the time when
a tripartite agreement had been reached; and the announcement
relating to any such settlements would make it clear that the
Government had acquiesced in the settlement only because a firm
offer was outstanding. The Secretary of State for Employment
would co-ordinate the publicity in all such cases in consultation with
the Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council and the
Prime Ministers Press Office.
In discussion the following were the main points m a d e :
(a) It would be necessary to be prepared to answer the claim of
the T U C that a 6 per c e n t rate of growth in the economy should be
practicable rather than the 5 per cent rate on which the Govern
m e n f s proposals were based.
(b) It was important that, if employers in the private sector
sought advice on the procedure to be adopted in relation to current
pay negotiations, they should be firmly advised not to make any offer

at the present time. If, as had happened in the case of the staff of
the British Petroleum refinery at Llandarcy, an offer of an increase
of even £2 was made, this would merely serve as the basis for further
negotiations which would increase the present difficulties.
(c) The Chairman of the Electricity Council appeared confident
of his ability to defer the negotiations on the electricity manual
workers' claim without precipitating industrial action.
id) There was a particular problem in the case of agricultural
workers in Scotland, where the Scottish Agricultural Wages Board
was expected to announce a substantial increase well in excess of
£2 on 24 October. Although the Government had no formal powers
in the matter, the position had been discussed informally with the
Chairman of the Board, who had agreed to defer the Boards decision
and the consequent announcement from 2 October to 24 October.
But the timing might still give rise to embarrassment in the context
of the further tripartite discussions. There was a case for seeking a
further postponement of the announcement.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that, while
it would be important to make progress at the tripartite meeting on
16 October, not least because of the expiry on 31 October of the
CBFs extended period of price restraint, it would not be possible to
formulate the Governmenfs response to the T U C s counter
proposals until it was known more clearly which of them the T U C
regarded as most important. The discussions must reflect a rational
approach to the problems of inflation; and it would in any event be
necessary to press the T U C about their ability to enforce any agreed
proposals which depended upon the co-operation of their members.
Further publicity for the Governmenfs proposals should be arranged,
in order to emphasise that they were based on substantial prelimi
nary discussion between the three parties and that any modification
must be acceptable on a tripartite basis as contributing to the control
of inflation. Further consideration should be given to the most
appropriate means of dealing with the pay increase for Scottish
agricultural workers.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Scotland, in consultation
with the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
and the Secretary of State for Employment, to consider
further, in the light of the discussion, the means of
dealing with the pay increase for Scottish agricultural
workers.
CONFIDENTIAL
Television of
the Proceedings
of the House
of Commons

4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for the H o m e Department and Lord President of the Council
(CP (72) 100) on television of the proceedings of the House of
Commons.

The Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council said that
before the Summer Adjournment he had announced that there would
be a debate on 19 October on the question of an experiment in the
broadcasting of the proceedings of the House of Commons. The
issue should be regarded as very much a matter for decision by the
House. The debate should therefore take place on a Motion put
down in the names of Private Members who were prominent
advocates of the broadcasting of proceedings; and there should be
a free vote. He himself would speak in the debate; but, so far as
the Government were concerned, he would simply say that they
would abide by the decision of the House. Fie would, however,
state his personal belief that the broadcasting of proceedings would
be in the interests of Parliament; and he would also provide infor
mation about the form which the proposed experiment might take.
It was envisaged that it should last three weeks and that it should
comprise the television and sound broadcasting proceedings of the
House of Commons and the sound broadcasting only of the pro
ceedings in the House of Lords. It was essential that the experiment
should be public; the broadcasting authorities were strongly of the
same view and had little or no interest in a closed-circuit experiment.
Although a public experiment would be contrary to the proposal of
the Select Committee in 1966 and there might therefore be rather
less chance that it would enlist a favourable vote, it would have the
advantage of securing that Members would have the opportunity to
assess not only the way in which proceedings were broadcast but
also the public's reaction and the effect of public broadcasting on the
conduct of proceedings. The broadcasting authorities' proposals
for possible experimental programmes as indicated in Annex A to
CP (72) 100, were acceptable as a basis for discussion. But assur
ances would be needed that the coverage would be fair and balanced
not only in Party political terms but also in relation to the standing and
reputation of the House. While it v/ould not be practicable or desir
able to seek to exercise censorship over the content of broadcasts
and, indeed, the broadcasting authorities would not proceed on any
basis other than their ultimate editorial independence, both authori
ties had general obligations to maintain due balance and impartiality
and had indicated that they would be willing to consider giving
undertakings relating those obligations to the specific circumstances
of the experiment. It would probably be undesirable that any formal
restrictions should be imposed on the broadcasting authorities in this
respect, except that their broadcasts should be confined to proceed
ings in the Chamber; but the assurances to be required of them would
need careful thought and should be embodied in a formal exchange
of correspondence. Certain installations and enchanced lighting
would be required in the House for the experiment; and the effects
of these, which would be varied as far as possible in order to demon
strate alternative options, would have to be judged by the House.
While the lighting requirement for colour television was high the
broadcasting authorities were confident that the effects of glare and
heat could be kept to tolerable limits. The arrangements for the
experiment should be examined by a special Sub-Committee of the
House of Commons Services Committee in consultation with the
House authorities, the broadcasting authorities and the Department

of the Environment. If the experiment was public, the maximum
cost to public funds would be £2,000, to be borne on the vote of the
Department of the Environment; but, if the experiment were by
means of a closed-circuit, the broadcasting authorities would require
the reimbursement of their expenses. If the House decided in favour
of the public experiment, it might conveniently take place in the
early summer of 1973.
In discussion some concern was expressed that the broadcasting
of proceedings might have an adverse effect on the character of
Parliament. Moreover, it must be open to question whether the
broadcasting authorities would succeed in providing balanced
coverage and impartiality; and there was some risk that they would
attach more importance to entertainment content than to the
provision of informative programmes which would enhance the
reputation of Parliament. On the other hand there was support for
the view that the broadcasting of proceedings would prove to be in
the general interests of Parliament; and it was right that a decision
whether to hold the proposed experiment should be left to the House
of Commons. The provision of a separate television channel allotted
wholly to broadcasting the proceedings of the House in full or,
alternatively, the institution of programmes prepared under the
control of the House itself, might be preferable; but these courses
would involve practical difficulties. An experiment in the early
summer might involve inconvenience to Members as a result of the
extra heat generated by the additional lighting; but the broadcasting
authorities were confident that new techniques would reduce heat
and glare. At present there was no demand for proceedings in the
House of Lords to be televised; but, if the House of Commons
introduced permanent arrangements for televising their proceedings,
there would undoubtedly be pressure for similar arrangements in the
Upper House.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet approved in principle the proposals in CP (72) 100. Members
of Parliament, including Ministers, would have a free vote on the
Motion. The Leader of the House, in speaking in the debate, would
be entitled to indicate his personal views; but he should also make
it clear that the Government regarded the matter as one for decision
by the House and did not seek to influence that decision one way or
the other. He should speak frankly about the problems of ensuring
balanced coverage and impartiality in the broadcasts; the need to
provide a means for considering complaints in this context; and
the prospects of avoiding inconvenience to Members from heat
and glare.
/

The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Home Secretary and Lord President of the
Council to make arrangements for the debate on broad
casting of the proceedings of the House of Commons on
the basis indicated in CP (72) 100, taking account of the
points made in the Prime Ministers summing up of their
discussion.

1973
Revaluation
for Rates

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for the Environment (CP (72) 101) about the implications of
the rating revaluation which was due to come into force on 1 April,
1973.
The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that the
General Rate Act, 1967, required new valuation lists to come into
force on 1 April, 1973. T h e Valuation Office had been at work on
the lists for nearly three years; and they were now virtually complete.
Because the previous Government had cancelled the quinquennial
revaluation due in 1968, rateable values were now 10 years old; and
the new lists would show large increases. For the domestic sector,
which accounted for about half the total rateable value, the increase
would be about 2% times present values, the value of modern houses
being expected to rise more than old and the value of flats and
maisonettes to approach more closely that of houses. Values for
shops and offices, particularly in London, would rise rather more,
values for industry rather less; and geographical variations would be
reduced. The average increases for all property would be about
2\ times present values. The extent of this increase would be
disclosed when regulations about the rating of the electricity
industry, which must take effect before 15 November and would
require approval by Affirmative Resolution in both Houses of
Parliament, were laid immediately after the Recess.
Although
higher rateable values should lead to a corresponding reduction of
rates in the pound, it would be several months before the public
would know the new level of rates; and, unless measures were taken
to anticipate misunderstanding, some public alarm and criticism
must be expected. The revaluation could be postponed by legislation,
as in 1968; but, apart from the criticism which such a step would
attract, postponement by one or even two years would create great
problems for the new local authorities, particularly in relation to the
uncertainty about rate revenue which would arise from appeals
immediately following the revaluation; and the longer the postpone
ment, the more the rating system, for which there was n o alternative
as the principal source of local revenue, would risk falling into
disrepute. Special measures might be taken to allay public disquiet,
including the distribution, when the valuation lists were published
at the end of the year, of a leaflet (a draft of which had been
circulated to members of the Cabinet) explaining the reasons for
revaluation and its implications for ratepayers.
In discussion it was suggested that the temporary advantage to
be gained from deferring revaluation would lead to added difficulties
later and that there would, in general, be public understanding of
the need to maintain a realistic balance between the rateable values
of different types of property. In Scotland revaluation had taken
place in the previous year; and the measures then taken to allay
public disquiet, which had included the distribution of a leaflet
similar to that proposed by the Secretary of State for the Environ
ment, had had considerable success. O n the other hand revaluation
at the present time would be liable to cause concern among the

CONFIDENTIAL
11
Governmenfs supporters and might lead to the whole basis of the
rating system being called in question. This in turn might raise
fundamental issues about the impact on the rates of expenditure on
Education and the financial and administrative structure of the
education services.
I n further discussion it was emphasised that it would be
important to ensure that changes in the level of rates should conform
with the Governmenfs criteria for the restraint of price increases.
This might in part be achieved by means of the level of rate support
grant; but the Exchequer should not be expected to bear the whole
burden and savings in local authorities expenditure should also be
secured.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet would wish to give further consideration to this problem
before the regulations relating to the electricity industry were laid in
Parliament. They would wish to consider, in particular, the extent
to which local authorities could be induced, through the machinery
of the rate support grant or by other means, to conform with the
measures of price restraint which should emerge from the Govern
menf s discussions with the Confederation of British Industry and the
Trades Union Congress; and they would also wish to consider the
public presentation of the Secretary of State's proposals and the
extent to which it was practicable, in view of the likely increase in
local authority costs and changes in the relative values of different
types of property, to give ratepayers the simple reassurance which
they would expect.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

Cabinet Office,
6 October, 1972.
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Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week, before Prorogation
on 26 October. These arrangements would depend upon the progress
made with the large number of amendments to the Local Govern
ment Bill during the remaining stages in the House of Lords and with
the subsequent consideration of Lords Amendments in the House of
Commons. If it were practicable to d o so, Parliament should,
however, be prorogued at 11 o'clock in the morning of 26 October.
Time would be provided during that week for a division in the
House of Commons on the remaining Lords Amendment to the
National Health Service (Family Planning) Amendment Bill; but it
was important that this arrangement should not be regarded as
constituting a breach of the general principle observed by the
Government that Government time should not be provided for
Private Members' business.
The C a b i n e t Invited the Home Secretary and Lord President of the
Council to consider, in consultation with the Lord Privy
Seal, the Secretary of State for the Environment and the
Chief Whip, the arrangements which should be made for the
remaining stages of the Local Government Bill and in
particular the handling of amendments which were likely t o
give rise to controversy and therefore to impede progress
with the Bill.

Oversea
Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72)44th
Conclusions,
Mmute l

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that there had been indications that the Icelandic Government were considering a renewal of harassment by Icelandic gunboats
of British trawlers fishing within the 50-mile limit unilaterally claimed
by Iceland. He had sent a message urging restraint from any action
which might exacerbate the situation. I t was important that we
should similarly not take any action which the Icelandic Government
might construe as provocative; he proposed, however, to consider
urgently, with the Secretary of State for Defence, what measures
might be taken to enable the Royal Navy to /enter the 50-mile zone
at fairly short notice should it become necessary to render support t o
British fishing vessels threatened with harassment. Meanwhile, h e
would continue his efforts to reach a settlement of the dispute with
the Icelandic Government.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the statment by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that Mr. Slater,
the High Commissioner who had been recalled from Kampala
following a threat of expulsion, had informed him that the moods of
the President of Uganda, General Amin, were becoming increasingly
unpredictable, and that there was little prospect of establishing
rational communication with him. It was believed that Africans,
including Army personnel, were being murdered with the acquies
cence of General Amin. The Ugandan Army was, however, being
restrained from molesting Asians or Europeans. The number of
British citizens still in Uganda with personal or ancestral connections
with the United Kingdom (" belongers ") was thought not to be more
than some 4,000. Two United Kingdom " belongers" and one
Australian had recently been arrested; but it did not at present
appear that the " belongers" were in physical danger. Despite
General Amin's aberrations, the people of Uganda as a whole
appeared to be still friendly to Britain; and it would be unwise to
jeopardise unnecessarily our commercial interests in the country.
The Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council said that
the number of Asian United Kingdom passport holders (UKPH) to
be evacuated from Uganda to the United Kingdom was of the order
of 22,000, all of whom would have left well before the time limit
stated by General Amin. Recent reports that entry certificates to the
United Kingdom were being issued to stateless Asians were incorrect.
The facts were that a number of p e r s o n s - s o m e 600 heads of house
holds—whose status was doubtful (for example those whose
renunciation of United Kingdom citizenship might be shown to be
invalid) were being re-examined to see if they should properly be
classified as United Kingdom citizens, in which event they might be
issued with entry certificates; and that entry certificates were also
being granted to U K P H dependants of non-UKPH heads of families,
subject to the clearly stated condition that n o right of entry was
thereby granted to the head of family. This latter measure might
involve some separation of families; but it was essential to maintain
the principle that we had no direct responsibility for non-UKPH
heads of families, although we should in n o way discourage the
reunion of such families in third countries. Meanwhile any nonU K P H Asians from Uganda who reached the United Kingdom
without entry certificates were exceptionally being accommodated in
the resettlement centres established by the Uganda Resettlement
Board; but it was made clear that they could not remain in this
country as of right, and would be subject to deportation if they left
the resettlement centres.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet had taken note of the statements by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary and the Home Secretary and Lord
President of the Council. The policy of refusing right of entry
to n o n - U K P H Asians should be maintained; but we should seek,
wherever possible, to encourage family reunion in third countries,
perhaps under the auspices of the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees. The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and the
Home Secretary and Lord President of the Council should also

consider whether special arrangements were required to enable mis
leading statements regarding the Governmenfs policy to be quickly
and authoritatively denied.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion, and invited the Foreign and Corn
wealth Secretary and the Home Secretary and Lord
President of the Council to be guided accordingly.

Industrial
Affairs
Meetings
with the
Confederation
of British
Industry and
the Trades
Union
Congress
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 44th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Prime Minister said that the most significant element in
the published statement of the reactions of the G r a n d Council of the
Confederation of British Industries (CBI) to the proposals on deter
mination of pay and prices put forward by the Government at the
tripartite discussions on 26 September had been their unwillingness to
commit themselves to the restriction of price increases over the
following year to an average of 4 per cent. They had, however, been
willing to accept 'a continuation of the weighted average price
increase of 5 per cent, with some freedom on the price of individual
products and arrangements to reflect major changes in raw material
costs, as long as companies benefited from the higher growth rate of
the economy and provided the trade unions accepted the proposed
flat-rate pay increase. The General Council of the Trades Union
Congress (TUC) had in their comments challenged the assumptions,
about the rate of growth of the economy and the share of the Gross
National Product (GNP) which could be devoted to wages and
salaries, on which the Governmenfs proposal for a £2 increase in
pay was based, and had suggested that with a target of a 6 per cent
growth rate instead of 5 per cent and a 62 per cent share of G N P
devoted to wages instead of 61 per cent the average increase in wages
could be £3-40 a week. They had also claimed that a 6 per cent
growth rate would enable unemployment to be reduced, whereas this
would not be possible with a 5 per cent rate. The T U C had also
been concerned about rising prices, claiming that some form of
control was needed. They had suggested a number of measures to
help in containing prices, as well as making other proposals relating
to incomes on which they wished to see action taken. All these
issues had been given detailed consideration in preparation for the
further tripartite discussions on the previous day. He had begun
these discussions by reminding the representatives of the T U C and
the CBI of the agreed objectives, which included an improvement in
the relative position of the low-paid as well as a faster growth rate
and moderation in the rate of cost and price inflation; and he had
sought views on how best these might be achieved. Much time h a d
been devoted, without reaching any agreement, to discussions of the
economic assumptions about the amount which the country could
afford to devote to an increase of wages and,salaries; there would be
further tripartite examination of these questions in more detail at
official level before the next tripartite meeting, which would be on

26 October. On prices the T U C representatives had insisted on the
need for firm assurances that increases could be controlled, which
they thought could be achieved only by some statutory means. They
had, however, said that, if an overall agreement could be reached in
the discussions, they expected that their General Council would
endorse it. The discussion had convinced the CBI representatives
that firmer arrangements on price control would in fact be necessary,
and they would be giving further thought, with the retail organisa
tions and as a matter of urgency, to this question and in particular
to the difficulties of statutory control. On wages, the T U C representa
tives had been surprisingly forthcoming and had accepted the
principle of a flat-rate increase; they had enumerated the detailed
issues upon which agreement would in consequence be necessary.
Although the CBI representatives had said that control of prices
must be matched by control of incomes and that clear guidelines
would be necessary on how the detailed aspects of a flat-rate increase
in pay would be implemented, the expected clash between the CBI
and the T U C had not materialised. The other matters to which the
T U C representatives appeared to attach importance were increases in
pensions, holding down rents and, in the case of Mr. Scanlon, an
assurance by the Government that the provisions of the Industrial
Relations Act would not be implemented. The discussions had been
frank and marked by the desire of both the T U C and the CBI
representatives that there should be a successful outcome; the T U C
now recognised the force of public opinion in favour of an agreement,
and would not wish to be the cause of failure, and the CBI now
recognised the value to employers, even at a rather higher cost in
terms of wages, of ending the present exceptional friction in industrial
relations. Further work was now being put in hand on all the
matters which were likely to be discussed on 26 October, and in
particular on the level of increase in pay which was justified and
on possible ways of dealing with defiance by individual companies or
retailers of any voluntary system of price control. There were various
possible combinations of elements for the final package upon which
the Government might stand at the meeting on 26 October, at which
he hoped a decision on the practicability of any agreement would be
reached; and the Cabinet would be invited to consider the proposed
package on 24 October or 25 October.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Prime Minister.

1973
Revaluation
for Rates
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 44th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for the Environment (CP (72) 104) about the rating revaluation
which was due to come into force on 1 April, 1973. They also had
before them a note by the Secretary of State (CP (72) 105), covering a
preliminary appraisal by officials of the problems which were likely to
arise in the forthcoming negotiations over rate support grant for
1973-74.

The Secretary of State for the Environment recalled that at their
previous meeting (CM (72) 44th Conclusions, Minute 5) the Cabinet
had agreed to consider further the extent to which, in the context of
the forthcoming rating revaluation, local authorities could be induced
to conform with measures of price restraint; how revaluation should
be presented publicly; and what reassurance could be given to rate
payers. There could be no certainty that the rate poundage levied
by some local authorities, or the rate bills received by some rate
payers, might not exceed a specific rate of increase. It would
however be possible to contain the general increase by means of a
more generous settlement of rate support grant: the Government had
halved the percentage increase in grant established by their pre
decessors, as a result of which domestic rate poundage had risen by
as much (25 per cent) in the last two years as it had in the previous
four, and they had urged local authorities to undertake counter
cyclical activities which would still be imposing extra costs next year.
A more generous grant settlement would enable him to press local
authorities to restrain the growth in rates, and not to use revaluation
as an occasion to increase their income. On the other hand, it would
be unrealistic to expect significant savings next year in the expendi
ture of local authorities; substantial changes would require legislation,
and could not occur before the reorganisation of local government
came into effect in April 1974. He believed that the Government
should then seek to make a large reduction in local authority
expenditure, though not by the further removal of services under
taken by local authorities. He therefore invited the Cabinet to agree
that the rating revaluation should proceed, and that in this connection
regulations relating to the electricity industry should now be laid in
Parliament. He hoped that this action would give rise to little
publicity, and he proposed to launch the main publicity campaign
about revaluation when the new valuation lists were published in
December. It should then be possible to point to a generous settle
ment of grant and assurances of restraint from local authority
associations, as well as to measures for the relief of rates in the Local
Government Finance Bill; but if there were comment or speculation
in the immediate future, he proposed to explain that revaluation need
not mean increased rate burdens, indicate the Governments intention
to be generous with rate support grant, and adumbrate further
measures for the relief of rates. He invited the Cabinet to endorse
his proposals for publicity, and to agree that there should be a more
generous rate support grant settlement for 1973-74 and that means
should be sought to reduce local authority expenditure from April
1974.
In discussion it was argued that to put off revaluation would
progressively distort the rating system and aggravate inequity t o
individual ratepayers, notably in the field of landlord and tenant
relationships, where existing rateable values no longer represented a
realistic basis for compensation. Higher rateable values would
however be politically unpopular, and in the public presentation of
the Governments decision a concerted and sustained drive would
be needed to reassure public opinion. The cost of increasing the level
;of rate support grant to ensure that increases in average rate

poundage were kept within the bounds of the Governmenfs price
restraint measures might be about £100 million in 1973-74; but an
increase in rate support grant would not have the impact of a direct
transfer of services from local to Central Government, and might
encourage some local authorities to extravagant expenditure.
Though in the forthcoming negotiations with the local authority
associations it would be acceptable to hold Out the prospect of a
more generous settlement than in previous years, it would be
inadvisable to suggest that the level of grant might be adjusted to
meet specific levels of price restraint.
In discussion of longer-term measures to relieve the pressure on
rates, it was remarked that consideration had already been given to
the possibility of transferring services from local to Central Govern
ment, and agreement had been reached on measures which should
yield a saving to local government of some £300 million in 1974-75.
More extensive transfers would involve a radical reassessment, par
ticularly of education costs; and in this field care must be taken that
Central Government was committed neither to run services (such as
the supply of teachers) that should belong to local authorities, nor
to finance services without an adequate say in their administration.
There might however be scope for reviewing the financing of higher
education.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that rating revaluation should proceed. They attached
great importance to the public presentation of this decision, in terms
both of expounding the Governmenfs measures to contain increases
in rate -bills, and of giving reassurance about the problems of
individual ratepayers. The Secretary of State for the Environment
should report to the Cabinet on the immediate arrangements for
laying the electricity industry regulations in Parliament, and should
bring his proposals for the public, handling of the general question
before the Home and Social Affairs Committee. The Cabinet would
wish to consider the level of rate support grant for 1973-74 on another
occasion.
Meanwhile, in his discussions with local authority
associations the Secretary of State should avoid commitment to the
principle that the level of grant would be fixed to ensure that increases
in average rate poundage were consistent with the Governmenfs
measures of price restraint. F o r the longer term, the Ministers con
cerned should examine ways in which the burden of local government
expenditure might be reduced, including the further transfer of
education services from local to Central Government.
The Cabinet—
(1) Agreed that the 1973 revaluation for rates should proceed.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment—
(i) to proceed with the arrangements for laying in
Parliament the regulations relating to the rating of
the electricity industry, and to report these to the
Prime Minister and members of the Cabinet;
(ii) to circulate to the Home and Social. Affairs Com
mittee his detailed proposals for the public

presentation of the Governmenfs decision on
rating revaluation and the information to be given
to ratepayers;
(iii) in his negotiations with local authority associations
over the level of rate support grant for 1973-74,
to be guided by the views expressed in their discus
sion, as indicated by the Prime Minister in his
summing u p ;
(iv) in consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
the H o m e Secretary and Lord President, and the
Secretaries of State for Social Services, Education
and Science, Scotland, and Wales, to circulate to
the Ministerial Committee on Regional Policy and
the Environment a report on longer-term measures
to reduce the cost of local government services.
(3) Agreed t o consider the level of rate support grant for
1973-74 at a future meeting.

SECRET
5. The Cabinet had before them notes by the Secretary of
the State for the Home Department and Lord President of the Council
(CP (72) 106 and 107), to which were annexed drafts of The Queen's
Speeches on the Prorogation and on the Opening of Parliament.
The Cabinet
paragraph.

considered

the draft

Speeches paragraph

by

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet approved the drafts, subject to the various amendments
which had been suggested and to further consideration of paragraph 2
of the Opening Speech after the European Summit meeting and of
paragraph 10 after the next meeting in the tripartite talks. The
Speeches should be kept under close review in order that account
could be taken of any modifications made necessary by subsequent
developments.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.

SECRET
6. The Cabinet had before them a note by the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland (CP (72) 108) covering a draft of a paper
on the future Of Northern Ireland.
The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland said that the paper
would be published under the title " T h e Future of Northern Ireland:
a Paper for Discussion ". The draft before the Cabinet incorporated
passages suggested by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and
the Ministry of Defence. Officials from the Northern Ireland Office

and the Treasury would be working out a passage describing the
extent of our financial assistance to Northern Ireland; he did not
expect the drafting of this to give rise to any difficulty. The paper
would certainly attract criticism from both sides in Northern Ireland,
where it might also be dismissed as irrelevant in the present circum
stances. Nevertheless, it was important to go ahead with its
publication and he asked his colleagues to agree that this should take
place by 30 October. He also wished to publish as soon as possible
a Bill enabling a plebiscite on the border to be held and he hoped
that this could be taken in Parliament without delay. He would very
shortly be announcing the membership of the Diplock Commission
of Inquiry: in addition to Lord Diplock, Professor Rupert Cross,
Mr. George Woodcock and Sir Kenneth Younger had agreed to serve.
The tribunals to deal with cases which could not be heard in open
court would shortly come into operation. Turning to the situation
in Northern Ireland, the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
said that a new and most serious development was the decision of
Protestant extremists to mount deliberate violence against the
Security Forces. They maintained that this was because we had
failed to arrange for the plebiscite on the border to be taken in
advance of the local authority elections, and because some of our
forces had been behaving badly; but their real objective was to
exacerbate the sectarian conflict and to stir up the situation generally.
They were in fact throwing down a challenge to the State. On the
previous night they had fired 130 rounds at our forces and 12
soldiers had been wounded. There was the further possibility that
if Protestant attacks on Catholics should continue (and they might
well grow) it would become very difficult to prevent the Catholics
from hitting back. The present force levels were insufficient to
continue the present supervision of the Catholic areas and to deal
with a rising scale of violence from the Protestants. He might shortly
be faced with a decision whether to detain leading Protestants who
engaged in or were behind the campaign of violence. But he would
consult his colleagues if it came to this.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the draft should take account of the few further points that had been
made, including a reduction of the number of references to the level
of Northern Ireland representation in the Westminster Parliament.
The draft ruled out, in effect, a solution in which Northern Ireland
became independent and gave the impression that a solution must
lie in the establishment of some sort of local assembly. Discussion
had shown that this was acceptable to the Cabinet. The paper
should be published by 30 October. As regards the behaviour of
the Protestant extremists it was important that Parliament and the
public should be made fully aware of the violence being directed
against our forces from the Protestant side, and that we should make
plain our determination not to tolerate violence or a challenge to
our authority from any quarter.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and invited the Secretary of State
for Northern Ireland to be guided accordingly.

CONFIDENTIAL
Law and Order
7. The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he had now
Visit of The
received reports on the disturbances caused by students at Stirling
Queen t o
University on the occasion of the visit of The Queen to the
Stirling
University on 12 October, from the Minister of State, Scottish
University
Office, who had been present, from the Private Secretary to
T h e Queen, and from the Chief Constable concerned. It was
clear that Her Majesty had at no time been in any physical
danger, nor had there been any physical contact; the schedule for
her visit had not been disrupted. There were many new students at
the University and some of those involved had been drinking alcohol.
The lesson appeared to be that more adequate numbers of police,
both uniformed and plain-clothes, would be needed during future
Royal visits to Universities. H e proposed to submit a further report
to the Prime Minister, of which he would send a copy to the Home
Secretary and Lord President of the Council.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Scotland.
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Oversea Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
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Vietnam

1. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Prime Minister had sent the Icelandic Prime Minister a message
suggesting that negotiations about the current fisheries dispute
should be resumed. The Icelandic Government, however, were
seeking to insist that any further discussions must include consideration of some limitation on the sizes and types of our trawlers. The
industry would probably be willing to give some private assurances,
in general terms, about the nature of the fishing fleet in the foreseeable future; but we could not accept any formal or public
commitment in this respect, especially as regards the use of freezer
vessels, since, although we did not use vessels of this kind in the
fishing grounds off Iceland, we must try to avoid creating a precedent
which could have consequences in other parts of the world. If it
proved impossible to resume negotiations, naval frigates would
probably have to be sent into the 50 mile zone; and the practice
of fishing in " havens " would have to be adopted, with damaging
consequences for the size of the British catch.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that little
detailed information was so far available about the most recent
negotiations conducted in Hanoi and Saigon by Dr. Kissinger, the
chief adviser on national security to the President of the United
States, President Nixon. The discussions in Hanoi seemed to have
made some progress; but the President of South Viet-Nam was
apparently seeking to insist that a cease-fire should depend upon
certain conditions which the North Viet-Namese Government would
find it difficult to accept. In particular he was trying to secure an
undertaking that a cease-fire would be accompanied by the with
drawal of all North Vietnamese forces from South Vietnam. It
now seemed doubtful, therefore, whether a cease-fire would be
achieved before the Presidential Election in the United States; but
President Nixon had probably demonstrated his desire for an
honourable peace sufficiently clearly to ensure that the Vietnamese
w a r would not constitute a major obstacle in his electoral campaign.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

European
Summit
Meeting

SECRET
2. The Prime Minister said that the/Communique issued at
the end of the Summit Meeting of the enlarged European Cornmunity in the previous week showed substantial progress in most
fields and was a remarkable achievement for a two-day Conference
even though the ground had been carefully prepared by Foreign
Ministers and officials in advance. From the United Kingdom's
point of view we could be well content with the results. As long
ago as May we had defined our Summit aims as a balanced approach
to economic and monetary union; a date for the introduction of a
regional policy which would take account of the needs of the

enlarged Community; progress on industrial policy and the removal
of non-tariff barriers; a Community energy policy; a common and
positive approach to the next multilateral trade negotiations;
progress on political co-operation; and action in the context of aid
policy to alleviate the indebtedness of the hardest pressed countries.
We had substantially secured all these objectives except the last.
The German Government had been unwilling to accept any new
commitment on aid for the time being; and the French Government
would not agree to any waiver of debt service. The agreed formula,
however, left it open to us to raise this matter afresh at a later date.
The level of discussion at the Conference h a d been high, except for
a prolonged and largely irrelevant argument about direct elections
to the European Assembly, which the Dutch Government had insti
gated for internal political reasons. There had been general regret
at the absence of the Norwegian Government, for whom it was
accepted that some special arrangement must be found, even though
it could not comprise the advantages of full membership of the
Community.
In addition he had also had separate and detailed discussions
with the President of France, M. Pompidou, and the Chancellor of
the Federal German Republic, Herr Brandt. He had explained our
policy as regards economic and monetary union to the French
President; and the latter had not raised difficulties about the timing
of our return to a fixed parity. He had also taken the opportunity
to emphasise to M . Pompidou our view that discussion of the
projected Mediterranean Agreements should not be conducted in
a way which would unduly alarm the United States Government.
The discussions about the enlargement of the Community, the
negotiations in connection with the European Free Trade Area non
candidate members and, more recently, the extensive preparations
for the Summit Meeting had so preoccupied the Community for the
past year as effectively to prevent decisions on future developments
in advance of our accession. We now had an opportunity to play
a leading role in these developments. The agreements reached at
the Summit Meeting, however, were necessarily expressed in terms
of major objectives of policy; and much hard work would now be
required in order to secure their detailed implementation.
The
Ministers concerned should therefore satisfy themselves that their
Departmental organisations were adequate to this new and additional
function and that the staffs involved were equipped with the qualities
of temperament and judgment which would be needed in the subse
quent negotiations.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Prime
Minister.
/

The Queen's
Speech on the
Opening of
Parliament
Previous
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C M (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

Industrial
Affairs
Meetings
with the
Confederation
of British
Industry
and the
Trades Union
Congress
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

3. In the course of a brief discussion the Cabinet agreed that
it would not be possible t o decide, until after the meeting with the
Confederation of British Industry and the Trades Union Congress
on the following day, the most appropriate form of reference in
The Queen's Speech on the Opening of Parliament to the Govern
m e n f s policy for reconciling a more rapid growth of national output
and real incomes with a reduction in the rate of inflation. It would
be necessary to give urgent consideration to this question on the
27 October.

SECRET
4. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland informed the
Cabinet of recent developments in Northern Ireland. His statement
and the conclusions reached were recorded separately, and issued
only to The Queen, the Prime Minister and those Ministers who had
to take action.
The conclusions are recorded separately in the standard file
held by the Secretary of the Cabinet.

SECRET
5. The Prime Minister said that there would be a further
tripartite meeting on the following day between the Government, the
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union
Congress (TUC) about prices and incomes policy. Since the last
meeting special working groups under the aegis of the National
Economic Development Office had been examining the problems
involved in implementing a flat-rate pay increase and in ensuring an
effective system of price restraint. Representatives of the retail
trade, w h o had been brought into consultation, had put forward
proposals for restraint on retail prices which appeared reasonable.
The T U C representatives, however, had so far argued that price
increases could only be effectively controlled by statutory machinery,
although it had been pointed out to them that n o Government had
been able to devise any effective statutory system for this purpose.
T h e Ministers primarily concerned had examined whether it would
be possible to propose some reserve statutory control applying to
major items. But even this would present very considerable diffi
culties; and, if it were introduced, Parliament and public opinion
would expect it to be matched by an equivalent control of wages.
Among the other points which the T U C might be expected to
raise was the futur6 of the Industrial Relations Act. Here it would be
appropriate to continue t o maintain that the Government would be
prepared to consider amendments to the Act after a reasonable
time h a d elapsed in which its practical operation could be tested.
If the T U C representatives pressed for an increase in pensions, the
Government could offer to take the outcome of the tripartite agree

merit into account in determining the amount of the 1973 uprating;
but, if the T U C sought to insist on some earlier relief for pensioners,
the only practicable course appeared to be a lump sum payment.
If they argued that pay awards to lower-paid workers would be
frustrated by reductions in means-tested benefits, a change in the
benefit system could be proposed under which the award periods for
free school meals, family income supplements and free welfare milk
would be extended from the present 6 months to 12 months, with
the result that pay increases would have no immediate effect on
benefits. As regards rents, the T U C representatives had not pro
posed any change in the rent increases which were to be made in
1972; but they had requested some modification in the increases in
local authority rents which would take place in 1973. In reply it
would be possible to point to the effect of rent rebates on the amount
paid by the great majority of lower-paid workers; and the average
rent increase was in any case lower than the T U C representatives
appeared to suppose. If they pressed the point, the Government
could offer to extend the arrangements for rebates; and this could
be done by Order. If, however, they tried to insist that the Housing
(Finance) Acts should be so amended as to reduce the rent increases
which local authorities were required to make in 1973, it would
seem appropriate to maintain that the present arrangements had
been considered and approved by Parliament and that the conse
quent rent increases should be one of the factors to be taken into
account in determining the level of the proposed flat-rate increase
in wages. Finally, it would be necessary to discuss the level
of the flat-rate pay increase itself. This would depend to some extent
on the decisions about the manner in which it should be imple
mented. If it was agreed that it should be treated as a supplement
to amounts paid under existing arrangements, there would be no
need to make allowance in the calculations for the effect of wage
drift, although account would need to be taken of the value of any
concessions made to pensioners. Some adjustment would also need
to be made in those cases where there was a reduction in hours.
In addition it would be necessary to ask the T U C representatives
to demonstrate how they proposed to monitor wages in such a way
as to match the arrangements which the CBI were already operating
for monitoring prices.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Prime
Minister.
Pay
Negotiations
in the
Electricity
Supply
Industry

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that the four
unions representing the manual workers in the electricity supply
industry would probably decide to announce some form of industrial
action after a joint meeting on 27 October. It was difficult to fore
cast the form of such action; but it seemed likely that initially it
would be limited to a " go-slow " and a refusal to co-operate with
management, although more militant elements would perhaps press
for one-day strikes at different power stations each day. Much
depended on the outcome of the tripartite discussions with the
Trades Union Congress (TUC) and the Confederation of British

Industry (CBI) on 26 October. If the T U C agreed to a flat-rate
pay increase or to a pay supplement for all workers, the other
unions would probably urge the electricity unions to accept a lower
settlement than it would be possible to achieve as a result of
voluntary bargaining. Indeed, it seemed possible that Mr. Chappie,
the President of the Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunication
Union, who was in a position to determine the joint attitude of the
four electricity unions, would prefer that there should be a nationally
agreed level of increase, with some form of statutory backing, which
the four unions would then have to accept, since this would satisfy
them that any increase in which they acquiesced would not on this
occasion be subsequently exceeded in other settlements.
If,
however, there was n o tripartite agreement on 26 October or the
outcome was an agreement which the electricity unions felt unable
to accept, they would probably decide on 27 October either to fix
3 November as the date for industrial action if meaningful negotia
tions had not started in the meantime or to prescribe another and
later date by which action would be taken if a settlement had not
by then been reached. In these circumstances it was difficult to
forecast the effect which industrial action would have on electricity
supply.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that,
if the electricity unions decided to take industrial action, it would
be essential to be ready to take all possible steps to mobilise public
opinion in support of the Governmenfs policy. F o r this purpose
the co-ordination of publicity arrangements would be the responsi
bility of his Chief Press Secretary who would report to the Lord
Privy Seal and the Civil Contingencies Unit. It was important that
all Ministers should be ready to speak publicly, as appropriate, in
defence of the Governmenfs attitude and that all speeches and
statements should be subject to prior clearance through the co
ordination machinery. Further consideration should also be given
to means of ensuring that the Governmenfs policies were given a
more fair and objective presentation by the industrial correspondents
of the Press.
The Industrial Relations Policy Committee would meet again on
the morning of 27 October in order to consider the Governmenfs
attitude to the electricity negotiations in the light of the outcome of
the tripartite discussions with the CBI and the T U C on 26 October.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministefs summing
up of their discussion.
/

Housing
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6. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the steps which
might be taken to deal with local authorities who maintained their
refusal to give effect to the provisions of the housing finance legisla
tion. They had before them memoranda by the Secretary of State
for the Environment (CP (72) 110) and the Secretary of State for
Wales (CP (72) 111).
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that in England
only 8 local authorities were still refusing to implement the legisla
tion; and it was hoped that four of these would shortly conform.
After a study of the individual circumstances of the local authorities
concerned he h a d come to the conclusion that, once default orders
had been made, the most effective action he could take would be
to institute extraordinary audits. This would demonstrate the
Governments concern to protect the authority's ratepayers against
the misconduct of certain councillors; and it would bring pressure
to bear on the councillors responsible, since they would be at risk
of a surcharge which would automatically disqualify them from
election, or from being a member of a local authority, for five years.
The steps which would be taken by the district auditor were set out
in CP (72) 110. These could result in councillors being sent to
prison for contempt if they refused to declare their incomes; but
it was unlikely that councillors of the local authorities concerned
would be likely to go to this extreme. It would be preferable to
avoid the appointment of housing commissioners because the
authorities in England would welcome such appointments inas
much as they would place on the Government the odium of enforc
ing the October 1972 rent increases and would diminish the risk that
the councillors responsible might be surcharged. Moreover, if local
authorities considered that they could rely on housing commissioners
being appointed, they would be the more inclined to refuse to
impose the further rent increases which would be needed in the
following year.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that the five recalcitrant
authorities in Wales were now reconsidering their position; and
there were some signs that the councillors of Merthyr Tydfil, who
had asked for a meeting with him during the following week, might
change their attitude. If so, it was reasonable to hope that the other
local authorities, whom he would also be meeting, would follow the
example of Merthyr. By contrast with the Secretary of State for the
Environment he was convinced that, if he instituted extraordinary
audits in Wales, the local authorities would welcome this chance of
procrastination, together with the possibility of legal proceedings
which could be represented as involving the " martyrdom " of the
councillors concerned. If, therefore, the five Welsh local authorities
maintained their defiance, it would be appropriate to proceed to the
appointment of housing commissioners. The local authorities
concerned, and their officials, had expressed their willingness to
co-operate with such commissioners.

The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he h a d arranged
for public enquiries, which were necessary in Scotland before a
default order could be made, to be held in the third week of
November in relation to four of the remaining 22 recalcitrant
Scottish authorities. In order to bring pressure to bear on all the
authorities concerned he now proposed to delay making the pay
ment of the residual element in the first of the six-monthly housing
subsidy instalments. Under the administrative arrangement it had
been intended to make these payments on 10 November; but he
now proposed to inform the authorities on 6 November that no
decision about the payments could be taken until their intentions
as regards implementation of the legislation had been clarified.
This course was unlikely to aggravate the attitude of the local
authorities concerned; and it would at the same time anticipate
the criticism which the Government would otherwise be liable to
incur if they made the payments. The similar payments in England
and Wales were not due until the end of December. If the Cabinet
concurred in this course, he would proceed in consultation with the
other two Secretaries of State; and he would consult the Prime
Minister and the other Ministers principally concerned after the
next meeting in the current series of tripartite discussions about
prices and incomes policy between the Government, the Confedera
tion of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union Congress (TUC).
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, after taking account of any representations
made within the prescribed period of one month, the Secretaries
of State for the Environment and for Wales should be ready to make
default orders in respect of any local authorities who showed no
sign of changing their attitude, such orders to require the default to
be remedied within a specified period, which would normally be
14 days. The Cabinet also agreed that in considering subsequent
action designed to bring pressure to bear on the local authorities to
implement the legislation it would be necessary to take account of
different local conditions. It would therefore be open to the Sec
retary of State for the Environment to institute extraordinary audits
after he had made default orders; while in Wales the Secretary of
State should proceed with his preparations for the appointment of
housing commissioners at the appropriate time. In order to bring
pressure to bear on the 22 defaulting authorities in Scotland the
Secretary of State for Scotland should delay paying them the instal
ments of the residual housing subsidy. The three Secretaries of
State should, however, act only after consultation with one another;
and particular care should be taken to co-ordinate the timing of the
further steps which they respectively contemplated.
It was
important that n o indication of these steps should be given until
after the next tripartite meeting between the Government, the CBI
and the TUC. This would give the Cabinet an opportunity to
consider the matter further in the following week, if necessary; and
the Secretaries of State should in any event continue to keep the
Cabinet closely informed of developments in the situation.

The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers surnming
up of their discussion and invited the Secretaries of State
for Scotland, for the Environment and for Wales to proceed
accordingly.
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Subject:
INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS

SECRET
* The Cabinet considered the attitude to be adopted by the
Government spokesmen in the resumed discussions with the Con
federation of British Industry and the Trades Union Congress.
Industrial
Affairs

The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that the tripartite
discussions on prices and incomes policy with the Confederation of
Meetings with
British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) were
the Confedera due to be resumed that afternoon. There had been no overt change
tion of British
in the position of the parties since the last meeting at the end of
Industry and
the previous week; and it would therefore be necessary to resume
the Trades
the exchanges on the basis of the suggestion which had been put
Union
forward
on that occasion by the Director General of the National
Congress
Economic Development Office—namely, that a voluntary system of
Previous
regulation of pay and prices should be reinforced, so far as necessary,
Reference:
by statutory powers held in reserve and that the Government should
C M (72) 46th
legislate to this effect.
Conclusions,
Minute 5

In discussion there was general agreement with this proposal.
It was accepted that the Prime Minister must have discretion, in
the light of the exchanges with the CBI and the T U C , to judge
whether the legislation conferring these powers on the Government
should be enacted at the outset of the new arrangements or whether
it should be introduced only when some manifest breach of the
arrangements had been seen to make it essential. There might be
certain advantages in adopting the former course in so far as the
Governmenfs posture would be more convincing in terms of public
presentation if they were seen to be prepared to deal with any breach
of the voluntary understanding as soon as it occurred. Moreover,
the Government would be better placed to avoid any accusation
of legislating with retrospective effect.
The Cabinet then considered the course which the Government
should adopt if the discussions that afternoon ended in deadlock.
It was agreed that only two courses were open to them. They
could continue to try to give effect to their policies by voluntary
means, contesting as best they could each excessive wage claim
as it came forward. Alternatively, they could now seek a statutory
basis for the proposals which had emerged from the discussions with
the CBI a n d the T U C and had been shown to be acceptable to the
former, although not to the latter; and, since the legislation would
inevitably take some time to prepare and enact, it would be neces
sary to ensure that during the interim period, which might be 90
days, there would be a prohibition on any increases in wages and
prices, which would itself need to be given statutory form.
The Cabinet then considered this concept of a pay and prices
" freeze " in greater detail. The following main points were made—
(a) It would expose the Government to the charge that, in so
far as their legislation would purport to enable them to control
prices as well as wages, it would be inconsistent with the contention,
which they had maintained throughout the discussions with the
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.

SECRET
146897-7

A2

CBI and the T U C , that it was administratively not possible to
enforce effective and comprehensive statutory price control. This
criticism could be countered on the grounds that the interim
arrangement would be for only a limited period; that it need not
therefore seek to achieve the degree of precision and justice which
would be expected of a more permanent arrangement; and that in
any case the prices of agricultural produce would have to be exempt
from control.
(b) Moreover, it was significant that the President of the
Amalgamated Union of Engineering and Foundry Workers,
Mr. Scanlon, had declared publicly that the trade union movement
were thinking not in terms of a " freeze " o n prices but rather in
terms of a limit of, say, 5 per cent on their increase. It was for
consideration, therefore, whether the Government should introduce
into the interim period itself the concept of a limit on increases in
wages and prices which had hitherto figured only in their proposals
for a permanent system of wage and price regulation. In the case
of wages this might take the form of the £2 a week which Ministers
had already accepted for the longer t e r m ; or it might be expressed
as a percentage increase. Similarly, the concept of a " threshold "
agreement might be brought forward from the permanent settlement
and be included in the measures to be adopted during the interim
period. As against these considerations, however, it was suggested
that, if the arrangements to govern the interim period were developed
in this way, it would become necessary to provide for their effective
enforcement; and this would require the Government to elaborate
arrangements for this purpose which it should be possible to devise
by the time when the permanent legislation was introduced but it
would not be possible to improvise in time for the immediate
legislation which would govern the interim period. Moreover, the
arrangement would n o longer be a " freeze " ; and the presentational
value of this simple and drastic action would be largely sacrificed.
(c) But, even if the concept of a " f r e e z e " was maintained,
increases in certain food prices-particularly those of bread, sugar,
milk, meat, fruit and vegetables—would be unavoidable during the
interim period. Short of a system of rationing, there appeared to
be no means by which they could be avoided, particularly during
the Christmas season. But they would be so clearly inconsistent
with the concept of a " freeze " which was to apply to prices no
less than to wages that some means of eliminating, or at least
minimising, them must be found. This might entail Exchequer
subsidies in appropriate cases. Alternatively, it might be possible
to introduce a " two-tier " system of pricing, whereby no increases
would be permitted in the prices of basic necessities but the price
of luxury items, which it would be essential to continue to permit
if essential commodities were not to disappear from the market,
would be allowed to find their own level. T h e Minister of Agricul
ture, Fisheries and Food, in consultation with the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, should give urgent consideration to these possibilities
with due regard to our obligations to the European Economic Com
munity (EEC) in relation to sugar.

(d) In principle, the same considerations applied to the price of
steel. Here, too, it would be necessary to seek a derogation from
our commitment to the E E C to increase the price of steel as from
1 January, 1973. If this derogation was only brief, it should be
possible to arrange it without too much difficulty. But this con
sideration underlined the importance of stating precisely, from the
outset, the period for which the interim " freeze " would last.
(e) The prohibition on price increases should extend to services
as well as goods; and it should also comprise dividends and, possibly,
profits from speculative transactions in land.
(/) It would be necessary to consider carefully the definition of
the powers to be comprised in the interim legislation, together with
the penalties to be prescribed for any breach of its requirements.
Offences could be made the subject of either civil or criminal
proceedings; but, since procedure by way of civil injunction might,
if the injunction were disregarded, entail the application of criminal
penalties, it might be simpler to proceed from the outset on the
basis that offences would be a matter for the criminal law. The
Home Secretary and Lord President, in consultation with the
Attorney General and other Ministers directly concerned, should
give urgent consideration to these issues.
(g) It might be possible to effect some saving in the Parliamen
tary time which would need to be allotted to two separate Bills,
almost inevitably at the expense of other items in the Governmenfs
legislative programme, if the Government relied for the interim
period on the dormant powers under the Prices and Incomes Act
1966. These, however, could not be exercised in the absence of
the National Board for Prices and Incomes, which had been created
by that Act as the instrument for giving effect to its provisions but
had been abolished by the present Government. Moreover, even
though it might be possible to reconstitute the Board with reasonable
speed, it would undoubtedly give great offence to the Governmenfs
supporters in Parliament if the Government were seen to be unable
to give effect to their policies except by invoking powers which
their predecessors had taken and they themselves, when in Opposi
tion, had bitterly contested. Alternatively, it might be possible to
make use of the emergency powers to control prices which had been
incorporated in the legislation enacted on the eve of the 1939-45
war. This possibility should be further explored.
(h) In giving effect to the control or limitation of increases in
prices and charges, the Government would need to make sure that
they did not provide those local authorities who were refusing to
implement the rent increases required by the Housing Finance Act
with an excuse and a justification for their defiance of Government
policy.
v

(/) It would also be necessary to keep in mind the various inter
national obligations of the Government which might be held t o be
inconsistent with the course which the Cabinet were now considering.
The Cabinet then turned to consider the date when the interim
period should begin in relation to certain current negotiations for

pay increases which were likely t o reach a critical stage within the
next few days.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that earlier in the morning
the Ministerial Steering Committee on Pay Negotiations had
reviewed the pay settlements which might be reached during the
course of the week on the assumption that the Bill to deal with
the interim period would not be effective until the following week.
Meetings were taking place that day in respect of the Agricultural
Wages Board (England and Wales), the British Waterways Board
and Govan Shipbuilders; and it seemed right to allow these to
proceed on the basis that settlements would probably be reached
as indicated in P (72) 38. Similarly, it seemed right not to frustrate
the settlements likely to be reached later in the week in respect of
Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited, London Transport buses, teachers
(London allowance), university technicians and Atomic Energy
Authority manual workers. The negotiations about local authority
manual workers had been deferred; but, if they could be reinstated,
a settlement on the basis proposed in P (72) 38 was acceptable, even
though this would subsequently cause considerable resentment
among the National Health Service ancillaries who would subse
quently be caught by the " f r e e z e " . Similarly, a settlement for the
industrial Civil Service seemed possible if the arbitrator^ award
could be brought forward sufficiently. There seemed no justification,
however, for facilitating a settlement of the Municipal Airports
(manual workers) claim. There remained the claims by the Police
and the electricity power supply workers, which raised special
considerations.
A settlement of the Police claim was highly
desirable; and an offer could be justified in relation to an established
formula. On the other hand this formula would produce a relatively
high award; and very careful presentation would be needed.
Electricity power supply was the crucial claim. If this could be
settled on acceptable terms, there was a strong case for reaching
agreement on all the other claims, except that of Municipal Air
ports (manual workers), in order to avoid a confrontation with the
power unions. If, however, a settlement of the electricity supply
claim was unlikely, it would be best to introduce the Bill regulating
the interim period as soon as possible and to make it effective from
the date of the statement of the Governmenfs intentions which the
Prime Minister intended to m a k e during the Debate on the Address
on the following day.
In discussion doubts were expressed whether the electricity
unions would be ready to reach a reasonable settlement once the
Governmenfs plans for incomes policy in the longer term were
known. Indeed, the Executive might be unwilling even to ballot its
members on an offer of less than £3. On this assumption an attempt
to settle the claim by agreement might be counter-productive, since
any offer, even if rejected, could seem to establish a minimum for
settlements after the 90-day " freeze ". Moreover, in the short term
the Government might be open t o the criticism of having deliberately
delayed the " f r e e z e " in order to avoid a confrontation with the
power unions. On this basis the right course would be to emphasise

that the " freeze " was a purely interim arrangement, which would
not inhibit a reasonable settlement subsequently. If the power
unions then initiated industrial action against the " freeze ", they
would merely be provoking a confrontation which would have been
inevitable in any event at some stage.
On the other hand the power unions had been persuaded to
defer industrial action by a virtual undertaking by the employers
during the previous week that, if negotiations were resumed on
2 November, they expected to be in a position to make an offer. If
this offer were now withheld, the employers could reasonably be
charged with a breach of faith; and this might affect public support
for the Governmenfs position more generally. Moreover, if an offer
was not made to the power unions and they subsequently took
industrial action, it would be impossible to invoke the provisions of
the Industrial Relations Act providing for a " cooling off " period,
whereas, if a reasonable offer was made and was rejected, this would
put the Government in a stronger position in enforcing a standstill.
The position of Mr. Chappie was also relevant. He was a moderate
union leader; and, if a settlement were attempted this week in a
manner which might create the impression that the Government
were anxious to avoid a confrontation, this might weaken his position
with his more militant members. On the other hand his position
might be even worse if no offer were made at all, since he might
then seem to have been persuaded to withdraw his earlier threat
of industrial action on the basis of an undertaking which was
subsequently dishonoured.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that one
possibility would be to try to avoid a final deadlock in the resumed
meeting with the CBI and the T U C later that day in order to allow
further consideration to be given to the terms of the Bill regulating
the interim period of " freeze " and to provide an opportunity for
the claim by the power unions to be settled before the terms of that
Bill were announced. But it was probably unrealistic to suppose
that public opinion would now accept any further postponement
of a statement indicating the Governmenfs intentions; and these
would therefore have to be disclosed in his speech in the Debate
on the Address on the following day. This still left open the alterna
tives of making the " freeze " effective forthwith or, as a majority of
the Cabinet seemed to prefer, from a somewhat later date which
would allow a realistic offer t o be made to the power unions. It
was not necessary to reach a final decision at this stage, particularly
since it would probably be necessary for Ministers to meet again in
order to review the position in the light of the outcome of the
discussions with the CBI and the T U C . In the meantime urgent
consideration should be given to the points which had been raised
in the discussion.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Invited the Home Secretary and Lord President, in consulta
tion with the Attorney General, to give further
consideration to the form, content and timing of the Bill

to provide for an interim "freeze " on increases in prices
and wages.
(2) Invited the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
in consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to
consider the action which might be taken to control
food prices generally during the period of the " f r e e z e " ,
with particular reference to bread and sugar.
(3) Agreed to resume their discussion at a later stage, when it
would also be necessary to consider suggestions which
had been made to extend to one year the period of review
; of entitlement to the Family Income Supplement, free
school meals and free welfare milk; to keep the price of
school meals at its present level; and to extend the needs
allowance to rent rebates in order to emphasise the fair
ness of the measures which the Government envisaged.

Cabinet Office,
30 October, 1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week. While a number
of Government backbenchers might not support the Motion
continuing the provisions for sanctions against Southern Rhodesia,
it was expected that the Members in favour of the Motion would
comprise an adequate majority.
In the House of Lords the
corresponding Motion was expected to be carried despite the
opposition of a substantial number of Government Peers. If, how
ever, the Motion were defeated, it would be necessary to make a
further Order at once and to ensure its approval by each House
before 16 November.
There would be important debates on economic affairs in both
Houses on 7 November; and it would be necessary for the Ministers
concerned to keep in close touch about the content of their speeches.

SECRET
Oversea Affairs
2. The Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth
Affairs said that there had been some disturbances in Antigua on
Antigua
31 October. As a precaution against the possibility of further
Previous
disorder a frigate had been stationed off Ihe island with instructions
Reference:
to intervene, if necessary, in order to protect the Governor, the
C M (72) 40th
Conclusions,
Deputy British Government Representative, and United Kingdom
Minute 2
" belongers ".
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 46th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

Uganda
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that the Icelandic Government had agreed to hold further
negotiations, at Ministerial level, with Her Majesty's Government.
The date and place for these had not yet been fixed; but they might
be held about the middle of November.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statements by the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.
The Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
said that all the remaining Asian holders of United Kingdom
passports (UKPH) in Uganda would have left that country by
8 November, the terminal date prescribed by the Ugandan President,
General Amin. Nearly all the stateless Asians, who had proved to
be fewer in number than was originally supposed, should also have
left by the same date.
The Prime Minister, summing u p a brief discussion, said that
the Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs should
circulate a memorandum on the steps that might be taken to obtain
a ruling, possibly by the International Court of Justice, that the
Ugandan Government had acted illegally in expelling the Asians
and in not allowing them to take their assets with them. Such a ruling
might serve to discourage any other Governments which might be

tempted to follow Uganda's example. The discovery that an Asian
U K P H , now in this country, was receiving £29 a week in relief h a d
attracted widspread criticism. It was clear that U K P H s must be
treated on the same basis as other individuals; and there might well
be exceptional family circumstances in this particular instance which
accounted for the large sums involved. Nevertheless, it would be
helpful if the Secretary of State for Social Services would provide
his colleagues with full details of the case.
The Cabinet—
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 46th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

SECRET
3. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland said that the
initial response to the Governmenfs recent Green Paper on the
future of Northern Ireland had been favourable. T h e Bill to
authorise a plebiscite on the Border was now before Parliament;
and the Ulster Unionist Party h a d welcomed the formulation of
the questions on which it was to be based. N o decision had been
taken about the date on which it should be held; but it might prove
undesirable to delay it beyond the end of January 1973. In that
case the voting would have to take place on the basis of the existing
Electoral Register. It the plebiscite was delayed until the new
Register was available, it could not take place before March. It
would entail formidable security problems, which would almost
certainly require a substantial increase in the level of our Forces in
Northern Ireland. It would also be liable to be characterised by a
significant degree of the impersonation which was an almost tradi
tional feature of any voting in Northern Ireland; and, although we
must do what we could to prevent this, we should not be able to
eradicate the practice entirely. It was for consideration whether we
should invite independent individuals to act as observers of the
plebiscite. But this would probably be inadvisable, since their safety
could not be guaranteed and their presence might merely aggravate
disorder. H e had ascertained that the attitude of the Opposition to
the Bill would probably be helpful; but, if they opposed it, the
consequences, for security in Northern Ireland could be serious.
The Security Forces had recently achieved some major successes
against the Irish Republican Army (IRA). A significant number of
its officers had been arrested; and over 100 of its members had been
charged in the courts in the past month. From some points of view
the Protestant extremist factions now presented a more serious threat
t h a n the IRA, particularly as regards their gross intimidation of
R o m a n Catholics in isolated areas. Their raids across the Border
also constituted an increasingly serious problem, since they m a d e it
more difficult for us to bring pressure to bear on the Prime Minister
of the Irish Republic, Mr. Lynch, to, take stronger action against
the IRA operating against Northern Ireland from the Republic.
Moreover, the authorities in the Republic would be fully entitled to

fire on raiding parties, to arrest and charge any raiders whom they
might catch and to seek extradition of any identified raiders who
returned to Northern Ireland. For all these reasons it might soon
b e necessary to detain some of the leading Protestant extremists and
t o bring them before the new tribunals.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland.

SECRET
*4. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that at the
resumed discussion with the Confederation of British Industry
Discussions
(CBI) and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) on the previous day
between the
the representatives of the latter had reported the reaction of their
Government,
General Council to the Governmenfs requirement at the end of
the
the earlier meeting on 30 October that, before discussions could be
Confederation
carried any further, the T U C should indicate whether they were
of British
prepared
to accept that any policy to reduce inflation, whether it
Industry
was
on
a
voluntary or a statutory basis, must provide for the
and the
Trades Union regulation of increases in pay as well as increases in prices. The T U C
had given no clear answer to this question. But they had indicated
Congress
a number of other topics which they wished to discuss; and they
Previous
Reference:
had formulated their position in a written statement, which they
C M (72) 47th
had tabled at the outset of the meeting. This included a proposal
Conclusions
that the Government should undertake to prevent an increase in
the Retail Price Index above a predetermined figure, a proposal
which was not merely impracticable in itself but could also be
regarded as substantially met by the threshold agreement which the
Government contemplated including in any final agreement. After
further discussion, however, the T U C had made it clear that they
were no longer prevented by the original insistence of their General
Council on a statutory control of prices from discussing other
elements in a possible comprehensive agreement; and the prospect
of renewed negotiations had opened up once more. The representa
tives of the CBI had shown themselves equally anxious to avoid a
breakdown of the discussion. In the event the meeting had con
eluded with a statement by the Government and the CBI that they
could only accept either a completely voluntary arrangement or a
voluntary arrangement reinforced by statutory powers over the whole
range of prices and incomes; but that, provided that the T U C clearly
understood that neither the Government nor the CBI could finally
accept an arrangement on any other basis, At should be possible to
continue negotiations. It had been agreed that this statement,
together with the document indicating the further issues which the
T U C wished to discuss, should remain confidential for the time
being.
Industrial
Affairs

It was on this basis that the discussions would now be resumed
that afternoon; and it must be accepted that, during that meeting,

the critical question of the maximum permissible increase in pay
would be raised. There was little room for bargaining on the figure
of £2 a week which the Government had already prescribed for this
purpose; and, although the representatives of the T U C might seek
a further adjournment of the discussions in order to report once
again to their General Council, it was equally possible that, if the
Government adhered to this figure, they would regard the position
as having reached deadlock and would break off the discussions.
In that event it would be necessary for the Government to legislate
forthwith for an emergency " f r e e z e " of prices and incomes for a
limited period, during which longer-term legislation would have to
be prepared in order to put on a more permanent statutory basis
the type of arrangement on which the Government had hoped to
reach voluntary agreement with the T U C .
In discussion there was general endorsement of this statement
of the Governmenfs position. It was suggested, however, that, if
the discussions broke down on the size of the maximum permissible
increase in pay, it would be to the Governmenfs advantage in
presentational terms that the difference between their own offer and
the T U C s demand should be seen to be significantly wide. More
over, it would be important to ensure, if possible, that the T U C
should not be able to manoeuvre the Government into a position in
which the breakdown would appear to have been provoked by some
other element in the proposed arrangement on which the Govern
m e n f s position would be less easily defensible. If, for example,
the T U C chose to find a breaking-point in the Governmenfs refusal
to contemplate suspension or repeal of the Industrial Relations Act,
it could not be assumed that the Government would necessarily
command wide public support. On the other hand it would be
illogical to concede to the T U C a fundamental reappraisal of the
operation of an Act which the more extreme unions were deliber
ately making inoperable; and, since it was unlikely in any case
that the current discussions would result in an agreement which
would be acceptable as a whole to the Government, it would be
unwise to sacrifice the support of the more moderate elements in
the unions by appearing to be ready to compromise on the principles
of a statute which the Government had deliberately enacted in an
attempt to create a more equitable and orderly structure of
industrial relations. It would be preferable to adhere t o the position
which the Government had already assumed, namely, that they
would be ready to review the working of the Act after a reasonable
period had elapsed in which its practical effects could be judged
in the light of experience.
/
The T U C might similarly seek to engineer a breakdown of the
discussions on the excuse that the Government, by refusing to
contemplate any amendement of the recent housing finance legisla
tion, were deliberately rejecting the possibility of reducing
inflationary pressure by a abatement of the forthcoming increases
in rents, an abatement which would be justified as much on social
as on economic grounds. The Government were at risk of being
embarrassed if the T U C did in fact succeed in convincing public
v

opinion that this was the main reason why the discussions had
broken down; and it was perhaps for consideration whether, if the
increases in rents were to stand, there should be some adjustment
of the maximum permissible increase in pay in order to provide an
element of compensation. Alternatively, if the maximum permissible
increase in pay must remain at £2, some part of it might be regarded
as specifically allocated to offset the increases in rents. On the other
hand, to enlarge the permissible increase in pay would be to increase
inflationary pressure still further; any reversal of the Governments
policy on housing finance would represent a political retreat which
would be keenly resented by the Governments supporters in the
House of Commons; and the proposed increase in the needs
allowance which would limit the effect of the rent increase for
rebated tenants of local authority houses represented the most
effective means of ensuring that increases in rents which were
justifiable on economic grounds did not entail unnecessary social
hardship. As regards houses in the private sector, the majority of
tenancies were controlled on the basis of a concept of " fair rents ",
which were designed to ensure the efficient maintenance of the
properties. In these cases an artificial restriction of rents would
merely entail a deterioration of the conditions in which the tenants
lived; while, so far as furnished accommodation was concerned,
the only result would be the wholesale eviction of tenants. Finally,
it was as true of rents as it was of the Industrial Relations Act that
the Government had very little room for tactical manoeuvre. It
was virtually certain that the militant unions had now decided to
force the issue to a breaking point; and there was little, if any,
prospect that the current discussions could result in an agreement
which the Government could accept on either political or economic
grounds. In these circumstances it would be dangerous to offer to
negotiate separately on any individual element or elements in the
type of comprehensive arrangement which the Government had in
mind. This would merely open u p once again the whole area of
discussion which the Government had brought effectively under
control by their requirement to the T U C on 30 October to state
their position unequivocally; and during the subsequent period in
which the T U C would resort to leisurely bargaining and frequent
references to their General Council and to the Executives of the
major unions, further excessive wage claims would be pressed
forward and the Government, lacking any statutory powers of
restraint, would finally lose control of the situation.
The T U C would be likely, however, to advocate, in addition,
the claims of pensioners; and, since the Government had it in mind
in any case t o take appropriate action to ensure that pensioners
shared the nation's increasing prosperity by conceding a once-for-all
additional payment in the spring of 1973, it might be tactically
advantageous to suggest to the T U C that afternoon that the value
of this concession would be dependent on their accepting a maximum
permissible increase in pay of the order which the Government
themselves h a d in mind. If the negotiations reached deadlock on
this point and the T U C had been warned that, to the extent to
which they sought to insist that the pay increase should be larger

the benefit to pensioners would have to be less, it should be possible
to demonstrate to public opinion that it was the greed of the unions
rather than the obstinacy of the Government which had contributed
to the final breakdown of the discussions. If so, however, it would
be necessary for the prospective lump sum supplement to be cur
rently convincing; and it was not clear why it should be impossible,
despite the admitted additional administrative burden on the Depart
ment of Health and Social Security and the Post Office, to make
it effective before the spring of the following year. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer, in consultation with the Ministers concerned,
should consider urgently whether the payment could be expedited.
In further discussion the Cabinet were informed that drafts of
the Bill and the accompanying White Paper which would be required
if the discussions broke down would be circulated for the informa
tion of Ministers during the day. Further work on these texts would
be co-ordinated by the Chancellor of the Exchequer; and the
Ministers and officials concerned should take particular care to
ensure that there was no premature disclosure of the Governmenfs
intentions as regards legislation. Since it was not possible t o foresee
developments during the next few days, all Ministers should remain
within easy access of London.
The C a b i n e t Took note that the Prime Minister would be guided during
the next stage of the negotiations with the Confederation
of British Industry and the Trades Union Congress, by the
general sense of their discussion.
Pending
Wage Claims
Claim by
the Electricity
Supply
Workers

Reyrolle
Parsons
Group

The Cabinet were informed that an offer, which had been
approved by the Government, would be made that afternoon to the
unions concerned in the current pay negotiations in the electricity
supply industry in an attempt to promote a very rapid settlement.
In the course of a brief discussion it was agreed that any points
of difficulty which arose in other pay negotiations now in train, e.g.
the London allowance for teachers, should be resolved, if possible,
by discussion between the Ministers concerned and the Chancellor
of the Exchequer.

SECRET
5. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that the
Reyrolle Parsons Group, a major employer in the North East, was
faced with a grave financial crisis which, in the absence of Govern
ment support, might force it into liquidation. The Group's affairs
had for some time been under investigation by N . M. Rothschild
and Sons Ltd. on the Governmenfs behalf. Their report would be
due in a few weeks; and the long-term future of the Group could
then be assessed. It would probably need to be reconstructed,
some parts being sold (possibly to the General Electric Company)
and some being merged with other enterprises. In the meantime
the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy had concluded that

the Group should not be allowed to go into forced liquidation. The
Committee had agreed that Government support in an appropriate
form should be provided in order to enable the company to continue
trading until its future could be reassessed and that this support
might best take the form of an advanced payment of up to £7
million on the Ince power station contract. It would be necessary
to bear well in mind, however, the possible liability for the Group's
debts which the Government might be held to incur under Section
332 of the Companies Act 1948; and the Law Officers would be kept
informed of developments. The Group was due to issue its interim
statement on the following day; and it would probably suffice that
this should merely indicate that the contract for the Ince turbo
generator had been agreed on terms which provided for an advanced
payment. But an early Government statement would be necessary
in order to restore confidence; and this should make it clear that
the Government were intervening on grounds of regional policy but
were not underwriting either the present structure of the Group or
the present level of employment.
In discussion there was general agreement with this proposal.
It would be necessary to attach stringent conditions, e.g. as regards
dividend distribution, to the assistance which the Government would
be providing; and great care should be taken to secure the least
damaging presentation of the redundancies which would still be
inevitable to some extent.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry and invited him to proceed accordingly.

Rate Support
Support Grant
1973-74
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Cabinet had before them Notes by the Secretary of
State for the Environment (CP (72) 105 and CP (72) 114), together
with a minute from the Secretary of State to the Prime Minister
dated 1 November, 1972, containing proposals for negotiation with
the local authority associations to determine the level of rate support
grant for 1973-74.
The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that h e now
had to propose to local authority associations a figure for " relevant
expenditure" in 1973-74 on which grant would be paid. In the
light of preliminary discussions with the,, associations he believed
that a realistic figure would be £4,934 million at June 1972 prices,
which was some £34 million less than the figure which the associa
tions had proposed; and he sought the Cabinefs agreement to
negotiate within a margin of £10 million above this figure. This
would imply expenditure in 1973-74 of £67-£77 million above the
present provision in the Public Expenditure Survey Committee
(PESC) report; and a projection of the policies consistent with these
figures would produce total expenditure in 1976-77 which would be
£74 million above the PESC provision. It had been suggested that

in order to limit the rise in expenditure local authorities should be
required to make savings of £30 million on the level proposed for
1973-74. But a settlement at less than the realistic cost of the
policies which the Government expected local authorities to follow
entailed the risk that actual expenditure would exceed the forecast;
and in that event authorities would have to make up any shortfall
on grant by higher rates.
The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that the figure for relevant
expenditure proposed by the Secretary of State for the Environment
must be considered in relation to its effect on PESC. Rate support
grant constituted an important restraint on local authorities, whose
expenditure was growing at a faster rate than public expenditure
as a whole. Although some welcome savings had been offered in
the field of education, further economies were needed if the growth
of public expenditure was to be kept within acceptable limits,
especially since it might be given a further impetus by measures
taken as a result of the current tripartite discussions on prices and
incomes.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet recognised the importance of helping the domestic rate
payer. They would wish to consider the proposed level of rate
support grant for 1973-74 in relation to an agreed figure of relevant
expenditure. The Secretary of State for the Environment and the
Chief Secretary, Treasury, should consider further the figure to be
offered for the forthcoming negotiations with local authorities,
bearing in mind the need both to relieve pressure on public expendi
ture and to avoid exacerbating negotiations by appearing to impose
unrealistic economies.
They should seek to circulate agreed
proposals to the Cabinet in the following week.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing u p of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
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*The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that at the final meet
ing with the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades
Union Congress (TUC) on the previous afternoon the Governmenfs
comprehensive proposals for bringing inflation under control had
been tabled in full. The CBI had been prepared to discuss them item
by item. But the T U C had dismissed them in total, maintaining that
they provided no basis for negotiation. Their spokesmen had under
taken to convene a meeting of their General Council on the following
M o n d a y ; but they had indicated that they would not be prepared to
recommend the Governmenfs proposals to the Council and had
expressed complete conviction that the Council would reject them.
T h e T U C s motives in breaking off the discussions so abruptly
must remain a matter of speculation. Some of the union leaders
might have been determined from the outset to thwart any attempt
to reach agreement with the Government; others might have misin
terpreted the situation and, assuming that the Governmenfs
proposals were no more than the basis of subsequent bargaining in
the conventional sense, might have been disconcerted by the Govern
m e n f s insistence that they constituted an integrated programme for
dealing with inflation, which must be judged as a whole. But,
whatever the reasons, the negotiations had now broken down—and
it was a matter for great regret that it had not proved possible to
bring the enterprise on which the Government had embarked earlier
in the year to a successful conclusion.
In discussion there was unanimous agreement that nobody could
have done more than the Prime Minister to seek to reach a reason
able settlement with both sides of industry. In particular, he had
conducted the discussions in such a way that the final breakdown
had occurred not on some specific issue o n which the Governmenfs
position might not have been easily defensible but as a result of the
T U C s rejection of the proposals as a whole. The Government were
therefore in a strong position; and it was important that they should
extract the maximum of advantage from it in terms of the public
presentation of the issues involved. They should not indulge in
recrimination or attempt to apportion blame for the failure of the
discussions. Their attitude should rather be one of regret that the
T U C had failed to seize a major opportunity to deal rationally with
inflation. But, although they should endeavour by these means not
to lose contact with the more moderate union leaders and to leave the
way open for a resumption of the discussions at some point in the
future, they should also ensure that the public presentation of their
own case did no go by default. The measures which they had tabled
had included many proposals which should command the support
of public opinion; and it would be important to demonstrate how
much had been lost—possibly not even excluding an increase in the
figure of £2 per week which they had prescribed as the maximum
permissible increase in wages—as a result of the folly and intransi
gence of the TUC.

It would now be necessary to introduce legislation, together
with an explanatory White Paper, empowering the Government to
institute a 90 day " freeze " of prices and incomes as the prelude to
the enactment of more permanent methods of statutory control.
The Cabinet turned to consider drafts of these documents, which
had been circulated under cover of a Note by the Home Secretary
(CP (72)116) and had been discussed at a meeting earlier that day
under the chairmanship of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. In the
light of the results of that preliminary discussion, the Cabinet
considered the following main issues: —
(a) Scope of the legislation.
T h e draft Bill empowered the
Government to apply a standstill in prices and incomes by prohibiting
any increase above the level prevailing before 6 November. The
standstill would end 90 days after the enactment of the Bill but could
be extended by Order for a further period not exceeding 60 days.
It would be enforced, where necessary, by Order or notice, any
contravention of which would be punishable by fine. An offence
would arise, however, only if an Order was disobeyed; and the
Governmenfs power to make Orders would not be effective until the
Bill became law. To attempt to create offences as from the date of
introduction of the Bill would involve retrospective legislation on a
scale for which there was. no precedent. It followed that during the
passage of the Bill the Government would be relying essentially on
the voluntary co-operation of those responsible for price and wage
fixing; and it was therefore important that the Bill should be not only
equitable but also simple. It had accordingly been drafted in
comprehensive terms; and the Order-making powers prescribed by its
schedule were very wide. Its practical implementation, however,
should be by way of notice rather than Order so far as possible.
(b) Date of effect. The " freeze " should apply to all increases
in pay, provided that, where a settlement was reached before the
standstill and its operative date was on or before 6 November, the
increase could be implemented.
(c) Occupational pensions.
exempt from the " freeze ".

It was agreed that these should be

(d) Wages Councils and Boards. Since the workers involved
were among some of the lowest-paid in industry, there was some
justification for the suggestion that proposals from Wages Councils
and Boards made on or before the introduction of the Bill should be
implemented if the operative date of the previous Order was at
least 12 months before the standstill. It was agreed, however, that
the Chancellor of the Exchequer should discuss further, in consult
ation with the Ministers concerned, w h e t h e r , if the interval
was less than 12 months, an increase should be deferred until the
end of the standstill.
/

(e) Arbitration Awards.
It was agreed that these might be
implemented during the " freeze" if the relevant hearings were
completed on or before 6 November and their operative date was not
later than that date. But, if negotiations or arbitrations took place
during the " freeze ", any resultant increase should not take effect

before the end of the standstill period and should in any case be
subject to the policy which was in operation after that period.
(/) Breaches of Agreements.
Clause 4 of the draft Bill
authorised employers to disregard pay increases in existing contracts
and exempted them from liability in respect of a breach of contract
in this respect during the period of the " freeze ". This provision
was particularly relevant to pay increases deriving from contracts
made before the " freeze " but providing for specified increases to take
effect during it, including " staged " agreements. If such increases
were permitted, those whose pay was governed by agreements of
this kind would benefit unfairly by comparison with others whose
claim for an increase in the normal course would be precluded by
the " freeze ". Their operative date should therefore be deferred
until the standstill came to an end. In the absence of Clause 4,
however, employers would be unprotected against actions for breach
of contract in such cases; and if, as a result, the increases were
conceded and were such as to require subsequent reversal, it would
be necessary for the Government, as soon as the Bill became law, to
make Orders for this purpose. Even if these could take the form of
comprehensive " b l a n k e t " Orders, prohibiting various types of
increase, difficult problems of definition would arise and every
exception would require a Ministerial decision involving a separate
Order: whereas if Clause 4 were included in the Bill, the need for
Orders should arise only in a relatively small number of cases. On
the other hand, many of the Governments supporters would be
strongly opposed in principle to a Clause encouraging employers to
break agreements; and it would be preferable that the Government
should themselves assume the responsibility in this matter by being
prepared to issue Orders or notices in cases where this proved
necessary. Moreover, the Clause would be liable to be interpreted
as implying that the Government wished to encourage the type of
employer who would seize any opportunity to withhold a pay
increase; and, if this impression took root, the concept of voluntary
co-operation on which the Bill was essentially based would be
endangered and the psychological climate in which the Govern
m e n f s longer-term measures for regulating prices and incomes would
be introduced would be soured from the outset.
The Cabinet concluded that on a balance of these considerations
Clause 4 should be omitted from the Bill. Normal increments should
continue to be paid during the period of the " freeze ", since they
differed essentially from pay increases in the conventional sense and,
if they were withheld, legislation would in some cases be required.
F o r the rest the Government must rely on the voluntary co-operation
of employers in seeking to ensure that the implementation of
increases arising under " staged " agreements during the period of
the " freeze " would be deferred until the end of that period.
(g) Penalties.
The Cabinet approved the relevant provisions
in the Bill, subject to an increase in the penalty for non-disclosure of
information from £50 to £100. Since the offences created by the Bill
would be punishable only by fine and the existing law restricted the
powers of a Court to commit an offender to prison for non-payment

of a fine imposed for an offence which was not itself punishable with
imprisonment, it would not be necessary to include in the Bill a
provision that a warrant should not be issued for imprisonment
unless the Court was satisfied that no other means of enforcing a fine
was available. The law in Scotland and Northern Ireland in this
context was perhaps more severe than in England and Wales; but
discrepancies must be accepted for the relatively brief period of the
"freeze".
(h) Rents.
It was agreed that the Bill should empower the
appropriate Minister to provide by Order for preventing increases
of rent over rent payable before the standstill. This would not inhibit
the Ministers concerned from continuing to deal resolutely with those
local authorities who were still refusing to implement the rent
increases which had been due on 1 October under the recent housing
finance legislation. But it would be necessary to give further con
sideration to the position which might arise if the Bill had to be
extended by an additional 60 days, since its provisions would then
extend beyond 1 April 1973 when the first of the rent increases in
1973 would become due. It would also be desirable to give further
consideration to the application of the Bill to furnished tenancies in
the private sector in order to ensure that it did not result in wholesale
evictions of tenants.
(/) Steel. It was proposed that the principles of the " freeze "
should apply to the prices charged by the nationalised industries
except in so far as the steel industry might find it necessary to adjust
its prices under its obligations to the European Coal and Steel
Community. It was agreed, however, that this exception was undesir
able and that we should seek to agree with the Community that the
increase in the price of steel which was to become operative on
1 January 1973, should be deferred for the period of the " freeze "
subsequent to that date. The approach to the Community should
be undertaken as a matter of urgency in view of the importance of
informing the steel industry of its position during the " freeze " as
rapidly as possible.
The Cabinet then considered the timing of the introduction of
the Bill. The Governmenfs intentions would be announced in a
statement by the Prime Minister in the House of Commons on
Monday, 6 November; and it was desirable that there should be n o
prior indication that the Government proposed to introduce legislation
on the lines which the Cabinet had been considering. It would
therefore be necessary to depart from the normal practice whereby
notice of introduction would be given that afternoon, immediately
after the Cabinet's meeting, and to arrange for the publication of the
draft Bill in the form of a White Paper on 6 November, concurrently
with the Prime Ministefs statement and the White Paper explaining
the policy to be pursued during the " freeze ".' Thereafter, the Bill
should probably receive its Second Reading on Wednesday,
8 November.
During their discussion the Cabinet were informed of progress
in dealing with several current wage claims which were clearly being
pressed forward in the light of the current expectation that some

form of wages " freeze " would shortly be imposed. It was agreed
that, since the increases which were now being claimed were less
extravagant than had appeared likely at an earlier stage, it would be
advisable to settle them without delay, provided that the Govern
inent were seen to be still trying to enforce moderation so far as
possible. Authority might therefore be given to try to reach
agreement in the case of local authority manual workers on the basis
of an increase of £2-25. This would be broadly in line with the
expected arbitration award of £2-30 in the case of the industrial
Civil Service; but the possible repercussion on the claim by corn
parable grades in the National Health Service constituted powerful
argument for disposing of the local authority claim as economically
as possible. The offer of an additional £12 increase in the London
Allowance for teachers might be increased to £15.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Government faced a troubled prospect ahead, not excluding further
periods of industrial unrest.
Nevertheless they must press
resolutely forward on the basis which the Cabinet had approved.
The Cabinet—
Approved the publication, on Monday, 6 November, of a
draft Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill and an
accompanying White Paper in the form agreed in their
discussions.

Cabinet Office,
5 November,
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CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Prime Minister, on behalf of all his colleagues, extended
a warm welcome to those Ministers who were joining the Cabinet
for the first time.

The
Government

Measures
to Restrain

CONFIDENTIAL
*2. The Cabinet considered the Parliamentary timetable of the
Counter-Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill.

Inflation
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The Lord President of the Council said that decisions were
urgently needed on the Parliamentary timetable of the CounterInflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill, which would receive its Second
Reading in the House of Commons on Wednesday, 8 November.
Normally the Bill would thereafter be remitted to a Standing
Committee, which would begin work on Tuesday, 14 November.
If it were judged necessary to apply a timetable Motion to the Bill,
this might be better tabled in Committee than on the Floor of the
House. On this basis, however, the Bill would not become law
before about mid-December. An alternative course would be to
take the Committee stage on the Floor of the House. This should
ensure a quicker passage for the Bill; but it would also impose a
greater burden on the Governmenfs supporters and would delay
other urgent Government business.
In discussion it was suggested that, if the Committee stage were
taken on the Floor of the House, this would not only be liable to
create an unwelcome precedent in relation to other Bills but would
also ensure greater publicity for the Opposition case against
particular provisions of the Bill. On the other hand to send the Bill
upstairs would imply that during the period while it was being
discussed the Government would have no powers to restrain pay
and price increases which did not conform with the standstill; and,
if this continued for more than a few weeks, it would become
increasingly difficult to make Orders subsequently reversing such
increases. This situation would be quickly exploited by the more
militant trades union leaders. It was in any case desirable to impress
on public opinion the urgency of making the counter-inflationary
measures effective as rapidly as possible. This suggested that the
Committee stage should be taken on the Floor of the House and
that the subsequent stages should follow with the minimum of delay,
possibly 3 days in all during the following week being allotted for
the passage of the Bill through all its stages in the House of
Commons.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that the, need to secure early passage of the CounterInflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill was overriding; that the Bill
should therefore be the subject of a timetable Motion; and that it
should be committed to a Committee of the whole House, with the
* Previously recorded in a Confidential Annex.
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aim of securing its passage through the House of Commons during
the following week. The passage of the Bill through the House of
Lords should also be expedited as far as possible.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
Government
Information
Services

The Prime Minister said that the Home Secretary would remain
generally responsible for the Governments information services and
that an additional Parliamentary Secretary had been appointed to
the Civil Service Department to assist him in discharging this
responsibility. All Ministers should co-operate in making the new
arrangements fully effective in the campaign which must now be
waged to enlist the support of the public for the measures which the
Government were taking. In particular, efficient arrangements must
be made forthwith to deal with inquiries and complaints about price
increases. The Ministers concerned should circulate a description
of these arrangements to their colleagues as rapidly as possible in
order that all Ministers might be appropriately briefed.
The
Secretary of State for the Environment should discuss with the Lord
Chancellor the arrangements to be made for dealing with questions
about commercial rents during the standstill.

Operation of
the Standstill

The Prime Minister said that Ministers should be firm in
implementing the standstill, which must be seen to operate efficiently
and impartially. The maximum pressure should be brought to bear
on manufacturers and retailers not to seek to raise their prices; and
close consultation should be maintained both with leading retailers
and with independent organisations in this field. The Chancellor of
the Exchequer, in consultation with the H o m e Secretary, the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and the Secretary of State
for Employment, should consider whether it would be desirable to
introduce in the Counter-Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill a
provision similar to Clause 3 (which dealt with the modification of
existing contracts of employment) in order to enable contracts in
relation to prices to be modified in circumstances where one of the
parties was unwilling to pay a higher price but would be legally
bound to do so by an existing contract.
It would also be necessary to review the structure of Ministerial
and official committees concerned with questions of pay and prices.
In the meantime the Minister of. Agriculture should consult the
Chancellor of the Exchequer about the degree of reassurance which
might be given to those of the Governments supporters in the House
of Commons who were concerned that paragraph 17 of the White
Paper " A Programme for Controlling Inflation: The First Stage "
(Cmnd. 5125) might require the standstill to be so interpreted as to
delay the implementation of the pay awards t o agricultural workers
by the two Wages Boards concerned.

Preparations
for the
second stage

The Prime Minister said that the Government would now need
to press ahead with preparations for the further legislation which
would be required at the end of the standstill. These preparations

would take account of the recent tripartite discussions with the
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union
Congress (TUC); and it was to be hoped that it might be possible to
resume those exchanges in order to discuss the more detailed
arrangements for giving effect to the new policy. The Government
were not committed, however, to adopting all the proposals which
had been put forward during the tripartite discussions.
The
preparations for the further legislation would be the responsibility
of a task force under Sir William Armstrong, which would be
concerned to analyse for the Cabinet the options open to them in
order to achieve the longer-term objectives in Cmnd. 5125. H e
would welcome any suggestions which Ministers might have in this
regard, bearing in mind the overriding need to introduce policies
which would be fully effective to achieve the Governmenfs
objectives.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statements by the Prime Minister.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and the
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food to circulate
information about the arrangements made by their
Departments for dealing with inquiries and complaints
about prices during the standstill.
(3) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment to discuss
with the Lord Chancellor the arrangements for dealing
with inquiries about commercial rents during the stand
still.
(4) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation
with the H o m e Secretary, the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry and the Secretary of State for Employment
to consider the desirability of making provisions in the
Counter-Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill for the
statutory modification of contracts dealing with prices.
(5) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer to discuss with the
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the most
appropriate presentation of the issues arising in relation
to agricultural workers' pay increases.

SECRET
Foreign and
3. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Commonwealth Chinese Government had taken great pains to ifiake his visit to Peking
Secretary's ^
interesting and enjoyable; and they now seemed generally well
visit to Peking disposed towards us.
They continued to be obsessed with the
intentions of the Soviet Union, and they were relatively cool and
reserved in their attitude towards the United States. In their view
France was too close to the Soviet U n i o n ; and they hoped that the
United Kingdom would play the dominant role within the European
Communities. They thought it important that the defence of Europe
should continue to rest on the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

and the United States strategic nuclear deterrent. So far as Hong
Kong was concerned they had stressed that, while this remained an
important issue between us, it was one which they were prepared to
resolve without undue haste and essentially by negotiation. But
their proposal that a Chinese representative should be appointed in
Hong Kong would be liable to cause considerable difficulties locally;
and it would be necessary to consider what counter proposals we
might put forward.
He had already circulated some general impressions of China
to his colleagues (CP (72) 118). The primitive nature of life and the
extravagant use of manpower were very striking features of the
Chinese economy. O n the other hand the Chinese Government were
faced with the need to make an unprecedentedly rapid adjustment
to the demands of modern technology and to the social problems
which would be created by the transition from labour-intensive to
highly mechanised industry. In this context it was impressive to
observe the implicit obedience which was paid to all decisions by the
Party leadership, despite the mystery in which they were shrouded.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

Parliamentary
Timetable for
the CounterInflation
(Temporary
Provisions)
Bill

The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the Parliamentary
timetable for the Counter-Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill.

Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 50th
Conclusions,
Minute 2
Preparations
for t h e
Second Stage
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 50th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

Under the proposed Timetable Motion the Bill would be
completed in the House of Commons on Monday 20 November. It
was expected that it would complete its passage through the House of
Lords by Thursday 30 November. It would be necessary, however,
to make provision for Lords Amendments to be considered by the
House of Commons.

The Lord President of the Council said that it was important
that the Bill for the second stage of the counter-inflationary policy
should be introduced at the earliest practicable date and that the
Second Reading should take place, if possible, before the Christmas
Recess.
In discussion it was agreed that, despite the urgency of the
second measure, it was important that its proposals should be
soundly-based. The Government were not committed to adopting
all the proposals put forward in the recent tripartite discussions with
the Confederation of British Industry and the Trades Union
Congress. Moreover, it would be important to avoid creating the
impression that the Government necessarily intended to adopt a
permanent statutory policy.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that work on the second stage should be pressed
forward urgently with the objective of introducing the related Bill
as early in December as possible. F o r this purpose the work should
be given the highest priority.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Legislative
Programme
1972-73

The Lord President of the Council said that the two Bills to
give effect to the Governmenfs counter-inflationary policies, together
with the further legislation which would be needed on Northern
Ireland, would occupy a substantial proportion of the legislative
time available in the current Session. It would therefore be necessary
to effect compensating reductions in the legislative programme. H e
would discuss the possibilities in this respect with the Ministers
concerned and would make an early report to the Cabinet.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note, with approval of the statement by the Lord
President of the Council.

Oversea
Affairs
Germany
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 26th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

United States

2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
Treaty governing future relations between East and West Germany
had now been initialled by representatives of the Federal Republic
of Germany and the German Democratic Republic. It was not likely
to influence the result of the forthcoming elections in West Germany;
but it should pave the way for the admission of both countries to the
United Nations in the spring of 1973. The Soviet Government had
made some difficulties about the concurrent F o u r Power Declaration
on Quadripartite Rights and Responsibilities in Berlin; but agreement
h a d been reached on the disputed issues.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that although
the President of the United States, Mr. Nixon, had won an over
whelming personal victory in the Presidential Election earlier in the
week, the Democratic Party had retained a majority in both the
House of Representatives and the Senate. W e could not assume,
therefore, that there would be any significant diminution in the
Congressional pressure o n the President to reduce the level of United
States forces in Europe.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Uganda
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 48th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

*The Cabinet considered certain implications of the recent
expulsion of Asian holders of United Kingdom passports from
Uganda.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that urgent
consideration was being given by the Departments concerned to the
possible need to introduce legislation amending the concept of British
nationality and citizenship in case other countries should be tempted
to follow the example of the President of Uganda, General Amin,
by expelling Asian holders of United Kingdom passports (UKPH).
As regards United Kingdom " belongers" in Uganda General
Amin's intentions were still unclear. But he had spoken of expropri
ating some of their farms; and we must face the possibility that an
exodus of " belongers " would develop. We had already succeeded
in reducing their numbers unobtrusively from 7,000 to about 3,500.
In discussion it was represented that legislation of the kind
envisaged would be contentious and, therefore, likely to be protracted.
There was accordingly a risk that U K P H s would-be tempted to try
to enter this country in considerable numbers during the passage of
the Bill. This made it essential to avoid any premature disclosure
of the Governments possible intentions. We should also explore
with the Governments of Malaysia and Singapore, where the majority
of non-African U K P H ' s were concentrated, the possibility of
reaching inter-Governmental agreements which would give us
some assurance that the matter would be dealt with in an orderly

manner. Here, again, it would be important, albeit difficult, to ensure
that discussions of this kind remained confidential. Finally, it would
be useful to ascertain whether the Government of India would be
prepared, possibly with some financial assistance from ourselves, to
encourage UKPFTs to settle in India rather than in the United
Kingdom.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that
domestic public opinion would not tolerate a repetition of the influx
of U K P H ' s which had resulted from General Amin's action. Work
should therefore be pressed forward, urgently and in conditions of
strict security, to define the type of legislation which would be
required in order to anticipate this risk. We must also recognise
that it would n o t be possible to avoid discussion of the Ugandan
episode and its possible implications at any Meeting of Common
wealth Heads of Government which might be arranged in 1973.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Industrial
Affairs
National
Industrial
Relations
Court
Judgment in
the Case of
Mr. James
Goad

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that on the
previous day the National Industrial Relations Court had imposed
a fine of £5,000, to be paid by 21 November, on the Engineering
Section of the Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers (AUEW)
for defiance of a Court order that the union should appear before the
Court in the case concerning the exclusion of Mr. James Goad from
the union's affairs.
The Executive Committee of the - A U E W
would now meet to consider the union's reaction. Since it was in
some financial difficulty as a result of strike payments made earlier
in the year and of arrears of payment of subscriptions by a substantial
number of members, it might not be in a position to defy the Court
indefinitely. It was perhaps unlikely, therefore, that the case would
develop in such a way as to result in industrial unrest comparable
with the disturbances which had arisen from some earlier decisions
of the Court; but he would watch developments closely.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

Measures t o
Restrain
Inflation
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 50th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Prime Minister said that in order to supervise the execution
of the Governments counter-inflationary policy a Ministerial
Committee on Counter-Inflationary Measures had been established.
This Committee, which would supersede the Ministerial Steering
Committee on Pay Negotiations, would examine issues relating to
both pay and prices and would be supported by two Official Commit
tees, dealing with pay and prices respectively.
Urgent action was now required t o reassure public opinion about
retail prices. In particular, it would be desirable that the leading

retailers should publish a description of the measures which they
would take to restrain price increases and that lists of the most
important food prices should be published by the main food retailers
at frequent intervals. The Home Secretary should discuss with the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and the Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and with the Secretary of State for
the Environment in the case of rents, the most effective form of
publicity in support of the Governmenfs policies. The Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry should consult the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster about a
possible statement on the treatment of steel prices during the period
of interim " freeze ", in the light of our obligations to the European
Coal and Steel Community. In a slightly longer perspective the
Chancellor of the Exchequer should consider, in consultation with
the Ministers concerned, the action, if any, to be taken in relation to
such matters as Value Added Tax and rating revaluation.
As far as pay negotiations were concerned, the Trades Union
Congress would probably seek to concentrate public attention on
those pay claims affected by the " freeze " which, if conceded, would
have been of benefit to low-paid workers. But the Government
could not afford to make exceptions in such cases as the National
Health Service (NHS) ancillary workers, lest a precedent should be
established which could rapidly undermine the policy as a whole.
Meanwhile, the Lord Privy Seal should ensure that contingency
planning against possible industrial action by the N H S ancillary
workers, the coalminers and the gas and water manual workers was
maintained at an advanced stage of readiness. Similarly, the Home
Secretary, together with the Secretary of State for the Environment,
should consider how best to reassure Chief Constables that Police
recruitment, which was of critical importance in relation to the
maintenance of law and order during industrial disputes, would not
be inhibited by the pressure to restrain increases in the rates as a
result of the review of Rate Support Grant.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(3) Invited the Home Secretary to discuss with the Secretary of
State for the Environment, the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry and the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food the arrangements for publicity about the
restraint of retail prices.
(4) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, in
consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, to consider
the desirability of indicating the Governmenfs intentions
about steel prices.
(5) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, together with the
Ministers most closely concerned, to consider what
further action might need to be taken to restrain prices
in the longer term.

(6) Invited the Lord Privy Seal to keep the contingency plans
against industrial unrest under close review.
(7) Invited the Home Secretary to discuss with the Secretary of
State for the Environment the effect on Police recruit
ment of restraint on increases in the rates.

R a t e Support
Grant 1973-74
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 48th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet resumed their discussion of the level of relevant
expenditure and the rate of grant to be negotiated with local autho
rities in England and Wales for 1973-74. They had before them a
memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Environment (CP (72)
119).
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that following
the discussion in Cabinet on 2 November there had been further
discussions with the Chief Secretary, Treasury, and the Department
of Education and Science. H e had agreed with the Chief Secretary
that in the coming stages of the negotiations about rate support grant
the Government should invite the local authorities to co-operate in
policies designed to restrain the growth of the rates, should declare
their willingness to help them to this end by adopting a more generous
attitude on rate support grant than in the last settlement and should
at the same time impress upon them the need to moderate the
growth in expenditure in 1973-74. They should also draw attention
to the problems presented by the rising trend in expenditure over
subsequent years. For 1973-74 the local authority associations had
proposed a figure of relevant expenditure of £4,960 million. The
spending Departments thought that a realistic figure would be
£4,934 million; but the latter figure was itself some £60-£70 million
higher than was implied by the provision in the report of the Public
Expenditure Survey Committee (PESC). His first object was to
persuade the (local authority associations to accept the Depart
mental forecast; and he would also seek to negotiate a further
reduction of £25 million on this figure. The Chief Secretary had
accepted that it might prove impracticable to secure a figure lower
than £4,934 million, but in that event he would consider it the more
essential to devise means of preventing this substantial excess over
the PESC provision from persisting into subsequent years.
As regards the rate of grant, he considered that he should be in a
position to offer 60 per cent in the negotiations. The Chief Secretary
accepted that the outcome must be in the range of 59-60 per cent but
considered that a 59^ per cent grant, an increase of \ \ per cent on the
previous settlement, would enable local authorities to keep the
increase in rates in 1973-74 close to 5 per cent. It had accordingly
been agreed that in negotiations with the local authority associations
the Government should seek to determine the level of grant at 59^
per cent but would offer 60 per cent if that proved necessary. H e
invited the Cabinet to approve these arrangements.
v

In discussion it was argued that the pressure on public expendi
ture made it imperative to avoid determining a rate of grant higher
than was judged necessary to contain increases, particularly for
domestic ratepayers, within acceptable limits. T o concede more
than this would encourage local authorities to incur unnecessary
expenditure; and, since a half percentage point in the rate of grant
represented an additional cost of about £27 million to the Exchequer
the savings which might be achieved were not negliglible. On the
other hand a rate of grant of 59^ per cent would make it barely
possible to restrict average rate increases to 5 per cent; and it was
desirable that the Ministers concerned in the negotiations with the
local authorities should have some scope for flexibility. Arrange
ments on the lines proposed for England and Wales would be
acceptable for the subsequent negotiations with local authorities in
Scotland.
It was further noted that a particular problem in controlling
rate increases arose in the case of the Greater London Council (GLC),
since the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA), whose present
policies were opposed to those of the Government, was able to
issue demands on the GLC for all its requirements unchallenged
and the G L C was then obliged to transfer the liability to the rate
payers. It was very desirable that means should be found of
terminating a situation in which the ILEA bore no direct reponsibility
for the financial implications of its policies and in which the G L C
lacked effective control over a major part of its budget; and there
might be scope for including provisions to this effect in the Bill on
local government finances which was now in preparation.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet approved the proposals of the Secretary of State for the
Environment and the Chief Secretary, Treasury, in relation to the
figure for relevant expenditure. Their concern as regards the rate
of grant was to limit the burden of the rates, particularly on the
domestic ratepayer, and to give n o encouragement to increased
expenditure by local authorities. The Secretary of State for the
Environment should consult the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
the Chief Secretary, Treasury, about the progress of his negotiations
with the local authority associations; and he should seek to secure
a settlement, at a rate of grant not exceeding 60 per cent, which
would so far as possible keep the average increase in rates below
5 per cent. Consideration should also be given to ways of ensuring
that the ILEA should not have an uncontrolled right to determine
the amount of educational expenditure which /the G L C was to
precept on the inner London boroughs.
The Cabinet—
(1) Approved CP (72)119.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, in
consultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the
Secretary of State for Wales and the Chief Secretary,
Treasury, to negotiate with the local authority associa
tions—

(i) a figure of relevant expenditure for rate support grant
for 1973-74 not exceeding £4,934 million at June,
1972, prices;
(ii) a rate of grant not exceeding 60 per cent.
(3) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, in
consultation with the Lord President and the Secretary
of State for Education and Science, to examine, on the
lines suggested in their discussion, the scope for including
in the forthcoming legislation on local government
finance provisions to curtail the right of the Inner London
Education Authority in effect to determine unilaterally
the Greater London Councils precept in respect of
expenditure on education.

Cabinet Office,
9 November,

1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

Motions
Relating t o the
Immigration
Rules for
Control of
Entry and
Control after
Entry

In the debate which would take place on the Motions relating
to the Immigration Rules for Control of Entry and Control after
Entry it would be necessary to be ready to rebut criticisms of the
Governmenfs immigration policy and to demonstrate, in particular,
that the procedures which it entailed were both adequate for their
purpose and fair as between one category of immigrant and another.

Local
Government
Boundary
Order

The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that he
proposed to publish on 21 or 22 November the Report of the Local
Government Boundary Commission defining the new districts in the
English non-metropolitan counties and to announce at the same
time that the Government accepted its recommendations without
amendment. The Order which would be necessary to give effect
to the adjustments would be laid in draft immediately thereafter.
Since it was essential that it should be made before the end of the
year, it would be necessary for the requisite Affirmative Resolution
to be passed by each House before the Christmas Recess.
The Cabinet—
1.

Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Secretary
of State for the Environment.

Legislative
Programme
1972-73

The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the legislative
programme for the 1972-73 Session.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 51st
Conclusions,
Minute 1

The Lord President of the Council said that, in consultation
with the Chief Whip, he had now completed his review of the
legislative programme. In order to provide the legislative time for
the additional Bills required to give effect to the Governmenfs
counter-inflationary policies, together with the further legislation
which would be needed on Northern Ireland, it would be necessary
to defer a number of measures. These might include either the
Bill on Water Reorganisation
or the Bill on the Third
London
Airport; the Bill on Insurance; the measure on Employment
of
Children I Work Experience for School Pupils; and the Bill on
Training and Employment.
It had been agreed that the Public
Trustee Bill should be deferred; and the Unoccupied Office Properties
Bill clearly could not be accommodated. The Spot-the-Ball Bill
should also be considered for deferment; but it might prove
unavoidably necessary to introduce it. The provisions required on
the assessment of graduated national insurance contributions should
not be the subject of a separate Bill but should be incorporated in a
programmed Bill; and any measures providing for compensation to
nationalised undertakings for price restraint should be included
in the Bill dealing with the sound stage of the counter-inflationary
policies.
/

Unless the legislative programme were lightened on the lines
which he had indicated, the Bills to which the Government must give

priority would be jeopardised and the Government would be subject
to severe criticism for inflicting on Parliament a wholly unreasonable
burden of legislation. Deferred Bills might still be included in the
Reserve List; and their drafting should proceed as resources
permitted, in order that they might be introduced without delay if in
the event it proved possible to find time for them.
In discussion there was general agreement that it would be
preferable not to make any announcement at this stage that some
Bills would have to be deferred. The Bill on Water
Reorganisation
was an essential part of the reorganisation of local government which
was due to take effect in the near future; and it would therefore be
more difficult to enact in the following Session. It might prove
possible, however, to make it less controversial and to reach under
standings with the local authority associations who were at present
opposed to it. The Bill on the Third London Airport was required
in the current Session if the opening of the airport was not to be
deferred beyond the planned date of 1980; and it would be necessary
to decide by 20 November whether to deposit plans of the work, as
required under the relevant Standing Orders. The Bill on Training
and Employment
constituted an element in the Governmenfs
economic strategy which had hitherto been regarded as essential;
and its deferment would be liable, by prejudicing the Governmenfs
relationships with the trade unions, to hamper the development of
the second stage of the counter-inflationary policies. It might prove
suitable for introduction in the House of Lords if one of the
measures which it had been planned to introduce into that House
were deferred. The Bill on Insurance was needed because the
Government would incur severe criticism if another insurance scandal
occurred before the deficiencies of the existing law had been rectified;
but it should be possible to effect a substantial reduction in its scale.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet accepted in principle that some reduction in the legislative
programme must be secured. N o announcement of any deferment
of Bills, however, should be made at the present stage; and the
Cabinet would need to give further consideration to the matter early
in December. Meanwhile, the Lord President of the Council should
consider, in consultation with the Secretary of State for the
Environment, whether the preliminary steps relating to the Third
London Airport Bill might be authorised in advance of the Legislation
Committee's examination of the draft Bill.
The Cabinet—
2.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion and agreed to resume consideration
of the legislative programme early in December.

3.

Invited the Lord President of the Council, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for the Environment, to
consider whether the preliminary steps relating to the
Third London Airport Bill might be authorised.

Oversea
Affairs
Icelandic
Fisheries
Dispute
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 48th
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
position which the Government of Iceland were likely to adopt in
the resumed negotiations about fisheries limits afforded little prospect
of agreement. But it would be unwise to reject the offer of further
discussions since the Icelandic authorities could then be expected to
resume harassment of our trawlers, which would be forced to confine
their fishing t o very limited areas under naval protection. The
Icelandic Foreign Minister, Mr. Augustsson, was therefore being
informed that the Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, Lady Tweedsmuir, and the Minister of State, Minister
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, would visit Reykjavik on
26 November for a further discussion of the issues involved.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that,
if the Government of Iceland were allowed to suppose that we were
prepared to negotiate indefinitely, they would simply harden their
position still further. Despite the obvious difficulties, therefore, we
should consider whether we might do better to show greater
determination to protect our fishermen by deploying rather larger
naval forces for this purpose than we had hitherto been willing to
contemplate. This possibility would require further discussion.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Industrial
Affairs
Measures
to Restrain
Inflation
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 51st
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Secretary of State for Employment said that there was
evidence that, under pressure from the unions, some employers
regarded themselves as free to negotiate, during the standstill period,
pay settlements which would take effect when that period had ended.
Such settlements, however, could well conflict with the policy to be
adopted after the end of the standstill and would then have to be
renegotiated. It was therefore desirable to make it clear publicly that
the Government did not wish employers to enter into negotiations on
pay increases before the guidelines for the period after the end of
the standstill had been announced. The most suitable way of
achieving this would be for a Minister, speaking in the debate on the
Counter-Inflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill in the House of
Commons, t o indicate that the Government did not intend
negotiations in the public sector to take place in advance of publication
of the guidelines and would expect private sector employers to adopt
the same policy. This would make it clear that it was not intended
that there should be any discrimination between the two sectors. He
proposed to discuss with the Chancellor of the Exchequer the terms
of a statement on these lines.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the statement by the Secretary
of State for Employment.

Housing
Finance
A c t

Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 46th
Conclusions,
Minute 6

The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the steps which
might be taken to deal with local authorities who maintained their
refusal to give effect to the provisions of the housing finance
legislation.
The Secretary of State for the Environment
said that default
orders had that week been made against three of the eight local
authorities in England who remained in default. These orders would
require them to remedy the default within two weeks. It was
proposed, on the following day, to institute the first extraordinary
audit in the case of Clay Cross, the authority who were adopting the
most intransigent attitude. Most of the other authorities could
probably be persuaded to comply with the requirements of the
legislation.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that at the beginning of
that week default orders had been made against the only two
authorities in Wales who remained in default. These would give
them 23 days in which to send out the notices of increase in rents,
which would then take effect after Christmas.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he had deferred
the interim payment of the residual element in the housing subsidy
in the case of the 21 authorities who remained in default in Scotland.
Four public inquiries, as a necessary preliminary to the making of
default orders, were to be held during the following week. He had
made it clear that there could be n o question of amending the
legislation; and he might find it necessary to seek the Cabinefs
agreement to further public inquiries at the end of November.
The Cabinet—
2. Took note of the statements by the Secretaries of State for
the Environment, for Wales and for Scotland.
3. Agreed to review the position again during the week
beginning 27 November.

Civil Liability

for Personal
Injury

SECRET
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Social Services (CP (72) 123)
about civil liability for personal injury.
The Lord Chancellor said that liability for personal injury was
at present based on the concept of " f a u l t " ; but an alternative system
of " no fault liability ", which had been adopted by a number of other
countries, had been canvassed for several years. The Robens
Committee on Safety and Health at Work (Cmnd. 5034) had recently
recommended an inquiry into the question of employers' liability.
It had originally been envisaged that such an inquiry should be
limited to accidents at work, although it might extend to include,
in addition, accidents on the road. An inquiry so restricted might
anticipate the risk of an unacceptable recommendation in favour of
a State insurance scheme. After discussion with the Secretary of State

for Social Services, however, he had concluded that, in view of the
public and Parliamentary concern about the adequacy of the
prospective compensation for the children who had suffered injury
before birth as a result of the administration of the drug thalidomide,
a more wide-ranging inquiry could not now be avoided. It should be
possible to satisfy an appropriate Royal Commission that any scheme
providing for compensation without the need to prove negligence
should be supported by private insurance and not by the State and
that a State scheme, in addition to being very expensive, could not
provide benefits on an adequate scale in all cases. The Home and
Social Affairs Committee had accordingly endorsed his proposal
that a Royal Commission should be appointed on this basis.
In discussion some doubt was expressed whether the need for so
comprehensive an inquiry had been fully established. The wider
its scope the more probably it would recommend in favour of a State
scheme of compensation; and the Government could not subsequently
reject such a recommendation without provoking acute controversy.
Nor could such an inquiry provide any relief for the thalidomide
victims beyond the remedies under the existing law which they were
already pursuing in the courts, since any changes in the law could not
be given retrospective effect. On the other hand there was now
considerable public dissatisfaction both about the apparently
inconsistent and arbitrary manner in which the present system of
liability operated and about the delays which occurred in the
consideration of claims for compensation. A wide-ranging inquiry
would probably become inevitable sooner or later; and the
Government should therefore take the initiative by conceding it in
principle forthwith, while ensuring that the evidence to be submitted
to it would be balanced and objective, particularly as regards the
objections to a State scheme of compensation.
In further discussion the Cabinet were informed that judgments
in the actions for contempt of court in relation to the thalidomide
cases were expected to be given within the next few days. It was to be
hoped that a dispassionate account by the court of the facts of these
cases would serve to present them in their correct perspective and
to rectify the distortions which public opinion had imported into
discussion of the issues involved, to the damage of the victims
themselves. The administration of justice in this country was being
progressively impeded by irresponsible and unscrupulous pressures
of the kind which had characterised the thalidomide cases.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that, on balance, a Royal Commission should be
appointed to consider the basis of liability for personal injury.
Before this decision could be announced, however, it would be
necessary to give urgent consideration to a number of detailed
questions , including the membership and terms of reference of
the Commission; the provision of supporting staff; the form in
which the Governmenfs decision should be presented; and the
arrangements for any subsequent debate. It would also be necessary
to consider urgently the arrangements for preparing the evidence to
be submitted to the Commission by the Government. The Lord
1

Chancellor, in consultation with the Ministers principally concerned,
should consider these questions urgently and should endeavour to
report the conclusions as early as possible in the following week.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
u p of their discussion.

Whitehall
Redevelopment

CONFIDENTIAL
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for the Home Department (CP (12) 120) about proposals to
redevelop sites in Whitehall for Government accommodation.
The Home Secretary said that the Ministerial Committee on
Regional Policy and the Environment had recently examined the
problem of Government accommodation in Whitehall. Soon after
the Government came into office, they had received the report of a
public inquiry under Mr. Harold Willis, Q C which had reviewed
certain proposals to build Government offices on the area now
occupied in part by Richmond Terrace and the Norman Shaw N o r t h
building, which had formerly been used by the Metropolitan Police.
The report, on which no decision had yet been taken, had recommen
ded the preservation of both the Norman Shaw North building and
the facade of Richmond Terrace. This, however, would entail a large
reduction in the 4,000 places to be provided by the new Government
offices which it had originally been intended to erect on those sites;
and it would involve considerable additional expenditure. The future
of the Old Public Offices was also a matter of concern. Much of the
accommodation which they provided was in poor condition; but there
was a strong body of public opinion in favour of preserving this
building also.
The cost of building new offices to house 8,000 staff on these sites
had been estimated at £21 million. If the three buildings in question
were now to be preserved, the extra cost arising from the reduced
capacity of the sites had been estimated at £8 million if the staff
affected were accommodated on the London periphery, at £23 million
if they were moved to a South Bank site and at £38 million
if they were retained in Whitehall but on another site. In addition,
£2 million would be required to develop the Norman Shaw North
building as a police station to replace Cannon Row.
The Committee had concluded that in thCse circumstances a
decision on the future of the buildings involved, which was now
seriously overdue, must be distinguished from decisions about the
accommodation of Government Departments. They had agreed in
principle that Richmond Terrace, the Norman Shaw North building
and the facades of the Old Public Offices should be preserved. They
had recognised that this decision would entail a complete reassessment
of existing plans for the rehousing of Government staffs in Whitehall;
and they had put this review in hand as a matter of urgency. But it
would inevitably take time; and, in view of the importance of the

area, the public interest in proposals for its redevelopment and the
delay which had already occurred, they had considered that, if the
Cabinet endorsed their proposals, it would be right to announce
the decision to preserve the three buildings as soon as possible.
In discussion it was suggested that, although the demolition of
these buildings might have been tolerated at an earlier stage, the tide
of public opinion was now running more strongly in favour of
conservation. The Norman Shaw North building and the Old
Public Offices were listed as Grade 1 and Richmond Terrace as
Grade 2*. N o Grade 1 building which was capable of preservation
had ever been demolished; and, if the Government were to depart
from this precedent in the interests of providing better accommo
dation for their own staffs, their efforts to preserve such buildings
elsewhere would cease to carry conviction. There was also a wide
spread feeling that the character of London had been greatly
damaged by hasty and ill-considered development; and there was
little public confidence that if the buildings involved in the present
case were demolished, they would be worthily replaced. Their
preservation would not preclude some improvement in the
accommodation now available; and the extra costs could be
significantly reduced if alternative accommodation for the staffs
concerned were found elsewhere than in the Whitehall area.
This need not be a disadvantage, since the dispersal of a Department
among a large number of buildings in Central London was arguably
more of a handicap to efficient administration than its concentration
in a single building on the periphery.
On the other hand the Government could not afford to accept
that buildings should be preserved regardless of cost, which in this
case must be measured not merely in relation to the expenditure
involved but also in terms of the efficiency of the Government service.
The Departments whose accommodation would be reduced by the
proposal to preserve the buildings in question were among those
whose business particularly required them to be located near the
centre of Government. Moreover, the merits of the buildings them
selves were not beyond dispute; and the current enthusiasm for
indiscriminate conservation reflected a reluctance to face changes,
many of which were highly desirable. The Government should
beware of allowing themselves to be driven by the outcry of
preservationist cliques into costly and unjustified decisions which
must ultimately be paid for by the general body of taxpayers.
In further discussion it was suggested that this question must
also be considered in relation to the proposed redevelopment of
Covent Garden, on which a decision would soon be needed. Even if
the current controversy about the proposals in this context resulted
in their being resubmitted in a more modest form, the size of any
contribution to their irriplementation which the Government might
be prepared to offer to the Greater London Council could be affected
by the cost of the proposals for Whitehall.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet accepted on balance that the three buildings in question
should be preserved. Nevertheless, they were concerned about the

implications of this decision in terms both of the expenditure entailed
and of the efficiency of the public service; and the further studies
which had been commissioned must take particular account of these
aspects. The Cabinet also agreed that the announcement of the
Governmenfs decision to preserve the buildings need not await the
outcome of these studies. The Secretary of State for the Environment
should accordingly consult the Home Secretary and the Lord
President about the timing and content of a public statement to
this effect. The statement should avoid reference to the question of
costs; and its bearing on the proposals for a new Parliamentary
building in Bridge Street should also be taken into account. These
decisions, however, had been partly forced on the Government by the
circumstances of the case; and they did not imply any new decision
of principle. Indeed, in the light of the Cabinet's discussion it would
be necessary to review the Governmenfs attitude both to the
proposed redevelopment of Covent Garden and to any other cases
where a contribution to the costs of conservation might be sought
from public funds.
The C a b i n e t 
1. Agreed that plans for the future development of Whitehall
should be based on the preservation of Richmond
Terrace, the Norman Shaw North building and the
external facades of the Old Public Offices.
2. Took note that the Ministerial Committee on Regional
Policy and the Environment had commissioned an
examination of the implications of this decision for the
future accommodation of Government Departments.
3. Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment—
(a) To consider, in consultation with the Home Secretary
and the Lord President of the Council, the timing
and content of a public announcement of the
Governmenfs decision to preserve the buildings
in question and to arrange for it to be prepared
in consultation with the Prime Ministers Press
Secretary.
(b) To circulate to the Ministerial Committee on Regional
Policy and the Environment a memorandum
reviewing, in the light of this decision, the
Governmenfs attitude to the redevelopment of
Covent Garden.

Public
Expenditure
to 1976-77
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 36th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

SECRET
6. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer (CP (72) 121) reporting the outcome of his
discussions with Ministers about the proposals for additional
expenditure noted in the 1972 report of the Public Expenditure Survey
Committee (PESC). They also had before them a memorandum
(CP (72) 122) by the Central Policy Review Staff (CPRS), examining
the implications of public expenditure in general.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer recalled that at their meeting
on 13 July the Cabinet had agreed that the growth of public
expenditure between 1971-72 and 1976-77 should not exceed an
average annual rate of 3 - 8 per cent in terms of use of resources and
that the total for public expenditure in 1976-77 should not exceed
£30,300 million. The Prime Minister had subsequently circulated a
minute to the Cabinet on 15 September stressing the importance
of keeping within this limit. He and the Chief Secretary, Treasury,
had now discussed with the Ministers concerned the problems of
priorities entailed in various proposals for additional expenditure
which had been noted in the 1972 PESC report. He was grateful for
the efforts which these Ministers had made either to reduce or rephase
expenditure or to offset extra spending. As a result, the original
proposals for additional expenditure totalling £843 million in the
Annex to CP (72) 121 had been reduced; but proposals amounting to
some £200 million net were still outstanding. If these were to be
accepted without being offset by savings elsewhere, they would raise
the annual rate of growth of public expenditure from 3 - 8 per cent to
4 per cent; and they would pre-empt part of the contingency reserve.
Probable claims on that reserve already amounted to £650 million
out of the £750 million which had been allotted for 1976-77; and to
add the outstanding proposals would leave no room either for new
policy developments or for any additional commitments flowing from
the counter-inflationary measures which the Government were now
introducing.
The decision by the Cabinet in July had been taken for both
political and economic reasons. The Government had gained great
credit for their initial decision in 1970 to reduce the annual rate of
growth of public expenditure; and in the last public expenditure
White Paper this had stood at no more than 3-2 per cent. If this
figure were increased beyond 3 - 8 per cent, which was approximately
the rate of growth in the expenditure programmes which the Govern
ment had inherited from the previous Administration, this would be
likely to evoke considerable criticism from the Govermenfs
supporters, who were already concerned about the rapid growth in
public expenditure and the money supply. Indeed, even an increase
of this order would be difficult to defend when retail sales were
increasing at an unprecedented rate. From the economic standpoint,
one of the main pillars of the Governmenfs policy had been the
achievement of faster economic growth. While the present growth
rate was high, the slack would eventually be taken up and the public
and private sectors would then be competing for resources.
The
memorandum by the Central Policy Review Staff was right to
emphasise that there would inevitably be growing pressures for
increased expenditure and that there would also be unforeseen events
which might require further increases. It also suggested that the
Government were over-committed on public expenditure and that
there were serious risks that either hasty and damaging economies
might be necessary in the lifetime of the present Parliament or that
the Government would fail to achieve their objectives as regards the
reduction of taxation. It should be possible to avoid this situation
if the annual rate of increase of public expenditure was limited to
3-8 per cent; but any increase above this level would be damaging
to international confidence in the economy.

On the other hand a further detailed examination of spending
programmes to yield sufficient savings to provide the necessary
uncommitted margin while maintaining the 3 - 8 per cent limit would
take still more time; the publication of the White Paper would be
delayed; and this would threaten the confidence which was now
being re-established as a result of the Governmenfs action to stabilise
pay and prices. The White Paper should accordingly be published as
early as possible in December. But it would remain important to
ensure that the continuing examination of the programmes, together
with any necessary re-assessment of policies, was fully effective in
keeping total expenditure under control and preserving a correct
balance of priorities. It was also necessary to reach a clear under
standing now that, as plans for the programmes were rolled forward
for 1977-78, the Government should not again run the risks which
they would be taking this year in relation to 1976-77 and that the rate
of increase of each programme should therefore be submitted to
critical scrutiny with no presumption that the rates in this
year's White Paper could be continued. Subject to these provisos,
and provided that a satisfactory solution was found to the outstanding
points on certain programmes noted in the Annex to CP (72) 121, he
was prepared to recommend the Cabinet to accept the position now
reached as a basis for drafting the White Paper.
The Chief Secretary, Treasury, said that, since C P (72) 121 had
been circulated, further progress had been made in resolving some of
the issues noted in its Annex. In the trade and industry programme,
the Secretary of State had been prepared to reduce the additional
demand for steel investment from £100 million to £50 million; and he
had also suggested that a provision of £100 million for assistance to
the coal industry in 1976-77 might be omitted from the programme
on the grounds that the relevant legislation would only be effective
for three years. While the latter provision would remain a potential
claim on the contingency reserve, the net effect of these changes was to
reduce the programme by £50 million. The Secretary of State for
Social Services had agreed to hold the programme for health and
personal social services to its existing level and to withdraw proposals
for specific improvements in social security benefits (other than for
increments for deferred retirement). As regards pension upratings,
the Secretary of State had proposed that provision should be
made for a real increase of 80 per cent of the difference
between prices and earnings and that there should be a lower rate of
uprating for supplementary and short-term benefits. This proposal,
however, had been made before the recent tripartite discussions about
pay and prices between the Government and botrj, sides of industry;
and there must be some doubt whether, in the light of the expectations
generated during those discussions, it would in practice be possible
to increase benefits at a slower rate than earnings. Here, therefore,
was another potential claim on the contingency reserve. The
education programme at present showed a net increase of £22 million,
representing an increase of £40^ million in local authority current
expenditure, offset by reductions of £18^ million achieved elsewhere
in the programme. The Secretaries of State for Education and
Science and for Scotland had agreed to find further savings of
£8 million; but a reduction of £14 million was still needed to bring the

education programme as a whole back to the level of the PESC report.
The programme of the Department of Employment showed an excess
of £47^ million. But most of this was attributable to a proposal for
additional housing to assist the mobility of labour; and he hoped that
the Secretary of State would be prepared to abandon the bulk of the
proposed increase. If all the savings which he was now seeking were
made, the excess of about £200 million Would be reduced to about
£75 million. This would mean that, in the terms of paragraphs 3 and
4 of CP (72) 121, the contingency reserve for 1976-77 would become
marginally under-committed; but, taking into account the further
potential claims which he had mentioned, the real position was still
one of heavy over-commitment.
In discussion the following points were made:
(a) The increase noted in the education programme was the
result of higher expenditure by local authorities. This was not subject
to direct control by the Government; and it would tend to be
encouraged still further by the decision to increase the limit of
expenditure which could be incurred by local authorities under their
general power. Substantial reductions had already been made in a
number of educational programmes, including teacher training and
the proposals for nursery education; and any further reductions
would present serious political difficulty. On the other hand the
present system of public expenditure control was based on
functional programmes which included local authority as well as
central government expenditure. The difficulty of reducing local
authority expenditure had already been recognised when it had been
agreed not t o seek savings in order to offset the increases in 1971-72
which provided the starting point for the present PESC forecasts.
The suggestion had been made that the nursery education programme
might be brought forward in order to reduce the excess in 1976-77;
but the Secretary of State had felt that this would make the annual
level of expenditure unacceptably low. There would be both social
and political disadvantages in further reducing the proposed level of
expenditure on nursery education, which had also been cited as the
justification for the reduction which had been made in the urban aid
programme.
ib) In considering the PESC programmes, the proper distinction
should be made between different types of expenditure. F o r example,
subsidies to offset price increases might be regarded as having some
affinity with reductions in taxation; and a distinction could also be
drawn between social expenditure and expenditure which was directly
related to improving the prospects of economic growth. The increase
in present expenditure on steel investment in 1976-77, for instance,
represented the peak of important projects for modernising the
industry. Although the method of PESC accounting could not
readily be changed, points of this kind should be taken into account
when decisions were made.
(c) The proposal to remove from the trade and industry
programme the provision of £100 million for assistance to the coal
industry in 1976-77 might be criticised as unrealistic. It was
intended, however, to limit the legislation to a 3-year period on the

basis that, if adequate co-operation within the industry had not been
achieved within that period, consideration could be given to a more
drastic policy of closing uneconomic pits.
(d) The proposal that pension upratings should be limited to
80 per cent of the difference between prices and earnings meant that
the increase in benefit would be of the order of 2 per cent a year in
real terms. This was doubtfully realistic in present circumstances.
(e) The proposed expenditure on housing to assist labour
mobility would have relatively low priority within the programme of
the Department of Employment. Nevertheless, the proposal was still
worthy of examination; and ways might be sought of achieving the
objective by some means which would not involve a charge on public
funds.
(/) Some reductions had proved possible in forecast expenditure
on agricultural support because of the present high level of world
prices; but it should not be assumed that such reductions could be
achieved in every year. In considering the forecast cost of such
support, due weight should be given to the receipts which would be
obtained from the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee
Fund. These had been taken into account in the PESC report.
(g) A saving of £10 million could be achieved by abandoning the
proposal for a mid-term census; and the merits of this proposal should
therefore be re-examined.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet recognised the considerable efforts which had been made by
spending Ministers to implement the decision taken by the Cabinet
on 13 July. T h e Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Chief Secretary,
Treasury, should now pursue further with the Ministers concerned the
remaining outstanding points, with the aim of achieving the objectives
set out in his minute of 15 September and publishing the White Paper
as early as possible in December. The proposal for a mid-term census
should also be urgently re-examined. Provided that a satisfactory
solution could be found on the various outstanding points, a further
discussion in Cabinet at this stage should not be necessary. But the
Cabinet endorsed the recommendations in paragraph 9b and c of
CP (72) 121 for a continuing examination of the programmes within
the PESC period; and it would be necessary to review progress in
this respect in the New Year.
The Cabinet—
1.

Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

2.

Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Chief
Secretary, Treasury—
(i) to discuss further the remaining outstanding issues with
the Ministers concerned and to report the outcome
to the Prime Minister;
(ii) to circulate to the Cabinet for consideration a draft of
the 1972 Public Expenditure White Paper;

3.

(iii) to circulate to the Cabinet for consideration in the
New Year a further report on the progress made
in re-examining public expenditure programmes as
proposed in paragraph 9b and c of CP (72) 121.
Invited the Home Secretary to arrange for the proposal for
a mid-term census to be urgently re-examined.

Cabinet Office,
16 November,

1972.
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Opposition
Motion
Relating
to Children
Damaged by
the Drug
Thalidomide

CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Prime Minister conveyed to the Cabinet The Queen's
warm appreciation of the gift which they had presented to her in
commemoration of her Silver Wedding.

CONFIDENTIAL
2. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
In the course of a brief discussion of the progress of the CounterInflation (Temporary Provisions) Bill the Cabinet were reminded
that it was essential that all stages of this measure should be com
pleted by 1 December.
It was agreed that maximum publicity must be secured for the
Governmenfs counter-inflationary policies in the immediate future.
In the context of prices it would be particularly important to empha
sise that, while food prices must necessarily be partially exempt from
the operation of the Bill, the Government were doing all they could
to stabilise the prices of essential foodstuffs and that excessive
increases in food prices would be subject, no less than other excessive
price increases, to the Bill's corrective provisions.
The Cabinet considered the tactics to be adopted during the
debate on the Opposition Motion about the children who had been
born with severe physical deformities as a result of the administration
of the drug thalidomide to their mothers during pregnancy. It was
noted that it would be necessary for certain Ministers to declare a
personal interest in the matter by virtue of membership of Lloyds
syndicates which might be involved in underwriting the risks
concerned.
The legal proceedings occasioned by the claims for compensation
had already been very lengthy and might be further prolonged. The
Government, however, could not intervene while the case was sub
judice or press the Distillers Company, who had marketed the drug,
to seek to ensure a settlement agreeable to all the parents by offering
a larger amount of compensation. Nevertheless, the delay in the
payment of compensation—the reasons for which had been grossly
misrepresented in the Press—was provoking a strong emotional
reaction on the part of the public and of many Opposition Members
and was a source of increasing embarrassment to the Government.
A final settlement of the claims, however, was being frustrated only
by the continued opposition of a small minority of the parents; and
there were now indications that the Company, who h a d hitherto
refused to deal with the parents otherwise than comprehensively,
might be willing to reach a separate settlement with those parents
who had agreed to the proposals which had been put forward.
v

There was pressure, at the same time, for the Government to
establish a fund for the benefit of the children irrespective of a settle
ment of the claims. This would impose a very heavy additional
burden on the Exchequer; and in any event it was arguable that the

children's need was even more for practical help and supporting
services than for substantial financial assistance. It was insufficiently
realised how much had already been done by way of providing
medical, social and educational services for the children concerned;
and further consideration was being given to means of identifying
any deficiencies in this respect which might still remain. It would be
important, however, to make it clear to public opinion that thalido
mide children were only a very small proportion of the total number
of disabled children, a good many of whom were n o less severely
affected in other ways, and that to give preferential treatment to
thalidomide children would both be unjust to the others and constitute
a dangerous precedent.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Government spokesman in the debate would have to strike a balance
between raising Unduly high expectations and adopting too negative
an attitude. They should deploy the arguments which had emerged
during the Cabinefs discussion; and as regards the legal aspects of
the case they should present the history of the proceedings in such a
way as to emphasise that the responsibility for the delay in reaching a
settlement^ which was causing so much concern, did not lie at the
door of the courts or of the Government. If the Distillers Company
were now prepared to conclude a separate settlement with those
parents who had already accepted the proposed compensation, it
might be helpful if this, too, could be stated in the debate. Further
consideration should therefore be given to this possibility by the
Ministers concerned.
The Cabinet—

Opposition
Motion o n
Axle "Weights
and Size
of Lorries

1.

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

2.

Invited the Secretary of State for Social Services, in consulta
tion with the Lord President of the Council and the
Attorney General, to ascertain whether the Distillers
Company were now prepared to reach an immediate
settlement with those parents who had agreed to the
proposed compensation and whether, if this was so, the
fact could advantageously be made public during the
forthcoming debate on the Opposition Motion.

3.

Subject to the outcome of those enquiries, invited Ministers
who would be speaking in the debate to be guided by
the Prime Ministers summing up.

The Cabinet were informed that the issue of the proposed
European Community directive o n vehicle weights and dimensions
was becoming a contentious issue among certain of the Governmenfs
supporters and that there was also strong opposition on environ
mental grounds to the prospect that lorries with 11-ton axle weight
would be allowed to operate on roads in the United Kingdom.
Although it was arguable that too much importance should not be

attached to indiscriminate criticism of this kind and that the right
course was to specify the traffic conditions in which heavier lorries
might be permitted to operate in this country, the Government must
oppose the draft directive in its present form. The prospects of our
being able to delay a decision by the Community until after our
entry on 1 January, however, now seemed reasonably good; and
thereafter we should be in a better position to argue our case. If,
contrary to expectation, the Community were to take a decision in
the meantime we could hardly be expected to observe it. In replying
to the Opposition Motion on 29 November, therefore, the Minister
for Transport Industries would wish to make it clear that we must
oppose the draft directive in its present form and to add that all
possible steps were being taken to emphasise our views to the Govern
ments concerned. Given the strength of feeling on this issue it would
be appropriate for the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster to wind
up the debate.

Immigration
Policy
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 52nd
Conclusions,
Minute 1

SECRET
*The Cabinet considered the situation which had been created
by the Governmenfs defeat on the previous evening on Motions
relating to the Immigration Rules for Control on Entry and Control
after Entry.
The Chief Whip said that various motives had prompted the
seven Conservative backbenchers who had voted against the Govern
ment in this debate and the 53 who had abstained. Their attitude
h a d been dictated partly by their continuing resentment about the
Government's policy in relation to the European Economic Com
munity (EEC); and this had been aggravated by the recent Press
campaign alleging that the Governmenfs immigration policies would
henceforward discriminate in favour of immigrants from other mem
ber countries of the E E C at the expense particularly of those from the
member countries of the Old Commonwealth. But at the root of
their opposition to the Government lay a growing fear that other
East African countries might shortly follow the example of Uganda
by expelling United Kingdom passport holders (UKPHs), who would
then exercise their entitlement to settle in this country, and that as
a result we should be faced with an intolerable repetition of the recent
influx of Ugandan U K P H s .
In these circumstances the Government would clearly have to
table amended Rules; and, although the dissident backbenchers,
having expressed their displeasure, might then fall into line, the
situation would have to be dealt with very carefully.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) It was agreed that the Government had been right t o face
the challenge on the previous evening and to refuse to withdraw the
Motions. To have adopted the latter course would have been
damaging to the morale of the 240 backbenchers who, whatever their
private misgivings, h a d loyally supported the Government.

(b) It would be necessary to try to ensure that the anti-European
sentiment which was implicit in the previous evening's vote was n o t
aggravated by similar occasions in future, e.g. the forthcoming debate
on the Opposition Motion about the EEC directive on vehicle weights
and dimensions, which might provide further scope for those groups
of backbenchers who, for their own motives, were deliberately seeking
to frustrate the Governmenfs policies, particularly in relation t o
Europe.
(c) Moreover, the Government must recognise that, over the last
two years, they had made very heavy demands on the loyalty of
their supporters—in relation to, e.g. their European policies as a
whole, the Value Added Tax, local government reorganisation, etc;
and it would be unwise to press backbenchers too hard on further
contentious issues. It was perhaps not sufficiently understood that
the powers of a Government to deal decisively with such problems
as immigration, industrial unrest, etc., were necessarily limited if
the system of Parliamentary democracy was to continue to ensure
freedom for full discussion and debate; and it would be necessary
to avoid providing any unnecessary scope for the expression of the
more authoritarian views which, although perhaps not very significant
at present, were tending t o become more widely shared.
(d) Above all, it would be essential that the Government should
be prepared to deal, possibly at very short notice, with the situation
which would arise if we were threatened with a new influx of U K P H s ,
particularly from East Africa. In extreme circumstances there might
be n o alternative to forcing a one-clause Bill through Parliament as
a matter of the greatest urgency. In any event, however, the examina
tion of our nationality law, which was currently being conducted by
the Law Officers, should be completed as rapidly as possible; and a
very early opportunity should be found to consider its recommenda
tions. At that point the Government might face the grave decision
whether to deprive many of the individuals concerned of their British
nationality; and they would have to weigh the endorsement which this
course would receive from certain sections of public opinion against
the threat to the unity of the Commonwealth which it would entail,
the damage which it would therefore inflict on many of our interests
overseas and the offence which it would give to those of the Govern
m e n f s supporters who subscribed to the concept of a multi-racial
Commonwealth and would be outraged if British citizens were made
stateless persons by a British Government.
(e) In addition, we should seek to bring the position under,
greater control by appropriate inter-Governmental agreements, regu
lating the movement of U K P H s , wherever circumstances might make
it possible for us to do so. This might be feasible, for example, in
the case of Malaysia. We should also consider whether, if we
seemed likely to face the threat of a substantial new influx of U K P H s ,
it would be possible to deal with it by instituting some scheme of
comprehensive resettlement on British territory other than the United
Kingdom.
(/) Meanwhile, the most practical method of dealing with the.
situation created by the previous evening's debate might be to deal

separately with immigrants from the E E C and immigrants from the
Old Commonwealth. The rules to deal with the former should be
published and debated in Parliament in the relatively near future.
At the same time the Government should be seen to engage in consul
tations with the Old Commonwealth countries in the hope of influenc
ing them towards greater understanding, and possibly even
acceptance, of the immigration rules which we might have to apply
in their cases.
The Cabinet—

Industrial
Affairs
One-day
Strike by
ASLEF

Industrial
Action in
the Docks
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 46th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

1.

Invited the Lord President to consider, in the light of their
discussion and in consultation with the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary, the Home Secretary and other
Ministers concerned, the alternative form in which the
Immigration Rules for Control on Entry and Control after
Entry might be tabled for Parliamentary approval.

2.

Took note that the Prime Minister would arrange for urgent
consideration to be given to the amendment of the law
on nationality.

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Secretary of State for Employment
said that, while the
ostensible reason for that day's 24-hour strike by members of the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF)
was the fact that the experimental Advanced Passenger Train (APT)
h a d been moved by staff of the British Railways Board (BRB) who
were not members of ASLEF or the National Union of Railwaymen,
there was an underlying dispute of a continuing and more serious
nature. The A S L E F Executive Committee were seeking to use the
development of the A P T as a means of attempting to secure im
provements in the pay not only of those who would be concerned
with its operation but also of all their other members. Their tactics
appeared t o be to use the joint working party of railway management
and unions which had been set up to review the wage structure of
drivers as a means of pressing for immediate pay increases, in advance
of the next annual pay settlement which was due in the following
May. It was unfortunate that the fact that the BRB had convened
only one meeting of the working party had enabled A S L E F to
complain of delay in the discussion of their case. But the other
railway unions were not supporting them in their increasingly belliger
ent attitude; and there was no case for Government intervention in
the dispute at this stage.
The Secretary of State for Employment said that it seemed likely
that lorry drivers working for members of the Imported Meat Trade
Association might now be prepared to cross the unofficial picket lines
Which had for some months been maintained by dockers at the East
London depot of Midland Cold Storage Limited. This might lead to
reprisals b y the dockers, which could result in an increase in the price
of meat. This, however, might prove less unwelcome than the
alternative o u t c o m e - n a m e l y that, if the drivers refused to try to

cross the picket lines or were prevented or dissuaded from doing so,
Midland Cold Storage might decide that there was n o alternative to
their seeking a hearing by the National Industrial Relations Court
of their allegation of unfair industrial practice by both the Transport
and General Workers Union and the National Amalgamated Steve
dores and Dockers. There was no action which the Government
might at present usefully take without appearing to be interfering in
the freedom of action of those concerned in the dispute.
The Cabinet—
Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

Civil
Liability for
Personal
Injury
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 52nd
Conclusions,
Minute 4

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
Chancellor (CP (72) 129) about the composition and terms of refer
ence of the Royal Commission which the Cabinet had recommended
should be established to consider the basis of liability for personal
injury.
The Lord Chancellor said that at a meeting of the Ministers
principally concerned it had been agreed that, although brief terms
of reference were attractive, the balance of advantage favoured the
longer version now before the Cabinet, in particular because they
would offer less encouragement to a recommendation in favour of
a State insurance scheme. It was proposed that the question whether
there should be a right of action in an unborn child should be one
of the matters to be considered by the Royal Commission; but, since
it had important legal implications, it was suggested that it should
be referred forthwith to the Law Commission and the Scottish Law
Commission as a separate issue in the expectation that their reports
would be available in time for them to be taken into account by
the Royal Commission.
As regards the composition of the Royal Commission it was
proposed that there should be 14 or 15 members. This would result
in a rather larger body than might be ideally desirable. But it was
difficult to reduce the numbers, given that the Lord Advocate con
sidered that a Scottish judge should be among the members; that
places must be found for a barrister and a solicitor; and that the
Royal Commission must not appear to be overweighted with legal
members.
In discussion the following points were m a d e —
(a) It was important that lay members of high quality should
be found to balance the numerous professional members.
(b) It was desirable that there should be more than one woman
member.
(c) Members to serve on the Royal Commission should be
chosen with due regard to the importance of anticipating a recom
mendation in favour of a State insurance scheme.

(d) Further consideration should be given to amending the terms
of reference in order to make it clear that the Royal Commission
would be charged to consider not only in what circumstances and by
what means compensation should be payable in respect of death or
personal injury occasioned by specified causes but also the prior
question whether compensation should be payable at all.
(e) It should be made very clear, when the Royal Commission
was appointed, that the Government were not accepting any advance
commitment to a State insurance scheme, which would inevitably
involve very heavy additional expenditure.
In further discussion it was suggested that there did not now
seem likely to be any advantage in arranging for the decision to set
up a Royal Commission to be announced in advance of the debate on
thalidomide children. Indeed, it might be tactically preferable to
defer the announcement until well after the debate. There would
therefore be time for the group of Ministers under the Lord Chan
cellor's chairmanship to give further thought to the points which had
emerged from the Cabinefs discussion.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that an
early announcement of the decision to establish a Royal Commission
to consider the basis of liability for personal injury no longer seemed
necessary. Accordingly the Lord Chancellor, in consultation with
the Ministers principally concerned, should consider whether any
changes were desirable in the proposed composition and terms of
reference of the Royal Commission, having regard particularly to
the need to avoid a recommendation in favour of a State insurance
scheme; and should also prepare, for consideration by the Cabinet,
the draft of a statement by means of which the Government might
announce, at the appropriate moment, the decision to set up a
Royal Commission.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
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SECRET
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.

SECRET
2. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that the
most recent Ministerial negotiations in Reykjavik about the Icelandic
fisheries dispute had again ended in deadlock. H e would have an
opportunity to discuss the matter with the Icelandic Foreign
Minister, Mr. Augustsson, at the forthcoming meeting of North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) Ministers; but he did not
expect to be able to make any further significant progress, since
it seemed clear that Mr. Augustsson and the Icelandic Prime
Minister, Mr. Johannesson, were not prepared to make any further
concessions to us unless they could be assured of the concurrence
of the two Communist Ministers in the Icelandic Government. We
must therefore face the probability that we might shortly need to
provide naval protection for our trawlers. For the present, however,
the arrangement under which one frigate was on station just outside
the 50-mile limit and another was within 36 hours' steaming seemed
adequate.
The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that at his
recent meeting in Madrid with the Spanish Foreign Minister, Sefior
Lopez Bravo, he had been able to avoid any direct conflict of view
on the question of Gibraltar; and it h a d been agreed that the subject
should be deferred for a further period. It had also been agreed
that a personal representative of the Foreign Minister should meet
the Chief Minister of Gibraltar, Sir Joshua Hassan, for informal
discussion of the issues involved.
He
Spanish
with us
to their
before.

New Zealand/
Australia

had also been impressed by the greater interest which the
Government were now showing in developing co-operation
in a number of fields, including defence, in marked contrast
attitude at his last meeting with Senor Bravo six months

The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary said that it seemed
likely that the Australian General Election would result, as the
New Zealand General Election had already done, in a Labour
Government. In both countries Labour Administrations might be
opposed to any overt discrimination in favour of the Old Common
wealth in our immigration policy.
The C a b i n e t V

(1) Took note of the statements by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.
United
Nations

The Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said that as a result
of a Congressional decision on the relevant appropriation the United
States had informed the United Nations that their contribution to

the Organisation must be reduced from 31 per cent to 25 per cent
of the Organisation^ budget. As against the time when the matter
would be put to the vote they had obtained the support of other
members of N A T O ; and this placed us in an embarrassing position.
Nevertheless, an important issue of principle was involved, since
contributions to the United Nations were determined by " capacity
to p a y " , as measured broadly by Gross National Product; and on
this basis of calculation a United States contribution of 25 per cent
was too low. There was therefore a good case for instructing the
United Kingdom Delegation to abstain on the vote and, possibly,
for proposing that the Secretary General of the United Nations,
Dr. Waldheim, should organise a re-examination of the system of
financing the United Nations before any final decision was taken.
In discussion it was suggested that, in view of the growing
pressure in the United States for some reduction in their contribu
tion to the cost of the defence of Western Europe, it might not be
in our interest to abstain on a proposal which the United States
Administration judged would relieve them of part of a comparable
burden. Our abstention in defence of principle would not have any
practical effect on the issue in the United Nations, especially since
our only supporters were likely to be Spain and Malta.
More
over, a reduction in the United States contribution would not result
in any increase in our own contribution, since the forthcoming
admission to membership of the Federal Republic of Germany and
the German Democratic Republic should broadly offset the reduc
tion in the United States contribution. Nevertheless, the United
States action could be regarded as having deprived us of the
opportunity to press for a reduction in our own contribution which
would have been open to us if the United Nations had been able
to look forward to the German contributions without any reduction
in the degree of United States support.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that, on
balance, it seemed likely to be in our interest to vote in support
of the United States proposal. But we should suggest that the
Secretary General should promote a review of the kind suggested
by the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary; and we might also
express to the United States Secretary of State, Mr. Rogers, our
concern about the manner in which the matter had been allowed
to reach the point of virtual decision without adequate prior con
sultation between the United States Government and ourselves.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion and invited the Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary to take action accordingly.

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Cabinet considered the measures to be adopted in order
to ensure a more convincing presentation of Government policy
in relation to Value Added Tax (VAT) both in the forthcoming
debate on the Opposition Motion seeking postponement of the
introduction of VAT and in the country generally.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) The forms which had been issued for completion by
retailers in preparation for the introduction of the new tax were
unnecessarily complicated and would be liable to lead to confusion
and misunderstanding. It was probably too late to reissue them
on a more simple and intelligible basis; but the need for clarification
should be borne in mind for the future.
(b) There was at the moment considerable public scepticism
that price reductions would be made in all cases where the intro
duction of V A T should result in a reduction in the amount of tax
payable. It would be important to ensure, if necessary by the
institution of special administrative arrangements for the purpose,
that price reductions were in fact enforced in such cases; and this
consideration would be particularly relevant in relation to those
goods about which public opinion was especially sensitive, e.g.
children's clothing, as distinct from other articles, e.g. jewellery and
similar luxury goods, where considerations of social policy did not
apply with equal force.
(c) Urgent measures were needed to counteract an increasing
ground-swell of hostility to VAT. This was to a large extent caused
by misunderstanding of the scope and purposes of the t a x ; but it
was also provoked to a lesser extent by deliberate misrepresenta
tion on the part of those who were opposed to the Governmenfs
European policies in principle.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer should consider whether any action
could be taken in order to simplify the administration of VAT,
particularly as regards the forms to be completed by retailers. H e
should also pursue the measures which he was already taking to
enlist the support of responsible editors and journalists in order
to ensure the balanced presentation of the Governmenfs policy as
regards the new tax. For this purpose he should consider, in
consultation with the Home Secretary, whether any further publicity
measures were needed, including a Press campaign early in 1973,
in order to improve public understanding of the detailed operation
of V A T
It was essential that, as had been agreed in the Governmenfs
recent discussion of counter-inflationary measures with the Con
federation of British Industry and the Trades Union Congress, the
effect of VAT on prices should be the subject of close and continuing
observation in order t o ensure that reductions in the amount of tax
payable were fully transferred to the public in the form of lower
prices. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation with the

other Ministers principally concerned, should consider whether any
further action was required for this purpose.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation
with the other Ministers principally concerned, to
consider the issues referred to in the Prime Ministers
summing up of their discussion and to report the
conclusions to the Prime Minister.
Agricultural

Wages

The Cabinet were informed that Orders deferring the imple
mentation of the increases in minimum wages recently recommended
by the Agricultural Wages Boards for England and Wales and for
Scotland were shortly to be laid before Parliament. In view of the
fact that the Scottish Agricultural Wages Board had seen fit, after
the beginning of the " freeze " on wages, to make a further increase
in the minimum wage which they had recently recommended in
order to bring minimum agricultural wages in Scotland to the same
level as had just been recommended by the Board for England and
Wales, the Government^ attitude during the debate on the Orders
would need very careful consideration.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the action of the Scottish Board appeared at first sight to be
indefensible; and the Secretary of State for Scotland should verify
whether the Board had in fact been in order in recommending an
additional increase after the " freeze " had begun. Even so, a strict
application of the Governmenfs counter-inflationary policy would
require that no assurance should now be given that this recom
mendation would be implemented at the end of the " freeze ", since
it would clearly be prejudicial to the success of the Governmenfs
policy if an isolated exception were permitted to a principle which
was otherwise being firmly maintained. On the other hand the
Scottish National Farmers' Union had recently agreed to issue a
helpful statement, urging farmers not to increase wages during the
" f r e e z e " ; and it might be desirable, both in order to avoid
prejudicing this initiative and for reasons of general policy, to
refrain from pressing the issue to the point of decision at this
juncture. The relevant Order had been drafted on this basis.
The Cabinet—
(3) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.

Ban on
Lamb
Exports

The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that in the
light of the public concern about rising meat prices he had examined
the possibility of holding the price of lamb at its present level,
despite the increasing world demand for meat, the seasonal increase
in domestic demand and the issue of licences by the French
authorities for the import of lamb. The recent increases in the
price of lamb—which amounted to some 20 per cent in the last

m o n t h - h a d been due largely to substantial sales of British
production to the continent of Europe, particularly France; and,
despite the fact that consumer resistance had led. to a temporary
fall in price in the last few days, the only way of halting the upward
trend was to impose a ban on exports. Such a ban would probably
be needed until the beginning of the new lamb season next May,
although it was not proposed that any specific period should be
announced. A ban would not result in our imports of lamb from
New Zealand being diverted to Europe, since New Zealand lamb
did not have ready access to Continental markets. But it would be
unpopular with British farmers and might lead to problems with
the European Economic Community (EEC) after January 1973. It
should be possible, however, to resolve these problems without
undue difficulty since no sheep meat regulation had yet been
promulgated by the Community. If the ban was agreed, it would
be desirable to announce it that day and arrange for it to come
into effect early in the following week. The EEC would need to
be notified of the announcement in advance.
In discussion it was suggested that the recent rise in the price
of lamb and the lack of cheaper meat reinforced the need for the
Government to be seen to be taking action to limit increases in food
prices in the interests of the pay and prices standstill, particularly
in cases where they were able to exert some influence.
The
objective should be to encourage British farmers to produce more
lamb in order that shortages might be reduced and the price might
be stabilised. On the other hand, the Government had encouraged
farmers to expand production of lamb for export, citing particularly
the opportunities provided by the E E C market; and this had been
a powerful factor in enlisting the support of the farming community
for our membership of the Community. As a result our farmers
had already had considerable success in building u p a substantial
export trade to E u r o p e ; and a b a n on exports at this juncture would
represent a severe, and possibly permanent, setback to this initiative,
the effects of which would be felt most sharply by those farmers,
such as hill farmers, who were least able financially to withstand
it. Moreover, confidence in the E E C as an expanding British market
would be shaken; and the Governmenfs supporters would not
understand why the Government had themselves taken action which
must inevitably have this effect. In the short term we could expect
merely to anticipate further price increases, not to secure an actual
reduction; and there would inevitably have to be a substantial
increase when the ban was lifted, perhaps at a time when seasonal
prices were high and in any event at a difficult juncture in relation
to the second stage of the counter-inflationary policy. We should
also verify that a ban of the kind envisaged, of which seven days'
notice would have to be given to the E E C , would not infringe any
Community regulations, since the worst outcome of all would be to
impose a ban and then to be forced by the Commission to rescind it.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
majority of the Cabinet judged that the objections to a ban on the
export of lamb outweighed the advantages. The effect of rising
food prices during the standstill, however, was so important in the

context of the public attitude to the Governmenfs counter
inflationary policy that the matter might need to be considered
again. In the meantime it was desirable to have more precise
information about the effect which a ban on exports would have
on the price of lamb; whether such a ban would be permissible
under the Treaty of R o m e ; and, if so, what the attitude of the E E C
would be likely to be.
The Cabinet—
(4) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
(5) Invited the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and F o o d to
circulate information about the effect on lamb prices of
a ban on exports.
(6) Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster to arrange
for further consideration of the legal implications of
such a ban under the Treaty of Rome.
(7) Invited the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary to seek
the advice of the United Kingdom Delegation to the
European Economic Community on the attitude of the
Community to such a ban, on the assumption that it
was not contrary to our Treaty obligations.

Policy on
Education

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Secretary of
state for Education and Science (CP (72) 133) and by the Secretary
of State for Scotland (CP (72) 136), to which were attached draft
White Papers on Educational Policy in England and Wales and
in Scotland.
The Secretary of State for Education and Science said that
proposals for future strategy for education, based on three
Programme Analysis and Review Reports prepared by the Educa
tion Departments, had recently been submitted to, and approved
by, the H o m e and Social Affairs Committee. White Papers setting
out the Governmenfs proposals had subsequently been drafted and
were now before the Cabinet for their agreement. Broadly speak
ing, the drafts proposed a 10-year strategy, the principal features of
which were—
(a) A major expansion of nursery education.

,

(b) A programme for improving or replacing obsolete secon
dary schools.
(c) An increase in the building programme for special schools
for handicapped children.
(d) The continued improvement in the staffing ratio in schools,
although at a reduced rate.
(e) Improved arrangements for the training of probationary
teachers and the in-service training of qualified teachers.

(/) The continued expansion of higher education, although at a
rather lower rate.
This constituted a balanced programme for continued expan
sion. The implications in terms of expenditure corresponded to the
relevant sums for the education programme which would be included
in the White Paper on Public Expenditure due to be published
towards the middle of December. F o r later years the programme
was described in sufficiently flexible terms to avoid entailing a
precise financial commitment. It was proposed that both reports
should be published on 6 December.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that the strategy
proposed in the Scottish White Paper was broadly the same as for
England and Wales, although there were certain significant varia
tions. These arose partly from the differences in the educational
systems of the two countries and partly from the fact that the
Committee of Enquiry into Teacher Education and Training (the
James Committee) had not been concerned with Scotland.
In discussion, the proposals in the draft White Papers were
generally welcomed. It was suggested that there might be some
criticism of the proposed reduction in the rate of expansion of
higher education; but the Cabinet were assured that the universities
themselves were not likely to find the proposals unpalatable so far
as student numbers were concerned, although they might be less
satisfied as regards the implied restraints on unit costs. It must
be accepted that the employment expectations of individuals enter
ing higher education would have to be revised, since there were
unlikely to be sufficient jobs in future at the level at present regarded
as appropriate for graduates. Even so, the Government would need,
in presenting the proposals to the public, to emphasise that, despite
the adjustment of the education programme now envisaged, the
expansion of higher education would continue; and, more generally,
the positive aspects of the Governmenfs policy should be stressed
throughout the White Paper. In particular it should be made clear
that the proposed major expansion in nursery education was not
being achieved by abandoning expansion in any other direction.
Appropriate arrangements, including Ministerial speeches and
broadcasts in the regions, should be made in order to secure the
maximum presentational impact for a major development of the
Governmenfs social policies.
In further discussion the following main points were made—
(a) It was agreed that the title for the White Paper for England
and Wales should b e " Education: A Framework for Expansion ".
(b) It should b e made clear in both White Papers that they
were concerned primarily with the allocation of resources and with
questions of organisation, not with the content of education. Other
wise it might be suggested that the Government were evading issues
—for example, unruly behaviour in schools and the persistence of
semi-illiteracy—about which there was considerable public concern.
(c) The wording of the paragraphs in the White Paper for
England and Wales dealing with play groups might usefully be

further reviewed in consultation with the Department of Health
and Social Security.
(d) It was suggested that the differences in emphasis between
the two White Papers on certain issues might result in misunder
standing and, possibly, political embarrassment. The Cabinet were
assured, however, that these differences were defensible by reference
to the respective educational systems of the two countries and should
not give rise to significant criticism.
(e) It was agreed that, pending a definite decision on the
possibility of relating tuition fees more closely to economic costs
and introducing a loan element into the support system for post
graduate students, it would be preferable to omit all reference to
these topics.
The Prime Minister,summing
up the discussion, said that,
subject to the drafting points which had been raised in discussion,
the Cabinet agreed that the two White Papers should be published
on 6 December. They represented a major policy initiative by the
Government and should be presented as such. Their positive
aspects should be stressed; and it should be made clear, in particular,
that the proposed major expansion in nursery education would be
accompanied by a continuance of the expansion of higher education
and of the programmes for upgrading or replacing obsolete schools
and for improving the numbers and training of teachers. In view
of the importance of the Governmenfs proposals, it might be desir
able for debates to take place in one or both Houses of Parliament
when time permitted.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Secretaries of State for Education and Science
and for Scotland, subject to consideration of the drafting
points mentioned in discussion, to arrange for the White
Papers to be published on 6 December.
(3) Invited the Secretaries of State for Education and Science
and for Scotland, the Home Secretary and the Lord
President: of the Council to consider the arrangements
for ensuring that the White Papers received maximum
publicity.
(4) Invited the Lord President of the Council and the Lord
Privy Seal to consider whether arrangements should be
made for debates in one or both Houses of Parliament
in due course.

Parliamentary
Questions on
the Activities
of the
Institutions
of the
European
Communities

SECRET
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
President of the Council (CP (72) 131) to which was annexed a note
by an interdepartmental working group of officials discussing the
treatment of Parliamentary Questions about the European Economic
Community after the United Kingdom became a member of the
Community on 1 January 1973.
The Lord President of the Council said that the working group
had recommended that Ministers should answer Questions about
decisions taken, or under consideration, by the Council of Ministers
and all its subordinate bodies and, in particular, about the attitude
adopted in the Council and its subordinate Committees by United
Kingdom Ministers and officials; that they should answer
Questions about the attitude adopted by their officials in the
Management and Regulation Committees on which member
Governments were officially represented; and that they should be
prepared to reply to Questions which merely sought information
on the activities of Community institutions for which there was no
direct Ministerial responsibility. Questions should be answered by
the Minister with policy responsibility for the particular subject
raised in the Question. Those which were of a general nature,
however, should be answered by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary or, as now occurred in practice in appropriate cases,
by the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, without being formally
transferred.
The Ministerial Committee on Parliamentary Procedure had
agreed that Departments should follow these proposed guidelines,
which should not be made public at this stage. Whether a reply
should be refused in certain cases would depend upon the substance
and terms of the Question; but in practice Ministers would prob
ably be able to frame their Answers in a way which did not amount
to an outright refusal to reply. When Ministers had had some
experience of Questions on Community matters it should be possible
to reach a clearer view about their appropriate treatment, particu
larly as regards those relating to actions of the Council of Ministers
which had been taken against the views of United Kingdom
Ministers or seeking information on matters not strictly within the
area of Ministerial responsibility.
The Prime Minister, summing u p a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that the proposed guidelines should be observed
by Departments but should not be made known publicly. It would
be necessary, however, for Ministers to ensure that they were not
drawn by irresponsible Questions from Members who were opposed
to British membership of the Community into premature disclosure
of the proposals which we intended to put forward, or the attitudes
which we had it in mind to adopt, in negotiations within the
Community. It would be preferable initially to adopt a restrictive
approach to Questions on Community matters than to commit our
selves to a more generous practice in answering Questions which

experience might lead u s to regret when it was too late. T h e Lord
President of the Council should inform the Speaker in confidence
of the Governmenfs policy on these issues.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister^ summing
up of the discussion.
(2) Invited the Lord President of the Council to inform the
Speaker in confidence of the Governmenfs proposed
approach to Parliamentary Questions on European Com
munity matters.
(3) Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, in
consultation with the Lord President of the Council, to
arrange for Departments to be informed of the guidelines
which should be observed in dealing with such Questions.

Report of
the Select
Committee on
Parliamentary
Questions
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 28th
Conclusions,
Minute 1

SECRET
6. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
President of the Council (CP (72) 127) about the Report of the Select
Committee on Parliamentary Questions.
The Lord President of the Council said that the Select
Committee had been established following a report in the Sunday
Times that civil servants in the Department of the Environment
had prepared a " b a n k " of draft Parliamentary Questions on
housing matters, with a view to their being tabled by Government
supporters for oral answer when the Secretary of State for the
Environment was first in the Questions list. The then Secretary
of State had made a statement to the House of Commons about
these allegations on 13 December 1971. T h e Select Committee
had been given wide terms of reference in order that consideration
of the " Question b a n k " issue might take place within the wider
context of a review of Question Time procedure generally. The
most important conclusion of the Select Committee, whose Report
had now been considered by the Ministerial Committee on Parlia
mentary Procedure, was that it was not the role of civil servants
to seek to redress the Party balance of Questions on the Order
Paper and that civil servants should not be asked to prepare
Questions which had that object. While this conclusion was not
entirely satisfactory from the Governmenfs point of view, the
Ministerial Committee recommended that it should be accepted,
mainly because nothing less would have ensured the agreement of
the majority of the Select Committee. It was the most favourable
conclusion which was likely t o be generally acceptable to the House
of Commons; and t o reject it might revive controversy about an
incident in which there was now little interest. It was one element
in a number of proposals which had the objective of arresting the
recent decline in the quality and value of Question T i m e ; and it
could be presented in that light. The Ministerial Committee were
satisfied that the limitation on the assistance given to Ministers by

civil servants which was implicit in this decision need not lead to
any further restriction on the unqualified service which they ren
dered to the Government of the day; indeed, the Select Committee
themselves had specifically distinguished between the preparation
of a " bank " of Questions for use as a means of redressing the
Party balance of Questions and the proper use of " inspired"
Questions designed to enable Ministers to deal adequately with
matters of current interest and concern. It might still be necessary,
however, for the Government to re-emphasise that the traditional
political neutrality of civil servants did not connote impartiality as
between the Government in office and the Opposition and that it
was proper for civil servants to place themselves freely at the
disposal of the Government except where to do so could be shown
to be improper by reference to clear rules or precedents. In
accepting the Select Committee's conclusion the Government would
not be admitting that the action taken in the particular case which
had been the occasion of their inquiry had been improper; and
support for that contention could be found in the Select Committee's
Report.
As regards the remainder of the Report, the Ministerial Com
mittee recommended acceptance of the proposed experiment in the
rationing of oral Questions and the introduction of a system of
" priority " written Questions. They were not, however, in favour
of the proposed extension of the Prime Ministers Question Time
on Tuesdays or of the introduction of a new Friday Question Time.
The remainder of the recommendations were of a minor nature;
and the Ministerial Committee's conclusions about them were set
out in the Annex to CP (72) 127.
The Prime Minister, summing u p a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that the balance of advantage lay in accepting
that civil servants should not in future be asked to prepare Parlia
mentary Questions with the objective of redressing the Party balance
of Questions. This would be in no sense an admission of past
impropriety; nor should it imply any further restriction on the
assistance given to Ministers by civil servants. He would arrange
for appropriate guidance on this matter to be included in the
standard document on "Questions of Procedure for Ministers".
The Cabinet approved the other proposals in CP (72) 127.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Lord President of the Council to announce in
the House of Commons at the earliest opportunity the
views which had been reached by the Government on
the Report of the Select Committee on Parliamentary
Questions.
/

Defaults on
the Housing
Finance Acts
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 52nd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet considered memoranda by the Secretary of
State for the Environment (CP (72) 132), the Secretary of State for
Scotland (CP (72) 134) and the Secretary of State for Wales
(CP (72) 130) about the action to be taken against local authorities
who were failing to implement the provisions of the Housing Finance
Acts.
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that in England
three defaulting local authorities remained. H e had made a default
Order against Clay Cross Urban District; and an extraordinary
audit of their housing accounts was in progress. They were unlikely
to respond to the Order; and the audit might therefore result in
the imposition of a surcharge of over £500 on the non-implementing
members of the Council and, possibly, in their eventual disqualifica
tion. The London Borough of Camden, who had refused to assess
fair rents for their dwellings, had been informed that a default Order
against them was being considered. If they failed to respond, he
proposed to make the default Order and, if necessary, to follow it
up by a direction for an extraordinary audit. The withholding of
housing subsidy might also be considered. A default Order h a d
been made against the third recalcitrant local authority, Conisbrough
Urban District; and it was hoped that they might comply with it.
If they did not do so, however, he proposed to issue a direction for
an extraordinary audit.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that he had made default
Orders against Merthyr Tydfil County Borough and Bedwas and
Machen U r b a n District, who were the only Welsh authorities still
refusing to implement the Act. It seemed unlikely that either of
them would comply with the Order. If they did not do so, he
proposed on 8 December to appoint Housing Commissioners to
discharge certain of the housing functions of the two authorities
and to hold a Press conference in Cardiff on that date in order to
explain the reasons for this action.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that 20 Scottish local
authorities continued to refuse to implement the Act.
Local
enquiries had been held in relation to four of these, including
Glasgow, and had now reported that they were in default. H e
proposed to issue default Orders against these four authorities. If
they failed to comply, two courses of action were open to him, the
more advantageous of which was that he should, assume responsi
bility for certain of their housing functions. Arrangements were
being made for further local enquiries to be held in relation to the
other local authorities concerned.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed that action on the lines proposed in the
memoranda by the Housing Ministers should be taken against those
local authorities who were still refusing to implement the provisions
of the Housing Finance legislation. It would no doubt be argued

in some quarters that such action to enforce rent increases was
inconsistent with the Governmenfs counter-inflationary policies; but
fairness demanded that the few recalcitrant authorities should come
into line with the great majority who were already charging fair
rents to their tenants. I n view of the sensitive political issues
involved, however, the Cabinet should be promptly informed of any
substantial further developments; and they should be consulted in
particular about any action which was likely to involve the surcharge
or disqualification of local councillors.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
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Subject
COAL POLICY

V

Coal Policy
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 11th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The Cabinet considered a Note by the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry (CP (72) 135), to which was annexed a draft
Parliamentary Statement about the Governmenfs proposals for
support of the coal industry.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that since
the Cabinet's last discussion of the problems of the coal industry
on 2 March (CM (72) 11th Conclusions, Minute 3) the Ministerial
Committee on Economic Strategy had reviewed the options open to
the Government to moderate the contraction of the industry, to
reduce hardship for redundant miners and to maintain supplies of
coal at a level adequate to meet future uncertainties. They had
approved proposals to cancel about £475 million of the debt owed
to the Exchequer by the National Coal Board (NCB) and to make
recurrent grants of about £170 million a year over a three-year period,
of which the most important were a regional grant of £70 million a
year, redundancy payments of about £30 million a year, and com
pensation (the amount of which was still to be agreed between
himself and the Chancellor of the Exchequer) t o the Electricity
Generating Boards for burning surplus coal. The Committee had
agreed that legislation should now be introduced to give effect to
these proposals; and a draft Bill would be ready for introduction
later that week, in order that it might be given its Second Reading
before the Christmas Recess. The Committee had also agreed that
he should make a statement in Parliament when the Bill was
introduced.
These proposals offered the best prospect of mobilising the
support of moderate opinion within the industry; and they were
consistent with the hypothesis that continued investment in the coal
industry would remain essential in order to maintain our domestic
resources of fuel against a growing world shortage. These arguments
should be acceptable in principle to the Governmenfs supporters in
Parliament; and in order to anticipate the objection that the proposals
might seem over-generous the statement had been so drafted as to
emphasise the importance of the industry's own contribution to a
reduction in costs and an increase in productivity.
In discussion it was suggested that the proposals might be
criticised on the grounds that the very large amounts now proposed
for the support of the coal industry must be added to the sums
previously spent on writing off the industry's capital debt and funding
a redundancy scheme whose terms could be regarded as extremely
generous. Moreover, further redundancy was unlikely to release
men of an age to contribute to the expansion of the national economy
by taking new jobs; whereas even a small part of the total amount
by which it was now proposed to subsidise the industry might be
put to better use in furthering other policies, particularly in the field
of the social services. Finally, the argument for supporting the coal
industry as an insurance against future shortages of energy suggested
that at the present time the rate of new investment should be
restrained. On the other hand, it could be argued that the proposed

annual grants, even at the rate of £1-25 a ton, represented a more
modest degree of support than was provided in France, Belgium or
Holland; and the rate of subsidy per worker was much less than the
cost of creating new jobs in assisted areas. The viability of the coal
industry, which offered only limited scope for mechanisation,
ultimately depended on the continued existence of the workforce.
Although some new investment might be deferred, e.g. the opening
of new pits in the profitable areas of the Midlands coalfields,
economic pits must be kept in operation; and experience in the
coal strike earlier that year had shown the danger and difficulty of
reactivating mines where work had ceased. The impending shortage
of world energy supplies, particularly in oil, must not be underrated.
Some producing countries were already limiting their supplies; and
the problem would be exacerbated in the early 1980s when the United
States was likely to be a competitor for fuel in world markets. The
existing redundancy scheme had halved the industry's workforce and
had exhausted the relatively simple options for economies. Largely
for this reason there had now been no pit closures for 2\ years;
and the size of the redundancy now expected, although consider
ably smaller than purely economic considerations might indicate,
would amount to some 65,000 job losses and 30,000 actual redun
dancies by March, 1975. In Scotland a third of the workforce
would become redundant; and, although the exploitation of oil and
gas fields would offer some alleviation, it would not compensate
for all the job losses from coal.
The social aspects of a further run-down of the industry were
next discussed. It was suggested that mining communities presented
a unique problem, whose social fabric had for generations been
dictated by a single industry. All too often in the next few years
the closure of pits would be liable to be accompanied by large-scale
redundancies in neighbouring industries, particularly steel and ship
building. The redundancy provisions already included inducements
to miners to move to new work; but the closures now envisaged
were likely to affect whole areas rather than individual pits. To
encourage the migration of young manpower and to leave only the
older workers behind would lead inevitably to the decay of com
munities. On the other hand the provision of generous redundancy
pay should not b e allowed to breed in such communities the
atmosphere of the pre-war depression. It should be combined with
an imaginative presentation in order to encourage a readiness among
individuals to seek new work and among communities to enhance
their environment. Those who would be made redundant constituted
a resource of labour for which useful employment, perhaps in the
social services, should be found. The Secretaries of State for the
Environment and for Trade and Industry had been discussing the
possibility of using the powers already available to them in order to
establish task forces to regenerate areas whose way of life was
threatened by closures; and they would welcome the assistance of
their colleagues in evolving a comprehensive approach to these
problems

In further discussion the following points were made—
(a) About 70 per cent of the nation's electrical power was still
derived from coal. The Central Electricity Generating Board were
considering the use of other fuels; and it was desirable in principle
that this excessive dependence on coal should be reduced. On the
other hand the conversion of power stations to dual firing was very
costly; and in such cases the Board would wish to use the cheaper
fuel in order to obtain the best economic return. In present
circumstances this would reduce the amount of coal burnt and might
increase the demand for support from the coal industry.
(b) The existing redundancy terms for coal miners provided
for a lump sum to be paid to those up to the age of 60 and there
after for the award of a discretionary pension of £1-50 a week
Redundant miners could also be paid up to 90 per cent of their
earnings for the first three years of redundancy, after which their
income would revert to the level appropriate under supplementary
benefit. The terms now proposed (which would apply retrospectively
from the date of the Bilfs introduction) did not envisage increasing
the net amount of these benefits; but they would provide for a
reduction of the qualifying age for pension to 55 and the award of
pension as of right rather than at discretion. These proposals were
still considerably less than the mineworkers' unions had demanded;
and comparable benefits in the countries of the European Economic
Community (EEC) were more generous.
(c) Workers receiving generous redundancy payments were often
unwilling to take alternative work; and miners had been known to
refuse jobs earning £20-£25 in favour of retaining their redundancy
pay. Under existing legislation unemployment benefit could not be
withheld because a redundant worker was unwilling to change jobs.
Means of remedying this anomaly should be explored; and, mean
while, some limitation should be imposed on the recruitment of
workers from overseas to fill jobs which could be occupied by
United Kingdom citizens.
(d) The Bill should be introduced as soon as possible in the
following week if it was to receive its Second Reading before the
Recess. Although the terms for redundancy had still to be decided
in detail, the Financial and Explanatory Memorandum accompany
ing the Bill would necessarily indicate the upper limit proposed both
for redundancy payments and for other measures of assistance to the
industry. In order to avoid misinterpretation of these amounts it
was desirable that an appropriate Government statement should be
made before the Bill was published. The questioii of publicity for
the Governmenfs proposals in the regions should also be considered,
particularly in those areas where public attention would be liable
to concentrate on the prospect of further pit closures.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Governmenfs supporters would not easily be convinced of the merits
of providing so large a measure of further support for the coal
industry, particularly in the light of the pay increases obtained by
the mining unions earlier in the year. The Cabinet recognised the

need to make provision for a viable coal industry, particularly against
the prospect of worldwide shortages of energy in the following
decade; and they appreciated that following the run-down in the
industry in previous years further large-scale redundancies and
closures would merit substantial measures of alleviation. None the
less they would wish to examine further the detailed redundancy
proposals in the light of the discussions with the industry which were
envisaged. They would also wish to consider in due course the
suggestion for establishing task forces to regenerate areas affected
by closures. The public presentation of the Governmenfs proposals
would require careful attention; and the extent t o which they both
reflected practice in the E E C and would attract financial support
from Community funds should be particularly emphasised. The
Home Secretary should co-ordinate with the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry and other Ministers concerned arrangements
for the public presentation of the Governmenfs proposals. The
Secretary of State should discuss further with the Lord President the
question of a statement in Parliament when the Bill was presented,
and circulate a revised draft of the statement to the Cabinet at their
next meeting.
The Cabinet—
(1) Approved in principle the proposals in CP (72) 135 for the
cancellation of part of the National Coal Board's debt
to the Exchequer and the provision of annual grants to
the coal industry.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry—
(i) in consultation with the Lord President, to arrange
for early introduction of the legislation to give effect to these
proposals;
(ii) in consultation with the Home Secretary and the Lord
President, to consider the content and timing of the Parlia
mentary statement which was to accompany the introduction
of the legislation and to circulate a further draft to the Cabinet
before their next meeting;
(iii) to circulate to the Cabinet detailed proposals on
redundancy payments to mineworkers;
(iv) in consultation with the Secretaries of State for Social
Services, Education and Science, the Environment, Scotland a n d
Wales and the Chief Secretary, Treasury, to consider measures to
rehabilitate areas affected by the run-down in the coal and steel
industries and to circulate proposals to the Ministerial Com
mittee on Regional Policy and the Environment.
(3) Invited the Home S e c r e t a r y 
(i) in consultation with the Lord President of the Council
and the Secretaries of State for the Environment, Scotland,
Trade and Industry and Wales to co-ordinate arrangements for
the public presentation of the Governmenfs decision on support
for the coal industry;

(ii) to arrange for a review of the present arrangements
for granting work permits with a view to limiting the scope for
firms to recruit from overseas to fill vacancies for which labour
reserves already existed in the United Kingdom.

Cabinet Office,
5 December,

1972.
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Parliamentary
Affairs

Value Added
Tax
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 54th
Conclusions,
Minute 3
1973 Revalua
tion for Rating
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 45th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week. The House would
adjourn for the Christmas Recess on 22 December and would
reassemble on 22 January, 1973. The House of Lords would adjourn
on 21 December and, unless additional time was needed for the
Committee Stage of the National Health Service Reorganisation
Bill, would reassemble on 23 January, 1973.
The Cabinet were informed that, although a publicity campaign
was planned for early in 1973 in order to improve public under
standing of the detailed operation of Value-Added Tax (VAT),
more effective defensive measures were required in the interim in
order to counter increasing opposition to the new tax.

The Cabinet were informed that the Home and Social Affairs
Committee had recently approved proposals by the Minister for
Local Government and Development for a major publicity campaign,
starting immediately after Christmas, in connection with the forth
coming rating revaluation.
Since the Committee's discussion,
however, there had been signs of increasing public concern about
the effects of revaluation. The rate bills of some individual house
holders were likely to increase by as much as 25 per cent; and it
would be argued that such increases were inconsistent with the
Governmenfs counter-inflationary measures. In these circumstances
it was desirable that appropriate publicity measures should not be
deferred until after Christmas but should be p u t in hand at the
earliest opportunity.
The Cabinet—
Invited the H o m e Secretary, in . consultation with the
Ministers concerned and the Joint Parliamentary Secretary,
Civil Service Department (Mr. Johnson Smith), to consider,,
what additional measures should be taken in the immediate
future to allay public apprehension about the impact of
Value-Added Tax and rating revaluation.

Presentation
of Major
Government
Policies

The Cabinet were informed that there were some indications that
the considerable measure of public support which they had earlier
succeeded in enlisting for their policies on counter-inflationary
measures and Northern Ireland respectively was being gradually
eroded because of the absence of published decisions about the next
steps. In both fields, however, the Government, were bound to take
time to reach firm conclusions; and Ministers should therefore take
every suitable opportunity to emphasise that the apparent delay
merely reflected the Governmenfs determination that their decisions
should be soundly based.'

Oversea
Affairs

2. The Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth
Affairs said that the Labour Government which had emerged from
New Zealand/ the recent General Election in Australia were already showing
Australia
themselves less helpful than their predecessors in the United Nations
where
they were voting against us on Rhodesia and were supporting
Previous
the
Resolution
by Sri Lanka declaring the Indian Ocean a zone of
Reference:
CM (72) 54th
peace. Their attitudes were likely to have an even more serious
Conclusions,
effect in the following year when Australia would become a member
Minute 2
of the Security Council. As regards the Five-Power Defence
Arrangements involving Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore
and ourselves, the Australian Government were proceeding
cautiously; and so far the attitude of the new Government of New
Zealand, where the Labour Party had similarly come into power, had
also been not unsatisfactory. The Australian Government had not
adopted as openly hostile an attitude towards the French nuclear
tests in the Pacific as had the New Zealand Government; but we
must expect both Governments to adopt more critical policies in
the context of our impending membership of the European Economic
Community.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.

Industrial
Affairs
The Case of
Mr. James
Goad
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 51st
Conclusions,
Minute 3
Industrial
Action in the
Docks
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 53rd
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Secretary of State for Employment said that Mr. James
Goad, who had again been refused admission to a meeting of the
Sudbury Branch of the Engineering Section of the Amalgamated
Union of Engineering Workers, now appeared likely to renew pro
ceedings in the National Industrial Relations Court against the
union. If the union again refused to attend the Court hearing, they
might incur a further fine for contempt.

The Secretary of State for Employment said that, in view of the
decision by lorry drivers not to cross the unofficial dockers' picket
lines at the East London depot of Midland Cold Storage Limited,
the Company might now ask the Industrial Court to expedite the
hearing of their allegation of unfair industrial practice by both the
Transport and General Workers' Union and the National
Amalgamated Stevedores and Dockers. It was perhaps unlikely,
however, that the matter would come to a head before Christmas.
The Government had no official standing in the matter; and it would
be wrong to attempt to influence any action taken by the Company
in pursuit of their legal rights, e.g. by encouraging them to seek a
reference by the Court to the Commission on Industrial Relations.

Industrial
Action by
National
Health Service
Ancillary
Workers

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that there had
been some unofficial industrial action by ancillary workers in the
National Health Service in protest against the suspension of negotia
tions in respect of their current pay claim as a result of the standstill
on pay and prices. It was expected that a half day's strike would
take place in hospitals on Merseyside on 15 December.

Strike by Asian
Hosiery
Workers

The Secretary of State for Employment
said that he had been
asked to conciliate in the dispute involving Asian workers who were
on strike at the Mansfield Hosiery Mills in Loughborough on an
issue of alleged racial discrimination in relation to promotion. It
might be necessary to convene a court of inquiry for this purpose.

Agricultural
Workers' Pay

The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food said that the
unions representing agricultural workers had pressed him for a
change in the Governmenfs attitude as regards the deferment of
implementation of their pay award, particularly if the standstill was
likely to extend beyond the basic 90 days' period. He had con
fined himself to assuring them that the Government would not wish
the standstill period to last any longer than was necessary; and,
although they had been disquieted that they could not obtain any
firmer undertaking about the future, they were unlikely to resort to
industrial action.

Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 54th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

The C a b i n e t Took note of the statements by the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food.

Coal Policy
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 55th
Conclusions

CONFIDENTIAL
4. The Cabinet considered a Note by the Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 144), to which was annexed a
revised draft of a Parliamentary statement on coal policy.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, in the
light of the Cabinet's consideration of coal policy at their meeting
on 5 December and of their comments on the earlier draft statement
annexed to CP (72) 135, he had revised the text in consultation with
the Home Secretary, the Lord President and the Secretaries of State
for Scotland and for Wales. He proposed that the revised statement,
subject to certain further minor amendments, should be made on
the following Monday, 11 December, when the Coal Industry Bill
was to be introduced in the House of Commons.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the revised statement, subject t o minor textual
alterations and to agreement between the Secretary of State and
the Chief Secretary, Treasury, on the amendment required to clarify
the Governmenfs position as regards regional grants and the
provision of new employment. The Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster should arrange for the European Coal and Steel Com

munity to be informed in advance of the statement. Since the
Government were still uncommitted as regards the arrangements
for improved redundancy payments, which h a d not yet been
discussed in detail with the unions, the Secretary of State should
urgently consider, in consultation with the Secretary of State for
Social Services, the Secretary of State for Employment and the
Chief Secretary, Treasury, the extent to which it might be possible
to modify those arrangements in order to facilitate the employment
of redundant miners in the social services and related fields of work.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry—
(i) to make his proposed Parliamentary statement on
coal policy, as amended in the light of the discus
sion, on Monday, 11 December;
(ii) to consider further, in consultation with the Secre
tary of State for Social Services, the Secretary
of State for Employment and the Chief Secretary,
Treasury, the scope for securing alternative
employment for redundant miners in the context
of negotiating improved redundancy payments.
(3) Invited the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster to inform
the European Coal and Steel Community in advance of
the proposed Parliamentary statement on coal policy.

Immigration
Policy
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 53rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

SECRET
*5. The Cabinet had before them a Note by the Secretary of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs and the Secretary of
State for the Home Department (CP (72) 143), to which was annexed
the draft of a Parliamentary statement about the admission to this
country of citizens of the United Kingdom and Colonies living in
other independent Commonwealth countries, holding no other
citizenship and remaining eligible for the issue of United Kingdom
passports.
' .
The Prime Minister said that the Cabinet faced a complex of
interrelated issues under the general heading of immigration policy.
It would be necessary at some stage to reconsider the basic question
of the amendment of the law regulating British nationality and
citizenship. This, however, raised very difficult issues, which it would
take a considerable time to resolve; and any subsequent legislation
would itself be contentious and protracted. A t the other extreme
the Cabinet would shortly need.to decide in what form the Immigra
tion Rules for Control on Entry and Control after Entry, which the
House of Commons had recently rejected, should be resubmitted to
Parliament. Both these issues, however, were overshadowed by the

current anxiety among the Governmenfs supporters that this
country should not find itself confronted for the second time by an
influx of holders of United Kingdom passports (UKPHs) if other
countries, particularly in East Africa, followed the recent example
of the Government of Uganda in forcibly evicting such individuals
on the ground that they were entitled to enter the United Kingdom.
In retrospect we had dealt with the Ugandan episode without undue
disturbance. But public opinion would not tolerate its repetition;
nor could we expect to receive on a second occasion the
co-operation from other countries of the Commonwealth on which
we had been able to rely in the case of the Ugandan influx. The
Prime Minister of Canada, Mr. Trudeau, had made it clear during his
recent visit to this country that the pressure of illegal immigration to
which Canada was now subject would make it impossible for the
Canadian Government t o repeat their earlier gesture of admitting
a substantial number of U K P H s ; and this would probably be true
of other countries as well. If so, the United Kingdom would be left
to deal single-handed with any repetition of the Ugandan episode;
and it was clear that there could be little hope of making headway
with any other aspect of the Governmenfs immigration policies until
public opinion was reassured that the Government would not tolerate
a second occasion of this kind. A group of Ministers under his
chairmanship h a d therefore considered in what form this reassurance
might best be conveyed; and the draft Parliamentary statement
annexed to CP (72) 143 represented the outcome. Its main purpose
was to emphasise that, while we should continue to admit U K P H s
from East Africa and India under the special voucher scheme in a
controlled and orderly way, it would impose too heavy a burden
on this country if we again had to receive large numbers of people
who had been displaced from their country of residence b y mass
expulsion; that any future problems of this nature would therefore
need t o be dealt with by inter-Governmental action; and that for
this purpose it was proposed to embark forthwith on a series of
discussions with the Governments of the Commonwealth a n d other
countries about possible means of dealing with any situation of this
kind.
In discussion the following main points were made—
(a) Those of the Governmenfs supporters who were most insistent
that the Government should prevent any repetition of the Ugandan
episode might well adopt a more moderate attitude in due course,
particularly if they realised the limitations on the action which the
Government could in fact take for this purpose. It would also be
a matter for regret if in response to current political pressure the
Government adopted harsh measures of which public opinion might
subsequently come to b e ashamed. Even so, the immediate need
was to dispel a sense of deep alarm about the prospect of a second
influx of U K P H s ; and there appeared little prospect of doing so
except by means of a public statement that the Government would
not tolerate a repetition of the Ugandan episode. The draft Parlia-
mentary statement represented the minimum required for this
purpose; indeed, it might be necessary to go even further b y under

taking to suspend the existing special voucher scheme for a year or
more and thereafter to reinstate it only in relation to immigrants
from East Africa and the Old Commonwealth.
(b) As against this consideration it was essential to recognise
from the outset that a statement on the lines proposed would have
no effect on our obligation under international law not to transfer
to other Governments the responsibility for U K P H s by making
them, in effect, Stateless persons. N o change in our municipal law
could affect that obligation. But it was arguable that a statement
on the lines suggested, by giving advance warning of our intention
to limit our liability as an act of policy, might reduce the risk that, if
we had to give effect to that intention, the other Governments con
cerned would take vigorous measures of retaliation against our
interests. Nevertheless it could be reasonably held against us that,
if we did adopt this attitude, we should in effect be resiling from
earlier public statements by Government spokesmen in which they
had accepted that we had a continuing obligation under international
law to U K P H s who were forcibly evicted from their countries of
residence.
(c) It could also be objected to the proposed statement that it
was ambiguous on the question whether, if the Government were
faced with a repetition of the Ugandan episode, they would in fact
refuse entry to the large numbers of UKPHs who would succeed
in reaching this country by one means or another. The Government
would not be allowed to evade this issue; and, if they were forced
to acknowledge that they would have no practical alternative to
admitting the individuals in question, the warning which the state
ment was intended to convey would lose its force in advance and the
reassurance to public opinion in this country which it was designed
to provide would be frustrated. Indeed, if the Government originally
purported to deny admission and were subsequently forced to
concede it, their credibility might be so severely shaken that they
could not survive.
(d) Moreover, it would be impossible for other Commonwealth
Governments to ignore the statement; and we had no grounds for
assuming that their reaction would be other than adverse. It might
therefore stimulate those of them who were already contemplating
following the example of Uganda to expel their U K P H s while there
was still time to do so; and many of the U K P H s themselves might
regard it as a warning that they should move to this country as
rapidly as possible. As a result we might merely precipitate the
situation which the statement was designed to avert J" and any chance
of dealing with the long-term problem by rational and orderly
legislation would be irretrievably lost.
(e) On the other hand, it was not conceivable that Parliament
would enact arbitrary legislation designed t o make UKPHs Stateless.
In a situation of the kind envisaged we should be compelled to admit
them to the United Kingdom unless there was some other place in
which they were entitled to re-establish themselves. It was for con
sideration, therefore, whether we should seek to devise, in oversea

territories which we still controlled, areas of resettlement to which
U K P H s could, if necessary, be diverted. Such places would
inevitably acquire something of the unhappy reputation of mere
refugee camps; and the expenditure involved would be liable to be
formidable. Nevertheless, the scope for action of this kind should
perhaps be further explored; and we should also give renewed con
sideration to the possibility that certain other Commonwealth
Governments, e.g. in India and Kenya, might be prepared to accept
U K P H s in future in return for substantial financial assistance.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were now seized of the very serious nature of the problem
with which they were confronted and would need to resume their
discussion in the near future.

Relocation of
Defence
Facilities from
Shoeburyness
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 40th
Conclusions,
Minute 9

CONFIDENTIAL
6. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Defence (CP (72) 138) about possible sites for the defence
facilities which were due to be moved from Shoeburyness in order to
accommodate the Third London Airport.
The Secretary of State for Defence recalled that at their meeting
on 8 August the Cabinet had accepted that essential defence work
should not be disrupted by the decision to site the Third London
Airport at Maplin and had invited the Ministers concerned to give
him every assistance in finding new sites for the facilities to be moved
from Shoeburyness. Since then the Ministerial Committee on
Regional Policy and the Environment (RE) had twice considered the
problem. Three of the four prospective sites to which the Shoebury
ness facilities were to be dispersed did not seem likely to present
serious problems. But the choice of Tain, in Ross and Cromarty,
as the fourth site had provoked strong local objection; and the local
planning authority had refused planning permission for the change
involved in converting the range for use by ground artillery instead
of air weapons. R E had accepted, however, that there was no
alternative to Tain and that in these circumstances the normal
process of holding a public inquiry would only exacerbate feeling
and prolong public debate when the Governmenfs course of action
had already been determined. They had therefore concluded that
public inquiries should not be offered at any of the sites in question
but that the choice of all four should be announced simultaneously
as a Government decision.
In view of the strong local opposition to Tain and the political
difficulties to which it might give rise, he had again reviewed all
the possible sites in the United Kingdom, including Northern Ireland,
and had consulted the independent Committee under the chairman
ship of Lord Nugent who were examining defence land holdings.
This further review had revealed only one alternative site, at
Castlemartin in Wales. But the use of this site to relocate the
facilities at Shoeburyness would entail severe problems, since it was

now used as a tank range by the German Army and the Royal
Armoured Corps and the resiting of these facilities would either
require the acquisition of a further 5,000 or 6,000 acres at Kirkcud
bright or jeopardise the possibility of releasing the land at Lulworth
in Dorset which was likely to be one of the major proposals to
emerge from the Nugent Committee's review. T o dispossess the
German Army altogether of their training facilities in the United
Kingdom would be damaging both to Anglo-German relations and
to European defence collaboration; and it might also cause the
Federal German Government to withdraw the much greater British
tank training facilities in Germany, which were vital to the efficiency
of the British Army of the Rhine. The Cabinet would wish to
consider whether these penalties were commensurate with those
involved in overcoming the local opposition at Tain.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that, after examining
the problem in detail with the Secretary of State for Defence, he was
satisfied that only three sites in Scotland satisfied the technical
requirements of the facilities at Shoeburyness. The range at
Kirkcudbright was already due to receive a small part of those
facilities; but any proposal to acquire another 5,000 or 6,000 acres
in order to accommodate the tank training facilities from Castle
jmartin would meet with great opposition. T h e range at West
Freugh in Galloway would meet the technical requirements; and on
grounds of employment it would have been a preferable site for the
relocation of the Shoeburyness facilities. But it was already being
used for trials of the European medium range combat aircraft
(MRCA), to which at least equal priority was given. None the less
to move the facilities to Tain would create great difficulties. As a
result of the intensive exploitation of North Sea oil and gas the area
was already suffering from almost excessive development; and local
opinion, which was also hostile to the proposal on environmental
grounds, would be hard to persuade that the other sites which the
local planning authority had offered were all unsuitable. In political
terms the Governmenfs standing in the north of Scotland would
be severely damaged; the credit which they h a d earned by the
measures of the past two years would be dissipated; and nationalist
resistance to the alleged exploitation of Scotland in the interests of
South-East England would be reinforced. Indeed, if it were decided
to move the facilities to Tain, it might be preferable to dispense with
a public inquiry, which would only serve to secure greater publicity
for these criticisms. Moreover, if the outcome of the inquiry was
adverse and the Government were then compelled to overrule the
findings, even greater offence would be caused.
In discussion it was suggested that there might be scope for
exploring a more collaborative approach to the research and testing
of weapons with our partners in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisa
tion, and that sites for this purpose might be available in Europe.
If so, the M R C A project might be a particularly suitable candidate
for an arrangement of this kind. On the other hand the technical
requirements for testing the M R C A project were, even more stringent
than those which applied to the facilities due to be transferred from

Shoeburyness; our allies were under the same pressures as ourselves
as regards the provision of training areas, with the result that there
was n o spare capacity in Europe to replace the loss of a major
range; and it would not be practicable to conduct the proof testing
of United Kingdom ammunition on ranges outside Europe. The
need for a decision was now urgent if the programme for the Third
London Airport was not to be delayed; and two years' search had
shown no feasible alternative to Tain.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet recognised that, in the absence of suitable alternatives, it
might in the end prove necessary to resite the Shoeburyness facilities
at Tain. A decision to this effect, however, would arouse intense local
hostility on environmental and political grounds, would put at risk
the Governmenfs position in the north of Scotland and would be
severely criticised by the Governmenfs supporters in Parliament.
T o dispense with a public inquiry would add to these difficulties,
not least because a public inquiry had already been held at one
prospective site. In the light of the discussion, he would consult
further with the Secretaries of State for Defence and for Scotland
before asking the Cabinet to reach a decision on this question.
The C a b i n e t 
(1) Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.
(2) Agreed to resume their consideration of this question at a
future meeting.

Cabinet Office,
7 December,
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Immigration
Policy

1. *The Prime Minister said that discussion at the Cabinefs
previous meeting had shown that many of his colleagues felt that there
were strong arguments against making an early Parliamentary state
ment, on the lines of the draft annexed to CP (72) 143, about the
admission to this country of citizens of the United Kingdom and
Colonies living in other independent countries of the Common
wealth, holding no other citizenship and remaining eligible for the
issue of United Kingdom passports. He has subsequently discussed
the question further with the Ministers directly concerned and had
come to the conclusion that the next step was to extend certain
inter-Governmental contacts which had already been established.
In the light of the outcome it would be necessary for the Cabinet to
resume their earlier discussion in the near future. Meanwhile, it
was essential to maintain complete secrecy about the exchanges with
other Governments.
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In discussion it was suggested that the problem of dealing with
a further expulsion of United Kingdom passport holders would be
greatly eased if some off-shore area could be found where they could
either be settled or be lodged in reasonable conditions for long
enough to make it possible to settle them elsewhere or to admit them
to this country over a period of time under a voucher system. The
Cabinet were informed that it had not yet been possible to find a
suitable place of this kind; but the search would continue.

Changes in
Assisted Areas

CONFIDENTIAL
2. T h e Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary
f State for the Home Department (CP (72) 145), summarising the
views of the Ministerial Committee on Regional Policy and the
Environment on a proposal to upgrade the status of Edinburgh,
Leith and Portobello from an intermediate area (IA) to a develop
ment area (DA), together with the implications of such a decision
for other areas.

0

The Home Secretary said that Edinburgh had a long standing
claim to be made a DA, which had been strenuously pressed since
1970, when unemployment in the area sharply increased. In the
review of regional policy in 1971 the area of Edinburgh, Leith and
Portobello was made an IA; even so, it was an isolated pocket of
this kind, being now the only part of Great Britain north of York
shire which was not a DA. In terms of unemployment, however,
the case for upgrading Edinburgh was not conclusive: the rate of
male unemployment, at 6 - 2 per cent in November, was substantially
below the average for DAs (7-6 per cent). Moreover, if the
Edinburgh IA were upgraded, several other areas would expect
similar treatment. The Ministerial Committee had concluded that
the strongest all-round claims were those of Cardiff and Newport,
while Chesterfield, now a derelict land clearance area, would expect

to be upgraded to IA. Male unemployment in Chesterfield, at 6-4
per cent, was marginally higher than in Edinburgh; and it suffered,
in addition from being situated between two Intermediate Areas.
Cardiff and Newport, although at present showing a lower
rate of male unemployment (5-6 per cent), were facing substantial
redundancies in steel as well as a rundown in coal in the neigh
bouring Development Area. There were several other areas which
had strong claims in one or more respects; but the Committee had
taken the view that to concede all these would be merely to dilute
the benefits of assistance under the Development Area scheme and
to create fresh borderline cases. Moreover, although the Exchequer
cost of including Chesterfield in the I A was not likely to be
significant, the cost over a full year of upgrading the Edinburgh IA
to D A was tentatively estimated at £6-£7 million and of upgrading
the Cardiff and Newport I A to D A at £11-£13 million. Over the
period of the current public expenditure survey the total cost might
amount t o £50 million, which would be additional to the programme
already agreed, since the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
had confirmed that he could not find compensating savings within
his own programmes.
The Committee had considered three options—to make no
change; to upgrade the Edinburgh IA alone; or to upgrade the
Edinburgh, Cardiff and Newport IAs and make Chesterfield an IA.
The majority considered that the choice lay between making no
change and upgrading all three areas. They had not been able to
decide between these options; but they had agreed that, if changes
were to be conceded, they should be made before 1 January, 1973,
in view of the need to settle the pattern of our assisted areas before
beginning negotiations within the European Economic Community
(EEC) to determine our " c e n t r a l " and " peripheral" areas for
purposes of the E E C regional policy. They had also agreed that all
further representations must be resisted for some time to come.
In discussion it was argued that the Conservative Party in
opposition had criticised the previous Administration^ refusal to
make Edinburgh a D A in 1966 and that the area's anomalous
position had been a cause of grievance ever since. T h e force of
Edinburgh^ claim to be given D A status had been recognised in
the last two reviews of regional policy but had been passed over
because of the likely consequences for other areas. In recent
months, however, it had been vigorously pressed again. Leith in
particular, was likely to suffer in competition with other east coast
ports which were advantaged by D A benefits in relation to
operations connected with the exploitation of North Sea oil. The
situation at Cardiff and Newport had been transformed by the
threatened loss of jobs in steel. The East Moors steel works was
due to close by 1975, with a loss of 4,500 jobs; and Newport, which
ought to be a source of work for men made redundant in Ebbw
Vale, was itself faced with the loss of a further 1,500 jobs which the
mini-steelworks proposed for the area and the expansion of Port
Talbot together would hardly redress. When these decisions were
announced there would be insistent demands for the area t o be given
D A status; and, unless the change was made forthwith, the need to

adjust our regional policy to the requirements of the EEC as from
1 January, 1973, might make it impracticable to satisfy these
demands for at least a year. As regards Chesterfield, there was
strong support in the region for its inclusion in the neighbouring I A ;
and assurances had been given that its claims would be carefully
considered in the next review of assisted areas.
On the other hand there were considerable dangers in disturbing
the present pattern of regional assistance in the absence of strong
and established reasons, which none of the areas under review could
at present display. To make unjustified changes would only provoke
further claims. Moreover, the reserve for contingencies in the
current period of the public expenditure survey was fully committed;
and the additional £50 million for the proposals now in question
could not be accommodated without compensating savings. The
demands of public expenditure were already creating a formidable
borrowing programme, reflected in the current rise in interest rates,
which in turn added to the cost of industrial investment and so
militated against the interests of the assisted areas. Moreover, the
Governmenfs supporters in Parliament would deprecate additions
to public expenditure in the absence of the most pressing reasons;
and they would particularly criticise any increased use of the
Regional Employment Premium. To respond to each new claim
for regional assistance would merely dilute the effect of the Govern
menfs economic measures as a whole and would close other options
in public expenditure, particularly in the social services, which were
no less deserving. Selective assistance to the areas in question,
particularly Leith, might be provided under the terms of the Industry
Act 1972, without the need for changes in area status. So far as
the negotiations on regional policy within the EEC were concerned,
the arguable anomaly of the Edinburgh IA should not cause any
serious problem in settling the pattern of our peripheral areas; nor was
the existing pattern of assisted areas likely to be frozen indefinitely,
although it would clearly be desirable to avoid changes during the
course of negotiation.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were concerned about the implications of the proposals for
public expenditure and were not persuaded that there was an
immediate need, either on merits or in the context of our forthcoming
negotiations within the EEC, to make any of the changes in assisted
areas which had been canvassed. Moreover, they would be invited
to consider at their next meeting the problems raised by the British
Steel Corporation^ development strategy, which would involve heavy
job losses and redundancies and would particularly affect some of the
areas which they had been considering. Measures of regional
assistance would need to be reviewed in that context; and it would
be for consideration whether selective assistance under the Industry
Act, coupled with the deployment of special task forces to provide
comprehensive support for areas which suffered a particularly adverse
impact, would be preferable to more indiscriminate action of the
kind suggested in CP (72) 145.

The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the summing u p of their
discussion by the Prime Minister and agreed to take no
immediate action on the proposals canvassed in C P (72) 145.

Pay of Gas
Manual
Workers

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
said that, when the
Ministerial Committee on Counter-Inflationary Measures had dis
cussed the pay negotiations for the gas manual workers they had
had before them a letter from the Chairman of the Gas Council to
the Minister for Industry about the tactics to be adopted at the
National Joint Industrial Council (NJIC) meeting on 15 December.
The Council wished to make an offer at that meeting and to seek to
reach the best settlement they could. This would probably involve
their making, in due course, an offer of an increase of £3 a week in
basic rates, together with some concessions on shift pay and holidays.
Despite pressure by the Minister for Industry on the Chairman to
avoid entering into negotiations, his letter, which was couched in
unusually peremptory terms, made it clear that he intended to
proceed as he proposed, although it would be made plain to the
unions that any settlement reached would be subject to the standstill.
The letter relied on the fact that paragraph 18 of the White Paper
" A Programme for Controlling Inflation: The First S t a g e "
(Cmnd. 5125) conceded that pay negotiations would not be prohibited
during the standstill; and the Committee had had to admit that, since
negotiations, and indeed settlements, were being made in the private
sector for implementation after the end of the standstill, the Govern
ment would be bound not only to be criticised by the unions but
also to lose public support if it became clear that workers in the
public sector were being treated differently from those in the private
sector. Moreover, there was force in the claim that industrial
relations in the gas industry, a traditionally moderate industry,
might be permanently damaged by a complete refusal t o allow any
negotiations to take place.
On the other hand there were very powerful arguments against
allowing the Gas Council to adopt the course which they envisaged.
T h e effects could be far-reaching, and certainly would not be
confined to the gas industry. The Secretary of State for Social
Services had overcome equally severe difficulties in connection with
the pay negotiations for auxiliary workers in the National Health
Service, maintaining the firm line that no exceptions to the standstill
could be made, that no interim assurances could be given and that
negotiations would have to await the guidelines for the period after
the standstill. The union leaders concerned had accepted this view,
as had the dockers, who had also been hoping to negotiate a pay
increase; and the Secretary of State's position would therefore be
jeopardised if the Gas Council were now allowed to start nego
tiations. Moreover, if the CounciPs view prevailed, the water
industry manual workers, whose settlements followed closely those
of the gas workers, would expect to be allowed to start negotiations;

and the coalminers, the railwaymen and other groups would adopt
the same attitude.
The Committee had also agreed that an offer of about £3 a week
would be very damaging to the Governmenfs counter-inflationary
policy, since it would establish a precedent for future pay increases
which would be embarrassing in relation to the second stage of that
policy. There were already signs that a number of unions would
seek to negotiate settlements at excessively high levels before the
Government were ready to introduce the second stage; and there
were also indications that the attitude of the Gas Council was
symptomatic of a general disposition among the major nationalised
industries. The alternatives, therefore, were either to accept that
the Council should be allowed to negotiate as they wished, on the
understanding that any settlement would be subject to the policy in
operation at the end of the standstill; or to take whatever steps
were appropriate to prevent the Council from making an offer,
recognising that there was no power to take similar action with
regard to private sector negotiations. A letter to the Chairman of
the Council, which might if necessary be published, asking them not
to make any offer, might not suffice to persuade the Council to
modify their attitude; and the Law Officers had therefore been
invited to advise whether it would be possible to issue a direction
for this purpose.
In discussion there was agreement that there would be no
objection to the Gas CounciFs holding further discussions of a
general nature at the N J I C meeting on 15 December. It would be
inexpedient, however, to allow the Council at the present time to
make an offer on pay, which was not in any case due to be
implemented until 16 January, since the level of increase which they
had in mind would be likely to prejudice the Governmenfs policy
for the period after the standstill, while the Council would regard
as provocative an offer sufficiently modest to be consistent with that
policy. Any offer made by the Council would be bound to be
regarded by the public and the unions as having the approval of
the Government, who were generally held to be in effect the employer
in the public sector. To permit an offer at the level proposed would,
therefore, be taken as an indication of the attitude which the Govern
ment were likely to adopt for the second stage of the counter
inflationary policy. I n these circumstances it would not be sufficient
merely to ask the Council not to enter into negotiations, even if at
the same time the Government attempted to dissociate themselves
from the discussions. The alternatives were either to give the Council
a direction not to make a n offer at the presenftime or to send them
a letter which, while not having the same legal force as a direction,
would nevertheless convey in forthright terms the Governmenfs
expectation that the Council would comply with their wishes. Since,
however, the Council had undertaken at the previous N J I C meeting
that they would enter into positive negotiations on 15 December and
therefore felt under an obligation which they would not wish to
retract if they were not to damage industrial relations in the industry,
the Chairman had made it clear that even a letter in strong terms
would be insufficient to deter them from pursuing their preferred

course. It would therefore be wiser to issue at the outset a direction
which the Chairman had indicated that he would welcome since it
would transfer the responsibility for failure to negotiate from the
Council to the Government.
On the other hand the importance of retaining the present
support for the Governmenfs counter-inflationary policies suggested
that it would be imprudent to alienate public opinion by seeking to
prohibit negotiations which the Government had already indicated
could take place and, in particular, by appearing to discriminate
against workers in the public sector. A direction to the Gas Council
might well be regarded as victimisation of the gas manual workers,
which would be likely to increase the risk of a confrontation with the
unions; and it would also be liable to be interpreted as a further
infringement by the Government of the commercial freedom of
judgment of the nationalised industries. It would in any event be
necessary to be satisfied that any direction was both in the national
interest and of a general character and that, if it were challenged in
the Courts, the Government would be able to demonstrate that it
had not been made with a specific case in mind. The most likely
way of achieving this would be to give similar directions to all the
nationalised industries where the power to do so existed; but,
although this might have a salutary effect in some cases, it could react
adversely in, for example, the electricity industry, where other pay
negotiations which were not regarded as damaging to the counter
inflationary policy were under way. It would not in any event be
possible to give a direction in the case of the negotiations in the water
industry, where n o comparable powers existed. If it were decided
that a direction or directions should be given, it would be helpful
for these to indicate that the prohibition on negotiations would end
when the guidelines for the period after the standstill were
announced. It was difficult to believe, however, that the Chairman
of the Gas Council would not respond to a further approach from
the Government, making clear the importance of the issues at stake
and the consequences if the Council proceeded with their present
intention; and it would be wise to make an approach of this kind
before giving further consideration to the feasibility of a statutory
direction.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet were concerned about the danger that pay negotiations in
the gas industry would create a precedent for other negotiations
during the standstill, which would prejudice the Governmenfs
freedom to determine the level of pay increases during the
subsequent period and would "therefore undermine the counter
inflationary policy in advance. The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, the Secretary of State
for Employment and the Minister for Industry should, as a matter
of urgency, meet the Chairman of the Gas Council and, if
necessary, the other members of the Council, in order to impress on
them the gravity of the issues at stake and to seek to persuade them
that they should not make an offer of improvements in pay or other
conditions of service before the guidelines for the policy after the
standstill were announced. It might also be desirable to make similar

representations to the unions concerned. The Cabinet would wish
to hear a report on the outcome at their meeting on 14 December;
and in the meantime the Ministers responsible for the nationalised
industries, in consultation with the Attorney General, should give
further consideration to the advisability of using the powers of
direction, in respect both of the Gas Council alone and of all the
nationalised industries where such powers existed. The importance
of the Governmenfs being prepared for the possibility of industrial
action in support of this and other pay claims was such that, in future
cases in which pay negotiations where there was a danger of such
action were to be considered by Ministers, the Lord Privy Seal should
circulate an assessment of the likelihood of industrial action, its
possible consequences and the state of the relevant contingency
planning.
The Cabinet—
(1) Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
(2) Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry, the Secretary of State for
Employment and the Minister for Industry to seek to
persuade the Gas Council not to make any offer of
increased pay before the announcement of the guidelines
for the policy after the standstill.
(3) Invited the Lord Privy Seal to circulate a memorandum on
the state of contingency planning in all future cases of
pay negotiations involving a danger of industrial action.
(4) Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, Scotland
and Trade and Industry, and the Minister of Posts and
Telecommunications to consider further, in consultation
with the Attorney General, the advisability of issuing a
direction to the nationalised industries deferring pay
negotiations.

European
Communities
Parliamentary
Scrutiny
of Draft
Instruments
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Reference:
CM (72) 36th
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SECRET
4. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
President of the Council (CP (72) 140) about the arrangements for
Parliamentary scrutiny of draft instruments of the European
Community.
The Lord President of the Council said that it was in the
interests of the Governmenfs relations with Parliament that they
should, as a matter of principle, keep Parliament as fully informed
as possible about the development of proposals for Community
legislation before decisions were taken by the Council of Ministers.
It was uncertain whether the Parliamentary Labour Party would agree
at their meeting on the following day to the establishment of the
proposed ad hoc Select Committee to consider the most suitable
method of ensuring adequate Parliamentary scrutiny of draft
instruments of the European Communities. If, however, they did

not agree, the Government should announce that they would
unilaterally propose t o Parliament, in any event as a temporary
measure and possibly as the longer-term solution, a Standing
Committee to debate draft Community instruments after a pre
liminary appraisal by a " sifting" Select Committee.
If the
Parliamentary Labour Party agreed to co-operate in the ad hoc
Committee it might be desirable to propose the Standing Committee
and " sifting " Committee as interim arrangements during the period
before the ad hoc Committee made its recommendations. There
was no reason why the " sifting " Select Committee should not be a
joint Committee of both Houses; but there was no precedent for a
Joint Standing Committee. It would therefore be necessary to
explore whether such a Committee would be acceptable to the House
of Commons. Otherwise, separate arrangements would have to be
made in each House.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the proposals in C P (72) 140, despite the fact
that the " sifting " Committee, which would necessarily be invested
with the full powers of a Select Committee, might prove to be very
exacting in its demands on the Government. A Joint Standing
Committee of both Houses would not be practicable without the
Opposition^ agreement. If the proposed ad hoc Select Committee
were agreed by the Parliamentary Labour Party, the Opposition
should in the first instance be informed of the proposal to introduce
temporary arrangements during the period before the ad hoc
Committee had made its recommendations. If the Opposition did
not agree that the ad hoc Committee itself should be a Committee
of both Houses, it would be necessary for each House to proceed
separately with the consideration of the appropriate arrangements.
It would be preferable, in any event, not to make any announcement
of the Governmenfs proposal until after the debate on Procedure
Motions had taken place on the following Monday.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Lord President of the
Council and the Lord Privy Seal to proceed accordingly.

Designation
of British
Members of
the European
Parliament

SECRET
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
President of the Council about the designation of British members
of the European Parliament (CP (72) 139).
The Lord President of the Council said that the Treaty of
Accession to the European Communities gave the United Kingdom
a n entitlement to 36 seats in the European Parliament. Article 138.1
of the Treaty of Rome provided that the Parliament should consist
of delegates who were to be designated by the respective national
Parliaments from among their members in accordance with the
procedure laid down by each member State. If the Opposition

agreed to send delegates, the distribution of places, on a basis of
Party membership in the House of Commons, would be 18
Conservative, 17 Labour and 1 Liberal. The Conservative delegation
should preferably be composed of 12 Members of the House of
Commons and 6 Peers. The Parliamentary Labour Party, however,
would probably decide at their meeting on the following day not to
send Opposition delegates; and the Government would need to
decide whether or not these places should be filled. F r o m the point
of view of our position in Europe it might be preferable not to leave
these places totally unfilled; and the Government could designate
either Labour Members and Peers who were willing to accept
nomination or additional Conservatives, Liberals and Crossbench
Peers. On the other hand, it would be invidious to intervene in the
Labour Party's internal affairs; and visible empty places might
encourage the Labour Party to adopt a co-operative attitude towards
Europe rather earlier than they might otherwise have done. On
balance, therefore, it might be wiser for the Government not to seek
to fill these places. The Liberal Party, however, had asked for 3
places; and in view of their consistently co-operative attitude towards
our accession to the Communities, it might be desirable to grant them
2 places, on the understanding that the extra place might have to be
forgone as soon as the Labour Party agreed to send delegates. In
addition, a suitable Crossbench Peer might appropriately be
designated to fill one of the empty places on the same basis. It was
desirable that the designation of the British members should be
effected by a Resolution of each House of Parliament.
The
Resolutions would be debatable and would have to be adopted before
the Christmas Recess.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the proposals in CP (72) 139. There was
probably no legal obligation to designate the full number of dele
gates; and consultations with senior officials of the Bureau of the
European Parliament, the Secretariat of the Council of Ministers
and the European Commission had confirmed that no action was
likely to be taken by any of these institutions if we did not designate
the full number at the outset. The proposed Resolutions should be
tabled in each House as soon as practicable after the Parliamentary
Labour Party had announced their decision. Amendments to the
Resolutions could be tabled by backbenchers; and in the circum
stances it would not be practicable for the Government to oppose
the designation of additional members by way of such amendments,
provided that the requisite number from each House was not
exceeded.
y

The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Lord President of the
Council and the Lord Privy Seal to proceed accordingly.
Cabinet Office,
12 December,
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Parliamentary
Affairs
Retirement
Pensioners
(Protection of
Christmas
Bonus)—
Ten Minute
Rule Bill

CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the following week.
The Cabinet were informed that Mrs. Barbara Castle, M P ,
intended to seek permission under the Ten Minute Rule to introduce,
on 19 December, a Bill providing for equivalent payments to be
made to all retirement pensioners who were disqualified from
receiving payments under the Pensioners and Family Income Supple
ments Payments Act 1972 solely by reason of their non-entitlement
to payment of a qualifying benefit. The Bill, which would be likely
to attract public sympathy, would affect only about 7,000 people—i.e.
those whose earnings during the relevant week had been sufficient
to disqualify them from receiving retirement benefit. If the Govern
ment opposed the Motion they would risk losing a good deal of the
credit which they had acquired by their decision to make the special
£10 payment to retirement pensioners; but acceptance of the Motion
would inevitably lead to the reopening of the cases of other, often
more numerous, classes of individuals who, under the terms of the
Act, were not entitled to the special payment.
The Cabinet—
1. Invited the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for Social Services and the
other Ministers principally concerned, to consider the
attitude to be adopted by the Government to the projected
addition to those who would benefit under the Pensioners
and Family Income Supplements Payments Act 1972.

European
Communities:
Parliamentary
Scrutiny Of
Draft
Instruments
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 57th
Conclusions,
Minute 4

The Cabinet were informed that the Opposition were not
prepared to agree to the appointment of a joint ad hoc Select Com
mittee of both Houses of Parliament in order to consider the arrange
ments for the scrutiny of draft instruments of the European
Community and that discussions about the appointment of a separate
Select Committee in the House of Lords had accordingly been put
in hand.

Designation
of British
Members of
the European
Parliament

The Cabinet were also informed that a formal request had now
been received from the Crossbench Peers for one of their number
to be included in the United Kingdom delegation to the European
Parliament.

Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 57th
Conclusions,
Minute 5

/

The Cabinet
2.

Agreed that a Crossbench Peer might be included in the
United Kingdom delegation to the European Parliament
on the understanding that this place might have to be
vacated if the Labour Party reversed their decision not
to participate in the delegation.

Northern
Ireland
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 48th
Conclusions
Minute 3

Oversea
Affairs
Uganda
Previous

Reference:
C M (72) 51st
Conclusions,
Minute 2

The Cabinet took note that a statement would be made in the
House of Commons that afternoon, appointing 8 March, 1973, as the
date for the plebiscite in Northern Ireland about the Border.

SECRET
2 . The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary informed the
Cabinet that the President of Uganda, General Amin, had stated
that on Monday 18 December he would announce important decisions
about the British community in Uganda. No indication was yet
available about the scope and nature of these decisions or their
implications for the future of the British community. They might,
however, extend as far as expulsion; and, although our preparations
were as complete as circumstances permitted, it might be necessary
for Ministers to take urgent decisions in the following week in the
light of the announcement.
The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Foreign and Common
wealth Secretary.

Industrial
Affairs
The Case of
Mr. James
Goad
Previous
Reference:

C M (72) 56th
Conclusions,
Minute 3

CONFIDENTIAL
3. The Secretary of State for Employment said that branches
of the Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers, in particular
those in the N o r t h West of England and in North and East London,
had decided to hold one-day strikes in protest against the further
£50,000 fine imposed on the union by the National Industrial
Relations Court because of the union's renewed failure to attend
the C o u r f s hearings in the case concerning Mr. James Goad. The
members of the union employed by the Lucas Group at their factories
j the Midlands, however, had voted against industrial action; and
those who had gone on strike at the Sudbury factory, where Mr.
Goad had been employed, had that morning voted to return to work.
While the union's refusal to attend the Court was indefensible the
merits of Mr. Goad's case were not wholly clear-cut.
n

The C a b i n e t Took note of the statement by the Secretary of State for
Employment.

4. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that, together with
the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, the Secretary of State
for Employment and the Minister for Industry, he h a d discussed
with Mr. Hetherington, the Chairman of the Gas Council, the
attitude to be adopted by the Council towards the request by the
unions representing the gas manual workers that negotiations on their
pay claim should now go forward. Mr. Hetherington had appreciated
the Governmenfs concern that the Council should make n o offer
to the unions before the guidelines for the second stage of the Govern
ment's counter-inflationary policy were available; and he had been
willing to co-operate to this end, provided that he received from the
Government an appropriate letter which he could show to the unions
in justification. It had been agreed with Mr. Hetherington that a letter
of this kind would be preferable to a formal direction to the Council
not to negotiate, since the latter might create a false impression of
the relationship between the Government and the Council. Mr.
Hetherington, however, had expressed the not unreasonable hope
that, even though the Council could not negotiate on pay, they might
be allowed to negotiate on other aspects of the union's claim, i.e.
redundancy, holidays, improved shift allowance and shorter hours.
In these circumstances it was proposed that the Minister for
Industry should send Mr. Hetherington two letters. The first, which
would be intended for publication, would make clear the Govern
ment's view that, until such time as guidelines were announced,
negotiations, whether in the public or the private sector, should not be
carried to the point at which offers of improved remuneration were
made. The second, which would be a personal letter not for publica
tion, would emphasise that under the standstill provisions remunera
tion included not only pay but also other improvements in the terms
and conditions of employment; and, while indicating that there would
be n o objection to the Councils negotiating on the items other than
pay, it would specify that any agreement reached on these items
must also be subject to the policy for the period after the standstill
and that the eventual offer on pay might therefore have to be reduced
in order to accommodate the total settlement within the limits of that
policy. It would also be desirable, in order to avoid any possible
misunderstanding, that in the confidential letter the Minister should
make clear the Governmenfs expectations about the timing of the
announcement of the guidelines for the policy after the standstill,
which had been discussed at the meeting with Mr. Hetherington.
While the letter might confirm that the Government hoped to
announce the guidelines by the time when Parliament reassembled
on 22 January, it should make clear that there could be n o guarantee
that this target could be met.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet noted with satisfaction that it would not be necessary to
issue a direction to the Gas Council not to negotiate on pay. This
was particularly important in the light of the further advice from the
Law Officers confirming their view that in the circumstances envisaged
a direction to the Gas Council alone would not be valid and might

be successfully challenged in the courts, although this risk would be
reduced if similar directions were given to all the nationalised
industries where there was power to do so. This advice must, of
course, be accepted. But it constituted a degree of restraint on the
Governmenfs power to determine the policies to be followed by the
nationalised industries which it was doubtful if Parliament h a d
intended; and the matter might need further consideration if a
similar case arose in future. Meanwhile, the Cabinet agreed that
the Minister for Industry should send the Chairman of the G a s
Council letters on the lines which they had approved. It might be
advisable to avoid any reference to a specific " requirement", which
might be open to challenge when the contents of the letter which was
not confidential were made public.
The Cabinet—
1.
2.

Public
Expenditure
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 52nd
Conclusions,
Minute 6

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
Invited the Minister for Industry to send letters to the Chair
man of the Gas Council on the lines agreed in their
discussion.

SECRET
5. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer (CP (72) 147), to which was attached a draft of the
1972 White Paper on Public Expenditure to 1976-77.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the public expend
iture programmes set out in the draft White Paper were rising faster,
and from a higher base, than those shown in the White Paper for
1971. Part I of the White Paper had been prepared with this con
sideration in mind. It followed precedent in measuring increases in
the programmes from the current year; and, because the level of the
current year was high, the rate of increase over the five-year period
to 1976-77 was reduced by comparison with the period from 1971-72
to 1976-77, on which the Cabinet had concentrated in their own dis
cussions. In straight expenditure terms, the average rate of increase
for the period between 1972-73 and 1976-77 was shown as 2-5 per
cent; the rate of increase in demand terms was given as 3 per cent,
if account was taken of the counter-cyclical additions to public
expenditure in 1972-73, and as 3-4 per cent without them (paragraph
12).
The Select Committee on Expenditure had recommended that
the White Paper should include a medium-term economic assessment;
and a number of the Governmenfs supporters in Parliament had
strongly advocated this. Moreover, it would be necessary to provide
information of this kind to the European Economic Community; and
he had therefore decided to include a new table (table 1.2), illustrating
two possible growth rates of the economy, at 3 - 5 per cent and 5 per
cent which the National Economic Development Council h a d earlier
accepted as appropriate. This was some way short of a full assess
ment; but the use of two illustrative rates should help t o avoid

criticism that the Government refused to contemplate the possibility
that a 5 per cent rate of growth might prove to be too high and
should demonstrate that even on the lower growth assumption their
plans for public expenditure were consistent with prudent manage
ment and that they were pursuing a cautious policy until it should
become apparent that a higher level of resources was clearly going
to be available.
It was proposed that the White Paper should be published on
19 December.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet noted that the matters Outstanding from the previous
discussion had been resolved and that total public expenditure now
conformed with the limits which they had laid down in July. It
would be important to ensure the most favourable public presenta
tion of the White Paper, with particular emphasis on the social and
economic benefits to be derived from the very considerable outlay
involved.
The Cabinet—
Approved the publication, on 19 December, of the 1972
White Paper on Public Expenditure.

Legislative
Programme
1972-73
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 52nd
Conclusions,
Minute 1

SECRET
6. The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the legislative
programme for the 1972-73 Session. They had before them a
memorandum by the Lord President of the Council (CP (72) 149).
The Lord President of the Council said that the Cabinet had
accepted in principle that some reduction in the legislative programme
must be secured. The Annex to CP (72) 149 indicated the Bills which
Departmental Ministers still wished to introduce in the current
Session, distinguishing between those which probably could not be
deferred and those which should now be considered for deferment.
Measures to deal with inflation and Northern Ireland, together with
the Finance and Consolidated F u n d Bills, must be given first priority
in the remainder of the Session; and these, together with the legisla
tion already introduced, would make heavy demands on the available
legislative time. It would not be possible to accommodate all the
other Bills except at the expense of another Session at least as
onerous as the fast two Sessions and possibly even more so. Recesses
would again have to be shortened; important Government business
would once more have to be taken after 10 o'clock; and many
reasonable and strongly-supported requests for debates on important
subjects would have tq be refused. The Government would be
severely criticised if they inflicted on Parliament a wholly unreason
able burden of legislation; and, unless they lightened the programme,
the Bills to which they must give priority would be jeopardised. Four
major Bills had not yet been introduced, namely, Training and
Employment,
Water Reorganisation,
Local Government
and

Insurance.
In consultation with the Chief Whip he had regretfully
concluded that two of these Bills should be deferred. Although there
was a case for introducing a short money Bill on the Channel Tunnel
in July, it would be practicable to defer this until after the Summer
Recess and, possibly, until the next Session. As regards the proposed
legislation on Unoccupied Office Properties action was admittedly
required in order to deal with the problem of Centre Point; but some
method not involving legislation should be found, if possible.
Whether or not the Spot-the-Ball Bill would be needed must depend
on the decision now awaited from the House of Lords in the relevant
appeal.
Until recommendations had been received from the
Speakers Conference on Electoral Law it would not be known
whether the Bill on Electoral Registration would be required. As
regards the three Scottish Bills, it had already been agreed that the
Lord High Commissioner
(Church of Scotland) Bill should be
deferred, at least for the time being; but, provided that the Second
Reading of the other two Bills could be taken in the Scottish Grand
Committee, there need be no objection to their proceeding. It was
to be hoped that it would be possible to defer the Bill to make amend
ments to United Kingdom legislation consequential
on changes
in Northern Ireland law.
In discussion, there was general agreement that the Bill on
Training and Employment
should not be deferred. Its drafting,
however, should be completed urgently, in order that it might be
introduced shortly after the Christmas Recess. It was for considera
tion whether, pending the enactment of legislation on Insurance h\
a later Session, adequate administrative steps could be taken to
prevent the bankruptcy of further insurance companies. On the other
hand, the collapse of the Vehicle and General Insurance Company
had made a very serious impact on public opinion; and, if another
large insurance company were compelled to cease operations, the
Government would incur severe criticism for having failed t o take
urgent action to remedy the existing deficiencies in the law while the
standing of the Department of Trade and Industry would be seriously
impaired. While the Bill might be introduced in the House of Lords,
this would not reduce the requirement for time in the House of
Commons; and it might prove impossible to secure the passage of
the Bill in the latter House in addition to all the other legislation
which would be before it at the relevant time. In order to render
the Bill on Water Reorganisation less controversial and to meet the
objections of local authorities it was not now proposed to absorb
the undertaking of the British Waterways Board in the new organisa
tion; and it was envisaged that local authorities should be given a
majority of the seats on the Regional Water Authorities. These
changes, however, might be criticised as substantially altering the
character of the reorganisation; and it would therefore be necessary
for the H o m e and Social Affairs Committee to consider them in more
detail as a matter of urgency. Even if these changes were made,
however, the Bill would be liable to have little political attraction;
and substantial problems would remain in connection with the treat
ment of land drainage. On the other hand the reorganisation would
be essential sooner or later; and in terms of administrative efficiency

SECRET

9

it would be preferable to enact the Bill in the current Session rather
than in the following one. The Bill on Local Government would
comprise a number of measures which would benefit ratepayers;
but it could probably be deferred until the following Session, provided
that it was then enacted in time for the relevant provisions to take
effect when the local government reorganisation came into operation
in April 1974. In the meantime, consideration was being given to
the possibility of introducing substantial changes in the financing of
local authorities and of relieving the burden of their expenditure.
The legislation on Unoccupied Office Properties would be neces
sary unless a satisfactory means could be found to deal with vacant
large office properties such as Centre Point. While any Bill on this
subject would be highly controversial and thus add substantially to
the burden of legislation, the Government had undertaken a firm
commitment to satisfy the criticism evoked by such properties; and
action was now urgently needed to discharge this commitment. A
single clause money Bill on the Channel Tunnel would be needed
by November if we were to comply with the terms of the relevant
agreements. The Speakers Conference on Electoral Law had not
yet been established because the Opposition had, so far failed to
nominate individuals to serve as members. This delay was a matter
of serious concern. The provisions of the Salmon and Freshwater
Fisheries (Scotland) Bill would not necessarily be certified by the
Speaker to relate exclusively to Scotland; and, since the Bill might
accordingly not be referred to the Scottish Standing Committee,
it was not now proposed to proceed with it in the current Session.
It was not yet known whether a Bill would be required to make
changes in United Kingdom legislation consequential on changes in
Northern Ireland law.
In further discussion considerable concern was expressed that it
would not be practicable to secure the passage of all the legislation
which was contemplated. On the other hand much would depend
upon the extent to which the Government could enlist the ready
support of their backbenchers and the Opposition continued to be
divided. It would therefore be necessary to keep the progress of the
programme Under close review.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet recognised that, if some reductions in the legislative pro
gramme were not made, the Government would be likely to incur
criticism for imposing so unreasonable a burden of legislation on
Parliament. The full support of Government backbenchers would
be needed if the passage of all the proposed Bills was to be secured.
It was very desirable that the Bills on Training' and Employment and
Insurance should be introduced in the current Session. The prepara
tion of the former Bill must now be completed as a matter of urgency.
It might be convenient to introduce the latter Bill in the House of
Lords in order to avoid delay to the Bill dealing with the second
stage of the Governmenfs counter-inflationary policies. There were
also strong administrative reasons for introducing the Bill on Water
Reorganisation
this Session; and, subject to the approval of the
modified proposals by the Home and Social Affairs Committee and
to consideration of the Bill by the Legislation Committee, it should

be introduced before the Christmas Recess. While the Local Govern
ment Bill might be deferred until the following Session, it would be
necessary for it to be enacted in time for a number of the changes
for which it would provide to be brought into effect at the same
time as the reorganisation of local government in April 1974. The
question whether this Bill should be deferred should accordingly
be reviewed in a few months' time. Action must be taken as a
matter of urgency to ensure that large office properties such as
Centre Point did not continue to remain unoccupied; and, if the
problem could not be dealt with satisfactorily by any other method,
it might be necessary to introduce legislation to give effect to the
undertakings which had been publicly given by the Government.
Further consideration should be given to the arrangements to
be made in Parliament for consideration both of the Channel Tunnel
project and of the necessary legislative provisions, bearing in mind
the terms of the agreements into which the Government had entered.
Whether legislation would be needed on Electoral Registration would
not be known until recommendations had been received from the
S p e a k e r s Conference on Electoral L a w ; and it was a matter of
considerable concern that the Opposition had so far failed to nomi
nate individuals to serve as members of the Conference. It would
be necessary to ensure that the public understood where responsibilty
for the delay in proceeding with the Conference lay. Further con
sideration should be given to the need for the proposed Bill to make
changes in United Kingdom legislation consequential on changes in
Northern Ireland law.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion.
2. Agreed that the Bills on Training and Employment
and
Insurance should be completed urgently and introduced
at the earliest possible date.
3. Agreed that, subject to the Home and Social Affairs Com
mittee's endorsement of the proposed policy changes and
the Legislation Committee's approval of the draft Bill,
the legislation on Water Reorganisation should be intro
duced before the Christmas Recess.
4.

5.

6.

Agreed to review at the end of February the question
whether the Local Government Bill should be deferred to
the following Session.
Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, in con
sultation with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Home
Secretary and the Lord President of the Council, to give
urgent consideration to the action which should be taken
to discharge the Governmenfs commitment in relation
to unoccupied office properties and to report their conclu
sions to the Prime Minister at an early date.
Invited the Lord President of the Council, in consultation
with the Secretary of State for the Environment, the
Lord Privy Seal, the Parliamentary Secretary, Treasury,
and the Captain, Gentlemen-at-Arms, to consider the

arrangements to be made for consideration in Parliament
both of the Channel Tunnel project and of the relevant
legislative provisions.
Invited the Lord President of the Council to arrange with
the Opposition for the names of the individuals to serve
as members of the Speakers Conference on Electoral
Law to be provided forthwith, in order that the Confer
ence should be enabled to proceed urgently to consider
the matters referred to it.
Invited the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland to give
further consideration to the question whether a Bill to
make changes in United Kingdom legislation consequen
tial on changes in Northern Ireland law was required.
Took note that the proposed Salmon and
Freshwater
Fisheries (Scotland) Bill would not be required in the
current Session.

Heavy Lorries
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 53rd
Conclusions,
Minute 2

CONFIDENTIAL
7. The Cabinet had before them a Note by the Secretary of
State for the Environment (CP (72) 151) to which was annexed a
memorandum by the Minister for Transport Industries, describing
the current position in the European negotiations on lorry weights.
The Minister for Transport Industries said that he believed it
unlikely that the European Community would attempt to force
through a decision on the weights and dimensions of commercial
vehicles based on the common orientation reached earlier in the
year. Bilateral contacts indicated that the only pressure for a
decision came from the French Government; and it seemed that
even they might now accept that this subject could not be settled
before the Community was enlarged by our accession on 1 January,
1973. We should need to examine the possibilities of a compromise
solution during 1973; but we should avoid undue haste in taking an
initiative for this purpose. The Community position in recent dis
cussions had rested largely on the common orientation. But Once
additional members had acceded this orientation would no longer
be valid and the existing members would probably modify their
positions. The prospects of a compromise which we could accept
would then be improved.
In discussion it was suggested that, although deferment of the
decision appeared to be the most likely^ outcome of the further
meeting of the Council of Ministers to be held in Brussels on 18 and
19 December, we might be faced with a situation in which, as a result
of French pressure, the Community either adopted a settlement
on the lines of the present proposals or sought our agreement to
some compromise. Both these possibilities would cause us con
siderable difficulty. It would be almost impossible to defend any
compromise solution so soon after the recent Parliamentary debate
in which the Community's attitude had been so sharply criticised;
and, if the Six forced through the present draft directive in the face

of our known opposition, we should have to maintain that we could
not regard ourselves as bound by it. For the longer term, despite
the advantages of securing a considerable period of deferment, it
would be advisable to avoid a situation in which the settlement on
heavy lorries might become involved with all the other issues which
would fall to be settled by the end of the following year.
The Prime Minister, summing u p the discussion, said that the
Cabinet agreed that we should continue to seek to have the decision
deferred until after our entry into the Community. But it was clear
that the French authorities were at present insisting on securing an
immediate decision; and the other members might weaken under
this pressure. The Minister for Transport Industries should therefore
indicate at the meeting of the Council of Ministers on 18 and 19
December that, although we could pot accept an unfavourable
decision before our accession, we would be prepared to negotiate
constructively about the matter in 1973 with the aim of settling it
within six months. The Cabinet would wish to consider at a later
date the details of the arrangement which we might then be able to
negotiate, bearing in mind the attitude of our Community partners
and the presentational difficulties in this country.
The Cabinet—
1. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
up of their discussion and invited the Minister for Trans
port Industries, in his discussions with Community repre
sentatives on 18 and 19 December, to be guided accord
ingly.
2. Invited the Secretary of State for the Environment, on the
assumption that the Community decision was deferred
until after United Kingdom accession, to give further
consideration to a possible solution and t o circulate
proposals at the appropriate point.
European
Community:
Negotiations
in Brussels

The Prime Minister reminded the Cabinet that a large number
of important subjects would be under discussion at the combined
Council Meetings of the European Community in Brussels on 18
and 19 December. These included not only lorries and similar
subjects, where the Community was trying to press business to
completion, but also negotiations on agricultural transition which
were now at a critical stage on the issues of New Zealand dairy
products, sugar, and the arrangements for pigmeat, eggs and poultry.
Ministers should have in mind the need for their Departments to
keep in close touch with developments in Brussels in. these last days
before our accession to the Community. We must be ready to take
prompt decisions when necessary; and efficient interdepartmental
co-ordination would be particularly important.
The C a b i n e t 
3. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers statement.

Civil Liability
and
Compensation
for Personal
Injury
Proposed
Royal
Commission
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 53rd
Conclusions,
Minute 4

8. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord
Chancellor (CP (72) 146), to which was annexed a draft statement
about the terms of reference and composition of the Royal Commis
sion which the Cabinet had decided should be established to consider
the basis of liability for personal injury.
The Lord Chancellor said that a meeting of the Ministers
principally concerned had decided to recommend a change in the
draft terms of reference previously considered by the Cabinet (Annex
to CP (72) 129). This would make it clear that the Royal Commission
would be required to consider not only in what circumstances and
by what means compensation should be payable in respect of death
or personal injury but also the prior question whether compensation
should be payable at all. As regards the composition of the Royal
Commission, the Ministers considered that Lord Pearson would be
a very suitable Chairman. It had been ascertained informally that
he would be willing to undertake the task if invited to do so; and it
was accordingly suggested that his name should be announced as
part of the statement that a Royal Commission was to be established.
The meeting of Ministers had also agreed the terms of the draft
statement which was before the Cabinet. The draft omitted any
reference to the Governmenfs reservations about a possible State
insurance scheme on the grounds that this matter could most effec
tively be dealt with in reply to supplementary Questions. It was
proposed that the statement should be made before Parliament rose
for the Christmas Recess.
In discussion there was general agreement with these proposals.
The outcome of the Royal Commission might prove to be expensive
and embarrassing. But an inquiry into the issues involved was
inevitable at some point; and on balance it would be politically
preferable to institute it without further delay. It would be impor
tant, however, to arrange appropriate publicity for the announce
ment and, in particular, to emphasise that the Government were not
committed in advance either to the payment of compensation in any
of the circumstances referred to in the terms of reference or to a
scheme of State insurance.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the terms of reference now proposed. They
also agreed that Lord Pearson would be a suitable Chairman and that
his appointment should be announced at the same time as the
decision to establish the Royal Commission. The terms of the draft
statement were acceptable, subject to a drafting point which the
Secretary of State for Social Services should discuss with the Lord
Chancellor. The statement should be made on Tuesday 19 December
by himself in the House of Commons and by the Lord Chancellor in
the House of Lords. The publicity arrangements should be discussed
between the Lord Chancellor and the Home Secretary.
The C a b i n e t 
1. Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.
2. Invited the Lord Chancellor and the Home Secretary to
proceed accordingly.

Defaults on
the Housing
Finance Acts
Previous
Reference:
CM (72) 54th
Conclusions,
Minute 7

CONFIDENTIAL
9. The Cabinet had before them memoranda by the Secretary
of State for Scotland (CP (72) 148) and the Secretary of State for
the Environment (CP (72) 154) about the action to be taken against
local authorities who were failing to implement the provisions of the
Housing Finance Acts.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that opposition in
Scotland was crumbling. The number of authorities in default
was now only 14. Others would probably comply shortly; and it
seemed likely in the end only two minor authorities would persist
in their refusal to implement the Act. Glasgow Corporation had
voted to continue defiance; and he proposed that the Lord Advocate
should apply to the Court of Session on his behalf for an Order
requiring the specific performance of the steps specified in the
default Order which had recently been made. He had ascertained
informally, however, that the Corporation would comply with an
Order of the Court; and he therefore intended to ask the Lord
Advocate to adopt the most rapid procedure available by applying
for an interim Order.
The Secretary of State for the Environment said that at Clay
Cross the District Auditor h a d adjourned his hearing until 4 January
1973 and that at Conisbrough the Council might resolve to implement
the Act at their next meeting. The most serious difficulty was
presented by Camden, where the Council had recently resolved not
to comply with the default Order. The Labour majority group
on the Council, however, was very evenly divided; and nearly half
its members had abstained from voting. In these circumstances
strong action afforded the best prospect of persuading the Council to
comply; and he therefore proposed to inform them that he intended
to stop their entitlement to subsidies under the Housing Finance
Act for 1972-73 and, if their default continued, for 1973-74. The
Council would be allowed 21 days in which to make representations.
He would also ask the Council to repay some £700,000 (equivalent to
a 2p rate) which had been paid in June 1972 as an advance payment
of subsidies due under the Act.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that two Housing Com
missioners had now been appointed in Wales, as had been agreed
by the Cabinet, and that matters were proceeding smoothly.
In discussion there was agreement that strong action was neces
sary as the most likely method of securing compliance by Camden.
There was some danger, however, that, if too drastic measures were
adopted, public opinion might support the Council against the
Government and that the prospect of ending the default would
therefore be reduced.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet agreed generally with the proposals by the Secretaries
of State for the Environment and for Scotland. The action taken
against Camden, however, should not be so drastic as to risk provok
ing a serious public reaction in the CounciTs favour. The Secretary
of State should therefore inform the Council of his intention to

withhold subsidy for 1972-73 and, if necessary, for 1973-74, allowing
them due time in which to make representations; but it would be
preferable not at this stage to seek the refund of the advance pay
ment already made.
The C a b i n e t Took note, with approval, of the Prime Ministers summing
u p of their discussion.

Non-Industrial
Civil Service
Manpower
Previous
Reference:
C M (72) 40th
Conclusions,
Minute 8

CONFIDENTIAL
10. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Lord Privy
Seal (CP (72) 150) about Civil Service manpower.
The Lord Privy Seal said that, in accordance with the Cabinefs
decision at their meeting on 8 August, the Parliamentary Secretary,
Civil Service Department, had discussed with designated Ministers
in each Department possible means of reducing forecast staff require
ments for each Department by 1 per cent a year. As a result,
forecast total requirements for industrial and non-industrial civil
servants at 1 April, 1973, had been reduced by nearly 5,000, and at
1 April, 1974, by over 11,000, equivalent to financial savings in a full
year of about £9 million and £20 million respectively. Although
this would imply that total numbers at 1 April, 1974, would be 15,000
higher than in July 1970, and might therefore attract some criticism
when the figures became known, he intended to approve the 1973-74
Estimates on this basis. It was important that Ministers given
responsibility in Departments for seeking staff savings should have
a continuing responsibility in this field, regularly scrutinising demands
for staff increases and seeking reductions wherever possible, and that
they should be involved in the formative stages of policy-making
which had significant manpower implications. The Parliamentary
Secretary, Civil Service Department, would continue to keep closely
in touch with them. H e himself was proceeding with the programme
of manpower reviews approved by the Cabinet at their meeting on
16 March and hoped soon to settle which two or three Departments
should be reviewed after the Scottish Office.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Cabinet approved the proposals. The success which had been
achieved in checking the rate of growth of Civil Service manpower
showed the value of giving junior Ministers greater responsibility
for specific fields of work; and the measures which were now in hand
or proposed should be pressed forward vigorously.

British Steel
Corporation
Development
Strategy

11. The Cabinet considered a memorandum by the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry (CP (72) 152), to which was attached a
memorandum by the Minister for Industry about the development
strategy of the British Steel Corporation (BSC) to the early 1980s.
They also had before them a Note by the Secretary of State for
Employment (CP (72) 155) on the implications of this strategy for
manning and employment.
The Prime Minister said that the Ministerial Committee on
Economic Strategy had recently discussed the B S C s development
strategy, which involved difficult questions of industrial, regional
and social policy in areas which already suffered from high rates
of male unemployment. The proposal to concentrate on five major
works would mean scrapping modern equipment elsewhere, dispers
ing skilled manpower and dissipating traditions of good industrial
relations in favour of some areas with a less impressive record.
These considerations had led the Committee to propose that the
Chairman and certain members of the Board of BSC should make
an oral presentation of their strategy to the Ministers directly
concerned on the following day, in order that, when the Cabinet
resumed their discussion, they might be more fully informed about
the rationale of the B S C s proposals. Meanwhile, the Cabinet might
usefully have a preliminary discussion of the main features of those
proposals. The Government were being pressed to make a statement
on the subject before the Recess; but it would be unwise to take
premature decisions, on that account alone, on issues Of such major
importance.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry said that, in the
light of past events, there could be legitimate doubts about the
realism of the B S C s development strategy. But extended discussions
with the Board had established that all its members were not only
well aware of these doubts but had also satisfied themselves that
their proposals could be defended against any criticisms which were
likely to be expressed at the presentation on the following day.
The B S C s strategy should be seen in the context of the nation's
industrial position and prospects. Between 1964 and 1970 the
investment programmes of all our major competitors in terms of
steel had increased more rapidly, in relative terms, than our o w n ;
and in the last two years this trend had probably accelerated. If
it continued, our industrial base would be heavily outmatched by
that of France and the Federal German Republic. In France, steel
output was expected to reach a level by 1975 which we were not
planning to attain until the mid-1980s. A major factor in the develop
ment of the steel industry was the reduction in costs which could
be achieved by the transport of ore in bulk carriers to deep water
coastal sites, of a kind being intensively exploited in France and
Japan. Inland works were bound to suffer in competition; it had
been estimated, for example, that the cost of producing steel at
Shotton, even when modernised, would still be £4 per tonne higher
than at Port Talbot.
Moreover, the Governmenfs decisions must
be related to our forthcoming membership of the European Coal

and Steel Community (ECSC), whose rules did not allow the industry
to be subsidised. If the industry became uncompetitive, therefore,
the loss of jobs would be even greater than under the B S C s proposals.
Even so, it must be recognised that the Corporation^ strategy neces
sarily depended on assumptions about world prices which might
be falsified; and there were therefore risks in proceeding quite as
rapidly as they would like. There was little doubt of the eventual
need for a modern complex of the kind proposed for Teesside. But
the wisdom of commissioning it immediately had been questioned;
and the Government could guard against the risks of over-develop^
ment by keeping control of the timing both of this project and of the
proposed expansion of Port Talbot a n d establishing year by year
whether circumstances justified an advance to the next stage.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he recognised the
need to modernise the steel industry; and it was notable that at
Hunterston Scotland could offer the only berth in Europe which
would accommodate, without dredging and in proximity to a level
site, ore carriers of half a million tons. But the B S C s proposals
envisaged the closure or under-use of a substantial amount of modern
finishing capacity in Scotland; and it would therefore be preferable
to increase the proposed production of liquid steel in Scotland by
1-1^ million tonnes a year, partly by expanding production at
Ravenscraig more quickly than was envisaged and partly by replacing
the proposed small electric arc steel works by a larger works based
on the reduction of iron ore and by keeping two existing rolling
mills in production. Otherwise, the range of products would be
greatly reduced; and under the ECSC " basing-point " price system,
users of steel in Scotland would incur higher charges.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that the B S C s strategy
did not take sufficient account of the social problems which it would
create. Wales was more dependent on steel than any other part of
the United Kingdom; 11 per cent of the male workforce was
employed in the steel industry. The B S C s proposals would entail
a loss of 17,000-18,000 jobs including 4,500 at Ebbw Vale, 6,500 at
Shotton and 4,000 at Cardiff. The life of such localities would be
devastated. Without prejudice to the case for modernising the steel
industry, the B S C s estimates had consistently been shown to be
optimistic; and when they had been asked to justify the assumptions
underlying their strategy they had failed to do so. The expansion
of productive capacity in France and Japan must inevitably give
rise to considerable doubts about the potential for exports of British
steel. In the light of the consequences of over-capacity in the longer,
term the case for a new complex on Teesside had not been made out;
and it would be preferable to proceed with modernising the five
" heritage " works, as well as Shotton.
In discussion the need to modernise the steel industry was
endorsed in principle and it was accepted that steel technology had
made such rapid progress that even comparatively modern works,
such as Shotton or Cleveland, would soon become outdated. But
it was more difficult to assess the extent, siting and timing of the
necessary expansion. If the Corporation^ present estimate of demand

was once again too high and the industry was compelled to operate
at less than full capacity in the competitive climate of the ECSC,
wholesale closures of the older plants would become inevitable.
In this connection it was very relevant that the B S C s assumptions
about profitability were based on the most optimistic view of prices
for steel, levels of turnover and of exports and costs of production.
On the basis of more realistic assumptions the proposed Teesside
complex showed a negative return, in net present value terms, of
between £250 million and £500 million. The Corporation should
therefore be pressed to justify their own assumptions at the forth
coming presentation. Even so, the risks entailed by a programme
of modernisation and expansion could be argued to be outweighed
by the danger that, if such a programme was not commissioned
without further delay, the industry would be condemned to inexorable
decline. Resources would be better spent in producing an industry
capable of competing in world markets than in supporting an industry
in progressive decay.
In further discussion it was suggested that there was a risk of
excess world capacity in the manufacture of crude steel and that
there was therefore a case for placing greater reliance on imports
of crude steel and concentrating the manufacturing capacity in this
country on processing. This would improve profitability and would
diminish the need for capital investment, although it would have an
adverse effect on the balance of payments and might put the industry
at a disadvantage in competition with foreign plants which both
made and processed steel. The economic advantages of coastal sites
for new complexes should also be weighed against the social costs
of abandoning existing works inland. In particular, the phasing of
the Teesside complex must be considered in relation to its effect
on other parts of the North East; an immediate announcement of
the construction of a new plant which could not be completed for
five or six years would give rise to widespread dismay in the areas
likely to be affected by closures. Moreover, experience in the admin
istration of regional policy had shown the danger of an assumption
that industry which had disappeared from an area could readily be
replaced; and there was already a marked tendency for any new
jobs in the areas which would be most affected under the proposed
strategy to be taken by women rather than by men. The scale of
change and closures envisaged in the B S C s strategy entailed not
only economic but also social risks; and the Government must be
on their guard against exposing a flank in these areas to subversive
elements as well as to their political opponents.
The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that the
Cabinet had had a useful exchange of views. They recognised that
in the face of competition from our partners in the ECSC there were
compelling reasons for the British steel industry to be modernised;
and the fact that other countries were already heavily committed to
increased investment was not in itself an argument that we should
draw back. When the annual output of a single Japanese company
was already 35 million tonnes, alternative strategies producing 33
million or 36 million tonnes in the 1980s must be seen in perspective.
None the less, the Cabinet had recognised that the social and regional

problems involved in the reorganisation of the industry must be
given full weight; and these would be explored further with the BSC
in the course of the presentation on the following day. The outcome
of that occasion would be reported to the Cabinet when they resumed
their discussion at the next meeting.
The Cabinet—
Took note, with approval, of the summing up of their
discussion by the Prime Minister.

Cabinet Office,
14 December,
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CONFIDENTIAL
1. The Cabinet were informed of the business to be taken in
the House of Commons in the week following the Christmas Recess.
The Cabinet were informed that as the result of the acceptance
of an Opposition amendment in the House of Lords on the previous
day the National Health Service Reorganisation Bill now contained
no provision authorising charges for contraceptive supplies. A
number of Government supporters had voted in favour of the amend
ment; and there seemed no prospect that the decision could be
reversed at a later stage in the House of Lords. By the time the
Bill came before the House of Commons the Report of the Popula
tion Panel would probably have been published; and, if so, the
considerations with which it would deal, no less than the issues of
public expenditure implicit in the amendment of the Bill, would be
very relevant to the decision whether to seek restoration of the
charging power.
The Prime Minister, summing up a brief discussion, said that
the Governmenfs attitude to this question would require careful
consideration, initially by the Home and Social Affairs Committee.
The CabinetInvited the Secretary of State for Social Services to submit
proposals to the Home and Social Affairs Committee, with
due regard to the forthcoming Report of the Population
Panel, about the attitude to be adopted by the Government
to the issues raised by the amendment of the National
Health Service Reorganisation Bill.
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SECRET
2 . The Cabinet resumed their consideration of the development
strategy of the British Steel Corporation (BSC). They had before
them a memorandum by the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry (CP (72) 156) summarising aspects of the strategy which had
been reviewed at a meeting of Ministers with the Chairman and
members of the Board of the Corporation after the Cabinefs last
discussion of the subject. A draft Parliamentary statement on the
BSCs modernisation programme was annexed to this memorandum.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry

said that it had

been made clear to Ministers at their meeting with the representatives
of the BSC that, in evolving their development strategy, the Board
had examined a large number of options. They had maintained that
by comparison with other developed countries the United Kingdom
had under-invested in its steel industry for a decade and that modern
isation was essential if costs were to be reduced and the quality of
the product was to be improved on a scale which would enable the
industry to compete within the European Coal and Steel Com
munity and in a world market where demand was expected to rise

from 600 t o 900 million tonnes between 1970 and 1980. As regards
the most vulnerable features of their strategy the Corporation had
already reduced their estimate of probable exports in order to lessen
the risks of unprofitability; their expectation of a rising share of the
United Kingdom market reflected the fact that the fastest demand
growth was for their products; and their price assumptions reflected
moderate estimates of the probable trend of prices generally. The
possibility that a development strategy on these lines would result
in too low a level of profitability must be weighed against the risks
to employment in the industry, together with the threat to the balance
of payments and to the growth of the economy, which would arise if
investment were too small. The reduction in costs to be derived
from the concentration of bulk steel making at large coastal works
was particularly relevant. T o redevelop steel making at Shotton,
in particular, would entail an extra cost of £4 a tonne; and the
3,850 jobs which would be saved by this means would involve 1,300
fewer jobs at Port Talbot. Even so, finishing processes employing
6,000 men could economically continue at Shotton. The reduction
of manpower in the industry must be seen in perspective. Since the
industry was nationalised in 1967 some 50,000 jobs had already been,
or were in process of being, dispensed with, and in Yorkshire, in
particular, the industry had shed 20,000 jobs without serious industrial
unrest or widespread hardship. By contrast, job losses under the
B S C s present proposals would amount to no more than some 30,000,
spread over a period of years; and, although there would be serious
effects in some places, none of the closures would occur before
1974-75 and most would take place towards the end of the decade.
The scale of redundancies would ultimately be even greater than
was implied by the strategy, if the industry was not modernised and
as a result ceased to be competitive.
At the meeting the part-time members of the Board had shown
themselves fully committed to the strategy and had confirmed that
it was both feasible and necessary if the British steel industry was
not to become the residual legatee of other countries' investment
decisions. In sum the Corporation^ representatives had developed
their case with force and conviction; and the Government should
now be prepared to approve the strategy in principle. Thereafter,
they should abstain from unduly detailed intervention in its imple
mentation; but in view of the relevance of the timing of its
successive stages to both the profitability of the industry and t o the
social and economic problems which the strategy would create it had
been agreed with the Corporation that every major development
would be reviewed by the Department of Trade and Industry in the
light of changes in the critical considerations and would not proceed
without the Governmenfs agreement.
The Secretary of State for Scotland said that he had been
considerably reassured by the meeting. The Board had clearly
appreciated the need to retain a balanced range of steel production
in Scotland; and the changes in their strategy which they had
accepted should ensure that redundancies in Scotland over the next
five years should not, broadly, exceed those of the last five. There

was room for improvement, however, in the Corporation^ approach
to industrial relations, particularly as regards their practice of
informing trade unions locally of decisions about forthcoming
closures and rundowns as soon as they had been reached. In
Scotland announcements of this kind had led to unnecessary public
alarm, which had been exploited by the Governmenfs political
opponents. This might be avoided if BSC could be persuaded to
take the Government into their confidence at an earlier stage of
their planning.
The Secretary of State for Wales said that the meeting with the
Board's representatives had merely demonstrated that, having reached
a carefully reasoned decision about their strategy, the Corporation
were now impervious to its social and regional consequences. For
Wales this would mean a loss of 17,000-18,000 male jobs, including
4,500 at Ebbw Vale, 4,500 at Cardiff, 6,000 at Shotton and 2,000
at Wrexham, offset by a gain of only some 1,500 jobs at Port Talbot.
The threat to Shotton was particularly severe, since apart from the
BSC there were only two major employers of labour locally and
opportunities in a radius of ten miles must be sought in the develop
ment areas of Wrexham and Merseyside, which were already suffering
from high male unemployment. The Corporation had given no sign,
however, of acknowledging Shotton's admirable record of industrial
relations; nor had they appeared to recognise that Shotton, East
Moors and Llanwern were all currently profitable. They had also
discounted, without sufficient justification, the more cautious, but
perhaps more realistic, option under which their target capacity of
liquid steel production would be reached somewhat later by forgoing
the proposed Teesside complex in favour of preserving capacity at
Shotton and developing other steel works already in existence.
In discussion there was general agreement that, whatever
reservations the Government might feel about the Board's competence
in the past or their assumptions for the future, they could not
challenge the Board's commercial judgment on the basis of com
parable technical knowledge. The fundamental question, therefore,
was whether they retained confidence in the Board itself. F r o m this
point of view it was relevant that the Ministers who had attended
the discussion with members of the Board had been favourably
impressed by the manner in which they had developed the economic
arguments for their strategy. The Chairman had admitted that a
number of the assumptions on which it was based were sensitive to
changes in world prices and markets; but it was clearly unrealistic
to approach the problem on the basis that all the assumptions might
be falsified. The Board had been able to claim, with justification,
that their estimates of market share and price margins were based
on experience over the last two years and that their calculations of
demand were consistent with the fact that the BSC were the main
producers of basic steel in Europe. They could also maintain that
the element of flexibility in their strategy lay more in the rate at
which the older plants would be run down than in the timing of
new investment. It might, indeed, be unwise for the Government
to approve the development strategy in general terms but to reserve

to themselves, not least in the interests of Wales, the right to decide
the construction timetable for the Teesside complex which, as one
of the two main sources of crude liquid steel in the United Kingdom,
would be a basic feature of that strategy. Moreover, it could not
be assumed that, if the strategy was pronounced to be unacceptable,
the alternative plan which the Corporation would then adopt would
provide a reprieve for the Shotton plant or cause any less social
distress in Wales. In fact, however, Wales already contained one
third of the steel industry and would benefit, under the strategy,
from one-third of the new investment; and redundancies in Wales
would be no more than proportionate to the numbers employed.
Finally, the Corporation had already accepted a less rapid rate of
expansion at Port Talbot in order to conform with the requirements
of the public expenditure programme; and the Government must
ensure that there was no repetition of the circumstances of the late
1950s, when the profitability which the steel industry had achieved
as a result of the demands of an expanding national economy had
masked the need for new investment and uncertainty about the future
had made the industry reluctant to undertake it. Nor should the
Government accept B S C s development strategy now and then
proceed to impede it by insisting too rigidly, or at inordinate length,
on the application of their guidelines.
These considerations, however, had to be set against the inevit
able doubts both about the advisability of devoting so much of our
national resources to the steel industry and about the Board's ability
to make a success of their strategy. The record of other nationalised
industries, particularly in relation to the exploitation of nuclear power
and N o r t h Sea Gas, had not been very reassuring in this respect.
Detailed examination of the BSCs proposals had suggested that it
might be prudent to adopt less optimistic assumptions; and when
challenged about these assumptions, the Board's representatives at
the meeting had been unable to supply a wholly convincing answer.
Their acceptance of the need for flexibility in the implementation of
the strategy could also be called in question, and they themselves had
acknowledged that the decision to build a new steel complex on
Teesside, together with the decision to expand Port Talbot, would
inevitably pre-empt a substantial part of the potential growth of
capacity over the decade ahead and would therefore preclude other
possible developments which had strong local backing. If their
estimates proved mistaken, the effects of the necessary retrenchment
on the older plants could be very serious. There must also be some
doubts about" the Board's capacity in the field of industrial relations
at the local level and their willingness to appreciate the social and
regional implications of their decisions. So drastic a reorganisation
of the industry would not be achieved without considerable
opposition.
.
The Prime Minister, summing u p this part of the discussion, said
that the Cabinet recognised the risks which were involved in an
industrial programme of this magnitude. But in the light of their
discussions with the Board the Ministers most closely concerned were
satisfied, on balance, that the B S C s development strategy was the

result of a very thorough examination of the economic and com
mercial factors and that it must logically be accepted or rejected
as a whole. The Cabinet therefore agreed that it should be endorsed
in principle, subject to the safeguards that the timing of certain major
decisions would be reserved to the Government on the basis proposed
by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry. The Cabinet were
particularly concerned, however, about the social consequences in
some areas, notably Shotton, Corby and Consett; and the responsible
Ministers should therefore examine urgently ways in which Depart
mental resources could best b e mobilised in order to provide
co-ordinated and comprehensive assistance to those areas.
The Cabinet—
(1) Approved the development strategy of the British Steel
Corporation, as set out in CP (72) 152 and 156, subject
to safeguards on the timing of major developments.
The Cabinet then considered the form in which their decisions
should be announced. Public opinion would be particularly con
cerned about two separate issues—first, the nature of the assumptions
on which the Corporation^ strategy was based a n d the considerations
which had led the Government t o conclude that it could be endorsed
in principle; second, the Governmenfs intentions as regards the
provision both of alternative employment for labour made redundant
by the strategy and of more general assistance to the areas which
would be adversely affected by its progressive development. In
principle it would be desirable to deal with both these considera
tions in the initial announcement of the Governmenfs decision and,
if possible, to reinforce the discussion of the social and regional
implications of the strategy by a n indication of the specific measures
which the Government envisaged in this context. This suggested
that a White Paper might provide the best means of announcing and
justifying the Governmenfs decision. On the other hand it would
not be possible to defer an announcement of that decision until after
the Recess without creating the impression that the Cabinet were
divided on the issues involved and were unable to reach a definite
conclusion; and it would be equally impossible to include in any
statement made before the Recess precise details of the measures
which the Government contemplated to offset the unemployment and
other adverse social consequences which would result from the
implementation of the strategy. In these circumstances the wisest
course would be to make an announcement in Parliament on the
following day, indicating that the Government had endorsed the
Corporation^ strategy in principle; that this strategy had been
elaborated after careful consultation with themselves; that they were
particularly concerned to alleviate its adverse social impact in certain
areas; and that they proposed to adopt for this purpose measures
analogous to those which had been taken in the early 1960s to develop
the industrial infrastructure of the North East by creating special
interdepartmental teams with responsibility for dealing with the
problems of a depressed area o n a comprehensive and imaginative
scale. It might also be possible, at an appropriate moment, to link
the development strategy with the forthcoming announcement of a
new programme of advance factories.

The question of the assumptions on which the strategy was based
a n d the considerations which had influenced the Government in their
examination of it should be reserved for more detailed elaboration
in a White Paper, which should be published before any Parliamen
tary debate on the Governmenfs decision after the Recess. It would
be important that this White Paper should be confined to a discussion
of the issues involved and should not provide any avoidable
opportunity for the basic decision itself to be reopened.
The C a b i n e t 
(2) Agreed that a Parliamentary statement announcing their
decision should be made on the following day.
(3) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, in
consultation with the H o m e Secretary, the Secretary of
State for Scotland and the Secretary of State for Wales to
revise the draft statement annexed to CP (72) 156 in the
light of their discussion and to submit the revised text to
the Prime Minister as rapidly as possible.
(4) Invited the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, in
consultation with the Ministers concerned, to prepare, for
publication before any Parliamentary debate on the
development strategy of the British Steel Corporation, a
White Paper discussing the assumptions on which that
strategy was based a n d the considerations which had led
the Government to endorse it.

Cabinet Office,
20 December,

1972.

